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National Heart Institute

Summary of Intramural Research Activities

1958

Laboratory of Cellular Physiology and Metabolism — Section on
Cellular Physiology

The following major research projects have been under investi-

gation in the Section on Cellular Physiology during the past year:

1) The correlation of structure with enzymatic function in

the ribonuclease molecule.

2) The mechanism by which genetic information is utilized

in the biosynthesis of protein molecules, with particular

emphaeis on the biosynthesis of the proteins of bacteriophage,

3) Studies on the structure of fibrous proteins, including myosin,
fibrinogen and collagen.

4) The biosynthesis of proteins in the hen's oviduct.

5) Oxidative phosphorylation and electron transport.

6) Structure and metabolic role of lipoproteins.

1) The covalent structure of ribonuclease is now essentially

completely known and it is possible to examine, in a rational way, the

relationships between specific parts of the molecular structure and the

enzymatic activity of this protein. Three major approaches to this

problem have been employed. In the first, a systematic study of the

reduction of disulfide bridges in ribonuclease has revealed that at least

one, and possibly as many as three, of the four disulfide bridges in the

molecule may be cleaved by reductive cleavage to the SH- form without

loss of all the enzymatic activity. One of these bridges, namely, that

connecting half-cystine #1 with half-cystine #6 (counting from the N-
terminal end of the molecule) may be opened, and the SH groups so
formed stabilized by conversion to their carboxymethyl derivatives,

without loss of activity. It is certain that at least one more bridge may
be opened with impunity and its identity is now under investigation by the

"fingerprinting" technique to be described below.

The finding of major significance is that ribonuclease, in which
three of the four disulfide bridges have been reduced (this derivative

having about 10-15% the activity of the native enzyme), may be reoxidized

with molecular oxygen with the complete disappearance of SH groups, and
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with the regeneration of 100% of the original activity. Physical studies

show that this reformed, native-like molecule contains even more intra-

molecular coiling than the original substance,, in spite of its normal
activity. The results suggest that the presence of the single remaining
disulfide bridge is sufficient to direct the reformation of a second critical

bridge, but that the third and fourth disulfide bond may reform in an ab-
normal way but without a deleterious effect on function. The arrangement
of the disulfide bridges in the reoxidized molecule are now under investi-

gation.,

Of major importance in these studies and in a number of the other

activities of the laboratory has been the development of a simple and re-

producible technique for the rapid, qualitative study of the general features

of structure in an unknown protein. Samples of protein are first digested

with proteolytic enzymes. The resulting peptide mixture is then separated

into its components by successive paper chromatography and electrophor-

esis to yield a characteristic pattern of peptide spots. These may be
located by staining with ninhydrin and the peptides so located may be iso-

lated and analyzed for their amino acid composition.

This technique has been of considerable use in connection with

studies on ribonuclease discussed above. Thus, for example, finger-

prints have been prepared of digests of bovine, ovine and porcine ribo-

nucleases of pancreas tissue and the resulting peptides have been sepa-

rated, analyzed and compared with one another. Certain regions of the

molecule have been found to show differences from species to species

and, in one instance, sheep ribonuclease, a lysine residue characteristic

of the beef enzyme, has been replaced by glutamic acid. This major
species difference suggests, at once, that the particular area of the

molecule in which this variation occurs cannot be critically involved in

the binding or hydrolysis of ribonucleic acid. Similar species studies

are now in progress on a ribonuclease from spinach leaves and it is

hoped to extend the work to ribonucleases from Aspergillus , E. coli ,

and Streptococcus.

The location of the active center in ribonuclease is also being

investigated by the application of controlled proteolytic digestion. Some
enzymes remove small portions of the peptide chain with inactivation

whereas others attack the chain without inactivation. Both types of events

yield valuable information as to the location of the functional constellation

of amino acids.
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The approach outlined above will, it is hoped, eventually give

sufficiently specific information to enable us to begin a synthetic

approach to the active center of this enzyme.

2) Recent advances in genetic techniques, particularly with

microorganisms and viruses, have made it clear that genes consist of

a large number of loci, probably of an order of size corresponding to

only very few nucleotides in the DNA molecule. Geneticists have been
able to construct maps of the genetic material of a number of organisms
in which a large number of such loci have been pinpointed within a single

functional gene, presumably controlling the biosynthesis of a single pro-

tein.

One such study has involved the T-even bacteriophages and a

genetic map for the host range specificity function has been constructed

by Streisinger and his colleagues. The protein in the coat of the virus

particle which is responsible for host range specificity has been purified

in this laboratory to a very high degree and samples of this protein iso-

lated from various mutants which have undergone mutations in different

positions along the corresponding region of the genetic material are now
being subjected to "fingerprinting. " This study is aimed at determining

whether or not there exists a direct correspondence between changes in

the chemical structure of the DNA "chromosome" of the phage and the

amino acid sequence of the protein whose synthesis is under the control

of this region. Another protein in the coat of the virus particle has to

do with the penetration of the viral DNA into the host bacterial cell.

This protein has been identified as a lysozyme and has been shown to

be similar in many of its properties to the corresponding enzyme in egg
white and in various other tissues. Lysozyme has been isolated in

reasonable quantities from bacteriophage T2 and from lysates of E. coli

produced by phage infection. A search is now under way for a technique

by which the genetic loci in bacteriophage T2 may be mapped so that the

study of correspondence between genetic information and lysozyme
structure can be undertaken. In parallel with these studies, a systematic

investigation of the structure of egg white lysozyme is being pursued in

order to obtain a baseline for comparison of the enzyme from the bacterio-

phage. These studies also involve the fingerprinting technique described

above.

(3) As a consequence of studies on the three-dimensional struc-

ture of polyproline and of proline-glycine copolymers, information was
gained which has contributed considerably to the understanding of the
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4} Studies on the mechanism of protein biosynthesis in the

hen" e oviduct are being continued. Dr. Eendler has made considerable

progress in the isolation and characterisation of the interesting lipid"

soluble substances which appear to be good candidates as intermediates

in protein biosynthesis in this tissue. Five distinct fractions can be

separated by the use of aluminum silicate columns and countercurrent

distribution and the fractions contain verj large amounts of radioactivity

when isolated from tissue which has been incubated with radioactive

amino acids. These studies are of great interest in view of the lipid

nature of the endoplasmic reticulum which is so likely to be involved in

the assembly of protein molecules. In the course of these studies Dr.

Hendler has also reinvestigated the technical problems involved in the

counting of C 14 and has developed interesting modifications of the theories

originally proposed by W. Libby and others for the self-absorption phenom-

enon.

5> Drs. Kielley and Brook have continued their studies on thi?

nature of oxidative phosphorylation along the lines of last year's wovk.

Thyroxin and thyroxin analogues having hormone activity have been

shown to concentrate oxidation without altering phosphorylating e?/icieacy.

At higher concentrations and following preincubation, uncoupling was ob-

served. The observations have suggested that the uncoupling e/fect is a

secondary one but it is still uncertain whether the acceleration of oxida-

tion can be regarded as physiologically significant. A numb&r of Vitamin

K and Vitamin E analogues have also been examined in the zubmitochondrial

system. Some of these caused marked acceleration of phosphorylation and

are being further investigated.

6) Dr. Eodbell has examined the alpha and heU lipoprotein mole-

cules in parallel with the proteins which are present tea chylomicrons.

One of the major components in chylomicrons has been shown, by the

fingerprinting method, to be identical with the high-density lipoprotein

of plasma. Studies with C 14~labelled amino acids have indicated that the

alpha lipoprotein of plasma is not in equilibrium with the corresponding

chylomicron protein and that the chylomicron synthesis must involve a

separate pool of this particular protein substance.

The high-density lipoproteins may be made soluble in aqueous

systems by removal of the lipid components. Studies are under way to

investigate the "re-synthesis" of alpha lipoproteins from its component

parts. Dr. Rodbell, together with Dr. Fredrickson of the Section on
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Metaboiism, is also actively investigating the metabolic origin of the

chylomicron proteins and high-density lipoproteins using radioactive

techniques.,

—Section on Enzymes

During the past year the Section on Enzymes has been concerned
with studies on the enzymatic mechanisms of the following biochemical
processes: 1) the metabolism of heterocyclic compounds; 2) the metabo-
lism of three carbon compounds; 3) anaerobic oxidative phosphorylation

and electron transport; 4) cellular differentiation and protein synthesis;

5) the metabolism of isoprenoid derivatives; 6) homoserine metabolism.

1) The metabolism of heterocyclic compounds. Riboflavin

degradation IE* R. Stadtman, P. Smyrniotis, T. Miles). Several inter**

mediates in the oxidation of riboflavin to carbon dioxide and ammonia
have been isolated from the culture medium of an aerobic bacterium
grown on riboflavin as its major source of carbon, nitrogen and energy.

Detailed chemical and enzymatic analysis of these compounds reveals
the existence of at least two major pathways of riboflavin dissimilation.

One mechanism involves an initial oxidative cleavage of the pyrimidine
ring (ring C) with the formation of stoichiometric amounts of l»ribityl~

2, 3-diketo-l, 2, 3, 4 tetrahydro-6„ 7-dimethylquinoxaline (compound I) e

urea, and a one carbon derivative (probably COg). This is a curious
transformation since all of the most reasonable postulated intermediates

have been synthesized, tested and found not to be metabolized. Compound
I is subsequently converted to a second closely related compound (com-
pound II) by a synthetic reaction which involves removal of two oxygen
atoms from the ribityl side chain and the addition of two carbon atoms
and one nitrogen atom to the side chain. The exact structure of compound
n is yet undetermined. Compound II is subsequently converted by a series

of unknown reactions to 3, 4 dimethyl-<*-pyrone-5-carboxylic acid which,

in turn, is oxidized to GOg- A second pathway of riboflavin breakdown
is indicated by the isolation of other metabolites which are oxidized to

CO>2 and NH3 without the intermediary formation of any of the above
mentioned substances. Preliminary evidence indicates that this pathway
involves an initial attack on ring A of the riboflavin molecule with the

formation of a pteridine derivative. One such metabolite has been found
to replace riboflavin for growth of a riboflavin requiring strain of lacto-

bacillus, suggesting that it may be an intermediate in riboflavin biosyn-
thesis.
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2) The metabolism of three carbon compounds .

(a) Propionic acid oxidation (Dr. Vagelos). A new pathway for

the biological oxidation of propio)iic has been elucidated in studies with
cell-free enzyme preparations of the anaerobic bacterium C. kiuyverL
This mechanism involves the intermediary formation of propionyl CoA„
acrylyl CoA„ /9 -hydroxy-propionyi CoA, malonyl semialdehyde CoA„
and malonyl CoA. The fate of malonyl CoA is still uncertain but some
results indicate that it may be deearboxylated to acetyl CoA and C02»
These results supplement those previous findings (reported last year)

of lactoyl CoA and f -alanyl CoA as activated intermediaries in the

metabolism of propionic acid. Proof for the biological formation of

these activated three carbon compounds directs attention to their possible

role in the energy metabolism of diverse biosynthetic processes.

The metabolism of pyruvate and alanine (Drs. H. Goldfine
and £. R. Stadtman). Enzyme preparations of C. propionicum catalyze

the conversion of alanine to a mixture of acetic acid, COg* HH3 and
propionic acid. Detailed studies of this fermentation have revealed the

surprising fact that pyruvate is not an intermediary in the oxidation of

alanine. During the course of these studies it was discovered that with

cell-free extracts pyruvate is utilized for the synthesis of a major metab-
olite which has been isolated and tentatively characterised as a hydroxy
dicarboxyamino acid (probably y -amino- -y -methyl-glutamic acid).

Studies are in progress on tits mechanism of this reaction and
the role of the new amino acid metabolite in the metabolism of this

3) Anaerobic oxidation phosphorylation and electron transport.

a) The oxidation of diphosphopyridine nucleotide by crotonyl Co-
enzyme A (Drs. E. Brown and E. R. Stadtman). From purely thermo-
dynamic considerations, it has been postulated that the energy for growth
of the anaerobic bacterium C. kluyveri is derived from the reduction of

crotonyl-CoA to butyryl CoA by reduced diphosphopyridine nucleotide.

This reaction is associated with a standard free energy change of about
-14, 000 calories. A recent report has claimed that in soluble cell free

preparations of C. kluyveri, phosphorylation is coupled with the above
oxido-reduction process. Extending our own studies in this biochemical
reaction, the occurrence of phosphorylation in the anaerobic metabolism
of crotonyl CoA and related tbiolester derivatives has been confirmed;
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however, the results suggest that the phosphorylation is not associated

with the oxidation of diphosphopyridine nucleotide but most probably

is the result of a dissimulation of crotonyl CoA to butyryl CoA and
acetyl CoA followed by the formation of ATP from the latter compound
via acetyl phosphate. An alternative experimental approach which
avoids the possibility of phosphorylation via acetyl phosphate is under
investigation in a continuing effort to study phosphorylation coupled to

anaerobic electron transport.

(b) Reductive deamination of amino acids <[Br. T. C. Stadtman).

Studies on the mechanism of ATF formation associated with the enzy-

matic reduction of glycine to acetate and NH3 have been continued. Ae
judged by a number of criteria such as marked sensitivity to antimycin

A„ inactivation by menadione and related simple naphthoquinones „ in-

activation by irradiation or solvent extraction procedures, and activation

of aged or solvent-treated extracts by vitamin E, it is believed that a

quinone {possibly a vitamin E derivative) is involved in the overall pro*

cess. The incidental discovery that these enzyme preparations contain

a menadione-dependent phosphatase suggests the possibility that inhibition

of the phosphorylation process by menadione is the result of an uncoupling

action of this compound when substituted for the natural quinone inter-

mediate.

The bioenergetics of reductive deamination is also being investi-

gated (Dr. T. Co Stadtman and Mr. Hardman) in organisms that catalyse

specific fermentations of y -amino butyric and <& -amino valeric acids to

mixtures of ammonia and lower fatty acids. Studies with cell-free ex-

tracts of the y -amino-hutyric acid fermenting organism have shown
that reduction to butyrate proceeds via succinicsemialdehyde and -y -

hydroxybutyric acids as intermediates and the enzymes involved in the

metabolism of these compounds have been partially purified and their

Co-factor requirements established. In future studies attention will be
directed to elucidation of the energy-yielding reactions which also appear
to be present in soluble extracts.

(c) The metabolism of N-onium compounds (Drs. H. Hayward
and T. C. Stadtman). The conversion of N-onium compounds to primary
or secondary amines is associated with a relatively large change in

standard free energy. In order to determine if the potential energy of

such reactions can be used for biological synthesis, a study was under-
taken to investigate the fermentation of choline by an obligate anaerobic
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clostridium capable of utilizing this substance as its sole energy

and carbon source. Cell-free extracts of this organism have been

shown to catalyze the conversion of choline to one mole of trimethyl-

amine and one-half mole each of acetate and ethanoL Extracts of

this organism were found to contain a cytochrome pigment which is

spectrally similar to animal cytochrome C. This discovery is the

first exception to the previous generalization that Clostridia do not

contain cytochrome pigments. Although the exact role of this pigment

in the metabolism of choline is not yet known, it is of special interest

that in order to serve as an electron carrier under the anaerobic condi-

tions of metabolism, it must function at a redox potential well below
that of the animal cytochrome system. The biochemistry of this pig-

ment and the possibility that anaerobic dissimulation of choline is

coupled with phosphorylation are immediate topics of further study.

4) Homogerine metabolism (Dr. Flavin), O-phospho-homo-
serine has been previously demonstrated to be an obligatory intermediary
in the isomerization of homoaerine to threonine in certain microorganisms.
From the mechanistic point of view the role of a phosphate ester in such
an isomerization is of special interest since there la no established

precedent for such a reaction in metabolism. It in of further interest

because it may be analogous to, and serve as a u&eful model for, an
early step in the biosynthesis of steroids; (viz. in the conversion of

mevalonic acid pyrophosphate to A t S-isopentenoi pyrophosphate)

.

The enzyme catalyzing the conversion of phosphohomoserine
to threonine and orthophosphate has been extensively purified from
extracts of Neurospora and was shown to require pyridoxal phosphate
as a coenzyme. Studies of this reaction in tritium-labeled water reveal

that no significant incorporation of tritium into threonine occurs. This
eliminates from further consideration one postulated mechanism involving

the intermediary formation of an olefinic derivative such as vinylglycine.

The reduction of diphosphopyridine nucleotide (DPN) by
molecular hydrogen (Drs. S. Kinsky and E. R. Stadtman). Two heat-
stable coenzymes are involved in the reduction of DPN by molecular
hydrogen as catalyzed by soluble extracts of C. kluyveri . One of these
coenzymes was identified as flavine adenine dinucleotide (FAD). Puri-
fication of the second coenzyme is still in progress. As judged by be-
havior on ion exchange resins, electrophoretic mobility and adsorbability

on charcoal, etc. , it appears to be a strongly anionic substance probably
of nucleotide nature. The discovery that FAD is an obligatory coenzyme
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in the reduction of DPN by hydrogen is of special interest since the

standard redox-potential of free FAD is well above that of either

hydrogen or DPN. Therefore, from thermodynamic considerations

it seems probable that in the hydrogenase system the potential of the

FAD is markedly reduced perhaps by combination with the apo-enzyme.

The probable existence of such low-potential flavin systems requires

a re-evaluation of the concept that flavin enzymes,, because of their

high potential, are involved only as electron carriers in terminal

respiration.

5) The biochemistry of cellular differentiation and protein

synthesis (Dr* B„ Wright), The dramatic changes in the morphology
and metabolism of the slime mold during the process of cellular dif-

ferentiation are associated with marked changes in enzyme composition

and in concentration of the free amino acid pool. A kinetic analysis

shows that as differentiation proceeds, first, the size of the free amino
acid pool decreases to one-third its initial value, then the alcohol-soluble

proteins decrease and finally between the slug and fruit stages,, the re-

maining protein fraction decreases. The greatest proteolytic activity

occurs after the free amino acid pool reaches a low level, at which time

many enzyme activities are at their highest. The results are consistent

with the working hypothesis that a decrease in amino acid pool, brought

about by starvation, may initiate endogenous protein breakdown.

Evidence has been obtained showing that acrasin, the chemo-
tactic steroid-like hormone which is needed to initiate aggregation of

amoebae during differentiation is not involved as a coenzyme in the

DPNH-TPNH transhydrogenase system nor does it have any direct

effect on terminal respiration.

6) The metabolism of isoprene derivatives . Citronellol is a

low molecular weight compound (2 isoprene units) and it serves as an

ideal model compound to study isoprenoid degradation. Therefore in

order to facilitate studies on the biochemistry of polyisoprene metabo-
lism, an aerobic bacterium was isolated from soil enrichment that can

utilize citronellol as its sole carbon and energy source. Studies with

cell-free extracts of this bacterium were found to contain all of the en-

zymes previously established in the biosynthesis of acetoacetate, /9
-

hydroxybutyrate, and & -hydroxy- fi -methylglutaryl CoA, and in terminal

respiration by the TCA cycle. However, during the oxidation of acetate

by cell suspensions up to 25% of the acetate carbon is utilized for the bio-

synthesis of a yellow substance which has been isolated and tentatively
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identified as a terpene. It is further demonstrated that during the

oxidation of citronellol or isovaleric acid, extensive incorporation

of C 1402 mto acetate and p -hydroxymethylglutaric acid occurs.

The detailed mechanisms of citronellol catabolism and the biosyn-

thesis of the terpene-like compound formed from acetate is being

pursued further.

—Section on Metabolism

The research activities of the Section on Metabolism for the

year 1958 are best described under several categories:

1) studies on the basic physiology of fat absorption and transport;

2) studies of the factors controlling lipoprotein levels, including

in vitro studies of lipoprotein biosynthesis and the effects of

various agents such as dietary fats;

3) studies on the mechanisms of protein biosynthesis;

4) studies of clinical and experimental nephrosis, including

immunochemical studies;

5) basic studies on protein structure;

6) studies on plasma protein degradation and excretion.

1) Studies on the basic physiology of fat absorption and transport.

Previous studies in this laboratory have established the importance of

unesterified fatty acids <UPA) in the transport of fat from tissue depots

to sites of oxidation. It has now been shown in man that there is very

little difference in the rates at which different fatty acids (palmitic,

oleic and linoleic acids) are converted to carbon dioxide. Exercise

markedly increases the rate of conversion of circulating UFA to CO2
<6- 10 fold).

The previously reported action of epinephrine in elevating serum
UFA concentrations has been further studied. The elevation of serum
UFA following epinephrine is not maintained even when large amounts
of epinephrine are administered intravenously. The return of UFA
levels toward normal occurs at about the same time the blood glucose

levels rise. In separate studies it was shown that administration of

large amounts of glucose could prevent the epinephrine-induced UFA
response. Studies on adipose tissue in vitro show that this is a direct
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effect, that is, glucose in high concentrations prevents the stimulation

of UFA release from adipose tissue. In view of these findings and the

data in the literature implicating glycogen of adipose tissue in fat mobi-
lization, studies have been initiated in an attempt to demonstrate that

the action of epinephrine on adipose tissue is mediated through an effect

on glycolysis. Preliminary findings tend to support this hypothesis.

The question of the relative importance of serum lipoproteins

and serum unesterified fatty acids in the transport of fat under various

conditions remains to be evaluated. An attempt is being made to block

UFA transport by introducing a fatty acid analogue which cannot be
metabolized but which is transported as an albumin complex. 3, 3-di-

methyl-13-phenylmyristic acid was synthesized and prepared in radio-

active form by tritiation. It has been shown that this molecule is not

metabolized at any significant rate and that it competes for binding sites

on albumin quite effectively {binding constant similar to that cti palmitic

acid). This fatty acid persists in the circulating blood for much longer

periods than does palmitic acid and a very high fraction persists as UFA
within the tissues. Larger amounts of this analogue are being prepared

to permit loading of an animal with enough analogue to block UFA trans-

port.

The method of vapor phase chromatography for analysis of fatty

acid mixtures has been extensively studied in collaboration with the

Laboratory of Technical Development. A detection device based upon

a new principle has been perfected and is in operation and a simple

method for introducing small samples has been devised.

2) Studies of the factors controlling lipoprotein levels, including

in vitro studies of lipoprotein biosynthesis and the effects of various

agents such as dietary fats. Very little is known about the homeostatic

mechanisms regulating serum lipoprotein and cholesterol levels. Be-
cause of the many variables involved in whole animal studies it was
considered desirable to devise in vitro systems for the study of lipo-

protein synthesis. For the first time the synthesis of lipoproteins by
liver slices has now been demonstrated. Incorporation of radioactive

amino acids into the protein moiety of lipoproteins has been accomplished.

The identity of these lipoproteins with serum lipoproteins has been con-

clusively shown in the case of the d. i-lipoproteins and presumptive evi-

dence obtained in the case of $ \-lipoproteins. Rat liver slices both

synthesize and secrete lipoproteins in a simple inorganic medium. Bio-

synthesis of lipoproteins has also been demonstrated in isolated perfused
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rat liver. These techniques should he valuable in assessing the

effects of various agents on rates of lipoprotein synthesis.

Studies of the end groups in the protein moiety of chylomicrons
suggest the presence of at least three different proteins. One of these
appears to be identical with the major protein component of alpha-

lipoproteins. The possible implications of this with regard to fat trans-
port during digestion are bo.xng explored.

The effects of dietary fats on lipoprotein levels and on cholesterol

degradation and excretion hive been studied,. The striking effects of un-
saturated fats in lowering scrum cholesterol levels have been confirmed
but it has been noted that almost as great an effect can be obtained by
withdrawing fat from the diet. That the effect of unsaturated fats is not

dependent upon their conten, of vegetable sterols has been shown in

studies utilizing an especially prepared safflower oil containing only a
fraction of a per cent of these vegetable sterols.

During studies of cholesterol degradation and excretion in patients

receiving C ^-cholesterol intravenously it was noted that a very high
fraction of the excreted radioactivity appeared in the feces in the form
of neutral sterol. This finding is in apparent conflict with the previously
accepted concept that bile acids represent the main excretory form of

cholesterol. In six patients the percentage radioactivity excreted as
neutral sterol ranged from SB to 80 per cent with the remainder appear-
ing in the form of bile acids. This discrepancy with earlier results must
be due either to the considerable reabsorption of bile acids which occurs
or to excretion of cholesterol by the intestinal tract. No consistent

change in total cholesterol end product excretion was observed when the

nature of the dietary fat was changed from saturated to unsaturated.

Studies in rabbits have shown that the rate of regression of chol-

esterol-induced atheromata is accelerated when the diet includes corn
oil compared to that rate observed when the diet includes coconut oil.

It has been shown that epinephrine, in addition to raising serum
UFA levels, causes a rise in serum lipoprotein levels in dogs, maximal
at 24 hours. Daily injections of long lasting epinephrine maintains this

elevation of serum lipoproteins. The elevation occurs primarily in the

/3 i-lipoprotein fraction and thus the elevation is primarily in cholesterol
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and phospholipids {about 50 per cent above control values) . The
possible importance of this observation in relation to stress-induced

hypercholesterolemia is being given serious consideration.

The use of inhibitors of cholesterol synthesis to effect a lower-

ing of serum cholesterol levels has been further explored. Several

compounds structurally related to £ 4-cholestenone have proved in-

effective as inhibitors (2-alpha-methyl-cholestenone, 6-alpha-methyl-
cholestenone, sitostenone and 3-methoxy-cholesterol). It has been
previously postulated that the effectiveness of A 4-cholestenone may
depend upon its conversion to dihydrocholesterol. The ineffectiveness

of the substituted cholestenone derivatives may possibly be attributable

to the inability of the organism to reduce them. Benzmalacene (N-Cl-
methyl-2, 3-di-p-chlorophenylpropylmaleamic acid) has been shown to

be effective in lowering cholesterol levels in dogs up to 50 per cent,

confirming studies by Merck, Sharp and Dohme. Clinical studies on a
small number of patients indicate the drug to be effective but gastric

irritation and elevation of BSP retention appear to be problems. MER-
29 ( l-(£-C^-diethylaminoethoxy)-phenyl)-l-(£-tolyl)-2-(£-chlorophenyl)

ethanol) profoundly influences cholesterol metabolism in the rat, causing

the serum cholesterol level to drop/as low as 15 mg%, and decreasing

the cholesterol content of the liver by 50%. A non-saponifiable lipid

distinct from cholesterol accumulates in the liver of treated animals
and the nature of this is under study.

A new method for incorporating lipids into lipoproteins in vitro

has been developed. This simple procedure permits the incorporation

of labeled compounds into lipoproteins at high specific radioactivity and
makes it possible to carry out tracer studies with a better approach to

the truly physiological state. In addition it promises to be of value in

the study of lipoprotein transport of carcinogens and other trace com-
ponents.

3) Studies on the mechanisms of protein biosynthesis- Studies

on the incorporation of amino acid analogues into crystalline proteins

have been completed.. The conclusive demonstration of such incorpora-
tion has important implications with respect to the specificity of protein

biosynthesis. Studies of low molecular weight peptide derivatives

occurring in rat and lipid liver are continuing. A large family of low
molecular weight peptides associated with an acidic component, probably

nucleotide in nature, has been demonstrated by means of chromatography
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on cellulose columns. Conclusive proof that these are involved in

protein biosynthesis has not yet been obtained.

In the course of these studies a method for the radioassay of

tritium labeled proteins in the liquid scintillation spectrometer was
developed. A more general method for counting aqueous solutions in

the liquid scintillation spectrometer has been found and is being further

explored to make it routine.

4) Studies of clinical and experimental nephrosis, including

immunochemical studies . The lipoprotein patterns in patients with

the nephrotic syndrome fall into several distinct categories. Contrary
to the general clinical impression, there are a significant number of

nephrotic patients in whom the elevation of serum lipids is primarily
in the P \-lipoprotein fraction rather than in the very low density lipo-

protein fractions. There appears to be a spectrum of lipoprotein

patterns and during therapy with either steroids or albumin the lipopro-

tein pattern is observed to change from one type to another. These
findings cast doubt on the hypothesis that the nephrotic suffers primarily
from an inability to convert very low density lipoproteins to higher density

lipoproteins. While the effectiveness of intravenous serum albumin in

lowering the lipoprotein levels in nephrotic patients has implicated al-

bumin specifically, experimental studies in the rat show that dextran
is to some extent able to duplicate these effects of albumin and this

raises question as to the specificity of the albumin molecule in this

respect. Attempts to demonstrate antibodies to human kidney in the

serum of patients with renal disease have been negative. On the other

hand, using the same tannic acid hemagglutination test, it has been
possible to confirm the presence in the sera of patients with thyroiditis

of antibodies against human thyroglobulin. Rabbits immunized with

rabbit nucleoprotein extracts develop antibodies both against these
homologous nucleoproteins and against human nucleoproteins.

Forty-five patients with the nephrotic syndrome have now been
treated with adrenal steroids and partial or complete remissions have
been obtained in almost two-thirds of these cases.

5) Basic studies on protein structure . Kinetic studies of the

digestion of myosin by proteolytic enzymes reveals two distinct rates.

Simultaneous study of the optical properties of the molecule suggest

that the portions of the molecule not involved in helix formation are
the parts rapidly digested. Preliminary studies suggest a similar

phenomenon in the case of collagen.
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The gelation of proteins by formaldehyde was studied with the

aid of radioactive formaldehyde. It was shown that there was stoichi-

ometry between the number of formaldehyde molecules taken up by the

protein and the number of lysine epsilon amino groups blocked during
the reaction. These studies point to the formation of methylene bridges
between lysine residues as the major mechanism of gel formation.

6) Studies on plasma protein degradation and excretion. The
clinical entity of hypercatabolic hypoproteinemia has been recognized
in a number of patients who show no apparent basis for their hypopro-
teinemia. Studies with 1*^1 labeled albumin and, more recently, with
1*31 labeled polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) have demonstrated that in many
of these patients there is a considerable loss of albumin into the intesti-

nal tract. In some cases this has correlated with a clinical lesion such
as regional enteritis or ulcerative colitis but in others the leakage does
not correlate with manifest intestinal disease. The nature of this syn-
drome is being further explored.
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Laboratory of Chemistry of Natural Products

The following sections summarize work in this laboratory.

A. Isolation Studies. The principal isolation study in progress
during the year was concerned with the human macromolecular vaso-
dilator "kallikrein. " It is currently believed that kallikrein is a pan-
creatic product, present in plasma and in urine, that acts on a normal
protein substrate (kallidinogen, a component of the <<2"glODulin fraction)

to yield a dialyzable polypeptide (kallidin) with profound vasodilator

properties. The kallikrein is held in combination in the circulatory

system by a protein inactivator and its vasodilator properties are
exerted only when this complex dissociates to give free kallikrein;

when this occurs the action is mediated through the polypeptide kallidin.

The physiologic significance of these relationships is not known, but it

is now clear that there are perhaps several kallikrein-like substances
present in the human..

This problem is being studied (Dr. Pierce) in collaboration with
Dr. S. J. Sarnoff and his colleagues. The chemical work is concerned
with the problem of isolating kallikrein and its substrate kallidinogen,

and ultimately kallidin, so that they may be defined as chemical individ-

uals. A particular need is to isolate kallidin for study and to determine
whether the several compounds of this type described in the literature

are identical. The technical problems are quite difficult; the isolation

of protein or polypeptide material in a high state of purity usually re-
quires extensive fractionation, and in this case relatively small amounts
of material are available. Several procedures have been studied for

kallikrein or kallidinogen. The best results were obtained with a com-
bination of XE-64 resin and DEAE cellulose. Hog pancreatic kallikrein

(Padutin) was also studied* but the major part of the work has been with
human materials. Relatively good fractions have been prepared, but

these are not yet pure enough for characterisation by chemical means,
and the present work is concerned with getting still purer samples of

kallikrein and kallidinogen.

The physiological experiments and work with hypotensive patients

were carried out in Dr. Sarnoff's laboratory. A urine assay procedure
was worked out and has been published.

The urine base project (Dr. Fish) was terminated in July. Seven
bases of unknown structure remain from this work.
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The alkaloids of Himantandra belgraveana were isolated in an
attempt to throw some light on the "Kuru disease of New Guinea. It

was found {Miss Zalteman) that himbacine was a physiologically active

agent, producing convulsions ending in death, and that this action dupli-

cated that observed for the crude plant extract, which was reportedly
taken orally in New Guinea. There is an Australian chemical group
working on this problem at the present time, and it is unlikely that a
structural study of the alkaloid will be pursued in view of the Australian
work.

Several human metabolites of unknown structure, present in

instances of anemia and malabsorption, were studied in conjunction

with Dr. Co E. Dalgliesh of the Postgraduate Medical School, London.
The isolation work was carried only far enough to fix the identity of the

substances as skatole metabolites, and further work was directed to

examining the biological and chemical reactions involved in the forma-
tion of these materials.

A problem directed to the isolation of the glycolipids of human
red cells was started recently (Dr. Sweeley, Dr. Moscatelli). These
compounds are rather complex substances made up of sphingosine Cor

one of its relatives) and a long-chain fatty acid which often carries an
cC-hydroxy group, glucose or galactose, and usually neuraminic acid.

A distinguishing feature of these compounds lies in the fatty acid part;

acids such as cerebronic* nervonic and lignoceric are reported to be
present, and it is believed that different tissues contain different acids.

One of the problems lies in finding a way to deal with<<-hydroxy acids,

so that they may be studied by gas chromatographic techniques; another
lies in developing more effective isolation methods for glycolipids than
have been used previously. The present work is on isolation methods.

B. Chemical and Biological Reactions. Studies in this area
involved both chemical and biological work dealing with biological trans-
formations, with the aim of establishing the basic chemistry involved in

each instance. Amine oxide studies were continued,. Evidence was found
pointing to the existence of a cellular amine oxide rearrangement reac-
tion (Dr. .Fish, Dr. Sweeley). The stereochemical aspects were studied

through the preparation of both diastereoisomers of nicotine oxide (Dr.

Sweeley); one underwent demethylation readily, the other did not.

Microbial demethylation studies did not lead to a definitive answer on
the ability of the oxide to replace the amine in a biological demethyla-
tion reaction; this may be due to the inability of the oxide to enter
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particulate structures <the two previously observed biological demethyl-
ation reactions for the oxide were found to occur in the soluble portion

of a cellular fraction).

Studies on the catalyst requirements and on the basic chemical
mechanism of the reaction have been started in Australia by Dr. Cymer-
man Craig, and these will be continued in Bethesda. The effectiveness

of the catalytic effect depends on the nature of the iron-coordination

complex.

Studies on the metabolism of tryptamine (Dr. Fish) have been
terminated. A new product found and characterised by chromatographic
and electrophoretic methods was quite similar to N-formyltryptamine
in its properties* but a definitive structural assignment was not made.
The problem is currently under study by Dr. Jepson in Dr. Udenfriend 3 s

laboratory.

The oxidation (hydroxylation) of tryptophan derivatives was
studied to gain additional chemical knowledge of the reactions of these

compounds. It was found that the major product of hydroxylation (iron-

ascorbic acid system) was not the 5-compound, but an isomer. This
reaction is under detailed study for skatole. Oxidation at the 2- and de-

positions also occurs. The biological products are under study and
comparison with synthetic products* with the aim of determining the

nature of the major biological hydroxylation route. It is not the 5-

pathway. Hydroxylation followed by conjugation, and ring-opening

followed by hydroxylation and conjugation are the two chief reactions

in the human and in the rat. o-Aminoacetophenone, a lipid-soluble

aromatic amine, is one of the biological intermediates.

C. Structural Studies . The major work in this area has been
concerned with the Amaryllis alkaloids (Dr. Wildman, Dr. Fales, Dr.

Uyeo, Dr. Inubushi). The work of this group has established most of

the current chemical (structural) knowledge of these compounds. The
isolation studies have been relatively straightforward and most of the

work has been devoted to establishing individual structures and struc-

tural relationships. A number of new structures were determined
during the year, and an observation of considerable chemical interest

was made in regard to cyclic strained lactams. Theoretical predictions

had been made about the properties of certain specific lactam structures,

but since none of these had ever been observed, the problem was one of

discussion rather than experiment. A situation of this kind was found
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during this work, and the compound had properties essentially as
predicted. A second observation of biological interest concerned the

physiological activity of these compounds. Several of them axe anal-

gesic agents of the same order of activity as morphine, but many are
inactive. A proposal was made, on the basis of structural comparisons,
that one (the active series) would have an "umbrella" or morphine-like
structure, and the other would have quite a different stereochemical
arrangement. This was disproved. It was found that all of the active

compounds have the same general structural features, but that one
series has an enantiomorphic relationship to the other, and that the

"umbrella" structure is not present. The absolute configuration deter-
mines the activity, and all members of one group are active; members
of the other group have no activity.

The lunasia and Ocotea problems (Dr. Goodwin) are largely
completed. The Lunasia structural work involved quinolines and 2-

and 4-quinolones; the Ocotea compounds are aporphines. Separate
studies on NME information, in relation to alkaloid studies, were
undertaken. The results indicate that significant structural informa-
tion may be obtained when possible structures and suitable models are
compared.

Tiie Ormosia problem (Dr. Lloyd) was carried through to pub-
lication, but terminated in July.

Tjecoma and Cassia compounds were not studied during the year.

®° Methodology. Gas chromatographic methodology has been
followed during the year, but very little direct experimental work was
possible. Several liquid phases (Dr. Sweeley) were tested by Dr.
Lipsky. An investigation of methods suitable for dealing with e£-hydroxy
acids is projected.
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Laboratory of Cardiovascular Physiology

An attempt was made to examine in broader perspective the

importance of the relationship generally known as Starling's Law of

the Heart for the regulation of the intact circulation. The ventricular

function curve concept was employed. More specifically, canine ex-
periments were designed so as to ascertain whether nerve pathways
could shift the baseline of the relationship between filling pressure and
external ventricular stroke work. To do this, measurements were made
of atrial,, arterial and ventricular pressures while metering cardiac out-

put. Pressure and flow were also measured in the independently perfused
carotid arteries with exclusion of other arterial supply to the head. Hear!:

rate was held constant in all experiments by atrial stimulation. Observa-
tions were made which demonstrated that stimulation of the isolated left

stellate ganglion shifted the ventricular function curve to the left and that

the extent of the curve shift is a function of the frequency and /or voltage

of the applied stimulus. Stimulation of the distal cut end of either vagus
produced the opposite effect, that is, a curve shift to the right. The
order of magnitude of the changes observed was large. These experi-
ments make it possible to put Starling s Law of the Heart in clearer
perspective. That is, the central nervous system has available to it

efferent pathways by means of which it can systematically manipulate
the relationship between filling pressure and ventricular stroke work.

Further experiments were then done to ascertain whether these
efferent pathways are exercised by changes in carotid sinus pressure.
Stimulation of the carotid sinus nerves produced hemodynamic responses
identical with those observed when withdrawing sympathetic stimulation

or initiating vagal stimulation, that is, a shift of the ventricular function

curve to the right. Elevation of the carotid sinus pressure had the same
effect o Lowering the carotid pressure shifted the ventricular function

curve to the left. The observed changes were marked. In summary
these data demonstrated that the organism has available to it pathways
by means of which the heart is caused to contract more forcefully at

any given filling pressure when arterial pressure is low and, conversely,
is caused to contract less forcefully at any given filling pressure when
arterial pressure is high.

It was further observed that, with large changes in carotid

pressure, total peripheral resistance changed one to two fold while

changes in ventricular external work increased more than ten fold at
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the same or even lower filling pressures. These data suggest that

the dominant consequence of baroreceptor stimulation for circulatory

regulation is the reflex effect on myocardial contractility rather than

on peripheral vascular tone.

Investigations have been initiated to determine whether these

nervous pathways are important in circulatory regulation in exercise

While, as described above, attempts were made to relate the

intimate performance characteristics of the heart to the overall blood

flow requirements of the organism, experiments were continued of the

type aimed at eliciting a more precise appreciation of cardiac energetics

per se. Generally speaking these were of three types.

The first utilizes the moving of a lever by the myocardium in

relation to a second fixed point which does not move. The change in

distance between these two points is signaled to a recorder through a

low-inertia, microtorque potentiometer. The recorded changes in "fiber

length, " when examined in relation to the pressure events of the cardiac

cycle, by and large appear appropriate, e, g. fit our preconceived notions

of what is occurring. The principal interest in this measurement is to

be able to follow changes in diastolic fiber length, systolic fiber length,

and rates of change in contraction and relaxation. With the other simul-

taneously recorded parameters it appears that we are able to examine
for changes in end-diastolic distensibility under the influence of both

cardiac sympathetic and vagal stimulation to ascertain whether any such

changes are due either to the specific influence of the nerve stimulation

or changes in the duration of diastole or both. Eventually it is hoped to

examine more in detail the supposed relationship between end-diastolic

fiber length and myocardial O2 consumption.

The second type of experiment in this group resulted from an
incidental observation that filling pressure rose and ventricular work
fell when the site of electrical excitation was abruptly changed from
atrium to ventricle. A systematic study was initiated to study this

phenomenon. This consisted of the measurement of pressures in left

and right atria, pulmonary artery and aorta and, in some experiments,

also in the left ventricle. Total aortic flow (C. Q. minus coronary flow)

was also recorded and data obtained for the construction of ventricular

function curves. It was observed that the change from an atrial to a
ventricular site of excitation produced a pronounced shift of the ventricu-

lar function curve to the right, that is, less external work at any given
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filling pressure. In many instances, this effect was such that there
was more than 50% decreased in external work at the same filling

pressure. It was also observed that myocardial oxygen consumption
rose when going from atrial to ventricular stimulation which, since
external work fell, resulted in a decrease in myocardial efficiency.

One possible explanation for the observed phenomena being enter-

tained is that the contraction of ventricular fibers is less synchronous
when one excites what is essentially an ectopic focus than when the im-
pulse is propagated normally. In support of this view are the observa-
tions by others that the electrical propagation of an impulse originating

in the ventricle is slower than an impulse of atrial origin. We had a
further strengthening of this interpretation from our observations that

the upslope of ventricular pressure is less steep as is the curve showing
the rate of fiber shortening as measured by the newly developed length

lever. That is, if the impulse is less well coordinated and propagated
less rapidly, the initial and last fibers to contract are doing so with

the remainder of the ventricle acting as a flaccid aneurysm more than
would be the case when the contraction is more synchronous.

An additional mechanism which appears to be involved in the

observed results is the asynchronicity (relative to normal) of the se-
quence of atrial and ventricular contraction such that the ventricle is

less abundantly filled when the atrium contracts against a closed mitral
valve.

We can only guess at the significance of these findings for clini-

cal heart disease. They would appear to furnish a more realistic basis
for explaining the consequences of ventricular arrhythmias than has
been previously available,, especially when compounded by tachycardia.
One is also impelled to wonder whether certain degrees of asynchronous
myocardial contraction might contribute to the limited performance
characteristics observed in clinical heart disease.

Following the incidental observation that arterial pressure rose
when visceral vascular hypotension was induced a systematic inquiry

was formulated. It was found that intravascular hypotension in the cat

abdominal viscera supplied by coeliac, superior mesenteric and inferior

mesenteric arteries produced prompt and substantial increases in the

systemic arterial pressure and heart rate. In the majority of cases,

this effect was seen even with intact carotid sinus and aortic arch baro-
receptive systems but was accentuated after vagotomy and carotid sinus

denervation. Intravascular pancreatic hypotension also produced elevations
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in the systemic arterial pressure. These pressure rises were usually
two thirds to three quarters as great as those observed during occlusion
of the three major abdominal vessels. Intravascular hypertension, on
the other hand, in the superior mesenteric artery caused a fall in the

systemic arterial pressure. From nerve section experiments, it was
concluded that the afferents of this abdominal baro-sensitive system
were not carried in the vagus nerve, but rather in splanchnic afferent

fibers. The reflex effects of this system were blocked by tetraethyl

ammonium and hexamethonium chloride. The previous work of Gammon
and Bronk, together with these data, combined to suggest that Pacinian
corpuscles in the splanchnic area may play a substantial role in the regu-
lation of arterial pressure in the cat.

The interest of this laboratory in the possibility that the highly
potent vasodilator in human urine might reflect the operational signifi-

cance of blood levels of the substance in question has been furthered by
the addition of chemical personnel to the laboratory and the aiding of their

efforts to chemically isolate the substances at hand by help from the prev-
iously developed method of bio-assay. It has been found that citrated

human plasma when brought to a level of 30% acetone will yield a dilator

substance of such potency that 0. 5 cc of a 1:100 dilution of such a solution

of human plasma will double or triple femoral arterial blood flow in the

dog. 30% acetone in Tyrodes had little or no effect, SBTT {soybean
trypsin inhibitor) known to inhibit callicrein also inhibited this reaction.

Earlier studies have shown that patients with orthostatic hypo-
tension gave a decreased urinary excretion of a non-dialysable vaso-
dilator substance. Further studies have been conducted to determine
the identity and physiological significance of this substance.

It had previously been noted that this non-dialyzable vasodilator

had biochemical properties similar to callicrein, a hypotensive enzyme
of endogenous origin. Correlation of a series of partially purified prepara-
tions from hog and bovine pancreas and from human urine for their vaso-
dilator and hypotensive effect indicated that the biological activities were
measuring one substance.

Callicrein is reported to exert its hypotensive effect by enzymatic
action on callidinogen, present in normal plasma, to release a smaller
molecule, presumably polypeptide, called callidin. Callidin can be dif-

ferentiated from callicrein by its ability to contract guinea pig intestine,
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and the callidinogen content of plasma or serum can be determined by
addition of an excess of callicrein to the tissue bath. It was found that

certain crude callicrein preparations from hog and bovine pancreas
failed to cause contraction of the tissue when added to human plasma,
although more highly purified preparations from bovine pancreas were
satisfactory in this regardo All callicrein preparations from human
urine when added to human plasma furnished maximal contraction of

the tissue- Since the addition of human urinary callicrein to plasma,,

previously treated with crude hog pancreatic callicrein. still fails to

release a substance capable of contracting the intestine, it is possible

that this hog pancreatic callicrein had digested the callidinogen but con-
tained an enzyme which immediately destroyed the polypeptide- Infusion

of relatively large amounts of the hog pancreatic callicrein (300 Frey
units) into dogs (2) caused a lowering of the blood pressure and a reduc-
tion of their callidinogen content of approximately 60% (sample taken
three hours after infusion).

As an initial approach to this biological system of callicrein,

callidinogen, callidin and their respective inhibitors, it was decided
to attempt the isolation of callidinogen, the substrate for initial enzymatic
activity of callicrein. However, heavy losses have been incurred in all

purification procedures tried to date. It was found that out-dated citrated

plasma was an excellent source for callidinogen. However, Cohens frac-
tions prepared by two manufacturers gave very poor yields of callidinogen

(10%). Callidinogen was stable in citrated plasma for at least one month
at pH 6. 0. However, at more alkaline pH, the callidinogen content was
markedly lowered in three to six days storage at 4°C. This was due to

activation of one of the plasma proteinases, since heating the plasma
for two hours at 56°G or the addition of crystalline soybean trypsin in-

hibitor (SBTI) prevented the destruction of the callidinogen. Dialysis
has also been found to activate proteinases which digest callidinogen and
are inhibitable with SBTI. Since both plasmin and blood callicrein are
known to be capable of digesting callidinogen and both proteolytic activi-

ties may be inhibited with SBTI, it is possible that either one or both of

these proteinases are activated by destruction or removal of their in-

hibitors.

Callicrein can now be prepared from human urine by direct-
batch-wise adsorption on XE-64 resin. Callicrein prepared by this

method is five times purer than callicrein prepared by adsorption on
uranium acetate. Preliminary studies have been initiated on the best
method for the initial extraction and precipitation of callicrein from
human pancreas.
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The immediately aforementioned experiments on the callicrein

system and the previous experiments indicating the readiness with which
arterial hypertension could be induced by stellate ganglion stimulation

suggested the possibility that it might be worthwhile to study the output

of urinary vasodilator substance during the hypertension so induced.

Surprisingly, a marked diuresis occurred. The objectives of the ex-

periment were then altered in order to examine more adequately the

details of this interesting phenomenon,, The data from nine complete
experiments show that upon stimulation of the isolated stellate ganglion

in the dog there occurred an immediate diuresis which appeared to be
independent of arterial pressure, and that during the diuresis glomerular

filtration rate usually showed little change and total urinary solute excre-

tion increased., Following vagotomy, the diuresis was significantly re-

duced although the elevation of arterial pressure was at least the same
or, more frequently, greater than that obtained before vagotomy. Left

atrial pressure decreased during stellate stimulation both prior to and
following vagotomy and in seven of the nine experiments the diuresis was
a function of the fall in left atrial pressure. The data suggest that,, al-

though there may be receptors in the heart which upon adequate stimula-

tion can modify urine flow as suggested by Gauer and co-workers, the

adequate stimulus does not appear to be an increased left atrial pressure,
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Laboratory of Kidney and Electrolyte Metabolism

Four major areas of research are being pursued in the Lab-
oratory of Kidney and Electrolyte Metabolism. These include: 1)

studies of the mechanisms of water and electrolyte transport in bio-

logical systems, 2) studies of the altered physiology in experimental
heart failure in animals,, 3) studies of the control of aldosterone excre-
tion in dogs and 4) studies of a cardiotonic protein system in serum of

hypertensive patients.

A theory relative to the mechanism of elaboration of both a
concentrated and dilute urine has been published by Drs. Berliner,

Levinsky, Davidson and Eden. In general it has been postulated that

tubule urine becomes dilute by virtue of active transport of Na-o- from
urine into renal interstitial tissue. If no vasopressin is secreted,, the

tubule membrane distal to the dilution site remains virtually impermeable
to water so that the final urine remains less concentrated than plasma.
If vasopressin is present* the membrane becomes permeable to water,

water is abstracted by virtue of the increased osmotic pressure of the

interstitial fluid (hypertonic in consequence of the transport of Na-fr out

of the urine into the interstitial fluid alluded to above) and hypertonic

urine is elaborated. Maintenance of the high interstitial osmotic pres-
sure is provided by a vascular countercurrent system in the medullary
area of the kidney. The presence of an osmotic gradient (increased
osmotic pressure in the pertinent area of the kidney) has been confirmed
by Levinsky, Davidson and Berliner. Direct experimental proof of the

theory is now being attempted. The prediction that urine in the loop of

Henle would be dilute under all circumstances is probably correct inso-

far as the ascending limb of the loop is concerned* but that urine con-
centration at the tip of the loop is not hypotonic has been shown by
Gottschalk. In the light of this finding the theory requires modification

and it has been tentatively proposed that only the ascending limb of

Henle is impermeable to water.

In order to provide information concerning the solute and water
movements involved in this mechanism, measurements of osmotic
pressure, electrolyte content, and urea concentration of tubule urine
in the loop and elsewhere are planned. Analysis of medullary blood is

also to be attempted. Dr. Kennedy is in the process of perfecting the

micropuncture technique for use in small animals: hamster, rat. and
necturus. Drs. Jaenike and Bray in collaboration with Dr. Bowman of
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the Laboratory of Technical Development are perfecting microanalytical

techniques for measurement of Na-s- and K> and urea.

Drs. Levinsky and Berliner have examined the role of urea in

the concentration process. They have established in both dog and man
that acute increases in urea excretion permit the elaboration of urine

of greater concentration than when urea intake and excretion are res-

tricted. Presumably the addition of urea to both urine and interstitial

fluid provides additional solute on both sides of the tubule membrane
and thus the basis for an increase in osmolality in excess of that accom-
plished by the driving force of the high interstitial concentration of sodium

alone

.

Variations in medullary blood flow theoretically should modify

urine concentration,. A decrease in flow should magnify the effective-

ness of the countercurrent system and increase the osmotic gradient.

DrSo Eden, Jaenike, Bray and Berliner have inserted an electrode

responsive to Na+ concentration into dog renal medulla and have ob-

served a rise in Na+ concentration when blood flow is diminished by
partially occluding the renal artery. A similar rise has been noted

during ureteral obstruction. Further studies are in progress.

Alterations in urine composition following complete ureteral

obstruction (stop-flow technique of Wilde et al. ) are also being investi-

gated by DrSo Jaenike. Bray and Berliner. This procedure permits

an approximate estimate of the site of the changes in urine composition

along the length of the renal tubule during stopped flow. Pelvic dead

space is being minimised by insertion of an inert oil prior to stoppage

of flow. The influence of vasopressin on urine osmolality and urine

composition during the period of stopped flow is under investigation.

The results are still in a preliminary stage.

Drs. Levinsky and Berliner have found that both the ureteral

and bladder membrane are permeable to water t electrolytes and urea.

This is of considerable interest since diffusion of these substances

during periods of low urine flow may significantly alter the composition

of urine. Data relating to the effect of urine flow on urea excretion re-

quire reinterpretation in the light of this observation. Alterations in

urea clearance initially interpreted as being conditioned by transtubular

diffusion of urea may be secondary to diffusion of urea from bladder

urine during periods of stasis. This aspect of the problem is now being

investigated by Drs. Jaenike and Bray in the dog.
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Drs, Orloff and Burg have been examining the effects of various

agents on electrolyte excretion in the chicken. The chicken possesses
a renal portal circulation so that substances injected into the leg vein

perfuse the peritubular area of the kidney on that side prior to entering

the general circulation. By comparing the effects of a test substance
on urine composition of the injected side with that of the contralateral

control,, it is possible to determine both those alterations due to direct

tubular effects of the substance on transport and the probable site of

action of the test substance. Using this technique it has been shown
1) that K> is secreted in the chicken,, 2) that it is transported by a system
which is capable of saturation, 3) that it is subject to competitive inhibition

by B» ions. The demonstration of a tubular maximum for K> is the first

such demonstration for a strong electrolyte in any species. Studies by
Drs. Orloff and Davidson are in press.

DrSo Orloff and Burg have also studied the effect of strophanthidin,

a cardiac aglycone, on tubular transport of electrolytes. They have shown
that the drug is a powerful diuretic, increasing sodium excretion markedly.
Changes in both K> and B> excretion are consistent with the hypothesis

that the aglycone interferes with the tubular transport system by which
K> and H+ ions are secreted into urine in exchange for reabsorbed Na*.
A uniform depression in the secretion of the anion, paraminohippurate,
has also been observed. The electrolyte effects are thought to be analo-

gous to those observed in the red cell* skeletal muscle, cardiac muscle,
and kidney slices {see below). In collaboration with Or. S. Hajdu, Drs.
Orloff and Burg have demonstrated 1) that the strophanthidin is secreted
by the tubule cells, and 2) that it probably acts on the contraluminal border
of the tubule cell.

No effects of salt-active adrenal steroids including aldosterone

have been observed in the chicken kidney in acute studies. Vasopressin
on the other hand diminishes water excretion and promotes the elabora-
tion of a hypertonic urine. Vasopressin*, an easily filterable polypeptide,

may act on the contraluminal border of the tubule cell since a unilateral

effect of small doses has been observed.

The mechanism of ammonia excretion continues to be a primary
interest of this laboratory. "Urinary adaptation" (increased ammonia
excretion at the same urine pH) in the rat is due to an increase in the

activity of glutaminase, the enzyme which accelerates the deamidation
of glutamine. This is clearly not the basis for adaptation in the dog.

No difference in the activities of any of the renal enzymes known to be
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capable of providing ammonia from amino acids were observed when
either renal cortical slices or homogenates of renal tissue from
acidotic and alkalotic dogs were examined (Dtb. Rector and Orloff).

It has not been possible to determine whether the observed effects of

acidosis are due to an increase in membrane permeability and influx

of precursor amino acids. Of interest, however,, is the observation

that the pattern of ammonia excretion in "adapted" dogs following the

infusion of either glutamine or alanine is similar to that of alkalotic

or normal animals. No acceleration of conversion of the amino acid

to ammonia was observed. In the rat the urinary response to alanine

was unlike that of the dog. However, definitive conclusions have not

been arrived at. Further studies are in progress.

Dr. Cotlove has developed a precise, reproducible, electro-

metric method for measurement of true tissue chloride. He is now
engaged in a systematic study of the distribution of ions in various
tissues. The results are still in a preliminary form.

Drs. Burg and Orloff have examined the kinetics of Na+ and K>
exchange in slices of rabbit renal cortex. They have performed a large

series of studies in an attempt to develop a reproducible and accurate

method for measuring electrolyte fluxes in single slices of rabbit renal

cortex. The method finally adopted is theoretically superior to others

in the literature and should provide much useful information. They have
been able to estimate K+ influx by measuring the uptake of K4^ by a

single slice in a well-scintillation counter from medium of constant

specific activity. Efflux has been determined by the reverse procesB B

the washout of K*2 from a single slice into medium free of isotope.

Strophanthidin has been shown to interfere with K*2 influx without appre-
ciably affecting K42 efflux. Studies of the effect of other drugs are in

progress. It has also been shown that the influx of potassium increases
with increasing medium potassium until saturation is achieved. Stud.es

on sodium flux have been unsatisfactory to date. However, the negative

results are of interest since it is apparent that conclusions relative to

absence of linked Na-K exchange in cortical slices based on similar
findings of others need not be valid.

Drs, Burg and Orloff have examined the effects of strophanthidin

on the uptake of PAH, Na+ and K+ transport, and O2 consumption in renal
cortical slices. They have shown that the drug decreases the K+ content

of kidney slices and increases that of Na-s- without appreciably affecting

O2 consumption. An observed interference with paraminohlppurate
accumulation has been shown to be secondary to the effect on K+ influx.
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Drs. Hoffman and Tosteson have studied Na+ and K+ transport

in human red cell ghosts and in sheep red cells, Studies in red cell

ghost have been directed at elucidating the role of metabolic factors

in ion transport and in examining the effect of Mg+-+ and Ca^-fr and

chelating agents on K> accumulation. It has been shown that the addi-

tion of inosine stimulates active K+ transport which is inhibited by

strophanthidin . No differential metabolic effect of strophanthidin has

been noted in this tissue as in others which have been studied. ATP
has also been shown to act as a source of energy for active K transport

in ghosts . This,, too, is strophanthidin sensitive in that the rise in flux

can be interfered with by the drug.

The magnitude of K+ influx or the initial K+ content of ghosts

provides an inverse measure of the structural integrity of the plasma
membrane. This observation therefore provides a method for the

assay of compounds which affect membrane monovalent cation permea-
bility. Cells hemolyzed in Na2ATP yield ghosts of low K+ content Cin-

creased permeability) whereas those hemolysed in MgATP do note

Further studies using MgEDTA, etc indicated that normal monovalent

cation permeability probably requires the presence of a divalent cation

CMg-M") to stabilise the internal molecular arrangement of the membrane.

Some individual sheep have red cells with high potassium and low

Na content |HK) while others have cells with low K and high Na <LK).

The LK gene is a Mendelian dominant. Studies of Na+ and K+ transport

in both cell populations by Drs. Hoffman and Tosteson have demonstrated

significant differences in the active and passive components of electro-

lyte transport in these groups. It appears that a single gene controls

both the magnitude of active transport and resistance to passive diffusion

of Na+ and K+ in sheep red cells.

Drs. Hajdu and Leonard are currently investigating the physio-

logical properties of a cardiotonic protein system found in increased

quantities in blood of hypertensive individuals. They had previously

reported in detail on the isolation and purification of this system which

affects frog heart contractility in a manner analogous to cardiac glyco-

sides. The results of the present studies are still in a preliminary form.

The administration of KC1 to abolish the clinical toxicity of cardiac

glycosides is established medical practice. Drs. Leonard and Hajdu have

provided evidence that the effect is not secondary to interference with the
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action of the glycoside since in the animal at least,, KC1 does not

abolish the positive inotropic effect of strophanthidin. These re-

sults are of some interest since other actions of strophanthidin are

interfered with by K+. Thus Drs. Burg and Orloff were able to over-

come the inhibitory effect of the drug <m PAH accumulation of kidney

slices by the addition of large amounts of K+ to the incubation mixture

Drs. Davis and Yankopoulos have been studying the mechanism
of increased aldosterone secretion in secondary hyperaldosteronism.

In association with Drs., Kliman and Peterson of NIAMO they have

shown that aldosterone excretion is markedly augmented by constriction

of the thoracic vena cava in dogs. This was not inhibited by prior or

concurrent expansion of the plasma volume, providing evidence that the

fail in total plasma volume following venal caval constriction is not a

necessary requirement for augmented aldosterone output. Aldosterone

excretion has been shown to be in some way dependent on intact pituitary

function. Ho clearcut evidence indicative of a role of either the dien»

cephalon or hypothalamus was obtained.

In an effort to determine the role of the vagus, carotid and aortic

depressor nerves on aldosterone secretion a number of studies w^re

undertaken in collaboration with Dr. John Hoiman. To date all results

have been negative. They have shown, however, that desoxycorticosterone

output in adrenal vein blood may be increased in dogs with thoracic caval

constriction.

Using cross-circulation experiments, Drs. Davis arid Yankopoulos

have obtained evidence that an unknown humoral agent is responsible for

the stimulation of aldosterone excretion in dogs with experimental ascites.

This is an extremely important observation. No information as to either

the source of the humoral agent or the stimulus necessary for its secre-

tion is as yet available. Studies aimed at providing this information have

been instituted.

Drs. Davis and Yankopoulos have reexamined the physiological

changes in experimental heart failure in dogs with tricuspid insufficiency

and pulmonic stenosis. Although ascites and increased pressure in the

right auricle were observed, there was marked variability in the degree

of Na* retention. No evidence of left ventricular failure was obtained.

Drs. Yankopoulos and Davis have continued their studies in the

characterization of the contractile proteins of cardiac muscle from
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animals with experimental heart failure- They have compared acto-
myosin from normal and failing hearts. No difference in the yield of

aetomyosin, its sedimentation pattern,, viscosity or response to ATP
has been noted. Studies on Myosin A are continuing. An important
preliminary finding is the fact that the molecular weight of Myosin A
from cardiac muscle appears to he the same as that from skeletal

muscle. This is contrary to other reports in the literature. No c!ear«

cut differences in the isometric tension patterns of glycerol extracted

fibres from the two groups of hearts have been observed. Studies on
water and Ma* content of cardiac muscle from hypophysectomis&ed ani-

mals are in progress.
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Laboratory of Technical Development.

The Laboratory's development of new and more sensitive

methods and instruments is continuing along several lines* The
development of methods for analysis of materials obtained by micro-
puncture techniques has shown some promise in the form of a method
of analysis of the alkali metals by a rather simple, rapid method.
This method utilises the plasma glow of a radio frequency discharge
in helium at atmospheric pressure to volatilise and excite the alkali

metals from a platinum wire. The emission so produced is separated
from the helium lines by means of a monoehromator and measured by
a photomultiplier and integrating galvanometer. Samples are deposited

directly on the platinum wire from the micro-pipette and to date it

appears that 10" Ai moles ©f sodium can be estimated with an accuracy
of 5%. Much greater sensitivity appears attainable but this method has
only recently been subjected to intensive study. It appears to have ad=
vantage over previous approaches.

Freezing point determinations on micropuncture samples have
been made by observation of the time of thawing. Adequate measure-
ments can be made using samples in the range of several thousandths
of a cubic millimeter,, but the method still requires further evaluation.

The development of a new technique of e^streme sensitivity for

gas chromatographic analysis has been completed sand several modifi-

cations of existing chromatographic techniques have been made. The
development of the high sensitivity detector has made it. possible to do

an analysis on a few micrograms of fatty acid methyl esters so that

methods for handling microgram samples had to be developed. Suc-
cessful sample introduction systems capable ©f accurately and repro-
ducibly injecting a few micrograms ©f materials into heated entries t©

the column have been developed and a description published.

During the summer the nuclear magnetic resonance flow meter
project was reactivated and a series ©f tests indicated that this tech-

nique could definitely be used to measure flow in a reproducible fashion*

The necessity for additional electronic control became evident and a
more versatile apparatus now under construction is nearing completion.

The construction ©f this equipment is being made possible by our acquisi-

tion of Mr. Vsevolod Kudravcev's services. It is hoped that this apparat
will not only allow ua to evaluate the application of nuclear magnetic
resonance to flow measurement but will also provide working equipment
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to test the sensitivity of broad line resonance methods as an analytical

technique,, The advantage of this technique lies in its being a non=»

destructive method of analysis as opposed to its having a high sensi-

tivity method.

An electronic curve analyzer capable of synthesizing a com-
posite curve off several pure functions ha® been completed. The
composite function fitted to the sample curve is presumed to indicate

the individual functions contained in the complex curve. The applicat-

ion ©f this apparatus to the analysis of missed Gaussien distributions

is expected to facilitate the analysis of many types of biological data

normally available in this form.. The preparation of pure samples for

testing the apparatus on an optical problem involving the resolution of

overlapping absorption curves is in progress.

Some refinements in the Fourier analysis apparatus have been
made in the form of eliminating the need for a panoramic analyzer to

confirm the attainment of the null point. A square law voltmeter has

been shown to be a satisfactory null detector.

The sonic valve catheter tip transducer has been shown to be
feasible but technical problems in construction of the tip mid adequate

sound transfer down the catheter still remain to be solved. A sonic

interferometer utilising some refined electronic techniques to increase

the sensitivity of these methods has shown some promise of becoming
a non-destructive bulk property device,, which would allow predictable

behavior as a gas chromatography detector.

The production of free hydrossyl radicals by ultrasonic cavitation

has been reviewed and compared to the production of free radicals by
ionising radiation.

Instrumentation for analysis ©f fluorescent and phosphorescent
materials has been continued along the lines of setting up a method
for storing and later analysing the emitted phosphorescent spectrum
produced by a high intensity short duration light source. A phot©»

conductive sine ©side surface is electrified and following expomre to

the flash spectrum the surface is "read out" by means of a vibrating

reed probe or measured as the current produced by discharge of the

paper by a moving beam of light. Both "read out" systems have been
successful but the actual testing with phosphorescent emission has not
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yet been done. Excitation of low probability triplet states by high

intensity is presumed to provide structure information not otherwise

obtainable. The search for lower energy fluorescence and phosphores-

cence in the near infrared may also be facilitated by the paper storage

system as it becomes a storage-integration system,

A system for finding chromatographic "spots" (aldosterone)

and other steroids utilising the phosphorescence of the paper and

material after cooling in liquid air. The phosphorescence of the paper

was remarkably free from the influence by the steroids tested. The
system should be tested further. The aldosterone was finally deter-

mined quantitatively by the measurement of the fluorescence observed

through the paper in an improvised apparatus set up for Dr. Mill's use.

The development of prosthetic valves is continuing with Dr. N<

Braunwald who has been putting the silastic tricuspid valve in the

descending aorta of dogs with considerable success. Survivals have

already exceeded a month in two cases and the strength ©f the valve

has been much improved by attention to detail® to the molding process

which is now done in ©ur own press by Mr. Alexander McSnnes. Dr.

McMillan in St. Thomas" Hospital, in London, is collaborating in this

work by testing our valves in his testing apparatus.

The blood oxygenator problem is continuing in the form of Dr.

Ross 9 work, confirming the calculations by Dr. Botsth that blood film

thickness has to be in the range of 4 microns to realise the full effec-

tiveness ©f polyethylene, and design for apparatus t© attain this end

is under consideration. An attempt to increase the effective transport

of oxygen across the membrane by ultrasonic agiiation was not success-

ful with one frequency in a few relatively crude experiments.

Glass electrodes as small as 50 microns in diameter and about

500 microns long have been prepared which show a response of 58

millivolts per pH unit. Electrodes of similar sisge have been prepared
which are sensitive to sodium and which show about 58 millivolt® change

for a 10 fold change in sodium concentration. These electrodes have

been used in studies of kidney function by direct insertion into dog kid-

neys in vivo.

Investigation of the physical problems of freezing and drying

has been continued. The drying rates of a number of materials in-

cluding serum albumin, ovalbumin, blood plasma, and guinea pig
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liver have been measured and used to compute the specific surface

per gram dry weight of the frozen material. The efficiency of various

coolants for rapid freezing has been measured. It has been found that

to a good approximation of heat transfer at the surface is given by

HCTS -TfL where T8 is the surface temperature, Tf is the temperature

of the coolants and H* which is nearly constant, varies from 0. 2 cals/

cm2 sec. deg, for liquid propane to . 02 cals/cm2 sec. deg. for liquid

nitrogen. If H is known for a coolant it is possible to develop an exact

theory for the k cooling of a solid of regular shape without phase change

and an approximate theory for cooling with phase change. By application

of the theory to experimental cooling curves it can be determined whether

a phase change has occurred. Such an analysis of cooling curve® of 10%
gelatin blocks has indicated that for cubes less than 1 mm on edge„ cooled

in liquid propane there i® only partial freezing of the water, Work has

continued on the preparation of specimens for electron microscopy by
freesing and drying. Here, in order to get a suitably uniform proto-

plasmic materia as a test object, colonies of both the amoeba Chaos
Chaos and ©f paramenia have been started.

A study has been undertaken of the theory of transport in linear

biological systems, typified by steady state tracer studies, and the appli-

cation of this theory to specific problems in the kinetics of fatty acid

metabolism. The basic theory relates fluxes in a system by an integral

equation of the type; >bW "
of* ya (*") w(t -*») d*t,

where wft) is a transport function characteristic of the system. In mui:

flux problems,, the fluxes are related by a system of such integral equa-

tions. General matrix methods for the solution of systems of this kind

have been developed. This theory has been shown to give the well-known

solutions for systems which consist of several uniformly mixed com-
partments, and has been applied to general problems of data analysis

and model construction in systems with incomplete information, fa col-

laboration with Dr. Donald Fredrickson, the theory has been applied to

the analysis of tracer data on fatty acid metabolism, with the primary
objective of comparing the metabolic pathways of unesterified fatty acid

(UFA) and chylomicron triglyceride fatty acid CTGFA). Some initial

hand computations have been carried out and the problem has been par-

tially programmed for an electronic computer.

In addition to the regular projects, the Laboratory has provided

space, collaboration and consultation with the Clinical and Professional

Education Group, headed by Dr. Murray Brown, to evaluate the utility

of color television techniques in biological research.
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AlfiO in addition to the research program of the Laboratory.

special services not otherwise available have been provided to other

laboratories of NHL

Consultations on special problem® in mathematics , electronics

and mechanics have been provided^ Tool® and materials, electronic

components and shop facilities have been supplied whenever regular

service facilities proved inadequate for the eadgeney of the situation.

Members of the Laboratory have been active in stimulating the

emergence of a group of individuals having interest and knowledge in

the application of physical, electronic and other technological advances

of industry to the problems of medical research and practice.
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Laboratory of Chemical Pharmacology

Biochemistry of Function

Much of the current work in this laboratory is related to our
philosophy that the gap between physiology and pharmacology on one
side and biochemistry on the other stems largely from the assumption
that specific organic functions can be explained in terms of the "uni-

versal" reactions of intermediary metabolism. Investigation® in this

laboratory are based on the belief that specialised functions are closely

linked to unique substrates,, as, for example, peripheral nerve eonduc-
tion is closely associated with the substrates acetylcholine and nor-
adrenaline (NE).

Role of Norepinephrine and Serotonin in Brain

Most drugs which influence the peripheral nervous system act

at junctions where nerve impulses are transmitted by acetylcholine or
NE, By analogy drugs should affect the central nervous system CCNSJ
by modifying chemical transmission at synaptic junctions. Evidence
for this is difficult to obtain because CNS structures are inaccessible

and because acetylcholine has been the only established central neuro-
hormone. The discovery of the uneven distribution in brain of the

intensely active amines, NE and serotonin (HT)„ makes it reasonable
to assume that these substances have specialised functions in areas
where they are found.

The conceptions of W, R, Hess have been used as a framework
for bringing together biochemical, physiological and pharmacological
aspects of brain function, Hess indicated that two opposing systems,
ergotropic and trophotropic, integrate autonomic with somatomotor
and psychic functions in brain stem. The ergotropic division integrates

sympathetic with somatomotor activities to produce the behavioral pat-

terns of positive action. The overall effects of ergotropic predominance
are arousal, increased sympathetic activity, enhanced muscle tone and
an activated psychic state. In contrast the trophotropic division integrates

parasympathetic with somatomotor activities to produce behavioral pat-

terns, recuperative in nature. The overall effects of trophotropic pre-
dominance are drowsiness and sleep, increased parasympathetic activity,

decreased skeletal tone and activity, and lowered response to external
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stimuli. Both systems are in continuous opposition, the resulting

level of activity ranging from trophotropic predominance (sleep or

apathy) to ergotropic predominance (excitement or mania).

It has been assumed that the two system® require different

synaptic transmitting agents. Last year preliminary evidence was
given that NE was the ergotropic hormone and HT the trophotropic.

Results now indicate more definitively that the ergotropic division is

an adrenergic system. Thus dihydroxyphenylalanine CDGPA), a NE
precursor, penetrates brain and evokes a syndrome identical to ergo=

tropic predominance. BOFA elicits EEG arousal,, indicating stimula-

tion of the reticular activating system. Thus it may be proposed that

the reticular activating system of the neurophysiologies the ergotropic

system of Hess„ and the central adrenergic system of the pharmacolo-
gist are one and the same.

Central Adrenergic Agents

When analogs of NE are lipid™soluble , they penetrate the brain

and may simulate NE at central adrenergic receptors. Examples are

ibogaine, amphetamine,, ephedrine„ desossyephedrine,; Meratrans Rita!

tetrahydro-/?-naphthylamine c mescaline and LSD. ^LSD is no longer

considered to act in brain by blocking HT but by mimicking NE. ) Cocaine,

though not a NE analog, is also an ergotropic agent. These compounds
produce excitement, increase psychomotor activity, and enhance central

sympathetic output. Some of the compounds have a dual action and also

mimic NE at peripheral sites, e. g. „ amphetamine and ephedrine increase

blood pressure and heart rate by direct peripheral as well as by central

action. In contrast* LSD and cocaine act mainly centrally. Of particular

interest is the observation that barbiturates suppress the effect® of ergo-

tropic agents, Thus s many erroneous conclusions concerning actions of

LSDS mescaline and other drugs on the cardiovascular system may be

dravra from studies on anesthetized animals.

Central Adrenergic Blocking Agents

Chlorpromasine,, known primarily for its hypotensive and seda-

tive activities, also produces a multiplicity of effects almost exactly

opposite to those of ergotropic predominance; it i® considered to suppress

the ergotropic system by blocking the action of brain NE. As expected.,

chlorpromazine counteracts the pharmacologic effects and the arousal

EEG induced by DOPA ff
amphetamine, cocaine and LSD.
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Chlorpromazine and other phenothiazines have been conclusively
shown to decrease sympathetic activity by a central action and have little

or no direct peripheral action. It is pertinent that the pressor effects

of cocaine and chlorpromazine are competitive, suggesting that they
compete for the same receptors.

Compounds That Release HT and NE

Compounds like reserpine elicit sedation, hypotension and a
variety of other effects like those of chlorpromazine. It is believed
that they do not act per se but by liberating amines through an action

on the mechanisms that concentrate the amines in body tissues. Reser-
pine appears to stimulate the trophotropic system through the action of

free HT. In considering reserpine 9s mode of action it must be kept in

mind that it impairs the storage of NE and HT but not their formation.
When stores are depleted, synthesis of the free amines continues. If

formed slowly, the amine may be completely metabolized by monoamine
oxidase CMAO) and the level at receptors be too low to elicit a response.
Under these conditions reserpine may be considered to have depleted
synaptic junction of hormone. Contrastingly, if the amine is formed
rapidly, the level at receptors may be sufficient to produce a persistent
response.

Studies on the turnover of brain HT indicate that it has a rapid
turnover, 50 per cent in 10 to 15 minutes, compared to several hours
for NE. Thus, after reserpine administration, brain HT may be formed
rapidly enough to produce a trophotropic response. These results are
consistent with the thesis that free HT is the important factor in central
reserpine action.

The general opinion that the sedative and hypotensive actions of

reserpine have a common central mechanism must now be modified. In

low doses, reserpine depletes peripheral NE without affecting brain HT
or NE and without producing sedation. As a result, functional sympa-
thetic denervation is produced. A complete separation of peripheral and
central effects is seen with SU 3118 (Ciba), a semi-synthetic analog of

reserpine. In small daily doses, this drug depletes peripheral NE with-
out lowering brain amines. Animals are not sedated but show brady-
cardia, hypotension, diminished response to carotid occlusion and other
effects of chemical sympathectomy.





NE depletion, however, does not account for central effects of

reserpine. This has been shown with compounds that affect NE binding

in preference to that of HT. For example, small doses of SB 5171

(Ciba), a reserpine analog, depletes brain of NE but not of HT, and
animals are not sedated. However, higher doses lower brain HT and
also produce sedation.

Pharmacologic evidence that reserpine does not act centrally

by NE depletion was obtained from observations that, unlike ehlor-

promazine, the drug does not decrease central sympathetic output, but

increases parasympathetic output. Thus reserpine elicits miosis, lacri-

mation, nasal secretion and enhancement of light reflex by central para-
sympathetic action. The decreased sympathetic activity, e. g. , decrease
in blood pressure and relaxation of the nictitating membrane, is explained

by peripheral depletion of NE.

A dramatic difference between reserpine and chlorpromazine is

that reserpine elicits tonic closure of eyelids and extreme miosis as in

normal sleep, while chlorpromazine produces slight miosis and relaxa-

tion of eyelids (ptosis). This accords with the notion that reserpine m&j
cause sedation by stimulation of a "sleep" center and chlorpromazine
by suppression of an arousal mechanism.

Monoamine Oxidase Inhibitors

A number of compounds that inhibit MAO are used in the treat-

ment of depressed mental states, hypertension and angina pectoris.

Iproniazid, JB 516, JB 835 and JB 807, all of which elevate brain levels

of HT and, in certain species, NE, have been studied in this laboratory.

JB 516 and JB 835 are extraordinarily potent agents — about 50 times
more so than iproniazid. Evidence suggests that the central excitation

produced by these compounds is related temporally to the rise in brain

NE rather than brain HT. Furthermore MAO inhibitors elevate brain

HT but not NE in cats and dogs. These animals are not excited by the

drugs.

The elevation in brain NE produced by the inhibitors indicates

that MAO fulfills an important role in the biologic inactivation of this

amine. O-methyltransferase does not seem to be involved in the inacti-

vation of brain NE. In fact, direct evidence indicates that brain NE is

metabolized almost entirely by MAO. There is some evidence that the
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main role of MAO is not the metabolism of NE released at nerve
endings but the regulation of the amounts of NE and HT within the

neuron so that they do not continuously spill onto receptor sites.

Anticonvulsant Properties of Monoamine Oxidase Inhibitors

MAO inhibitors elevate brain amines and block electroshock

convulsions in rats and metrasol convulsions in mice, in contrast to

reserpine which lowers the brain amines and enhances the seizures

„

Strong evidence suggests that the effects of reserpine and of MAO in-

hibitors are mediated through the change in brain amines; 1) After

the administration of a MAO inhibitor the anticonvulsant effect is

closely related to the rise in amine levels; 2) after reserpine the en-

hancement of convulsions is related to the decline in amine levels; 3)

release of amines by reserpine, before treatment with ipronia^id,

elicits the enhancement effect of reserpine; 4) iproniasid followed by
giving reserpine elicits only the anticonvulsant effect of the MAO in-

hibitor. However,, evidence that either NE or HT is the important

factor is equivocal; an unknown amine released by reserpine and the

metabolism of which is blocked by MAO inhibitors may be involved,

Since the blockade of MAO represents a new type of meehe&ism
in the suppression of experimental convulsions, a clinical trial c> the

drugs is in progress in collaboration with Dr

Role of Catecholamines in Fat Deposition

NE or epinephrine in doses of 0. 5 to 1 mg per kg, JMused over

a period of several hours,, induce a reversible fatty infiltration in heart

and other tissues, associated with a reversible hypersensitivity of heart

to epinephrine-induced arrhythmias. The lipid changes ure blocked by
dibensyline. These studies have been extended to the effects of CCI4,

alcohol and ethionine. In single doses these substances cause a triglyceride

infiltration in rat livers, which is blocked by the irreversible adrenergic

blocking agents, dibenzyline, dibenamine and the reversible agent, ergot -

amine.

These studies are of potential importance since 1) catecholamines

may be involved in fat transport; 2) the primary step in drug liver damage
may involve interference with a catecholamine mechanism that regulates
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fat transport. The possibility exists that adrenergic blockers may be
used to protect against the liver toxicity of alcohol.

Role of Histamine

Studies on the role of histamine are hampered by laborious

bioassay procedures. A chemical procedure has been developed which
involves condensation of histamine with a dialdehyde to form a fluores-
cent product The method permits the estimation of 0. 01 y of the base,.

a sensitivity approaching that of bioassay.

Studies with this method,, especially on brain, should expedite
knowledge on the function of histamine,, its biosynthesis and metabolism
and the effects of drugs which may act by depleting the substance or
interfering with its metabolism.

Cardiotonic Substances in Tissues

Last year" s report indicated that the digitalis-like material in

tissues was in part lysolecithin. Other digitalis-like substances have
been shown to include unsaturated acidic lipids containing 18 to 20 car-
bon atoms and containing a p -diketone group and an cK-P unsaturated
acid of about 26 carbons. These compounds may be involved in mem-
brane function.

A Fluorescent Substance in Nasal Mucosa

Butanol extracts of dog nasal mucosa contain a fluorophor which
behaves as a single compound on paper chromatograms and counter-
current distribution. The compound is neutral and has no biologic activity

on smooth muscle preparations , and it seems to be present only in nasal
mucosa. If the substance is present in other animals, and if it is not due
to bacterial contamination, attempts will be made to isolate it and ascer-
tain its function.

Membrane Permeability

Passage of Foreign Compounds Across Body Membranes

Body membranes behave as lipid barriers to foreign compounds

„

L e. » the rate of passage of a drug depends on its dissociation constant
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the lipid solubility of the unionized moiety, and the pH at the absorbing

site* Several studies have been concerned with further elaboration of

this concept.

Intestine

The steady state distribution ratios of drugs between plasma
and small intestine are predictable if it is assumed 1) that the intestinal

membrane secretes hydrogen ions that maintain a zone at its surface

at a "virtual" pH of 5, 3, and 2) that foreign compounds are absorbed
largely in unionized form and at rates proportional to lipid solubility <>

Similar results were obtained for the colon using a "virtual" pH of about

6. 5o These results explain the poor absorption of many water soluble

drugs.

Blood-Brain Barrier

Foreign compounds penetrate into the CNS almost exactly as

predicted on the basis of their physicochemical properties and the

assumptions that 1) only the unionized form crosses and 2) this moiety
enters at a rate proportional to lipid solubility.

Preliminary results indicate that barbital passes slowly from
bloodstream into brain* thence into CSF, This suggests that the choroid

plexus is not important in the passage of drugs into the CSF„

Certain foreign compounds have been found to penetrate rapidly

the pituitary gland, pineal gland and the area postrema, whereas they

slowly penetrate the brain as a whole. This finding not only suggests

that these areas are not part of the brain hut that like the pituitary they

may also have secretory function. The observation with the pituitary

may explain its sensitivity to epinephrine, despite the poor penetration

of the amine into brain.

Bile-Blood Barrier

Previous work disclosed that inulin and sucrose, large lipid-

insoluble substances, appear in bile in significant amounts, indicating

porosity at some locus in the hepato-biliary system. Further studies

have included a smaller molecule, mannitol, and indicate that small
molecules pass the "blood-bile barrier" more readily than large

molecules. Mannitol occupies a volume of distribution approximating
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total water of liver; inulin and sucrose occupy a smaller space but

still one that is probably greater than extracellular fluid. Prelimi°
nary results suggest that lipid-soluble foreign compounds do not appear
in bile in appreciable amounts but that lipid-insoluble metabolites and
quaternary compounds may appear in high concentration.

Passage of Normally Occurring Substrates Across Body Membranes

The view of a lipoidal boundary between intestine and plasma
permits inferences as to whether a substance is absorbed passively

or by a specialized process. The intestinal absorption of thymine and
its nucleoside thymidine involves a transport mechanism. Thus, the

degree of their absorption decreases with increasing concentration.

Uracil depresses the absorption of thymine (5-methyluracil) by competing
for the mechanism. Preliminary results suggest that a number of purine
and pyrimidine derivatives compete for the same transport mechanism,
In contrasts high concentrations of D-glueose or L-histidine do not in-

hibit the transport of thymine.

The metabolism of drugs is discussed in terms of three cate-

gories of substances:

(1) Substances metabolized by relatively specific enzymes involved in

intermediary metabolism

This laboratory has extended its studies of drug metabolism to

the so-called antimetabolites* substances structurally so similar to

normal substrates that they become involved in the "universal" enzymes
of intermediary metabolism. These compounds are used as anti-cancer
agents and their metabolism and mechanism of action are closely inter-

twined. 6-Chlorpurine ^6-CLP) has been found to be a competitive in-

hibitor of purine and hypoxanthine oxidation by xanthine oxidase. It is

converted to 6-chlorouric acid (6-GLU)» a heretofore unknown compound
which has been crystallised and characterized. Two other products are
also formed in vivo including uric acid. 6-CLP also enters into syn-
thetic reactions and is incorporated into nucleic acid. Experiments under
way will ascertain if any 6-CLP metabolites account for its anti-cancer
effects.
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Substances acted on by relatively non-specific enzymes involved

in intermediary metabolism

Alcohol and aldehyde dehydrogenases are examples of extremely
non-specific enzymes. The normal role of aldehyde dehydrogenase but

not of alcohol dehydrogenase is known. Alcohol dehydrogenase is in-

volved in the metabolism of drugs from which an alcohol is formed as

the first step in their biotransformation*, e. g. , barbiturates- Studies

are being undertaken to investigate the possibility that variation in

human tolerance to alcohol may be based on differences in alcohol de-

hydrogenase activity. Preparatory to investigating the biologic varia-
tion of the enzyme activity in a large population^ the substrate specificity

of the enzyme is being studied. Surprisingly, higher alcohols have a
greater affinity for the enzyme than ethanol. It is possible that other

alcohols may prove to inhibit ethanol oxidation and thus provide an inter-

esting experimental tool.

(3) Substances acted on by extremely non-specific enzymes not involved

in intermediary metabolism

Most drug enzymes fall into this category. Further studies on
the oxidative enzymes in liver microsomes have been made.

(a) The enzyme that oxidizes chlorpromazine and other sulfur

compounds to the corresponding sulfoxide derivative has been studied.

It too requires TPNH and ©2*

The microsomal enzyme that oxidizes hydrocarbon side-

chains to alcohols also requires TPNH and ©2° This is an important
enzyme in maintaining body homeostasis since food contains many
terpenes which cannot be excreted unless oxidized.

The key reaction in the metabolism of nicotine occurs in

microsomes and requires TPNH and 02° It involves oxidation of the

carbon atom next to the N in the sidechain. The next step to study
presumably involves ring splitting,, a reaction not yet elucidated for

drugs.

Monoamine oxidase inhibitors all seem to antagonize a
number of microsomal enzymes. This peculiar action is unrelated to

inhibition of MAO; in fact it is reversible and disappears by the time
that MAO is completely blocked.
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(e) A finding of great potential importance in connection with

induced enzyme synthesis is that barbital and chloretone, which en-
nance the pathway of glucose metabolism that results in increased
ascorbic acid formation in rats, also increase activity of the liver

enzyme which demethylates aminoaz© dyes.

(f) Two important steps have been taken in the elucidation of

the nature of the microsomal enzymes, (l) Like microsomes, a num-
ber of model systems produce active hydroxyl groups and dealkylate

alkylamines, form sulfoxides , hydroxylate aromatic rings, and split

ethers. (2) Evidence has been found that TPNH and O2 form an active

hydroxyl-enzyme complex which acts as a hydroxyl donor., This donor
is used up in direct proportion to amount of drug that is metabolized*

Biochemical Evolution

The exceptional non-specificity of microsomal enzymes* their

inhibition by SKF 5 25=A and iproniazid, and their enhancement by a

number of polycyclic hydrocarbon compounds suggest that many drug
enzymes are not part off intermediary metabolism . The inability of

the kidney to excrete lipid-soluble substances suggests that the oxida-

tive enzymes were developed as special,, non-specific mechanisms for

making fat-soluble foreign substances ingested in food less lipid»soluble.

On this basis drugs are models of lipid-soluble foreign compounds in-

gested by animals over the ages.

Oxidative drug enzymes are absent in fish and aquatic amphibia*
These animals do not need them, since lipid-soluble substances can be
passively excreted through their gills or skin* Land animals, however,
must conserve water and therefore have given up gills and semi-permeable
skins* Consequently, terrestrial animals have developed enzymes to con-
vert lipid-soluble foreign compounds to excretable products, These en-
zymes are present in reptiles, mammals, birds, toads and insects. They
are also present in semi-aquatic forms such as certain frogs, salamanders
and crustaceans.

Animals in ascending the scale of evolution emerged onto land in

a number of ways. It is unlikely that the problem would have been solved
in the same way more than onces, as direction in evolution is one of prob-
ability. In accord with this view is the finding that toads and insects

appear to oxidize foreign compounds by mechanisms that are quite dif-

ferent from those of mammals and birds. If this concept is correct.
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then a powerful tool for studying the mechanism and the sequence off

biochemical evolution is available. For example* toads oxidize drugs
by dehydrogenation, in contrast to reptiles which have systems which
activate oxygen,, But meadow frogs, which can live on dry land for 48

hours 8 metabolise drugs by microsomal systems requiring TPNH and
O2* This suggests that the microsomal systems originated in amphibia
and not in reptiles.

Toad and salamander tadpoles cannot metabolise foreign com-
pounds until they have undergone metamorphosis . Of interest is the

finding that guinea pigs and mice are born without the ability to hydroxy-
late barbiturates*, dealkylate alkylamines, reduce nitr© compounds or

form glucuronides* The appropriate enzymes begin to appear in the

first week after birth.

Fish can form neither ethereal sulfates nor glucuronides. How-
ever, these reactions are present in amphibia and in higher vertebrates,

A considerable puzzle, however, is the finding that though fish micro-
somes have the glucuronide transferase they lack the enzyme required
for formation of "active" glucuronide.

Studies on Ascorbic Acid and a New Pathway of Glucose
Metabolism

(a) Studies ©n biosynthesis of L-ascorbic acid wh:'.ch su%geate<

a new pathway of glucose metabolism have previously been reported a.;

follows; D-glucose «_>> B-glucuronic acid n

L-guIonic acid s L-xylulose
. y

pentose cycle > C02« Definitive evidence h^s now been ob-

tained for the occurrence of these reactions in the animal. This scheme,

referred to as the glucuronic acid pathway, is important for severs

.

reasons; {!) L-gulonic acid is converted to L-ascorbic acid in rat; and
other animals which can exist without dietary vitamin„ whereas mM,
monkey, and guinea pig lack this enzymatic step; (2) this pathway ex-

plains the origin of L-xylulose, the sugar excreted by patients witi

essential pentosuria; (3) inositol is metabolized to an appreciable extent

via this pathway since it is converted t© D-glucuronic acid and L-gulonie

acid; (4) this pathway may be involved in the synthesis of D-ribose present

in nucleic acids.
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Of particular interest is the observation that various drug© of

widely different chemical structure and pharmacological effect marke
stimulate the metabolism of glucose via the glucuronic acid pathway,

Included are such compounds as barbiturates. aminopyrine, phenyihuta--"

zone, meprofoamate, and the carcinogenic hydrocarbons, 3, 4«foenz;pyr >

and 3-methyieholanthrene., This effect on the glucuronic acid pathway
is not related to glucuronide formation but is due to an enhanced activity

of this glucose pathway induced by some unknown mechanism . This
effect, appears to be mediated through the pituitary.

Cfo) Ascorbic acid is almost completely oaddised in the body t©

respiratory CC>2» An important st;.?p in, this series of reactions is carried

out by kidney enzymes. A sugar a«id, L-lyxonic acids not previously

found in animals,, is a product in this reaction. This observation mar
be a valuable lead towards elucidation of the pathways along which vitamin
C is metabolised in aninal®.

pevelgp_mentof New Drugs

Studies with Butazplidin

Butazolidin (phenylbutazone) is a potent non-steroidal antiartfaritic.

agent but side effects limit fa usefulness. Studies with 65 analogs have
been carried out in collaboration with Mt„ Sinai and Goldwat^r Memorial
Hospitals,, New York, and Geigy Pharmaceutical Co. , Basel. To date

this program has yielded two new drugs. One, a hydroxy?! metabolite

Butasolidin, is now in clinical trial; it has potent antirheumatic activity

in acute gout and rheumatoic arthritis, and is- reported ic have less pro-
pensity for producing gastrointestinal ulcers than does Batasolidin. The
other, a sulfoxide derivative (Anturan), is the most potent uricosuric
agent yet described and is about to foe introduced for treatment of chr<s

gout.

The structural requirements for the uricosuric properties of

Butazolidin have been outlined* Modifications resulting in compounds
of increased acidity have enhanced uricosuric activity, whereas chan#.

resulting in compounds with decreased acidity have little or no activity.

It may be inferred that the ionic form of these agents blocks the tubular

reabsorption of uric acido The relationship between, uricosuric activity

and pKa in the phenylbutazone series is of considerable aid in develop*
ment of effective uricosuric drugs.
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Butazolidin analogs with various substitutions in the benzene
rings retain, the potent antirheumatic activity of the parent drug
whereas substitutions in the butyl sidechain markedly diminish this

activity., It had been thought that this loss of antirheumatic activity

was associated with a low plCa. But Butazolidin, substituted with an
NO2 group in the p-position of a benzene ring, is highly acid; it is not

only strongly uricosuric but has marked antirheumatic activity. It

now seems possible that an alkyl sidechain is necessary for high anti-

rheumatic activity. Compounds with various alkyl sideehains are now
being tested*

Studies with Fleadn

Fleadn, a muscular relaxant drug, is an extremely potent

uricosuric agent. This is surprising since Flexin is a base while
other uricosuric agents are relatively strong acids. As a result of

this finding, Flexdn is now being used clinically in the treatment of

gout. In the course of studies with Fleadn, it was found to be converted
in vivo to a hydroxyl derivative which possesses potent muscular re-
laxant properties but no uricosuric activity. The metabolite is more
predictably absorbed and causes fewer side effects, Called ParafieM,,

it has been introduced recently for treatment ©f disorders associated
with peripheral muscular spasm.

Reserpine Substitutes

Res@rpine e in small intravenous doses,, elicits hypotension,
without sedation. On oral administration, most of the drug is bydro~
lysed in the gut, and slight variability in the rate ©f hydrolysis can
make a big difference in the total, amount absorbed. This may explain

the difficulty in controlling blood pressure without eliciting sedation.

Jfa collaboration with Ciba„ we are attempting to develop analogs that

are stable in the gut.
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of Clinical Biochemistry

The efforts of this laboratory have, as in the past, been centered

oza various aspects of amino acid metabolism, in its broadest terms. A
most interesting finding has been the widespread nature of amino acid

decarboxylations. Thus it is now established that in mammalian tissues

the amino acids tyrosine and tryptophan are decarboxylated to tyramine

and tryptamine. It also appears likely that phenylalanine is converted

to phenylethylamine. These pathways which are normally obscured by

subsequent metabolism are made evident in animals and patients follow-

ing administration of the newly discovered potent inhibitors of the enzyme
monoamine oxidase (MAO). Other amino acid decarboxylations r^ay foe

made apparent in this way too. The significance of these amines both

normally and in the pharmacologic manifestations of MAO inhibition, re-

mains to be determined.

It is apparent that routes of metabolism other than by MAO are

also important. In the case ©f serotonin,, conversion to serotonin-©-

glucuronide becomes the major route and functions very efficiently when
MAO is blocked in animals. In man, although a major alternate route

apparently exists it does not involve glucuronide formation. However,,

the presence of such alternate pathways makes it possible to administer

large amounts of serotonin orally to animals and patients following MAO
inhibitors. By measuring the percentage conversion to the MAO end-

product, 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid, it is possible to determine the ex-

tent of MAO inhibition in vivo. Such a test has been applied to patients

on MAO inhibitor therapy in an attempt to relate enzyme inhibition to

pharmacological effects, particularly postural hypotension. Preliminary

studies show a definite correlation.

Tryptamine has been found normally in urine and in animal tissues

following the administration of MAO inhibitors. It is not converted to

serotonin but is converted to a hydroxylated indoleamine like serotonin.

The structure and significance of this hydroxyindoleamine are under study.

Studies on catecholamines also indicate the possibility of an alter-

nate route of metabolism of 3, 4-dihydroxyphenylethylaraine ^dopamine)

leading to 3, 4, 6-trihydroxyphenylethylamine. This product is formed
by autoxidation of dopamine and is apparently excreted in animal urine

after dopamine administration. Its significance remains to be determined.

Conversion of dopamine to noradrenaline has been demonstrated in brain

tissue where the tissue catalyst is apparently localized in brain stem areas,

as is noradrenaline itself.
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There is, at present,, disagreement as to which pathway of

norepinephrine metabolism is of major importance in vivo. The two
demonstrated pathways, MAO and O-methylation, are under study.

Methods for assay of compounds formed toy the latter route are in

process of development. Techniques for inhibiting the in vivo metabo-
lism of norepinephrine by administration of compounds which block

either MAO or O-methylation, or both, are under study. It appears

that only when both pathways are blocked can the rate of metabolism

of norepinephrine be significantly decreased.

Two amino acids which are found only in collagen, hydroxy-

proline and hydroxylysine, have been under study for some time. The
information from these investigations will be valuable in studies on con-

nective tissue formation and pathology. Apparently hydroxyproline can

be incorporated directly into collagen in rapidly growing tissues such

as chick embryos. Conversion of proline to hydroxyproline has also

been demonstrated in cell free systems. Ketoproline, the dehydrogenated

analogue of hydroxyproline, has been shown to increase tissue levels of

hydroxyproline in animals in vivo. It can do this because it blocks metafoo-

lism of hydroxyproline andl>ecause it is directly converted to hydroxy-

proline by some enzyme system, as yet unknown. This compound will

be further investigated in vivo to see if it can influence collagen metabolism.

The product of the action of glutamic acid decarboxylase on its

substrate is y-aminobutyric acid (GABA). This amino acid is found in

highest concentration in brain and its metabolism in mammalian brain

is therefore of great interest. One route of metabolism involves trans-

amidination to yield y -guanidinobutyric acid. This compound is also

found and formed in brain. Like GABA it produces inhibition of central

cortical synaptic activity. The significance of y -guanidinobutyric acid

and its further metabolism are under study.

Other routes of GABA metabolism are also of current interest.

Incorporation into analogues of pantothenic acid containing GABA instead

of £ -alanine have been under study. Hydroxylation of GABA to/-hydroxy
GABA has been reported, attempts to corroborate this and study its mecha-
nism are in progress.





General Me&cMeaad^EjgperimeRtal Therapeutics Branch — Section

on Clinical Endocrinology

Work on aldosterone - physiologic control of its secretion,

relationship to certain disease states, and its metabolism - has been
a major effort of this section.

The modification of aldosterone secretion tay changes in body
potassium was further investigated in balance studies in normal sub-
jects. It was found that the effects of potassium did not operate by
producing reciprocal changes in intravascular volume. The effect of

expansion of intravascular volume was further explored by infusion of

albumin especially prepared by the American Bed Cross to contain

potassium instead of sodium. In all cases aldosterone secretion

appeared to change in a direction reciprocal to that of intravascular

volume. Neural pathways in the control of aldosterone were explored
in dogs by producing constriction of the inferior vena cava before and
after production of lesions. The vagus was thus identified as important
for the decrease, but not the increase of aldosterone secretion.

Patients with postural hypotension were found consistently to

have lower aldosterone secretion than normal individuals subjected to

the same type of stimulus. Patients with renal tubular acidosis were
studied and found to lack normal ability to retain sodium and to secrete
inappropriately high amounts of aldosterone. A new method for deter-
mination of aldosterone was developed and the conversion of progesterone
to aldosterone demonstrated in isolated perfused glands

.

With the use of the ultrafiltration technique, the plasma protein

binding of a large number of steroids was investigated. A new method
was developed which revealed that the binding of hydrocortisone is of

the order of 90% rather than 89%, the previous estimate from reported
studies carried out at unphysiologic temperatures. Studies were begun
on the role of hormones in increasing the amount of steroid-binding
plasma protein, and of the possible role of this protein in altering

metabolism of circulating steroids.

A series of synthetic steroids was investigated for anabolic
properties and studies were begun on the effects of halogenated steroids
on electrolyte metabolism.
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Studies on phosphorus and calcium metabolism were carried

out in 11 patients with hyperparathyroidism before and after surgery,

and control studies in 6 normal subjects. An estimate was made of

the relative value of phosphate clearance, response to phosphate with-

drawal,, and calcium infusion ae diagnostic tests. The defect of calcium
metabolism in sarcoidosis was further investigated: the studies show
that patients with hypercalciuria and sarcoidosis do not uniformly show
sensitivity to vitamin D, increased absorption of calcium, or response
to steroid therapy., Attempts to produce radioactive vitamin D were
initiated to aid in this phase of the study.

The effect of hypercalcemia and hypercalciuria on the renal con-

centrating mechanism and on renal sodium conservation were investigated

in a number of patients before and after modification of the hypercalciuria

by therapy. The inability of these patients to reabsorb water was con-
firmed and found not to be related to an inability to reabsorb sodium. The
presence of the defect correlated better with the urine calcium than with

the serum calcium or the therapeutic agent.

The antidiuresis of cirrhosis was investigated and was found not

to be related to antidiuretic hormone, but probably to depend on prosdmal
sodium reabsorption: it could be decreased by infusion of mannitoi, and
reproduced with rigorous sodium deprivation in normal subjects.

Patients with potassium-losing renal disease were studied with

metabolic and renal function techniques. Whereas a number of these

subjects appeared to have renal tubular acidosis as the underlying di-

sease, others showed the disorder despite normal ability to secrete

hydrogen ions. The role of aldosterone in these syndromes is being
studied with the use of all agents known to alter aldosterone secretion

in the normal state.

In studies in rabbits and dogs the transfer rate of albumin and
other large substitutes across arterial walls was measured by the intro-

duction of radioactive labels. The role of absolute pressure* pulse
pressure, and alteration of the endocrine status of the animals was tested

in acute and chronic studies. Both radioalbumin and radiocholesterol

moved out of the proximal aorta much more rapidly than the distal aorta.

The effects of bovine growth hormone in man were studied in a

number of obese and normal subjects to determine whether the fat content

of the diet would alter response to the hormone. It appears that this
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effect, which has been reported for the rat, cannot be reproduced in

man. A new method for determination of magnesium and one for the

determination of weak beta radiation in aqueous solutions were developed.

-^Section on Experimental Therapeutics

The principal projects may be grouped as (1) studies ©n vaso-

active substances, (2) metabolism of amino acids in man, and (3) action

and metabolism of drugs.

(1) Vasoactive Substances: Measurement of catecholamines in

blood obtained from various sites within the vena cavae was found to be

useful in localising pheochromocytomas in four patients. Increased

amounts of m-Ometbyl metabolites of norepinephrine have been demon*
strated in the urine of these patients. The methoxy analogue of nor-

epinephrine, normetanephrine, was found in each of 4 tumors. Methods

for measuring the.ie compounds would be useful clinically and are being

developed. Since O-methylation is an important process in the physio-

logic inactivation oi norepinephrine, we are attempting to study this

process in man by administering less active catechol compounds and

studying the percentage conversion to the methoxy excretory product.

The status of this mechanism in primary hypertension and its alteration

with drugs is of interest*

Large amounts of serotonin, norepinephrine, 3, 4-dihydroxyphenyl-

ethylamine (dopamine) and tyramine (recently) have been found in the

banana. Serotonin and tryptamine have been found in several plants. In-

gestion of bananas causes an increased urinary excretion of 5-hydroxy-

indoleacetic acid (5-HIAA) equivalent to the serotonin eaten, no alteration

in excretion of free catecholamines, and a considerable increase in acid-

hydrolyzable conjugates of catecholamines. Chemical diagnostic studies

for malignant carcinoid and pheochromocytoma may give false positive

results unless this newly recognized dietary factor is considered.

Monoamine oxidase (MAO) is involved in the metabolism of several

biogenic amines. Taking a cue from our findings in bananas, a test was
developed for measuring drug-induced MAO inhibition in man, based on

the conversion of orally administered serotonin (20 mg) to 5-HIAA. One
of the first drugs studied, l-phenyl-2-hydrazinopropane (JB-516), was
found to be a potent MAO inhibitor and concurrently found to be an effec-

tive antihypertensive agent (see below). Curiously this agent is pressor

in the dog. While the oral serotonin test affords a reliable index of MAO
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inhibition in the gut and possibly liver, a method for measuring overall

MAO inhibition became desirable.

A sensitive and specific method for measuring urinary tryptamine
was devised. Marked increases in the excretion of this amine were ob-
served in patients treated with JB-516. The level of urinary tryptamine
appears to be an excellent index of the MAO inhibitory action of investi-

gational drugs. Other amines previously undetected in mammals may
be found in the urine of patients when MAO has been inhibited. We have
already positively or tentatively identified tyramine, o-tyramine and
phenylethylamine under these circumstances.

Since it appeared that amines other than norepinephrine and ser©~
tonin might be involved in responses to MAO inhibitors,, the pattern of

cardiovascular response to various amines is being studied in the dog
and in man before and after MAO blockade. Potentiation of the response
to dopamine and tryptamine but not to norepinephrine and serotonin were
shown in the dog. A marked potentiation of dopamine pressor actions

has been confirmed in man. Thus,, it is conceivable that dopamine in

the sympathetic nervous system may have a role other than simply serving
as the precursor of norepinephrine.

(2) Metabolism of Amino Acids in Man: The urinary excretion

of bound hydroxyproline (OFR) was found to be elevated in 8 of 10 patients

with Marian's syndrome, possibly reflecting a basic defect in the metabo-
lism of collagen in this disorder. The daily excretion of bound OPE is

independent of dietary intake of the amino acid unless it is taken in the

form of gelatin. Dietary alterations in OFR have not produced any altera-

tions in patients with Marfan 9 s which are not also shown in normals. The
influence of other amino acids and proteins will be studied further and an
attempt made to study the body pool of OPR with labelled proline and OFR.

Tryptophan loading in man has been shown to increase tryptamine
excretion 2-3 fold. When this was done in patients on JB-516, higher
levels of excretion were obtained and the patients complained of a "drunk
feeling. " Although ingestion of tryptophan is usually innocuous, under
MAO inhibition it appears to have definite pharmacologic effects. Prev-
ious studies on indoleacetic acid (IAA) have been extended with the finding

of increased excretion in several gastrointestinal disturbances other than
sprue, including pancreatic insufficiency and blind intestinal loop. In-

creased IAA excretion in these disorders is considered to be due to altered
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bacterial flora in the gut. A report of increased IAA excretion after

exercise {Krai et al. 1956) was confirmed but found to parallel urine

flow.

(3) Action and Metabolism of Drugs; Chemical agents which

are being classified as MAO inhibitors are being evaluated in the treat-

ment of primary hypertension. Of several inhibitors studied, the most
promising is the hydrazine derivative JB-516. A marked orthostatic

lowering of the blood pressure was produced in 9 of 10 hospitalized

during short-term therapy with single daily doses of the drug (25-50 mg).

A favorable therapeutic response was obtained in a larger group of clinic

patients over periods of 2 to 8 months. An interesting and temporary

side effect was development of a defect in red-green color discrimination

in six patients receiving high doses {25 mg) of the drug. The orthostatic

hypotension resembles that seen with ganglionic blockade but parasym-
patholytic effects are negligible. The association of MAO inhibition with

hypotension is becoming increasingly evident but enzymatic and physiologic

studies are continuing with a variety of inhibitors. Coiapounds containing

the hydrazine prosthetic group also interfere with the metabolism of pyri-

doxine and thereby may alter the decarboxylase and transaminase pathways

of amino acid metabolism. This is a separate problem for st

During the past year„ we have instituted broader therapeutic eval-

uations of MAO inhibitory drugs in hypertension at George Washington

University Hospital with Drs. I. Tamagna and H. Orvis. The combina-

tion of chlorothiazide (1, gm/day) and iproniazid [75 mg/day) was found

in a precise study to constitute an effective anti-hypertensive regimen

in a small group of patients.

An attempt was made to evaluate the effectiveness of iproniazid

in angina pectoris in 10 patients, with inconclusive results. A double

blind study at D, C. General Hospital in 13 patients was also inconclusive.

We are currently studying JB-516 in this condition at the NHI„ D. C.

General Hospital and Baltimore PES Hospital.

Preliminary studies suggest that the short-acting cholinergic

drug, edrophonium (tensilon) may be useful in treatment of paroxysmal
supraventricular tachycardia.
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The activities of this section over the past year have shown an
increasing use of biophysics in clinical cardiopulmonary investigation,,

A great portion of the total eiiergy of the Section has been devoted to

the development and validation of instrumentation for the direct measure-
ment of physical processes in the living intact human subject. A method
for the instantaneous and continuous measurement of aortic blood velocity

was developed for use in man. This advance has opened the way to many
extremely important goals,, e. g. , the measurement of the horsepower of

the heart,, the kinematics of cardiac ejection, power loss at diseased
valves, distributed impedances and junctional admittances in the vascular

tree. Measurements of this kind will be necessary to define the abnormal
physical properties and energetics of the vascular system in myocardial
disease,, coronary attenuation, arteriosclerosis, hypertension, and re-
lated conditions o

Pilot studies in animals, using the blood velocity catheter, are
in progress to determine the effect of interventions on the coronary cir-

culation. Acute attenuation of the coronary circulation either by ligation

or embolization of the coronary tree produces dramatic and reproducible

changes in the blood velocity curve. Methods are being developed for

producing chronic coronary insufficiency in dogs.

Pilot studies in dogs are m progress to determine the pressure-
diameter relationships of various parts of the systemic and pulmonary
vascular bed so that inferences regarding flow can be made from the

blood velocity curve. When these studies are completed, the problem
of systemic and pulmonary vascular resistance can be better evaluated.

Preliminary data indicate that although there is a marked divergence

between the shape of the pressure and velocity curves in the aorta, their

shapes become almost identical as either the systemic or pulmonary
capillary bed is approached. This indicates that the arteriolar-capillary-

venule bed probably behaves as a pure resistance without significant reac-
tance.

Vascular resistance in the pulmonary bed is being studied both

by the catheter blood velocity technique and by conventional dye dilution

curve methods to establish (1) comparison of the methods, (2) the effect

of intrathoracic pressure on resistance, and (3) the effect of various

pharmacological agents on resistance., These studies are being carried
out both in man and in animals.
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Sioce the direct measurement of the intrathoracic pressure
in man is hazardous and in itself alters the normal function of the lung,

an active program is in progress to establish the relationship of intra-

thoracic pressure to intraesophageal pressure. The intrathoracic

pressure is necessary for determination of the transmural stress of

the intrathoracic structures in most of the foregoing studies.

New methods of studying the mechanical behavior of the lung
were developed. Detailed studies of the unified pressure-flow-volume-
time relationship of the living human lung were carried out in normal,
cardiac and emphysematous subjects. A relationship between the maxi-
mum achievable expiratory flow and degree of lung inflation was dis-

covered which theoretically has far-reaching physical and physiological

implications of importance.

The ground work is being laid for an even stronger biophysical

approach to the problems of clinical cardiopulmonary investigation.

New avenues ©f instrumentation and computer techniques are being ex-
plored.

Modest studies in what might be called the quantitative morphology
of the heart are continuing. These include: CD the use of biochemical
partitioning methods to define the quantity and distribution of connective
tissue in heart muscle. It is not widely appreciated, for example, that

myocardial hypertrophy is accompanied by a striking increase in myo-
cardial connective tissue, in some conditions accounting for one-third
of the increased heart weight. The biochemical methods for this project

are being refined; (2) studies of the biochemical and physiologic proper-
ties of hypertrophied muscle, using experimentally produced skeletal

muscle hypertrophy as the prototype. This has proven to be a much more
difficult project than had been anticipated because each contraction of the

muscle must be maximally loaded; <3) analysis of the architectural de-
formity of the heart in congenital heart disease using special methods
for dissecting the myocardial muscle layers and topologic methods for

formulating the kinetics of the developmental abnormality.

Electrocardiographic research has had three directions: (Da
study of the changes in QRS potentials on closure of atrial septal defects.

It had not previously been well recognized that nearly instantly with ob-
literation of the interatrial shunt there is a reduction in the duration of

QRS potentials:, as if the right ventricular conduction defect were reversible
with reduction of right ventricular diastolic volume. The implications of
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this are being further pursued. (2) A study of the electrical deformity
of the Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome has been completed and pub-
lished. The interesting finding was the high incidence of abnormal
ventricular conduction in this syndrome,, the characteristics of which
shed light on the probable mechanism of the syndrome. (3) Consid-
erable effort has been expended to increase our supply of autopsy-
controlled EGG data for various age groups and disease entities. We
have well beyond 1„ 000 cases now in this file. The analysis has con-
centrated, so far, on defining normal ranges of ECG data in infants and
children, and in the age group beyond 60 years. Collaboration with Dr.
George Manning of the ECAF will augment our data for the third and
fourth decades. This will be the first statistically satisfactory analysis

that has ever been made of autopsy-controlled and age-controlled ECG
data.
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Surgery Branch

The clinical investigative projects originating in the Surgery

Branch during the past year have again utilized, in general, patients

with various forms of congenital heart disease and those with acquired

valvular disease. A limited number of normal controls have been ad-

mitted,,

An important group of studies are those clinical and experimental

ones involving the detection and quantification of circulatory shunts.

Previous reports have detailed the usefulness of inert gases such as

nitrous ©aside and krypton^** in the detection and localization of left-to-

right shunts. These methods are now established and are being widely

adopted in clinical laboratories throughout the country. By the applica-

tion of a mixing equation the results of a nitrous oxide or Kr85 test may
also be used to determine the magnitude of a left-to-right shunt and the

validity of this method was proved when metered flows were measured
in animals as simultaneous nitrous oxide tests were carried out. The
isotope Kr85 has proved to have other interesting applications in the

study of shunts. This gas is slightly soluble in saline solution and when
injected into the venous circulation in the normal animal or patient it is

virtually completely eliminated by a single passage through the lung and
only small quantities of it appear in the arterial circulation. When a
right-to-left shunt is present, however, large quantities of the gas appear
in the arterial blood. This technique provides a new and extremely sensi-

tive method for the detection of verao-arterial shunts. When such solutions

are injected into the left heart in the normal individual, the expired air

contains the gas immediately in high concentration but for only a brief

period. When a left-to-right shunt is present, however, the concentra-
tion of the isotope in expired air is lower and its time concentration is

greatly prolonged by pulmonary recirculation. Thus, yet another means
is afforded for the detection of arteriovenous shunts. All of these tech-

niques are being applied in selected patients and should greatly increase
our ability to characterize precisely those forms of congenital heart

disease with abnormal intra* or extracardiac vascular communications.

Indicator substances, both radioactive and colored, are being

evaluated as new tools for determining the patency of portacaval anasto-

moses. When the substances are injected into the spleen in the normal
dog or in a dog with an occluded anastomosis the substances appear late

and in low concentration in systemic arterial blood since they are delayed

by passage through the capillary bed of the liver. When the anastomosis
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is open,, however, the indicator immediately appears in arterial blood

and in high concentration. This technique has been fully evaluated in

the experimental animal and is being used in patients operated upon
for esophageal varices. The indicators may also be used to determine
and perhaps quantify valvular regurgitation. In the course of cardiac

catheterization the indicator is injected into a chamber as a sample is

simultaneously drawn from the next most proximal chamber. When
the valve is competent the indicator is found proximally only after nor-
mal recirculation has occurred. But when regurgitation is present it

is immediately detected. This study is a routine clinical application

and attempts are being made to provide it with a quantitative basis.

The Section on Cardiology has carried out a group of studies on
the physiologic effects of digitalis in patients. In normal subjects, the

effects of rapid digitalization on cardiac output and central blood volume
were measured. Preliminary results indicate that the work of the left

ventricle and the cardiac output and central blood volume are significantly

decreased. Patients with atrial fibrillation have also been studied to

determine the dose of digitoxin necessary following the rapid administra-
tion of ouabain. Results of these studies are as yet incomplete as various
parameters of preliminary dosage are necessary. In similar patients

the relationship of the effect of digitalis on the heart rate has been studied

before and after vagal blockade with atropine. It is hoped that the inter-

relationships of digitalis dosage to potassium, calcium, and norepinephrine
may be determined. It seems, from the preliminary work, that potassium
increases the dose of digitalis necessary to achieve a given ventricular

rate.

An important project of the Section on Cardiology is a long-term
study of ventricular function in essentially normal patients. Cardiac
output and systemic pressure have been measured before and after the

infusion of large quantities of blood with and without ganglionic blockade.
The data indicate that Starling 9 s law of the heart applies when the regu-
latory mechanisms of the body are blocked. Another experimental phys-
iologic study is concerned with whether the heart muscle has "tone" and
to determine whether the pressure-volume curve of the ventricle can be
modified by the administration of various drugs or by changing various
hemodynamic factors. The basic tool in this study has been a method
for determining the end diastolic fiber length with a Cushny lever and
the end diastolic volume by infusion studies following sacrifice. A char-
acteristic pressure volume curve has been established for the dog ventricle.

DistensibiUty was not changed by the administration of epinephrine or
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norepinephrine . Other studies have been concerned with extending

previous physiologic studies in experimental mitral insufficiency. An
experimental lesion was produced in which regurgitant flow could he
metered and changed at will. With various regurgitant flows, measure-
ments of the left atrial pulse contour were made and the effects of vaso-
pressor agents were studied. Preliminary observations are that vasoxyl

has a much more pronounced effect in elevating the left atrial v point

pressure than does norepinephrine when mitral insufficiency is present.

It is possible that the clinical use of these drugs in emphasizing the hemo-
dynamic effect of mitral insufficiency will be changed because of the re-

sults of these experiments.

A large percentage of the clinical and laboratory work of the unit

has been devoted to the experimental study and clinical application of

extracorporeal circulation. Within the past year a new pump oxygenator

has been designed and constructed, evaluated in the laboratory and applied

in the treatment of 75 patients undergoing open cardiotomy. Further re-

finements of the apparatus will permit precise control of its internal

volume and the temperature of the blood. In the course of the clinical

work with this apparatus interest has been renewed in the effects of potas-

sium citrate and other cardioplegic agents on the function of the heart.

While the heart is stopped with potassium, perfusion studies show there

is no measurable oxygen, glucose, lactate or fatty acid utilization. With
"arrest" with acetylcholine these substances are utilized but at a greatly

reduced rate. The function of the heart has also been studied by the con-
struction of ventricular function curves in animals before and after cardiac

arrest with potassium and acetylcholine. Both of these drugs have been
found to depress ventricular function severely when periods of arrest

exceed 10 minutes and a comparison of these agents with anoxic arrest

is presently being made to determine which technique seems most suitable

for clinical use.

Pathologic pulmonary changes were noted in a number of patients

and animals following extracorporeal circulation. The etiology of these

congestive changes was shown to be elevated pulmonary venous pressure
which resulted from bronchial venous return into the intact and arrested
heart. The demonstration that the elevated pressure and lung damage
could be prevented by venting the heart throughout perfusion and cardiac

arrest has been proved to be of value in clinical practice. Another clini-

cal study of great help in the management of patients has been the appli-

cation of the plasma thrombin time to determine whether circulating
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anticoagulant remains after the administration of protamine. In 25

patients it was shown that this study provided the most useful and
reliable estimate as to the adequacy of protamine administration.

A number of physiologic studies concerned with whole body
perfusion are in progress. Hepatic blood flow is being measured in

dogs during bypass at various rates of perfusion. Hepatic blood flow

does not change if perfusion at normal cardiac output is maintained
but if perfusion rate decreases the liver flow is an increasing percentage
of total flow. These experimental studies are being correlated with the

measurement of liver function in patients before and after perfusion. In

the laboratory the heart lung machine provides a useful tool for the study

of hemodynamic factors when the heart is completely excluded from cir-

culation. For example, during bypass with the heart stopped, digitalis

has been given and it has been shown to have a marked effect on peripheral

resistance which is not blocked by hexamethonium. Similarly, changes
in peripheral and organ blood flow may be measured in a similar fashion.

With the onset of complete bypass there is an immediate fall in peripheral

resistance which then gradually rises during the remainder of the bypass.

The effects of hypoxia, various drugs and carbon dioxide on peripheral

flow and resistance during perfusion are under study.

Numerous previous reports have dealt with the technique and
application of left heart catheterization in the assessment of patients

with various forms of heart disease. As of this date, 900 transbronchial

left heart catheterizations have been performed without a death or serious

sequel. There has been increasing application of left heart catheteriza-

tion in the study of patients with congenital heart disease. Patients with

congenital aortic stenosis have been of particular interest and their

assessment by this method has proved a valuable adjunct in management.
Indicator-dilution curves with left heart injection are also being carried
out with increasing frequency. Other methods of left heart catheteriza-

tion are also being used. Percutaneous puncture of the left ventricle

has been carried out in nearly 100 patients. This technique is particu-

larly applicable in young children and in those patients with severe mitral

valve disease in whom the catheter cannot be passed into the left ventricle

bronchoscopically. In many instances a combined transbronchial and
percutaneous approach has been used. Selective angiocardiography by
means of direct puncture of the left atrium or left ventricle have been
carried out in a limited number of patients. This technique shows great

promise in the evaluation of mitral insufficiency, the localization of aortic

stenosis, and the detection of left-to-right shunts.



-
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Gerontology Branch

During the past year, investigators concerned with the basic

biology of aging have been recruited and placed on duty. A total of

ten new laboratories has been equipped and will be ready for occupancy

by January 1, 1959. New research programs in cellular physiology,

experimental embryology, the mechanisms of intermediary metabolism,

biophysics and molecular biology have been initiated. These studies

will increase our knowledge about the basic biology of aging. For ex-

ample, aging in a simple organism (Campanularia) has been found to

be associated with a progressive loss of an enzyme important in energy

transformations (ATPK It has also been found that with increasing age

there is an accumulation of highly insoluble granules in heart muscle

in the human.

Physiological and psychological tests have been administered to

a group of volunteer subjects still living in the community. Observations

on these "elite" subjects will permit us to evaluate the effects of socio-

economic and educational status on aging phenomena in the human.

The latency of certain reflexes is significantly increased with

age. This lowered excitability is believed to be due to a reduction in

excitatory processes in the central nervous system and may have im-
portant implications for other psychological processes. Short span

perceptual memories are more susceptible to interference in old subjects

than young.

More detailed findings are listed below:

Basic Biology

lo During growth, there was a marked reduction in the rate of

oxidative phosphorylation by liver tissue in rats. After reaching adult

levels, there was no significant change with increasing age. Bates of

oxidation and the amount of phosphorus esterified decreased with de-

creasing amounts of mitochondrial nitrogen in the test system.

2. Age differences in the capacity of the liver of the rat to re-

synthesize specific proteins was tested by following the rates of regenera*

tion of proteins following periods of protein-free feeding. Following

protein depletion, the concentration of d -amino oxidase and cholines-

terase fell markedly in the liver of both old and young rats. Following
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repletion, the levels of these enzymes returned to control levels in the

old animals. Old rats were as capable as young animals in restoring

plasma protein levels after protein depletion. Thus, there is no evi-

dence that age interferes with the ability of the liver to synthesize these

specific proteins. The effect of protein depletion on the rate of synthesis

of other enzymes is being studied.

3. Protein depletion did not induce the same type of changes in

liver enzymes of the rat as did aging.

4. Using transplantation, extirpation and grafting techniques,

it has been found that the amount of "juvenile hormone" present in the

developing cockroach is dependent on age. The effect of age of a tissue

on its sensitivity to hormonal influences is also under investigation. By
repeated transplantation into successive adult hosts, certain tissues

(organ discs) of the fruit-fly can be maintained for long periods of time
without undergoing final differentiation, since the adult fly does not con-
tain the hormone necessary for differentiation. By transplanting "aged"

discs back into a larval host, the effects of age on subsequent develop-

ment will be studied.

5. Equations have been derived for zero order and first order

chemical reactions in tissues which will predict the distribution of

metabolites in the tissue surrounding a capillary.

6o The light transmission changes induced in metabolizing sys-

tems of luminous bacteria has been shown to be due to a change in scatter

rather than absorption. An adaptation of a light integrator has been de-
veloped for the Carey Model 14 Spectrophotometer which permits the

measurement of the absorption spectra of light scattering biological

materials with simplicity, proficiency and accuracy.

7. The general theory of mortality rates has been extended to

include estimates of the maximum rate of inherent aging, the minimum
rate of environmentally induced aging, and the amount of reserve func-

tional capacity at any age. Preliminary calculations, based on mortality

rates in "good" and "poor" environments, predict a maximum life span
in the human of approximately 140 years.

8. Short exposure to high temperature (36° C. ) does not appre-
ciably alter mortality rates in Drosophila, but there is a permanent
effect induced by exposure to temperature above 38° C.



.
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9. There ie a linear increase in the percentage volume occupied

by lipofuscin pigment ("age pigment") from 0% at age 10 years to about

4% at age 90. The percentage of the myocardium occupied by muscle
fibers is about 60-70% in the 0-10 year age group and drops to 40% by
age 40 without much change thereafter. The amount of pigment in the

heart is not significantly correlated with the pathological diagnosis of

the autopsy material used in these studies.

10. Older hydranths of the colonial hydroid, Campanularia, are

comparable to young ones with respect to their ability to catch food and
to transmit it to other members of the colony. However, the concentra-

tion of ATP of hydranths diminishes during aging and reaches vanishing

concentration at the time of regression.

11. Studies of the structure of hemoproteins indicate that the

heme group in hematin is not asymmetric but becomes a center of asym-
metry in cytochrome-c ff hemoglobin and myoglobin. When hemoglobin
is cleaved into half-molecules, rotatory dispersion studies indicate that

the heme asymmetry is lost. This shows that the four heme groups in

the hemoglobin molecule are so placed that both sides of the heme group

are identical in the half-molecule.

12. The mechanisms of action of metal catalyzed enzymatic

reactions have been studied. The enolase and aconitase reactions have

been selected as examples of enzymatic reactions that accomplish very
similar molecular transformations but require different metal ions, i;

e. , magnesium and iron (U) respectively. The substrates of both reac-

tions have been found to produce metal complexes of varying stabilities,

but evidence for non-enzymatic reaction has been obtained only for the

interaction of iron with the aconitase substrates.

Human Physiology

1. Studies on age changes in body form and composition have
shown that the age decrement in thoracic height was attributable to an

increase in spinal curvature rather than to compression of intervertebral

discs.

2. Improvements have been made in the instrumentation and

technique of measuring body volume by helium displacement which per-
mit reproducibility of 0. 3% for either humans or standard volumes.





3. The average latency of the plantar flexor and superficial

abdominal reflexes was greater in old than in young subjects. In

elderly persons, the lowered excitability of these reflexes, as deter-

mined by increased latency, is believed to be due to diminished central

excitatory processes which is reflected in effector systems governing

reflex activity, rather than those related primarily to simple voluntary

motor performance.

4. Studies of the mechanics of limb movement have emphasised
the relation between amplitude of swing and mechanical efficiency for

a series of rapid back and forth movements of the arm around the shoulder

as an axis. The greater mechanical efficiency at high displacements is

interpreted as the result of a greater proportion of "free swing" at these

displacements. The greater efficiency of young as compared with old

subjects is interpreted as the more simultaneous recruitment of greater

numbers of muscle fibers in the muscles of young subjects. This is

associated with the observed greater accelerations and higher swinging

rates in the young than in the old subjec ts.

5. Methods for the estimation of dextrans of different molecular

weights have been standardized and a number of dextran fractions with

a restricted band of molecular weights have been prepared by reprecipi-

tation techniques for calibration purposes.

6. The time course of the development of increased urine con-

centration following water deprivation has been followed,. Osmolar U/P
ratios ranged from 1. 59 to 4. 28 with an average of 3. 08. In almost half

of the subjects studied,, water deprivation had no systematic effect on
urine osmolality. The factors involved in this failure to respond are

being investigated.

7. The maximum osmolality of the urine diminishes significantly

with age in the rat. In the rat, diminished osmolality of the urine is

associated with an increased proteinuria.

8. In order to test the effects of socio-economic and educational

status of subjects previously studied from the Infirmary population of

the Baltimore City Hospitals, a sample of individuals (aged 30-96) still

living in the community has been recruited. These subjects spend 2-1/2

days in the Baltimore City Hospitals and are subjected to an extensive

battery of physiological and psychological tests. All are recruited on





the basis of return visits at intervals of 1-2 years. Facilities of the

laboratory limit the program, at present, to testing two subjects per
week.

Psychological Studies

1. Short span perceptual memories are more susceptible to

interference in old subjects than in young.

2. Apparatus has been constructed to investigate the effect of

stimulus complexity on the age decrement in reaction time.

3. The relationship between alpha frequency of the EEG and
reaction time is being studied.

Program Development

During the coming year, studies on basic biology will include:

separation of particulates from old and young cells, with the aim of

determining their functional capacities; a further characterization of

similarities and differences between protein depleted and aged animals;
characteristics of regenerating and hypertrophying tissues in young and
old animals; the basic mechanisms of oxidative phosphorylation; the in-

fluence of structure on function in biologically important compounds;
characteristics of aging cells grown in tissue culture; factors involved
in cellular differentiation and those concerned with growth limitation;

the chemical nature of "age pigments, " and the basis for the loss of

tissues and cells in aging animals.

The program in human physiology and psychology will be con-
cerned with age differences in the permeability of the renal glomerulus;
maximum concentrating capacity of the kidney; body composition; me-
chanics and efficiency of body movement; functional responses of the

cardiovascular system to standardized stresses; reflex excitability;

learning ability; reaction time; susceptibility to distractions in psycho-
logical performance; attitudes toward aging; central motive states, and
their influence on performance.

Additional functional tests will be performed on the volunteer
subjects recruited from the community.
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Ttw Rational Heart Institute, under the Rational Hears act, Is

charged with the responsibility of: the conduct of research relating

to the cause, prevention, and methods of diagnosis and treatment of

diseasssof the heart and circulation; assisting and promoting such

research by other public and private agencies; coordinating all

research results and promoting their application; providing training

as necessary; and assisting local and State agencies.

The accoaplishaents of the Heart Institute administrative offices

„

from the standpoint of both program direction and administrative

services provided, are aost properly reflected in the achievements of

the camponent units of the Institutes the Greats and Training Branch;

the Intramural Research Branch; the technical Services Branch, including

the Heart Information Center, Rpldemiology, and Biometrics Research;

end the Heart Disease Control Program. Contributions to ths> research

program by these units are described elsewhere in this report.

The administrative function is constantly being reevaluated in terms

of how well it assists the operating people to do their jobs wall.

following is a list of the changes and developments in administrative
areas during the year 1958 which, it is hoped, have improved the
overall functioning of the Heart Institute:

1. As indicated in our 1957 report, the location of the Heart
Information Center in Betheede, Maryland in the Progress Building
proved to be a treaendeus handicap to the staff of the Institute.
This activity has bean returned to the grounds of the Institute and
is now located in Building 3. It has been proven that the location of
the Heart Information Center off of the grounds presents numerous
difficulties in the gathering and assimilation of scientific information.

2. The Center for Aging Research, previously occupying space in

Building 3 and formerly administratively under the Heart Institute, has
been transferred to the new Division of General Medical Sciences and
is no longer a part of this Institute.

3. In order to improve communications between the Information Center
and other important segments of the Institute* Information Specialists
have been physically located io the Research Branch and in the Grants
and Training Branch.
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4. ftr. Will La© J. £ukel, formerly Assistant director of the Institute

tea bean transferred to th« Office of the Surgeon Geueral. »f u Luther

L. 'Ferry, foraerly Chief of the Lakoratery of 6«M»t Medicine sa*

gaperiaent&l therapeutics eat-hftea appelated to aucc«ysd Dr. 2a*£l as

Assistant Btaector ol the national Bears Instil

with the ©epar*aent 8 long range ehjaetivea to foetcr
scientific t@i«s»e s the Seer* lastltate eacabllehed a

scientific pregrsn through Wfeieh teigl* school s&udtats with outefeis&aiffig

!>rds in science «®«® pesBitted Co werk id our Jtehoratstfie® during
1938c She students perfsnssd r@gul&r lafesr&tegy ®2p@r£»@a&&
with their level of wstuflfcy and served witfesut pay. this

Ska uasaiaous approval of hath *h® stubsa&i and tha

»„ the latter being ameers of Che prefasstec *1 lafcerafeory &mt£o
It ic anticipated that a alalia? pregrae will ha put ia&> effect in Cae

af 1999. In addition to thin pragraae ©wr mgiilar Bunaer
rase fer undergs&duaie studaete pursuing eeurees in aeiaaas

and for eedie&l e&adeags ma la affas*. F©sw She $tandpe£af of Sfes

Institute*, the *o*al 8uan@r eapleyaiBt pregrsa provided an in*elligs£«* 8

partially &r&£s&ads«®rk fare® which stlsalotea a auafeer of 9tud§ai* e a§ay

6. Tws aaa activities haw baa* set op wader the offlea af fa® Bifieg
las fire* ie the eetabUchafnt of the Maaphis Spideaialegy Beetle
will oenduct studies involving the incidence af verlau® type® af

Usees* la the «hl*« mi ©olered ransa» Shis ie a study to
glen with tea facilities of the ataff af the University of

»1 af Medicine.

the m&m& activity is the es^lisaasat of a Gaagrapaie fstbelogy
Section under 0r« Janes Buadt*y Dr. Bundley is aasualag the
hllity of investigating the possible affaa* of geographic location an
she Incidence af casdievseculsr disease., Since both of these aetivitia
ere newly initiated, individual ctaares era net being

®nd@r Study

1, a asaageaanf survey is heing conducted to defieralna the feaeihllley
of establishing an Offlea Services Seetlea la the Office of the vlreetar
w&4m the supervislse ef one individual *e carry out the fesfeaelallltles
of travels supply, central files end general heuaek®aping» It is
anticipated that this proposal will taantt in
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BIOMETRICS RESEARCH SECTION

During the calendar year of 1958 the Biometrics Research Section
demoted all its attention to providing statistical services tor tsie

Heart Disease Epidemiology Study at Framingham, Massachusetts,, The
fourth round of biennial examinations of the Framingham study population
was completed in July, and the results were immediately made available
in tables and slides to show some factors associated with the develop-
ment ©f coronary heart disease in the six-year follow-up experience
in the Framingham Study., This material was presented by Dr. Thomas
R. Dawber at the World Cardiology Congress at Brussels, Belgium, in
September, and by Dr. William B. Kannel at the annual meeting of the
American Public Health Association in St P Louis, Missouri, in October,
A paper on blood pressures in the Framingham study group was prepared
for presentation by Dr. Abraham Kagaa to the Conference on Hypertension
which met in November. Preliminary analysis of diet information fro®
the Framingham Study was prepared for a meeting of the American Isssti=

tat© of Nuiftritlon early la 195V«

The fourth exam round was very successful and the completion of
the work at Framingham reflects very highly on the entire staff there.
Expressed as a percentage of the group available for Exam IV, follow-
up for Exam TV was 96,3 percent complete. Honored for superior perfor-
mance were three secretaries at the Framingham Heart Clinic, Lorna P.

Lyell, Dorothea Mo McElholm, and Patricia McNamara, who divided a $375
superior performance award,

Mr, Tavia Gordon, who was acting as Chief of the Biometries Re-
search Section, resigned at the end of October to join the staff of the
National Cancer Institute. However, in the last two months of the year
Mr, Gordon drafted a paper, "Soma Methodological Problems in Long-Term
Studies of Cardiovascular Disease, m and presented it at the meeting of
the American Statistical Association in Chicago, December 29, Co-authors
of the paper were Mr. Felix E, Moore, formerly Chief of the Biometrics
Research Section and now Professor of Biostatistics in the School of
Public Health, University of Michigan, and Dewey Shurtleff, who joined
the staff of the Section as statistician in November, 1957. The paper
reviewed the ten years 4 experience in the Framingham Heart Disease Epi-
demiology Study in terms of biases in initial response and biases in
follow-up by clinical and other means. The probable effects of these
on analytical results and the implications for longitudinal studies in
general were reviewed.
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IXH e the Surgeon General, PHS, sad others; the annual report of the Heart
Institute for publication in the foil HBH annual report , weekly reports
itemizing selected informational ectlvlties for the Offie© of Research
Information t!2H B and the PHS information Office; end an annual report en
the activities of Heart Inforssstlon Center , Anoag special reports pre*
pared were narrative summaries for the Secretary of BHKK on heart surgery,.

fever , arteriosclerosis » and hypertension; reports requested by
of Congress ©a the Minnesota and Alabama contributions in heart

rch; reports on outstanding research eeeosapiisbaaaats of selected KKI

scientists; a report on "International Medical Research B
" highlighting

foreign contributions to present day knowledge in the field of cardio-

vascular medicine „ for the Senate Comaittee on Government Operations „ and

finally:, a report describing and evaluating a yeer°s tralneeship conducted

by HXC for the Office of Research Information

,

In addition to these reports, the Heart Information Center partici-

pated extensively in davelops&sat of materials required for budgetary and

appropriation swatters. Included among these documents ware the Director's

opening statesaest for hearings ©a the Institutes fiscal I960 appropria-

tion; a compilation of highlight® of research progress made in Institute-

conducted and grant-supported investigations during the 19$8 calendar year;

a compilation of the highlights in program development which occurred duris

the year; @ compilation of heart xeaeareh highlights covering the first

quarter of 195® , required for the Senate hearings on the fiscal 1959

appropriation and a special status report en hypertension submitted during

Publications

Several mew publication© ware issued during the year. High
i SasSf]

-.-•

Heart Progress - 195? , a compilation of items on selected research

reported during the year from investigations conducted and supported

Heart Institute, was particularly useful as a means of supplying informa-

tion on recent developments in cardiovascular research . Written in suf-

ficiently non-technical language for understanding by the general public

,

it was also of interest to professionals. Also released was a 110-page

bibliography,, ^search Publications of the Matlo—I Heart Institute » which

listed the technical publications of Institute scientists published in

professional journals during the period January 1953 through June 1958,

Other publications written and published during the year were A Brief S«a-

mary of programs of the Bafcienal Heart Institute, Working T»gathar...A
sage^frgm the HHI and AHA, .Some Recent Advances Against Heart Disease.

The Role of MI in international Research, and Public Health Service iteppo?

of Cardiovascular Research » Training , and Coamsunity Programs o Also issued

this year as a cooperative venture with the AHA was the new version of

Cardiovascular Disease in the g. §,; Facts and Figures,

Speeches and Articles

Speaking texts . and narrative outlines were prepared £©r a sisal

of speeches given in conjunction 'with various event© and occasions, A





these ware addresses by the Director ef BBX at i

vascular Research Institute at the Uaivswrsity o\

Lacker Nsdical Journalism Award Luncheon^ and tl

Teachers of Veterinary Public Health and Preveai

Health Workers; by the Assistant Director of HE
©a Handicapped Children asd tha Saw Jersey Card:

Surgeon feaaral of FM at tha moating of the Hai

Council Alumni Association; by sabers of Cengr<

Heart Association and the Heart Surgery Club ©I

William Po Shapard to the AHA Scientific Assembly « Special materials

prepared by the Heart Information Center that war© published during tha

year included an article bylined by the Director of ill ®a "Help and

Hop® for Children's Hearts" which appeared in National Parent-Teacher; the

Foreword by the Birector of KHX to tha volume of proceeding® of the Con-

ference on Intracardiac Surgery; a summary of 1957 progress against heart

disease for the World Scope Bncyclooedia Yearbook; and an article in
Minnesota toaeat: feylined fey tha Associate director of HIM on '"Heart

Disease - A World Health Problem".

A background study ©a "food Fade" was prepared with a view
sible use in connection with diet raeoaaamaationa . Also on &h© at-

of diet c a short infersaeioa statement on the use and dangers ©f a

substitutes was written and disseminated among paramedical profess

people concerned with the care of patients on sodium restricted dt

Thra® background studies ware completed on atherosclerosis,, stroke

coronary artery disease. Based ©a currant periodical literature

were written to serve Heart Disease Control Program physicians ®s

materials for ®p®©efe@s and local presentations.

Services to Science Writers

background material on cardiovascular disease subjects was

special information was obtained and provided,, and interviews witt

scientists and staff members were arranged for many science writei

reporters,, and others. Such services*, in addition to aiding outsi

writers in developing stories or completing medical reporting aeei

helped assure the accuracy of material published in mass-circulate

lets, illustrative of the products to which such Heart InSormatii

services contributed;, were articles by Ben Pearse in the Saturday
Post ,, Francis leiio in Fortune . Eugene Fleming in Cosmopolitan ,, ai

Simon in Sgiaace Hews Letter. Among other publications serviced <

year ware ftm®, Hewswgek, U. 8. Stews and World Report , Scope Week:

Medical Hews * Drug ' Research Reporte r end the Wall Street Journal .

etion was also given to science writers of various news services i

organisations including the Associated Pr©es 9 Waited Press,, HEA 6

Service,, Scripps-lsmardj, end Voice of Aaagrica s and those ©a the si

of several large metropolitan papers. In addition to furnishing :

information and material , photographs ware supplied and arrangemei

for taking photographs for a number of newspapers sad magazines.

ground information was provided and interviews war® arranged for 1

Heal, author ©f the forthcoming bo©k 8 ¥®ur Career
[

ln
i

Msdical Seas.
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these reported research aivaaceK sssi-a la S^sri iwissitote laboratory
three announced appointments to membership oa the itotioaal Advisory
Council, sad one gave background information coacerning aa Institute
scientist who won a major award for research achievement. Five o£ t

relosses iavolved cooperation with scientific organisations, four bo

for Experimental Biology aod one by the American Associativa far the

Advancement of Science. 3a addition to the releases, two background
statements ware prepared oa Heart Institute research investigations
involving normal voluateer subjects, for issuance to the Interested
press sad others through the Clinical Ceatsr Information Office . Wc

through the media of radio and television, Heart Information Ceater
arranged interviews for the Director, HHI, oa such programs as HBC's

"Hightliae" and "Today" and Voice of America's "World Wide English f

for ffll's Assistant Director on "Ask-it-Basket" ; and for an 1HZ visi

scientist on the show, "In Our ^owa". Assistance was also gives la
coordinating a heart surgery telecast frem HXH to an audience at the

recent AAAS convention.

Inquiry and Hal

requests for information from the general public , indi-
viduals in medical and health professions, and private sand public
agencies and organizations, were received and expeditiously handled during
the year. Many of these were effectively answered by furnishing pertinent
leaflets @r other appropriate publications; others required special com-
pilation ©f iaforaaatiea or material , consultation with scientist® 8 or
preparation of reading and reference lists. She reprint reference collec-
tion maintained by the Center, containing papers ®n research findings
resulting fro® 8HI conducted and grant-aided investigations, has proved
increasingly useful in connection with information activities the up-to-
date card files of references ©a lastitute-coanecaed publications surreal
appearing in medical and scientific journals have been particularly
valuable in facilitating research reporting.

Specialised laformtiea Eroarams

Several specialized programs were designed to give information to
visiting groups. Among these were the Virginia Health Officers Progrea;
a training session for a group of postgraduate cardiovascular nurses; pro-
gress for sMaabers of the Social Legislation Information Service- the World
Health Organization, the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, four State heart association group®, and a group of award-wiaaifrjg
students, aese programs included laboratory demonstrations, lecture;
tours, and meetings with scientists who have interests in cemraoa with the
visitors.

fhirty-four professional key representatives from State heart
associations participated is f©«r ffix heart seminars as part of their
orientation and training for heart association work. 'Through £te©s years
of these seminars, a reservoir has been built up of heart asseciat-.-
P@©pl® throughout the country who continue 8® exchange infort
and look to the Heart Information Center £@r various inforaatioss
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1a Study e© sat up sone comparable
ft Japanese population.

Th® Study cooperated with
in His®shin®, Japan, ©aeisfcicg

observation ©a heart disease i*

A Japaaas® phyaisiffia from Hlreahia© taas giv«n tare® months 8 graiaisg
at Frajainghssm to help him sat up Shair cardiovascular study cm fete return
to Japan.

The Study al«® cooperated with tba D.S* Public Baaltb Service Bospiti
Division and the Metriet Bisector., Public Health Service to provide a "sec

training for <s@eh of five internes at tha Sta&sn Island, Public Health Sax

Hospital. It is believed that such training «aa useful in abating patents
career officer® a connection bggwasa clinical ©ediciae and public baaltb t

The Bisector of the Study aas leaned to tba World Baaltb Orgsaisstlox
for a tw© seath period to assist in ;

tixe preparation for tba convening of £

Expert CoBEaite®e assting on Cardiovascular Biaesse bald in Geneva, Swit&es
Tba report of tba eoasaaittee is concerned wi&b tba problem of criteria for
uaa in epidemiologic studies of csrdlemeeular disease*

Assistance m& giva© Br. Whalay 'in Anchorage, Alaska in nakiag elects
cardiograpbie readings in bis Sffikisc© Study coaparsbl© with Frewinghan read

Plena vera prepared to study tba pepuSatien for rheumatoid artbi

a factor contributing to early onset of degenerative cardiovascular t

in cooperation ?sieh lra Sidney Cobb of tbs tfr&ivsrsity of Pittsburgh,
Public Health and Br. Arthur Hall ®£ tba Robert Brack Brighan Hoepitt

Massachusetts. Tba study wis finally begun in S©a@Bbar 1953.

Plane were sade witb tba Albany Group cq coapsrs tba natheda of
assessment us@d in tba two studies, to begin early in 1959.

Publications frea this project during tba ealandar y@sr 1958 are as :

1. '"An Epidemiologic Study of Heart Bieease = '!&& Fraainghem Study".
T»a 6 Bass*®?, M.©. find W.8. Kennel, M.B. Butritioa Revie&s, Jan,

2. "Tba Blectsocsrdiogrsm in l&urecirculafcory Asthenia. (Anaiety, Sfc

or Neurasthenia) j A Study of 203 B@u?oci?eulato?y Asthenia Peti<
757 Healthy Controls in tba Prensingfeaa Study1 '. W.B. Kannel 9 M.I

BatAer, M.D. ,F.A.C.P. ,and Mandel E* Cohan, K.B. Ann. Int.Had. , Hi

3. "Blood Presoura and Its Halation to Coronary H&srt Biaeasa in th<

Freminghea Study". Abraham Kagon, M.B., Tavia Gordon, William B,

and Tbtsams E. Bat^ar, M.B. To ba published.
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Bureau of State Services

Serial No. 6

II. RESEARCH PROJEGT REPORT OF PROGRESS

FISCAL YEAR: 1958 BATE: August 1, 1958

1. DUriSIOM 2o BRANCH
Special Health Services Heart Disease Control

3. SECTION 4» DIVISION PROJECT NUMBER
Operational Research SHS-HD-8

5. PROJECT TITLE
Los Angeles City Civil Service Employees cardiovascular disease
study o

6c INVESTIGATORS
Dr. Bruce Picken
Mr. Philip Enterlin©

7o LOCATION OF PROJEGT So STATUS
Los Angeles s California Completed

9o PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS
California Stat© Health Department = facilities
Los Angeles City Health Department = personnel and facilities
University of Southern California - personnel and facilities

10 o PRINCIPAL RESULTS

A medical officer assigned by the Control Program continued t©
work on this project during the past fiscal year. A paper on hyper*
tension was completed . This revealed that &bcut 12$ of the Los Angel-

Civil Service employees included in the study had hypertensions of
which a third had heart disease , Subsequent to the first examinat-
mortality among hypertensive whit© males diagnosed as having normal
hearts was greater than among the normotensives in the 40=54 age
group but this difference did not hold under 40 or in the age group
55 and over. It was also observed that hypertensives in the age
group 40-54 on th© initial examination developed coronary heart
disease at a greater rate than normotensives but that this held to
a much lesser extent in the age groups under 40 and 55 and over.
The difference in prognosis for the hypertensives in the age group
40=54 as compared to other age groups is interesting and will be
checked on by further follow-up.

A paper was also prepared on the relationship of physical
exertion to the development of coronary heart disease and it was
concluded that there was no significant relationship between if.

job exertion and subsequent mortality or the development of coron.-

heart disease. This seems to contradict the generally held 1

physically active persons are at less risk of deve 1

sedentary persons.
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Bureau ©f Stat© Services

Serial No.

II. RESEARCH PROJECT REPOJtf OF PROGRESS

FISCAL YEAR; 1958

lo MVISIQK
Special Health Services

3 o SECTION
Operational Research

DATE! August 1, 1958

2. 11ANCH
Heart Disease Centre

4o DIVISIOK PROJECT NUMBER
SHS-HD-9

PROJECT TITLE
Study ©f heart sound recorder in detection of heart disease

<

JOTESTIGATORS
Dr„ Carl Marienfeld
Dr Arthur RikU
Mr. Philip EnterHne

7c LOCATION OF PROJECT
Chicago, Illinois

So STATUS
Completed

9. PARTICIPATE ORGANIZATIONS
Chisago Heart Association » personnel^ facilities and funds

.

10 o PRINCIPAL RESULTS
Further analyses indicates that the heart sound recorder equipment

is just as satisfactory as th© stethoscope in detecting children with
heart disease. These conclusions are based primarily upon the repeated

examination of 100 institutionalised children^ but also a© reported

upon last year j, to some extent upon the examination of 500 children in
another institution. Listening to recorded sounds with either a loud=

speaker or earphones was just as effective , as measured by both
sensitivity and specificity s as was listening through th© stethoscope.

in picking out individuals who were later determined in clinical
conference ©f three cardiologists s to have heart disease.

Listening to the recorded heart sounds by earphones was almost as
satisfactory as the stethoscope in detecting those cases classified in
the clinical conference as having functional murmurs. A number of
methodological problems were recognized , and some progress mad© toward
solution.
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Serial No, 8

II. RESEARCH PROJECT REPORT OF PROGRESS

FISCAL YEAR! 1958

lo DIVISION
Special Health Services

3. SECTION
Operational Research

DATE: August 1, 1958

2o BRANCH
Heart Disease Control Progi

ho DIVISION PROJECT NUMBER
SHS-HB-10

5c PROJECT TITLE
Nutrition Study of Seventh-day Adventists at Washington Sanitarium

6o INVESTIGATORS
Garl Jo Marienfeldj M 6D
Leonard S$me ? Ph.D.
Miss M&rjorie Canton!

LOCATION OF PROJECT
Washington s D. C«

8, STATUS
Continuing

10,

PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS
Washington Sanitarium and Hospital, Takcma Park,, Md. - facilities

PRINCIPAL RESULTS
The plan of study was revised considerably during the y©ar All

male Seventh=day Adventist patientSj, age® 20=64§ excluding neuro~
psychiatric patients will be studied and snatched with controls ©f the
same age group from Baptist and Methodist admissions „ It is expected
that the total nmber of patients interviewed will be about 600

.

Interview schedule contains detailed questions on foods eaten
during the 4 weeks before hospitalisation^ sociological data and questions
regarding the individuals attitude towards religion „ Serum cholesterol
levels will be deterained on samples ©f blood drawn on the day of
admission and three days later Additional data will be obtained from
the hospital records „ The collecting of data will begin August 1958^
and continue for one to two years at the rate of § to 10 interviews per
week. Patients who are selected for the study but are discharged froa
the hospital before being interviewed, will be visited and interviewed
at home
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Serial No, 9

lie RESEARCH PBOJECT RS?OBT CP PROGRESS

FISCAL YEAR: 1958 DATE? August 1* 1958

1. DIVISION 2 a BRANCH
Special Health Services Heart Disease Control

3o SECTION 4= DIVISION PROJECT NUMBER
Operational Research SHS-HB-11

5o PROJECT TITLE
The disabling consequences of coronary hear':- diseases
Mature and causes

«

6 IWESTIGATORS
Herbert So Caronj, Ph.De

7o LOCATION OF PROJECT 8. STATUS
Washingtona Do Co . Continuing

9o PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS
Do Co General Hospital - facilities
Georgetown University Hospital - facilities
The ¥a®hingt®n Medical Cent©?
Mt Alto VoAo Hospital
Fre©dman ,1 s Hospital

10 o PRINCIPAL RESULTS
Of the 21 male patients 9 19 were re=contaeted and interviewed

„

Estimates of "excessive disability" were made on each* On the basis o
these ratings, a short quantitative paper wes written., describing the
relationship between early depression following illness and later
excessive disability. In brief , patients who fail t© manifest early
depression and i*ho deny (or minimize) their symptoms* show the highest
rate of later excessive disabilityo

An objective phase of this study was initiated as a masters
dissertation in the Department of Psychology at George Washington
University. Forty patients have been contacted to date y their ea:

reactions to the illness have been assessed by questionnaires and rati
scales o This project is scheduled for completion this fall.





He RESEARCH PROJECT REPORT OF PROGRESS

FISCAL YEARs 1958 DATE? August 1« 1958

lo DIVISION 2o BRANCH
Special Health Services Heart Disease Control !

3o SECTIONS 4o DIVISION PROJECT NUMBER

Operational Research SHS-HD=12

5» PROJECT TITLE
Study of public health nursing services to cardiovascular disease

patients in Memphis=Shelby County„ Tennessee

.

6 INVESTIGATORS
Miss Margaret Denham
Mr* Sidney Abraham

?o. LOCATION OF PROJECT 80 STATUS
Messphis=Sh©Iby County, Terau Completed

9o PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS
Visiting Nurses Association - facilities
M@mphis=Sfa©lby County Health Department - personnel^, facilities

and funds

o

10 o PRINCIPAL RESULTS
Paper was presented at Southern American Public Health Association

and is being prepared for publication in Public Health Reports „ The

study showed that nurses employed by tax-supported and private agencies

perform many services specifically related to the diagnosis of sardie=

vascular diseases „ It also shows that when frequent visits for the

purpose of giving medication are not required^ the generalised public

health nurse in line with her usual activities performs services

significant t© the welfare of the patient with cardiovascular disease

Slides are being prepared on the basis of the study results te

give nursing administrators and educators some guide lines for prepar

nurses to serve cardiovascular disease patients at hom® The slides

wiilj, als©£ serve as a basis for developing a continuing plan for
staff education in cardiovascular disease control.
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II. RESEARCH PROJECT REPORT OP PROGRESS

FISCAL XEAR; 1958

lo DIVISION
Special Health Services

3° SECTION
Operation Research

5= PROJECT TITLE

10c

DATE; August 1, 1958

2. BRANCH
Heart Disease Gontx

4o DIVISION PROJECT NUMBER
SKS-HD-13

ICT TITLE
Familial patterns of serum cholesterol among Vices Indians of Peruc

6 INVESTIGATORS
Dr» Marshall Newman s Smithsonian Institution
Dr William J Zukel
Mr. Sidney Abraham

7. LOCATION OF PROJECT 8 C STATUS
Hacienda Vices, Peru Completed

9o PARTICIPATING ORGANISATIONS
Framingham Epidemiology Study j, National Heart Institute
Smithsonian Institution
Harvard University (Children °s Hospital)
Cornell University
(This was a Cornell project from which data relating to cholesterol
levels was abstractedo Hence, funds , personnel and facilities
were provided by Cornell University and personnel by the other
cooperating groups «)

PRINCIPAL RESULTS
Draft of paper has been completed | paper is part of a larger

report scheduled for publication in Viking Fund Publication in
Anthropology a The findings of a low serum cholesterol in a reported
low fat intake population supports the hypothesis relating amount of
fat diet and serum cholesterol level in populations . Other fact

which may be responsible for the low sensa cholesterol include:
under nutrition abetted by intestinal parasites, an almost wholly
vegetarian diet, a tendency for the population not to increase in
weight with age, phhsical activity not diminished with age, and
blood pressure levels far short of blood pressure levels found in
United States

o
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II. RESEARCH PROJECT REPORT OF PROGRESS

FISCAL YEAR; 1958 DATE; August 1, 1958

lo DIVISION 2. BRANCH
Special Health Services Heart Disease Control Program

3, SECTION Uo DHIS10N PROJECT NUMBER
Operational Research SHS-HD=14

5- PROJECT TITLE
Trends in prevalence of rheumatic heart disease among college

INVESTIGATORS
Br, Arnold L. Nielsen
Dr. Douglass Thompgon, American College Health Association
Mr. Herbert L Sauer
Miss Margaret Evans

LOCATION OF PROJECT 8o STATUS

9c PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS
American College Health Association - Student Health Services

of 110 participating college© = personnel and facilities

10c PRINCIPAL RESULTS
During the first year (school year 1956=57 ) s information was

reported on 82j820 entering freshmen by 84 colleges and universities

.

Analysis of these data revealed that there were 1 P2?2 students having
either definite rheumatic heart disease or history of rheumatic fever

with n© heart disease, for a rate of 15 .4 per 1^,000 students examined

,

All of these would be considered as candidates for the prophylactic

medical regimens indicated in rheumatic fever; however , only about

10 percent s ©r 128 students are currently following a program ©f

anti-streptococcal prophylaxis .

Thus far for the second year ©f the study s 76»780 examinations
have been reported . An analysis of these revealed that there were

IjiS? students with definite rheumatic heart disease or histories

of rheumatic fever 9 for a rate of 15=5 per 1.000 students examined.

Of these 156 s or 23.1 percent s are currently following a program ©f
prophylaxis

.

A paper on the us® of prophylaxis in the prevention of recv.

rheumatic fever is being prepared for publication later in the yea:

A second paper showing the comparison of the two years 8 results is

also planned. A report, of the project for the first two years is

b® made at the annual meeting of the American College Health Assoc

in Philadelphia in Aprils 1959

.
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11 o RESEARCH PROJECT REPORT OF PROGRESS

FISCAL XEARs 1958 DATE: August 1, 1958

1. DIVISION 2c BRANCH
Special Health Services Heart Disease Control Progr?

3o SECTION 4o DIVISION PROJECT DUMBER
Operational Research SHS-HD°15

5o PROJECT TITLE
Social consequences of heart disease <,

6c INVESTIGATORS
Dr Herbert Caron
Miss Eleonor Morris
Dr= Grace Hussey
Mrso Hilda LaRocca
Miss Ruth Darr
Miss Alice Davis
Mrs Eloise Worden

7o LOCATION 01 PROJECT 8, STATUS
Boston^ Massachusetts Completed

9 a PARTICIPATING QBGANIZATX08JS
Massachusetts Department of Public Health
(and six cardiac cHnies)

M) PRINCIPAL RESULTS
The exploratory study has been completed and is being written up

by the State Health Department <> A list of related research questions
for further study has been compiled and is being used in consultation
regarding studies . Methodological problems of such a cooperative
study have been identified. The exploratory schedule has been U3ed
in developing study schedules in Pittsburgh and Connecticut

„
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FISCAL XEAR: 1958 DATE: August 1„ 1958

1„ BBFX8IQ1 2. BRANCH
Special Health Services Heart Disease Control Program

3o SECTION 4 DI¥ISIOM PROJECT NUMBER
Operational Research SHS-HD-16

5o PROJECT TITLE
North Dakota Coronary Disease Study

Dr. William J Zukel
Br. Robert Ho Lewis
Mr. Philip Enterlin©
Mrs. J©an Pekover

LOCATIOI OF PROJECT 8. STATUS
Grand Forks, North Dakota Continuing
and six contiguous ©©unties

PARTICIPATING ORGANISATIONS
' North Dakota State Health Department
North Dakota Heart Association
Grand Forks and Devils Lake Medical Societies^, North Dak@ta

PRINCIPAL RESULTS
Analysis of detailed interviews obtained on a census taken in

November 1956 was largely completed during the fiscal year. Al$©s

reporting of coronary disease by private physicians was completed osa

December 1, 195? • A total of 230 cases of coronary disease was reports
from the population of 20 s000 males 35 years of age and over which
being studied. Of these, 38$ were considered as manifest by myocardie
infarction while 2% were manifest by sudden death probably due to
coronary occlusion. A preliminary tabulation of the incidence of
infarction among faimers and non^famers shows differences of consider-
able magnitude. A paper reporting preliminary findings and a paper
on methodology will be presented at the American Public Health
Association meeting this fall.
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ic Darisioi 2o
Special Health Services Heart Disease Control

^o jwbuun 4« DHISION PROJECT NUMBER
Operational Research SHS-HD~17

5o PROJECT TITLE
Relationship between obesity in childhood and obesity in adult lif©<

60 INVESTIGATORS
Bs»o Ro Go Arnold
I4r Sidney Abraham
Br„ So Leonard Sjrcs®

Miss Marie Mordsieek

?o LOCATION OFPROJEGT 6. STATUS
Continuing

PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS
Washington County Health Department

Lsion of Public Health Methods

PRINCIPAL RESULTS
A list containing the names of the 100 most overweight and 100

most averag©«=weight children was drawn from the records of th© 2,400
physical examinations completed in 1938= Interviews were completed
©n June 27 s 1957 on these two hundred adultSo Data from these
interviews are now being processed and analysed.
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lc DIVISION 2=

Special Health Services Heart Disease Control ]

3o SECTIOH 4. DIVISION PBDJEGT NUMBER
Operational Research SHS-HB-18

5o PROJECT TITLE
Overweight vs» Obesity as related t© cardiovascular dise^s®

6o INVESTIGATORS
Br. Arnold Nielsen
DTo H c A. Tjroller
Mr. Sidney Abraham

7o LOCATION OF PROJECT So STATUS
A8h®viU© s North Carolina Continuing

9o PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS
Ashevili® Research Foundation

i0 o PRINCIPAL RESULTS
Criteria for new cases of heart disease were prepared by Dr D Nielsen

and Dr. Tyroller.
The Asheville Laboratory standardized serum cholesterol determinatiox

by exchange of serum samples with the Framingham Laboratory

.

I.BoM. cards showing results of first year examination were prepared,

(H ** ls932 men)
Results of second examination on Canton plant were sent to this

office. Complete follow-up was done on 1^589 or 82.2 percent of those
workers originally examined. Follow-up status of the remainders 343
is now being done by Dr. lyroller. This information pertains to reason

for no examination such as: refusal of examination, termination of jobj

absence on day of examination (will be called for examination) , retire-

ment; disability and death.
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FISCAL SEAR: 1958 DATE? August l g 1958

lo BI¥ISIOM 2o BRANCH
Special Health Services Heart Disease Control Progs .

3o SECTION 4o EOTSION PROJECT NUMBER
Operational Research SHS-HD-19

5o PROJECT TITLE
Cardiovascular Mortality by Geographic and Related factors^
particularly by Country and State of Birth

«

60 INVESTIGATORS
iTo Philip Enterlin©
Mr Herbert I. Sauer

7o LOCATION OF PROJECT 8. STATUS
Washington 9 D* C* Continuing

9o PART1CIPATI10 ORGANIZATIONS
National Office of Fitel Statistic©
National Institutes of Health - Statistical Processing Section

LOo PRINCIPAL RESULT!
Special tabulations of arteriosclerotic (including coronary) hsarfe

disease deaths for 1950 were made for forsign-=foorn and native-born whites
age 35 to 74 o Th© age-specific rates were consistently higher for fore:*,

born women than for those born in the U. So, and were also generally higr

than the rates for many of the foreign countries from which the foreign-
bora have com©,. On the other hand, native-born white males had rates afoo

the same as for foreign=born whites, and, when studied by geographic reg
there are a number of areas in which the native whit® males had rates ha

than did the foreign-born

.

Progress is being made on a study of foreign=born whites by country
of births, for decedents in the Middle Atlantic States for 1950s, so th
age-specific death rates will b© computed for persons born in Italy and
each of the other countries from which large numbers of immigrants havs
come - for major specific cause® as well as for all causes „ ApproxlE:

64»Q©0 IBM cards have been selected from the total of 1^450,000 decedent;

in 1950 and work will begin shortly on searching for the specific country
of birth from the transcript of the death certificate.

Special tabulations have also been requested of mortality by State
of birth 5 for specific causes

„
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II. RESEARCH PROJECT REPORT OF PROGRESS

FISCAL lEARs 1958 '" BATEs August 1, 1958

lc DIVISION 2. BRANCH
Special Health Services Heart Disease Control Program

3o SEGTIG! 4o DIVISION PROJECT NUMBER
Operational Research SKS-HB-20

5o PROJECT TITLE
Tfc*enty~year FollotMip of Stethographieally Recorded Functional
Murmurs in Children.

6o INVESTIGATORS
Dr. Neman Telles
Dr. Carl J. Marienfeld
Dr. Bert Boone
Miss Marie Nordsieek

?o LOCATION OF PROJECT 8. STATUS
Hagerstown, Maryland Continuing

9o PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS
Washington County Health Department s Maryland

10 o PRINCIPAL RESULTS
A total of 158 children with loud but apparently functions!

murmurs have been selected from among 4?000 children having phone-
cardiographs taken in 1938. Of these, 100 have been located in
Hagerstowij 72 have been given physical examinations and laboratory
studies s X-ray, phonocardiogram and electrocardiogram . It is anti-
cipated that the remainder will b© ejs&ndned by the end of e'uly
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PES — NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A.

Project Title;

Studies on Vasoactive Substances (items not covered in other projects)

.

Principal Investigator: A. Sjoerdsma, M.D. , Ph.D.

Other Investigators: J.R. Crout, M.D. , L. Gillespie, Jr., M.D. , T.P. Waalkes,

M.D. , and V. Lovenberg, guest worker; S. Udenfriend, Ph.D. t

J. Pisano, M.D. , Mr. C. R. Creveling, (LCB) and E. Labrosse

M.D. (NIMH). Technical: C. Muellenberg, D. Watts and E.

Marsh (summer student).

Man Years: Patient Days: 2,000
Total: 3.50
Professional: 2.0
Other: 1.50

Major Findings:

1. Catecholamine Metabolism: Increased amounts of the m-O-mefehyl metabolites
of norepinephrine (normetanephrine and 3-methoxy-4-hydroxymandelic acid) have
been demonstrated by solvent extraction and paper chromatographic techniques
in the urine of patients with phecchromocytoma. Since milligram-quantities of
these metabolites are present in such urine, compared to microgram-quantities
of the parent amine, sensitive and specific assay methods for measuring these
substances would be quite useful. Intermittent but intensive investigations
in methodology have not been successful. This is discussed further in a project
of the L.C.B. Major problems ares (1) lack of a specific assay procedure; (2)

excretion of normetanephrine predominately as a conjugate (sulfate probably)
requires that acid hydrolysis be done but unfortunately the free form of the
compound is unstable under these conditions, and; (3) difficulty of separating
the methoxy-acid from other phenolic acids of urine. Since many other labora-
tories are now working on the methodologic problem, our own efforts in this
direction will taper off.

Since O-methylation appears to be an Important process In the physiologic
inactivation of norepinephrine, we have been interested in studying this process
in patients. One approach would be to administer large amounts of catecholamine
which would be O-methylated and not be metabolized by other routes such as
monoamine oxidase; then measure the 0-methyl metabolite in the urine. The
effects of various drugs on this conversion and the O-methyiating activity of
the hypertensive individual would be of Interest. Preliminary studies were
with isoproterenol (Isoprel) given sublingually (100-180 mg in 12h). The
0-methyl metabolite was identified in the urine but is not easily measured.
In the first study, the control urine also appeared to contain O-methyl-Isoprel.
Subsequently, this finding could not be confirmed.
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2. Biogenic Amines In Edible Fruits ; Early this year, it was found that the

banana contains large amounts of serotonin, norepinephrine and its precursor
dopamine. This is important clinically in that ingestion of bananas increases

the level of urinary metabolites and may lead to false positive chemical
diagnoses of carcinoid and pheochromocytoma. An extensive study of amines
in fruits, and of the biochemistry of the banana is in progress. Findings to

date are reported elsewhere by L.C.B. Highlights include: (1) findings of
serotonin and tryptamine in several plant materials (plums, tomatoes,
eggplant, etc.), (2) rapid rise in serotonin content of inner peel of banana
with ripening, (3) inhibition of banana darkening by treatment with monoamine
oxidase inhibitors, and (4) recent demonstration of large amounts of tyramlne
in the banana (80 ug/gm pulp).'

3. Monoamine Oxidase (MAO) Inhibition; Since MAO is involved in the metabolism
of several natural vasoactive amines, inhibition of this enzyme might be ex-

pected to affect cardiovascular function. The hypotensive and anti-angina
effects of ipronlazld axe of Interest la this regard. Taking a cue from our
findings in bananas, a test was developed for measurement of drug-induced MAO
inhibition in man, based on the conversion of orally administered serotonin
(20-50 mg) to 5-HIAA. One of the first drugs to be studied, l-phenyl-2-hydra-
zlnopropane (JB-516 of Lakeside) , was found to be a potent MAO Inhibitor and
concurrently discovered to be a potent antihypertensive agent (see separate
project for therapeutic evaluation). Curiously enough, this agent is a
potent pressor agent in the dog. Other studies center on the problem of the

relationship between MAO inhibition and alterations in blood pressure with a
final answer not yet available. None of the accepted cardiovascular drugs
have been found to be MAO inhibitors.

Several studies were done which suggest that the site of MAO Inhibition
measured by the oral serotonin test is in the gut and liver. A method for

measuring over-all MAO Inhibition became desirable. Recent studies suggest
that measurements of increases in urinary tryptamine (separate report) and
tyramlne may afford the sensitive Index required.

4. Mewly Discovered Amines In Human Urine ; We have developed the principle that
as yet undiscovered amines may be found In the urine of patients whose MAO has
been inhibited with a drug. Tryptamine was easily found under this circumstance
(separate report) . Just prior to this writing, following the demonstration of
tyramlne (p-oH-phenyletbylamine) in bananas, it was decided to look for this
amine in the urine of a patient treated with JB-516 even though the amine has
never been clearly demonstrated in manuals. In the first case studied large
amounts (800 ug/day) were found and identified chromatographics!ly in one
solvent system. We are confident this finding can be confirmed.

5. Histamine & Belated Problems: (Several projects written on this subject
last year by Dr. T. P. Vaalkes). Projects discontinued with departure of Dr.

Waalkes from this Section.
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Proposed Coarse of Project ;

1. Study catechol«°o-methyl transferase in man. The cooperation of Dr. Sidney

Archer (Sterling-Winthrop) has been enlisted to provide a catecholamine com-

pound which will be relatively inactive physiologically, an excellent substrate

for the enzyme, not be metabolized by MAO and have a substitution on the nitro-

gen which t/111 enable easy measurement in the urine of the Q-methyl metabolite.

2. Study norepinephrine turnover in normals and hypertensives . This was done
previously in pheochromocytoma with dopamine-C^* and a similar procedure is

considered feasible in the prior states if one uses non-ieotopic carrier in

the preparative procedure.

3. Evaluate further the relative merits of the serotonin conversion test,

try*>tamine assays and tyramlne assays in measuring MAO inhibition in man.

Also, delineate physiologic counterparts of the enzyme inhibition by use of

a variety of agents. Implicit in this work is the conclusicrn that one must
consider amines other than serotonin and norepinephrine in attempting to ex-

plain the pharmacologic effects of MAO inhibitors.

4. Search for other amines ("decarboxylated amino acids") in urine of MAO-
blocked patients.

5. Investigate possible decarboxylase inhibitors for physiologic actions,

omethyl dopa is one such compound.

Part B included Yes Ho
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Awards

Dr. Albert Sjoerdsvna received the 1958 Theobold Smith Award in Medical

Sciences from the American Association for the Advancement of Sciences

„

Publications

I, T, Po Waalkes, A. Sjoerdsma, Co R. Graveling, H. Weissbach and So Udenfriend r

Serotonin Norepinephrine and Related Compounds in Bananas, Science 9 127 ;

3299, p, 648-650, Mar. 21, 1958

.

2„ E Vo Evarts, L Gillespie, Jr., Co To Fleming, and A. Sjoerdsma, Relative

Lack of Pharmacologic Action of 3-metfcody analogue of Norepinephrine (23945)

,

Proe., Soe. Exptlo Biol, & Mad. 1958, v98„ 74-76.

3. Ac Sjoerdsma, W M. King, L.C, Laeper, and S« Udenfriend, Demonstration of

the 3-methody Analog of Norepinephrine In Man, Science 127 g 3303, p» 876,

April, 1958

.

4. A, Sjoerdsma, Carcinoid Syndrome (Carclnoidosis) - (Cecil~Loeb Textbook of

Medicine 10th Edition) , In Press -

5o A, Sjoerdsma, Clinical and Laboratory Features of Malignant Carcinoid,

AoMrAo Arch. Into Med D In Press.

6o A» Sjoerdsma, Drugs which Alter the Metabolism of Vasoactive Monoamines,

Am. Jo Cardo In Press .

7 A Sjoerdsma, L D Gillespie, Jr., and So Udenfriend, A Simple Method for

the Measurement of Monoamine Oxidase Inhibition in Man* The Lancet, v2s

7038, p. 159, Julo 19, 1958 D

8o A Sjoerdsma, Selected Observations on Carcinoid, Mastocytoma and Pheo<=

ehromoeytomao N Y StateJof Mad., In Press .

9 A.Sjoerdsma, L Co Leepar, L.L. Terry, Studies on the Biogenesis and
Metabolism of Norepinephrine in Patients with Pheoehromocytoma J° Clin.
InvfeSo In Press o

10 o A„ Sjoerdsma, Method for Measuring Monoamine Oxidase Inhibition in Man?

Application to Studies on Hypertension. Paper for Symposium on Amine
Oxidase Inhibitors. N.Y. Acad. Sciences, Nov. 21-24, 1958, To be published .

11. A. Sjoerdsma, Monoamine Oxidase Inhibitors and Related Compounds, Hahnemann
Symposium on Hypertension. Dec. 1958, In preparation .

12, A„ Sjoerdsma, Catecholamine Metabolism in Patients with Pheoehromocytomac
Pharm. Rev« In Press.
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Part Ac

Action and Metabolism of Drugs .

1'rincipal Investigator s Louis Gillespie, Jr os M.D.

Other Investigators ; Luther L„ Terry, M<,D. S and Albert Sjoerdsma 5 MoOo 9PhcD,

Man Years ; Patient Days ; 4000
Totals 1.3
?rofassional s 0.8
Other; 03

Major Findings ;

1« Drug Therapy of Hypertension . During the past year we have under

»

taken the assessment of the antihypertensive effects in man of a yet
expanding group of chemical agents which are classified as monoamine
oxidase inhibitors . Our studies have been almost exclusively confined
to patients with hypertension so that concomitant with biochemical
determination of the degree of monoamine oxidase (MAO) inhibition with
these various agents, which is described in another project description,,

we might also determine any possible beneficial effects on blood pressure

.

To date we have completed or are in the process of evaluating the fol-
lowing drugs; iproniazid, (Marsilid-Hoffman LaRoche) , l=phenyl»2=-hydrazino»
propane (JB516 of Lakeside) , 2 of the Harmala alkaloids - Harmaline and

Harmine, Orthoxine (Upjohn), Imipramine (Geigy), Hlalamld (Pfizer), and

W-1544 (Warner Lambert)

.

JB516 . Although orthostatic hypotensive effects were observed to some

extent with several of the above-mentioned agents, It readily became

apparent that a reproducible and ^astained lowering of the standing

blood pressure could be obtained with one of these Inhibitors , namely 8

JB516 Consequently, we extended our studies with this drug to 10

hospitalized patients, demonstrating in 9 a sustained orthostatic lowering

of the blood pressure* Each patient was carefully followed clinically

as well as from a laboratory standpoint for toxicity. As soon as it was





deemed safe, limited outpatient studies were started, and to date

12 patients have been followed in the clinic for periods of from

2 to 7 months on JB516. This outpatient study has demonstrated that

severe hypertension can he managed with JB516 alone or in combination

with Chlorothiazide. Again laboratory evidence of toxicity has been

absent, but an interesting loss of color discrimination in the red-

green spectrum has been observed in 6 of the 12 outpatients, all at

maximum doses of JB516. This phenomenon is readily reversible upon
discontinuation of the drug. Currently, We have restarted several

of this latter group on lower do- is of JBS16 and are working closely

with the ophthalmologists in an attempt to describe this effect in a

more objective fashion. At present we are not engaging in further
inpatient evaluation of this drug, but we are using the drug as a

research tool and as a substitute for ganglionic blocking agents in

outpatients. One of the desirable aspects of the use of this agent

is the lack of parasympatholytic side effects normally seen when a
"ganglionic blocking" drug is employed.

Also during the past year we have arrived at a working arrangement
with the Hypertension Clinic at George Washington Hospital. This ar-

rangement allows us to admit patients from ttutir clinic for inpatient
study at the Heart Institute. Reciprocally, we are cooperating with
them on outpatient studied on a larger scale, utilizing any agents
developed here at the Heart Institute which have undergone sufficient
trial and appear to be promising. During this year, under the direction
of Dr. Harold Orvis and Dr. Irene Tamagna, a small but precise outpatient
study was carried out to evaluate ipronlazid (Harsilid) alone and in
combination with chlorothiazide and including periods of placebo therapy..

The results of this study were recently presented to the Washington, D. C,

Chapter of the American Federation for Clinical Research and are quite
promising except for the dampening effects of liver toxicity reported
in recent months and resulting in limitation of the total daily dosage.

Currently, a larger and longer term study has been launched at the
same clinic to evaluate further the effectiveness of JB516 in the
treatment of hypertension over an extended period. No results from
this study are as yet available.

2. Drug Therapy of Angina Pectoris, Our attention was drawn to several
early reports that ipronlazid was effective in angina. Because of our
interest in this drug and the possibility that MaO inhibition might be
related to this therapeutic effect mechanistically, we launched a pilot
outpatient study early this year, collecting 10 angina patients, largely
from a group of hypercholesterolemic patients already being observed
at the Heart Institute. These patients were followed for a 2 to 5 month
period and the therapeutic effects were recorded. The results were
sufficiently promising to lead us to set up a joint double-blind study
in the outpatient clinic at D. C. General Hospital - 2 months on the drug
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2 months on placebo „ The results of this study have been discouraging

„

Changes in the medical personnel as well as a smaller-than-expected and
inconsistent patient population diminished the effectiveness of the study

.

The results, however, do include a number of cases of good response during
placebo administration as well as failure to respond while on the drug.

At this point it should also be said that pilot investigation on both an
inpatient and outpatient basis has been carried out to determine any
possible antianginal effects resulting from JB516 administration.. To
date, studies performed on 3 outpatients and 3 inpatients fail to show

any significant therapeutic effect.

3 o Miscellaneous Observations .

a. Effects of MAO inhibition on platelet serotonin levels in man .

Studies were performed in 5 patients. Serial blood samples were
drawn during a control period and then during a period of iproniazid
administrationc A significant rise in the serotonin levels was
noted in all patients during iproniazid administration, confirming
in man similar results obtained in animals.

be Norepinephrine infusions .

A number of hypertensive patients were infused with norepinephrine
at a constant rate and dosage to determine the standard physiologic
(pulse and blood pressure) response in the untreated state. Presently,
similar infusions are planned in normotensive Individuals. These
infusions will serve as control values for subsequent studies in
normotensive and hypertensive Individuals who have been treated with
MAO inhibitors,

c„ Extensive studies have been carried out in cooperation with
Dr. Donald Gann of the Endocrinology Section on a patient with
idiopathic postural hypotension. Physiologic studies were performed
which enabled us to localize the lesion to the sympathetic ganglion
and characterize to some degree the biochemical deficiency. Further-
more, a substance has been found in this patient's serum which inhibits
nerve transmission in a frog nerve-muscle preparation and perhaps may
be related to the etiology of this patient's syndrome. Studies are
now in progress to attempt to further characterize this substance.

d. In collaboration with Dr c John Gill of the Endocrinology Section
we have studied another patient extensively in an attempt to elucidate
under what condition chlorothiazide (Diuril) will cause a marked hypo*
tensive response. The results were not entirely conclusive, but sug-

gested that the degree of hypotension produced related directly to the

amount of potassium lost in the urine occurring during bicarbonate
infusion.



-
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e One of the MAO inhibitors under study during the past year his

been a Harmala alkaloid - Harmine 6 This compound is unique in that

it is the only so-called "reversible" MO inhibitor currently under
study* Current studies being done in collaboration with Dr» Sid

Hess of the Clinical Biochemistry Section are designed to measure
the blood levels of this compound following both oral and intravenous

administration.

Proposed Course of Project s

We are continuing our examination of various MAO inhibitors
for their physiologic effects in humans,, Continuation of the orc-

patient studies concerned with JB516 as an antihypertensive age^t

will be carried on both at the Heart Institute and at the George
Washington Hypertension Clinic.

Fart B included j Yes
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L Shore, P. A„ Gillespie, L. t Jr., Spector, S. and
Prockop, Oo Increase in blood serotonin levels induced
by iproniazid in man and rabbits. Naturwissenschaften
45s 340, 1958

o

2 e Gillespie, L., Terry, L» L., Sjoerdsma, A. A new anti-
hypertensive agent, i-phenyl~2~hydrazinopropane. Abstract
and presentation at the meeting of the American Hea^t
Association in San Francisco, Oct. 26, 1958.

3. Gillespie, Louis, Jr., Clinical toxicity of JB516 administration*
Presented at Monoamine Oxidase Symposium, New York Academy of
Sciences, Nov. 21, 1958. To be published.

4. Axelrod, J., Shofer, R., King, J. K. and Sjoerdsma, A. The
fate of papaverine. J. Pharm. & Exptl. Therap. 124 :8-15, 1958c
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Part A.

Project Title:

Studies of the Cardiovascular Effects of Biogenic Amines in the Dog.

Principal Investigator ; Goldberg, L. I. , M.D. , Ph.D.

Other Investigators; Sjoerdsma, A- , M.D., Ph.D., Muellenberg, C. , Technician

Man Years; Patient Days; None

Total: *>,'>;)

Professional: 0,25
Other: »05

Major Findings

;

1. Cardiovascular Effects of Dopamine. Tryptamine. Serotonin and

Norepinephrine : The relative inotropic actions of dopamine, trypfeamiae,

serotonin and norepinephrine were determined in the anesthetized dog by

the strain gauge arch technic of Walton and Brodie (Proe. Soc. Exper.

Biol, and Med. 1953) . The effects of norepinephrine and serotonin have

been extensively studied by many investigators, but there have been no

reports of the actions of dopamine and tryptamine on the intact dog heart.

In view of the recent findings that these latter two amines are present

in the normal individual, it appeared important to carefully quantify

their actions.

Results of the present investigation hove shown that dopamine
a positive inotropic effect at a dose approximately 40 times that of n«r
phin@pferia®o The pattern of the inotropic response to dopamine is different
from norepinephrine in that the peak effect la reached more gradually and
lasts about twice as lengo The blood pressure response is also different?
Norepinephrine produces a brief rise In both systolic and diastolic pressure c

Dopamine, on the other hand, produces a blphasie effect with an initial brief
(50 ascends) rise in pressure, followed by a more prolonged slight d@pr©ss@r
effect, particularly on the diastolic pressure c Tryptamine has b®%® fousid

to have a positive Inotropic effect similar to that of serotonin^ but iqui=>

valent effects require 10 times the dose. Differences in the patterns of
response to these amines make it possible to distinguish them in most @x°
perlsents, but the difference was not as marked as with norepinephrine and
dopamine.
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2, Effects of Monamine Oxidase (MAO) Inhibitor

a

s The affects of the

newer, potent, aaine oxidase inhibitors ®a the inotropic and pressor

actions of the above amines have been determined,, Four inhibitors of

different chemical structure and pharmacological action were used:

JB~516 (l«methyl=2-phenyl°ethyl hydrazine HC1) 8 JB-835 (4-phenyl«2~butyl-

hydrazine), RO°5Q700 (2<-»henzyl<-l°plcolinylhydrazlns) and two Harmala
alkaloids, harmine and harmeline. JB»516 was found to exert pronounced

inotropic and pressor effects, JB-835, produced similar but reduced
effects. RO-50700, however, had little or no cardiovascular action.

The Harmala alkaloids, as have been previously reported (Gunn, 1935,

Arch, Into Pharnto) produce an extreme bradycardia.

Sixteen experiments were performed in which the Inotropic effects

of dopamine, norepinephrine, tryptamine and serotonin were determined by
repeated injections. Then the inhibitor was given and the series of

amines was again injected. Similar changes in the amine responses were

produced by each of the inhibitors. The inotropic effects of tryptamine

and dopamine were markedly prolonged (5 to 10 times) and in most experi-

ments the peak effect was potentiated. In several experiments, the pressor

effects were also prolonged and potentiated, but were more difficult to

quantltate because ®f their biphaslc nature. The actions of norepinephrines

and serotonin, on the other hand, were neither potentiated nor prolonged.

Lung or liver biopsies of several of the dogs were obtained before,

during, and after inhibition and revealed that the doses of the Inhibitors

used were adequate to produce complete MAO inhibition.

The results of the present study are the first demonstrations of

prolongation and potentiation of dopamine and tryptamine by monamine

oxidase inhibitors in the intact dog heart. Additionally, these experi°

meats have jhown that the actions of norepinephrine and serotonin are

not enhanced under identical conditions. In view of these results, it

is Important to reassess the concept that the actions of monamine oxidase

inhibitors are related primarily to their effects on serotonin and nore-

pinephrine metabolism; It la possible that dopamine and tryptamine have

a more important role than previously considered.

3. Effects of Ritalin. Basis for a New Biological Method for Differen-

tiating Dopamine from Norepinephrines Ritalin has been demonstrated by

other investigators (Plummer et al. Sehweiz. Med. Voch. 1957) to potentiate

the pressor effects of norepinephrine and serotonin. The present study

confirms this finding on the contractile force of the dog heart. In

addition, it has been found that Ritalin decreases the inotropic responses

to dopamine and tryptamineo This has considerable theoretical interest

because of structure relationships and receptor response, but also hm
been found useful as an aid in bioaesay. It is extremely difficult at

present to differentiate norepinephrine from dopamine by chemical or

biological technics o By use of Ritalin and monamine oxidase inhibitors,

however, the amounts of dopamine and norepinephrine in a mixture can be
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quantified by observing relative potentiation of inotropic effects* This
method has already been helpful to Dr, R.> Crout and may have more wide=
spread application*

proposed course of Project:

lo Cardiovascular Effects of Sympathomimetic Amines s Further different
tiation of the cardiovascular effects of the naturally occurring sympathe-
tic amines are planned by use of additional technics,, In particular, the
pulmonary vascular effects of dopamine and tryptamine have never been
studied and in view of the pronounced effects produced by serotonin, such
studies may be productive ,

Additional differentiation of the amines by effects of adrenergic
blocking agents such as phenotolamine and dlbenzyline are also planned,,

Such studies, also, have never been donee

2. Monamine Oxidase Inhibitors: The monamine oxidase inhibitors ar®
being studied further in ®rder to establish a physiologic basis for their
clinical effects o The action of monamine oxidase inhibitors to produce
postural hypotension in the human has not been confirmed by animal studies.

It appears unlikely, at present, that such an effect is the result @£
potentiation of a naturally occurring amine, but this line of investigation
is being continued, both in animals and patients. It is therefore important
to study the effects of monamine oxidase inhibitors on the sympathetic
nervous system by means of ganglionic stimulants and electrical stimula-
tion of sympathetic nerves. Such studies are being planned following both
acute and chronic administration of inhibitors in collaboration with
Dr. Ho Maling, Laboratory of Chemical Pharmacology.

3. Biological Assays; Continuing studies are being conducted to iaaprev©

existing technics for differentiating sympathetic amines. Collaboration
and assistance of Investigators having problems requiring such different
tiations will be continued.

4. Chemical Structure - Activity Relationships . By using sympathomimetic
amines of different chemical structure, it is hoped that additional in-
formation will be derived regarding their mod© and sites of action. Several
new findings have already been demonstrated by the technics presented shove,
and extension of this work should be fruitful.

Part B Included Yes So



.
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Part B

Publications

1. Goldberg, L. I,, Potentiation of the cardiovascular effects of

the dopamine and Tryptamlne by monoamine oxidase inhibitors

.

Ho Y. Acad, of Sciences, Nov. 21-24. To be published,

2. Goldberg, L. I. a?>.d Sjoerdsma, A. Cardiovascular effects of
naturally occurring sympathetic amines before and after
monoamine oxidase inhibition. To be published.

3. Goldberg, L. I . Use of mephenetidin (Ritalin) and monoamine
oxidase inhibitors in differentiating norepinephrine from
dopamine by bioassay. In preparation.
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Part A.

Project Title ;

Effects of Dopamine, Tryptamine, and a Monoamine Oxidase Inhibitor in Man:

A phase of Studies on Vasoactive Substances.

Principal Investigator : Horwltz, David, M.D.

Other Investigators; Goldberg, L. , M.D. , Ph.D., Sjoerdsma, A., M.D. „ Ph.D.,

National Heart Institute Nursing Service (Technical

Assistance)

*

Man Year

8

; Patient Days; 300

Total: 0.75

Professional: 0.65

Other: 0*10

Major Findings :

1. Metabolic and Hemodynamic Effects of Dopamine in Man : Dopamine infusions

have been made in four patients to date. Uniformly, there has been a rise in

systolic blood pressure in the presence of an essentially stable diastolic

pressure and pulse rate. Ballistocardiograms reveal a marked increase in the

amplitude of the complexes with a shortened la - Ja time and steeper la = Ja

slope. These results are consistent with an increase in cardiac contractile

force with little if any peripheral effect. This pattern appears to be unique

among the catecholamines.

Effects on blood pressure and pulse become manifest at an infusion rate

30 to 40 times that of norepinephrine and epinephrine administered to the

same patients. There have been no arrythmias. The only symptom noted was

an increased awareness of the heart beat. A slight increase in the blood

glucose level occurred at Infusion rates producing cardiovascular effects.

Infusions with tryptamine at rates up to 700 micrograms per minute have

been without effect on pulse and blood-pressure.

2. Effect of a Potent Monoamine Oxidase Inhibitor. JB-516. on Angina ;

Ipronlazid, a monoamine oxidase inhibitor, has been reported to be effective

in the treatment of angina. This suggested that JB-516, a more potent inhibitor

might prove similarly useful. Preliminary observations have been made under

controlled conditions in a group of inpatients with advanced angina but con-

clusions cannot yet be drawn (see project by Gillespie, et al) . A liaison has

been established with the Baltimore Health Service Hospital and the District of

Columbia General Hospital with a view toward utilizing their outpatient angina

population for drug studies.



i
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Proposed course of Project;

1. Effects of Dopamine and Tryptamine in Man: Study of the action of the

amines on the cardiac function, dynamics of the greater and lesser circula-

tions, carbohydrate metabolism, and oxygen consumption will be pursued.

Modification of these effects in the presence of a potent monoamine

oxidase inhibitor and adrenergic blocking drugs will be investigated.

2. JB-516 and Angina: Inpatient studies will be continued and pursued in a

larger group of outpatients if it proves promising.

Part B included Yes No
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Project Title ;

Metabolism of Hydroxyproline (OPR)

Principal Investigator ; Darwin Prockop, M.D.

Other Investigators : A. Sjoerdama, M.D. , Ph.D., C. MitomajPfe.D.j, aad

S. Udenfriend, Ph.D.

Man Years: Patient Days; 300
Total: 0»85
Professional: 0.65
Other: 0.20

Major Findings:

1. From studies over the past two years, Drs. A. Sjoerdsma, J. D.

Davidson,, Chozo Mitoma and S. Udenfriend have reported an increased
urinary excretion of hydroxyproline (OPR) in 8 of 10 patients with
Marfan '8 Syndrome. Since OPR is found only in collagen protein, the
high excretion of OPR in Marfan 1 s Syndrome probably reflects a basic
defect in the metabolism of collagen.

2. An extension of the initial studies has shown that the daily
excretion of OPR is independent of dietary intake. Two patients
with Marfan* 8 Syndrome maintained the same excretion on a diet low
in OPR and on a normal diet. Feeding OPR alone or in combination
with other amino acids increased the free OPR content of urine but
did appreciably alter the bound OPR. This effect of orally administered
OPR does not have any immediate consequence, since over 95% of urinary
OPR is in a peptide-bound form (measurable only after hydrolysis).
Feeding OPR in protein form (gelatin), increased both the free and
bound OPR in urine. Since equivalent mixtures of amino acids did not
affect bound OPR in urine, it appears that OPR peptides can be absorbed
from the gastro-intestinal tract and excreted directly. However 9 large
amounts of protein OPR are required to change urinary excretion, and
it appears that the normal daily output of bound OPR reflects collagen
turnover much as creatinine excretion reflects the turnover of muscle
proteins. Up to the present, we have been unable to demonstrate any
abnormal metabolism of oral OPR in Marfan' s Syndrome.
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Proposed Course of Project ;

1. The influence of oral amino acids and proteins on urinary OPR

will be investigated further in the hope of elucidating the basic

defect in Marfan 's Syndrome. The fate of intravenously administered

OPR will also be studied.

2. An attempt will be made to study the body pool of OPR with
isotopically labelled proline and OPR. Preliminary experiments

are now underway in animals to see if this approach, as applied

for example to the problem of gout, will be feasible in Marfan'

s

Syndrome and other collagen disorders.

3. Animal experiments are being conducted concurrently on the

metabtism of OPR and on the effect of various drugs and inhibitors

on collagen turnover (see separate project reports by Drs. Mitoma
and Udenfriend). Wherever feasible, the results will be applied to

clinical problems.

Part B included Yes No
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Publications

1. A. Sjoerdsma, J. D. Davidson, S. Udenfriend and C. Mitoma,
Elevated Excretion o£ Hydroxyproline in Marfan* s Syndrome,

The Lancet, p. 994, Nov. 8, 1958.

2„ C. Mitoma, T. E. Smith, J. D. Davidson, F. M. DaCosta and

A. Sjoerdsma, Improvements in Methods for Measuring Hydroxy
proline; Application to Human Urine. J. Lab. Clin. Med.

In Press.
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Project Title :

Catecholamine studies, a phase of studies on vasoactive substances

;

Principal Investigator ? J Richard Crout, M.D.

Other Investigator ; A. Sjoerdsma, MoD.» Ph. 0.

Man Years ; Patient Days ; 400
Totals 1.10
Professional; 0.60
Other: 0.50

Major Findings :

1. Following the demonstration of serotonin and catecholamines in
bananas by others in this laboratory, a study of the effect of banana

•
~ ingestion on the urinary excretion of 5HIAA and catecholamines was

undertaken. It was found that 5HIAA excretion increases in an amount
approximately equivalent to the mg. of serotonin in the banana pulp
eaten. The free catecholamine excretion did not increase, but the
acid-hydrolyzable conjugates of norepinephrine and dopamine Increased
considerably. Large quantities of norepinephrine, dopamine, and D0PA
were also given orally to patients without toxic signs and with resultant
excretion patterns similar to those found with the banana. This study
confirms by an indirect approach the presence of serotonin and catechol

-

amines in the banana and demonstrates the need to collect urine specimens
for these assays on a banana-free diet*

2. Work continued on the measurement of catecholamines in blood, though
no progress was made in developing methods superior to those now avail-
able. Some comments on this work were presented at the Catecholamine
Symposium held at the National Institutes of Health on October 16=18,
1958. No further effort in this area is anticipated.

3. We have continued to Investigate the usefulness of determining
blood catecholamines at various sites within the vena cavae as a
diagnostic aid in localizing pheochromocytomas, the blood samples
being obtained by venous catheterization. Data is now available
from five catheterizations in four patients (two catheterizations
at NIB with the assistance of Samuel Fox, M.D., two at the Bethesda
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Naval Hospital with the help of Dr„ J» Maaur and one at the George

Washington University Hospital hy Dr„ 6. Reiser) . The tumor was

localized in three patients, but not in the fourth „ This study is

aring completion and further work in this area is not anticipated

„

4. Choline 2„ 6-xylyl ether bromide (TM-10) has been reported by
others to inhibit catecholamine synthesis in the whole animal « We
have confirmed that it causes a decrease in adrenal catecholamines
compatible with such an action and are planning a more detailed study
of its biochemical effects,,

5o The laboratory has continued to perform a service function for
outside institutions by determining urinary catecholamines on selected
hypertensive patients An average of 4-5 such assays is performed each
weeko This function fills a need in the local medical community and
helps provide the section with valuable outside contacts for patient
material

,

Proposed Course of Project :

lo Efforts are being made at present to assay dopamine as well as
norepinephrine and epinephrine in urine and tissue. Another area of
methodologic Interest is the development of a simple colorimetric
assay for norepinephrine in urine for diagnostic purposes

.

2. We anticipate further study of TM-10 (see Item C-4 above)

.

3o Study of the O-methylation pathway of catecholamine metabolism
as noted in Dr„ Sjoerdsma's report*

Part B included Yes No
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Publications

lo Grout j, J. R« t Some spectrophotofluorimetrlc observations on
blood and urine catechol amine assays, Pharm<> Rev. In Press

2. Crout, J.R., Sympathetic and adrenal medullary considerations in
hypertension. Hahnemann Symposium on Hypertension. In Press .
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Part A.

Project Title ;

Metabolism of tryptamine and indole acetic acid in man?

Principal Investigator : John A. Oates, M»D.

Other Investigators ; A, Sjoerdsma, M.D., Ph. Do

Perola Zalt jnan

Sidney Udenfrlend, Ph. 0» (L»C.Bo)

Man Years ; Patient Days ; 300

Total: 1„80
Professional; 0.60
Other; 1.20

Project Description

Major Findings;

lo Tryptamine

Studies previously carried out by this group and the Laboratory of

Clinical Biochemistry demonstrated the presence of tryptamine in animal

tissues, arising from the decarboxylation of tryptophan. Sullivan (1922)

and Rodnight (1956) have presented some evidence that tryptamine is

present in human urine, but lack of a suitable method has heretofore

limited studies of its metabolism in man..

Initially, a method for the analysis of tryptamine was devised which

was dependent upon a basic extraction into Benzene and measurement of

the color (produced by reaction with Xanthydrol) in a long light path

colorimeter o This proved not to be sensitive enough to quantify the

small amounts present in urine, but has subsequently had successful

application to analysis in animal tissues.

A more sensitive method was devised for urine which utilizes the
stable fluorescence of tryptamine at a basic pB. The specificity of
the method has been confirmed by repeated scans of fluorescence *

activltation pattern of samples, by chromatography in several systems

„

and by counter current distribution*
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Normal daily excretion baa been found Co range from 25 to 130

micrograms/day

.

Tryptamine is a good substrate for tbe enzyme monoamine oxidase

(MAO). When MAX) inhibition is produced in man with l-phenyl-2-hydrazino-

propane (JB-516), increases in urinary tryptamine to 4-10 times the

control level occurs. To our knowledge this increase exceeds those seen

in any other endogenous amine studied in the presence of MAO blockade

.

Consequently 9 the measurement of tryptamine excretion is being utilized

as an index of MAO inhibitory action of investigational drugs. With
this index, information regarding the relative potency, onset of action^

duration of effect and the dose response of MAO inhibitors can be

obtained.

To date, only preliminary studies on the metabolic pathways of
tryptamine are complete. Intravenous infusion of tryptamine in a

patient was found to produce a marked increase in urinary 1AA but no

rise in 5HIAA. This, together with the finding of normal tryptamine

excretion in urine of 3 patients with malignant argentaffinoma is

presumptive evidence against the formation of 5-hydroxytryptamine
(serotonin) from tryptamine. Tryptophan loading in man has been shown
to increase tryptamine excretion 2-3 fold. When this is done to patients

on JB-516 8 quite high levels of excretion are obtained and the patients

voice subjective complaints usually summarized as a "drunk feeling".

2. Indole Acetic Acid (IAA)

The previous studies of IAA excretion in patients have been extended
slightly* with the finding of increased excretion in several gastro-
intestinal conditions other than sprue, including pancreatic insuf-
ficiency and a blind intestinal loop. A study was attempted to confirm
the finding of Krai et al (1956) that IAA excretion increases with
exercise. It was found that IAA excretion rises after exercise, but a
striking diuresis also ensu>^ after exercise. Therefore, the effect
of urine flow on the hourly excretion of IAA was studied in normal
subjects, and a definite relationship was found to exist; as much as a
two-fold increment in IAA output occurred after a water load.

Proposed course of project s

1. Tryptamine

The tryptamine assay will be used in conjunction with the serotonin
tolerance test in the clinical evaluation of MAO Inhibitors.

The metabolic pathways of tryptamine given orally and IV are to be
further studied, and the effect of urine flow on the excretion of such
amines determined. Tryptamine assays will be done on the urine cf patients
with a variety of clinical disorders.

2* IAA

Further studies of IAA and 5HIAA excretion in patients with intestinal
diseases are being initiated in cooperation with the New York Hospital
and Bellevu@'s 6.1. Clinic.

Fart B included Yes No
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Publications ;

!<. Welssbach, Herbert; King, William; Sjo&rdsma, Albert and
Udenfriend, Sidney, Studies on the biosynthesis of indole-3=

$ee£ie acid in animals and a method for its assay* Tryptamine
formation by animal tissues and human fecal bacteria, J» Biol*

Cbemo In Press a

2 S Dates s J c and Zaltzman, Po Discussion of measurement of M&O
Inhibition at "MAO Symposium" of Mew York Academy of Science,
Movember 8 1958 « To be published ,,
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Part, A'

Projeet Titles Hemodynamic changes following production of myocardial

ischemia.

Principal Investigators Guy 0. Barnett, 11.0.

Other Investigators i Samuel M, Fox III, M.D. „ and Donald L. Fry„ M.D„

Cooperating Units ? None

Man Years {Calendar Year 1958 >g Patient Days {Calendar Year 1958 ^s

.5 None

Project Descriptions

Objectives; The hemodynamic changes following production of a

generalized myocardial Ischemia will be studied in both the

open and the closed-chest dog. Techniques will be perfected

so that instantaneous aortic diameter can be obtained thus

allowing calculation of instantaneous cardiac output.

After the elucidation of the changes following acute

ischemia, the chronic effects of myocardial ischemia on hemo-

dynamics in the unanesthetlzed animal will be studied,,

Methods employed: The left ventricular and aortic pressures will

be studied by means of chronic indwelling catheters. The in-

stantaneous aortic velocity will be measured using only local

anesthesia for the arterial cut-down. Mean flows will be

measured by the Indicator dilution technique. Myocardial

ischemia will be produced by both gradual occlusion of a single

coronary artery and by graded repeated coronary artery plastic

bead embolization.

Major Findings * Using the anesthetized,, thoraeotomized dog„ left

ventricular myocardial ischemia was acutely produced by tem-

porary coronary artery ligation,, Recording was done of the

intraventricular pressure, the aortic pressure „ the BCG and

the instantaneous ascending aortic blood velocity C&s measured

by the catheter tip method developed by this Section >. The

duration of the ligation was limited to between one and four

minutes. Over 15 successful ligations were performed in six

different animals

.

Part B included g Yes No
X





1, Cardiopulmeiaafy Physiology

2. Cardiedynasaies

3c Bethesda c Md.

FES - NIH

Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Bart A.

Project Titles THie Pretracheal Approach to Left Heart Catheterization.

Principal Investigators Samuel M. Fox III, M.D.

Cooperating Unites The assistance and technical facilities of the

Operating Roan Service and the Clinic of Surgery have been

greatly appreciated.

Man Years (Calendar year 1958). Patient Days {Calendar year 1958 J) s

.3 112

Project Descriptions

Objectives % Continued use is anticipated but because of the

potential damage that can occur to the systemic arteries „ it

appears that this approach is likely to be Justified chiefly

for elinieal physiologic studies where the required premedi-

cation needed for the transbronchial or other approaches would

produce noa-basal conditions.

Methods employed s Over 50 needle passages have been don© in

cadavers followed by a dissection for anatomic orientation,,

An original and a modified needle have been mad©,, both of

which have been found to work well in eight living human

patients. No serious difficulties have occurred with the

passage of the needle and increased technical facility and

knowledge has been obtained. One serious complication oc-

curred during catheterization of the left heart through the

needle, but this was not considered a reflection upon the

type of needle approach but upon the handling of the catheter.

Part B .ncludeds Yes No
X





Serial Mo. NHI-30

1„ Cardiopulmonary Physiology

2, Cardiodynamics

3o Bethesda, Md„

PES NIK
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A ,

Project Titles The Pathogenesis of Chronic Diffuse Obstructive

Pulmonary Emphysema

Principal Investigators Donald L. Fry, M D„

Other Investigators g Donald P. Sehllder, M.D„ and Dali J. Patel, M.D„

Cooperating Units % None

Man Tears (Calendar year 1958 }s Patient Days (Calendar Tear 1958 5s

.5 50

Project Descriptions

Objectives: Theoretical considerations have been developed that

indicate that an abnormal stress distribution within the

structure of the lung may be the major factor in the produc-

tion of the disruptive lesions of emphysema and furthermore

that this abnormal stress distribution may result from

bronehialar or bronchial abnormalities that may be either con-

genital or acquired

o

Major Findings s Progress during the past six months has been di-

rected toward developing techniques so that the stress dis-

tribution over the normal human lung may be studied,, To this

end, an improved type of lntraesophageal pressure measuring

system has been developed.
Proposed course of projects Perfection of the instrumentation.

Part B included

s

Yes No
X





S^iai No.
NHI"3i

lo Cardiopulmonary Physiology

2. Cardiodynamlcs

3. B@th©sda„ lid.

PHS - NIH

Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A o

Project Titles The Significance of the Maximum Expiratory Flow

Volume Curve in Human Subjects

Principal Investigators Robert E. Hyatt , M„D„

Other Investigators; Donald P. Schilder, H.D. , and Donald L„ Pry, M»D,

Cooperating Unites None

Man Tears (Calendar Tear 1958 >s Patient Days CCalendar Year 1958 n
1 400

Project Descriptions

Objectives s Current research B when resumed „ will be directed

toward evaluating the relative Importance of viscosity and

density of the respired gas in determining the shape of the

maximum expiratory flow-volume curve. From these studies

„

It Is hoped that sufficient simplification can be achieved

in the mathematical structure describing this curve that

computer techniques can be applied to these curves to draw

Inferences as to the bronchial compliance, resting dimen-

sions and viscosity, and the lung parenchymal compliance and

Methods employed s The four variables , flow, volume „ pressure and

time,, that describe the mechanical behavior of the human

lung were studied in normal cardiac and emphysematous in-

dividuals.

Major findings s The experimental data confirms the theoretical

prediction that of all the relationships involved , the rela-

tion of the maximum achievable expiratory flow at any degree

of lung inflation is a constant one for a given subject, is

independent of upper airway resistance, and furthermore that

this maximum expiratory flow versus volume curve reflects the

physical properties of the intrathoracic pulmonary tissues.

This was determined from model studies in which liquid flow

through rubber tubes under varying conditions of stress

was studied.

Part B included s Yes No
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NHI-32

lo Cardiopuilmonary Physiology

2. Cardiodynamies

3o Bethesda,, Md.

PHS - NIH

Individual Project Beport

Calendar Year 1958

Ps'ojeet Titles Investigations in Cardiac Anatomy , Descriptive,

Developmental and Hlstoehemleal.

Principal Investigators Robert P. Grant , M.D.

Other Investigators g Thomas N. Lynn, Jr. ,M.D.

Cooperating Units? Nona

Man Years (Calendar year 1958 J g Patient Days {Calendar Year 1958 ))s

.5 None

Project Descriptions

Objectives s 1. A study was completed involving the syndrome of

cardiac dextroversion, using a topological approach to the

anatomic description. Developmental possibilities were in=s

eluded in the study.

2„ A study was started in May 1957 , in which spe-

cially fixed hearts, both normal and abnormal, are studied

in regard to the size and distribution of muscle bundles . It

is hoped that this study will lead to an accurate and simpli-

fied method of classifying the defects seen in congenital

heart disease.

3. A study was begun in April 1958, which was de-

signed to correlate the amount of fibrosis present in the

different heart chamber walls with the disease process and

electrocardiogram. This Is done by a chemical analysis of

the myocardial tissue for hydroxyproline. Thus far, equip-

ment has been gathered and a satisfactory method of chemical

analysis has been found. The gathering of data has been pro-

ceeding slowly because of apparatus breakdowns but it is

hoped to continue collecting data until a statistically sig-

nificant number of cases is reached

.

Part B included s Yes No
X





Serial No._

PBS - NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Bart Bs Honors, Awards and Publications

Publication other than abstracts from this projects

Grant, Robert P., M.D. The Syndrome of Dextroversion of the

Hoart. Circulation 18328, 1958





Serial No. NHI-33

1. Cardiopulmonary Physiology

2. Cardiodynamies

3. Beihesda,, M.
PHS - NIH

Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1068

Part A. S

Project Titles The Basic Physical Characteristics of the Pulmonary

Vascular System.

Principal Investigators Bali J. Patel„ Mo D.

Other Investigators; Donald L, Fry e M.D., Donald P„ Schllder„ M,D„,

and Samuel M„ Fox III, M.D.

Cooperating Unites None

Man Years (Calendar year 1958 >s Patient Days CCalendar Year 1958 5);

1 10

Project Descriptions

Objectives s The simultaneous measurement of blood pressures, floss?

and velocity have been continuously recorded from the dog's

pulmonary vascular system. From these measurements estimates

of in@rtanee B capacity and resistance of the system can ber

computed contlnously. The effect of intrathoracic pressure,,

drugs „ breathing rate, mitral insufficiency and various other

Interventions have been studied.

Major Findings s Results to date have beens

(1) The pulmonary flow,, blood velocity. PA pressure and the

pressure drop across the pulmonary capillaries, all have

very similar patterns with time. The peak flow leads the

pressure in the arterial system, suggesting a small capa-

citance and small inertanee in the pulmonary artery. In

the pulmonary vein both are disassociated and markedly

damped,, suggesting a very large capacitance in the pul-

monary venous bed.

<2) During positive pressure inflation, the vascular resis-

tance Increases.

C3» The production of mitral insufficiency produces an easily

measured retrograde flow in the pulmonary veins in dogs.

It is hoped that this can be modified to be used in human

subjects for semi-quantitative estimation of mitral regur-

gitation. Preliminary studies similar to the above have

been started in human subjects with encouraging results.

Proposed course of projects Pursuance of the above studies.

Part B included? Yes No

x





Serial Wo. 2!!5_-*_L

1. Cardiopulmonary Physiology

2. Cardiodynamies

3. Bethesda, Md»

PHS - NIB

Individual Project Report

Calendar Tear 1958

Project Titles Pre and Postoperative Studies in Patients with In-

creased Pulmonary Vascular Resistance.

Principal Investigator £ Samuel M„ Fox III,, M.D.

Other Investigators t N. P. Collins e M,D O0 J. Gilbert, M„D„, A. G.

Morrow „ M.D. and E. Braumetld, M.D,

Cooperating Unites All equipment used up until July 1 was that of

the Clinic of Surgery. Mos"; of the work will be continued there.,

Man Tears (Calendar year 1958): Patient Days (Calendar Year 19585s

1 20©*-

Project Descriptions

Objectives s The antlelpatod direction of this study will be to

accumulate more ease study experience and to include a cor-

relation with the lung biopsies and clinical and symptomatic

changes . v

Methods employed g . Over .two dossen eases with postoperative studies

of the pulmonary "wweular resistance have had a comparison

made with similar studies done preoperatlvely. Host of these

studies have two decwtctlnations made at rest and one during

the 7th to 10th Minute of moderate exercise.

Major Findings? A correction is made between the type of change

and the nature of tfoe lesion and pressure-flow phenomena of

each ease study.

Part B included s Yes No
X
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1. Cardiopulmonary Physiology

2 Cardicdynamics

3. Bethesda, Md.

PHS - NIK
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

ParJL&o

Project Title g Effect of Valsalva Maneuver on Pulmonary Vascular

Resistance.

Principal Investigators Donald P. Sehilder,, M.D.

Other Investigators s Bali Patel„ M.D. , Samuel Fox III, M.D. „ and

Donald L. Fry, M.D,

Cooperating Unites None

Man Years (Calendar Year 1968)$ Patient Days (Calendar year 1958]);

.5 90-3 patients

Project Descriptions

Objectives s The study entails the measurement of blood flow

with indicator dilution technique, the measurement of the

intrathoracic pressure with an intraesophageal balloon and

the measurement of the pressure drop across the pulmonary

capillary bed with a differential pressure recording system

during the Valsalva maneuver. The instrumention has been

completed.

Major findings s Initial observations In three subjects „ a model 5

and a dog lung preparation would indicate that the pulmonary

vascular resistance increases during the Valsalva maneuver.

Proposed course of projects Additional observations are now
being made in order to complete the project. Supportive

data obtained with a catheter tip method of measuring pul-

monary blood velocity is being collected.

Part B included s Yes No
X





Serial No. NHI-36

1. Cardiopulmonary Physiology

2. Cardiodynamics

\ 3. Bethesda, Md.

PES - ¥IH

Individual Project Report

Calendar year 1958

Project Titles Study o£ the measurement of the intrathoracic pressure

throughout the chest and its relation to pulmonary stress distri-

bution,,

Principal Investigators Donald P. Sehilder s M.D.

Other Investigators s Robert B. Hyatt 9 M8D, „ and Donald L, Fry, M.D.

Cooperating Unites None.

Man Years {Calendar year 1958 )s Patient Days (Calendar year 1958 }s

1 140 - 10 patients

Project Descriptions

Objectives s Human subjects are being studied with small intra-

esophageal balloons at different chest levels during various

respiratory maneuvers in order to estimate the stress distri-

bution throughout the chest of the normal and emphysematous

patients.

Major Findings s An improved lntraesophageal pressure recording

system for the measurement of changes in intrathoracic press-

ure in man has beea developed. A system for measuring Intra-

thoracic pressure variations in the dog chest has been com-

pleted.

Preliminary observations would Indicate that the intra-

thoracic pressure varies throughout the chest of the dog

Part B included s Yes No
X





Serial No. NHI-37

1. Cardlo pulmonary Physiology

2. Cardiodynamics

3. Bethesda, Md.

PBS r NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Tear 1958

Part A.

Project Title; Intracardiac Electrocardiography

Principal Investigator: Thomas N. Lynn, Jr. , M.D.

Other Investigators: Samuel M. Fox III, M.D. , Robert P. Grant, M.D.

Cooperating Units: Some much appreciated support was provided by the

Clinic of Surgery, NHI, but their schedule has becoce too busy to

allow further use of their facilities.

Man Years (calendar year 1958): Patient Days (calendar year 1958):

Total: .5 15

Project Description:

Objectives: It is anticipated that studies will be done during

Valsalva stress and/or the application c£ a G-suit to cor-

relate the BOG changes with the pressure-volume character-

istics of the two ventricles.

Major Findings: Little progress has been rade in this study due

to two factors. The first is the apparent Inability of eora-

msreial and research and development companies to manufac-

ture an adequate small catheter to put within a #17 needle

for left heart studies.

The second factor Is the setting wp of a new catheter lab-

oratory in the Section of Cardiodynamics. This will provide

good facilities but the acquiring of equipment and training

of personnel has delayed other than three additional intra-

cardiac electrode explorations in the calendar year.

Part B included: l'@3 No
X





Serial No. MHI-38

1* Cardiopulmonary Physiology

2. Cardiodynamies

3. B©th©sda s Md.

IBS - NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Tear 1958

Project Titles Pharmacodynamic Studies of the Pulmonary Circulation

Principal Investigators Samuel II. Fax III, M.D.

Other Investigators g Donald P. Schllder, M.D. t Dall J. Patel, M.D. D

and Donald L. Fry, M.D.

Cooperating Units s Previous to July 1, all the facilities used for

the acute studies were those of the Clinic of Surgery „ NHI

Man Tears (Calendar year 1958 )g Patient Days (Calendar Tear 1058 }

%

.5 80

Project Descriptions

Objectives % While still on the surgical service „ the effects of

Acetyl Choline were investigated in 8 eases of precapillary

pulmonary hypertension and two more detailed studies with

Methoxamine were complete. The latter did nvfc show any sig-

nificant fall in pulmonary vascular resistance accompanying

the rise in systemic pressure.

Major Findings s Progress has been slow due to the transfer of

operations to a new laboratory that is being set up in our

Section.

Proposed course of projects Continuation will be along much the

same line with the later addition of the velocity catheter

to the studies.

Part B included % Tes No
X





Serial No. NHI-39

1. Cardiopulmonary Physiology

2. Cardiodynamles

3. Bethesda, Md.

PHS - NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Tear 1068

Part A .

Project Titles Studies upon the factors Influencing the character

and timing of the opening snap In mitral stenosis „

Principal Investigators Samuel M. Pox III, M.D,

Other Investigators $ D. Nelson, M«D and A. G. Morrow „ II, &,

Cooperating Unites Equipment from Clinic of Surgery, NHI

Man Tears (Calendar year 1958 )s Patient Days (Calendar year 1958 >§

.5 20

Project Descriptions

Objectives s No plans have been made for an earJ.y return to this

work, but if the pretracheal left heart technique proves

applicable , some correlative phonocardlogrraphie studies seem

attractive. The same is true of the velocity catheter when

it is better established.

Major Findings s Cancelled due to the publication of an appar-

ently adequate similar study by ©their, Little of definite

value had been accomplished due to tha need for better phono»

cardiographlc Instruments now available in the Clinic of

Surgery, NHI.

Part B included s l7©s Tto





Serial No. NHI-40

1. Cardiopulmonary Faysiology

2. Cardlodynamics

3. Bethesda, lid.

FBS - NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Project Titles Studies concerning the determination of the instan-

taneous pulsatile blood velocity.

Principal Investigator: Samuel If. Fox III, M.D.

Other Investigators s Donald L. Fry, M.D. , Donald P. Sehllder, M.D. „

Dali Patel, M.D, , Theodore Cooper, M.D. and Guy 0. Harnett, M.D.

Cooperating Units s None

Man Years (Calend##ear 1058 )g Patient Days (Calendar Year 1958 >?

i ioo*

Project Descriptions

Objectives s

<1> The catheter-computer method for measuring instantaneous
blood velocity has been compared simultaneously with
electromagnetic flowmeter in dogs. The validity of the
catheter technique appears to be confirmed but further

more refined studies are being undertaken.

(2) The changes of aortic blood velocity accompanying the
acute production of aortic insufficiency in dogs have
been studied at various aortic levels.

{3} A new valving mechanism for the estimation of "zero flow"

has been designed, built and is now being tested with
encouraging results.

Major Findings s Perhaps the greatest progress during the past
six months has been the development of techniques for the
application of the blood velocity catheter to human subjects.
Blood velocity has been measured successfully In seven human
subjects with no serious complications, large differences
in velocity patterns have been observed In patients with
aortic Insufficiency and myocardial disease. The signifi-
cance of these differences remains to be established.





Serial No. NHI-AO

Page 2 - Studies concerning the determination of the instantaneous pulsa-

tile blood velocity.

Proposed course of Projects Direction of current research on

the application of this to human and animal work will be

as follows

s

(1) Definition of normal velocity Characteristics at diffev-

ent levels in the aorta of dogs and man.

C2> Studies of changes that can be produced with various

drugs, changes in intrathoracic pressure ard various

other interventions in dog and man.

(3) Studies of the usefulness of the velocity technique in

post-operative evaluation of myocardial junction (to be

a joint project with the Clinic of Surgery).

Part B included s Yes No.

X





Serial No. ^-Ul
1. Cardiopulmonary Physiol^
2. Cardiodynamles

3. Bethesda, MA.

IBS - NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A .

Project Titles Clinical and Experimental Electrocardiography.

Principal Investigators Robert P. Grant, M.D.

Other Investigators s Thomas N. Lynn, Jr. ,M.D. and Samuel 19. Fax, M.D.

Cooperating Units $ None

Man Tears (Calendar year 1958 )t Patient Days (Calendar year 1958);

.5 24

Project Description t

Objectives;

(1) A study of the electrocardiographic dissection and

characterisation of the pre excitation type of the

Wolff- Parkinson-White Synrome has been successfully

completed. This study provides a logical explanation

for the deformity of the spatial QRS loop seen in this

syndrome.

(2) Work was begun in September 1958 on & project designed

to elucidate the electrocardiographic changes caused by

surgical closure of ostium secundum defects in the human

subject. Special emphasis has bera given to the change

in the duration of the QRS deflection and it has been

found that In 21 of 23 eases, there has been a decrease

in the duration of the total QR3 forces following closure

of the defect. This is currently being written up for

publication.

(3) A study was begun in June 1958, using electrocardiographic

data and autopsy reports from the Clinical Center, George-

town Hospital, and George Washington Hospital. The pur-

pose of this study is to find better electrocardiographic

criteria for the diagnosis of myocardial infarction. It

Is anticipated that this study will continue for several

years in its present form until a number of cases large

enough for statistical analysis Is compiled.





Serial No. NBI-41

Eage 2 - Clinical and Experimental Electrocardiography

(4) A study was started in September 1958 in which certain
hemodynamic events in the cardiac cycle <right ventricu-
lar filling), are modified and the change in the QRS
forces noted. This is currently being done in normal
patients with right ventricular conduction delays

,

using the Valsalva and Miller maneuvers to alter rigist

ventricular filling. It is planned to continue the
study in its present form and to obtain hemodynamic and

electrocardiographic data during balloon occlusion of
atrial septal defects.

(5) Two studies have been continued from 1057. Tire first is

an cleetroeardiographie-anatomie correlation in congenital

heart disease utilizing material obtained at the Clinical

Center and at the Chlldrens Hospital of D.C The electro-

cardiographic description and analysis employs the vector

approach. It is planned to continue this study in its

present form. Completion should occur early next year.

The other study carried over from last rear involves the
description of the unusual frontal plane vector loop

that occurs in the majority of eases of ostium primum and

common A-V canal. Bathologie-eleetrowardiographle corre-

lations are being attempted. It is planned to continue

this study in its present form.

Bart B included s Yea No
X
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Serial No. MH3H1

PHS - N1H
Individual Project Report

Calendar Tear 1058

Bart B s Honors B Awards and Publications

Publication other than abstracts from this projects

Grant » Robert P., Toallnson, Fred B. and Van Bur^a, Janes K.

Ventricular Activation in the Pre-Rxeltation Syrdrone (Wolff-

Parkinson-White). Circulation 18 3355 D 1058.
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Serial te. MHI^2

1. Cardiopulmonary Physiology

2. Cardlodynamlcs

3. Bethesda, Md.

FHS - NIH

Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A„

Project Titles The Development and Evaluation of Basle Instrumenta-

tion for Application in the Field of Blood Flow and Pressure

Measurement.

' Principal Investigators Donald L, Fry, M.D.

Other Investigators s Samuel M. Fox III, M.D. and Donald P. Schilder„ M,D,

Cooperating Unites None

Item Years (Calendar year 1958 >s Patient Days (Calendar Year 1958 }s

2 50

Project Descriptions

Objectives s

A considerably more sophisticated flow generator for

testing and validating the catheter velocity measuring

device is being constructed,, This system will not only

permit more accurate validation of the catheter technique

but also will allow a more careful examination of the

frequency dependency of the coefficient of friction in

the blood flow of large vessels. This factor, unlike the

blood inertance. Is ill-understood and constitutes one of

the weakest of the set of assumptions Involved in the

theoretical structure describing the catheter-computer

blood velocity measuring system.

An even more important parameter of cardiovascular function

than blood velocity would be the Instantaneous blood flow

In a blood vessel . From the above studies it Is hoped

that information about velocity profiles across the blood

vessel will be obtained and from this Information know-

ledge of Instantaneous blood velocity will permit the

computation of instantaneous blood flow. Since the instan-

taneous aortic or blood vessel diameter will be necessary

in these computations,, current research is also directed

toward measurement of this parameter. '^-Sfe^tgiaise?





Serial No. MHI-42

Pag© 2 - The Development and evaluation of basic instr><aentatlon for ap-

plication in the field of blood flow and pressure measurement.

Methods employed 8 A set of recording calipers of low mechani-

cal impedenee that may be attached to the blood vessel for

sensing its instantaneous diameter her been developed. The

stantaneou8 diameter will then be consisted with the in-

stantaneous transmural pressure difference at that point.

Major Findings t Preliminary studies suggest that the aorta can

be considered as an approximately linear system over physio-

logical ranges; that is, that the pressure tracings with

time very closely resembles the diameter tracings with time.

Thus,, if the blood velocity profile across the vessel is

essentially blunt or has a known correction factor, and if

in a given individual the proportionality between the press-

ure and vessel diameter can be established anglographieally,

then it should be possible to use the aortic blood velocity

measuring device for instantaneous aortic blood flow.

Objectives

s

C2) Current research with the improve! intraesophageal

pressure measuring device is directed toward the contin-

uous monitoring of intrathoracic pressure during all of

the cardiopulmonary physiologic studies in progress in

this laboratory and toward the measurement of regional

variations in intrathoracic p:.*esnure during a cough and

other strenuous ventilatory maneuvers.

Major Findings g The former sheds light ot the factors controlling

venous return to the thorax and the :'.atter sheds light on the

possible role of stress distribution in the lung in the path-

ogenesis of pulmonary emphysema.

Part B included s Yes No
X





Serial No.
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PHS - NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Bart Bg Honors, Awards and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this projects

1. Fox,, Samuel M. Ill, M.D. , Alexander Mallos, B.S., Theodore
Cooper, M.D. ,Ph.D, , Donald L. Fry, M.D, Comparison of the Differ-

ential Pressure Catheter-Computer Technique with other Methods for

the Measurement of Instantaneous Pulsatile Blood Velocity. The
meetings of the American Heart Association,, San Francisco,, 1958.

2. Fry Donald I» , Noble, F.W. and Mallos, A. J. An Evaluation of

Modern Pressure Recording Systems. Cire. Research 5 §40, 1957.

3. Fry, Donald L. ,M.D. t Hyatt „ R. E. ,M.D. , MeCall, C. B„ and Mallos,

A.J. Evaluation of Three Types of Respiratory Flowmeters. J. of

Appl. Physiol. 108210, 1957.

4. Fry, Donald L. ,M.D. „ Noble, F.W. and Mallos, A. J. An Electric
Device for Instantaneous and Continuous Computation of Aortietv

Blood Velocity. Cire. Research 5s75 c 1957.
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Serial No. MI-43

1. CardioriuMonory Physiology

2. Cardiodyzomlcs

3. Betheada, Md.

PBS - NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Project Title Studies on Coronary Flow.

Principal Investigators Samuel U. Fesi III, M.D.

Cooperating Unites None

Man Years (Calendar Year 1958); Patient Days {Calendar Year 1958 >s

.5 None

Project Descriptions

Objectives s Because of the great, need for a s'unpl© means for

determining coronary blood flow,, an asses^nent of the possi-

bility of total coronary sinus extratlon H blood was under-

taken.

Methods employed s Special catheters designed j:.'or human use have

recently been received and their capacity 'to fill the require-

ments are being tested in dogs.

Major Findings s In the dog it was found possible to extract all

the blood returning to the coronary sinus *?or periods up to
one minute after balloon occlusion.

Proposed course of projects We will continue with dog testing

and if modifications are needed, they will! be made before

trials in human subjects are attempted.

Part B included Yes No
X





Serial No. NHI-44
1: General Med o & Expo Therap.
2„ Clinical Endocrinology
3« Bethesda, Md.

PHS — NIH
Individual Project Report
Calendar Year 1958

Part A.

Project Title;

Effect of Chronic Hypercalciuria on Renal Concentrating Mechanism
and Sodium Conservation.

Principal Investigator ; Gill, John R., M.D.

Other Investigators ; Bartter, F. C, M.D. and Smith, Go

Man Years Patient Days ; 200

Totals .56
Professionals .S3

Other; ,33

General Purpose;

1. To study the effect of hypercalciuria, parathyroid hormone 8 and

vitamin D on the ability of the kidney to concentrate,

2. To determine the effect on the concentrating defect cf restoring

urinary calcium to normal in hypercalciuric patients.

3. To determine whether the concentrating defect is associated with
inability to retain sodium.

It has been reported that patients with hypercalcemia and hypercalciuria
may lose the ability to concentrate urine even in response to pitressin.

The present studies were instigated to determine what factors are essential
for the development of this defect.

Major Findings;

Bight patients with hypercalciuria were studied. In all urinary
concentrating ability was impaired as judged from the maximum urinary
osmolality obtainable with dehydration for 16 hours and pitressin, or from
determination of TmC H

2
after the method of Zafc, Brun and Smith.

When ethylene diamine tetra acetate (EDTA) was given by mouth to

return urinary calcium to normal, there was significant improvement in
concentrating ability. Bypervitamlnosis D and hyperparathyroidism appeared
capable of producing a more severe concentrating defect for the degree of

hypercalciuria than was found in sarcoidosis, essential hypercalciuria,
etc. All subjects with the defect could conserve sodium on a low sodium
intake.
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Proposed Course of Project s

To obtain further data relating to effects of vitamin D and parathyroid

hormone on water conservation

o

Part B Included Yes No
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Part Bi

Publications;

Gill, John Ro 9 Jr., and Bartter, Frederic C, Abstract entitled
"Effect of Chronic Bypercalcluria on Renal Conservation of Sodium
and Water", Clin- Res. Proceedings, January 1959.
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FflS « NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A.

Project Title :

Structure-function Relationships in Anabolic Steroids

Principal Investigators ; Schedl, H. , M.D. , Ph.D., Bartter, F. C. , M.D.

Other Investigators ; C. S. Delea, C. P. Klrby, and G. S. Greene

Man Years Patient Days : £vj>0.

Total: lolO

Professional: „43

Other: »67

General Purpose :

1. To correlate protein-anabolic action of steroids with structure.

2. To determine relative sodium-retaining activity of these steroids.

Major Findings:

The essential analytical data have been obtained to complete the study

of the effect of 19-methylation on the activity of steroids with a two carbon

side cha'n in the a- position at C»17. Compounds lacking the 19-methyl group,

i.e., tre 19-nor compounds (17ot-ethyl- , i7g-vinyl-, and I7a-ethinyl-) are as

potent is 17-methyl testosterone in causing nitrogen retention in normal

young vomen. The corresponding compounds with the 19-methyl group did not

cause nitrogen retention.

Weight gain and sodium retention were uniformly seen with the 19-nor

compounds and methyl testosterone, but not with the 19-methyl compounds.

These studies are now being prepared for publication.

Proposed Course of Project:

Analytical work is being done on a number of other studies on patients
with osteoporosis. Further studies will depend on results.

Part B included Yes No
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Part B:

Publications;

Bartter, Frederic C. , Osteoporosis, American Journal of Medicine, XXII:
797-806, Ho. 5, May, 1957.
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PHS — NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A.

Project Title

The Effect of Bovine Growth Hormone in Man

Principal Investigator ; Werner, I., M.D.

Other Investigators ; Biglieri, E.G., M.D., and Bartter, F.C., M.D.

Delaa, D., Oilier, E«„ Henderson H,

Man Years Patient Days; 400

Total .97
Professional: .27
Other: JO

General Purpose:

Bovine growth hormone has been found to be generally ineffective in man.

Russell and others have found that the effect of bovine and other growth

hormones in inducing nitrogen retention is very much greater in animals when

fat forms a large portion of the caloric intake. The present studies were

designed to teat whether the same applies to man. Growth hormone has been

reported to increase secretion of aldosterone and these studies were also

designed to determine whether this could be confirmed. In particular, we
sought to determine whether the spontaneous decrease of aldosterone secretion

with continued ACTH therapy could be obliterated with simultaneous use of a

growth hormone.

Major Findings:

Six "normal controls" and one obsafi''. man were studied on metabolic

regimen. Design of experiment included control periods and periods with

growth hormone and in some subjects periods with ACTH and with ACTH and

growth hormone combined.

In studies carried out in the summer, growth hormone produced significant

nitrogen retention on a diet high in fat and low in carbohydrate. The

results were most marked in two "cbsee normal controls". In one of these

subjects, growth hormone appeared to diminish the nitrogen loss induced with

ACTH. In studies carried out in the winter,, however, including those on

the obese male, growth hormone was without effect. Growth hormone did induce
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moderate elevation of aldosterone secretion with some sodium retention in

the majority of subjects. One normal subject was given human growth hormone

on the same dietary regimen for comparison. The relative nitrogen induced

by the hormone was much greater than that reported by others with this dosage

except for a single case of an obese womaau.

The effect of growth hormone was tested in two normal girls who

received all their day's carbohydrates in the morning and their growth

hormone at night (in Guthbertson's hands this procedure greatly enhanced

the nitrogen continuing effect of growth hormone) . Again bovine growth

hormone appeared without effect when given on this regimen.

Proposed Course of Project :

These studies have been completed and are being written up.

Part B included Yes Ho
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Publications ;

Weraejr., I. aad BaE££er 9 P.C. , Psroteia Anabolic Effects of Boviae
Groweii Hosmoae in Maa* 4G£h Annual M£g. Pros. Endocrine Soc,

,

San FseaaeiseOj, 1958.





Serial Ko
1. Gen Med & Ekp„ Therap„
2o Clinical Endocrinology
3 n Be£feesda s Maryland

Part .As

Project Titles

Individual Project Report
Calendar Year 19S8

Role of Adrenal Cortical Steroids In the Salt
Retention ©f the Edematous State

»

Principal Investigators Fo Co Bartter, MoD„

Other, Investigatorsg E* 60 Biglieri, MoSo 9 J» Ro GilloJroo MoD 08

I„ Ho Mills, M B.„ €0 So 9ele-a8 Co Kirfey 5

60 Smith, AoGoTo Casper 8 and H D Henderson,,

2 c 33

A, 36Others

General Purposes

i'o evaluate the role ©f the

retention of edemas

lo To Investigate the stimuli to

2 C T© evaluate the role ©f

sodium retention B

eortes in eh

aldosterones Ion

,

glc&l

3o T© elucidate the mechanism of actios of aldosterone ©a

4c To evaluate the action ©£ agents with a potential Influence

©a the secretion of aldosterone

„

lc The effect ©f potassium in elevating
and of potassium depletion in lowering aldosteroa'

investigated in normal subject©,, It was sho^n
secretion could be elevated upon loading and
depletion without evidence of concomitant rec

1 secret!©®
m was

t aldosterone
i@d with potass
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la studies with dogs, it was shown that cssv&l constriction
would consistently elevate aldosterone secretion whether the vagi
were intact or not, but that the fall of aldosterone secretion
following release of csval constriction occurred only when the
vagi were intact „ It was found that constriction of the common
carotid arteries consistently produced elevation of aldosterone
secretion unless the arteries had been previously denervated»

2 The studies of the role of aldosterone in potassium
depletion have been described in another progress report Three
patients with primary aldosteronism have been studiedo It
appears likely that the failure of such patients to lower aldo°
sterene secretion in response to expansion of intravascular volume
may be of value in differential diagnosis

3o In three subjects balance or clearance studies were done
to compare the effect of aldosterone alone on urinary sodium
potassium and hydrogen secretion with that of aldosterone and
spironolactone (8109) • The actions of aldosterone could be
blocked with the lactone,

4. The pharmacologic agent 4885 was given to several patients
with secondary aldosteronism and to one patient with primary
aldosteronism a It is striking that in secondary aldosteronism,,

urinary aldosterone was lowered but there was no sodium diuresis;
desosycortleosterone secretion appeared.,

Studies are being pursued along all these fronts,

Part 3 included Yes No
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Part B;

Publications ;

lo Bartter, PoC, Blglierl, E.G., Pronove, P,, and Delea, CS,
Effect of Changes in Intravascular Volume and Aldosterone Secretion
in Man. Giba Symposium on Aldosterone, 1957,

2, Bartter s FoC Q , The Role of Aldosterone in the Regulation of
Body Fluid Volume and Composition, The Seando Jo of Clin, and
Labo Invest, , 1957 , 10 , Suplementura 31,

3, Bartter, F,C„, The Physiological Control of Aldosterone Secretion,
Proc, of the Royal Sec. of Med,, 51, 201-202, No, 3, March 1958,

4, Bartter, F,C C|I Mills, I, H,, Biglleri, E,G,, and Delea, C,S, ?

Studies on the control and Physiologic Action of Aldosterone,
Recent Progress in Hormone Research, 1958, In press,

5, Mills, I H„, Casper, A G,T,, and Bartter, F,C, On the Role
of the Vagus in th© Control of Aldosterone Secretion, Science
128, Mo, 3320, p, 1140, 1958,
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Part J>.

Project Title s Ultrafiltration studies of steroid protein binding.

Principal Investigators P. S. Chen, Jr., M.D.

Other Investigators ; H, P« Schedl, M.D., F. Co Bartter, M„ D.

G. S. Green, H. Smith, C. S. Delea, D. Berkant.

Man Years Patient Pays ; 200
Total: 2.03
Professional; ,86
Others 1„17

General Purpose ;

Many steroids are hound to plasma proteins. The steroids differ
in the extent to which they are bound and in the strength of the bond,

/t least two different plasma proteins are involved in steroid binding.

Under certain physiological conditions, the degree of binding (and

presumably the amount of binding protein) undergoes change. The
present studies are designed to study protein binding of all steroids

„

to study the factors which alter protein binding, and to evaluate the

proposition that only the unbound fraction is physiologically active.

Major Findings ;

Large quantities of plasma were ultrafiltered by the Toribara
technique at 37° C. and the extent of binding of hydrocortisone
estimated chemically. Five to 10% of the plasma hydrocortisone of

normal subjects was found to pass through the membrane. A procedure

was developed for acquiring the same information from small samples
by adding radioactive steroid to the plasma in determining the amount
ultrafilterable with the use of the double labelled isotope derivative

method of Peterson and Kliman. The information obtained could be
greatly increased by first suppressing the secretion of hydrocortisone

with active synthetic steroids to negligible levels and then adding

several different amounts to a given specimen of plasma and acquiring

a "titration curve"

„
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These techniques were used Co measure the effect of estrogens

„

of fasting, of Nilevar (17»®lpha-ethyi 17-hydrosy norandrosteroma)

,

and of surgical trauma on the degree of plasma binding of hydro-

cortisone. Preliminary results indicate (1) that estrogen markedly
increases plasma hydrocortisone almost entirely through effect of

increasing bound plasma hydrocortisone and thus presumably the

amount of specific hydrocortisone-binding protein, (2) fasting may
produce a similar increase in specific steroid binding, (3) Hilevar

probably does not have such an effect on steroid binding, (4) not

enough results are available for surgical trauma as yet. The

specific binding of hydrocortisone in fetal plasma was found to

be very small, a finding quite in keeping with the very low level

of total hydrocortisone found in fetal plasma*

Using isotope technique, preliminary studies have been done to

evaluate renal clearance of hydrocortisone by comparing the clearance

of ultrafilterable steroid with that of inulin. The results suggest

that several times as much plasma free hydrocortisone is filtered as

is excreted in the urine

„

All labelled steroids obtainable from the Endocrinology Study

Section and a number of others labelled by Wilzbach's technique

and purified here have been examined for degree of binding to al>

burning Cohn fraction 5, or to plasma. Results indicate that plasma

binding of aldosterone, progesterone, and andrOstenedione is accounted

for by the attachment of these steroids to albumin alone, whereas, a

specific corticosteroid binding protein (probably an oglobulin)
strongly binds hydrocortisone, cortisone, corticosteroid and compound S,

With these steroids, appreciable binding to albumin appears only after

the specific binding a steroid is saturated.

Proposed Course of Project ;

The study is being extended to clarify the role of fasting,

trauma, estrogens, and other steroids on specific plasma binding.

Studies include determination of hydrocortisone pool size during

the change induced by these agents.

Studies with different steroids are being continued in the

attempt to elucidate the relationship of steroid structure to

specific binding of steroid.

Part B included Yes No
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Part B»

Publications ;

1, Mills, IoHo» Schedl, H„P 6 , Redd, D e , and Bartter, F.C.,
The Determination of Nonprotein Bound Plasma Hydrocortisone
by Ultrafiltration, 40th Annual Mtg D Proc„ Endo» Soc D ,

San Francisco, 1958

«

2 Chen, PcS.,Jr., Mills, I.Ho, Bartter, F„C C , A Simple Ultra-
filtration Method for Determining nonprotein Bound Steroids
(Abstract) IV International Congress of Biochemistry, Vienna,
Austria (1958), p„ 119

„

3. Chen, P„S.,Jr,, Liquid Scintillation Counting of C1* and

H* in Plasma and Serum. Proc. Soc Expo Biolo 6s Medo 98,

546-547 (1958)

.

4, Mills, IoHo, and Bartter, F Ce, Plasma-Hydroeortisone levels
during Cortisone Administration. Lancet, II, 1958, p« 941c

5c In addition, results were presented in some detail by

Mills, IoH., Discussion of Lieberman's paper entitled "Steroid
protein conjugates", Laurentian Hormone Conference, S@pt„ 9, 1958,

This discussion is of importance in that it includes material
explaining the failure of previous workers to measure ultra=
filterable hydrocortisone

»
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Part A.

Project Title:

Studies on Vitamin D.

Principal Investigator: Chen, Philip S. , Jr. , Ph.D.

Other Investigators : None

Man Years Patient Days : Hoes©

Total: >20

Professional i « 20

Other:

Major Findings:

An effort was made to obtain tritium labelled Vitamin D3 by the gas

exposure technique for metabolic and to vitro studies. Several trials re=

suited in complete failure; small amounts of Vit. D3 were destroyed, larger

amounts were partially destroyed and the Vit. D3 was devoid of incorporated

tritium. The radioactivity present (from Traeerlab or New England Nuclear)

in the irradiated Vit. D3 mixture was associated with a more polar compound

running faster on the reversed phase Kodicek paper chromatographic systems.

Proposed Course of Project:

An attempt will be made to identify the radioactive breakdown product*.

Further work will be done in trying to obtain labelled Vit. Dj°

Part B included Yes No
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lo General Med„ & Er-tp. Therep
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PHS — NIH
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Calendar Year 1958

Part A

Project Title ;

Studies on the Determination of Urinary Aldosterone

Principal Investigator s Chen, Philip S„, Jr., Ph«,D.

Other Investigators; None

Man Years Patient Days ; None
Total: .20

Professionals <>20

Other:

Major Findings;

Chemical studies on the use of salieyloyl hydrazide have led to the

following conclusions The compound does not form useful fluorescent deriva=

tives with the corticosteroids,, Derivatives of the A ~3 ketosteroids, however,

do possess useful V»Vo spectra. Some characteristics of the reaction of saii<=

eyloyl hydrazide with A =3 ketosteroids were studied and en application of the

technique was made to-urinary aldosterone.

Proposed Course of Project:

The development of the isotope derivative method for aldosterone mads
available a method of greater sensitivity which also corrected for ebromato=
graphic recoveries Consequently „ the use of the salieyloyl hydrazide method

M a routine procedure was not adopted. It remains a useful chemical reagent
for characterization

.

Part B included Yes No
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Part B:

Publications

1. Chen, P. S. , Jr. , Fluorescence of Some Salicyloyl Hydrazones, Aedepted
for Publication by Anal. Chem. on October 20, 1958.

2. Chen, P.S., Jr., Spectrophotometry Determination of A -3 .Ketosteroids
with Salicyloyl Hydrazlde. Application to Determination of Urinary
Aldosterone. Accepted for publication by Anal. Chem. on October 20

1958.
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PHS — NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A.

Project Title ;

Conversion of Progesterone -4-C1^ to Aldosterone by the Perfused Adrenal

Gland

Principal Investigator ; Chen, Philip S. , Jr., Ph.D.

Other Investigators ; None

Man Years Patient Diys ; None

Total: .20

Professional: =20

Other:

Major Findings ;

It was proved that aldosterone-C was produced from progesterone-4-C

by the perfused calf adrenal gland. Radioactive steroid which migrated on

paper chromatograms like aldosterone was mixed with authentic tritium ring

labelled aldosterone (from Dr. Ralph Peterson) and non-radioactive aldo-

sterone. The mixture was subjected to paper chromatography in five systems,

including acetylatlon after the third system. Liquid scintillation counting

showed that the aldosterone spots consisted of material with a "constant

isotope ratio", proving the identity of the C labelled steroid.

Proposed Course of Project:

There was insufficient aldosterone-C*" to use for metabolic studies.

This project has been terminated.

Part B included Yes No
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Calendar Year 1953

Part B:

Publications;

Chen, P. S. , Jr., Schedl, H. P.. Rosenfeld, G. „ Bartfcer, F.C.
Conversion of Progesterone -4-C*^ to Aldosterone by Perfused
Calf Adrenals, Proc. Soc. Esp. Biol. Med., 97, 683-685 (1958)



J
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Calendar Year 1958

Part A.

Project Title ;

The Colorimstrie Determination of Magnesium

Principal Investigator; Chen, Philip S. „ Jr»„ Ph.D.

Other Investigators ; None

Man Years Patient Days ; None
Total: .20

Professional; „20

Other;

Major Findings;

A suitable routine procedure has not been developed, but further
knowledge about the mechanism of color formation was obtained. The violet
color formed when ammonia is added to Brioehrome Cyanine R and Mg. +** seems
to be due to a "lake". A large temperature coefficient is explainable on
the basis of the solubility of magnesium hydroxide. The "lake" nature of

the color also explains (a) the inhibition due to water and (b) the non-
conformity to Beers lav.

Proposed Course of Project;

An effort will be made to apply the reagent to biological samples if
the reaction can be made sufficiently reproducible.

Part B included Yes No
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1. General Med. & Exp. Therap.

2. Clinical Endocrinology
3. Bethesda, Md.

PHS — NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A.

Project Title :

Water Loading in Normal and Cirrhotic Subjects

Principal Investjgators : Schedl, H. , M.D. , Ph.D.', Bartter, F. C. „ M.D.

Other Investigators : G. Greene

Man Years Patient Days : 200

Total: o60 ~J~
Professional: A3
Other: »17 »

General Purpose :

To investigate a mechanism for the subnormal free water clearance of

patients with cirrhosis. To determine the role of proximal tubular sodium

reabs->rption and antidiuretic hormone in producing this defect. To elu-

cidate the mechanisms involved by producing a comparable syndrome in normal

subjects.

Kijor Findings:

Using 20 ml./Kgm. oral and intravenous water loads : The diuretic

response of the normal subject has been shown to decrease progressively
as salt depletion is intensified. An impaired diuresis of free water
comparable with that shown by a population of decompensated cirrhotics
is seen in the well hydrated normal subject after intensive salt depletion.

Using 20 ml./Kgm. intravenous loading : The infusion of mixed isotonic

solutions of mannitol and hexoses (dextrose and fructose) has been shown

to increase free water clearance in both cirrhotics and salt depleted
normals above that seen with an equal load of the hexose alone. Both
groups show a comparable degree of "correction" of the impaired diuretic

response to intravenous hexose when the mannitol mixture is used.

No free water is formed when isotonic (51») mannitol is infused into

she normal subject under these conditions. The decompensated cirrhotic
and the salt depleted normal do show positive free water clearance under

these conditions.



•
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Using sustained Intravenous loading in decompensated cirrhotics

and in normal and salt depleted control subjects; Relations between
free water clearance and the inulln clearance and the effects of sub'

stituting mannitol or saline during loading have been studied. Free
water clearance was found to show a change generally paralleling the

clearance of inulln. The mannitol and saline increased free water
clearance whenever release of antidiuretic hormone could be ruled out.

The antidiuretic response of the cirrhotic to physiologic doses

of exogenous pitressin has been studied as follows: After establishing
the baseline diuretic response to intravenous loading, the studies have
been repeated with the simultaneous infusion of pitressin at 10m U. /Kgra. /hr.

The cirrhotic has been shown to behave qualitatively identically with the

normal.

Proposed Course of Project :

These data have been presented as a paper and are now being prepared
for publication.

Part B included Yes No
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Part B ;

Publications:

Schedl, H.P. , and Bartter, t.C. , An Explanation for and Experimental
Correction of the Abnormal Water Retention in Cirrhosis, Abstract,

50th Annual Meeting, American Soc. for Clin. Invest, , Atlantic City,

New Jersey, May, 1958, p. 58.
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Part A e

Project Title ;

Action of Parathyroid Hormone

Principal Investigators s Pronove, Pacita, M.D., Bartter, Frederic Co, iO.

Other Investigators? C. So Delea, G. Smith, E. Oilier

Man Years Patient Days; 250

Total; 1.13
Professional: „60
Other: ,53

General Purpose;

1. To study the physiology of the parathyroid hormone

.

2. To clarify the diagnosis of hyperparathyroidism.

Major Findings ;

This year we have terminated this particular phase of the study, reported

in December 1957 B of the action of the parathyroid hormone and have arrived at

the following conclusions:

1 Tm of phosphorus . In six (6) normal subjects the Tin of phosphorus was

greater than 3 mg/min„, whereas, in eleven (11) cases of hyperparathyroidism the

Tm was less than 3 mg./min. in 7 and greater than 3 mg./oain. in four (4) patients

The latter are, therefore, within normal limits.

2. Calcium infusion test . This was evaluated according to the response of

urinary phosphorus to the test. Seven normal control subjects showed a drop in

urinary phosphorus with a minimum of 20% fall while their serum phosphorus rose.

Of ten cases of confirmed hyperparathyroidism, 4 showed a drop from 2.6% to 27.9%

while 6 showed a rise above their normal values with very small increase in serum

phosphorus. There is, therefore, a slight overlap in results between normal

subjects and those with hyperparathyroidism.

3 D Amphojel test. This test has proven to be of good diagnostic value in

the diagnosis of hyperparathyroidism so far. Twelve patients with confirmed

parathyroid tumors (10) or hyperplasia (2) had "positive" results. This means
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that feheir excretion of calcium in the urine was greater than their intake of

200 mg<, /day. The minimum rise of 250 mg./day occurred in both cases of hyper-

plasia., In patients with tumors, serum calcium rose to 11 mg,/% with amphojel,

but in those with hyperplasia it rose only to 10.3 mg./% and 10.5 mg /7.,

respectively. The serum phosphorus fell below 3 mg./7. in 11 of the 12 patients

(exception 3.2 mg/7.).

Among the normal controls, 24-hour urinary calcium excretion was never

greater than their intake of 200 mg,/d., and in none did the serum calcium
rise higher than 10.9 ng./%.

Many cases of kidney stone formers were subjected to the above tests and all

of the&i responded in a manner similar to the normal controls.

Proposed Course of Project;

This particular phase of study of parathyroid activity has been terminated
and all the data are being accumulated for publication in the near future.

Part B Included Yes No
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Part A .

Project Title?

Aldosterone Metabolism in Autonomic Nervous System Dysfunction with
Postural Hypotension.

Principal Investigator ; Bartter, Frederic C, M.D.

Other Investigators ; E. G. Biglieri, M.D., D.S. Gann, M.D., and J. R.

Gill» Jr., M.D. Technical: C. Delea, D. Berkant,
E« Diller, and H« Henderson

.

Man Years Patient Days ; 200

Total: lc47
Professional: .90

Other: „57

General Purpose :

Stimuli such as potassium loading or deprivation, ACTH, and contraction
and expansion of ECF or intravascular volume consistently affect aldosterone
secretion in normal subjects. The present study is an attempt to determine
whether patients with postural hypotension and autonomic insufficiency have
similar mechanisms for control of aldosterone secretion

.

Major Findings:

In 5 patients with autonomic insufficiency and postural hypotension;,

localization of the lesion was attempted by measurement of response to

Valsalva maneuver and to mental arithmetic, response of skin temperatures
to peripheral nerve block, response of pupils and blood vessels to small
doses of epinephrine, norepinephrine, and other sympathicomimetic drugs.

With metabolic balance techniques, 24-hour urinary excretion of aldosterone
was studied during potassium loading, during sodium depletion^ with expansion
of intravascular volume with albumin, and with ACTH. All subjects tolerated
potassium poorly, showing abnormal rises in serum potassium and small rises
in aldosterone secretion. Response to salt deprivation varied markedly, as

did the excretion of aldosterone; it appears likely that the location of
the lesion determines the degree of impairment of the response.

Proposed Course of Project:

These studies are being continued until it is possible to determine the
exact nature of the defect in patients with postural hypotension.

Part B included Yes No
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Part A.

Project Title;

On the Nature of Potassium Losing Renal Disease

Principal Investigators ; Bartter, Frederic C. , M.D. , and Gill, John R. „ M.D.

Other Investigators ; Delea, C. S. , Diller, E., Middleton, H. , Turner, R.

,

Berkant, D., and Kirby, C.

Man Years; Patient Days ; 250
Total: lo60
Professional: s 27

Other: 1<>33

General Purpose s

Hypokalemia associated with urinary potassium loss appears in a number
of syndromes. The present studies were instituted to determine what features
these syndromes have in common, and in particular the role of aldosterone in
the renal potassium loss. Although for the purposes of the present study
patients with primary aldosteronism have been excluded, the studies point out
the difficulty of establishing clearly the difference between primary and
secondary aldosteronism.

Major Findings ;

Two groups of patients have been studied: those with associated
alkalosis (2) , and those with associated renal tubular acidosis (3)

.

Studies have included balance studies with special reference to sodium,
potassium and hydrogen ions and renal clearance measurements.

In both groups of patients, inability to conserve sodium and
elevated urinary aldosterone have been demonstrated. It was clear
nonetheless that excessive potassium loss could occur when sodium was not
being lo«t in the urine. Conversely, severe salt loss was observed to-
gether v/ith the ability to maintain normal potassium balance. When the
extracellular and intravascular fluid volumes were expanded in these
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subjects, there was no clear evidence that aldosterone secretion
was diminished even though serum potassium was restored to normal c

Proposed Course of Projects

It is necessary that we determine whether the aldosteronism
is autonomous or secondary to factors in these subjects. The
effect of agents known to alter aldosterone secretion, including
metabolic blocking agents, is therefore being studied*

J

Part B included Yea No
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Part A.

Project Title;

Calcium Metabolism in Sarcoidosis

Principal Investigators : Gill, John R. , M.D. , and Bartter, Frederic C, M.D.

Other Investigators: C. Delea and Staff

Cooperating Units ; These studies have been done in conjunction with Br,

Norman Bell, (NIAID, LCI).

Man Years Patient Pays; 150

Total: .93

Professional: »23

Other: »70

General, gurposei

Patients with sarcoidosis frequently have hyperealeiuria even on a low

calcium intake. It has been suggested, but not proved that (1) hyper-

calciuria is secondary to increased calcium absorption, (2) the increased

absorption is a result of hypersensitivity to vitamin D s (3) steroids with

carbohydrate activity will decrease the hyperealcuria, and (4) this action

of the steroids operates by blocking sensitivity to vitamin D.

Major Findings:

Metabolic balance studies have been carried out in three patients with

sarcoidosis. Determinations included ealeium balance, phosphorus balance,,

nitrogen balance and periodic determinations of serum, calcium, phosphorus,,

and vitamin D. the design of experiment includes periods of added calcium

plus vitamin D, added calcium plus prednisone and all three treatments . A
large number of patients have been surveyed to determine their suitability

for tiiis program. Determinations have included Tm of phosphorus, response

of the serum and urine calcium and phosphorus to amphojel on a low phosphate

diet, and response to calcium infusion.

Results of the balance studies are still in process of analysis.

Preliminary data indicate that (1) patients with sarcoidosis differ markedly

in degree of ealeium absorption, (2) when these patients do show hyper-

ealeiuria with low fecal calcium they may exhibit normal blood levels of

vitamin D, (3) In patients with a low fecal calcium and hyperealeiuria,
prednisone may effectively diminish the hyperealciurla
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Proposed Course of Project ;

Collection of sufficient data, bearing on the points outlined

above, to produce a definitive conclusion.

Part B included Yes So
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1. General Mad* & Expo Therap c

2. Clinical Endocrinology
3. Bethaeda, Md,

PHS « NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A,

Project Title s

Study of Movement of Proteins and Lipids Through Arterial Walls
and Similar Tissues

Principal Investigator; Duncan, L„ E , Jr, 8 M D B

Other Investigators; Buck, K,, and Lynch, A, (Technical)

Man Years ; Patient Days ; None
Total: 2.50
Professional: 1,00
Others 1„50

Objectlyass

An understanding of the processes involved in the movement of
proteins and lipids into and out of arterial walls and similar tissues.

Major Findings :

The work has been carried out by studies in rabbits and dogs. Since

no method existed for determining the transfer rates of substances into

and out of tissues when their transfer rates are slow, our early studies

were devoted to working out such methods. In these early studies the

movement of labeled albumin through rabbit aorta and tissues which were
in some way morphologically similar to aorta was studied.

Following this the movement of labeled albumin into and out of

the aorta of the dog was studied. The larger size of this artery made
a more detailed analysis possible. The aorta was divided into a num-
ber of areas and each area was split into inner, middle, and outer
layers. The data obtained support the concept that proteins move from
blood in the aortic lumen across the intimal endothelium into the inner
layer of the aorta. A striking gradient of inflow rated for albumin was
found. In the proximal aorta near its origin from the heart, albumin
moves into the aortic wall very rapidly. This inflow rate decreases
progressively down the length of the aorta. The outflow" rates do not
exhibit any such gradient but are the same along the length of the
aorta. Thus, the concentrations of albumin in the proximal aortic
wall are higher than they are in the distal aortic wall.
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Knowledge of the factor causing this gradient would be

a matter of some interest, since it appears that this factor

is a major determinant of the rate of movement of proteins

into arterial walls. The gradient of inflow rates is not

caused by differences in lateral blood pressure since this i.s

the same along the length of the aorta. However, since the

diameter of the aorta decreases progressively along its length,

the circumferential tension to which the aortic wall is pub-

jected would tend to decrease proportionately as described by
Laplace's law. Current theory holds that proteins pass through

endothelium by moving through pores in the intercellular cement

which joins the endothelial cells rather than by passing through

the bodies of the cells themselves. It appears possible that the

greater circumferential tension in the proximal aorta separates

the endothelial cells more widely there than elsewhere and thus

permits proteins to flow through more rapidly.

This work has been extended to the study of the movement

of radio-cholesterol through the canine aorta. These data

present certain difficulties in interpretation that the data
for radioaibumin did not. However, it appears clear that radio-

cholesterol shows the same type of gradient of incorporation

rates along the length of the aorta that radioaibumin does. It

also appears that the rate of movement of radio-cholesterol out

of the distal aorta is much slower than the rate of movement out

of the proximal aorta, so that the concentrations of radio-cholesterol

in the distal aorta eventually exceed those in the proximal aorta.

Significance to heart research ; A widely held theory is that

atherosclerosis develops by the movement of lipids from serum into

arterial walls either as part of lipoproteins or by some other
mechanism. Quantitative study of the movement of proteins and lipids

into and out of arterial walls should increase our knowledge of the

variables and mechanisms involved in the process of atherosclerosis.

Proposed Course of Project ;

Currently, we are beginning to apply our techniques to the

study of the movement of cholesterol into the arteries of animals

with elevated serum cholesterol levels. We hope to be able to

study this process in both rabbits and dogs. The practicality of

iodinating lipoproteins and following their movement into arterial

walls is also being investigated.

Part B included Yes Ho
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Calendar Year 1958

Part B ;

Publications

lo Leroy E. Duncan, Jr. , Jerome Cornfield, and Katherin Buck, Circulation
of Iodinated Albumin Through Aortic and Other Connective Tissues of the

Rabbit. Circulation Research 6: 244, 1958.

2. Leroy E„ Duncan, Jr. , Jerome Cornfield, Katherin Buck, Circulation of

Labeled Albumin Through the Aortic Wall of the Dog. Accepted for

publication by Circulation Research.
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QEHOK'JfOLQGI BRANCH

Project Report

September 1, 1958 ~ December 31* 1958

lo a« Titles Studies on the mechanism of oxidative phosphorylation

o

bo Principal Investigator i Do Rao Sanadi (l/2 time)

Technical Assistance? Samuel Crowder

Co Progress During Past Four Months: This is a new project initiated
in September 1958 »

do Direction of Current Research t We had previously found that cad-
mium ions at extremely low levels would uncouple phosphorylation
from oxidation, The effect was reversed by dithiols but not by
monothiolso These results suggested that a dithiol might be
involved in the coupled phosphorylation»

Our immediate plans call for testing in mitochondria the effect
of Cd++ on various reactions that are apparently closely related
to phosphorylation 9 •eg« > ATPase aotivity under various condi-
tions and phosphate-ATP exchange „ We also propose to study the
effect of Cd#* in 8ub=®itoehondrial fragments shich have retained
their capacity to carry out oxidative phosphorylationo

?o Patient Days: Hone

3o Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospitals

Uo Publications and Awards: Hone

Prepared by D. Rao Sanadi
October 27, 1958
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GEROMTOLDGX BRANCH

Project Report

January 1958 » Decanter 195 8

le So Title: Choice reaction tirae ae a function of aging
Goals To investigate age decrement in reaction tine with

reference to stimulus complexity,. In general terms, the hy-
pothesis being tested is that age decrement increases aa a
function of increasing stimulus lnformation<>

'. :. ft

Method * Originally the prdceduie was to have subjects learn

to name each of eight symmetrically placed lights with one of
eight nonsense syllablas. After achieving a certain learning

criterion, the subject ttas to rsact to one light in eech of a
series of subsets of th« eight lights* Tne subsets consisted

of combinations of 1, 2/3, k or 5 lights. A series of 21* of

each subset was presented* Reaction time was measurod by a
l/lOO second timer which started with the presentation of one
light and stopped when the subject uttered a non=eease syllable o

The amount of information in bits was calculated for each subset

of lights by finding logg*, wh9li* x « 1, 2, 3, 1*, £<> The reac~
tion times are average*, over th© 2U presentations of each subset

for each subject o Bach subject produced, then, a relationship
between inf©nation Id bite and- reaction tis»o 'fi»se relations s

by inference from another study are supposedly linear, but this

assumption needs to be tested* Tfts prediction is that the older

subjects produce linear regression!) but with a steeper slope

than the youngerj in other words, the older subjects talcs rela-

tively longer to decide which light has coma on when the possi-

ble number of alternatives increases

•

On the basis of experience indicated under "Progress", certain

changes in method are now being instituted,, Bio number of

lights to be learned is being changed from eight to four. The

subset of lights will now be presented with the lights on rather

than off« The stimulus will now consist in having one light go

off The reasons for these changes are indicated belowo

b Principal Investigators! George Jo Suci (lA time)
Walier V. SurwiULo (1/5 time)
Melvin Do Davideff <X/k time)

Technical Assistances None
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@o Progress Duri»<j Fast Twelve Months: The apparatus for this study
was constructs by tha Investigators and a number of young and
old subjects w&re run* The results to date are ambiguous in
regard to lineavity i\rt& age differences are not reliable with
the N involved. The original procedure Involved such a stren-
uous learning task, tlvat the learning procedure plus the exper-
imental runs required sessions of considerable duration on each
of two successive days. Getting subjects to volunteer and, once
willing, to sustain a high level of motivation was a real prob=
lem We have therefore decided to change the procedure as indi»
cated above o The new procedure should also result in better ex~
peridental control of the subjects keeping a particular subset
in mind as the source of the oncoming stimulus <>

do Direction of Current ftesearclu The revision of the apparatus h&vtog

been completed, we are abiut to run pilot subjects through on the

revised procedure in ord©:« to obtain running time estimates and

solidify procedure <»

2o Eatisnt Days: Hot applicable

3, Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospitals

Uo Publications and Awards t Hone
,

Prepared by Kelvin 0, Da/idoff
October 30, 1958
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1958 « December 1958

lo a„ Title t Memory functions ae related to age
Goal s To study memory for different types of material and
sense modalities as a function of aging ° Ibree hypotheses
have so far been under investigation}
io Aged subjects 9 short span memories are more susceptible
to interference than younger subjects „

iio Measurement of vocabulary retention with recall tech-
niques show greater deterioration with age than measurement
with recognition techniques The project involving Hypothesis
ii is being temporarily dropped for want of appropriate old©.'

subjects* Data on the younger subjects have been collected.
Hypothesis 1 derives from the work of Welford and others, And
is motivated by the ambiguity of experiments with the aged
using the negative transfer paradigm,,
iiio She retention of verbal sequences is a function of •=>
queue® length, redundancy in the sequence, and age
Methods Hypothesis 1« a® amount of interference as aeasured
by anchoring effect on judgments of sizes of squares Is to be
observed for subjects of different ages A tenable rsypothesia
would predict greater anchoring effect for older subjects
Subjects are to learn to discriminate between five different
sized squareso Then five larger squares are introduced for
discrimination,, She first five squares are then judged againo
Only subjects who can learn to discriminate among the original
set of squares within a given number of trials as-e retained*
A control group of both young and old does not receive the in°
terpolated set of squares, but Instead are given an interpolated
pause equivalent to the time taken for judgment of the interpo=
lated set in the experimental group<> One can then observe whether
the interpolated set is actually Interfering with the memory of
the first set, or whether such deterioration would have occurred
over a similar period of time anyway,, 3he effect is measured
by the number of trials necessary to return to the level of
discrimination established in the first set of judgments <,

Sate of commencement t Summer of 19$7o
Hypothesis ill: Word lists, ten, fifteen, twenty and twenty-
five words in length, and of varying redundancy (such that
each word occurs independently of the last in the list, two
words are dependent but independent of the next pair, and so
on through seven word dependency) have been constructed,, Each
list is read to the subject at the rate of one word per secondo
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The subject is .eked to repeat as many words as he can
remember o Scoring is In terms of son® function of the

number of words recalled correctly* Analysis is in terse
of the interactions and primary effects of the -variables

of age length and redundancy« Since these same data will
be used in the test of onochef hypothesis (see Verbal Per-

formance study) j, each subject is tested individually and
repetitions are recorded on nagnetic tape,, Appropriate con-

trols re possible effect of order of presentation of the

word lists are incorporated in the study

bo Principal Investigators! George J« Suci (lA time)
Melvii Do Davidoff &A tiae)

Technical Assistance z Jesse Taffa (l/3 time since September)

Co Progress During Past Twelve Months*
i» Data on 62 experimental and 3U control subjects have been

obtained o Ihis has concluded our data collection lhe date

have been analysed with strong confirmation of the hypothesise

Hi, Twelve subjects In each of three age groups have been

runo Data collection is oontinuingo

d<, Direction of Currant Research}
io A paper describing this study is being writtena After

this paper is finished further work in this area will 00

instituted as time permit)! o

iiio Collection of data is continuing,,

2 Patient Days: Not applicable

3o Collaborators t Baltimore City Hospitals and the Veterans Admini^
stration Hospital at Fort Howard, Harylando

Uo Publications and Awards: None

Prepared by Jfelvin D Davidoff
October 30, 1958
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1958 - December 1958

a Titles Age changes in renal physiology.
Objectives; The objectives of this project are to describe and
elucidate the mechanisms of age changes in renal function*

Methods Employed; Standard clearance methods for the est!-

maTTon of GTF71T7 RoP.F., and Tm are used, Determlna-
tions of renal concentrating ability are being performed using
the Flshberg Technique with determination of urine osmolarity
by freesiug point depression.

The Wallenius Method of measuring glomerular permeability
employing dextrans of various molecular weights will fee used
to determine possible age changes in glomerular permeability

„

Hemoglobin clearance is being reinvestigated in the light of

newer knowledge related to the binding of hemoglobin in a
hemoglobia<4haptoglobin complex*

be Principal Investigators: D, A. Oursler (Full time)
M9 J. Yieagst (3/4 time)
J» Loweastein (1/4 time)
D, A. Olewine (1/4 time) 0S«Q>D.

Augo 4S 1958]

Other Investigator: No W, Shock

Technical Assistance: Ramona Dorcas (Full time)
Theresa Caryk {3/4 time)
Llewellyn Perkins {Full time)

(E.CDc Apr, 2B g 1958)

Co Progress During Past Twelve Months: Repeat tests of renal
function by standard clearance techniques are being continued
in connection with the longitudinal program. The number of

tests and the intervals between repeat tests are still too small
to draw any conclusions Renal functions are being performed
on all male Baltimore City Hospitals infirmary admissions
who are likely to be permanent residents. It is planned that
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Work on the dextran technique is continuing (Oursler and

A number of dextran fractions with a restricted band of

molecular weights have been prepared by reprecipitation
techniques for calibration purposes (Oursler and Ylengst)*

Nineteen male infirmary patients (ages 48-75]) have been
followed on a Fishberg type dehydration study in which urine
osmolarity was determined on samples collected at 3 hour
intervals after a control sample at 6:00 p„m and continuing
until 6:00 a, m. Fifty-five observations of urine osmolarity«e made* In almost bsjtf of the cases the control sample
(6:00 p„ m. ) or 3 hour sample (9:00 p« m. ) urine osmolarity
was equal to or greater than the 6:00 a. m» sample.
Urine/plasma ratios were calculated for this series of

patients. (P * 285, range 278-201). Using the highest u/F
found on two replicate tests for each patient we noted a u/F
of from 1. 59 to 4. 28 with an average of 3. 08. If only the
highest u/P is noted for each patient, the average becomes
3c 45. The inference is that some of these people may be
chronically dehydrated. Further experiments are underway
to clarify the situation. Outpatients who are being tested in
several other studies are also being investigated and will be
compared to our infirmary population (Oursler and Ylengst).

i

Work is now in progress (to perfect a technique for the electron
phoretic separation of free and bound hemoglobin (Lowenstein)<

fhe urine osmolarity was compared in two groups of Wistar
strain rats aged 19 and 26 months which were maintained on
an unrestricted food and water Intake. Average values for
14 animals in each age group were compared based on a
mean of 3 observations from randomly collected morning
urines. Urine osmolarity in the older rats was significantly
lower {1454 milliosmoies per liter, i. e. , & 101) than in the
19 month old animals (1905 ± 80) {£> « . 002).

The urinary protein concentration was compared with the
urine osmolarity on some of the animals in the above study.
The data indicate that an. inverse relationship may exist be-
tween renal concentrating ability and proteinuria—that is,

as the animal's ability td secrete a concentrated urine di-
minishes there is an increase in urine protein (Yiengst and

d» Direction of Current Research: Kenal clearance studies are
being continued. Clearances are being done on satisfactory
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male laftrmary admissions and will to® vepesled at regular
intervals. Another aeries of patients are being examines
fey the urine concentration technique. Dextran excretion as
an index of glomerular permeability will be followed as soon
as the methodology Is complete (Oursler and Ylengst)„ H@m©=
globin will be used in the study oS glomerular permeability
as well as in the reevaluation of hemoglobin clearances

Bats of various ages will be followed under stress condi-
tions such as dehydration^ water-loading, etc. 9 to measure
their concentrating ability. An attempt will be made to

adapt renal clearance techniques, as used in the human* to

rat (Yieagst and Otewine).

2« Patient Bays: Not applicable

So Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospitals

4. Publications and Awards:
Shock, N. Wo : The role of the kidney in electrolyte and

water regulation in the ag&d. fa: G« E ff. Wolsteuhoime
and Mo O'Connor (Editors), CC5a Foundation colloauig on
afeingo Vol. 4P Water aiifi electrolyte mefcabbtism to re °»

laticn to age and ses« j. aa. cnurcMii JU&, , Lmmh,
im, pp. w-wui.

Prepared by David A. Qureier
Movember 5» 1958
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GEBONTOL9GT BRANCH

Project Report

1958 - December

Title: Age changes in human performance.
This project is assigned to study the effects of aging on (a

the physiologic responses to exercise, Cb) the rate of recovery
of physiologic equilibrium after exercise, (c) muscular ef-

ficiency and £d) work output and fatigue. In addition, the fac-
tors responsible for limitations tax performance observed in

older people will be evaluated.

Measured amounts of physical work will be obtained in sub-
jects of varying ages by means of a calibrated arm ergometer
and Quantitative mechanical analysis of limb movement. A
treadmill will be used to induce higher levels of work. Mesa-
urements of oxygen uptake, CCte elimination, pulmonary
ventilation volume, heart rate, Diced pressure, and cardfec

output Cby the dye method) will be taken before, during s^d
after standardized amounts of exercise. Each experim'Qt in-

volves analysis of 3-8 samples of expired air for standardi-

sation of automatic gas anatyuerSo Other studies will include

measurements of speed of nerve conduction, reflex delay time,

and muscle action potentials. These phenomena will ce re-
corded on a six channel oscillograph or dual beam oscilloscope

as the experiment demands.

This is a continuing program. One of the most Important
aspects of the program will be to measure physiological re
spouses to exercise and evaluate physical performance in

'

same subjects at intervals of three to seven years.

bo Principal Investigators; Arthur H. Norj.'is (1/4 time)
Joseph A. Fal&oae, Jr. (1/4 time)

Other Investigators: Nathan i¥« Shock
Norman W. LeVora
Felix Hugin

Technical Assistance: John B. Melvin {8/3 time)
Eleanor E« Howard
Edna Phillips (3/3 time}

Mae F, Moody <$A
Lorraine D. Ward
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Progress During Past Twelve Months; The latency of super-
ficial reflexes fplantar flexor and superficial abdominal)
were measured in 14 young individuals (average age 32
years) and 15 elderly subjects (average age « 75 years).
The average latency of the plantar flexor reflex was 203
milliseconds in the young subjects and 270 milliseconds in

the old subjects, while abdominal reflex latencies were 50
milliseconds for the young and 160 milliseconds for the el-
derly subjects* The t-test showed the differences to be sig-
nificant (p ss < 0a OS and p » <0, 001 respectively). In elderly
persons the lowered excitability of these reflexes, as de-
termined by increased latency, is felt to be due to deficiency
of central excitatory processes which is reflected in effector
systems governing reflex activity, rather than those related
primarily to simple voluntary motor performance.

Steadies of mechanics of limb movement have emphasized the
relation between amplitude of swing and mechanical efficiency
for a series of rapid fanes and forth movements of the arm
around the shoulder as an axis. Forty subjects were tested
at 3 or 4 different amplitudes of swing*. Twenty subjects less
than 40 years of age showed an Increase In average mechani-
cal efficiency with an Increase In average displacement from
8 per cent efficiency at 0. 4 radians displacement to 15 per
cent efficiency at 1.8 radians. Twenty subjects 40 years of

age and older did not folljow this pattern* They Increased from
5 per cent efficiency at 0, 4 radians displacement to 9 per cent
efficiency at 0.8 radians!displacement but showed no further
increase in efficiency! as* displacement increased to 1*8 radians.
Measurement of both velocity and acceleration of the individual
swings permitted the calculation of the "driven displacement"
which Is the portion of the displacement during which the
muscles are exerting force on the limb as opposed to the por-
tion of the displacement during which the arm Is swinging free.
For both old and young subjects, "driven displacement" occu-
pies 90 per cent of the total displacement at 0. 4 radians and
only 50 per cent of the total displacement at 1. 8 radians. The
greater mechanical efficiency at high displacements is inter-
preted as the result of a greater proportion of 'tree swing" at
these displacements. , The differences in efficiency between
the old and young subjects at the highest displacements (1. 35
and 1*80 radians) are! interpreted as the result of more simul-
taneous recruitment ot greater numbers of muscle fibres in

the muscles of the young; subjects. This Is associated with the
observed greater accelerations and higher swinging rates in
the young suhjects» 1

* (

Direction of Current Research; Measurements of plantar and
abdominal reflex late^c^s will be extended to subjects of a
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higher socio-economic level and compared with measurements
of speed of nerve conduction made in ihe same individuals*

The studies of limb mechanics will be ©stended to greater

numbers of subjects in the saiae select groups of old and
young subjects with emphasis on monitoring the rate of work
performance and the timing eri recorded muscle action

:,'>

1

2, Patient DaysV None

3. Collaborators? Baltimore City Hospitals

BTo Robert W, Sfomsey, Medical College of Virginia,

Richmond, Virginia

Dr, John wi Magladery, The Johoo Hopkins Uni-

versity, School t£ Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland
i :

Dr. Robert B. Teasdall, The Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity, School a Medicine*, Baltimore, Maryland

4 Publications sad Awards: ;
,

lo Magladery, J, W«i ft, D. Teasdall, aadA„ SL Norriss

Effect of aging on plantar flexor and superficial abdomi-
nal reflexes in man—-a clinical and electromyographic

rttt$y° J. Geront., 13: (3), 282-288, July 1058 O

Prepared by Arthur H, Norris
October 31, 19S8
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GEROMTGIO® BRANCH

Project Report

January 1, 19S8 - December 31, 1958

lo a Title: Adaptive enzymes and ag£o

bc Principal Investigators Robert lo Qragerman (lA/58 - 6/3O/S8)

(3/3 time)

Technical Assistance 8 Janes Tucker (l/k time

)

Co Progress During Past Twelve Months s Too of the adaptive enzyme©
of liv§rp tryptophan peroxidase and tyrosine transaminase 9 hav®
been determined in mature (12=13 months old) and senescent (2U-
26 months old) ratSo Basal levels of the two ensymsSj. the re-
sponse of tryptophan peroxidase to substrate administration^ and
of both tryptophan peroxidase and tyrosine transaminase to adren-

al cortical hormone (hydrocortisone

)

9 has been studiedo In both
groups of animals

f
the mean enzyme activities were the same in

all instances o No relationship of the two enzymes to each ©they
was observedo

The data fail to indicate that senescence is accompanied by a
biochemically demonstrable impairment of the machanisms involved

in adaptive enzyme formation and rapid protein synthesis,;

do Direction of Current Research: This specific project is completed*,

2 Patient Days: Hone

3o Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospitals

ko Publications and Awards « None

Prepared by No W. Shock
October 3l» 1958
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oerohtologi branch

Project Report

January 1, 1958 => December 3l9 19^8

lo fto Title: Age changes in cellular and tissue biochemistryo

b Principal Investigators* Charles Bo Barrows
Donald Olswine

Other Investigators * V« W Shock
Jo A« Falsona^ Jr<>

technical Assistance * Lois Roeder
Frances Beran
Laurence Valentine

Co Progress During the Fast Ttaslve Months *

Objectives t The general purpose of this program is to examine

various iissuss of rats for changes associated with senescence in

tissue end cellular metabolism* Specific problems investigated

during this period have been*

(1) Oxidative phosphorylation in young growing rats as compared

with nature and senescent animals*

(2) The effect of age on the ability of rats to synthesis* var-
ious ©nsyssB by the depletion«repletien asthodo

Methods

t

Ihe rate of oxidative phosphorylation using succinate as the

substrate has been measured in mitochondria isolated from

liver by the nethod of, Schneider and Hogeboooo

(2) Three groups of young and old rats were either (a) sacrificed

immediatelyp (b) fed a protein free diet for 28 days or (e)

fed the stock diet of our laboratory for three days following

the period of protein depletion, Various ensymic activities

as well as RNA, DHA and protein nitrogen of liver and kidneys

of these animals were determined by accepted standard proced-

ures o

(3) lb® various tissue components described above (2) tsere also

determinsd in the tissues of 6 month old rats fed a protein

free diet for either 0, 2, h B 7 or 3k days*
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A marked agewise decrement in the rate of oxidative phosphor^
ylation ©ceure during growth rather than senescence <> However

j,

future studiea are indicated since the rates of oxidation
(oxygen uptake) and phosphorus eaterified par unit of raitochon°

drial nitrogen were found to decrease with decreasing amounts
of mitochondrial nitrogen employed in the test system (lo mgQ

and 1„8 mgo of mitochondrial nitrogen were ussd) Although th©

decrease in the oxidation per mg of mitochondrial nitrogen,,

attributable to the different amounts of mitochondria used9

did not appear to be dependent upon the age of the animals, the

decrease in phosphorus ©©testification did (l#
?
9& 9 16% in h

month
j,
12 month and 2k month old rats respectively) o Future

experimants will attempt to explain these observations o

(2) Experiments were carried out to test the two hypotheses} (a)

an impaired protein synthesis exists in old rats and (b) there

are groups of enzymes which differ in their lability during
Impaired protein synthesis and it is proposed that the most

labile are affected by agingo

No marked age differences were observed in total body
weights, kidney weights or the ensymie activities of kid-

neys in the control, depleted or repleted stats o In liv=

er agewise decreases were only observed in th© concentra~

tlons of D amino acid oxidase (33?) of both sexes and
eholinesterase (33?) of female rats« Following protein
depletion the concentrations of these enaymes aero found

to be markedly reduced and the same level of the individ-
ual enaymes were obtained regardless of age Skua the

young animals suffered a greater loss than the oldo Fol-

lowing repletion these ensymie activities returned to the

control levels (90°ll2f ) in the old rats but not in the

younger animals (6h°78&h However, the absolute amount
of ensyss restored was not markedly different in the two

age groups,, laese data support the hypothesis that the

concentration of soma but not all enzymes of liver may
decrease with age These results further suggest that
these age differences may not be due to an impaired abil-
ity of old rats to synthesise these enaymes

(b) Daring short term protein depletion marked differences
in the losses of the various enzymes occurred* However s

these data do not offer strong evidence that the agewise
differences observed in other experiments are a result
of an impaired tissue protein synthesis when they are

compared to the changes observed in slightly to moderate^
ly protein depleted rats* For example, although no age

differences in the I suceinoxidass and protein nitrogen of

liver tissue have ever been observed B marked decreases
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In those tissue Qoapami&a ware observed In ante depleted
for only two days,, An lmrease In the concentration of
SKA of liver does not /.ppear to occur in protein depleted
rats but has been consistently found in old anlaslSo Age
differences in the! concentration of liver cathepeln have
been difficult 'to establish due to large individual var-
iations in old k*ats, however , the concentration of this
enayme is increased 2«3 fold in old animals which have
tost body weight*, Ko increase in cathepsin of liver was
observed in protein depleted rata a

(3) The success of animal experimentation is dependent upon not only
adequate animal eoloif control regarding such factors as room
temperature p food, n.ter, pest, etc» but also upon the history
of the individual anlsals used for experiments,, Bros, the an~
isal care of our coloiy has been Improved to include more £r9~
quent weighings and physical examinations under a standardised
system for each ?at» Presently, special emphasis are being
placed upon the raeneseant animals 1a order to more precisely
define the nature of tfaa body weight loss which precedes the

death of the anlails. In addition, standardised autopsy pro-
cedures and the use of standardised data forms have been
initiatedo

do direction of Current Hesaarcht Future experiments will include:

(1) Further studies on the oxidative phosphorylation of mitochondria
isolated from livers of rats of different ages

(2) A final investigation on agewiue changes in protein synthesis

by the depleted=repleti©n methbdo
•

(3} Studies of changes in the concentrations of ensymes in animals
depleted by food restrictions o

(U) The physiological basis of terminal loss of body weight observed
in senescent rats.,

(0) Etasymie activity of tissues during regeneration (liver) and
hypertrophy (kidney) of organs in animals of different ages Q

2„ Patient Says <= Hone

3o Collaborators « Baltimore City Hospitals

ho Publications and Awards

lo Barrows, Co Ho, Ho We Shock, and Bo Fo Chows Age differences

in chdlinesterase activity of serum and livero Jo Qeront o

13: 20=23, 1958B

2 Barrows, Co Ho, M, Jo fiengst, and Ho Wo Shocks Senescence and
ths metabolism of various tissues of rats, J ?

Qerontq a l|s

351-355, 1958
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Barrows e C HOJ> and Bo F Chows Dietary Proteins and Synthesis
of Tissue Proteins, Chap , in: Ao A» Albanese (Editor

)

s
Proteins and Amino Acid RequSmnsnte n Academic Press (in press ),.

Prepared by Charles R Barrows
October 31, 1958
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wmmowm beahgb

Project Report

January 1, 1958 <= December JL, 19S8

lo aG Title i Studies on the dccnrrenes, isolation end properties of
Upofusein %geH pigments from human cardiac muscle <>

bo Principal Investigators: Bernard LQ Strshl&r (30$ of tins)
Albert So Mildvan (300 of time)

Other Investigator t Donald Mark, Baltimore City Hospitals

Technical Assistance t Malcolm Qee (UOjS of tins

)

©o Progress Boring Past Tselve Months : A method has been developed for

the (pantltative estimation of the lipcfuscin pigasnt of human
myocardiumo The method consists of a "random shot" method of

measuring relative areas (or volumes) of microscopic sections fey

measuring the frequency with which the points of intersection of

lines on an ocular grid fall on the microscopic object in qeee~
tiono

Using this technique, the % volume occupied by heart age pigment
has been measured for a series of hearts of various ages It

has been found (on the basis of the samples thus far investigated]

thatt (1) Shore is a linear increase in the % volume occupied by
lipofuscin pigment from OJg at around age 10 to about 1$ at age

100o (2) the % of myocardium occupied by muscle fibers is about

60~70# in the 0=10 year age group and drops to a nearly constant

\M in the U0* age group* Thus, the % pigment in the myocardium
is as mush as 10? by volume Shis inconsiderable amount is per~
haps sufficient to cause some decrement in swetion and reserve

capacity independent of other age dependent changes or patholo-

gies D (3) She total amount of pigment per heart does not appear

to be affected appreciably by heart aiae and moreover does not

appear to be correlated with any other clearly recognised path"

©logy a fhusj it may be considered as a pore age effect„

do Direction of Current Research! ¥e have isolated (in a state of high

fluorescence purity) several samples of this eompeundo A tech*-

nique for the estimation of the pigment in suspension is being

developedo The IS spectrum as well as the fluorescent or phos-

phorescent spectrum is being measured*. Elementary and group anal'

ysis will be undertaken i&en sufficient standards of purity have

been attained Q
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2 Patient Days} Stone

3o Collaborators s Dr\> Donald Mark 8 Baltimore City Hospitals

lio Publications and Awards t Mom

Prepared by Bernard L„ Strehler
October 31, 1958
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QKRONT0L0OI BRANCH

ftpojeet Report

January 1 9 1958 « Dseeaber 31s 1958

lo to litis s Cardio-raeoular henodyaudceo HIo Ike peripheral cireula-
tien in

bo Principal Investigator! Milton Landowne

©o Project terminated..

Prepared by No Wc Shock
October 31* 1958
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1958 • December

1» a. Titles Studies on mathematical-physical expressions of

population mortality*

bo Principal investigators: Bo L. Strehler (30%)
A, So MUdvan (30%)

Co Progress During Past Twelve Months: The general theory of

mortality described In last year's project report lias been
greatly expanded, developed and analysed. The present

form of the equation describing the Gompertz relationship

(R • RqS06*) is:

where: <£Hn « the extrapolated resistance to death at some
time t » a

T • a measure of the poorness of an environment

t » time

Rj. * mortality rate

R « conversion constant relating AfU and T

£ u fractional loss of AH /year due to inherent

aging

fflr) fractional loss of AHn/year due to T

Since R * K^lf* « - and RT " ^Tlir

where Hq and ©< are measured quantities it is possible to

estimate the maximum rate of inherent aging \p)d the
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minimum rate of environmentally induced "aging" £F(T)7
and their sum (/? + f(T). This valueJ'* f(T) is very close

to the range of values for the regression coefficients of

human functional capacities measured toy Shock et aL , font

is derived exclusively from population statistics.

The theory also permits an evaluation of the amount of re-
serve functional capacity si any age and predicts an approx!-

mate inverse relationship between log of intercept £Rq) and
Gompertz slope (oc) thus:

In Kc* - <* * m *c/L—l A

Making appropriate substitutions for Eq aud©<we can estl-

mate jf + fCT)« Its calculated value for poor environments
is approximately 1,,25%/year and for good environments is

approximately 0o7%/year« Thus normal senescence must
be equal to or less than a 7%/year which would predict a
maximum life span under the best of conditions of somewhat
less than 140 years.

d. Direction of Current Research; Further analysis of the

consequences of this theory and a critique and comparison
of other theories are presently under way,

2o Patient Days; None

So Collaborators; Baltimore City Hospitals

4, Publications and Awards; None

Prepared by Bernard L, Strehler

November 1„ 1958
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1958 - December 1958

a, Titles Longitudinal studies of human physiology and biochemistry

„

This project is designed to (1) facilitate repeated measurements
of various physiological, biochemical and psychological vari-
ables in the same individuals as they grow older , (2) coordinate
the utilization of the results of these measurements in establish-
ing indices of aging and (3) compare the effects of socio-economic
status on these results and the indices which may be derived
therefrom. This is a continuing program,

be Principal Investigators: Nathan Wo Shock (Director)
Arthur Ho Norris (Coordinator) (1/4 time])

Joseph Ao Falsoue, Jr (Clinical Director)

Other Investigators: Melvtn Do Davidoff
George J» Suci
Walter W» Surwtllo
David Ao Oursler
Jerome Lowensteln
Theodore BL Lundy
Albert Mildvan
Norman Wo LeVora

Technical Assistance: Dora Goldblatt
Edna Phillips (1/3 time)

do Progress During Past Twelve Months: Until this year, the
largest part of the physiology, biochemistry and psychology
research programs have consisted of studies of the population
of the Baltimore City Hospitals Infirmary Division There are
sampling disadvantages associated with the use of any institu-

tionalised population, Although in most of our studies we have
been able to identify serious disease and eliminate it from the
group studied, the unidentified effect of lower socio-economic
status of this population has undoubtedly altered the results of

the psychological tests and may have altered the results of bio-
chemical and physiological studies™ Moreover, short term
studies of age differences can only be conducted with the cross-
sectional approach in which conventionally defined age groups
are sampled at approximately the same time (within two or
three years), The results of such studies cannot predict
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satisfactorily the future course of physiological indices in an
individual primarily because some 50 year old subjects and
80 year old subjects may have equivalent function even though
they are selected from groups whose mean values are markedly
different o During the past year, we have been fortunate to re-
cruit a group of highly trained professional men who have agreed
to serve now and in future years as subjects for studies carried
out in this laboratory. These subjects live in the community
outside of institutions and are both actively working and retired.

Subjects are chosen by other subjects rather than referred by
physicians or chosen by this organisation Initially , the sub-
ject is given a thorough physical examination and the results
of this and any tests which may be of clinical interest are re-
ported to his physician. Testing,, which is primarily oriented
toward the cardiovascular , pulmonary and renal systems, has
been carried out on 34 subjects from this group whose ages
range from 23 to 97 years.

d, Direction of Current Research: We will attempt to identify ef-
fects of socio-economic and educational differences between
the hospital patients and the group referred to here.

An additional series of tests with emphasis on body compo-
sition and the neuromuscular system will be begun next year,
About four such batteries of tests will be conducted before
the present series is repeated, This will provide repeat
tests evBrj five years on the average.

Data handling will be considered in the light of the number of

variables involved and the number of subjects anticipated,

2, Patient Days: None

So Collaborators: W, W, Peter , Special Consultant
Scientists 9

Cliffs, Port Republic, Maryland

4o Publications and Awards:
Shock, No Wo % Some physiological aspects of aging. In:

To Co Desmond (Chairman), good News for Later life .

New York State Joint Legis, Commit, on Probl. of Aging,
Legis, Doc, No, 8, 1858, pp, 82-85,

Prepared by Arthur H, Norrls
November 3, 1958
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QER0NTQL007 BRANCH

Project Report

January 1956 ~ Doseiter 1958

Title % A study of CENTRAL=KERVOUS=SISTEM factors in aging
deficit,,

In two papers given at the Conference on Planning Research
on the Psychological Aspects of Aging (1955 ) a it was eug~
gested that the motor deficit observed in aging nay be ul~
timately referred to changes in the central nervous system,,

While this is a plausible hypothesis,, there is little «o°
pirical evidence to support or refute it Moreover, the
locus and nature of the postulated changes have not been
specified, nor have the mechanisms by which they appear per-
ipherally been described^

Ifce aia of this project is to investigate motor and sensory
deficit in the framework of a study designed to provide data
on oentral°nervous<=system activity., In this context, we will
attack problems relative to the general topics of attention
and motivation as well as those of deficito

Working Hypotheses
YZ In the absence of pathology, it is hypothesised that the
sensory and motor deficits or decrements observed in aging are
not independently occurring phenomena; decrement in one sys=
tern is related to, and goes hand in hand with, decrement in
the other

o

2 Such instances of impairment are peripheral concomitants
or symptoms of changes in the activity level of the Brain
Stem Reticular System (BSRS)o The BSRS, thus, is postulated
to be the common factor behind sensory and motor deficito

3o In nonaged subjects, changes in the activity level of the

BSRS appear, on the behavioral side, as changes in what are re-
ferred to classically as attention, motivation, and affect or
emotion We postulate that fluctuations in these processes are
related to BSRS activity in the same manner that sensory and
motor decrements are in aged subjects, and refer to a particu-
lar level of activity of the BSRS as the Central Motive State
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(CMS) of the subject o With high CMS, subjects are alert and
motivatedo Under conditions of very high CMS P subjects will
display symptoms of heightened affect or emotion* On the
other hand, with low levels of CMS, subjects would tend to be
lethargic, slow responding, and would show higher sensory
thresholds o We believe that aged subjects as a group will
tend to fall in this category—low CMS The lowest level of
CMS on this continuum would be observed in deep sleep

„

ho The activity level of the BSRS can be observed and re-
corded in intact human subjects by recording (electrically)
the amplitude of myotatic (stretch) reflexes Q Presently
available neurophysiological evidence strongly supports use
of this method

o

$ CMS and the level of activity of the autonomic nervous
system are related., The latter is related to some aspect of
the electrical phenomena of the skin

Plan of Studies
lo The initial study will be validatlonal and will investi-
gate the relation of the amplitude of the stretch reflex and
the galvanic phenomena of the skin to conditions of sleep,
rest, and activity as, for example, participation in a simple
and choice reaction task. We will attempt to show that these
measures vary concomitantly with gross changes in behavior
(ioSoj, changes from sleep to rest to activity) in separate
groups of aged and youthful subjects a Data from aged and non-
aged groups will be compared We expect that significant group
differences in these measures will appear „ with the aged group
showing an over=all lower level of CMS*

It is worth mentioning in this context that the Center for the
Study of Aging at Duke University recently reported that an
elderly group of subjects showed decreased mean amplitudes of
galvanic skin responses, as well as a decreased number of
"spontaneous" galvanic-ekin-response fluctuations, when com-
pared with a young group These findings are related to what
the investigators term a decrease in C a N S arousal, and are
found to correlate with decreased ability of the elderly group
in verbal recallo We expect to corroborate and enlarge on
these findings

2 A second study will be concerned with the relation of sen-
sory and motor deficit in aging to Central Motive State » Vis=>

ual, auditory, and pain-threshold determinations will be made

concurrently with recordings of stretch-reflex amplitude and
the galvanic-skin phenomena,, Sensory and motor-response effi-
ciency over a two-hour period of continuous vigil will be

studied through the use of a Mackworth "clock" e Data will be
analyzed in terms of possible relations between sensory and
motor function and level of CMS Q
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3o A third investigation will deal with the determination of
CMS in a study described elsewhere under the title of "Reaction
Tim® and Electrosncephalographic Correlates as Functions of Agingo"

ho Long-range plans include studies which will be concerned
with the experimental manipulation of CHS in the aged through
the use of drugs

„

bo Principal Investigator: Walter Wc Surwillo (2/5 time)

Co Progress During Past Twelve Months: This project is still not
beyond the stage of a few pilot runs with subjects „ Ihe labors

-

tory is now nearly complete „ The equipment for eliciting r.rtd

recording the stretch reflex is nearly complete <, Trial record-
ings of the galvanic phenomena (skin potentials) reveal that the

temperature of the skin at the site of the electrodes h, a factor
in the Do C c potential observedo It will be necessary,, therefore 9

to record skin temperature at the site of each electrode Addi-
tional apparatus for this purpose is required,, A display for the
presentation of either visual or auditory stimuli Ir. a simple and
choice reaction-time situation has been completedo

Progress on this project has been slow for two reasons %

lo Adequate assistance is not available for thfl construction
v

maintenance 9 and repair of the electronic and rachanical in-
struments used in this program,,

2 Adequate technical assistance is not available in the lab-
oratory for this projeeto Although through /necessity the inves-
tigator has instrumented this project with « view to operating
with as little assistance as possible

9
pilot runs reveal that It

is not feasible to operate alone A fairly high level of tech-
nical assistance is required for multichannel recording of this
sort. This assistance ie not presently available „ Fortunately p

in this situation, a new study 9 described elsewhere in this report
(vise, the EoE u Qo study

)

s has developed to the point where it is

profitably diverting a considerable amount of the investigator's
time In this new project 9 it has been feasible to operate more
independently and proceed with the assistance available

d<, Direction of Current Research: As circumstances permit,, the direc-
tion of the project will be maintained as indicated above

2 Patient Dayss Not applicable

3° Collaborators: None

Uo Publications and Awards: None

Prepared by Walter W Surwillo

October 30* 1958
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1, 1958 - December 31, 1958

lo a„ Titles Thyroid fun©tion and age 3 Thyroxine degradation study

o

bo Principal Inveatigatore t Robert I a Oregernan (l/l/58 = 6/30/58)
(1/2 tine)

George W Qaffney (10/15/58 - 12/31/58)
(1/2 time)

Other Investigators Marvin Jo Yisngst

Technical Assistance? So E Q Crowder (3A tims)(lAA8 - 10A5/58)
Margaret Sellaayer (l/2 tiae)
Raymond Flath (l/5 tiae)

©o Progress During Past Twelve Months s Additional subtests have been
studied with respect to the rate of disappearance of tracer doses
of intravenously administered 1^31 tagged thyroxine from the
bloodo A total of 70 men aged 18=90 years have been testedo
There is a highly significant reduction in the rate of disappear =>

ance of thyroxine from the blood o

Similar experiments were conducted in a series of old and young
rats under a variety of experimental conditions. These data ar@
being analysedo

do Direction of Current Research t The data will be analysed and pr®=
pared for publicationo

2 Patient Dayss None

3c Collaborators^ Baltimore City Hospitals provide space and all utilities

ko Publications and Awards 8 None

Prepared by No Wc Shock
November 10, 1958
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January \9 1958 «=> December 31, 1958

lo So Titles Cardiovascular hemodynamics., I Arterial perfoiiarce in
an

bo Principal Investigator: Milton Landowng*

Te©hnicai Assistances None

©o Progress During Past Twelve Months s Experimental work ^as been
torminatedo

do Direction of Current Research » Project t@naina.tedo

2 Patient Days; None

% Collaborators? Baltimore City Hospitals

Uo Publications and Awards

s

lo Land©wne 8 Mo? Characteristics of impact and pulse wave propaga-

tion in brachial and radial arteries o Jo applo Phygiolo c 12*

91=97 p Jan 1958o

2 Landowneo M»s The relation between intra=arterial pressure and
impact pulse wave velocity with regard to age and arterioscl^
erosiSo Jo Qeronto , 1|? (2) 9 I53~l6l 8 April 1958o

Prepared by No W Shock
October 3l p 1958

* No longer on staff c
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1 9 1958 - December 31» 1958

a Q Titles Cardiovascular Hemodynamics o II Cardiac performance in

maAo

bo Principal Investigators? Milton Landowne
Joseph Falsone
Theodore Reiff

Cc Project torminatedo

Prepared by No Wc Shock
October 31. 1958
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GERONTOLOGY. BRANCH

Project Report

January 1, 1958 ° December 31 9 1958

lo a Q Titles Studies on the effects of temperature on the aging processo
lo Drosophila studies

o

bo Principal Investigators Bernard L„ Strehler (20$ of time)

Technical Assistances M» Susann® Herman (60$ of time)

@o Progress During Past Twelve Jfcnths.: A great quantity of data on
the longevity of Drosophila at different temperatures has been
developed according to the methods outlined in last year's report <.

At present^, incomplete ©videos© indicates that short exposure t©
higher temperatures (up to 36® Co) does net appreciably eftang®

mortality rates 9 but that there is a permanent effect induced by
exposure to tamperstures above 38

e Co

do Direction of Current Research % Various combinations of duration and
intensity of exposure are being carried

2 Patient Dayss None

3o Collaborators % Baltimore City Hospitals

Uo Publications and Awards 8 Hone

Prepared by Bernard LQ Strehles?

October 31 „ 1958
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Reporh

January I, 1958 => Decenfcer 3l
8 1958

&o Titles Gas1© of patients housed on Ward B°2 (60 beds) who parti©i=
pate in studies performed in this unito In addition^ all
males acceptable for admission to Baltimore City Hospitals
Infirmary receive medical screening and treatmsnto

bo Principal Investigators Richard I Myers (lA/58 - ?/l/£8)
Jeroras Loneiistein (7/1/58 - 12/31/58)

(aA time)

Other Investigators Joseph A c Falsone (3/U time)

Technical Assistainsa s Baltimore City Hospitals Clinieal
Laboratories

©o Progress During Psst Twelve Months s Assigned July 1, 1958 through
December 31 8 1958

do Direction of Current Research t Stated above

o

Patient Days* Not applicable

Collaborators s Baltimore City Hospitals staff and clinical facilities

<

Publications and Awards s None

Prepared by Jeromt LewsnsteiR
October 31* 1958
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

August 18, 1958 - Decorator 31* 1958

lo fio Titles Theoretical study of distribution of metabolites around
capillaries •

bo Principal Investigator! Jacob J Q Blum

Other Investigators: None

Objectives i To develop equations for predicting the distribution of metab°
olites in the tissue surrounding a capillary The problem can best be Yis=-

ualized as follows: Arterial blood, flowing at a constant velocity s
v9 and

containing a metabolite of concentration CR9 enters a capillary of uniform
radius R^o As the blood (or other perfusing fluid) flows through the cap»
iHary, the metabolite passes out through the membrane of permeability H and
diffuses into the tissue (diffusion constant „ D) 9 where it is consumed by
the tissue in either a zero order , a first order

9
or, in the general case,

a Michaelis=Menten type of metabolic reaction. It is desired to know the

concentration of the metabolite at any point inside or outside the capillary:

Methods Employed : The methods of mathematical physics „ In later stages of

this work it may be desirable to compute various concentration profiles as

a function of the permeability, the diffusion constant 9 the velocity of
blood flow, the capillary radius, etc on a high speed computer

«

Major Findings : Equations have already been derived for first order and
sero order chemical reactions in the tissues.

Significance to the Program of the Institute % If it were possible to pre=
diet the concentration profiles of a substrate such as oxygen or glucose

around the capillaries, then one could investigate the variation of capil-

lary permeability and tissue diffusion constants with old age or with any
other physiologically interesting variable (exercise diseases of various

sorts
9
diet, etc)<,

Proposed Course of Project: It is hoped to: (1) investigate non=stationaryProposed course of Project; : it is noped to: \x) investigate nan-otatioit

stales, (2j study the effects of diffusion in the axial direction to see

whether it is justified to neglect these effects and (3) develop approxima

equations for treating the case when the tissue around the capillary oon=

eumes the substrate according to a non-linear rate.





2 Patient Days* Nona

3o Collaborators s Baltimore City Hospitals

ko Publications and Awards t None

Serial No NHI-76

Prepared by Jacob «J Blum
October 31, 1958
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GERONTOLDQT BRANCH

Project Report

January 1„ 1958 - December $ls 1958

lo *o Titles Studies on relationships between development and aging c

To Developmental correlations between the eye and the ner~
vous system in the mosquito, Aedea aegyptio

b Q Principal Investigators Dietrich Bodenstein (550

Other Investigators Richard White
(Washington Universityp

St Louis 9 Mo )

(Summer Fellowship)

Co Progress During Past Twelve Months s This project was begun in June

1958o The compound eyes of insects are intimately connected
with the cerebral nervous mass known as the optic lobes Each
optic lobe is made up of three optic glomeruli These struct
turesj, with the possible exception of one, arise during »eta=
morphosis by the transformation of the larval optic ganglion
The problem under investigation is to ascertain whether a reduce
tion of the peripheral field (load) in early larval life has any
effect on the central nervous systesto To this end a miero=eaut=
ery was designed by which small portions of the peripheral field,

ioOoj, the rudimentary eye, could be destroyed,, A large number
of operations (cauterisations) were performed on animals in dif°
ferent stages of development and marked eye defects in the
adult mosquito were thus obtained „ In order to study the possi-
ble effects of the experimentally produced eye defect on the

optic ganglion, special nerve staining methods were developed^

do Direction of Current Research* This material is now ready for
histological study,, Mr c White has returned to Washington Uni-
versity where he will continue these investigations

2o Patient Dayss None

3o Collaborators s None

ho Publications and Awards s None

Prepared by Dietrich Bodenstein
October 30 9 1958
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1, 1958 => December 31 p 1958

lo &o Titles Studiea on relationships between development and agings.

IIo Huooral control of the accessory sex glands in the
cockroach s Periplaneta anericana Q

b Principal Investigator! Dietrich Bodenstein (10$)

Other Investigator: Isabella Spragus
(Hto Holyoke College = National Science
Foundation Fellowship)

Co Progress During Past Twelve Months s This project was begun about
September 1958,

do Direction of Current Research: This problem has been attacked by
the use of transplantation 9 extirpation and grafting techniques

o

The secretory activity of the secondary female sex glands is
controlled by the juvenile hormone produced by the corpus alla~
turn* ThuB p by implanting the nonfunctioning gland of a teneral
adult female into the body cavity of a series of nymphs of known
age 9 one can assay the aliaturn hormone level in the host body Q

Tnis study
p
already quite far advanced,, indicates that the hor=

mone level differs in animals of different age

Another related problem under investigation is to determine at
what stage during the post«embryonic development of the insect
the sex glands are competent to respond to humoral influences u

This is being studied by transplanting glands of different age
into numphal and adult hosts g i*e c , into animals of different
humoral environments By the removal of different glands of in-
ternal secretion we are also able to alter the humoral environ^
ment, and to use such altered animals as hosts for the sex gland
transplants.

2 Patient Days; None

3„ Collaborators : None

Uo Publications and Awards t None

Prepared by Dietrich Bodenstein
October 30, 1958
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1„ 1958 » December 3l» 1958

I *o Titles Studies on relationships between development and aging:
IIIo Humoral control of ovary development in the cock-
roach. Periplaneta amsrlcana

b Principal Investigator: Dietrich Bodenstein (3$%)

Technical Assistance: Wilma Oabbay (l$%)

Co Progress During Past Twelve Months: This is a project begun about
January 1958 Q This study was designed to elucidate the hormon=>

al regulation of ovarian developments It includes a comparison
of the developmental behavior of the ovarioles in hosts of dif

=

ferent ag® u We have found striking cytological differences in
the cells of the various epithelial regions of the ovarioleo
It is known that the juvenile hormone is necessary for ovary
maturation but it is not known whether the observed cytological
variations are under the same humoral controls

do Direction of Current Research: 3his problem is being investigated
by the transplantation of different parts of the ovariole into
pregnant hosts o In the course of these experiments we have been
led to believe that the corpus luteum plays an important role
in egg maturation* The humoral cycle controlling the develop^
meat of the egg appears much more complex than originally visu=
alised and the possible involvement of the corpus luteum in this
cycle is of the greatest significance

»

2 9 Patient Days: None

30 Collaborators % None

Uo Publications and Awards s None

Prepared by Dietrich Bodenstein
October 30, 1958
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Deport

January 1, 1958 - Oocenter 31? 1958

lo »o Titles Studies on relationships between developnent and agings
V Nerve and nuscle atrophy in the cockroach, Peri°
planeta amerieana

b Principal Investigator: Dietrich Bodenstein ($$)

Technical Assistances Wilma Oabbay ($%)
Joanne Delp (Z$%)

Co Progress During Past Twelve Months: This project was begun in June

1958, Certain cosal muscles of adult cockroaches can be render-

ed functionless by the removal of the distal part of the lego

In these cases it has been observed that the nerves innervating
these muscles suffer atrophic changeSo Ihis effect might be due

to a reduction in the diameter of the individual nerve fibers or

a loss of fibers o A corollary to this problem is whether the

inactive muscles undergo degenerative changes and s if soj, what

sort of changes c There is some evidence of ousels change eor=
related with age but beyond this we have no further information*

d Direction of Current Research t A large series of experiments have

been set up to investigate this Ihis is a long-range project

since it takes months before the effects occur „ We intend to

sacrifice these animals at different time intervals and study

these changes histologically and hlstochemically in detailo

2 Patient Dayss None

3o Collaborators : None

ko Publications and Awards;

Bodenstein, Dietrich (in collaboration with 7 Detheir): Hunger in

the blowflyo Zeit f, TJerpsyehologle . 15 s 129~lU0 9 1958 c

Elected member of the National Academy of Sciences

o

Prepared by Dietrich Bodenstein
October 30s, 1958
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1958 - December 1958

1. a Titles Structure of nemoprofceims.,

b„ Principal Investigators Qanther L, Eteti&ora (1/2 time)

Technical Assistances Albert Qgfea&r (1/2 time)

Objectives;

a To elucidate the nature of the relationship between protein and pros-
thetic group in such compounds as hemoglobin, cytochrome-C, etc

b. To evaluate the relationship between the structures of these com-
pounds and their rotafc©ry dispersion curves,,

Methods Employed- Samples of various biologically important nemo-
proteins ' are prepared, and their absorption spectra and rotatory dis-
persion curves are determined. If the rotators dispersion Is anomalmag
in regions where the heme absorbs „ the heme group must be an asym°
metric center. It is tkm possible to subject the molecules to various
chemical stresses* and to determine the effect upon the asymmetric
center.,

Major F^adingss The heme group in hematin is not asymmetric* but it

Hcdmes a center of asymmetry in cytoehrome-C, hemoglobin* and
myoglobin,, A close fit between absorption maxima and anomalous dis-
persion is found for reduced hemoglobin, oxyhemoglobin* and metfee-
moglobln.

When hemoglobin is cleaved into half-molecules* dispersion studies
indicate that the heme asymmetry is lost. This Indicates that the four
heme groups in the hemoglobin molecule are so placed that both sides
of the heme group are Identical in the half-molecule

.

Significance.of the Program to the Institute: The compounds under
investigation are of great importance in the chemistry of blood and the
chemistry of living cells. The Gerontology Branch of the Heart Insti-
'isftci is interested in the functional changes that accompany the aging
process; a knowledge of the structure of the important cellular constit-
uents is of prime importance in the understanding of biological functions
as well as of changes in these functions,
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Direction at' Curre«t Research? The hemoglobin molecule will to© dis-
sected by various chemical techniques; and the effect of each dissection
upon the heme asymmetry will be determined It is hoped in this way
to obtain an accurate placement of the heme within hemoglobin.

The mechanism of hemoglobin denaturation will be followed by rotatory
dispersion techniques,

Similar studies will be carried out on catalase, peroxidase, chlorophyll,
and vitamin Bj«o

Publleatiasas and Awards;
Elehhorn*, ^„ i,, s and JT Fo Cairns: Rotatory dispersion of cytochrome-C.
Nature, 181. 994 B 1953.

Prepared by Gunther L. Eichhora
October 31 1956





Serial No, s NHI-82

GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1958 - December 1958

:l, a, Titles Age changes in the chemical composition of various
tissues of the rat.

Objectives: The objectives of this project are to investigate
age changes in chemical composition of tissues. The aim of

specific investigations now in progress is a twofold study to
determine {I) the effect of age on the serum proteins of rate

s

and (2) whether such age differences may he explained on the
basis of serum protein synthesis.

Methods o° Standard methods of chemical analysis are used
for the determination of serum protein and albumin. These
measurements will he done on animals aged 2 P 12 and 24
months . In additions, animals of these same age groups will
fee CI) subjected to 21 days of protein-free feeding and (2)

3 day or 1 day repletion with the standard laboratory diet

bo Principal Investigators M. J, Yiengst (1/4 time)

Other Investigators Charles H. Barrows

Technical Assistances Theresa Caryk (1/4 time)

Co Progress During Past Twelve Months? Thus far this expert*
ment has been done on 34 rats aged 24 months . There were
no changes c£ any significance in serum globulin levels dur-
ing the experiment. However , the albumin concentration
decreased markedly during the 3 week depletion period fol-
lowed by a return to control values after 3 days of repletion
and a small overshoot after 1 days of repletion.

d. Direction eC Current Research? The procedure 9 as given
above , will be extended to include 40 animals in each of

the respective age groups

,

2. Patient Days? None

3. Collaborators . Baltimore City Hospitals





~ A ~
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4o Publication* aad Awards % None

Prepared by MarvtB Jo Yiesagst

November 1, 1958
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1958 - December 1958

lo a. Titles Age studies of cell particulates and fractious.

bo Principal Investigator; Joseph A, Falzone (1/2 time)

Other Investigators s Charles Barrows
Marvin J, Ylengst
Nathan Wo Shock

Technical Assistances Theresa Caryk (1/4 time)
Lois Roeder {1/4 time)

Objective-* ; This project Is designed to measure age changes in the

morphology*, chemistry , and function of separable protoplasmic particles.

The working hypothesis of these studies Is that overall cell function may
be well maintained until the moment of ceil death by virtue of compen-
satory adjustments in the activities of its parts

Methods Employed? Animals used will generally be the same as for

Project NOo i&3; l. e. , young adult and old rats aged 12 and 24 months
respectively. The basic technique is that of differential centrtfugatton
of tissue homogenates at 0*-4* C using an ordinary or uttracentrtfuge
depending upon particle size. Other techniques required by special
problems are indicated below «,

Progress During Past Twelve Months; Nuclear studieso

tions have been derived which predict the theoretical density
gradient produced by our machine, The measured gradient
(last report) agrees reasonably well with the predicted gradi-
ent,. Experimental runs on an additional 8 rats have been
completed with results similar to those reported previously „

!••• , a clean separation of diploid from tetraploid liver nuclei.

The experimental work for this study is thus considered com-
plete and a manuscript is in preparation.

The age comparison of mean DNA per nucleus in rat liver

C® « 38)) was reported previously. We have also found that in

sections average volume of hepatic nuclei or incidence of giant

nuclei does not change significantly with age* The occurrence
of giant nuclei is not frequent enough to significantly alter mean
DNA per nucleus results, Calculated mean DNA per hepatic
nucleus {from the differential counts and DNA value for stromal
nuclei) is also not significantly different with age or sex.



•
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Mitochondrial studies For the extremely Interesttng meta-
bolic findings, see Vr Barrows" reports Our preparative

technique Is virtually identical to that used by Welnbach and
Garbus (personal communication from Or. Welnbach]) so that

differences in results cannot be explained on this basis.

RNA study o SNA analyses on fractions from the last 10 rats

have been completed with results essentially the same as those

described previously B Statistical analysis of these data is not

complete so we prefer not to make any summary statement at

this timea

No further extensions of cell fractionation techniques have

been made since last report.

Direction of Current Research: Completion of mitochondrial

study. This will probably Involve oxidative phosphorylation

runs on another group of 40 animals, probably of one sex*

with age levels intermediate between those already studied*

Application of routine histological methods to rat tissues^

TEG has several purposes, " '

1. Qualitative description of tissues used for metabolic
studies and to supplement gross autopsy findings on rats

2 c Application to other studies

.

3o To obtain quantitative data to be correlated with chemical
findings (In very selected problems, 1 e , as we have done
with nuclear volume and DNA content).

Most of the equipment for this has been obtained.

Extension of cell fractionation techniques as described pre-
viously, with empnasis upon isolation of whole cells of a
single type for metabolic studies , Tftese needs are not an-
swered by tissue culture because of the demonstrated meta»
bolic alterations produced by this environment.

2. Patient Days: None

3, Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospitals

4L Publications and Awards:
lo Falaone, J, A*, Jr<>„ C Ho Barrows, Jr., and N. W.

Shock: Age and polyploidy of rat liver nuclei as meas°
ured by volume and DNA content, J. Per oat. <<Xn press]

Prepared by Joseph A„ Falsorae* Jr=

November 5, 1958
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1958 - December 1958

a. Titles Pulmonary physiology as related to age.,

The goals and aims of this project are to describe age changes
to pulmonary function. These studies involve measurements
of the volumes of the lung compartments and the functional
capacity of the pulmonary system,, Including the mechanical
aspects of the bellows function and the responsiveness of the
pulmonary system to experimental stimulation and displacement.

In addition to the standard methods of measuring lung volumes,,
a helium washout technique has been developed to give esti-
mates of functional volumes as welL An attempt will be made
to relate functional measurements to anatomical measure-
ments made directly on the chest and to roentgenograph^
measurements. In addition, the laboratory measurements of

pulmonary function are being compared with the responses to
exercise and with clinical estimates of pulmonary and work per -

formance limitations of older subjects.

This is a continuing program. Not only will subjects of dif-

ferent ages be compared, Imt individuals who are available
will be remeasured at intervals of three to seven years-

bo Principal investigators Arthur H, Norris (1/4 time)

Other Investigators^ Joseph A. Falcone, Jr.

David A, Oursler

Technical Assistance? John B, Melvln (1/3 time)
Mae F, Moody (1/3 time)

c> Progress During Past Twelve Months s Measuremei^ of height
and spinal curvature have been completed for 92 subjects
from 20 to 89 years old who have had satisfactory lateral
chest x-rays as well as pulmonary function tests., Thoracic
height was measured from the middle of the top of the third
thoracic vertebra to the middle of the bottom of the twelfth
thoracic vertebra and spinal curvature was measured as the
perpendicular distance from the front (ventral)) side of the
eighth thoracic vertebra to the line which measured thoracic



'
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heights The regression of thoracic height on age was 0„ 3 cm,
in 10 years while the distance between the front of T8 and the
line between T3 and T12 Increased 0, 1 cm. In 10 years.
Geometric comparison of these two measurements indicated
that the reduction of thoracic height was attributable to spinal
curvature rather than possible Intervertebral disc compression.

Preliminary experimental measurements of the oxygen cost
of lung ventilation have been carried out and are being evalu-
ated. Pulmonary function tests are being performed on a group
of subjects of various ages whose socio-economic level is

higher than those previously tested under this program and
who have agreed to be available for reteet

do Direction of Current Research: Methods for measuring the
oxygen cost of lung ventilation will be evaluated,, A satisfac-
tory method for measuring the oxygen cost of ventilation will

permit correction for possible age differences in this function
and thereby provide better estimates of mechanical efficiency.

Studies of age changes in the elastic properties of the intact

lung will be attempted* Since aging is accompanied by loss
of tissue elasticity , measurements on the lung may afford a
useful index of physiologic age

2 U Patient Days: None

3. Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospitals

4 Publications and Awards: None

Prepared by Arthur Ho Norris
November 3„ 1958
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1958 - December 1958

a. Titles Age difference in body size and composition
This project is designed to describe age differences in body
sise and composition to compare various size and composi-
tion measures made concurrently in individual subjects,, and
to examine the relationship of these age differences and com-
parisons to physiological responses.

Height and weight data will be obtained by the usual anthropome-
tric methods o The volume of the body will be measured by its

displacement of helium in a closed chamber. The density of

the body will be calculated from these measures after correc-
tion for total skeletal mass estimated from roentgenograph^
films of the femur and humerus „ Body fat will also be esti-
mated from skinfold thickness and roentgenographs techniques.
Estimates of lean body mass will include (1) basal metabolic
rate determinations made with standard open circuit methods
and $) body water and fluid distribution determinations made
from the distribution curves of injected antipyrene and sodium
thiocyanate.

This is a continuing program These studies will be carried
out in people of different ages and In the same people as they
become older

«

b» Principal Investigators: Arthur Bo Morris {1/4 time)
Theodore EL Lundy (Appointed July 1,

1958)

Other Investigators t Nathan Wo Shock
Marvin J. Yiengst

Technical Assistances Constantlne Jo Manaras

©o Progress During Past Twelve Months i Improvements have been
made in the instrumentation and technique of measuring body
volume by helium displacement which permit reproducibility
of 0,3% for either humans or standard volumes.

Body composition measurements have been performed on 30
subjects of various ages who have agreed to be available for
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retest Twenty-one of these have total body density values

which are in a reasonable range (0, 98 to 1. 050)., These data

are beiog evaluated and compared to the other body compo-
sition estimates

d. Direction cf Current Research: An integrated measurement pro-
gram wh\ch includes selected indices of body size and compo-
sition will be continued,, Some techniques are provided through
cooperation of investigators outside the Public Health Service

while othors are standardised procedures used in this labora-

tory Data are available for comparison with other physiolo-

gical data which may be collected on subjects of these studies,

Moreover
}
subjects whose size (or composition) varies widely

from mean values will be selected for study;, and experimental
and therai»eutic displacements of body composition may be

2o Patient Days: Nvme

3o Collaborators ? Baltimore City Hospitals

Dr. Stanley Mo Gam, Fels Research Institute,

Antloch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio

DTo Earaid Schraer, The Bone Density Research
aid Evaluation Center, Pennsylvania State University

,

University Park, Pennsylvania

DTo Paul Baker, The Bone Density Research and
Evaluation Center, Pennsylvania State University,

University Park, Pennsylvania

DTo Saul Po Baker, Department of Medicine,
Chicago Medical School, Chicago, Illinois

Prepared by Arthur H. Norris
November 3, 1958
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1 8 1958 - December 31 » 1958

lo ao Title: Osmotic Homeostasis

bo Principal Investigator* Theodore Reiff (2/V58 - 6/30/58)

Other Investigators* Marvin Jo Yiengst
No Wo Shook

Technical Assistance: Raymoad Flath

oo Progress During Past Twelve Mentha: A colloid osmometer has been
described with the following advantageous characteristics:

(1) It. is entirely autOBebio««°ioeo 9 no balancing of oncotic
pressure with an externally applied pressure Is necessaryo

(2) A complete pv9Baure°time tracing of the approach to equi~
librium la obtained so that the course Hay be followed
during this ustual runo

(3) Serial determinations may be easily and very rapidly
performed

o

(4) The instrument ia capable of semi»aicro determinations on
volumes from 0<>5 to Ool emo^o By making a smaller solution
chamber o the volume of solution needed can be made corre=>

spondingly ljaso

Measurements of '..he rate of adjustment of oncotic pressure of
the bloods, following the intravenous administration of serum
albumin has been measured in a selected group of subjects

o

do Direction of Current Research: This specific project has been
completed

o

2o Patient Days: Noneo

3o Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospitals

o

Ao Publications and Awards:
Reiff; To Ro? and Mo Jo Yiengst: A rapid automatic semi-=aier©

colloid osmometer o Jo Lab olino Medo» (in press)

o

Prepared by No Wo Shock
October 31 1958
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

August 18 9 1958 - December 31 • 1958

lo ao Title : The role of eulfhydryl groups in muscle action

o

bo Principal Investigator; Jacob Jo Blum

Other Investigators s None

Objectives ! It is known that the muscle protein myosins which catalyzes
the enzymatic hydrolysis of adenosine triphosphate and of its analogues
(UTP 9 CTP 9 GTPg ITP) has many sulfhydryl groups which are important in the
ensymatic and in the contractile processes o By the use of certain SH group
blocking agents such as parachloromarouribensoate (PCMB)o it is possible
to accelerate and/or inhibit the rate of hydrolysis of ATP and its ana-
logues o By detailed study of the kinetics 9 it is hoped to deduce the eon=
tribution of the aromatic ring to the binding of the substrate to the ©n<=

aymatie siteo Such information will be of value not only in understanding
the mechanism of action of myosin as an ensymes but may also permit insight
into the nature of the transduction of the chemical energy of ATP into me»
chanical energyo By comparing the effect of PCMB on the contractile re-
sponses of the muscular system when ATP 9 ITP 9 etco are used as substrates
it will be possible to correlate the ensymatic effects of SH groups and of
the substrate aromatic ring with the mechanical ohangeso The contractile
effects will be studied on muscle models of varying complexity ranging
from purified actin-^gyosin mixtures to glycerol treated psoas fibers

o

Since it is highly probable that the SH groups in the muscle protein actin
are intimately Involved in the contractile process 9 it will also be neeae=>
sary to investigate the effects of PCMB on the interaction between myosin
and aetin©

Methods, Jfew&qyofl : Ensymatic rates will be measured by the Fiske=dubbarow
method and by pH measurements in unbuffered solutions o Sulfydryl groups
will be estimated by spectrophotoraetric procedures © Contractile studies
will be done both isotonle&lly and isometrically on glycerol treated psoas
fiberso Changes in length and/or aggregation of aotomyosin in solution
will be examined primarily by light scattering and superprecipitatlon
studies

o

Ma
r
1or Finding a Noneo Work will begin on this project when the laborato-

ries are ready

o

sl?fflifiea¥?Q of fflla Research to,, ftfoa Program, of the ,,,Instate; Sulfydryl
groups play an important role in the structure and function of many pro-
teins and any further knowledge of their role in the conversion of chemical
to mechanical energy will be of value in many areas of biology

o
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Proposed Course of Project : The interaction of ATP 9 ITP 8 etco with myosin
affects not only the substrate (which is hydrolysed) but also the enzyme

o

The different analogues affect the heat stability of the enzyme different-
ly and it is probable that SH groups are involved in determining the de«=

gree of heat stability that a given substrate can confer on the proteino
This project will begin with a detailed study of the reciprocal effects of
PCMB and of ATP and its analogues on the thermal stability of myosin and a
comparison of these effects on thermal stability with the enzymatic aetiv«
ity of myosin under the same conditions

o

2o Patient Days: Noneo

3o Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospitals

o

U° Publications and Awards: Noneo

Prepared by Jacob Jo Blum
October 31 $ 1958
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GEROHTOLQGI BRANCH

Project Report

January 1 9 1958 - December 31 9 1958

lo ao Title: Studies on the comparative physiology of senescence:
Gampanularia regressions

ho Principal Investigators Bernard Lo Strehler (10% of time)

Other Investigators^ Sears Crowell» Marine Biological Labora~
tories and Indiana University

Matthew Pollack , Baltimore City Hospitals
Robert Kohn» Rockefeller Institute
Charles Wyttenbaeh* Carnegie Institute

Technical Assistance: Malcolm Gee (10% of time)

Co Progress During Past Twelve Months z This research 9 which was de=
signed to elucidate the chemical mechanisms underlying^ and the
physiological significance of the systematic regression of the
hydranths of the colonial hydroid 9 Gampanularia & was carried
out at the Marine Biological Laboratories » Woods Hole 8 Massa=
ehusettso

It was shown that the older hydranths are comparable to young
ones up to the onset of regression in their capacity to (1)

catch food (artemla) and (2) digest and transmit food to the
other members of the colonyo

It was also shown that the concentration of ATP of hydranths
drops continually during their aging process and reaches van=>

ishing concentrations (by extrapolation) at the time of regress
siono Thus it may be that the limiting factor for hydranth
persistence is the available pool of purine nucleotides

o

These combined studies suggest that hydranths do not undergo de=
generation because of a loss of capacity to function normallyo
Rather they suggest that senescence may have an adaptive value
to the colony by forcing a redistribution of feeding bodies to

points of greatest efficiency (the periphery) on a regular baalsc

do Direction of Current Research: V® are attempting to culture these
animals in the laboratory in order to investigate further the
mechanisms of their growths senescence and regeneration cycle

o





Serial No„ NHI-88

2o Patient Days: None

3o Collaborator j Baltimore City Hospitals

4.0 Publications and Awards) Nons

Prepared by Bernard Lo Strehler
October 3U 1958
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1 9 1958 - December 31 » 1958

lo ao Titles Studies on changes in localisation and/or concentration of

molecular populations during agingo

bo Principal Investigator: Bernard Lo Strehler (10% of time)

Technical Assistance* Malcolm Gee (20% of time)

Co Progress During Past Twelve Months:

(1) Paper chromatography of fluorescent amino acids - no
progress

o

(2) Electrophoresis - Starch gel electrophoresis of various

organ extracts followed by histoohemioal localisation has

been successfully undertaken©

(3) ATP assay vso age - See report on Campanularia studies

o

do Direction of Current Research: This program area is in temporary

abeyance because of the intensive effort on the more promising

areas of activity

2o Patient Days: Noneo

3o Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospitals

©

4© Publications and Awards: Noneo

Prepared by Bernard Lo Strehler
October 31 9 1958
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1» 1958 - December 31 » 1958

lo ao Title: The effects of aging on the developmental capacity of
organ discs in the fruit-fly 9 Drosophila ©

bo Principal Investigator : Dietrich Bodenetein (10%)

Technical Assistances Wilms Gabbay (25$)

Co Progress During Past Twelve Months: This is a new project begun
about June 1958 « Our Drosophila cultures for these experiments
are nov ready B and some preliminary control experiments have
been performed

o

do Direction of Current Research: Organ discs of Drosophila increase
in siae during larval lifeo Thus 9 during this period 9 only
growth takes place © They differentiate into the Imagin&i strue=
ture during pupal life, a span of about three days© We intend
to investigate whether agings without allowing for growth and
differentiations has any effect on the developmental capacities
of these organ discs© Growth and differentiation of these
discs are controlled by hormones© In the absence of these hor=
mones® these processes cannot occur© By culturing the larval
discs in an adult host$ no growth or differentiation occurs b©=
cause the adult environment is hormone«°freeo These discs can
be left in the adult fly for up to fourteen days (limit of life
of host)} they may then be taken out and retransplanted into a
second host where they can remain for the same length of time©
This procedure can be repeated and the discs aged for as long
a period as one wishes© Different age discs can be transplant^
ed back into a larval host where they will develop to imaginal
completion in synchrony with the host organs© The development
tal capacity of the aged discs can be evaluated by the struc=
tural patterns differentiated©

2© Patient Days: None©

3© Collaborators: None©

4-° Publications and Awards:
Bodenetein s> Dietrich: Contributions to the problem of eye pigments^

tion in insects: Studied by means of intergeneric organ transplant
tations in Diptera© Publication of Smithsonian Institution (in

Prepared by Dietrich Bodenstein
October 30 9 1958
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GBROWTQLOS? BRAHUH

Project Report

Septesber l e 1958 - Deeeabsr 31» 1958

lo a» Title* Studies oa the issohaaisa of oxidative deearbosylatioa
of oC-keto acids*

bo Priaeipal Investigator: Do Rao Saaadi (l/Z tise)

Technical Assistance: Robert I»o Searls

Co Progress During Fast Four Moaths: This ia a new project initia=
tad ia October 1958°

d« Direetioa of Current Research: Previous work has shown that the
oxidation of <sf«=k©t©glutar@t® catalysed by the dehydrogenase
froa heart gsusel© probably occur© in foor sequential steps o

The ©nays® is a complex of unusually high aoleealar weight
(2 sillioa) coataiaiag diphosphothias&a® aed thioctie acid ia
ti#tly bound forsso Attempts will bs sad© to disrupt the
soaples by digestion with trypsin aad to devise assays for
the individual surviving components o 1M® would enable frae~
tioaatioa of the aubuaits of the empXaxo Th© ultisat© aia
ia to Isolate each of the ©nsyaatie units and reconstitute
thea to obtain the complete oxid&tiono

2o Patieat Bays: Honeo

3o Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospitals

«

4o Publications asd Awards : Hone*

Prepared by Do Rao Sanadi
October 27* 1958
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QEROSTOLOOY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1, 1958 - December 31, 1958

lo ao Htla: Studies on relationship between development and aging

:

17 o Studies on leg regeneration in the cockroach, Peri°

planeta amerlcanao

bo Principal Investigator) Dietrich Bodenetein (?$%)

Technical Assistance: Wilms G&bbay (V>%)
Joanna Delp (1$%)

Co Progress During Past Iteelve Months: Tai» is a new project begun
about January 1958 Ihe study of regeneration offers a unique
opportunity to Investigate tissues la different stages of dif°
ferentiatione The nature insect has lost its powers of regener°

ation 9
but by appropriate horaone application, regenerative

events can again be initiated. It has been found that tissues
from younger animals respond to the humoral stimulus with
greater ease than those of older animals*, The present investi=

gations are concerned with the state of determination of the
different parts of the regenerate and its relation to humoral
and nervous influences,. These problems have been attacked by
following the development of isolated parts of the regenerate
in vivoo loung isolates are apparently able to regulate to a
considerable extent o The regulative capacity of older ragen°
erates is much more limited a

do Direction of Current Research: These isolates apparently do not
contain nsrveSo Since nerves are ^supposedly necessary for re-
generation, the isolates are currently being examined for the
presence of nerves „ Attempts are also being made to produce
nerveless regenerates by transplanting legs heterotepical3y
Ihe relation between innervation and muscle formation is an
important problem, and our material is ideally suited for such
investigation,, It is now being examined histologically

2 Patient Days: None

3« Collaborators % None

Uo Publications and Awards:
lo Bodenetein* Dietrich: Ihe role of hormones in the regener-

ation of insect organs „ Scientia (in press )„

Prepared by Dietrich Bodenstein
October 30, 1958
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QEROMTOiDGr BRANCH

Project Report

January l s 1958 <= December 31 9 1958

lo a Title: Metabolism and Endocrinology Thyroidal radio=iodid© up=

take and »eroa protein bound iodine as influenced by age

bo Principal Investigators: Qeorge Wa Qaffney (10A5/58 - 12/31/58;
Robert I* Gregerman fr/l/58 - 6/10/58)

(lA tine)

Other Investigators

«

N„ W Shock
Marvin J Yiengst

Technical Assistances S, E„ Crowd®? (lA/58 - 10/15/58)
(1/5 ti«e)

0o Progress During Past Twelve Months: The data on 1-31 uptake by
the thyroid gland in 131 subjects aged kl~9h years have been
subjected to statistical analysis „ No significant change in

the uptake of I^ by the thyroid gland -was found with increase

ing age No significant alterations in the level of protein
bound iodine in the circulating blood was found with increasing
age It is concluded that toe thyroid gland of the healthy old

nan stakes available to him enough thyroid hormone to serve his

needs under conditions of ordinary daily activity.,

Administration of TSH to aged males failed to demonstrate any
impairment of metabolic responses to the hormone

do Direction of Current Research: Work on the specific project will

be concluded with the preparation of appropriate manuscripts a

2 Patient Days: None

3« Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospitals provides space and all
utilities

o

Uo Publications and Awards:

lo Watkin 9 Do Mo : The assessment of protein nutrition in aged mane

Anno N Y Acado Solo ,, 6_9s (Arto 5) s 902=915, Jan 10 o 1958 Q





Serial Ko KHX-93

2o Gaffnay9 0. W., D H. Wat&in, and B. F Chow: Vitamin Brg Ab=
sorptions Relationship between oral administration anduri^
nary excretion of eobalt»°~Xabelad cyanoeobalamin following
a parenteral dose a Study of doses of 2 to 2£0 micrograms in
iMo apparently healthy »» of ages 20=92 „ J a Lab, olin<, Wedo„
(in press

)

3. Baker9 S. P„, Q. W„ Oaffney, N«, W Shock „ and Mo Landowner
Physiological responses of five middle-aged and elderly men
to repeated administration of thyroid stimulating hormone
(thyrotropini TSH)o Jo QerontOP (in press )«

Prepared by George WQ Gaffney
November 108 1958
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OBRQNIOLOOI BRANCH

Project Report

January 1, 1958 - December 3l 9 1958

1„ a Title i Studies on optical properties of metabolising systems

bo Principal Investigators Bernard L„ Strehler (20£ of time)

^technical Assistance: M» Susanne Reman (25$ of time)

Oo Progress Boring Fast Iwelve Months t Considerable advances have
been made in this areas (1) fh© transmission change induced
in luminous bacteria has definitely been shown to be due to a
Change in scatter rather than absorption* (2) The scatter is
in all probability not metallic because it shows no strong
depolarising effect on polarized lighto (3) The scattering
change is closely tied to the metabolic condition of the b&c~
teria and is paralleled by an inhibition of their ability to
luminesce o (h) An adaptation of a light integrator has been
developed for the Gary Model Ik Spectrophotometer which per~
aits the measurement of the absorption spectre of scattering
biological materials with simplicity, proficiency and accuracy,,

(5) The spectral changes accoapanying active respiration by
luminous bacteria have been examined,,

do Direction of Current Research: This phase of the work ie essea=
tlally completed and is being prepared for publioationc

2© Patient Days* Not applicable

3 Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospitals

ko Publications and Awards: None

Prepared by Bernard Le Strehler
October 31, 1958
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1, 1958 <=> December 31s 1958

lo a Titles Studies on the differential fluorescent Labelling of
pituitary cells and granules obtained from then

b Principal Investigator! Bernard La Strchler

Co Progress During Past Twelve Months; This project was not actively
pursued this year because of other interests

d Direction of Current Research s This project is inactive at the
present tine but will be resumed later

2 Patient Days? None

3o Collaborators? Baltimore City Hospitals

Uo Publications and Awards t None

Prepared by Bernard Le Strehler
October 31* 1958
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1958 - December 1958

L, &o Titles Studies cm the effect of temperature on the aging process.,

Ho Bacterial and enzyme "aging" studies,,

b„ Principal Investigator? B„ Lc Strebler (5%)

Technical Assistances M.> Susanne Herman ((10%)

c, Progress During Past Twelve Months? Because other areas of

research have demanded our attention there ha® bee® little ad-
ditional work 0® this project this year Q It has become clear
that the thermal effects are ©of simple klnetlcally and rather
than invest a large fraction of time it was decided to invest
our effort 0® more directly promising lines of research,. Al-
though thermal shock does not appear to produce permanent
damage to all luminous bacteria surviving a shock* there is

a definite sensitization of the bacteria to thermal death or to
destruction of the luminescent system for a short period after
exposure if the exposure is not extreme. This is deduced
from the fact that there is a greater rate of loss of lumines-
cence for some time after thermal shock than in its absence..

The rate then slowly approaches the original rate,,

d, .Direction of Current Research? The luminescent system of

luminous bacteria is being purified in order to determine;

lo Whether generally reproducible and kineticatly simpler
effects cam fee obtained with am extracted system,

2o Whether the enzymes involved are destroyed in a stepwise
manner during thermal denaiurattoa*

We will attempt to crystallize the luminescent enzyme 9

luciferasej, in order to give a® absolutely uniform material
whose kinetic behavior can be measured with ease D

2, Patient Days? None

3c Collaborators? Baltimore City Hospitals
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4, Publications and Awards: None

Prepared by Bernard L> Strehler
November 1, 1958

i
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Serial No, : nhi-97

GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1958 - December 1958

Titles Verbal performance as a fraction of aging,
Goals The study of verbal skill has been somewhat neglected
relative to other skills; e.g. , motor. It is our hope that this
neglect will be modified; and it is our belief that the study of

verbal performance will lead to significant findings regarding
age differences in a variety of psychological processes , We
intend, therefore, to study the relationships of selected param-
eters of verbal behavior to aging, and to eventually relate these
parameters to other psychological processes such as communi-
cation between and with the agedc Two parameters of verbal
behavior have been selected for preliminary study s encoding
ability, and meanings of age-relevant concepts „

I. With respect to encoding the following hypothesis will fee

tested. Errors and time of encoding increase as a function
of age* This hypothesis is simply an extension of what has
been found with other skills and performanceso We wish to
see if these findings generalize to verbal performance

.

Ho With respect to meanings the study will be descriptive;
i,e, , we will simply describe differences to concept meanings
which exist to a significant degree between age groups.
Methods Hypothesis i„ The original method for testing this
aypothes is , due to experience during the year, has been
changed since the last annual report to the following extent.
The use of the Ftesch count has been dropped and we are
using word lists which (1) vary in length (from 10 to 25 words),,
and (2) vary in degree to which they approximate meaningful
English language sequences , The material is repeated back
to the investigator and recorded on a tape for analysis. Er-
rors of various kinds will be defined and measured Tech-
niques are being developed for measuring time consumed by
pauses (time between words) and by verbalization (time with-
in words), Errors and time will be related to age.
lio The semantic differential will be employed to measure the
meanings of certain concepts. Examples of possible concepts
are DEATH, OLD MAN, ADOLESCENT, etc. Concepts need
to be found from the literature and from discussion! between
the principal investigators-, These concepts will be rated on
seven-point scales defined by adjective-opposite®; e« g„

,

good-bad, active strong-weak, These scales will
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be chose© on the basis of extensive research already done
by one of the principal investigators at the University of

Illinois a

Date of commencement; October 1, 1957 *mm—am mo—»— iwi-twn—a—»—«——Bhim

bo Principal Investigators: George Jo Saci (1/4 time)
MelvtaD, Davidoff (1/4 time)

Technical Assistance: Jesse Yaffa (1/3 time since September*)

Co Progress During Past Twelve Months s

io Twelve subjects in each of age groups, under 40, 40-59
s

60 and over, have been run. Twelve more are needed In each
age group After preliminary testing of 15 scales and 5 con-
cepts, the semantic differential form was changed to 11 scales
and 6 concepts . Concepts are: 17 year old, 25 year old, 45
year old, 65 year old, 80 year old person, and "person your
own age". From among local subjects and a sample of young
people from Lttttz, Pennsylvania w® were able to match 35
young and 35 old people with respect to education (all with
some High School education). These data were analyzed with
respect to judgmental scales, Essentially identical factor
structures of scale relationships were found in young and old.

Two main factors are Evaluation {good-bad) and Activity
(active-passive) which was akin to old-young judgments,

d. Direction of Current Research:
1. Subjects will continue to be run as indicated above,
it. Further analysis will aim at assessing the discrimination
between concepts made by these groups on these factors,

2, Patient Days: Not applicable

3, Collaborators: Baltimore City Hospitals and Baltimore Golden Age
ClubSo

4, Publications and Awards: None

Prepared by Melvin D, Davidoff
October 30, 1958
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1058 - December 1958

a. Titles Reaction time and electroencephalographic correlates
as functions of aging.

Purpose % To investigate age decrement in simple reaction
time with reference to age changes in the alpha frequency of

the electroencephalogram., Our working hypothesis is deriv-
ed from the observations (in the literature) that (1) simple
reaction time increases with age, and (2) the mean frequency
of the alpha rhythm of the electroencephalogram decreases
with age. We hypothesise that the reaction-time differences
between age groups can be accounted for 8 in part 8 by dif

-

ferences in the alpha frequencies observed between the two
groups . We also hope to show that the frequently reported
variability in simple reaction time» observed in the same
individual over a group of trials,, is a function of the alpha
frequency present at the time of stimulation.

Methods A simple reaction-time procedure^ in which the
subject responds to a dim light which is extinguished at in-
tervals when the alpha rhythm is present, is used, The sub-
ject responds to the disappearance of the light fyy uttering a
sound. Alpha waves in the period of time between stimulus
and response are counted and the frequency of the alpha for
each stimulus-response pair Is determined. The same kind
of data is also obtained using an auditory tone as the stimu-
lus o Curves of reaction time vs. EEG frequency are plotted
for each subject.

b. Principal Investigators: Walter V?, Surwtllo
George J. Suci (1/4 time)
Melvin Do Davidoff (1/4 time)

Technical Assistance; Mike Kaplan (jfull-tlme summer 1958)
Jesse Yaffa (1/3 time since September]

Progress During Past Twelve Months s The project was initiated

on .June 1„ 1958. A reaction-time apparatus which is com-
patible with EEG recording has been designed and constructed;
provision has been made for the study of choice as well as
simple reaction time*
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Including pilot work, approximately 25 subjects have bee©
tested, Ira the early stages only visual reaction times were
investigated and many subjects did not yield sufficient alpha
foir plotting a reliable curve,, However , since auditory reac-
tion time has been added, considerably more data has become
available,, The data is encouraging,, Five of the subjects
studied on visual reaction time show what appears to be a
linear relation between reaction time and frequency of the
alpha rhythm. The older subjects studied appear to have a
slower alpha rhythm than the younger subjects. Similar re-
sults are being obtained with the auditory reaction-time pro-
cedure „ The latter data, however , reveal that another factor
in addition to alpha frequency is related to or influencing re-
action time; plots of reaction time vs° alpha frequency appear
to yield not a single curve but several parallel curves We
suspect this to be the effect of Central Motive State of the sub-
ject, l.e, s when CMS is high9 one curve will be observed re-
lating reaction time and alpha frequency; when, on the other

hand8 CMS is low, a curve of the same slope will be observed
but with a different intercept with the reaction-time axis„ At-
tempts at the manipulation of CMS by the use of instructions

has been tried,. The results tend to substantiate this thesis.

We are presently concerned with adding simultaneous meas-
ures of CMS to the testing procedure (see Project G-2-NBI-2

do Direction of Current Research: Testing will continue, soon we
hope, with some measures of CMS* In conjunction with this

project, we are planning three related studies to determine:

1. The relation between alpha frequency and stimulus in-

formation in a choice reaction-time task*

2o Whether simple reaction time can be manipulated experi-
mentally by experimentally varying alpha rhythm frequency.

We plan to try photic driving of alpha during the auditory task.

Merest in a collaborative project using drugs to manipulate
alpha frequency has been expressed by a physician on the

Baltimore City Hospitals and Johns Hopkins staff,

3, The site or location of the generator or generators
producing the alpha rhythm,

2, Patient Days: Not applicable

3, Collaborator: Baltimore City B

4c, ' Publications and Awards: None

Prepared by Walter W. Surwillo

October 308 1958
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GERONTOLOGY BRANCH

Project Report

January 1958 - December 1958

I, a. Title; The function of metal ions in enzymatic reactions,,

bo Principal Investigator: Gunther Lo Elchhorn (1/2 time)

Technical Assistance; Albert Osbahr (1/2 time)

Objectives : To arrive at an understanding of the mechanism by which
metal ions participate in enzymatic reactions, and also to determine
why different metal ions are required for different enzymatic processes

„

Methods Employed; It is assumed that in any metal-catalyzed enzymatic
process the metak ion must serve either (1) as an active site, by direct
attachment to the substrate, or (£) It must react with the enzyme protein,

and thus alter the secondary and tertiary structure of the tatter* produc-
ing the active configuration* It is postulated that, whenever scheme (1)

applies, the metal should be capable of bringing about a non-enzymatic
reaction; failure of the non-enzymatic reaction, inversely, would favor
scheme (2)a

Specially selected enzymatic substrates are treated with metal ions
under varying conditions, and the nature of the metal-substrate inter-
actions detected by physical measurements, e, g, , spectrophotometry
The interaction of the metals with the enzyme protein is studied by
macromolecular techniques, such as ultracet trtfugation

Major Findings; The enolase and aconitase reactions have been selected
as' examples of enzymatic reactions that accomplish very similar molecu-
lar transformations, but require different metal ions, ice. , magnesium
and iron (Q), respectively. The substrates of both reactions have been
found to produce metal complexes of varying stabilities, but evidence for
a non-enzymatic reaction has been obtained only for the interaction of

iron with the aconitase substrates

.

Significance of the Program to the Institute : There is evidence that the
aging process is correlated wttft cnanges in the activities of cellular en-
zymes. Studies of enzymatic mechanisms are, therefore, of fundamental
interest in the program of the Gerontology Branch.

Direction of Current Research; The kinetics of the reaction of iron ((n)

wHS" citrate, aconttate., and isocitrate will be studied, and the rates com-
pared with the rates that 1MMW sjssu observed for the aconitase reaction-,
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The interaction of enolase with a variety of metals will fee investigated;,

to determine if magnesium ion behaves differently from other ions*

Similar studies will be carried out on the arginase and aspartame re-
actions , and an attempt will be made to correlate the results obtained from
all of these experiment© with those reported in the literature, and to ar-
rive at an explanation of metal specificity in eusymatte reactions 9

Publication® and Awards ; None

Prepared fey Gunther Lc Eichhorn
October 31, 10S8
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I. Uab©rat©ry of Cardiovascular
Physiology

2„

3 Bethesda .tSarylend

PHS *> KIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar fear WS8

msJu

.s*

s

Project Titles Evaluation ©f the ©uyton A«=V Oxygen Difference
Analyser*

Principal Investigators s Jo Mitchell, Mo0o
Mrs* Zena HbCaljtm

Other Investigators? None Technicians s J Q Cos
Co Scott

Cooperating Units? Won®

Man fears (calendar year 1958)? Patient Days? Nome

Totals 1/12 of Mm year
Professionals 1/12 of wm year
Others 1/12 of m® year

Project Descriptions

Objectives and Major Findings

s

Number of experiments s" ' .,12[.^''
Range covered* O»5$*0 •¥©!$'

2
A«V difference?

Analyses s ,6® /pairs of samples (arterial and venous), were
...---.:" drasra and analysed in duplicate <, Cheeks to

•-•'•"'-: 0o8 Vol.tf or better were acceptable by Van
Slyke Analyses-.

Hematocrits mm done on all samples t® see
if variations in r<»b<,©, altered the sensitivity
of the machine <>

Asisalss Dogs a

Cannulatioss

s

Cl)- 9 experiments' were done using the

superior vena cava and femora! artery.
{25 1 experiment « eoronary sisius and

feEsoral artery <>
*

,

C3) 2 experiments <=> both femoral veins and

one femoral artery.. In these experiments the

hind limbs ssere exercised bj electrical stimulation

to increase the A«V difference.,





Serial No, M^-1Q

Part A, Continued

Results: 72 points below 10 Volo % A-V difference..
16 points above 10 Volo % A«=V difference

„

As can be seen by the graph „ the results look very
promising in the range 0»10 Voljj % difference c However „ there
is considerable scatter in the range 10»22 Volo% 0« and so it is

obvious that wore studies will have to be made in this range to
ascertain the reason for thiso

Proposed course of project b The apparatus is now being used
in the lower ranges on expariments involving cardiac metabolism
estimations and the changes occurring in A»V uptake during rest
and exercise

o

Part B included r- No
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2o Laboratory of Cardiovascular
Physiology

2
3 a Bethesda<, Baryland

PH5 «• HIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1956

issUL.

Project Titles Fluid and Electrolyte Transport Across the
Large Intestine

Principal Investigators s I» L. Cooperstein
S, K Broekaaaa

Other Investigators s Hone

Cooperating Units s Laboratory of Kidney and Electrolyte

Han Years (calendar year 1958) s Patient Days; None

Totals % of ®an year
Professional: & of Ban year
Others

Project Descriptions

Objectives and Major Findings% The following work eras

concerned with fluid and electrolyte transport across the large
intestine and was done by the use of pbysico~cheaical techniques..

This work was presented in part at the Aoerican Federation for
Clinical Research*}. Atlantic City, May 1938b This work was divided
into the following three parts

s

1, The electrical potential generated by the large intestines
its relation to electrolyte and water transfer. This report has
been accepted for publication by the Journal of Clinical Investigation
The following is a suaaary of the pertinent findings

„

a) An electrical potential difference- CPoD„5 of
10=40 ®¥ across the wall of the colon. The
luaen negative to the blood

„

b) Two active transport mechanises

HI

li) HC03 secretion
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Part A. (continued);

o) Net SLO flew depended on b)i, and b>ii»

d) Passive chloride absorption.

' - e) KT transport with' the' electrical and against
the chemical gradient,

T>
IIo The effect of strophanthidin and evidence for active

Br transport, to be submitted for publication „.

a) Strophanthidin caused;

i) reduction in the.PJK
ii) reduction in the flfe* absorption and
iv) the HCOg secretion mechanisms.

b) Potass iuffl

i> active transport when the irapenaeabie ions
choline and SOS were placed in the colonic
lumen* Potassium moved against the electrical.,

chemical g and mechanical (hydrostatic pressure
or "solvent drag") forces a

IIIp Rhythmical variations in the P D o These mere associated
with intra<»coionic pressure changes, and were noted in the stomach
and ileum*

Proposed Course of Projects Project completed*

Part B included , Yes
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pus - nm
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year

jgftrt.Bfr- Honors, -Awards', and Publications

Publications ether than abstracts from this projects

X„ L,. Cooperstein and S„ K. Brockssans The Electrical
Potential Difference Generated by the Large Intestine:
-Its Relation to Electrolyte and Water Transfer

«

Journal of Clinical Investigation, ijft, press g
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1. Laboratory of Cardiovascular
Physiology

3o Bethesda Maryland

PK»NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Project Titles A Study of Oxygen Consumption of the Myocardium
During Isometric vs. Isotonic Contraction in

Isolated Papillary Muscle

„

Saul BJinegr©d 9 M„D

Other Investigators'? None Technicians % None

Cooperating Units s None

Man fears ('calendar year 195®) s Patient Days' s None

Totals 1 Bin year
Professionals 1 ©an year
Other § None

Project Descriptions

Ot^eetftyes and Major Findings This project was initiated
at the beginning of this year in an effort to study in s simple
system oxygen consumption as related to type of contraction in an
isolated wissalian papillary muscle., The impetus for this study
grew from the previous observations in the whole heart that, for
a given amount of external work produced,, contractions developing
larger tensions with lesser shortening were accompanied by a larger
consumption of oxygen than those developing lesser tension with
greater shortening.. The problems to be overcome in a study using
isolated papillary muscle revolved around three main factors «,

j

Firstly, a transducer system had to be devised to be able to

control both the tension produced and the degree of shortening* The
principle of a lever system with a moving fulcrum is being employed
to permit this control., It was initially thought that a small tension
strain gauge attached to the end of the lever would be adequate but
its limited sensitivity eliminated this possibility a The Instrument
Shop feels confident that a lever system attached to the. most sensitive
standard Stathaa strain gauge will solve this problem,, This is at
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PBS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A» (Continued)

present under construction and near completion*

Secondly „ a means of measuring relatively snail changes in

oxygen tension is necessary , Originally, a modified Warburg volu»
metric ssethod was tried but this included the disadvantages of a
continuously changing composition of the medium around the muscle
and the difficulty of buffer systems to maintain a constant pC®g„
Polarography was therefore employed „ and after a series of
trials it was found that a Clark type of platinum electrode with
a membrane covering was superior to a bare platinum wire.. The
latter had a 10% decay in current production per hour A constant
perfusion system was devised to maintain the constancy of the
muscle environments Even the Clark has some decay „ so a mean® of
bypassing the muscle to give an intra°°experim@ntal calibration at

any time was added to the system* The difficulty with the Clark
electrode is that it must be fitted into an essentially microsystem
in a fashion that does not; significantly increase the volume of
system and so produce substantial lag periods following changes in
®*> tension.,

Thirdly „ a muscle preparation which is not hypoxic in its

center has to be usedo There is significant evidence in the
literature to suggest that the standard cat papillary muscle prepare
tion is in a state of hypoxia and becomes frankly anoxic at rates
of contraction over 50% of the normal resting rate of the cat,
High metabolic rate and thickness of tissue are the probable
explanation* To overcome this difficulty smaller mammalian papillary
muscles at temperatures below 37o4 C were tried, and it was found
that a rabbit right ventricular papillary muscle at 33°C could
beat at a rate equivalent to the resting one at that temperature
for 9»10 hours with only 25% deterioration in performance This
is the tissue now being employed

«

Proposed course of projects

The solution to the major problems of technique appears to

be almost complete Q and when this has been accomplished experiments
to evaluate the above described oxygen consumption»type of contraction
relationship will be performed,

}

w

Part B included; Ho
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lo Laboratory of Cardiovascular
Physiology

3o Bethesda, Maryland

PHS ° NIB
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Pjrt & P

Project Titles Measurement of Ventricular Muscle Fiber Length

Principal Investigators s Jo Nitehell
fl
R, Jo Linden,,

Other Investigators s None Technicians s None

Cooperating Units s None

Man fears (calendar year 1958). Patient Oayss None

Totals % of man year
Professionals & of mm year

The Cushny lever principle has been so modified as to

render it susceptible of measuring changes in ventricular muscle
fiber leagtho The instrument consists of two arss, one of which
pivots on the shaft of a low inertia aaierotorque potentiometer

.

The output of this potentiometer is continuously recorded through
a Sanborn D, C coupling amplifier „ The arms of the lever are
sewn into two points on the left ventricle and the changes in
distance between these two points thereby followed » It is

assumed that changes in this distance represent changes in

fiber length Q To date„ the lever has been used in nine dogs,

Proposed course of projects The principal interest in this

measurement is to be able to follow changes in diastolic fiber
length, systolic fiber length, and rates of change in contraction
and relaxation. With the other simultaneously recorded parameters
it is hoped to be able to determine changes,, if any, in esd=
diastolic distensibility under the influence of both cardiac
sympathetic and vagal stimulation „ whether any such changes are
due either to the specific influence of the nerve stimulation or

changes in the duration of diastole or both and eventually to
examine more in detail the supposed relationship between end~
diastolic fiber length and myocardial 2 consumption

„
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la Laboratory of Cardiovascular
Physiology

2.

3s Bsthesda Maryland

PHS - NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Tear 1958

Project Titles Cardiovascular Response to Exercise,,

Principal Investigators s R» Jo Linden and 3 a Mitchell

Other Investigators s None Technicians % Z„ SeCallum
E a Purcell
Fo Perry
Jo Cox

Cooperating 'Units % None

Han Years Cca lender year 1958) s Patient Days? None

Totals % of man year
Professionals % of man year
Others k of aaa year

Projeet Descriptions

Objectives and aajer findings « This project is in its

initial stages and is largely concerned with the development of
adequate techniques of study,. Three nays of producing exercise
in the anesthetized dog have been developed. These ares a) the
application of eight ECG electrodes to the thighs and abdomen with
a large indifferent electrode under the baek

ff b) a rectal electrode
with the indifferent electrode under the back or over the epigastrium
(Modified from an old French technique of electrical artificial
respiration used in 1865), and c) a subarachnoid electrode or
electrodes placed at about L 3 or L 4o The application of a
rhythaically rising and declining voltage,, administered by means
of an electrophrenie respirator , produces vigorous contractions
which have resulted in O2 consumptions ten tines that observed in
the control period „ The Guyton recorder has been used for the
continuous registration of the arteriovenous O2 difference between
femoral and pulmonary arterial blood « Together with means, not as

yet worked out a for the continuous recording of ©2 consumption
continuous (calculated}) cardiac output measurements will be made*
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I* Laboratory of Cardiovascular

2,

3<

Physiology

Bethesda,, Maryland

Project Description (Continned)

Proposed course of project., Together with the left atrial
pressure (bronchoscope) and right atrial pressure,, as well as
intrapleural and puloonary end aortic pressures, it is anticipated
that data for the construction of ventricular function curves can
be obtained* It is the object of this study to ascertain what
effect „ if any a exercise has on the ventricular function curve
also the importance if any„ of autonomic nerves and the bare°
receptors in producing any observed curve shift.

Part B included t No
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:

.• Physiology

So Bethesdaj Harylasad

PBS - NIH
Individual Project Report

Caleader Year 1958

&&JU
Project Titles The Neuronal Control of Ventricular Function;

Influence of Autonoaic Efferent Fiber and Carotid
Sines StiBtilatioa on the Relationship Between
Filling Pressure and Stroke Work,,

Principal Investigators; S, 3„ Sarnoff S D K» Broekaan, and
Jo Po Gilaore

Other Investigators t R a J. Linden „ Jo Mitchell

Technicians; E, Puree

H

Fa Perry
Co Knitted

Cooperating Units; None

Men Tears (calendar year 1958); Patient Days; None

Total; 1 Rata year
Professional; 1 nan year
Other

;

1 san year

Project Description;

Objectives and Major Findings * Measureaents were sade of
atrial 9 arterial and ventricular pressures while entering cardiac
output,, Pressure and flow were also measured in the independently
perfused carotid arteries with exclusion of other arterial supply
to the head. Heart rate was held constant in all experiaents by
atrial stimulation D Observations were Bade which demonstrated
that stimulation of the isolated left stellate ganglion shifted the
ventricular function curve to the left and that the extent of the
curve shift is a function of the frequency and/or voltage of the
applied stiaaluso Stimulation of the distal cut end of either
vagus produced the opposite effect,, that is„ a curve shift to the
righto The order of aagnitude of the changes observed was large*
These experiments sake it possible to put Starling's Law of
Heart in clearer perspective* That is the central nervous
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Part Ac continued

»

system has available to it efferent pathways by means of which
it can systematically manipulate the relationship between filling
pressure and ventricular stroke worko

Further experiments were then dome to ascertain whether
these efferent pathways are exercised by changes in carotid sinus
pressure « Stimulation of the carotid sinus nerves produced
hemodynamic responses identical with those observed when with»
drawing sympathetic stimulation or initiating vagal stimulation,
that is 9 a shift of the ventricular function curve to the righto
Elevation of the carotid sinus pressure had the sa&re effect

„

Lowering the carotid pressure shifted the ventricular function
curve to the left* The observed changes were marked*. In

summary, these data demonstrated that the organism has available
to it pathways by means of which the heart is caused to contract
more forcefully @t any given filling pressure when arterial
pressure is low and, conversely is caused to contract less force*
fully at any given filling pressure when arterial pressure is

It was further observed that, with large changes in carotid
pressure,, total peripheral resistance changed one to two fold while
changes in ventricular external work increased more then tenfold
at the same or even lower filling pressures. These data suggest that
the dominant consequence of baroreceptor stimulation for circulatory
regulation is the reflex effect on myocardial contraetility rather
than on peripheral vascular tone.

Proposed course of project o This project ojr. f& is completed but
the implications of the conclusions arrived at will form the basis
for the design of further investigation (for example, see accompany^
ing project entitled "The Cardiovascular Response to Exercise-, "K
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lo Laboratory of Cardiovascular
Physiology

3« Bethesda» SJarylaad

HS o NIB
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

$mM
Project Titles The Effect of Stellate Stimulation on

Arterial Pressure Atrial Pressure asad

Renal Function

»

Principal Investigators Jo P„ Gilmore

Other Investigators S. J. Saraoff Technicians s Gillian D.
Fisher

Cooperating Oaitss None

Man Years Cealeadar year 19583$ Patient Days; None
Totals One-third of saan year.
Professionals One^third of man year.

Others Oae«third of ran y©ar

Project Descriptions

Objectives s ^Methods enployedK Stimulation of the
isolated stellate ganglion in the dog*

iajer findings; Preliminary experiments to date demonstrate;

1) Upon stimulation of the isolated stellate ganglion

in the deg there occurs an immediate diuresis which appears
to be independent of arterial pressure

o

2) During the diuresis giomular filtration rate usually

shoes little change and total urinary solute excretion increases

3) Following vagotomy Q the diuresis is significantly

reduced although the elevation of arterial pressure is at

least -the sane' or„ sore frequently, greater than that obtained

before vagotomy » .

4} Left atrial pressure decreases during stellate

stimulation both prior to and following vagotomy,,
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Part A„ £Continued)

5) The data suggest that, although there say be
receptors in the heart which upon adequate stinulation can
aodify urine flow as suggested by Gauer and co-workers, the
adequate stlmalus does not appear to be an increased left
atrial pressure

a

Proposed course of projects To continue the above experiaents
in an atteapt to ascertain the aechanisns involved is

"stellate diuresis."

Part B included* No
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3c Bethesda, Maryland

PBS » NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958
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Project Titles Relationship foetw§«n Osmotic Pressure and
Caliber of Blood Vessels

»

Principal Investigators S D I 6 Ynmad'a

Other Investigators None Technicians $ Joseph Miles

Cooperating Units s None

Han fears (calendar year 1958) s .Patient Days . None
Totals 3$ of man year.
Professionals k of sen year*
Others % of nan year<>

Project Descriptions

Routine methods ware employed*

The aajor findings are described as foilowss

Experiments were recently started to investigate the role
played by osmotic pressure in influencing the caliber of blood
vessels las aaaifested by changes in resistance to blood flora)

in different peripheral as well as visceral areas* Particular
attention is being paid to the complication of this factor,
thus far neglected „ in the measurement of the so-called
"critical closing pressure" of a vascular bed* Infusion of
hypotonic fluid intravenously into the cat decreases the
resistance to flow in the Scidney, probably mainly because of
decreased viscosity,, and elevates the critical closing pressure
in this organ o probably because of increased extravasation of
fluid into the interstitial spaces and as a result of this,.

because of increased tissue pressure.. Infusion of hypertonic
fluid has the opposite effect..

Direction of current research

s

To measure Ji, .yitye, the viscosity of the perfusate Cblood

as well as homogeneous fluids) and to measure jj| yl.Vft. the osmotic
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<»<£«»

pressor© of the perfusate and relate changes in these factors
to changes in resistance to flew and critical closing pressure
in the kidney and hind leg of the cats Construction of a
eonstantlyreeording osssoeeter with the use of a pressure
transducer is now being planned.,.-
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1» Laserstory of Cardiovascular

2o

3o Bethesda, Maryland

PES - NIK
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Project Titles A Study of a Mesenteric Barosensitive Mechanisa
mad its Role in the Reflex Regulation of
Arterial Pressure in the Cat-

Principal Investigators s So J ? Sarnoff and S„ I« Yaaada

Other Investigators s None Technicians s Joseph Miles
Burton Alter

Cooperating Units % None

Man Years {calendar year 1958) s Patient Days; None

Total; 3/4 of aan year
Professionals 3/4 of can year
Others 3/4 of aaa year for Joseph Miles

Ssi of nan year for Burton Alter

Project Descriptions.

Intravascular hypotension in the cat abdoalnaS viscera
supplied by coeliae,-, superior aesenteric and inferior. aesenteric
arteries produced substantial increases in the systeaic arterial
pressure and heart rate* In the aajority of eases „ this effect
was seen even with intact carotid sinus and aortic arch b@rerec©p=
tive systems but was accentuated after vagotomy and carotid sinus
denervation » Intravascular pancreatic hypotension also produced
elevations in the systeaic arterial pressure <, These pressure rises
were usually two thirds to three quarters as great as those observed
during occlusion of the three aajor abdoainal vessels. Iatravasee=
lar hypertension-* 'on the other hand,, in the superior sesenteric
artery caused a fall in the systeaic arterial pressure „ Froa
nerve section experiments „ it was concluded that the afferent of
this abdoainal baro»$ensitive systea were not carried in the vagus
nerve but rather in splanchnic afferent fibers „ The reflex effects
of this systea were blocked by tetraethyl aaaoniua and hexaaetheniMs
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Part A (contiauedK

Proposed coarse of project: It is anticipated that further
studies nay be initiated to a) define the pathways sore precisely
by splanchnic nerve section, and spinal cord section at various
levels; b) ascertain the presence or absence of these receptors
in the d©cj

fl
oonkey and possibly aan,

Fart B included ? Yes
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PBS - NIB
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part Bg Honors o Awards „ and Publications

Publications other titan abstracts froa this project;

Sarnoff, S. J and Yassada,, So I«s Evidence for Reflex
Control of Arterial Pressure froa Abdeeinal Receptors
with Special Reference to the Pancreas* Circulation Research

Bonors and Awards % None
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io Laboratory of Cardiovascular
Physiology

3 Betaesda, Maryland

PHS - NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1953

FRT^Aa

Project Titles The Effect on Myocardial Contractility of
Ventricalar versus Atrial Excitation

Principal Investigators i So Jo Saraoff, S K, Broefcsais and
Jo 6a Gilmore

Other Investigators; R. Jo Linden, Jo Mitchell

Technicians; E Purcell
F Perry
Co Whitted

Man Tears (calendar year 1958); Patient Days; None

Total; 3/4 of man year
Professional; 3/4 of man year

of mn year

Project Description;

Objectives and Major Findings; As the result of an

incidental fbservation that filling pressure rose and ventricular

work fell when the site of electrical' excitation was abruptly

changed from atrium to ventricle, a systematic study was initiated

to study, this'. phenomenon* '.

Pressures were measured in left and right atria „ pulmonary

artery and aorta and in some experiments „ also in the left ventricle

,

Total aortic flow (CO, minus coronary flow) was also recorded and by

previously developed techniques , data then obtained for the eoa<=

struetion of ventricular function curves « It was observed that the

change from an atrial to a ventricular site of excitation produced

a pronounced shift of the ventricular function curve to the right,

that is less external work at any given filling pressureo la ®any

instances, this effect was such that there was more than 50% decrease

in external work at the same filling pressureo It was also observed

that myocardial oxygen consumption rose when going from atrial to

ventricular stimulation which, since external work fell, resulted

in a decrease in myocardial efficiency

o
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Calendar Year 1958

One possible explanation for the observed phenonena being
entertained is that the contraction of ventricular fibers

is less synchronous when one excites what is essentially an
ectopic focus than when the iwpulse Is propagated normally.

In support of this view are the observations by others that

the electrical propagation of an impulse originating in the
ventricle is slower than an impulse of atrial origin „ We

had a farther strengthing of this interpretation from our
observations that the upslope of ventricular pressure is less

steep as is the curve shewing the rate of fiber shortening as

measured by the newly developed length lever. That is« if the
impulse is less well coordinated and propagated less' rapidly

the initial and last fibers to contract are doing so with the
remainder of the ventricle acting as a flaccid aneurysm sore
than would be the case when the contraction is more synchronous c

We can only guess at the significance of these findings

for clinical heart disease. They would appear to furnish a

more realistic basis for explaining the consequences of ven»
trieuiar arrhyttaies than has been previously available s

especially when compounded by tachycardia. One is also impelled

to wonder whether certain degrees of asynchronous nyocardial
contraction sight contribute to the Halted performance char®
acteristies -observed in clinical heart disease..

Proposed Coarse of Project, Further research not immediately
contemplated. Publications and manuscripts under preparation.

Part B. included; No
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BHI"UQ
lo Laboratory of Cardiovascular

Physiology

3„ Beth@sda ; Maryland

PHS~NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar tear £953

Project Titles The Possible Physiological Significance of
Vasodilator Substances in Hunan Urine

Principal Investigators;

Pierce g J» V«
Sarnoff, L„ C.

Sarnoff „ S„ J„

Webster, H„ 8;

Other Investigators i None Technicians i Fisher, Wa D
Wagner « P. A„

Cooperating Units s Laboratory of Chemistry of
Natural Products

Stan Years (calendar year 1958) g Patient Days? None

Totals 1 aan year
Professionals 1 aan year'

. Others ; 1 aan

Project Descriptions

Earlier studies have shown that patients with orthostatic
hypotension, gave a decreased urinary excretion of a .non-dielyaabl®
vasodilator substance* Further studies have been conducted to
determine the identity and physiological significance of this
substance

»

It had previously been noted that this non»dialysable vaso=*

dilator had biochemical properties siailar to cailicrein a hypc°
tensive ensyee of endogenous origin » Correlation of a series of
partially purified preparations froa hog and bovine pancreas and
froa huaaa urine tot their vasodilator and hypotensive effect
indicated that the biological activities were ©assuring one substance

<

Calliereis is reported to esert Its hypotensive effect by
ensysatie action on caIlidinogen present in aoraal plasK@ to
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& o
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Eaa &^ Goat;iaued

(Project Description)

release a smaller aole©uILe presuasably polypeptide called
callidin, Qallidia can be differentiated from eallicrein by
its ability to contract guinea pig intestine, and the calli«
diaogea eoatent of plasna Or serue can be determined by addition

of an excess of eallicrein to the tissue batho It was found that

certain ©rude eallicrein preparations fron hog and bovine pancreas

failed to cause contraction of the tissue when added to huaan
plasna, although sore highly purified preparations from bovine
pancreas were satisfactory in this regardp All eallicrein prepara©

tions from feasaa urine when added to huasan plasms furnished naximai

eoatraetion of the tissue ° Siace the additioa of human urinary

calliereia to plasna „ previously treated with crude hog paasreatie

eallicrein still fails to release a substance capable of contracting

the intestine,, it is possible that this hog pancreatic callieretra

had digested the callidinogea but contained an enzyise which iwedio
ately destroyed the polypeptide.. Infusion of relatively large amounts

of the hog pancreatic oallierein (300 Frey units) into dogs i2)

caused a lowering of the blood pressure and a reduction of their
eallidinegen content of approximately 60% (sample taken three hours

after infusion);

As an initial approach to this biological systeii of calli«
creia callidinogea « eallidin and their respective inhibitors, it

was decided to attempt the isolation of eaHidinogen, the substrate

for initial enzymatic activity of calliereia a However,, heavy losses

have been incurred in all purification procedures triwd to dateo It

was found that outdated eitrated plasma was an excellent source for

.callidinogea. However , Cohn°s fractions prepared by two manufacturers

gave very poor yields of callidinogea C10%K CaHidiaoges was stable

in eitrated plasna for at least one south at pH &„0„ However ,jrt

more alkaline pH the eallidinogen content was markedly lowered in

three to six days storage at 4°Co This was due to activation of

one of the plasma proteinases ; siace heating the p.lasna for two hours

at 56°C or the addition of crystalline soy bean tripsin inhibitor

CSBTT) prevented the destruction of the callidineg©n Dialysis has

also been found to activate proteinases which digest callidinogea and

are iahibita&le with SBTI, Since both plasain and blood calliereia

are known to be eapable of digesting callidinogea and both proteolytic

activities Bay be inhibited with SBTI it is 'possible that either ose

or both of these proteinases are activated by destruction or removal
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CProjeet Description)

of their inhibitors

o

Callicreia can ssets be prepared froa huoan urine by direct^
h@tch«wise adsorption on XE=»64 res is,, Cailicreia prepared by this
siethod is five tiaes purer than cailicreia prepared by adsorption
on uraaiaffi acetate a Preliminary stadias have been initiated oa
the best ssethod for the initial extraction aad precipitations of
cailicreia frea husaa pancreas?

Carreat stadies being conducted to determine the role of
th® callicreiaocallidiaogehocallidia systesa ia the regulation of
blood pressure 4S, S^M, a?® mt suffieieatly definitive at this
ties to report «.

Proposed course of projects

experiments will be coaducted to determine what role the cailicreia<=
callidinogen°caIlidin systen plays ia the regulation of blood
pressure» This will include patieat studies , acute aad chronic
experiments ia aoissals ia which blood pressure will be varied

Coatioued stadies will be sad® en the purification of
eallidinogen from huaaa plasaa aad the purification of cailicreia
free huean arise aad froa huaaa pancreas .<>

art B included?" ¥es
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Serial No„ MHI-UP

PiS ~ NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part.JSg, Honors a Awards, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts froa this projects

Sarnoff, So J O0 Case, R, B O0 Macruz R „ Sarnoff* L C<

Sussnan, K„ £„* and Pierce, J V„ Observations on the
Vasodilator Properties of Urine Circulation Res 6;
522«537 1958=

Honors and Awards i None

%^
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1- Laboratory of Cellular Physiology
and Metabolism

3. Bethesdag Maryland

PHS—NIH
Individual Project Report
Calendar Year 1956

PART A

Profect Title : The structural role of proline and hydroxyproline
in proteins

Principal Investigators ; William Fo Harrington
Michael Sela
Peter II <. von Hippel

Cooperating Units ; Naval Medical Research Institute, Bethe'-*3 ? Mdo

(Dro Peter Ho von Hippel)

Man Years (calendar year 1958) Patient Dgy^ None

Totals 1/2
Professional 1/2

Project Description s

Objectives s To gain information or the relationship between the

proline residues of proteins and the specific configuration of poly-

peptide chains observed in the globular and fibrous proteins -

Methods %

1° The configuration of prol.ne in various simple copolymers

of glycine and proline has been investigated mainly by means of optical

rotation o These copolymers are model structures for gelatin-, and the

effects of various solvent systems as well as temperature on the

properties of the copolymers have been measured and compared to gelatin.

2*. The extent of hydrolysis of various glycine-proline copolymers

through the action of collagenase has been studied* The collagenase is

known to be highly specific^ the only known protein substrate being

collagen o Cleavage of polypeptide cluins containing only glycine and

proline was followed by continous titration procedures as well as

by the liberation and identification of the a-amino groups released-

3 n The process of gelation and. the formation of the collagen-type

fold during the gelling process at low temperature has been extensively

studied using the enzyme collagenase as a probe of the configurational

changes in the gelatin molecule. Kinetics of the hydrolysis of

gelatin at various temperatures by collagenase have been followed by

comparable studies in the p'l stat and in the polarimeter-
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or Findings;

!•> Aqueous solutions of neutral salts which have large effects

on the configurational properties of poly-1 -proline and on the proline
residues in glycine -proline copolymers also have profound effects
on the properties of collagen and gelatin suggesting that the peptide
configuration about proline proline bonds in these proteins is

altered in these solvents »

2 The effect of temperature on the optical rotatory properties
of gelatin parallels that observed for the glycine-proline copolymers

«

Since glycine residues to not exhibit optical rotation^ the changes in

rotation observed must be related to the configuration of the proline
residues about the peptide bonds ° It is suggested that at low tempera=

tures the transconfiguration of proline-proline bonds is predominant

?

At higher temperatures rotation of one proline with respect to its

neighbor can occur and this eliminates the structural pattern
established at low temperatures

°

3* From the work with glycine proline copolymers it appears
that the enzyme collagenase requires the specific sequence —
X=glycine~proline — in a polypeptide chain in order for hydrolysis
to take place o Cleavage of the chain occurs between the nonspecific

amino acid 9 X s and glycine o This information may be of value in

future studies on other as yet uninvestigated proteins in which this

particular sequence may occur <> For example^ the anterior pituitary
hormone P-MSH is known from structure work to possess this sequence-

4, An examination of the hydrolysis of gelatin by collagenase
reveals that at temperatures below 25° the normally random polypeptide
chain of gelatin folds into a much more organized structure » The

special configuration of the gelatin chain below 25° apparently is

closely related to the gelation process and to the formation of the

unique structural pattern associated with collagen > It is believed
that the structural changes at low temperature results from Cis-trans
isomerizations at the proline-proline or proline-hydroxyproline
peptide bonds in the gelatin chain

»

Significance to Ifeart Research? This work should help in

clarifying the properties of certain proteins containing unusually
high amounts of proline and hydroxyproline* Collagen and casein are
examples of proteins whose structural properties appear to be primarily
related to the proline residues » Collagen, of course^ is the most
important structural protein in the foody

o
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Proposed. Course _of _P_rojec t

;

lo Studies on collagens and gelatins from various sources with
differing proline and hydroxyproline content will be continued.

2o Similar studies on a and j3 casein will be initiated, These
proteins have very high proline contents and preliminary investigation
has shown that certain of their properties are closely similar to
those observed for gelatin «

3* Examination of simple model systems containing proline and
hydroxyproline will be continued in collaboration with members of
the Weizmann Institute, Israel °

PART B included Yes X
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Calendar Year 1958

Bs Honors 9 Awards
£
, and Publications

£MMlSiH2SI ©^he* '^an obstracts from this projects

W. F Harrington and Michael Sela 9 Studies on the Structure of

Poly=l=Pr©line in Solutions Bioeaim* et Biophvso Acta, 27s 24-41 (1958)

'.?, Fo Harrington,, Effect of Neutral Salts on the Structure of

Collagen and Gelatin* Nature, 2M,, 997=998 (1958)

.
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3o Bethesda, Md ..

PBS—NIH
Individual Project Report
Calendar Year 1958

PART A

Project Title ; Use of proteolytic enzymes as probes of the

secondary structure of fibrous proteins

Principal Investigators ; William Fo Harrington
Peter Ho von Hippel
Parker Small
Walter Englander

Cooperating Units; Naval Medical Research Institute^ Bethesda* Mdo
(Dr* Peter Ho von Hippel)

Man Years (calendar year 1958) Patient Days ; None
Totals »9

Professional; o9

project Description;

Objectives; It is well known that denatured or unfolded protein
molecules are attacked much more readily by proteolytic enzymes than

are their native counterparts Recent developments suggest that

many native protein molecules may be only partially folded and it

seems likely^ therefore^ that the polypeptide chains in the amorphous
regions of these protein molecules may be more rapidly cleaved than

are the crystalline areas « Careful analysis of the kinetics of

proteolysis should be of considerable value in elucidating the fine
structure of these protein macromolecules

»

Methods ; Two fibrous proteins have been examined in detail*
viXo

?
myosin and collagen » The kinetics of proteolysis by trypsin

and collagenase respectively have been followed by several physical
and chemical methods including continuous titration (pH stat) 9

appearance of nonprotein nitrogen* optical rotation and viscosity =>

Major Findings ;

1„ About 30 per cent of the ichthyocol collagen molecule is less

firmly folded than the remaining 70 per cento The "amorphous"
1 regions

of collagen have a much more restricted configuration than the
gelatin molecule

°
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2, About 20 per cent of the myosin molecule appears to be

'"amorphous"* or possesses a much looser hydrogen-bonded fabric than

the remaining 80 per cento The "amorphous" areas of myosin appear to

occur at about 1/4 and 1/2 the length of the myosin rod as judged by

the size of the high molecular weight degradation products which
are rapidly formed on enzymatic attack,

Siisnific_ance_toJHe.arJtJ8e5.e.arjclis This work is aimed at a better
understanding of the aspects of structure which make a protein
fibrous in character. Fibrous proteins*, including fibrinogen^ the
collagens and the muscle proteins^ appear from the present work to

share many similar features and the systematic study of these proteins
along the lines described above should help to unearth any coramon

structural patterns,

JPyoposed Course of Project s

1, Studies of the secondary structure of fibrous proteins
utilizing proteolytic enzymes will be extended to other fibrous
proteins such as fibrinogen,

2, Model polypeptide chains such as oxidized ribonuclease and
simple synthetic copolymers will be examined.

Part B included Yes X No
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Publications other than abstracts from this project:

W F„ Harrington^ P., '.U von lippelj, and Eo Mihalyip Proteolytic
Enzymes as Probes of the Secondary Structure of Fibrous Proteins.,

(in press)

o
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PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE — NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
Individual Project Report
Calendar Year 1958

Part A« Project Description

Project Title ; Energy transfer associated with electron transport

Principal Investigators ; W« Wayne Kielley
J* Ramsey Bronk

Other Investigators ; Lisa Barnett (technical)
Clarence Edwards (summer) (technical)

Man Years (Calendar year 1958); Patient Days ; None
Total; 1 3/4
Professional; 1

Technical; 3/4

Protect Description ;

Objectives;

In most aerobic cells the major pathway for disposal of electrons

arising from oxidative reactions leads to oxygen through a system of
closely integrated protein and lipid elements forming the membranes

of the mitochondrial components of the cello Integrated into this

lipoprotein system is a mechanism for transferring the energy avail-

able in the sequence of electron transfers into the form of "'high

energy" phosphate bondSj, providing a major source of energy for

aerobic organisms

o

In this lipoprotein system the sequence of electron transfers

is incompletely known*, few of the individual elements have been

separated and characterized* the nature of the intermediate in energy

transfer is unknown and we can only speculate as to the function of

the phospholipid components » These problems and the questions of

physiological control mechanisms form the broad objectives of this program

Progress in understanding the mechanism of the oxidative
phosphorylation has been greatly facilitated by the development in

this and other laboratories of procedures for fragmenting mitochondria
to yield much smaller units capable of carrying out the integrated
oxidative phosphorylation reactions free of interfering and complicating
reactions present in intact mitochondria » Previous reports have dealt
with the properties of these submitochondriai particles.9 and association
of two exchange reactions with the phosphorylation process 9 the develop-
ment of a reaction scheme and point of action of dinitrophenol in
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,

dissociating oxidation and phosphorylation » During the past year

efforts have been directed toward further investigation of the ess-

change reactions and their involvement in the phosphorylation process,

The influence of thyroxin on the system has also been extensively

investigated *

L A study of the effects of specific sulfhydryl -binding agents

on electron transport^ phosphorylation and the exchange reactions

indicates that an SH group is involved in the transfer of energy prior

to participation of phosphate and is apparently the site of action

of dinitrophenol*

2* It has been known for a long while that thyroxin will

"uncouple
1"' oxidation and phosphorylation in intact mitochondria,, and

this effect has been proposed as a basis for the physiological action

of thyroxine However*, such effects occur only at high thyroxin con=

centrations and after an extended preincubation « The effect of

thyroxin and related compounds on the submitochondrial system have

been extensively investigated in this laboratoryo An immediate effect

of thyroxin and analogues with thyroxin activity is an acceleration of

oxidation without altering the phosphorylative efficiency ° At higher
concentrations and following preincubation^ uncoupling can be observed ->

The observations suggest that the latter effect is secondary^ but it is

still uncertain whether the acceleration of oxidation can be regarded

as physiologically significant

«

.Siffluiixtance to Heart Research ; Of the energy made available to cells

through oxidation of sugars about 75-80% arises through the process

of electron transport phosphorylation » The mechanism of this latter

process is still unknown o Its importance in the energy relationships

of all aerobic cells — including heart tissue ~~ is evident-,

Proposed Course of Project : Present efforts are directed along two lines;

1» Separation of the ADP-ATP exchange reaction from the rest of

the system, an examination of its properties in the isolated state and

eventual attempts to reconstruct other parts of the reaction sequence <>

2o Considerable evidence has accumulated that quinones identical

with or related to vitamins K and E may be involved in electron transport

and its associated phosphorylation « We have examined the behavior of

the submitochondrial system with a number of compounds of this type*

Some have exhibited a marked acceleration of phosphorylation and

these effects are currently under investigation

»

Part B included? Yes X No
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Part Bi Honors,. Awards, and Publications

Pub.Hcationg • (other than abstracts from this project J

W, W, Kiel ley and J> R» Bronk* Oxidative Phosphorylation end Associated

Reactions in Mitochondrial Fragments Obtained by Sonic Vibration- In

Proceedings of the International Symposium on Enzyme Chemistry*, Tokyo

and Kyoto j 1957 s Academic Press? New York? 1958

.

Jo R, Brook* Some Effects of Thyroxin on Oxidative Phosphorylation

in Submitochondrial Particles and Intact Mitochondria? BiacMRbJBio.Rhyj^

Ac.ta.3 2JU 667^668 (1958K

J» R, Bronk and Wo W„ Kielleyj, Evidence for the Point of Action of

2s,4-Dinitrophenol on ATPase p ATP-32p Exchange and Phosphorylation,

BlftC,hi!H^Bl0.RllX§.^fi.cAa 9 .22p 369=577 (1958)

.

Wo '1c Kielley and Jo Ro Bronk, Oxidative Phosphorylation in Mitochondrial
Fragments Obtained by Sonic Vibration p J_o3AoXo„£am° , 210-, 521-533 (1958)
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Calendar Year 1958

Part Ao JPr.o,lec_t_ De_$_cr_ipt_lo.n_

Pro ject Title ; Biochemistry of muscular contraction

Principal Investigator ; Wo Wayne Kielley

Collaborators ; William F. Harrington
William J 3 Dreyer

Other Investigators Lisa Barnett (technical)

Man Years (Calendar year 19581 Patient Davs s None
Totals 1-lA
Professionals 3A
Technicals 1/2

.Objectives s It was observed some time ago that the ATPase
activity of myosin,, the protein unit of the contractile mechanism,, exhibits
a biphasic response to titration of the SH groups* with a 3-4 fold stimula-
tion of ATPase activity occurring when approximately 1/2 of the SH groups
are titrated, further titration leading eventually to complete inhibition •>

The question exists whether the two phases of this response are due to
titration of specific groups or to statistical titration of the groups
involved in each active center » It was planned to approach the problem
using differential labeling of the groups with radioactive SH reagents
followed by tryptic digestion and application of the ""fingerprint" technique
to identify the cysteine containing peptides ° However, interpretation of
the results would depend on whether the large myosin A molecule consists of
a single or several peptide chains and if several,, whether they are identical
Therefore, it was decided to approach this question first s using concentrated
guanidine hydrochloride to disrupt all of the secondary and tertiary
structure^ leaving only the primary covalent bonds of the peptide chain

o

Examination in the ultra centrifuge should then establish the sizes of the
basic units » Myosin A is a rather large molecule (400a 000 molecular weight)
but offers a unique opportunity to establish some details of fine structure •>

It is a very asymmetric molecule (1600 Sngstrom units long and 21 K in
diameter) and the number of ways of arranging a single or several peptide
chains in this shape are very restricted*
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Calendar Year 1958

Part Ao .EnUfifiOsSfiKiliJiftBL

Project Title; Biochemistry of muscular contraction

Principal Investigator; Wo Wayne Kielley

Collaborators ? William F. Harrington
William J= Greyer

Ojtherlny_e.s_tifia.tor g Lisa Barnett (technical)

Man Years (Calendar year 19581 Patient Days s None
Totals 1-lA
Professional; 3/1*-

Technicals 1/2

_ObXeeJi_/e_s_ s It was observed some time ago that the ATPase

activity of myosins, the protein unit of the contractile mechanism, exhibits

a biphasic response to titration of the SH groups., with a 3=4 fold stimula

xion of ATPase activity occurring when approximately 1/2 of the SH groups

are titrated, further titration leading eventually to complete inhibition-

The question exists whether the two phases of this response are due to

titration of specific groups or to statistical titration of the groups

involved in each active center^ It was planned to approach the problem

using differential labeling of the groups with radioactive SA reagents

followed by tryptic digestion and application of the "fingerprint"' technique

to identify the cysteine containing peptides o However* interpretation of

the results would depend on whether the large myosin A molecule consists of

a single or several peptide chains and if several,, whether they are identical

Therefore^ it was decided to approach this question first, using concentrated

guanidine hydrochloride to disrupt all of the secondary and tertiary

structure, leaving only the primary covalent bonds of the peptide chain <>

Examination in the ultra centrifuge should then establish the sizes of the

basic units o Myosin A is a rather large molecule (400 o 000 molecular weight)

but offers a unique opportunity to establish some details of fine structure-

It is a very asymmetric molecule (1600 Angstrom units long and 21 K in

diameter) and the number of ways of arranging a single or several peptide
chains in this shape are very restricted*
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Jiilej&oiisJEmplqyed : All observations so far are of a preliminary
nature o Much time has been spent in solving technical problems,, par-
ticularly in the ultra centrifuge experiments where there is little
recorded experience in the use of concentrated salt solutions particularly
in the approach to equilibrium (Archibald) technique of determining
molecular weights <» We, therefore; engaged in a long series of experiments
using ribonuelease as a very well characterized model for determining the
influence of concentrated guanidine hydrochloride solutions on centri-
fugation of protein » At present, we can say that the myosin A molecule
is made up of three or four peptide chains, all identical in weight <>

Typtic digestion and fingerprinting of peptides also indicates a unit
weight of about 100,000 and, in addition, also indicates that the 3 or
4 major chains are all identical* There is a suggestion of a small amount
of smaller components, but we are unable to say whether they are part of
the myosin A or are present as contaminations

Si^alfifignce to -rieart, Research! There is no immediate significance
to heart research^ though more extensive knowledge of the proteins involved
in muscular contraction may be of eventual importance o

Proposed Course of Project ; The assignment of reliable numbers to
the weight of the subunits of myosin requires an extensive analysis and
these experiments are continuing.. Only preliminary fingerprint experiments
have been performed so far and technical questions still exist* An additional
problem under investigation., using this technique, is the identity or non-
identity of myosin and some of the other proteins implicated in the structure
©f the myofibrils No end groups have so far been reported for the myosin
molecule, and we are currently attempting to do this* An answer to the
initial question of the S3 groups has so far not been attempted =

Part B included: Yes No X
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PART A

£SEigMJi£ii : On the nature of the self-absorption phenomenon for

Carbon =-14 o

££|£MSgJ tJliSSS£ilfla£aF :
.

Elehard W. Headier

Other Xnyes tiggtor : Jay Yedvab (technical)

l§S=l£MI (Calendar year 1958) Egti§ILLfiM§.° ®®ne

Total; 3/10
Professionals 1/5

PM^MlMI»J!Jl^»iliilM.I=S,®SiSSi^» Carbon »14 is the most widely used

isotope in biological research.. Because of the low energy ©f its emission,

a substantial fraction of the radiation contained is absorbed bj the sstsple

itself and hence escapes detection » It is essential to be able to correct

for the atuount of radiation lost in the sample » Past theoretical treatment
assumed that this loss of detectable radiation followed an exponential
decrease with increasing weight of sample* It has been observed in this

laboratory that it is not exponential but hyperbolic The practical
significance ©f this finding is that by plotting a reciprocal function,, a

straight line graph is obtained for a correction factor vs weight ©f sample
per unit area<> This factor is highly accurate over 'the entire range of
weights encountered „ It is very easy to obtain and has been found to app]

to aany different counting situations involving different type counting
equipment and radioactive materials » The exponential treatment has be

found to lead to significant errors » Aside from the obvious practical
advantages in the ease of application and greater' accuracy of the new
treatment;, certain theoretical cobs Iderat ions are involved <> The exponent^

treatment is based on the assumption that each layer of an- absorbing su

stance will always absorb a constant pet cent of the impinging radiationo
The hyperbolic treatisentj, on the other feand s is a consequence of the vari?

ity of the ability of each layer U :h radiation* An expression hs

been derived which describes the variability as a function of weight of
sample and energy spec truss of the .'ve emission =

It has been found that the saise situation seesES to apply for

Sulfur-35j and the possibility exists that all weak wide spectruna bs

emitters raay fall into the sase category »
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Significance to tfeart Research ; Much of heart research today is cars

out by use of isotopes 9 particularly C*4 P and this method enables necessa?

rapid and accurate correction for counting data-

Proposed Course of Project s It is not known at present whether this

investigator will have time to further pursue this project*

Part B included? Yes No X
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Protect Title : A study of the mechanism of protein biosynthesis in

the hen oviduct

PfflffffUPSll frFfiStftq«t«r: Richard W, Handler

Mam Years (calendar year 1958) Patient Days ; None
Total: 4/5
Professional: 4/5

Project Description :

Objectives : The mechanism of protein biosynthesis is one of the

most important areas in biochemistry about which the least is known
It is the purpose of this work to study the basic reactions of protei
biosynthesis in a tissue highly specialized for performing this fund
the oviduct of the laying hen°

Methods and Ma lor Findings ! The existence of an intermediate
stage between free amino acid and protein was indicated by the follow-
ing observation ° Free amino acid does not become incorporated into

protein in a disrupted cell preparation whereas,, if the cells are
labeled prior to disruption, radioactivity can enter the protein
from some labeled precursor in the cells » An attempt was made to

locate the source of this radioactivity as well as to examine other
cellular constituents for a possible precursor role» The entire tissue
was examined in different chemical fractions., for the rate of accumuls'

radioactive amino acids,, the absolute level of accumulation,, and the

dynamic state of the radioactivity in relation to the rate of incorpor-
ation of the amino acids into protein Preliminary steps were taken
in characterizing the chemical nature of the binding of amino acids in

these "non-protein
1" fractions ° The results indicate that, contrary to

expectations, the nucleic acid fraction does not behave as would be

expected for a role of intermediate carrier of amino acids » The lipid
fraction, on the other hand, demonstrated kinetic behavior with
reference to amino acid uptake and turnover, entirely consistent with
the possibility of its playing the role of intermediate carrier for
the amino acids » This idea was further strengthened by the observation
that agents stimulatory to lipid synthesis stimulated amino acid in-
corporation and agents detrimental to lipid structure strongly inhibited
amino acid incorporation > The possibility of lipids being involved in

protein synthesis has hitherto been ignored <> However, on cytologicai
and thermodynamic grounds the possibility could offer distinct
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Significance to Heart Besearch ; The dry weight of the body and its
soft tissue structural material is mainly protein* The Heart Institute is

concerned with understanding the normal function of heart tissue.. The
heart as a muscle is in a constant state of protein synthesis and degradation
Biochemical knowledge is based on the thesis that basic biochemical
mechanisms are similar in the varied types of living tissue ° By studying
a tissue highly specialized with respect to the process of protein synthesis
(oviduct of the laying hen) it is hoped that knowledge of this vital
phenomenon will be applicable to the tissues of man»

Proposed Cnnrr.p. of Jjtoj.e.CjL: The isolation,, purifications, and
characterization of the lipid-amino acid complex will be pursued* The
possible role of these compounds in protein biosynthesis will be further

Part B included Yes X No
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PART B: HonorSo Awards s and Publications

other than abstracts from this project:

Richard Wo Ifendlerg Possible Involvement of Lipids in Protein
Synthesis, gaig&gg, ££§, 143-144 (1958) <.

Richard tfo ."fendler,, Passage of Radioactivity between Protein
Fractions of a .'fen Oviduct liomogenate* J° Biolo Cherou ? 229 3

553-561 (1957).
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PART A

Project Title; Studies of the mechanism of genetic control of protein
synthesis

Principal Investigators : William Jo Dreyer
Arnold M. Katz
Christian Bo Anfinsen

XlojapjerjELti-gq Units : Gebhard Kbch s Cold Spring Harbor Long Island
(2 months on part 3 (Methods))

Other Investigators ; Judith Wegman (technical) (June-August)
Jack Blount (technical) (Jan<>~ March)

aOejrjJ (calendar year 1958) Ea&£nO£$£
Total; 2 years
Professional; 1 1/2
Technical; 1/2

Objectives ; Recent genetic studies have made it clear that the
genetic material* deoxyribonucleic acids (DMA), of living organisms
exerts rigid control over the synthesis of proteins o It appears that

a change in the chemical structure of DNA due to a mutation can res
in a change in the structure of a protein synthesized under the
control of the altered "gene n e The structural analysis of such
altered proteins should provide useful data relating to the transla-
tion of genetic information into protein .structure*

'

The genetic systems and the proteins currently being studied
are those of the very simple

M
organisjis"8 bacterial viruses o

Method's ;

1« Fractionation of bacterial virus proteins:

The proteins of the T2 bacterial virus have been separated
into several components by means of column chromatography in the pre?
of high concentrations of urea» Urea has been chosen because it dis-
sociates the virus proteins, permits their fractionation on ion
exchange columns, and does not irreversibly destroy their serological
activity o Using a serological assay p the serum blocking antigen has
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been located in one of the several protein fractions « The amino
acid sequence of this protein is believed to be altered in a different
way in each of a number of closely linked mutants of the virus » The
locus of each of these mutations on a genetic map has been determined
by Dr. George Streisingero Determination ©f the precise nature of
the changes in protein structure resulting from such a series of
mapped genetic mutations should ultimately lead to a better under-
stnnding of the way in which the "genes"

1

function in the control of
protein synthesis

°

2» Development of methods for the study of protein structure ;

In order to make amino acid sequence determinations possible in

la:cge protein molecules , such as the bacterial virus serum blocking
antigen-^ a relatively simple method has been developed which permits
the separation of up to one hundred peptides obtained from enzymatic
digests of proteins. The method, based on two-dimensional electro
phoresis and chromatography, seems to be working well and is now
applied to the genetic problem*

3^ Isolation of _a__bacjt.exial_v4rus_eiizyme_and_ characterization of

tts£^BnsyjLe-j^_^_JjtSj93xnjg s Certain bacterial viruses contain an enzyme
capable of degrading host cell walls . This enzyme is also found in

iree form in iysates of cells infected with the virus s but is not
present in Iysates of uninfected cells ° A convenient assay system has

been devised for this enzyme and a procedure has been developed which
permits isolation of the enzyme in what appears to be nearly pure £©ra-

The enzyme was previously considered to be proteolytic since 9 among
other compounds, amino acids are released by its action ° However B

studies of the purified enzyme indicate that it is a lysozyme rather
than a proteolytic enzyme . The following list includes some of the
interesting features of this bacterial virus enzymes

a» Bacterial virus lysozyme appears to be synthesized under
the genetic control of the virus ° Since the enzyme seems to be

relatively low in molecular weight it may ultimately prove to be
particularly useful for the study of genetic control of protein
synthesis.

b« There are certain similarities between this enzyme and the

one believed to be present in a number of mammalian viruses
(e.g. influenza). A study of this type of enzyme should shed
considerable light on the mechanism of viral infection.

c. A comparison of the structure of this enzyme and lysozyme
from other organisms (e.g. other viruses, egg white lysozyme, etc,

should provide information about the species differences of

proteins with similar activities.

d* The enzyme lyses E. coli (gram negative) under conditions
where egg white lysozyme is ineffectual as a bactericidal agent.

e» It is one of the very few enzymes found in viruses

o
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Siffiiiilcaiice—tO-Jfear-tJaesearchs This work is part of the continuing
effort of the laboratory to gain a greater understanding of the

structure^ biosynthesis and function of protein molecules? particularly
those having enzymatic properties » The work in general is of a highly
basic and theoretical sort with obvious bearings on tissue metabolism
in general »

Proposed Course of Project ; Certain physical^ chemicals and
biological activities of the proteins which have been isolated should
be studied in order to establish purity^ and to gain other useful
information . Experiments are continuing in an effort to elucidate
the effect of genetic mutations on the structure of these proteins
in the hope that we will eventually be able to compare fine structure
genetic maps with maps of alterations in protein structure

o

PART B included: Yes X No
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Publications other than abstracts from this project:

Go Koch and W. Jo Dreyer, Characterization of an Enzyme of Phage
T2 as a Lysozyme, yiroloqy,, &, 291=293 (1958) •
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PART A

Project Title ; Application of the peptide separation methods to

the study of muscle proteins

Principal Investigators : W„ Wayne Kiel ley
Will lam Jo Dreyer

Man_Yeari?: (calendar year 1958) Patieit Davst None

Total 4/15
Professionals 4/15

Project Description;

Objectives; In an effort to test the applicability of the peptide

fractionation method to the study of large proteins., to further improve

the method^ and to attempt to answer some long standing questions con-

cerning muscle proteinSj, a collaborative project with Dr» Wo Wo

Kiel ley has been undertaken

o

The following list briefly indicates the sort of information we

hope to gains

a° Various proposed relationships between certain of the

muscle proteins are found in the literature* The peptide separation

method offers the possibility of comparing tie chemical structure

of such proteins as tropomyosin^ actin« myosin A s myosin B„ L
meromyosin and 11 meromyosin in order to determine the exact
relationship^ if any between theme

bo Certain of these proteins may be present in the form of

polymers o The peptide separation method should be useful for

the determination of the true monomer molecular weight of
these proteins

o

c« The method may be useful for the study of the "active

center (sV° of myosin.

It is assumed that such studies may provide information useful in

the eventual elucidation (at the molecular level) of the mechanism
of muscular contractions

o
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Methods

:

Preliminary results indicate a monomer molecular weight of ICOpOOO

[us or minus c»a° 20,000) for myosin- Since tbe literature value

for the molecular weight of myosin as determined by conventional

methods is 400,,0009 this result suggests that myosin as it exists

in solution is composed of 3«5 identical subunits of about 1009 000 M°W°

each. It is hoped that it will be possible to determine the number of

subunits with greater precision by developing the method further « A

monomer molecular weight of c«a« 8OS OO0 was obtained for actin

(literature value = 70 to 80*000) > Tropomyosin gave a monomer value

close to the reported value (40j,000)o These preliminary results also

indicate thstj, contrary to certain proposals found in the literatures

each of the above proteins is a dintinct entity <>

Attempts have been made to study the peptides containing chemically

blocked SH groups o ?-towever p due to technical difficulties no

results are available at present*

SjjinilijCjussgJ&iJJeja&tJSesM&fih : There is no immediate significance

to heart research^ though more extensive knowledge of the proteins
involved in muscular contraction may be of eventual importance

=

Proposed Course of Project : The results indicated above are incomplete

and should therefore be confirmed and extended by further studies

»

Several possible means of improving the methods used should be examined
Since the SH groups of the myosin molecule appear to be implicated

in its catalytic activity9 they should be examined in some detail

o

Identification of SH containing peptides in proteolytic digests of

myosin should be possible «

PART B included: Yes No X
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Project Title: Investigation of structural and functional relation-
ships in ribonuclease.

Principal Investigator: Frederick H. Unite, Jr.

Other Investigators: None

Man Years (Calendar year 1958): Patient days: None
Total: 1
Professional: 1
Other : None

Project Description :

Objective : To investigate the relationship between disulfide
bridges in ribonuclease and enzyme activity for the purpose of obtaining

more inforgeation on structural and functional relationships in easyses.

Methods Employed: Further details of methodology have been elab-

orated in connection with reduction of disulfide bridges in ribonuclease

and reoxidation of reduced ribonuclease. Advances have been Bade in re»

lating enzymatic activity to specific features of tertiary structure in
ribonuclease

.

Major Findings . A. A correlation has been mde between the con-

centration of the mixed disulfide, B-carboxy, S-asdnoethyl, earboxyaathyl
disulfide, and the level of reduction of ribonuclease* This mixed disulfide
arises as a result of the partial reduction of a disulfide bridge by thio~

glycolic acid. It has been established as a complicating factor which
contributes to the heterogeneity of the reduced protein and i3 of impor=

tanee If isolation work is to follow the reduction step.

B. A technique has been developed to test for the homogeneity of

partially reduced ribonuclease with respect to the absence of specific
disulfide bridges <>

C. The disulfide bridge in ribonuclease connecting half-cystine

residues 1 and 6 (counting from the N-terminal end of the molecule) has
been found not to be associated with the active center of ribonuclease <>

D. The reduction methods developed in this work have been success-

fully applied to lysoajrme, an exreyae which resembles ribonuclease insofar
as it consists of a single peptide chain of approximately the same length
as that of ribonuclease.
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E. The reoxidation of reduced ribonuclease has resulted in com-
plete restoration of the enzymatic activity that was lost on reduction.
Preliminary physical studies of the reoxidized enzyme have indicated many
structural similarities between it and the native enzyme.

F. It has been demonstrated that the thioester derived from
thioglycolie acid completely destroys ribonuclease activity and, when
present during the reduction of ribonuclease with thioglycolate, con-
tributes to the sulfhydryl content of the reduced protein. Therefore
the Importance of eliminating the thioester from thioglycolie acid and of
inhibiting its formation during reductioncf proteins in gacer&l has to©s&

established.

Significanee to Heart Research ; This work is part of the continuing
effort of the laboratory to gain a greater understanding of the structure,
biosynthesis and function of protein molecules, particularly those having
enzymatic properties. The work in general is of a highly basic and the-
oretical sort with obvious bearings on tissue metabolism in general.

Proposed Course of Project t Further eoiaparafcive studies of native

,

reduced, and reduced-reoxidized ribonucleases are planned to gain further
information on the structural features essential for enzymatic activity of
ribonuclease. To facilitate this study, efforts will be made to purify
samples of reduced and reduced reoxidized ribonuclease, employing tests
homogeneity which have been developed in this laboratory.

Part B included Yes
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Part B: Honors , Awards, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

F. Ho White, Jr.and C.B. Anfinsen, On the Order of Bisulfide Bond Reduc-
tion ia\ Kibonuclease, Symposium on Sulfur in Protein®, in press.

M. Sela, FoHo White, Jr., and C. B. Anfinsen, The Reductive Cleavage of
Disulfide Bonds and its Application to Problems of Protein Structure,
Bioehlm. et Biophys. Acta, in press.

F. Ho White, Jr. and C. B. Anfinaea, Some Relationships of Structure to
Function in Ribonuclease, Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci., in press.
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Project Title: Studies on "fee Controlled Degradation, of Kibonr

Principal Investigators: CoB» Anfinsan, Wo F. Harrington

Jusait© Cooke and Ann Ginsburgj? Technics]

Man Yesrs (ealendsr year 1958): Patient Days: Hon®
Total: 1-1/3
Prof®@sional : 1/

3

sr: 1

O&Qeetive : To investigate the action of pepsin «l other
proteolytic smzytsm® on bovine riboixuciease under different conditions
of pH and temperature with the purpose ©f preparing and isolating active
derisive® of the eassyae wnicn might lack portion© of the native struct^::

Methods employed: Studies employing the pH stst and (ghrossatographie

analysis suggest that pepsin shows a different specificity en rihoauclea.se

as a substrate Bhea digestions are carried out at different pH valu<

When pE values ©re in the neighborhood of 1.8,ribQnuelessfc loses a tetra-
peptide frajsseai from the G-ters&a&l end and is inactivated. In higher j

however, in the neighborhood of pH 2o<, & series of ^aaino acids are split
fro® the K-terminal end of the aoleeule and the product appears to he fully

Signifi©an©@ to Heart Beaaarcih: This work, is part of the eoatinui:

effort of the laboratory to gain a greater understeading of the structure
biosynthesis SiHd function of protein saolesules^ particularly those having
emgjBatie properties . The work in general is of a highly basic and tl;

sort with obvious hearing© on tissue asetabolism in general.

Proposed Course of ,gggj_fgts SSasaa* results must he cs-refv:
;

by chroaatographic analysis of the digestion sairtures at various pE

results already suggest s however, that the shape of the ssoleeule is gr;

influenced in solution by hydrogen ion concentration and that eerfe

sent© of the sraleeuie tshieh are unavailable to attach by pepsin

or slightly acidic pH vair y beeosse released from the main str.

the protein at lower pH values and thus be vulnerable to proteol

Part B included Yes Wo I
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Project title: Proteolytic fragmentation of the ssyosin molecule

<

Principal Investigators: Elemar Mihalyi
William ' 'F . Harrington

Years: (Also given in report of Eleusr Mihalyi, Section
on Metabolism, laboratory of Cellular Physiology

il: 1-5 Patient Days: Hone
'Professional 1.0
Technical .

5

Project Description: Myosin is a very large molecule, much too
large to fee attacked by structural investigation® in its intact form.

It was thought that the proteolytic fragmentation ©f myosin, since it

yields veil defined fragjjeents, may be used advantageously in struetusral

investigations, especially to establish connection® between the known
functions and certain localised areas of the molecule. It ms hoped
that the proteolytic process itself might help to clarify the structure
of the molecule.

SEE ANNUAL REPORT OF DR. MIHALYI .REEERHBD TO ABOVE.

PART B included
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PART A

Protest Title: Studies on the structure of lysozyme

Principal Investigator: Arnold M. Katz

Other Investigators: None

Man Years (Calendar year 1958) Patient Days: Horn
Total: 1/2
Professional: 1/2
Other : None

Project Description:

Objective : To isolate;and identify, by two-dissensions! paper
chromatography and electrophoresis, the peptides from a tryptic di-
gest of reduced, alkylated lysosyme.

Methods Employed

:

A new technique, for the precise separa-
tion of peptides has evolved through work in this department and
elsewhere. Its applicability in the determination of the amino acid
sequence of a protein enzyme of 15,000 molecular weight is being in-
vestigated as a model for future work. Crystalline lysozyme is re-
duced, alkylated and then digested with trypsin to give a reproducible
mixture of peptides. This mixture is resolved into individual peptide
spots by chromatography, followed by electrophoresis on large sheet®
of filter paper. The resulting pattern of peptides is called a
"fingerprint" and is quite characteristic of this protein. It has
been possible at this time to identify eight of the seventeen pep-
tides expected in this digestion mixture.

Significance to Heart Research : This work is part of the
continuing effort of the laboratory to gain a greater understanding
of the structure, biosynthesis and function of protein molecules,
particularly those having enzymatic properties. The work in general
is of a highly basic and theoretical sort with obvious bearings on
tissue metabolism in general.

Proposed .jCourse of Project : Further work is directed to
the successful identification of the entire complement of peptides
from the tryptic digest of lysosyme. This is expected to demonstrate
the usefulness of the "fingerprint" method for analytic work and per-
mit its application to the many problems in the study of protein
structure and its genetic determination now being studied in this
department and elsewhere.

MIT B included Ma
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Project Title: Studies on lipoproteins.

Principal Investigator: Martin Rodbell

Other Investigators:; None

Man Years (Calendar year 1958) Patient days: None
Total: 1
Professional: 1
Other: None

Project Description :

Objective : To study the structure, function, and metabolism of
lipoproteins with particular reference to the role of lipoproteins in
fat absorption and transport.

Methods Employed : Lipoproteins, including chylomicrons, are iso-

lated from the plasma and lymph of dogs and humans by eentrifugation tech-
niques. After delipidatlon of the chylomicrons and high-density lipopros-

teins with ehloroform-methanol, the proteins are dissolved in concentrated
urea. The urea-soluble proteins are separated by electrophoresis in urea
as well as buffer solutions. Incorporation of carbons-labeled amino acids
into the proteins of chylomicrons and high density lipoproteins is followed
by conventional techniques for carbon^ counting after separating the pro-
teins by paper electrophoresis and extracting the proteins from the paper.
The proteins are digested with proteolytic enzymes and the resultant pep-
tides are separated by chromatography and high voltage electrophoresis to
form "fingerprint" patterns of peptides. Proteins are analyzed for N-terminal
amino acids by a dinitrophenylation technique.

Major Findings .

1. a. N-terminal analyses of dog and human chylomicrons show that
at least two proteins are associated with the chylomicrons. One of the pro-
teins from the chylomicrons contains N-terminal aspartie acid (A protein),
the same as found for the high-density lipoproteins. The other protein con-
tained N-terminal serine in human chylomicrons and N-terminal glutamic in
dog chylomicrons (B protein).

b. The electrophoretie mobility of one of the chylomicron pro-
tein® (A protein) is identical to that of the protein isolated from the
high-density lipoproteins isolated from both human and dog plasma.

c. The "fingerprint" pattern of the A protein in ehylosiisrons
is identical to that found for the high-density lipoprotein protein. It is
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(Major findings - cos&inued)

concluded that the chylomicrons isolated from doge and humans contain the
high-density lipoprotein protein.

d. The solubility properties of the B protein from both dog and
human chylomicrons are similar. The "fingerprint" patterns of these pro-
teins are completely different from the high-density lipoprotein protein as
well as the plasm low-density (Sf 0-20) protein in humans and dogs. This
evidence , coupled with previous fMings that human plasma contains A lipo-
proteins with N-terminal serine (the same as that found for the B protein in
human chylomicrons) suggest that this protein (or lipoprotein)is fundamental
for fat transport.

2. a. In vivo studies on incorporation of labeled amino aftids

into the proteins of the chylomicrons isolated from dog lymph during the
absorption of fat demonstrate that there is a rapid increase in the spe-
cific activities of the two major chylomicron proteins. The specific activity
of the A protein in chylomicrons is identical to the specific activity of the
high-density lipoprotein in lymph but considerably higher than that found in
the plasma high-density lipoprotein fraction. This suggests that the plasm
high-density lipoprotein is not in equilibrium with the chylomicron A protein
©r the lymph high-density lipoprotein.

b. In vitro studies on the incorporation of labeled amino acids
in chylomicron proteins by intestinal mucosal cells indicate that the in-
testinal cells are capable of synthesizing proteins resembling the A and B
proteins of chylomicrons . The implications of this study are that the chylo-
micron protein may be important for the absorption of fat in the intestine and
that one of the sources of the high-density lipoproteins in plasma may be the
intestine

.

e. After the injection of chylomicrons containing labeled A and B
proteins into recipient dogs, a rapid disappearance of the daylomicrons and the
radioactivity occurs. The A protein activity appears immediately in the high-
density lipoprotein fraction indicating equilibration whereas the B protein
activity does not appear in the plasma until after the initial rapid disap-
pearance of the chylomicrons. This suggests that the B protein is metabolized
along with the chylomicron fat. It is possible that the A protein is also
removed with the chylomicrons.

Significance to Heart Research ; Abnormal metabolism of lipoproteins
is associated with many circulatory diseases. There is a tremendous void
in our knowledge of the metabolism of these compounds which must be filled
if we are to understand the abnormalities which arise.

Froposed Course of Project : 1. The finding that the proteins of the
chylomicrons and the high density lipoproteins can be solubllized in aqueous
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(Proposed course of project - continued)

systems after removing the lipids makes it possible to attempt the recon-
struction of these lipoproteins in vitro . The interaction of phospholipids
with the proteins will he studied with the goal of determining the binding
sites on the proteins for lipids and the structure of the resulting "arti-
ficial" lipoproteins. These studies may give some knowledge as to the
mechanism by which lipoproteins are synthesized in vivo .

2. further metabolic experiments in the dog will be performed in
order to locate the site (or sites) of synthesis of the chylomicron pro-
teins, and the high-density lipoproteins, with emphasis on the role of
the intestine in the synthesis of chylomicrons and the function of the
lipoprotein in this process . Experiments will be done with isolated
tissues on the metabolism of chylomicrons in an effort to determine
the fate of chylomicron proteins as well as the associated fat.

fart 8 included Yes
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PARS? B: Honors, Awards, and Publications.

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

M. Rodhell, The Protein and Lipid Composition of Human Chyle and
Plasm Lipoproteins, Science , 127 , 701 (1958),

M. Kedbell, D.S. Fredriekson, On the Nature of Chylomicron Proteins
J. Biol. Chea o j in press.

Mo Hodbell, D.S. fredriekson, and K. Ono, The Metabolism of Chylo-
micron Proteins, J. Biol. Cheat., in press.
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PART A

Project Title: The identification of the disulfide bridges in
ribonuclease which are essential for activity.

Principal Investigators: C. B„ Anfinsen, Edgar Haber.

Other Investigators: None

Man Years (calendar year 1958): Patient days: Hone

Total: 1
Professional: 1
Other: --

Project Dei'sription :

Objective: These studies, which are closely related to thos®

reported by Frederick H. White, Jr., eiaa t© determine the identity of the

disulfide bridges which remain uneleaved in solutions of ribonuclease pro-

duced by partial reduction of cystine-disulfide bonds. Techniques have

been worked out for the fingerprinting of trypsin digests with such partially
reduced material and these techniques will be used to study the kinetics of

reduction of each bridge . Further details say be found in the report by
Dr. Frederick H* White, Jr.

Significance to Heart Research : This work is part of the continuing
effort of the laboratory to gain a greater understanding of the structure,

biosynthesis and function of protein molecules, particularly those having
enzymatic properties. The work in general is of a highly basic and theoretics

sort with obvious bearings on tissue metabolism in general.

PAST B included Yes Ho X
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PART A

Project Title: Studies on the Species Differences and Structure©
of Ribonuelease

.

Principal Investigators: C.B. Anfinsen, Stig E4G. Aqyist,

Other Investigators: Juanita Cooke, Technical.

Man Years (Calendar year 1958): Patient days: Won®
Total: 5/6 year
Professional: l/3
Other : 1/2

Objective : To isolate and determine the structure of ribonuelease?

from a variety ©f biological sources. These studies have been undertaken
sine® it seems a reasonable working hypothesis that the same general ©true*

fare may occur in the active centers of all of the ribonueleases, but that
variations in structural detat-1 may exist in those parts of the structures
which are not directly concerned with catalysis*

Methods employed : Sheep pancreas has been examined for its
ribonuelease content and four distinct protein components have been isolate

from extracts of this tissue by column chromatography. All four seem to ~m

closely related as regards molecular weight and end groups. The struetu
of the major one of the four components has been compared with the
of the bovine enzyme and three changes in amino acid sequence have been
Similar studies are now in progress on ribonuelease from pork pancreas an

Significance to Heart Research : This work is part of the continuing
effort of the laboratory to gain a greater understanding of the structure

,

biosynthesis and function of protein molecules, particularly those having
enzymatic properties. The work in general is of a highly basic and theoretics

sort with obvious bearings on tissue metabolism in general.

Proposed Course of Project: Should the structural studies above
indicate the presence of a common constellation of amino acids in the several
ribonueleases, the enzyme would probably be isolated from a few other biolog-
ical sources to extend this "common denominator" approach to the mechanism <

catalysis

.

Part B included Yes X No >
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Part & • Honors, Awards, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

C. B. AaKnsen, Stig E.G. Aqyist, Juanita P. Cooke and Borje Joasson P

A Comparative Study of the Structures of Bovine and Q^ine Pancreatic
Ribonucleics, J. Biol. Chem ., in press.

Stig E.G. Aiiyist and C. Bo Anfinsen, The Isolation and Characterization
of Sosbs Ribo-mcleases from Sheep Pancreas, J. Biol. Chem., in press.

Honors and Awards relating to this project: None
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Part Ac

Project Title: (1) The enzymatic synthesis of "energy°rich
compounds and their utilization in
biosynthetic reactions.

(2) Heterocyclic Compound Metabolism

Principal Investigator: Roy Vagelos

Other Investigator:

Cooperating Units

Man Years (calendar year 1958):

Total: 2.3
Professional: 1

Other: 1.3

Project Description:

Propionate metabolism: The study of the metabolism of

propionic acid in microorganisms has been continued. The fate

of lactyl CoA was studied; it was shown that extracts of C. propionics
and C. kluyveri contain a deacylase that hydrolyses the thiolester.

Further metabolism was not investigated.

Methods and Major Findings:

Propionic acid is oxidized by extracts of C. kluyveri by the
following sequence of reactions:

Propionyl CoA ~&> acryiyl CoA ——> {3°Hydroxypropionyl CoA

—& malonyl semialdehyde CoA ——$ malonyl CoA —4 acetyl CoA + G02

All the reactions through the formation of malonyl CoA have been
demonstrated by partial purification of the enzymes and isolation
of the intermediates. The decarboxylation of malonyl CoA has not
yet been well demonstrated, though some experiments have suggested
that the reaction occurs.
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Heterocyclic Compound Metabolism;

Organ! sras have been isolated by enrichment culture on numerous
pharmacologically active heterocyclic compounds* At present

,

morphine has been selected for immediate study. The organisms that

have been isolated are being tested for their ability to degrade
morphine; at the same time, poppy plants have been planted at the

agricultural station in Beitsville, Md„ si»es recent studies have
shown that the plant can incorporate a-C**-DL=tyrosine and phenyl-
alanine into the morphine molecule intact while growing on artificial
media,, it is hoped that cell free extracts can be made of the poppy
capsules with which to study the mechanism of biosynthesis at the

enzyme level.

Proposed course of Research

All the above work will be continued. It is hoped that the

decarboxylation reaction (malonyl CoA to acetyl CoA) will be
demonstrated and shown to be reversible. If that is the case, the

possibility of studying the role of biotin in carboxylation reactions
will be investigated. Also, if good preparations of malonyl CoA
can be obtained, the role of malonyl CoA in fatty acid biosynthesis
will be Investigated (as suggested by Dr. R. Brady).

Morphine degradation by microorganisms and biosynthesis by

P. somniverum will be studied in col *. ^oration with Or. B. Kravits.

Intermediates will be it. stifled and individual reactions will be
studied.

Part B Included Yes X No_
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Part B.

Publications:

1. Stadtman, B. R. and Vagelos, P. R. , Propionic Acid
Metabolism, International Symposium on Enzyme Chemistry 8

Tokyo and Kyoto, (1957), in press.

2. Vagelos, P. R., Earl, J. and Stadtman, E. R., Propionic
Acid Metabolism, I. The Purification and Properties of
Acrylyl Coenzyme A aminase, J. Biol. Chem. , In press.

3. Vagelos, P. R., Earl, J. and Stadtman, E. R. Propionic
Acid Metabolism, II. Enzymatic Synthesis of Lactyl
Pantetheine, J. Biol. Chem., In press.
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The Microbiological Degradation of Riboflavin

Investigator: E. R. Stadtman
P. ,Z. Smymiotia
T. Miles

Other Investigator

Cooperating Units:

Patient Days; None

Total:
Profess

Project Description:

2.3
2.

0.3

The immediate aim of this research is to determine

enzymatic mechanism of riboflavin oxidation to C©2 and HB3. It is

believed that a detailed knowledge of this biochemical process will

reveal basic patterns of metabolism involved in the biochemistry of

heterocyclic compounds in general.

1 •
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Methods and Major Findings:

Several intermediates in the breakdown of riboflavin have
been isolated in lOOmg to 2.0 gram quantities as pure crystalline
compounds. The first detectable in^ ""-mediate has been identified

as l°ribityl=2 83-di>«t©-l,2,3,4=tetrahydro»6 97«dimethylquinoxaline
(compound 1). Its formation from riboflavin results from an
oxidative change j€ the pyrmidine ring with the stoichiometric
elimination of one mole of urea and one additional carbon atom
(probably Co£). This conversion presents an interesting problem

since the most reasonable intermediates have been synthesized

(see report of T. Miles) and were found not to be metabolized by
the bacterial system. Compound I has been shown to be converted
to a second intermediate (compound II) by a synthetic reaction
that involves the addition of two carbon atoms and one nitrogen
atoms probably to the ribityl side chain. Compound II is

subsequently converted to 3,4 dimethyl=a°pyrone carboxylic acid

by a series of unidentified reactions.

The existence of a second pathway of riboflavin catabolism
is revealed by the isolation of degradation product that are

oxidised to C©2 an^ ^3 without the intermediate formation of the

0"pyrone carboxylic acid. The possibility that this second pathway
represents a reversal of the biosynthetic pathway is suggested by
the observation that one of the compounds isolated will replace
riboflavin as a growth factor for a riboflavin requiring strain

of Lactobacillus .

Significance:

Proposed course of Research

The isolation and characterization of riboflavin degradation
products will be continued. Experiments to determine the detailed
enzymatic mechanism of formation of compound I and II will be carried

out.

Part B included Yes X No

- 2
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Part Bs

Publications

;

1. Isolation and Structure Proof of 3,4=Dim©thyl°>6-carboxy°

3°pyrone as a Bacterial Degradation Product of Riboflavin.

J, Am. Caeca. Soc., 80, 2541, (1958).

2. Intermediates in the Decomposition of Riboflavin, Bact.

Proc., (1958).

3. lb© Biosynthesis and Degradation of Riboflavin,
Proceedings of the IV the International Congress of
Biochemistry, 1958.

4. Bacterial Degradation Products of Riboflavin III.
Isolation, Structure Determination, and Biological
Transformations of l«Ribityl-2,3°diketo»l,2,3,4»tetra°
hydro°6 7«dimethylquinoxalin@. J. Am. Chem. , Soc. (in press).

3 -
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Part A

Project Title: 1. Mechanism of Enzymatic Formation of Threonine
from O~phosphohomoserine.

2. Enzymatic formation of cystathionine from
homoserine

.

Principal Investigator: Martin Flavin

Other Investigator:

Cooperating Units:

Man Years

Total: 2.3
Professional : 1

Other: 1.3

Project Description:

Objectives: Earlier work had shown that the last step in
the major pathway of threonine biosynthesis in yeast and E. coli
consisted in the isomerization of homoserine to threonine. Although
this reaction may have some analogy to the citrate°isccitrate
interconversion, Watanabe and Shimura had shown that it also con=
tained a novel feature. They found that, in yeast, the reaction
proceeded in at least 2 steps, the first being a phosphorylation at

the expense of ATP to yield 0-»phosphohomoserine, and the second the
formation of threonine with the liberation of orghophosphate

.

While the seemingly needless expenditure of ATP in the over-

all reaction sequence might be understandable energetically as a

device to shift the equilibrium in favor of the accumulation of a

protein building block, the manner in which phosphate might partici-

pate in the mechanism of the second reaction raises many questions.

The mechanism of conversion of phosphohomoserine to thereonine is

of further interest because, although it seems to have no established

precedent, it may be analogous to, and serve as a useful model for,

an early step in steroid biosynthesis.

We have chosen Neurospora crassa for the investigation of

this problem, because of the availability of mutant strains, which

may in some cases offer advantages as enzyme sources. Later, they

may alos permit more general Investigations of the manner of formation

and activation of the enzymes being studied.
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Part A con' t.

Project Description con't .

The biosynthesis of cystathionine from homoserine and
cysteine has never been shown in cell-free preparations , nor have
we so far been able to show it in Neurospora. We feel that the
mechanism of this reaction may be more complex than a simple
elimination of water, and that it can be conveniently studied
together with threonine biosynthesis. For example, phosphohomo-
serine can be tested as a possible intermediate in cystathionine
biosynthesis.

Methods and Major Findings

A reliable, accurate assay for threonine has been developed

„

which requires 5 minutes as compared with 3 or 4 hours for assays
previously available.

One gram of pure O-phosphohomoserlne has been isolated from
an enzymatic incubation of ATP and homoserine. The methods of
isolation and of purification of yeast homoserine kinase were
modifications of those of Watanabe and Shimura.

Of many unsuccesful attempts to prepare O-phosphohomoserine
chemically, the most promising cill now has been via N-carbo-
benzoxyhomoserine —— jJ°carbo> ensoxyhomoserine lactone —— N»carbo-
benzyoxyhomoserinebenzylaml^O. Small amounts of phosphohomoserine
have been obtained by treatment of the latter with polyphosphoric
acid followed by acid hydrolysis. It is planned to try more gentle
phosphorylatlng agents, such as tetra-p-nitrophenylpyropho«p/uate.

The results of Watanabe concerning the pathway Irom-homoserine
to threonine in yeast have been confirmed. The enzyme converting
phosphohomoserine to threonine has been identified in Meurospora
wild typ 5297, and has been purified 200 fold in a 3-step preceedure.

This enzyme activity is undetectable in extracts of mutant 35423,
which requires exogenous threonine for growth. Curiously, it
has so far been impossible to show the presence of homoserine kinase
in Reurospera.

Pyridoxal phosphate has been shown to be a cofactor for the
enzyme converting phosphohomoserine to threonine.

The first studies of the mechanism of the latter reaction
have been carried out by incubating partially purified enzyme with
substrate and cofactor in Tritium-labeled water. If threonine were
formed through an olefinic intermediate such as vinylaglycine, it
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Methods and Major Findings con't

should aquire one atom of hydrogen per mole from the solvent , stably

bound to the gamma carbon. It was found, however, that the threonine

formed at the end of various periods of incubation had aquir&d only

0.05 to 0.1 atoms of H per mole from the solvent, barring isotope

selection. In addition, threonine itself aquired 0.05 atom of

H from the solvent, on incubation with enzyme and cofactor. These

results provide fairly strong evidence against an oleflnic intermediate.

A puzzling finding has been that residual unreacted phosphohomoserine

has a 10 x higher tritium concentration than the threonine formed

during the incubation.

Propaged Course of Research

We plan to continue the tritium experiments and, at first,

to determine the positions into which it is introduced enzymatically

in threonine and phosphohomoserine. Later studies will deal with

partial reversibilities, testing of possible intermediates, which

are available, and search for others with carbon or phosphorus*

labeled phosphohomoserine.

From cellulose chromatography it seems likely that a

single enzyme catalyzes the complex conversion of phosphohomoserine

to threonine. It is fortunate that we have been able to achieve

high purification of this enzyme, since this may be essential to

a study of its mechanism of action, if intermediates occur only

bound to the enzyme surface. Eventually, the enzyme way also be

a favorable one with which to study the general manner of binding
and mechanism of action of pyridoxal phosphate.

A number of experiments v \1 become possible if phosphohomo°
serine can be made chemically in iai"j« amounts; for example, the

investigation of model, non-enzymatic reactions.

As indicated above, we plan to continue work on the

enzymatic formation of cystathionine and phosphohomoserine in
Neurospora.

Part B Included Yes X No
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Part B

Publications

1. Metabolism of propionic acid in Animal Tissues. I.
Enzymatic Conversion of Propionate to Succinate.
Martin Flavin and Severo Ochoa, J. Biol. Chem. „

229 , 965 (1957).

2. Metabolism of Propionic Acid in Animal Tissues.
II. Pripionyl Coenzyme A Carboxylation system. Martin
Flavin, H. Castro-Mendosa, and Severo Ochoa, J. Biol.
Chens., 229, 981'(29Stt.

3. Metabolism of Propionic /eld in Animal Tissues.
III. Formation of Succinate. William, S. Beck, Martin
Flavin, and Sevte-* ^:hoa, J. Biol. Chem. 229, 997 (1957)

Awards

American Society of Biological Chemists Travel Award for
the 17 International Congress of Biochemistry, Vienna,
1958.
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Part A

Project Title: Metobollsm of H°onium Confounds and Methyl Donor
Compounds in Anaerobic Microbes.

Principal Investigator: Hugh R. Hayward

Other Investigator

Cooperating Units:

Total: 1.3
Professional: 1

Other: .3

Project Description:

To study the fermentation of choline by extracts of a new
species of Clog, ridlum Isolated by the enrichment culture technic
vdth regard to ntermediates and cofactors and to study the mechanism
of "high energy phosphate bond" synthesis coupled with this fermentation,

To study the condensation of one carbon fragments to compounds
such as acetate by anaerobic microorganisms isolated from soli.

Major Methods and Findings

Experiments with growing cultures of the choline organism
in the presence of methyl-or chain-labeled C-14 choline confirmed
the overall reaction scheme:

<*CH
3 )3

KCH
2
CH

2
OH

4*H2°—<*CH3>3N + %CH
3
COOH + % CH^CH^OH + H

+

The reaction has been studied in iyophyiised cells and cell free
sonic extracts and the same overall scheme holds. Attempts to study
cofactor requirements (in the crude system) have not as yet indicated
any obligate requirements e although appreciable stimulation of choline
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Major Methods and Findings con't

disappearance results from addition of Fe**, orthophosphate and ABP.
ASP is readily hydrolysed in the crude system* so no phosphate esteri-
fication has yet been demonstrated. Of considerable Interest is the
recent finding that in boiled cell extracts which stimulate the
disappearance of choline by sonicates is a compound which spectrally
behaves identically to animal cytochrome c. Although a role of this
compound in the fermentation of choline has not yet been definitely
established there is some evidence to suggest it may function in
the reaction. If „ as currently seems to be the case, this is a cyto<=

chrome pigment, it will be the first one reported from a
Clostridium.

Experiments with the betaine-fermenting organism in growing
cultures using methyl-labeled C-14 betaine revealed that acetate
was synthesised in this organism from the methyl groups of betaine.
Further, \n experiments with C^©2 and cold betaine there was in-
corporation ct isotope into the acetate, confirming the presence
In this organism of an active one-carbon fragment metabolism.
However because of difficulties encountered in growing the organism
on a large scale and in preparing active dried cells or extracts,
attention was directed instead to the study of the choline organism.

Proposed course of Research

Attempts will be made to fractionate and partially purify the
extract from the choline organism ao as to be able to study more
carefully (1) cofactor requirements, (2) intermediates and reaction
mechanism, (3) phosphate esteriflcation. Particular attention will
be focused on the nature of the cytochrome if a role for its as a

cofactor is confirmed.

(2) Eventually attempts will be made to obtain active

preparations from the betaine organism and to study this

fermentation in detail.

part B included Yes X No
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Publications

The Fermentation of Choline by a New Species of
Clostridium Containing A Cytochrome Pigment, (in
preparation)
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Part A

Project Title: Isoprenoid degradation in aerob microorganism.

Principal Investigator: Herner Seubert

Other 1 avestigatrr .

Cooperating Units:

Han years

Total: 1.3 Patient Days: None
Professional: 1.

Other: .3

Project Description: Study of the mechanism of isoprenoid degradation

Methods and Major Findings

Isolation of a microorganism which performs the oxydation
of citronellol. Since this compound is an isoprenoid of small
molecular weight it represents an Ideal model to study the basic
mechanism of isoprenoid degradation. Studies with dried cells
have shown that in the presence of isovaleric acid and citronellol
labeled CO, is incorporated into acetate and 3»hydroxymethylglutaric
acid. In Sried cells it also has been shown tbit labeled acetate
is incorporated into amino aci protein and an yellow resin which
might be a terpen© . Isolatim .- 1.

•»*?!•**•*tio*a procedures for
these products have been worked out.

As a result of studies in enzyme preparations it is proposed
that the metabolism of citronellol occurs as shown in the enclosed
scheme. These steps shown definitely to occur are indicated by
the solid arrows whereas broken arrows indicate steps not yet
established.

Proposed course of Research

Further studies on degradation of citronellol. Evidences for

the converel-j>Ti of citronellie-acid to 3-methylcrotonyl<°CoA which is
rat proved yet. Studies with isoprenoides of higher molecular weight
like lonon and squalene. Chemical characterization of the yellow
resin. Study of the synthesis mechanism of this compound.

Part B Included Yes No X
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Part A.

Project Title: A study of the Metabolism Three-Carbon
Compounds in the Anaerobic Microorganism
Clostridium propionicum .

Principal Investigator: Howard Goldfine

Other Investigator:

Cooperating Units:

Man Years (calendar year 1958):

Total: 1.3
Professional: 1

Other: .3

Project Description:

To obtain an understanding of the chemical reactions involved

in the conversion of alanine to a mixture of acetic and propionic

acids. Since these reactions appear to provide the organism with

energy for the biosynthetic processes leading to growth, it is

hoped that this study will lead to an understanding of the energetics

of this organism.

Methods and Major Findings

Strains of this organism, which carry out theaforementioned

reactions, were isolated by the process of enrichment culture.

A method for obtaining active, cell-free, extracts of these organisms

was found and applied. Initial studies revealed that pyruvic acid

was not an intermediate in the conversion of alanine to acetic acid

in these extracts. However, pyruvic acid is metabolised by these

extracts and a major metabolite has been isolated in small quantities.

This compound appears to be a dicarboxylic, a~anri.no acid but is not

glutamic or aspartic acid.

Proposed Course of Research

The metabolite of pyruvic acid will be isolated in quantities

large enough forpositlve identification. The role of this compound

In the over-all metabolism will be studied. The conversion of

alanine to acetic and propionic acids will be studied in the light
of this new information.

Part B included Yes No X
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Part A

Project Title: Biochemistry of Differentiation in the Slime Molds.

Principal Investigator: Barbara E. Wright

Other Investigator

Cooperating Units:

Man Years

Total: 2.3
Professional: 1

Other: 1.3

Froject Description:

To understand in biochemical terms the morphological
changes occuring during differentiation in the slime moid.

Methods and Major Findings.

Acrasin , the chemotactlc hormone causing aggregation of the
amoebae, may be a steroid-like compound. We have recently in-
vestigated two possible modes of action for its biochemical role
during differentiation:

(a) An effect on oxygen consumption, since the latter
increases following aggregation.

(b) An effect on transhydrogenase, an enzyme mediating
electron transfer between TPNH and DPN or DPNH and TFN»

Talalay and Williams-AShman have recently demonstrated such a

coenzymetic role for steroid hormones. A shift in the concentration
of DPNH might lead to preformed ensymatic changes such as are
observed in the slime molds. Negative results were obtained in
both these efforts, although a good deal was learned abc**t the
metabolism of the slime molds at different stages in their life
cycle. It was found for example, that endogenous oxygen con-
sumption could not be enhanced by addition of any substrate tested,
which is interesting in view of the requirement of starvation in
which is interesting in view of the requirement of starvation in
the slime molds as a pre requisite to differentiation.
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Methods and Major Findings con't

Changes in the activity of various enzymes have been observed,
and experiments are in progress to try and understand the mechanism(s)
underlying these changes. The behavior of the free amino acid pool,
(which is about 10% of the dry weight of the cell), and the breakdown
and the synthesis of protein at different stages of developm.it «re
being investigated. The proteins and amino acids of the amoebae are
labeled by growing them on a methionine-requiring mutant of E. coll
which had itself been growing on S^^methionine. the distribution
of the label is then followed in various chemical fractions of the
slime mold at the amoebae, slug and fruit stage. It was found that
the specific activity of the methionine in the amino acid pool
(based on total ninhydrin) and the proteins (based on biuret) stays
constant i.e., methionine is a typical amino acid, forming a constant
fraction of the free amino acids and the amino acids in proteins at
all stages. It is known that protein is the ultimate source of
the carbohydrate (cellulose) formed as an end product of different"
iation. Following counts, total ninhydrin, and biuret values it
was seen that, as differentiation proceeds, first the amino acid
pool falls and remains at 1/3 its initial value, then alcohol-soluble
proteins decrease, 2nd finally a fraction of the bulk of the protein
(alcohol insoluble, TCA-percipitable) drops between the slug and
fruit stages. By following the release of amino acids generally and
methionine particularly, it was seen that the greatest proteolytic
activity occured after the free amino acid pool had dropped and at
the time of the height of various enzymatic activities. In view
of the data in the literature concerning relationships of pool levels
and the breakdown (and resynthesis) of endogenous proteins, it is
conceivable that the decrease in the amino pool of the slime molds
brought about by starvation in some way initiates endogenous protein
breakdown.

Preliminary experiments show that at the time of maximal
proteolysis and enzyme activity there is a maximal uptake of ex
ternally supplied S^5 nethionine into protein. It appears, the
that "turnover" is enhanced at this period of differentiation.



.
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Proposed Course of Research

Much more work of the type just discussed Is necessary to

establish for certain correlations such as proteolytic activity
protein synthesis and maximal enzyme activity. We are then

contemplating the fractionation of protein following an exposure

to S ^ methionine at the enzymatlcally most active (S'«m*H stage

of differentiation. A correlation of counts and protein of

such an extract will be compared to that of a similar fractionation

of methionine*labelled amoebae. It may be possible by such

techniques to prove whether actual protein synthesis of specific

enzymes at critical times is occuring, or whether some "activlatlon'

mechanism is operating.

part B Included Yes X_ No_
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Part B

Publications

I* BoEc Wright and M. L. Anderson, pterin® Reductase

B.B.A. 28, 370 (1958)

2. Bo Eo Wright, Folic Acid Coenzyme Forms and Function.

Vienna, Vitamin Symposium IV International Congress for

Biochemistry (1958).

3. B. E. Wright, Effect of Steroids on Aggregation in the

Slime Mold Dictyostelium Discoideum. Bact. Proc. (1958)

4. Bo E. Wright and M. L. Anderson, Enzyme patterns during
Differentiation in the Slime Mold. McCollum Pratt
Symposium in the Chemical Basis of Development, Johns
Hopkins 1958. (in press).
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Part A

Project Title: Synthesis, Isolation and Characterization of
Compounds of Biological Interest.

Principal Investigator: H. Todd Miles

Other Investigator

Cooperating Units:

Man Years

Total: 1.3
professional: 1

Other: .3

Project Description:

The purpose of the research is to synthesize compounds for
use as substrates in enzymatic studies and to attempt the isolation
and characterization of biological Intermediates.

Methods and Major Findings

The structure of a new bacterial degradation product, isolated
by P. Z. Smyrniotis and E. R. Stadtman, was shown by degradative
reactions to be l-ribityl-6,7-dimethyl-l,2,3 84~tetrahydro°2j,4-
diketoquinoxaline. The new compound has been synthesized chemically
by two methods. A number of possible metabolic intermediates in
this degradative pathway have also been synthesized.

Preliminary experiments on the structures of three other
bacterial degradation products of riboflavin have been carried
out, but it is too early to draw definite structural conclusions.
One of the compounds appears also to possess the diketoquinoxaline
chromophore and to have undergone extensive modification of the
ribityl side chain.

The infrared spectra of D2O solutions of the nucleosides
and nucleotides studied earlier have been put on a quantitative
basis. The integrated intensities or the peaks in the carbonyl
region have been determined by Ramsay's method. The numerical
values are Independent of concentration.
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Part A

Project Title: Synthesis, Isolation and Characterisation of
Compounds of Biological Interest.

Principal Investigator: H. Todd Miles

Other Investigator

Cooperating Units:

Man Years

Total: 1.3
Professional ; 1

Other: .3

Project Description:

The purpose of the research is to synthesize compounds for
use as substrates in enzymatic studies and to attempt the isolation
and characterization of biological Intermediates.

Methods and Major Findings

The structure of a new bacterial degradation product, isolated
by P. Z. Smyrniotis and E. R. Stadtman, was shown by degradative
reactions to be l«ribityl«6,7-dimethyl-l,2,3,4°tetrahydro<°2

I)
4*

diketoquinoxaline. The new compound has been synthesized chemically
by two methods. A number of possible metabolic intermediates in
this degradative pathway have also been synthesized.

Preliminary experiments on the structures of three other
bacterial degradation products of riboflavin have been carried
out, but it is too early to draw definite structural conclusions.
One of the compounds appears also to possess the diketoquinoxaline
chromophore and to have undergone extensive modification of the
ribityl side chain.

The infrared spectra of O2O solutions of the nucleosides
and nucleotides studied earlier have been put on a quantitative
basis. The integrated intensities of the peaks in the carbonyl
region have been determined by Ramsay's method. The numerical
values are independent of concentration.
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Fart A cont'd

The same method has been applied to solutions of polyadenylic
and polyuridylic acids (prepared with the polynucleotide phosphoryl ase
discovered by Grunherg-Manago and Ochoa). It has been found that
infrared spectra give a new measure of polynucleotide Interaction
and that the tautomeric form of the uracil units in the two°stranded
helix can be definitely determined and that of the adenine units
probably determined.

Proposed Course of Research

Present studies will be continued.

Part S Included Yes
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Part B:

Publications!

lo Infrared Spectra and Tautossarie Structure of nucleosides
and nucleotides in ©2® Solution. II Biocnim. Biophys.

Acta 27, 76 (1958)

2. Infrared Spectra and Tautomeric Structure in B2® Solution
of Polyadenylie and Polyuridylic Acids. C&em. and

Ind. 591 (1958).

3. Quantitative Infrared Spectra in B2 of Some Nucleosides,
Nucleotides 9 and Polynucleotides; A He^j Measure of
Polynucleotide Interaction. Biocnim. Biophys. Acta s

in press.

4. Isolation and Structure Proof of 3 s4=Dim@thyl«»6»carboxy-

cg=pyroae as a Bacterial Begradatioa Product of Riboflavin.

J. A®. Cheas. Soe. s 80 2541 (1958). tilth P. 2. Smyrniotis

and 1. R. Stadtman,

5. Bacterial Degradation Products of Riboflavin III. Isolation,,

Stureture Determination , and Biological Transformations
of l-Ribityl-2 93-diket©-l,2,3 94-tetrahydro°6,7-dimethyl=
quino&aline. J. Am. eaera. See., in press, tsdtb. P.Z. Smyrniotis

and g. R« Stadtman.
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Part A.

Project Title: Metabolism of Hydrogen in Anaerobic Bacteria
(with particular reference to Clostridium
kluyveri)

Principal Investigator; Stephen G. Kinsky s Ph. D.

Other Investigator:

Cooperating Units:

Man Years (calendar Year 1958):

Total: 1.3
Professional: 1

Other: .3

Project Description:

1, Hydrogen gas is consumed or evolved by numerous bacterial

species. The oxidation of hydrogen has been studied in cell-free
systems by several investigators but these experiments have been
conducted mainly with unnatural electron acceptors., e.g. oxidations-

reduction dyes. The purpose of the preseot research is tc isolate
and identify the naturally occuring cofactors and electron acceptors
involved in hydrogen oxidation. The organism chosen for study is

the anaerobic bacterium, C. kluyveri.

Methods and Major Findings :

(1) The presence of boiled cell extract is required for
pyridine nucleotide reduction with hydrogen.

(2) Boiled cell extract is not required for flavin or
dye reduction with hydrogen.

(3) At least two enzymes are involved in pyridine
nucleotide reduction.
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Part A. can't

Methods and Major Findings con'fc.

An ©Rsyme not involved in flavin or dye reduction
is required for pyridine nucleotide reduction.

(5) The activity of the boiled cell extract is due to
2 components* One of these has been tentatively
identified as FAD (flavin°adenine»dinucleotide).
FAB alone is inactive and requires the presence of
an additional factor.

Proposed Courc® of Research

Present studies are directed towards isolating and determine
ing the structure of the second component. The applicability of
paper chromatography, electrophoresis and anion chromatography is
in progress.

Part B. included Yes X No
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Publications

1. Kinsky 9 So "Hydrogen Oxidation in C. kluyveri" Federation
Proceedings, 117, 254 (1958); J. Biol, Chem, (in press).
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Part A

Project Title: A: Intermediary metabolism of amino acids x«.

particular emphasis, on those reactions
involving overall reductive deaminatip&».

B: Anaerobic metabolism of m&^kyl°group donor
compounds and N-onium compounds . (see report
from Dr. Hugh Hayward)

Principal Investigator: Thressa C. Stadtman

Other Investigator: John Hardman

Cooperating Units:

Man years

Total: So

3

Professional: 1

Other: 1.3

Project Description:

Objectives: To obtain information concerning the nature of

the en@rgy=rich intermediates formed when various amino acids
undergo reductive deamination to form the corresponding fatty acids

and ammonia. Also to study the electron transfer reactions (anaerobic

oxido°reduction reactions) involved in these processes.

Methods and Major Findings

A menadiona-dependent phosphatase that was discovered in
partially purified glycine reductase fractions prepared from
Clostridium sticklandii wa studied in some detail and partially

purified. This enzyme proved to be a unique kind of phosphatase

and was postulated to be, instead, a transferase which, in the

presence of this unnatural quinone, behaved only as a hydrolase.

On the basis of this assumption, studies were made on the glycine

reductase system regarding the possible participation of a quinone.

This is of particular interest for the oxidation-reduction reaction

in question leads to the formation of ATP. As judged by a number

of criteria such as marked sensitivity to antimycin A, inactivation
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Methods and Major Findings cont'd

by irradiation or solvent extraction procedures, inactivation by
menadione and related simple naphthoquinones and activation of
aged or solvent"treated extracts by vitamin E» a qulnone is indeed
involved in the overall process. This poses the interesting
problem as to whether the phosphorylation reaction in the glycine
reduction process is coupled to an oxido°reduction reaction at the
quinone level. If so, this soluble system may offer possibilities
for a study of mechanism ofoxldative phosphorylation at this level.

The fermentation of yamino butyrate by a new Clostridium
has been pursued by Mr. Hardman and he has succeeded in Isolating
an active soluble system that catalyzes the overall reaction
giving rise to butyrate, acetate and ammonia. He has already
outlined the general pathway involved in the metabolism of this
compound and has some of the cofactor requirements worked out. He
appears to have soluhlized the energy°»yielding system also and has
carried out some preliminary purification steps on the enzyme
system. Currently he is studying a DPNH*"°linked succinic semislde°»

hyde reduction to 7-hydroxy butyrate, one of the steps in the
process. In the microorganism, glutamate is the normal electron
donor and we wish to examine the possibility that the coupled
reaction may provide phosphate»bond energy for the organism.

Significance ;

The observation that glycine reduction to acetate by soluble
enzyme preparations of Clostridium sticklandij is markedly sensitive

to antimycin A is of some interest because bacteria in general are

resistant to this antibiotic. This apoears to be the first example

of a bacterial system that is inhibited by antimycin A.

Proposed Course of Research ;

Further purification of the glycine reductase system and

attempts to identify t&e natural quinone involved in the overall

inaction and its exaC role. Is it really oxidative phosphorylation

at the «"t«w>» tsvel?

In the 7"»amino butyrate system the oxido-reduction reactions

(1) Succinic semialdehyde —— y »oH butyrate coupled with
glutamate oxidation
and

(2) oxido°reduction of vinylacetate at the flavin level
will be critically examined withrespect to possible
phosphorylation mechanisms

Part B Included Yea X
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Publications

;

lo thm Microbial Metabolism of Steroids. Chapter in
"Cholesterol" Ed„ by Robert P. Cook Academic Press

,

Inc. 1958. p. 457.

2. A menadione-dependent ensymic hydrolysis of p<°nitrophenyl

phosphate. J. Biol. Chem. (in press)

3. The participation of a quinone in the ensymic reduction
of glycine by Clostridium sticklandii , Biochemische Zeitschriff

<

(in press).

4. Ferrous iron dependent alkaline phosphatase of yeast.

B.B.Acta (in press).

5. A menadione dependent ensymic hydrolysis of p°nitrophenyl

phosphate. Int. Congress fur Biochemie, Wien, 1958.

6. In preparation with J. Hardman

(1) The fermentation of -amino valerate by Clostridium
aminovalericum (HQv. sp.)

(2) The fermentation of 7-amino butyrate by Clostridium
aminobutyrlcum (NOv. sp.).
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Part A

Project Title: The Enzymltlc Mechanism of Crotonyl CoA reduction
by Diphosihopyridlne Nucleotide.

Principal Investigator: E.. B. Brown, Jr.

Other Investigator

Cooperating Units:

Man Years

Total

:

Professional %

Other:

Project Description :

To study the process z>f phosphorylation coupled to electron
transfer in a non-particulatc, cell-free system.

Methods and Major Findings :

Since beginning the research problem in November, 1957 various
system,? have been studied in which cysteemine and pantetheine
analogues of crotonyl-CoA arc. reduced to the corresponding butyry/.

compounds catalyzed by enzymes from C. kluyveri . Others have
reported that this reduction, which proceeds with a standard free

energy change of °14
9000 calories, involves phosphorylation

coupled to electron transfer » Our studies to date confirm the pre»

sence of phosphorylation but cast doubt on the source of the ATP pro-

duced. Accumulated evidence favors the occurrence of a dismv.tation

of crotonyl -CoA analogues to acetyl-CoA and the formation of ATP

via acetyl phosphate.

Proposed course of Research

An alternate system which avoids the possibility of phosphoryla-

tion via acetyl phosphate is under investigation in a continuing

effort to study phosphorylation coupled to electron transport.

Part B included Yew NO X
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Part A

Project Titles Antibodies to Tissue Antigens in Clinical and
Experimentally Produced riseases,,

(Project started l'#6, not completed)

Principal Investigator? Howard Gcodman, M,D„

Other Investigators: James Baxter, M D„, James Allen, M D C

Robert Bowser , technician

Cooperating Units* John Fahey, K.D., NCI„, and J aE Rail, M eD , NI/.'ffl«

Man Years (calendar year 1958) Patient Days (calendar year 1958)

Totals lo5
Professionals 0<,75> 200
Others o 75

Project Descriptions

Objective? To determine tie role of antibodies to tissue ar^igens

in disease states by searching for evidence of such antibodies

in patients and by attempting to produce autoantibodies bo

tissue antigens in animals,

Methods Eraployeds Boyden's Tannic Acid Hemagglutination test has

""been found to be a most sensitive serological test for detecting

weak antibody titers to tissie antigens » Complement-fixation
and precipitin tests are also employed,, Tissue extracts have
been saline extracts, or distilled water extracts of nuclei
to produce nucleoprotein extracts « Rabbits and rati are
immunized by injections of tissue extracts or suspensions
incorporated in Freund's adjuvant

Patient Material and Major Findings s

A Studies on patient serai 13 sera from pj.tients with
chronic thyroiditis have been found to have antibody titers to

human thyroglobulin (prepared by saline extraction of colloid

goiter) c 19 of 22 sera from patients with lupus erythmatosus

have been found to have antibodies to nucleoprot'sin extracts of

calf thymu8o Mo antibodies to saline extracts of human kidney

have been founcTin patients with renal disease In the sera of

patients with thyroiditis and lupus erythmatosus s the antibodies

have been found in the gamma globulin fraction in experiments
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done in conjunction with Dr„ John Fahey of the Cancer Institute*,

He also has characterizes the gamma globulins by di-ethyl-amino

eellulose column chromatof,Taphy, and our tests of the eluted
fractions stow that -the thyroiditis sera have "normal" gamma

globulins, vJdle the antibodies against nucleoproteins in lupus

sera are in the elutLon fractions which usually contain macro-
globulins

o

B inimal immunisation studies* Witebsky and Rose suc°
ceeded in producing autoantibodies to thyreoglobulin extracts and
corresponding thyroid lesions « We have failed to produce detectable
antibodies to rabbit nucleoprotein extracts when rabbits were
immunized witi rabbit nucleoprotein extracts. But when human
nucleoprotein extracts were used to immunize rabbits, antibodies
were produced not only to human nucleoprotein extracts but also to
rabbit nucleoprotein extracts* These rabbits now have circulating

gamma globulint which react with their own nucleoproteins - i<,e

an experimental analogue of the L a Eo factor,, So far no evidence

of tissue damage has been foundo

Significance to He.irt jtesearch ; These experiments indicate that

, production in animal* of antibodies to foreign nucleoproteins

(e go bacterial) san produce antibodies which also react with
native nucleoprot<dno, i«e the experimental analogue of the L E

factor,. If confirmee'., this data will provide an experimental

basis for the hypothesis that lupus erythematosus is a disease of

auto-antibodies, and provide an explanation for the production of

such auto-antibodies a Although these experiments were intended

originally to test ttie hypothesis that auto-antibodies are responsi-
ble for human glomerulonephritis, so far no evidence of such
antibodies has been found, although the search continues

o

Proposed Course of the rroject t In conjunction with Br Fahey (NCI)

further studies of ths characteristics of the gamma globulins

which react with thyreoglobulin and nucleoproteins will be carried

out,. Immunization with nucleoproteins will be continued to see

if antibodies to nucleoprotein will produce tissue damage in
experimental animals similar to that fcund in clinical lupus

erythematosus » Further attempts will be made to produce auto°

antibodies to rat kidney in light of the preliminary successful

reports from Dr„ Heymann at Western Reserve University*

Part B included - Tesi
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done in conjunction with Dr John Fahey of the Cancer Institute
He also has.-! characterizec. the gamma globulins by di-ethyl-amino
cellulose column chromatofjraphy, and our tests of the eluted
fractions show that -the thyroiditis sera have "normal" gamma
globulins, vl&le the antibodies against nucleoproteins in lupus
sera are in the elutiion fractions which usually contain macro-*

globulins

o

Bo inimal imr.iunizat±on studies* Witebsky and Rose suc<=

ceeded in producing autoantibodies to thyreoglobulin extracts and
corresponding thyrpid lesions^ We have failed to produce detectable
antibodies tc rabbit nucleoprotein extracts when rabbits were
immunized wit'i rabbit nucleoprotein extracts o But when human
nucleoprotein extracts were used to immunize rabbits, ariEIbocb.es

were produced not only to human nucleoprotein extracts but also to
rabbit nucleoppotein extracts. These rabbits now have circulating
gamma globulinr which react with their own nucleoproteins - i e

an experimental analogue of the L„ E factor „ So far no evidence

of tissue damagi has been foundo

Significance to Heart ilesearch ; These experiments indicate that

, production in arnmaTs of antibodies to foreign nucleoproteins

(e„go bacterial) san produce antibodies which also react with
native nucleoprot<&na, i e o the experimental analogue of the L c E

factor If confixraee , this data will provide an experimental

basis for the hypothesis that lupus erythematosus is a disease of

auto-antibodies, and jarcvide an explanation for the production of

such auto-antibodieso Although these experiments were intended
originally to test the hypothesis that auto-antibodies are responsi-
ble for human glomerulonephritis, so far no evidence of such
antibodies has been found, although the search continues

o

Proposed Course of -the Project s In conjunction with Dr Fahey (NCI)

further studies of ths characteristics of the gamma globulins

which react with thyroglobulin and nucleoproteins will be carried

out Immunization with nucleoproteins will be continued to see

if antibodies to nucleoprotein will produce tissue damage in
experimental animals similar to that fcund in clinical lupus

erythematosus o Furthsr attempts will be made to produce auto=
antibodies to rat kidney in light of the preliminary successful

reports from Dr Heywann at Western Reserve University,,

Part B included - Tes c
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PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part Bs Honors, Awards, and Publications?

Publications other than abstracts from this projects

Goodman, H C and Baxter, J» F„ The Search for Anti»
Kidney Antibodies in Patients «, Proceedings of the Ninth Annuel
Conference on the Nephrotic Syndrome, p„ 6l, 19J>8

Honors and Awards relating to this projects

None
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1. Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology and Ketaboliam

2. Section on Metabolism
3= Bethesda

PHS-HIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part Ac

Project Title: Clinical Studies on Plasma Protein Metabolism
(Started 19i>6 - not yet completed)

Principal Investigator: Robert S. Gordon, Jr«

Other Investigators: None

Cooperating Units: Dr. Thomas Waldmamn, Metabolism Section, NCI

Man Years (Calendar year 1958) Patient Days (Calendar year 1958)

Total: »75 250

Professional .75
Other:

Project Description:

Objectives. Methods Employed,, Patient Material, Major Findings:

Studies with I **" labeled albusrin and polyvinylpyrrolidone
(PVP) have indicated that there exists an abnorm?JL permeability

of the gastrointestinal tract in patients suffering from

hypercatabolic hypoproteinemia. Such abnormal physiology has

been demonstrated in a number of patients with manifest

disease of the 61 tract regional, enteritis, ulcerative colitis,

etc*) and also in patients in whom the hypoproteinemia is the

only evident disease.

Proposed Course of Project : These studies are being continued

and as many patients as possible are being added to the series.

In addition, labeled polyvinylpyrrolidone is being made avail-

able to qualified investigators throughout the world* It is

hoped that the defect responsible for loss of protein into

the GI tract in patients who have no recognizable gastro-

intestinal disease will be discovered.
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Significance to Heart Research: Investigation of hypo-
albuminemia is of indirect importance to heart research,
inasmuch as it will increase understanding of mechanisms
of edema formation. In addition a minor degree of loss of
plasma protein into the 01 tract has been demonstrated in
one patient with manifest heart disease and a marked degree
of loss in another. It is possible that this process is of
significance in the hypoproteinemia associated with certain
cardiac conditions (especially constrictive pericarditis).

Part B. included - Yes
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PHS-HXH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1953

Part B : Honors, Awards* and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

Gordon, R S., Jr. The Preparation of Radioactive

Polyvinylpyrrolidone for medical use, Jo Polymer Scio

Jl, (Hoo 1E2) 191-92, 1958c

Honors and Awards: Hone
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f „

lo Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology and Metabolism

2 Section on Metabolism

3o Bethesda

PART A,

Project Titles Studies of Inhibitors of Cholesterol Biosynthesis
(Started 1955 - not completed)

Principal Investigators Daniel Steinberg

Other Investigators % D<, S Fredricksons J e Avigan, E B Feigelson
Hugh Vroman, Technician

Cooperating Units s None

Man Tears (calendar year 1958 )s Patient Days (calendar year 1958);
Totals o95
Professional? „70 70 days
Others c25

Project Descriptions

Objectives s To study the efficacy of various compounds as agents

for lowering serum cholesterol level by way of inhibition of

cholesterol biosynthesis

o

Methods Employed s Rats are fed synthetic diets containing the

experimental compound and sacrificed at various time intervals

o

Serum and tissue cholesterol concentrations are measuredo As

a measure of the rate of cholesterol synthesis the uptake of
clk~labeled acetate or mevalonate is determined just prior to

sacrifice o Effects on adrenal steroid production are measured
by assay of adrenal vein blood obtained by direct cannulationo

Clinical studies entail measurement of serum lipid
concentrations and also periodic evaluation of liver function
and kidney function as well as hematologic findings

Patient Material , Major Findings s (1) The studies on the mechanism

of action of a^phenylbutyrate have been completed,. They indicate

an action on acetate activation and are compatible with the

negative clinical results with this compound and with p=phenyl=>

valerate

o

(2) The previously reported effects of A^^cholestenons on
adrenal function have been confirmed and extended.. Simultaneous

administration of adrenal steroids prevents the adrenal hypertrophy*,
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suggesting that overproduction of AGTH by the pituitary is

essential for this hypertrophy Of interest was the finding
that there is involution of the prostate and seminal vesicles

in male rats receiving high doses of A^«cholestenone but no

analogous influence on ovaries and uterus of female rats receiving

similar doses This suggests that cholesterol may be intimately

related to androgen synthesis but -that estrogen synthesis occurs

by way of an independent pathway Lower doses (0 o3£ in the diet)

have been shown to cause adrenal hypertrophy without impairing

growth rate

(3) Benzmalacene, synthesized by Merck, Sharp & Dohme, and
reported by them to be effective in lowering serum cholesterol

levels , has been studied in dogs and also at the clinical level

Highly significant depressions of cholesterol levels were obtained

in dogs without obvious toxic manifestations o Three patients

have received the compound and significant lowering of cholesterol
level observed in two Two patients have had moderately severe

gastric distress and all of the patients have shown an elevation

of BSP retention which returns quickly to normal on withdrawal of
the drugo The mechanism of action is under investigation in rats

(k) MBR-29, synthesized by the William S Merrell Companys
has been studied in rats<> A profound lowering of serum cholesterol

level has been obtained (from control values of 62 mg $ down to

an average of 2k mga% in 26 days)o The liver cholesterol level

also falls c No important inhibition of incorporation of G*k«

acetate or C^-=mevalonate could be demonstrated:, Attempts to

demonstrate an inhibition of cholesterol absorption or cholic acid

absorption were negative The compound has profound toxic effects

on the animals, as yet unexplained, and the mechanism of action

is under further study No clinical trials are plannedo

(5>) Several compounds related to o^«<;holestenone have been

found to be ineffective as inhibitors s 2«*lpha=wethyl<=cholestenone,

6=alpha'=methyl-cholestenone, sitostenone and 3*methoxy«cholesterol o

Significance to Heart Research} In addition to the possibility of

uncovering a clinically useful drug for the treatment of hyper-

cholesterolemia, the studies described here may uncover further

useful information about the physiologic role of cholesterolo

Proposed Course of Project ; Compounds effective as inhibitors of

cholesterol synthesis will be studied for possible effects on

adrenal funct±on The mechanism of action of Benzmalacene and

ME3U29, both very effective in lowering serum cholesterol levels,

deserves further study Those oompounds found to be non-toxic in

animal experiments will be tested at the clinical level

Part B included - Yes.
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Calendar Tear 1958

Part Bs Honors, Awards, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this projects

Fredrickson, D.S„, Peterson, R cEo, and Steinberg, D
Inhibition of adrenocortical steroid secretion by A^«cholestenone t

Science 127s 70U-705* 195B C

Masters, R„ and Steinberg, D« Studies on the mechanism of
action of a3pha-phenylbutyrate Biochim et BiophyBo Acta 27s

^92-597, 1958

o

. Steinberg, D
, Fredrickson, D„S and Avigan, Jc Effects

of &**<°cholestenone in animals and in man Proc D Soc Expt Biol
& Med, 978 781*-790, 1958 o

Honors and Awards relating to this projects

None
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1 Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology and Metabolism

2o Section on Metabolism
3 Pethesda

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Tear 1958

Part A<

Project Title? Studies of the mechanisms of fat transport and
metabollsm (Project started 1956 - not completed).

Principal Investigator: Donald S Fredrickson

Other Invest! gators: Dr Duncan McCollester (until July* 1958)
Collaborating? Dr„ Robert Gordon, Dr„ Martin
Rodbell, Drc John Stephenson (LTD-NHI)
Techniciant Mr. Katsuto Ono

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (calendar year 1958) Patient Days (calendar year 1958)
Total 2 6
Professional : 1 7 50
Other: Q<,9

Project Descriptions

Objectives ? The specific problems studied within this project
included:

1) Kinetic aspects of transport and metabolism of labeled
unesterified fatty acids (UFA) in the plasma,,

2) Interrelationships of plasma lipoproteins, with special
attention to the protein composition of the chylomicrons <,

3) Metabolism of labeled chylomicrons triglyceride fatty
acids (TGFA) and the role of plasma UFA transport in
this processo

Methods Employed : 1) Unesterified fatty acids tagged with ©"* in
various positions are administered to Hanans, dogs, or other
animals o The changes in concentration of radioactivity in plasma
UFA and expired air as cl^Og are measured, and neutral lipids in
plasma and tissues are examined for incorporation of radioactivity,;
Such measurements are being made over a wide range of differences
in nutritional and metabolic status, including certain diseases
(Principal collaborator* Drc Gordon) c

2) The chemical composition of the protein moieties of lipo~
proteins isolated from plasma and lymph from humans and dogs has
been studied by electrophoresis, terminal amino acid analyses, and
fingerprinting techniques (principally by Dr. Rodbell) » Chylomicrons
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labeled in the peptide moieties have been obtained from donor

animals fed labeled precursors or by in vitro incubation of

labeled amino acids with intestinal mucosal cells » The metabolism

of -these labeled proteins have been observed in recipients©

3) The role of UFA transport in chylomicron TGfFA metabolism

has been further studied by injection of labeled substrates, pre-
pared from donor animals, into recipients*, The fluxes of C1^ in
expired air and in the plasma UFA fraction have been compared with
that in dogs given labeled UFA only

Patient Material, Major Findings t 1) The disappearance rate of UFA
from plasma has been found similar for palmitic, oleic and linoleic

acids o Based on the earliest phase of disappearance, and with the

assumption that all plasma UFA behaves the sane, the fractional
turnover rate has been found to be dependent on plasma UFA concen~
tration and to vary from 0„l-l o5 mEq/min The plasma disappearance

and rate of oxidation of labeled palmitate carbons =6 and =11 have

been compared in two humans and found reasonably similar to that

of labeled carbon-lo Labeled C^Og (bicarbonate) has been found

to not appear in plasma UFA, indicating the irreversibility of the

oxidative step as far as the tracer kinetic studies are concerned,,

The disappearance curves of UFA from plasma and the rates of expira~

tion of C**k)2 nave been adapted mathematically to a theory of

kinetic analysis developed by Dr n Stephenson* On this basis a
tentative scheme for plasma UFA metabolism was developed, including

the interpretation of the late slow decline of radioactivity in
blood as representative of "recycling" of UFA into the plasma

Such "recycling" limited the fraction of plasma turnover being
directly oxidized,, The value of this theoretical approach has

been recently demonstrated by the results of an experiment designed

to test its underlying assumptions • It was found that increasing

the rate of expiration of UFA-C1** by 6 to 10 fold in an exercised

human did not affect the later recycling phase of the blood disappear-

ance curve in the predicted manner. Hence it has become necessary
to further investigate the nature of the labeled UFA in the later

portions of these disappearance curves <> By cro0S~transfusAon
experiments, it has been established that this labeled "UFA" is

actually metabolized much more slowly„ After chemical extraction

of this acidic radioactivity and recombination with albumin it still

disappears from blood at a very slow rate c Hence this radioactivity

is due either to a conversion of the injected UFA to acidic material

quite different in its metabolism, or to a contaminant present in

all labeled UFA preparations used and especially prevalent in
linoleic acid preparations « Further attempts to identify this acidic

material is in progress « By eliminating the radioactivity found in

plasma after about 6o minutes, the interpretation of UFA turnover

will be simplified, andthe caloric contribution of UFA transported

via plasma brought more into agreement with results suggested by
other experimental methods
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2) It has been established that the protein moiety of
chylomicrons is specific, complex, and related to thet in other
plasma lipoproteins s In fcDth dogs and humans, one of the poly=
peptides present is identical to that in the major High Density
lipoproteins o Some of the orotein in chylomicrons may be synthesized
in the gut, since radioactive amino acids are incorporated into these
proteins by intestinal mucosal cells in vitro Two of the labeled
chylomicron proteins remain, or reappear in the plasma in other lipo~
proteins during removal of chylomicrons,, These experiments establish
for the first time a major lelationship between chylomicrons and
other plasma lipoproteins ard suggest the great importance of
certain specific proteins ir transport of both exogenous and
endogenous fatty acids

3) We have interpreted experiments with chylomicron TGFA
and UFA as supporting the hypothesis that plasma UFA transport is
not obligatory in metabolisa of the triglyceride fatty acids during
chylomicron removals We believe this still to be true on the basis
of considerable evidence, but the kinetic interpretations used as
one argument must now be revised in consideration of the recent
findings in the tracer UFA experiments mentioned above These
experiments will be reinterpreted when this aspect of normal UFA
metabolism has been clarifiedo

Significance to Heart Research : ?he metabolism of plasma UFA and of
chylomicrons represent two of tie quantitatively most important
aspects of fatty acid transport, and hence of lipid metabolism in
general* Investigations in the latter area remain appropriate to
the study of atherosclerosis ari cardiac metabolism*,

Proposed Course of Project; Work will continue along the above lines
with major emphasis on UFA metabolism. The possibility of radically
different plasma turnover rates far a small fraction of plasma UFA
(and possible conversion of some acids to these more slowly metabolized
acids) suggested by recent experiments is of considerable importance
to the problem of UFA metabolism in generalo VJben clarified^ it
may offer an explanation for severd. heretofore? incompatible aspects
of our own work and similar tracer studies from other laboratories a

With appropriate reservations for the hazards involved in interpreta=
tion of such complex data, we hope to eventually program some of
these corrected data for a computer to aid calculations in individual
studies, especially in humanso Much more effort will be directed
to isolation of neutral lipids in plasma and tissues which appear
to be involved in the intermediate steps of UFA metabolism^ In
this regard, we will collaborate with Dr Avlgao in pursuing studies

previously begun of metabolism of plasma triglycerides in lipoproteins
other than chylomicrons*

Part B included - Tes
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PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 19^8

Part Bt Honors, Awards, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this projects

Fredrickson, D.S„ and Ono, K 9 , An improved technique for
the measurement of Carbon"1 dioxide in expired air, using the

liquid scintillation counter J, Lab Clin, Med |1: 11*7, 19£8

Fredrickson, D.S., McCollester, D L„, Havel, R e J , and
Ono, Ko The early steps in transport and metabolism of exogenous
triglyceride and cholesterol. Chemistry of Lipids as Related to

Atherosclerosis, I. H Page, Editor, Springfield, IU , C a C„Thomas s

1958, p„ 205o

Fredrickson, D.S., McCollester, D L , and Ono, K , The Role

of Unesterified Fatty Acid Transport in Chylomicron Metabolism,

J Clin* Investo %h 1333, 19$8

Fredrickson, D.S C and Gordon, R„S„, Jre The Metabolism of
Albumin-Bound C^-Labeled Unesterified Fatty Acids in Normal

Human Subjects, J„ Clin„ Invest„ 37$ l5oh, 1958,

Fredrickson, D.S» and Gordon, R S„, Jr,, Transport of Fatty
Acids, Physiolc Revc 38s£85-630, 19$8

Honors and Awards?

None
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1 Laboratory of Cellular

Physiology and Metabolism
2 Section on Metabolism
3o Bethesda

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A<

Project Title si Epinephrine Induced Hyperlipidemia
(Project started Jan„ 1, 1958 - not completed)

2,Binding of Unesterified Fatty Acids (UFA) in Plasma
Principal Investigators Eleaaar Shafrir, Ph„D

Other Investigators! Daniel Steinberg, Karl E„ Sussman and
DeWitt S. Goodman.

Cooperating Units: None

Man Tears (calendar year 1958) Patient Days (calendar year 1958)
Total: 2o05
Professional: 1«,9 None
Others: „l5

Project Description:

Objectives. Methods Employed, Major Findings :

(1) Administration of long-acting epinephrine in dogs was
shown to produce marked but transient elevation of plasma UFA and
lasting elevation of plasma cholesterol and phospholipids, occurring

2k hrso after the injection,, The elevated lipids appear in major
part as loGL9<*l a063 lipoproteins low density lipoproteins and
serum triglyceride levels are not appreciably affected by epinephrine,

Relationship between UFA elevation and subsequent lipoproteinemia
was studiedo

(2) Titration of ultracentrifugally isolated lipoproteins
show that the lipoproteins compete with albumin in binding of plasma
UFAo The amount bound by the lipoproteins is small in normal
human plasma but increases considerably in pathologic conditions
in which there is an increase in the concentration ratio of lipo»
proteins to albumin, particularly in nephrotic syndrome, hyper-
lipemia and hypoalbuminemiao Measurements of competitive binding
were performed in an isolated system composed of low density f>»

lipoproteins, Cl*i-UFA and albund.no Association constants for low
density lipoproteins and several unesterified fatty acids were
derived and numbers of classified UFA-binding sites calculated
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Significaiee to Heart Research s A number of pieces of circumstantial
evidence suggest a relationship between unesterified fatty acid
metabolism and serum protein levels Since through such relation^
ships UFA would play a part in determining serum cholesterol levels
it is important to explore this matter,,

Prooposed Course of Projects (1) The mechanism of epinephrine-induced
lipidemia is investigated^ Effects of adrenalectomy, hypophysectomy

as well as in vitro effects of epinephrine on adipose tissue are
testedo Relation of lipidemia to the calorigenic effect of
epinephrine is being evaluated,,

(2) Binding studies in isolated system are continued with
high density (a) lipoproteins which appear to bind UFA more
tightly than the low density lipoproteins As the affinity of
UFA to lipoproteins seems to increase with the chain length 9 the

distribution of C20 a™* c22 ^^ between albumin and lipoproteins

is being assayed,,

Part B included - Yes,
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Calendar Year 19J>8

Part B ; Honors, Awards, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this projects

Shafrir, E c Partition of unesterified fatty acids in normal
and nephrotic syndrome serum and its effect on serum electrophoretic
pattern,, «J a Clin„ Invest, 1958, in press

„

Goodman, DoS„ and Shafrir, E The interaction of human low
density lipoproteins with long-chain fatty acid anions o Jo Araer

Chem Soc„ 19S>8, in press <>

Honors and Awards relating to this projects

None D
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lo Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology and Metabolism

2 Section on Metabolism

3o Bethesda

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Tear 1958

Part Ac

Project Titles Cross-linking of Proteins with Formaldehyde
(Project started September, 19J>7 - completed June 1, 1958)

Principal Investigator? Elemer Mihalyi

Other Investigators « M I„ Knoller

Cooperating Units? None

Man Years (calendar year 19i>8): Patient Days (calendar year 195>8)

Totals 1„0
Professionals o$ None
Others 0„!>

Project Description:

Objectives s To study the mechanism of reaction of formaldehyde with
proteins, with special reference to gelation phenomena,,

Methods Employed s Kinetic investigation of viscosity and opacity
changes, chemical analysis of the formaldehyde treated materials

Major Findings ? Under suitable conditions any protein solution will
form a gel on addition of formaldehyde* However, the necessary
conditions are widely different with various proteins <, Although
the number of proteins studied so far is small, two clear-cut
classes can be distinguished: (1) fibrous proteins (fibrinogen
and myosin were studied), which form a gel at relatively low protein
(l o0#) and formaldehyde concentration (1%) with a pH optimum on
the alkaline side of fre isoelectric point (7o5)j (2) globular
proteins (bovine serum albumin and egg albumin were studied),
which gel only at higher protein (2#) and high formaldehyde con-
centration (1050, in a narrow pH aone around the isoelectric point
The mechanism of gel formation was studied in more detail with
fibrinogen. Samples treated with formaldehyde under various
conditions were compared with the native protein,. There was no

difference, as compared with the native protein, in the number of
tyrosine or tryptophane groups, whereas a marked decrease (20$)

occurred in the number of lysine £ -amino groups in those samples

,

and only those, which formed a gelo Using G^ formaldehyde it was
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possible to show that the number of formaldehyde molecules found
correspond to the deorease in the number of lysine g -amino

groups Q The formaldehyde forms, thus, methylene bridges between
the £^amino groups and some unidentified groups of adjoining

molecules A slight decrease of the number of amide groups in
the relified samples suggests that, partly at least, amide

groups may form the second leg of the bridge,,

Significance to Heart Research t No direct significance

Proposed Course of Project ? Project was completed about June 1, 195>8

<

Part B included » Ho«
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1 Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology and Metabolism

2 Section on Metabolism

3 Eethesda

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Tear 1959

Part A<

Project Titles The Hyperlipemia of Experimental Nephrosis s Some
Investigations into Pathogenesis o (Project started
Augo 1, 195>8 - not completedo)

Principal Investigators J« o Allen

Other Investigators* Jo H„ Baxter, H„ C Goodman

Cooperating Units? None

Man Years (calendar year 1958) Patient Days (calendar year 1958)
Totals Oo25
Professionals 0„25> None
Other:

Project Descriptions

Objectives

s

The hyperlipemia of human nephrosis is reversed by the
administration of albumin as shown in this laboratory,, It was
hence decided to study the effects of altering various conditions,
such as diet, serum osmotic pressure and blood coagulability, on
experimental nephrotic hyperlipemia The results of such experi«
ments may help elucidate the pathogenesis of nephrotic hyperlipemia s

as well as explain the response in patients as mentioned above

„

Methods Employed? Nephrosis is induced in rats by the injection of
rabbit anti-rat-kidney serum in a manner previously described
from this laboratory Methods for determining serum total lipids s

total cholesterol and phospholipids have been adapted for micro=>

quantitative determinations in these animals Using these methods
serum lipids may be quantitated before and after the application
of various experimental conditions

Major Findings s The administration of dextran in hyperlipendc
nephrotic rats causes return of all serum lipid values to normal
levels » Short term administration of a carbohydrate polypeptide
diet causes reduction of the high lipid values, which return to
more abnormal levels on a low-fat balanced solid chowo
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Significance to Heart Research ; The use of induced nephrotic hyper=
lipemia in experimental animals gives a useful investigative
tool for study of this form of hyperlipemia The results may
be applicable to the general problems of hyperlipemia as well
as to the analogous human disease of nephrosis >

Proposed Course of Projects The effects of various osmotically
active substances (as PvP, gelatin, albumin), anticoagulants
(as dextran sulfate, heparin) and dietary changes on this
experimental hyperlipemia are to be studied,,

Part B included: No (
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lo Laboratory of Cellular
Physiolopy and Metabolism

2o Section on Metabolism

3o Eethesda

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Paport

Calendar Tear 195'

Part A (

Project Titles Studies on Soluble Protectee Substance in
Experimental Nephritis

„

(Project started ^eptember^ 1956 • not finished)

Principal Investigator: James Ho Baxter

Other Investigators $ Patricia Duffy, Hovard Goodman, James Allen

Cooperating Units* None

Man Years? (calendar year 1958) Patient Daya (calendar year 1958)
Totals 0„U
Professional: 1 None*
Other: 0„3

Project Descriptions

Objectives: To study and purify the soluble substance derived

from nephrotoxic antigen of rat tissue, wVich will neutralize

antibodies nephrotoxic to the rat

Methods Employed: The soluble protective substance is present in
the supernatant solution prepared by digestion of rat kidney or
lung with trypsin

Major Findings : The preparation obtained by digestion of acetone

powder of kidney is more active and contains less inert material

after dialysis than obtained by digestion of Hdney homogenate
The number of protective units per rago of "protein" has been used

as the index of purity at various stages o It Is evident from

studies in the analytical ultracentrifuge that much of the

material determined as "protein" (after dialysis) is of relatively

small molecular size. No considerable degree of purification of

the protective substance has been accomplished by zone electro-

phoresis, chromatography on modified celluloaor preparative

ultracentrifugation e One of the problems is ijiactivation of the

protective material during manipulations

«

Significance to Heart Research : The tissue antigen being studied may
J

be important in the pathogenesis of nephritis end nephrosis

o
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Proposed Course t If the protective activity really belongs to

a single molecular species • and this may not be the case «=

it should be possible to accomplish a considerable degree of
purification by ultracentrifugationo A further attempt at
purification by ultracentrifogation is planned*,

Part 8 included? Ho<
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1« Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology and Metabolism

2 Section on Metabolism

3 Pethesda

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Isar 1958

Part A«

Project Titles Proteolytic Fragmentation of the Myosin Molecule
(Project started June 1, 1958 - completed 0ct o 15, 1953)

Principal Investigator: ELemer MLhjtlyi

Other Investigators « William F. Harrington, M„ I a Knoller

Cooperating Units s Section of Cellular Physiology

Man Years (calendar year 1958) Patient Days (calendar year 1^58)

Totals lo5
Professionals l o None
Others 0«5

Project Descriptions

Objectives

s

Myosin is a very large molecule, much too large to be

attacked by structural investigations in its intact form,. It was
thought that the proteolytic fragimaitation of the myosin, since

it yields veil defined fragments, nay be used advantageously in
structural investigations, especially to establish connections

between the different funetions ani certain localized areas of

the molecule and, on the other hand, the proteolytic process

itself may shed some light on the structure of tho molecule Q

Methods Employees Viscosity, optical rotation, sedimentation, pH»stat

titration*.

Major Findings ? The fragmentation of the myosin molecule was followed

in the ultracentrifuge and at the same time the number of peptide

bonds split was also determined by physicochemical methods and

also confirmed by chemical analysis « It appears that some of the

peptide bonds are split at a rate about ten times faster than that

of the remainder o This fast reaction accounts for the formation

of the large fragments. Some optical evidence suggests that parts

of the myosin molecule are formed of a tightly coiled chain,

whereas others are much looser and randomly folded Apparently

the enzyme attacks with much greater ease the random portions and

thus liberates the tightly coiled fragments, giving the erroneous

impression of liberation of preexistent subunitso This reaction
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may prove of more general use. There are indications that collagen
and fibrinogen are degraded by proteolytic enzymes in much the

same way Thus, at least with fibrous proteins, it is possible
that the proteolytic breakdown of the molecules, under suitable
conditions, can be used to estimate the proportion of the molecule
in the tightly coiled form as opposed to the random portion,, So

far, only optical methods have been used for this purpose

Significance to Heart Research t Myosin is undoubtedly the most
"important of the muscle proteins Muscular contraction is brought
about by some yet unknown configurational change of the myosin
molecule and the energy required by this process is liberated
also by the myosin molecule, through its enzymatic function
directed toward the breaking of a high energy phosphate bond
Thus, the myosin molecule seems to be a complete unit to convert
chemical energy into mechanical work. Knowing its complete
structure is, therefore, a prerequisite to the understanding of
muscular contraction,,

Proposed Course of Project s All the experimental work has been
completed Manuscript for publication will be ready in a few

weeks

o

Part B included s Kb<
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lo Laboratory of Cellular

Physiology and Metabolism
2 Section on Metabolism

3 6 Bethesda

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Tear 1958

Part A<

Project Titles Development of a Method for Counting Water Soluble
Compounds in the Liquid Scintillation Counter
(Started .April, 1958 - not completed)

Principal Investigators Daniel Steinberg

Other Investigator: Ray Plttman

Cooperating Units? None

Man Tears (calendar year 1958) Patient Days (calendar year 1958)
Totals 2

Professionals „1 None
Other: 1

Project Descriptions

Objectives : To make it possible for the biochemist to obtain radio«

assay on polar compounds directly without the need of first
converting them to an organic soluble form Presently available
methods for dealing with water soluble compounds are either limited
to small quantities or involve time consuming conversion procedures

Methods Employed : The basic principle is the use of a two-phase
system - a solid phase consisting of finely divided fluorescent
material and a liquid phase containing the compound to be assayedo
The earlier studies utilised a plastic with diphenylstilbene in
it (pilot B); later it was found that crystals of anthracene

and of diphenyloxaaole were also suitable for the solid phase c

Major Findings s By reducing the ratio of fluid volume to solid surface

it has been possible to shorten the mean path for the beta particles

of C1** prior to their collision with the fluorescent material
With the plastic scintillator maximum efficiency was obtained using

tightly packed filaments and adding the aqueous or alcoholic solu-

tion into the fine interstices Efficiencies up to 29# were
obtainedo Using a large number of short segments or beads effic-

iencies of 10 to 12% were obtainedo The sample can be recovered

unchanged, which is a distinct advantage in some studies

„
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Significance to Heart Vesearch ; These studies represent a basic
improvement in radioassay and the technique should be useful
in many kinds of research, including research in the area of
heart disease

„

Proposed Course of Project i Attempts are heinf made to assess the
reproducibility of anthracene, which ««oul<* oe cheaper than the
plastic materials and mr>re easily available „

Part B included Yes,
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Calendar Year 1958

Fart B ? Honors, Awards, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this projects

Steinberg, D<, Radioassay of G^"* in Aqueous solutions using
a liquid scintillation spectrometer Nature 182s 7UO-7U1, 1958

„

Steinberg, Do Radioassay of cA** and tritium in aqueous
solutions in the liquid scintillation spectrometer., In Proceedings
of the Symposium on Tritium in Tracer Applications New York City,
Octo 31, 1958 o In Press

o

Honors and Awards relating to this project?

None
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Physiology and Metabolism
2 Section on Metabolism

3o Bethesda

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A«

Project Titles Establishment of an In Vitro System for Fat Absorption
(Project started March" 1, 1958 - riot completed)

Principal Investigators Alan F„ Hofmann

Other Investigators? Nonej this work has been done with the supervision
of Dr„ Joseph 6ragdon

Cooperating Units* None

Man Years (calendar year 1958) Patient Days (calendar year 1958)
Total? o33
Professional: »33 None
Other?

Project Descriptions

Objectives ; The purpose of constructing an in vitro system for fat

absorption is two-fold: First, the demonstration of incorporation
of labeled amino acids into chylomicron protein, if hepatic
lipoprotein synthesis and exchange can be excluded, would be
suggestive evidence for protein synthesis by intestinal mucosa
cells a Second, an in vitro system of fat absorption would permit
further study aid possibly quantitation of the lipid species
which are being absorbed,,

Methods Employed; The apparatus consists of a simple air lift pump
for the perfusion of a rat»s intestinal loop, either with or
without an intact blood supply„ If the blood supply is excluded^
oxygen for cellular metabolic processes is supplied by saturating
the luminal perfusing fluid with oxygen* To date, histochemical
and optical density methods for gauging fat absorption have proven

inadequate, and in the future, isotopic fatty acids are to be

used, with counting of the mucosa and chyle, the latter obtained
by thoracic duct cannulation The perfusing fluid may be sampled
at any time for lipid or isotopic analysis 9

Major Findings

s

The isolated perfused loop suspended in buffer does

not release chylondcra into the bath when perfused with a fatty
mixture, which in theory \diould be optimal for fat absorptiono
The same mixture, when perfused through a gut with blood supply
intact in the anesthetized rat, shows a significant fall in total
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lipid content, but produces minimal chyle, supgestive of mucosal
absorption, but reduction in chylomicron synthesis* The effect
of ether anesthesia in reducing chyle production is well known 9

but has not been studied in detail

Significance to Heart Research t This research is intended to define
in more detail the chemistry of chylomicra, the large lipoprotein
by which fat passes from the intestinal mucosa into the blood
stream D Patients who cannot remove chylomicra from the blood
stream are known to have an increased incidence of atherosclerosis,
and atherosclerotic lesions are a major cause of myocardial disease*

Proposed Course of Research ^ We have succeeded in outlining the major
difficulties in the construction of such a system for fat absorptions

and should be able in subsequent months to succeed in getting at
least some fat absorption under the proposed conditions The
mechanisms by which anesthesia inhibits fat absorption may be of
physiologic significance, and using thoracic duct cannulated animals,
we hope to study this in more detail, specifically, whether factors
which are known to be released during ether anesthesia, e og
epinephrine stimulate fat absorption, and whether the alteration
of intestinal motility by intravenous serotin can counteract the
effects of ether anesthesia,. These studies are to be pursued after
the completion of the initial project, namely the demonstration
of chylomicron protein synthesis by the intestinal mucosa cello

Part B included? No<
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Calendar Tear 1958

Part A

Project Titles In vitro Incorporation of sterols into Serum Lipoproteins
(Project started June, 1958 - completed September, 19f>8)

Principal Investigator: Joel Avigan

Other Investigators: None

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (calendar year 19S>8) Patient Days (calendar year 1958)
Total: 3
Professionals o3 None
Other: None

Project Description:

Objectives : To investigate the incorporation of sterols, notably
cholesterol, into serum lipoproteins in vitro in order: (1) to
find a method for efficient labeling of lipoproteins for metabolic
studies, and (2) to learn about the affinity of the lipoprotein
complex for cholesterol*.

Methods Employed * A pentane solution of isotopically labeled sterol
was added to Celite £U5; the solvent evaporated and the treated
Celite incubated at 37* for 2-2U hours with human or animal serum
or with an isolated serum lipoprotein,, Subsequently, the solution
was passed through an ultrafilter<, The preparations thus obtained
were analyzed for radioactivity and in some experiments adminis°>

tered intravenously to humans or animals for metabolic studies

Major Findings s Cholesterol and several other sterols, when dispersed
on Celite, dissolve in whole human or rat serum or in isolated
serum lipoproteins „ Most of the cholesterol dissolved in serum
is associated with various lipoprotein fractions o Cholesterol
incorporated into serum lipoproteins by the present method behaves,
when administered intravenously, like cholesterol incorporated
biosynthetically with respect to its disappearance rate from serum„
On the other hand, labeled cholesterol in the form of suspension
rapidly disappears from the circulation into the various organs
and then reappears in the serum



y \
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Significance to Heart Research ? (1) The method described enables

one to incorporate into serum much larger concentrations of

labeled cholesterol than those which can be readily achieved

by feeding or injecting labeled cholesterol „ Consequently, the

procedure may be of great importance for metabolic studies

particularly when the fate and distribution of circulatory

cholesterol has to be followed for prolonged periods,, (2) Tbe

phenomena observed suggest that also in vivo the removal of

cholesterol from the cells and its transport; in serum may take

place by binding with a preexisting lipoprotein complex<>

Proposed Course of Project : The project has been completed and the

results submitted for publication. An analogous study designed

to incorporate triglycerides into lipoproteins is being contem=

plated

o

Part B included? No,
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1. Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology and Metabolism

2. Section on Metabolism
3. Bethesda

FHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A»

Project Title: Studies on the Biosynthesis of Serum Lipoproteins
(Project started 7/1/57-not completed)

Principal Investigators: Charles M. Radding, Daniel Steinberg,
Joseph H. Bragdon

Other Investigators: None

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (calendar year 1958) Patient Days (calendar year 19 5k]

Total: 1.

5

None
Professional: 1.5
Other: None

Project Description:

Objectives: To determine the site of synthesis of the serum
lipoproteins and to study the factors regulating synthesis,

Ik
Methods Employed : Using C labeled amino acids we have been

studying the synthesis of lipoproteins by rat liver slices
and by the perfused rat liver » Lipoproteins have been isolated
by the usual ultracentrifugal techniques and the identity of
the isotopically labeled lipoproteins with serum lipoproteins
has been studied by a method involving paper chromatography
high voltage paper electrophoresis, and autoradiography °

Major Findings: l) Both liver slices and the perfused rat
liver incorporate labeled amino acids into serum lipoproteinst.

2) In the liver slice system the labeling of lipoproteins
has been shown to have attribute-, of genuine protein synthesis:
incorporation of labeled amino acids is energy dependent
and is inhibited by p-fluorophenylalanine, an amino acid
analogue known to Inhibit protein synthesis in other systems.

3) Preliminary evidence from autoradiography of chromatogrsms
indicates that the labeled lipoproteins are in fact identicsl
with or extremely similar to the serum lipoproteins

.
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Significance to Heart Research: The in vitro system devised
with rat liver slices should provide a powerful tool for
studying the synthesis of serum lipoproteins • From such a
study we may learn about some of the physiological controls
of blood lipid levels » Knowledge of such controls is of
prime interest in understanding the pathogenesis and possible
prevention of atherosclerosis

»

Proposed Course of Research ; l) Studies designed to identify
the synthesized lipoproteins with serum lipoproteins are
nearly completed. 2) Studies are in progress on the
physiological factors affecting lipoprotein synthesis. We
propose also to attempt to work with cell-free systems in
order to study the more basic aspects of the linkage of
protein and lipid into lipoprotein.

Part Bo Included - Yes.
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Part Bs Honors, Awards, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

Redding, C. Mo^ Bragdon, J. H., and Steinberg, Do The
synthesis of low- and high-density lipoproteins by rat

liver in vitro , Biochim. et Biophys» Acta. 30: 443-

W

} 1958=

Honors and Awards relating to this project: Ione<>
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lo Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology and Metabolism

2 D Section on Metabolism
3° Bethesda

Individual Project Repos
Calendar Year 1958

Project Title: Treatment of the Nephrotic Syndrome
(Project started 195^- not completed)

Principal Investigator: Howard Clacdmaii

Other Investigators: James Easter, James Alien,
Robert Bowser (techo)

Cooperating Units: Moae

Man Years (calendar year 19 58) Patient Days (ealeniar year 1958)

Total: lo25 600
Professional: IcO

sr: Oo25

Project Description:

Objectives: Studies of the effect of adrenal corticoid therapy
on patients with the nephrotic syndron® have foe®n continued
with the aim of (l) learning more about the pathogenesis of the

renal lesion, (2) learning more about the mechanism of the anti-

inflammatory action of adrenal steroids , and (3) determining
which types of renal lesion are susceptible to suppression by
the steroids

c

Methods Employed: Screening of patients suitable for admission
as well as follow-up studies on discharged patients was done

in the weekly renal clinic in the outpatient department

»

Suitable patients were hospitalized, and after studies of
lipid and protein metabolism, percutaneous, renal aiopsy was

performed and a three week course of kQ mg prednisone daily
instituted,. Suitable blood and urine chemistry values were

determined

o
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Patient Material, Major Findings: Since these studies were
initiated in 195^> ^5 patients with the nephrotic syndrome have
been studied, as well as many other patients with proteinuria
without the other characteristics of the nephrotic syndrome

°

Results of treatment are In the first 37 patients essentially
as those reported in the publication listed below for the
first 20 patients

o

Number Complete remission or Partial No
" " + Remission Remission

Slight residual proteinuria

Children (2j) 16 3 ^

Adults . (ik) { 5 2

Preliminary assessment of renal biopsy results indicate that no
specific type of glomerular pathology found so far can be used
to predict response to steroid therapy ° Both thickened basement
membranes and cellular proliferation have been seen in patients
whose renal lesion could be suppressed by steroids <•

Significance to Heart Research: The value of critical evaluation
of the use of steroid therapy in patients with nephrotic syndrome
is self-evident o Correlation of these clinical studies with the
results of histological studies of renal biopsies in these patients
may help both to clarify our concepts of the natural history of
renal disease, as well as to characterise better the type of
glomerular pathology susceptible to suppression by adrenal
steroids

c

Proposed Course of Project : These studies will be continued,,

An increasing percentage of patients to be admitted are those
"resistant" to steroid therapy to determine if this is a
quantitative or qualitative resistance by the use of higher
dosage of corticoids than those used heretofore* It is hoped
that electron microscope studies of biopsy specimens can be
instituted in the Pathology Department

«

Part Bo Included - Yes
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Part B : Honors,, Awards, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

Goodman, H» C. and Baxter, J> Ho Adrenocortlcotrophin
and corticoid treatment of the nephrotic syndrome. Metabolism

2: ^-51, 1958«

Honors and Awards relating to this project:

None s
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3o Bethesda
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Calendar Year 1958

Part Ao

Project Title: StudJ.es on the Mechanism of Protein Synthesis
(Project started August, 1956 - Not completed)

Principal Investigators: Martha Vaughan, Daniel Steinberg

Other Investigators: Walter Levis (technician)
Dr« Boyd O'Dell (guest worker for 3 months)

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (calendar year 1958) Patient Days (calendar year 1958}

TotBi: 3»2 None
Professionals 2o2
Other: L«

Project Deacriptlon:

Objectives: To study the incorporation of certain unnatural
amino acids into proteins as a means of learning something
about the specificity of the biosynthetic mechanism and
to examine tissue extracts for the presence of compounds
which might be intermediates in protein biosynthesis

.

Methods Employed: In vitro incubation of tissues » Fractionations

separation and purification of proteins, peptides and amino
acids using solvent and salt fractionations, protein
crystallization, column and &s$er chromatography, electro-
phoresis o Quantification of these materials using chemical
and spectrophotometric methods « Radioassay of h3 and Co

3
Major Findings : Last year it was found that H-p-F-phenylalanine

C and also 33-o-F-phenylalanine ) could be incorporated into
lysozyme and into ovalbumin as well as into a mixed protein
fraction by mixed hen's oviduct <> It has been established
that the analogue is bound in peptide linkage and is dis-
tributed among several peptides isolated from each of these
purified proteins <> The ability of liver slices to incorporate
several other amino acid analogues into total TCA precipitable
protein has been investigate Ortho-tyrosine is incorporated
into liver protein to roughly the same extent as are the
fluoro-phenylalanineso Meta-tyrosine and norleucine are also
incorporated but to a considerably lesser extent a The in-
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corporation of all of these amino acids is inhibited by

dinitrophenolo The incorporation of norleucine (present at

a concentration of ca» L$x 10"t!) is inhibited roughlyoZSlk

by 3 x 10*~M leucine or methionine but not at all by 10 Ti<.

In similar studies it has not been possible to demonstrate

incorporation of norvallne, o-methyl serine or £-2 thienylalanine

«

A non protein (TCA soluble) fraction of liver from which free

amino acids have been removed with an ion exchange resin has

been examined in several studies <> The incorporation of radio-

activity from labelled amino acids ( alanine , phenylalanine,

lysine, leucine and the fluorophenylalanines) into this

fraction by rat liver slices has been observed » Some of this

radioactivity undoubtedly represents acidic degradation
products of the labelled amino acid. But in the case of

lysine, phenylalanine, p-fluorophenylalanine there is in-

corporation of radioactivity into this fraction which is

recoverable as amino acid after acid hydrolysis o The formation

of this "bound amino acid" is inhibited by dinitrophenolo

The nature of these radioactive compounds and their role in

metabolism has not been elueidatedo A batch of this material

prepared from the liver of a rat which had received a mixture

of C^* labelled amino acids prior to sacrifice was fractionated

by chromatography on ECTBOLAo Several peaks of radioactivity

were founds overlapping but in most cases not coinciding

with peaks of 260 absorbing material « (it has been found

that most of the nucleoside, mono-, di» and triphosphates

can be separated on this column and much of the 260

absorbing material in this fraction likely represents known

nucleotides ). On further fractionation of certain samples

the UV absorbing material was separated from the radio-

activity and hydrolysis of these radioactive compounds yielded

in each case several amino acids (most of them not radioactive)

Significance to Heart Research: This is a part of the basic research

program of the Heart Institute

»

Proposed Course of Project ; The work with amino acid analogues are

essentially completed except for some studies in progress

which may indicate what amino acid (s) is replaced when
the fluorophenylalanines are incorporated,. Experiments in

progress are designed to give a rather complete survey of

the amino acid containing compounds in this liver preparation.

Since heretofore the fractions examined (chosen essentially

at random) have contained a surprisingly uniform group of

amino acids, it will be of interest and possibly of assistance

in determining the structure of these compounds and their
metabolic role to know whether the compounds do in fact
contain only a certain restricted group of amino acids or
whether this early impression is due to inadequate samplings

Part Bo included - Yes
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Part B : Honors, Awards, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

Vaughan, Martha and Steinberg, D. Incorporation of amino
acid analogues into crystalline Proteins . Symposium on proteins

.

Proceedings of the 4th International Congress Biochemistry, Vienva,

September 1-6, 1958 • Pergamon Press (in Press).

Steinberg, Do, Vaughan, M., Anfinsen, C« B», Gorry, J° Do, ard

Logan, Jo The preparation of tritiated proteins by the Wilzbaoa
method and a simple method for liquid scintillation counting
of radioactive proteins « "Liquid Scintillation Counting" Lcudon,

England, Pergamon Press, 1958°

Honors and Awards: None
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Physiology and Metabolism

2 o Section on Metabolism
3° Bethesda
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Calendar Year 1958

PART A.

Project Title: Studies on the Mechanism of Action of Dietary Fats
in Relation to Serum Lipoproteins

.

(Started July, 1957 - not completed)

Principal Investigators: Daniel Steinberg and Joel Avigan.

Other Investigators: Hugh Vroman

Cooperating Units: Hone

Man Years (calendar year 1958) Patient Days (calendar year 1958)
Total: 1»5 1190
Professional: 0*9
Other: O06

Project Description:

Objectives: To determine the nature of the changes in lipo-

protein and cholesterol metabolism effected by dietary fats

and to explore the mechanisms of action involvedo

Methods Employed : Methods used in animal studies are described
in last year's annual report « Clinical studies have been
carried out using liquid formula diets containing either
coconut oil or an unsaturated vegetable oil contributing 6o#

of the total caloric intake - Patients received ^-C^-labeled
cholesterol intravenously, given in the form of a complex
with the patient '8 own serum lipoproteins (see 19 58 annual
report of Br» Avigan for method). Serum samples are taken
at intervals for determination of cholesterol level and
cholesterol specific radioactivity » Complete fecal
collections are made and the excretion of radioactivity in
the form of sterol and of bile acids is determined

„

Patient Material, Major Findings: (l) The marked difference
between saturated and unsaturated fats in their effect on
serum cholesterol levels has been confirmed.
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(2) It has been found that a diet containing less than 5 grams
of fat effects almost as great a lowering of the serum cholesterol
as does a diet rich in unsaturated fat. However, the response is

more rapid with unsaturated fats and the absolute lowering is some-
what, although only slightly, greater.

The vegetable sterol content does not contribute importantly
to the cholesterol lowering action of safflower oil. A preparation
with sterol content around 0.1# was as effective as untreated safflower
oil.

(k) An unexpected finding, in apparent conflict with some
conclusions in the literature, was the finding that a very large
percentage of the radioactivity appearing in the feces was in the
form of sterol. Previously it has been assumed that bile acid
represented essentially the only end product of cholesterol
metabolism. In six patients studied, the percentage excretion as
cholesterol ranged from 35 to 80j». The remainder of the radioactivity
appeared in the form of bile acids.

(5) Some patients showed an Increased excretion of cholesterol
and bile acids when placed on a diet rich in unsaturated fat but
others, despite a significant response of serum cholesterol level,
failed to show any increase in excretion of end products. It was
concluded that the metabolic effect of unsaturated fats could not
be simply one of increasing the rate of conversion of cholesterol
to bile acids.

The curve for serum cholesterol specific radioactivity
showed no obvious change in slope coincident with change in dietary
fat. A finding of great interest was a transient but definite
elevation in specific radioactivity upon the addition of unsaturated
fat to the diet in two patients. This observation can only be due
to mobilization of cholesterol from a store of higher specific
radioactivity

»

Post-mortem tissue samples from a patient dying of a
stroke some three months after he had received radioactive cholesterol
were obtained and the specific radioactivity of tissue cholesterol
determined. The specific radioactivity of cholesterol in brain,
kidney, lung and spleen was considerably higher than that of liver
cholesterol. This "cross- ever" in specific radioactivity between
the serum-liver pool and peripheral pools has been now demonstrated
in animal studies. These findings, together with the previously
reported findings in rats, constitute evidence for an effect of
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dietary fat on the distribution of cholesterol between the
various body pools ° The nature of the primary action of
dietary fats remains unknown and the results of these studies

suggest that it is more complex than a simple effect on the

rates of cholesterol synthesis and degradation} although
these are apparently altered in the course of the changes

induced by dietary fats°

Significance to Heart Research

Since the use of unsaturated fats in the diet offers great
promise as an approach to hypercholesterolemia an under-
standing of the mechanisms involved is of obvious importance

to those interested in treatment and prevention of atherosclerosis

.

jsed Course of Project:

The findings vith respect to the hitherto unsuspected role

of cholesterol excretion as such calls for further studies of
the origins of this fecal sterol « An attempt will be made to
determine whether the liver cholesterol content increases in

man in response to unsaturated dietary fats in a manner
analogous to that previously reported for rats*. Because of
the difficulty in interpreting studies using labeled cholesterol
(due to the ease with which isotopic exchange reactions occur)

an extension of this study using labeled proteins in the
lipoprotein fractions is under considerationo

PART Be included - Yes
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Part B; Honors* Awards* and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

Avigan, Jo and Steinberg* Do Effects of saturated and un-
saturated fat on cholesterol metabolism in the rat° Proc« Socc

Exptlo Biolo and Med- £1: 8l4-l6, 195&\

Honors and Awards : None
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1. Laboratory of Cellular
Physiology and Metabolism

2 Section on Metabolism
3» Bethesda

pus-ma
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1933

Part A.

Project Title: Metabolism of Plasma Unesterifled Fatty Acids
(Started in 1955 - not yet completed)

Principal Investigator: Robert S. Gordon, Jr=

Other Investigator: Miss Amy Cherkes

Cooperating Units: Hone. This project is partly in common with
project of Ore Donald S. Fredrickson
of this Section o Please see his report

.

Man Years (calendar year 1958) Patient Days (calendar year 1953)
Total: 1« 25 50
Professional: o25

Other: lo

Project Description:

Objectives. Methods Employed, Patient Material), Major Findings:
Clinical studies on the turnover and metabolism of C^-labeled
unesterified fatty acids have been covered in the report by
Dr» Donald S. Fredrickson.

In addition to these investigations, in vitro studies
utilizing adipose tissue of experimental animals have
demonstrated that this isolated tissue vill produce unesterified
fatty acids. The role of various hormonal and nutritional
factors in controlling the output of esterified fatty acids
is being investigated. In addition, it has been demonstrated
that heparin will cause the liberation of lipoprotein lipase
from adipose tissue. The relationship of this enzyme to the
process of UFA release is being studied.

Significance to Heart Research: The study of the metabolism of
lipids is felt to be of importance in the ultimate under-
standing of atherosclerosis.

Proposed Course of Project: Further experiments will be under-
taken along the lines already indicated.

Part Bo included - Yes
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Part B:

Publications: Gordon^ Ro So, Jr» and Cherkes, Amelia..

Production of unesterified fatty acids from isolated rat
adipose tissue incubated in vitro o Proco Soc<> Exper*
Biolo and Med„ QJ: 150-51,"l555o

See also reports of Dr» Joseph Ho Bragdon and Dr° Do S.

Fredrickson for titles of cooperative publications

«

Honors and Awards:

None
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Calendar Year 1933

PARE A.

Project Title: Relation between Unesterified Fatty Acid
Metabolism and Lipoprotein Formation and Transport

a

(Project started: February, 1957-not completed)

Principal Investigators: DeWitt Goodman and Daniel Steinberg

Other: Walter Lewis

Man Years (calendar year 1958) Patient Days (calendar year 1958)

Total: »7 None
Professional: .

5

Other: °2

Project Description:

Objectives : A number of fatty acid analogues were explored

in the hope of finding a compound which would successfully
compete with normal fatty acids for binding on serum albumin*

With such a compound it is hoped that it will be possible
to block the normal transport of unesterified t toty acids
and then observe how the body solves the problem of fat

transport by using alternative mechanisms, presumably
lipoprotein synthesis and transport «.

Methods Employed: 3» 3-dlmethyl-13-phenylmyristic acid was

synthesized, tritiated by the Wilzbach method, repurified

by counter-current distribution and administered to rats«

Major Findings : It was shown that this compound is not

metabolizable by the rat at any significant rate, recoveries
being over 90# after 2h hours <. In vitro studies with rat

liver slices again showed little or no metabolism*

Continuous intravenous infusion of the compound as the

albumin complex failed to have any Important effect on the
rate of oxidation of simultaneously administered Gl^-palmitic

acid. No marked changes in serum lipid levels occurredo
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(Major Findings, continued)

A finding of considerable interest is that a very high
percentage of the administered material is still present

in the form of unesterified fatty acid even 2h hours later,

whereas little or no C1^ palmitic acid vas found in this

form at a corresponding time. The adipose tissue contained

significant amounts of the analogue in unesterified forme

A small fraction was incorporated into triglyceride and

phospholipid so that it is possible to conclude that it can

be handled by the tissue enzymes but at a considerably

reduced rate*

Significance to Heart Research: These studies are a part of

the continuing program in this section designed to clarify

the mechanisms determining serum lipoprotein levels, which in

turn may lead to an understanding of hypercholesterolemiao

Proposed Course of Project : In order to test the original

hypothesis a larger amount of material will be necessary than

was available at the time these studies were carried outo

This material is now being synthesized on a contract and

it will be administered in larger amounts to rats as soon

as it becomes available

»

Part B. Included - Yeso
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Publications other than Abstracts from this project:

Goodman j, D» So and Steinberg, D„ Studies on the metabolism
of 3* 3-dimethyl phenylmyristic acid, a non-oxldizable fatty-

acid analogue o Jo Biolo Chem<» 23J:1066-71, Novo 1958»

Honors and Awards relating to this project: Mone
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Project Title: Pathogenesis of Artherosclerosis
(Project started !$%& - not completed)

Principal Investigator: Joseph E» Brag..an

Other Investigators: Alexander Michajlik (Rockefeller fellowship
from Warsaw since September, 1953)
Carlos Schultz
Carl Lauter and Edward Mougey (these
technicians, although under my supervisionB

spend most of their time running a general
service laboratory in lipid chemistry).

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (calendar year 1958) Patient Days (calendar year 1958)

Total: 2o33 None
Professional: 1.33
Other: 1

Project Description:

Objectives : To study the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis
through normal and abnormal lipid metabolism

.

Methods Employed : Serum lipoproteins are fractionated into
several classes in the preparative ultracentrifuge Fractions
are quantitatively recovered and chemically analyzed. In
some cases the lipoproteins are labelled isotopically<>

Major Findings: Rat livers have been perfused with whole rat
blood, to which 0^-labelled amino acids have been added,.

It has been found that the liver synthesizes beta lipo-
proteins at a rate twice that of alpha lipoproteins, which
is synthesized in turn at a rate twice that of the residual
serum proteins

»
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. (Major Findings continued:) The search continued for a
laboratory animal that will respond to the feeding of
saturated and unsaturated fats in a manner similar to mam
The mongolian gerbil was found not to« A group of squirrel
monkeys are now available

»

It was discovered that the feeding of corn oil to rabbits
previously made atherosclerotic increases the rate of
regression of the lesions when compared to similar animals
fed coconut oilo This is the first time a substance has
been found which increases the rate of regression of lesions.
These experiments are being repeated with more control
material to increase the statistical significance fef the
results o

Experiments from this laboratory in both rat and dog have
shown that fat absorbed in the form of chylomicrons goes
directly to the tissues « Gofman and the Bonner group have
claimed; without published evidence, that in man they are
degraded in the blood stream* into lipoproteins of increasing
densityo Experiments are underway to confirm or deny this
phenomenon in mauo

Significance to Heart Research: Atherosclerosis causes
coronary heart disease, which is the leading cause of death..

Proposed Course of Project : To continue along same lines.

Part B Included - Yes.
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PART B o Honors* Awards and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from thfe project:

lo Bragdon, Jo Ho Lipoprotein Lipases In a monograph edited
by Po Homburger, S. Karger, Hew York, 1958°

2o Bragdon, J. Ho and Gordon, R« So, Jr° Tissue distribution
of C1* after the intravenous injection of labelled chylo-

microns and unesterified fatty acids in the rate Jo Clin°

Invest* 3[: 57^-578, 1958.

3o Bragdon, J» Ho Current Trends in Atherosclerosis Research°

A0M0A0 Archo Ind. Health 18: 222-227, 1958

.

ko Bragdon, J. Ho C A excretion after the intravenous

administration of levelled chylomicrons in the rat»

Archo Biochemo Biophyso £>: 528-533, 1958.

% Bragdon, Jo Ho On the composition of chyle chylomicrons

J. Labo and Clino Med. j>2: 56^-570, 1958*

Honors and Awards relating to this project:

None
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Project Title: Studies of Hyperllpidemic States in Humans
(Project started 1956 - not completed)

Principal Investigator: Donald S. Fredrickson (Studies on
Hypocholesterolemic agents in collaboration
with Dr. Steinberg (cf . his report for detailed
coverage of project).

Other Investigators: Dr<> Duncan McCollester (until Julyl, 1958)
Mr. Katsuto Ono, technician

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (calendar year 1958) Patient Days (calendar year 1958)

Total: 0.2 500 (including out-

Professional: 0.1 patient hours)

Other: 0.1

Project Description:

Objectives: The observation and study of patients with
abnormal concentrations of the various blood lipids, with
particular emphasis on patients with so-called essential
(familial) hyperlipidemia. Data is accumulated bearing
especially upon classification, progress and insight into

mechanisms of these diseases and to means of treatment.

Methods Employed; A weekly outpatient clinic is maintained at

which patients referred because of significant hyper-

lipidemia are seen. Total lipid analyses, and rarely,

lipoprotein analyses are obtained. Appropriate patients
are selected for continuing follow-up and a number become

available for both out- and in-patient studies related to
lipid metabolism and hypocholesterolemic agents.

Approximately 50 area patients with hyperlipidemias are

available for certain of these studies.
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Patient Material and Major Find ings;

1) Of several drugs investigated as potential hypo-
cholesterolemic agents, one, Benanalecene (Merck. N-Cl-

methyl-2, 3-di-p-chlorophenylpropylmaleamic acid) has been
found to lover cholesterol levels in two of three patients

.

In the third, transient hyperlipemia developed. Side effects

include elevated BSP retention and gastric distress. No
conclusions can he made yet as concerning its clinical value o

For animal studies, see Dr. Steinberg? s report

.

2) Sublingual heparin (Clixin, Leeming) has been tried in
two hyperlipemic patients. No plasma lipoprotein lipase

activity was observed after administration.

3) High amounts of unsaturated oils have been found to
not elevate plasma cholesterol above values obtained on
low ani"w1 fat diets; and within the limits of this form of
therapy, encouraging results have been obtained with
practical, palatable diets in one group of patients.

k) A number of interesting cases have been seen. One, a
patient with the Hand-Schuller-Christian type of cholesterolosis,

was found to have a large macroglobulin component in his

serum proteins. He will be returned for further studies.

Several patients with initially severe "essential" hyper-

lipemia (fasting triglycerides in one case 80 times normal)

have been kept in almost complete remission for 12-24 moiSftas

by dietary therapy alone.

Significance to Heart Research: Most of the patients in the
category under study have a significantly higher incidence

of coronary artery disease and represent an area of major
concern in heart research.

Proposed Course of Project : To continue as above, with as

many studies devoted to mechanisms producing these diseases

as time and ideas permit

.

Part B Included - Yes.
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PART B o Honors, Awards and Publications

Publications other than Abstracts relating to this project;

Fredrickson, D» S«, Peterson., R» E» and Steinberg. Do,

Inhibition of adrenocortical steroid secretion by A

-

cholestenone: Science, 12£: 70^-705, 1958°

Steinberg, D., Fredrickson, D. S«, and Avigan, J° Effects of
A^-cholestenone in animals and in man, Proc« Soco Expero

Biol* and Med. 9J: 78^-90, 1958*

Fredrickson, D. S. Atherosclerosis, Chapter 8o Metabolic
Disturbances in Clinical Medicine, G. A Smart, Editor,
London, J. and Ao Churchill, Ltdo, 1958o

Fredrickson, D. So, Gordon, Ro S., Jr», and Orloff, J«

Cardiovascular Aspects of Metabolic Disease . Chapter 6, Ibido

Fredrickson, D. S. Current Attitudes about Atherosclerosis,

OP, 18: 102-106, 1958o

Honors and Awards relating to this project: None
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Project Title: Lipoprotein Metabolism in Nephrosis
(Project started September, 1955)

Principal Investigators: James Ho Baxter and Howard Goodman
see separate report by James Allen

Other Investigator: Patricia Duffy, Some of the studies done
in collaboration with Eleazar Shafrir and Daniel Steinberg*

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (calendar year 1958) Patients days (calendar year 1958)

Total: l.lj. 130
Professional: 0»8
Other: 0o6

Project Description:

Objectives : a) to characterize the serum lipoprotein
abnormalities in nephrosis, and b) to study some of the
factors which influence the lipoproteins in nephrosis <.

Methods Employed: . Serum lipids and lipoprotein fractions
separated by ultracentrifugation at various densities have
been studied ia 30 patients with nephrosis • In some of
these cases the effects of prolonged glucose infusions,
steroid therapy, or repeated infusions of serum albumin
have been noted „

Patient Material, Major Findings; a) Sera from nephrotic
patients with elevated lipids may be divided into 3 groups:
group 1 - lactescent sera with elevation of the triglycerides
and of the lipoproteins of D < 1<>019, group 2 - slightly
lactescent sera with elevation of lipoproteins of D < 1<>019

and D I0OI9-I0O63, and group 3 - clear sera characterized
chiefly by elevation of cholesterol and of lipoproteins
of D 1.019 I.063.
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b) Infusions of 10f> glucose for 48 !irs« caused some
patients with type 3 (dear) sera to change to the type 1
patterao Shis did not occur in all pafcients, and it did not
occur in normal controls* Uhsstsrified fatty acid
concentration was depressed during the infusionso In one
patient who received Cr* labeled glucose, the lipoprotein
labeling vas principally in the D < 1*006 and D 1.019-1*663
fractions at o hrs* If the label wss largely limited to
triglyceride the specific activity vas greater in the
D 1.019-1*063 fractiono
In several cases with type 1 sera

fl
the pattern changed to

type 3 early in remissions induced by steroid therapy* This
change appeared to occur in at least one case before any
considerable increase in serum albumin* 13*& lipoproteins
because normal*
In 2 eases with type 1 (lactescent) sera* repeated

infusions of albumin brought about changes similar to those
occurring early in remissions with steroid therapy, that
is. there vas a decrease in lipoproteins of ""' < 1*019 end
an increase in those of D 1*019-1*063, and the sera became
clear* In addition to this effect, albumin caused a decrease
in cholesterol and phospholipid* and in 2JC/PL ratio, in
most cases with either lactescent or clear serum*
She studies suggest that the low serum albumin level in

nephrosis is one of the causes of the lipoprotein disturbance*
It is not dear how or to what extent this factor operates*
Shere undoubtedly are other factors which are important*

Significance to Heart Research; Abnormal lipoprotein metabolism
not only occurs in nephrosis but is thought to play an
important sole in the development of atherosclerosis*

Proggsed Course of Project: It is planned to continue these
studies in rats or dogs made nephrotic by injections of
nephrotoxic serum*

Fart B» Ho«
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Project Titles

Principal Investigators

Other Investigators

Cooperating Units I

Man Years
Total o75
Professionals ,50

„25

Osmosis Alkaloids

Ho A. Lloyd
?
Ph„D

Antoinette Velasquez (technical)

None

Patient Days

None.

Project Descriptions

Progress during Past Year

Work on the Ormosia alkaloids ormosanine s
ormosinine^ panamine

and methylcytisine was carried through to the publication stage.

This work was undertaken because of the potent hypotensive activity

observed for oxypanamine. A related compound ? of the same order and kind

of activity 5, was prepared from N-oethylpanamine., These substances are

oxidation products of complex structures in the case of oxypanamine the

parent compound has the empirical formula C2QH33N30 No further work 9

beyond that described in last year u
s report and in the paper 9 was

initiated on the N« series of alkaloids.,

A second series of compounds
9
with only two nitrogen atoms

$
was

brought under detailed study . These were found to have the empirical

formula C|4H2q~220N2° Tne IoaJ or compound had lactam and secondary amine

groups g and terminal methylene unsaturation. The side chain p
carrying

the methylene end group$ was degraded stepwise. It was found to be a

four-carbon chain.. The two nitrogen-containing rings had properties

resembling those of the sparteine (lupin) alkaloids.

Direction of Current Research

This work was terminated in July.

Part B deluded; Yes<
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Part Bs Publications

Lloyds Ho A. and Horning, E„ C„ Alkaloids of Ormosia pjnamensis Benth,
Related Species. J. Am. Cheou Soc. . 80,,, 1506=1510 (1958)

«

Lloydj, Ho A. and Horning^ E. Co Isolation of PMfethylcytisiae from
Ormosia stioitata Sorcery. J Org. Chem, § 23 9 1074 (1958).
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Part A.

Project Title: A. Amine Oxide Rearrangements

«

Bo Organic Bases of Human Origin

C, Base Methylation Studies.

D u Plant Organic Bases..

Principal Investigator:

Other Investigators

Cooperating Units

s

M, S„ Fishg PhoD.

N„ Mo Johnson (technical)
E„ P. Lawrence (technical)

None

Patient Days

None°

Man Years
Totals 1.50
Professionals ,50
Others 1

Project Descriptions

Progress during the Past Year

A. - Amine Oxide Rearrangements s A study of the rearrangement
of N,N-dimethyltryptophan oxide under biological conditions was continued
The earlier chemical work demonstrated that a rearrangement reaction
leading to N-demethylation occurred readily with ferric ion (in a co-
ordination complex) as a catalyst, and the evidence was examined for the
existence of this demethylation as an enzyme-catalyzed biological dimethyl
ation reaction. Three effects were examined s (a) the effect of protein
denaturation, (b) the added cofactor requirements and (c) comparative
reactions with related compounds. The first effect was studied in the
usual way by boiling the enzyme preparations the system was inactive

,

and no reaction of any kind was observedo This is evidence supporting
the enzyme-catalyzed nature of the reaction 9 which goes smoothly with a
mouse liver homogeaate. It is not conclusive evidence, however, since

protein precipitation and denaturation might well be regarded as removing
an active metal-bearing but non-enzymatic catalyst. The cofactor effects
were studied in the usual way, and it was found that no added cofactors
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were needed. Since all of the chemical evidence indicates a rather

specific kind of catalytic action which does not involve oxidation when

the oxide is used as a substrate ? this result was not unexpected. Addi-

tional data was obtained by comparing the biological reactions of N«,N=

dimethyltryptamine oxide and N SN- dimethyltryptophan oxide . Under exactly

the same conditions where a demethylation reaction was observed for the

amino acid oxide
f
the dimethyltryptamine oxide did not undergo rearrange-

ment demethylation* Since it is known that the chemical (non-enzymatic)

requirements for the reaction are the same in both cases? this is strong

evidence that the observed reaction under biological circumstances was due

to a biological (enzymatic) catalyst,

B. - Organic Bases of Human Origin; A procedure was developed for

the isolation of organic bases (as a class) from human urine. The mixed
bases were separated into two groups for study 9 indoles and a "phenolic"
group* The indole class was investigated by the usual chromatographic
and electrophoretic methods = Four substances were found. They were
serotonin? tryptamine,; dimethyltryptamine oxide and bufotenine. Serotonin
has been recognized for some time as a human excretion product^ and
evidence relating to tryptamine was published while this work was in

progress. The amounts of dimethyltryptamine oxide and bufotenine were
quite low ? and it was difficult to characterize these substances. The
"phenolic"' fraction was investigated separately. Seven compounds were
found. None have been identified.

Co - Base Methylation Studies % Tryptamine was taken as an example
of a human base that might be expected to undergo methylation. Two general
routes of methylation are known as biological pathways (a) the S-adenosy!=
methionine route and Cb) a sequence involving tetrahydrofolic acid and
transfer of a one-carbon intermediate at the formaldehyde level. The
second route is a reversal of the N-oxide demethylation pathway

?
and

evidence was sought for the biological methylation of tryptamine by
either of these routes. When the enzymatic transformation of tryptamine
was examined

?
it was found that a neutral substance was formed 9 rather

than another base. The new substance was characterized by chromatographic
and electrophoretic means but its structure is not known. It is rather
similar in its properties to N-formy ltryptamine.

D. - Plant Organic Bases. A number of plants contain relatively
simple organic bases derived from tryptophan^ phenylalanine and tyrosines
Several of these were studied to obtain information about the occurrence
of the bases and the relationships within each group. Prosopis iuliflora.-
This plant was found to contain tryptamine and phenylethylamine. The
evidence for serotonin was positive but the data were not completed in
a detailed way. It is of interest to note that the methylated and non-
methylated compounds seem to occur in pairs - bufotenine and N

?
N~dimethyl-

tryptaraine
?
serotonin and tryptamine. Indole acetic acid was also found

to be present. Piptadenia macroearpa.- This plant contained an indole of
an unknown structure (compound E) in addition to those already identified.
A small quantity of '°E

tD
was isolated for study on a micro scale. It was

characterized by chromatographic and electrophoretic means $ along with its
reduction product. Its structure is still unknown

9
but the data indicate

that it is a 5-hydroxy structure with unsaturation in the side chain.
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Piptadenia snuff „~ This hallucinogenic material from Venezuela was
examined for indole bases and it was found to contain bufotenine ?
bufotenine oxide

s
and four other indole bases. Acacia lonqifolia .^ This

was found to contain two indole bases. Abrus precatorius.- This was found
to contain four tryptophan derivatives in addition to monomethyl trypto-
phan. Other plants. ° A number of plants reported to contain hallucinogenic
agents were examined. Most of the tests for organic bases were negative
and no extended investigations were made.

Direction of Current Research

Work on these problems ended in July. Further work will be con-
cerned with bringing some of the nearly completed projects to a terminal
stage*. The amine oxide work will be continued with emphasis on other
aspects

?
including the mechanism of the rearrangement reaction. The

enzymatic conversion of tryptamine is under study in another laboratory.

Part 8 included i No.
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of Natural Products

3o Bethesda, Maryland

Part A.

Project Title:

Principal Investigator;

Other Investigators

An Investigation into the- Chemistry ar«S

Metabolism of the Glyco'lipides of Huran

Erythrocytes o (Project started July,, 1958)

C C. Sweeley, Ph.D.

E. A. Moscet?.lli« Ph.D.

Cooperating Units: None,

Years
Totals o75

Professional; »75
Others

Patient Days

None*

Project Descriptions

Progress during Pas
ft
Ytar

Small quantities of complex lipide material were isolated from

erythrocytes by Japa.iese workers <> T/jese lipides are composed of

sphingosineg, long-chain fatty acids, galactose^ glucosamine end some-

times neuraminic acid. The family of glycolipider, have not been

further fractionated into pure compounds and this is the first objective

of this investigation, Assa/ methods have been set up for phosphorus 9

nitrogen^ reducing sugar and hexosamine.

A method for the isolation of glycolif/ides from hu/aan erythrocytes

has been devised „ The product by this solvent fractionation procedure

is 30=40% pure. Preliminary remits of partition chromatography on

silicic aeid indicate that pure compounds may be obtained by this

procedure,,
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Direction of Current Kesegrc^.

Chemical, - Further fractionation by chromatography will be
studied in order to obtain pure samples of the glycolipides. Further
assaying of spingosine and fatty acid will be made with a gas chroma-
tography instrument

,

Metabolism, - The biosynthesis of the glycolipides from simple
precursors will be studied using bone marrow as the source of the enzyme
system. The assay method will utilize C 14-Iabelled galactose.

Part B included? No,
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Project Titles

Principal Investigator;

Other Investigators

Ensymatic Studies on the N Methylatiosi

of Amines

o

C„ C» Sweeley, PhcD.

88, S, Bronk (technical)

Cooperating Units

:

None

Man Years
Totals l

Professional:
Others ,75

.25

Patient Days

None*

Project Descriptions

Progress paring Past Year ,

Experiments were designed to study the N-methylation of histamine^
tryptaminej tyramine and serotonin by tetrahydrofolic acid and formalde-
hyde or formate in the presence of pigeon liver enzymes?

An acetone powder of pigeon liver catalyzed the formation of
N-acetylhistamine from histamine in the presence of coenzyme A, No
formation of N-forayl or N-methyl amines could be demonstrated with any
of the substrates tested

„

Direction of Current Research

»

No further studies are planned at the present time.

Part B included No.
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Part A,

Project Titles Chemical and Enzymatic Transformations
of Amine Oxides,

Principal Investigators C C Sweeley
?
Ph„D=

Other Investigators R, Levenberg (technical)

Cooperating Units", None,

Man Years Patient Days
Totals 1

Professionals „25 None
Others ,75

Project Descriptions

Progress during the Past Year

Oxynicotine was prepared chemically by hydrogen peroxide oxida-

tion. The product was isolated from paper chromatograms in pare form,

The microbiological oxidation of nicotine by a strain of

Pseudomonas was studied in an attempt to implicate oxynicotine Cone of

the isomers) as an intermediate in the oxidative reaction. The Egeffigfieanas.

was grown aerobically on a synthetic medium containing nicotine as a source

of carbon, Cell-free extracts were used directly or were further separated

into soluble and particulate fractions. Particulate fractions were broken

up by sonic oscillators and detergents,, The ensyme fraction which degraded

nicotine was found in the particulate fraction. Experiments in which

nicotine was replaced by oxynicotine as a substrate were negative. The

enzyme system was not active after sonic disintegration or detergent
break-down of the particulate fraction.

Direction of Current Research

A comparison of the isomers of oxynicotine with the natural

product from tobacco leaf will be made in order to establish the eon-

figuration of natural oxynicotine.

Part B included s No,
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Part A,

Project Titles

Principal

Other Investigator

Cooperating Units?

Years
Totals 1,75
Professionals
Other- ,75

Isolation and Characterisation of
Components of the Callicrein System
from Urine ? Pancreas^ and Blood Plasma^

Jack V. Pierce^, Ph.D.

Patricia A- Wagner (technical)
Eo Po feawrenee (technical)

S. J„ Sarnoffj L„ C. Sarnoff
?
M„ E„

Webster
?
Wo D„ Fisher (Laboratory of

Cardiovascular Physiology Serial No.

Patient Days

None.,

Project Descriptions

Progress during the Past Year

Introductions

In our previous annual report
9
evidence was presented that the

noradialysable material in normal human urine responsible for vasodilata-
tion and hypotension in the dog preparation of Sarnoff and coworkers is

callierein. This assumption is fully supported by further observations

,

Werle and coworkers 9 in a series of papers starting in 1928 and
continuing to the present

9
* have hypothecated the following s (1) Calli-

erein acts by proteolysis of an c^-globulin? callidinogen, to release a

• See the summary of these up to 1950 in Frey* Kraut* and Werle ? "Kalli=
krein (Padutin)°% F. Enke Verlag

s
Stuttgart f i950„ Chapters E, II

9
III,

IV
8 and VII are available in English translation at the NIH library
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slowly dialysable peptide^ callidinj, which causes vasodilatation and
hypotension in the dog and contraction of isolated guinea pig intestine.
(2) Blood calHerein is normally bound to an inactivator protein and can
act on callidinogen and thus produce its dilator effect by means of
caliidin only when the complex disassociates. C3) Blood contains an excess
of callicrein inactivator,, (4) Caliidin is destroyed by a blood peptidase,
(5) The callicreins from urine and pancreas may be identical

t
whereas

these differ from salivary and serum callicreins which in turn are
different from each other.

Because we are ultimately concerned with blood pressure regulation
in raanj, particularly in its pathology f we ere fractionating human starting
materials for the isolation of the several components . Hog pancreatic
callicrein is being used chiefly to explore untried methods.

gor effort is being placed on the isolation of pure callidinogen
for the following reasons: CD It should be possible to replace the present
bioassays (guinea pig intestine and dog preparations) by in, vitro ensymatic
methods for the determination of callicrein, inactivators, callidin s and
callidinogen* (2) Preparation of pure caliidin would be greatly facilitated,
(3) The question of the identity of callidinogen with other a^-globulins
yielding vasoactive peptides - such as hypertensiaogeuj, bradyfcininogen

9

and pepsitensinogen - could be settled,,

The isolated guinea pig intestine assay for
callidinogen and studies of the destruction of callidinogen by proteases
present in human plasma are described in the current report of Or, M„ E.

Webster,

Fractional ammonium sulfate precipitation of whole plasma (outdated
human) has been tried many times under different conditions , Recovery has
been poor 8 due in part to losses incurred during dialysis-, Even when this
effect was much reduced by the presence of added soybean trypsin inhibitor
and when this indibitor was added at each fractionation step ? complete
recovery has not been realised and the activity occurs,, in varying amounts

9

in all the precipitates Cfrom 25 to 50 per cent of saturation),

Recent studies suggest the feasibility of using ion exchangers on
a relatively large scale to yield a stable*, purified preparation. Human
plasma diluted five-fold with water and stirred at pfl 4,0 with XE-64 gave
about 75 per cent recovery of activity and 90 per cent recovery of non--

dialyzable solids in the filtrate. The same diluted plasma? when stirred
with DEAE* cellulose at pH 7,0 and 9»0

9 gave no activity in the filtrate and
about 50 per cent in the phosphate buffer-sodium chloride eluate s accompanied
by about 80 per cent of the starting nondialyzable solids. The non-
dialyzable solids in the plasma were almost completely adsorbed by DEAE
cellulose at pH 7,0 and 8.0 when the plasma was diluted twenty-fold,,

ft STi 4 ^v* I* „„!!., .-.A3 tl
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2= Callicrein o Previous work in this laboratory showed that

human urinary callicrein CHUC) can be adsorbed by passing raw urine at

pH 4,0 and at 2° Co over a column of XE-64 buffered at pH 4,0, and can be
quantitatively recovered by elution with sodium phosphate buffer^ pH 6,0,
Conditions for the quantitative recovery of HOC from raw urine by batch
operation hsive been worked out for XE-64, Urine was stirred with 10 grams
of XE-64 CH

+
) per liter, the pH was adjusted to 4,0 with hydrochloric acid,

;

and stirring was continued for one hour at 18=20° C„ The resin was
recovered by filtration^ washed with small portions of 0,2 M sodium acetate
buffer

5
pH 4o0 s stirred with sufficient sodium phosphate (about 0,1-0,2 M)

to give a pH of 5,0 filtered^ and washed on the filter with water. The
filtrate s containing all of the starting callicrein activity^ was dialyzed
against running tap water at 20° C„ for 24 hours. The dialysand was then
frosen and lyophilised. The purification was l

s
0OO-fold in total solids

and 1-fold in nondiaiyzable solids. Such a preparation probably can be
purified an additional 5- to 20-fold by gradient elution DEAE cellulose
chromatography

9
since an earlier experiment showed that uranyl acetate

precipitate from urine C25 per cent as pure as the XE-64 preparation) could
be purified 15-fold when adsorbed on a DEAE column and eluted by stepwise
change of eluents.

Preliminary attempts to obtain human pancreatic callicrein (HFC)

have been made. Extraction of the minced pancreas with 0,05 N acetic
acid and precipitation of the callicrein in the extract with uranyl
acetate or lead acetate gave fairly good yields of HPC, Chromatography
on DEAE cellulose and XE-64 should afford considerable purifications hog
pancreas callicrein has been purified about 25-fold on an XE-64 column,

3, Callicrein Inactivators, Two callicrein inactivators (I and
II) have been reported to be present in blood serum and have been dis-
tinguished by their ability to inactivate urinary and pancreatic^ blood g

and salivary callicreins and by their pfl and temperature stabilities,

We have been able to adsorb an HOC inactivator from dialyzed
outdated human plasma to DEAE cellulose and to elute it with 0, 1 M sodium
phosphate buffer

s
pH 7,0, All of the original inactivator activity was

recovered in the eluate, though accompanied by about 65 per cent of the
starting proteins. Presumably^ gradient elution on a DEAE column would
provide a greater purification.

Direction of Current Research

The results of plasma fractionation with XE-64 and DEAE cellulose
to purify caliidinogen will be thoroughly explored. Other methods also
will be investigated.

Large scale recovery of callicrein from human urine by XE-64
adsorption will be undertaken 9 and the concentrate thus obtained will be
purified further by chromatography and by other appropriate methods.
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for the purification of human pancreatic callicrein will
be investigated

»

Attempts will be made to devise a convenient method to obtain
active human blood callicrein in theoretical or reproducible yields*

Work on the purification of human blood callicrein inactivators
will be continued

.

Part B included t Yes<
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Sarnoffj, So J.„
s

Caseg, R. B.g Macruz^ R« 9 Sarnoffg L« €,$ Sussman s
K, E«

and Pierce^, J, V» Observations on the Vasodilator Properties of Orine
5

Circulation Research-, 6S
522- (1958)
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Structure of Araaryilidaeeae Alkaloids-

Wo Co Wildman? PhoDo

So Oyeos PhoDo

Yo Inubushi 9 PfeoDo

Elisabeth A. Kielar CTechnical)

Antoinette Ao Velasquea (Technical)

None c

Patient Dayst
None

Projest Titles

Principal Investigators

Other Investigators %

Cooperating Units

s

Mara Years

s

Totals 2,67
Professionals 1.67
Others 1

Project Descriptions

Progress during_ the Past Year

Conclusive chemical evidence has been obtained for the structure

of haemanthidine (I) This represents a change from the report of last

year in which an ethylene-imine type structure was considered o In agree-

ment with structure CI) haemanthidine forms an 0»O-diacetate In warm
acid CI) is converted to a demethossy compound Clip R - OH) <= When Clio

R=OH) was reduced catalytically and then treated successively with
thionyl chloride and lithium aluminum hydride? a compound was obtained
which was identical with dihydroapohaemanthamin® (II) o This conversion
of haemanthidine established the nucleus of the alkaloid and located the

(I) (II) CHI)
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functional groups in sings C and D« Oxidation of haemanthidira© with

manganese dioxide give an oxocompound CIIZ) ° Dihydroheem8nthidin©.9

apohaemanthidin© and dihydroapohaemanthidin® gave analogous derivatives

under the same conditions <> These compounds are of Inssnense interest

sin©® th©yp as predicted^ exist and react as amino ketones? rather than

lactams ° Haenaanthidira© provides a nonnesting link between the spiro

alkaloids Ccrinin©j> powellin©<> buphanidrine^ etc») and tazettine because
haeraamthidine methiodide is converted to tazettine by aqueous base and
haemanthaiaisa© has been converted t© (*5dihydrobuphanisin©°

The alkaloids montanine and coccinin© have been studied <> These
bases are isomeric and possess the sans© molecular formula^ GjjHj^NCho

They each contain on® methylen®dioxy s one methoxy and one hydroxy 1 group.

Catalytic hydrogenation proceeds with the uptake of more than two moles
of hydrogen ° Apparently hydrogen©lysis and hydrogenation occur together
since the product contains a secondary amine c Oppenauer oxidation of
either montanine or coccinine gives an optically active phenol which is

believed to have structure IV CR-H) , Methylation with diazomethan©
s3 __ OCH3
^OR

OCH«

CH2NCCH3) 2

IV

afforded a dimethyl derivative CIV^ S = CH3> which was degraded by the
Hofmann method:. The methane (V) was optically inactive and had the
expected spectral properties . A dihydr© derivative of V has been
prepared and is in agreement with the expected physical and spectral
properties

Direction of Current Research;

The isolation and characterisation of alkaloids and other
physiologically active constituents of selected plant material will be
continuedo Preliminary studies on the biogenesis- of selected alkaloids
and the transformations of them by microbiological and mycological means
will be started^

Part B included

c

Yea
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Warnhoffffg Eo Wo and Wildasass^ Wo Co 8 The Structure of Undulatine? Chemistry
and Industry, 1293=4294 (1958)

.

Wiidfflanj) Wo Co S Alkaloids of the Angaryllidaceaeo XI= The Structures off

Alkaloids Oerlwed from 5? lOb-Ethanophenamthridin©^ Jo Anso Chemo Socoj, 80 <,

2567-2575 C1958)

Faies» Ho Mo and Wildman s Wo Coj Alkaloids off the Amaryllldsc®a©° XII«
Intercoroversion off Alkaloids by Sodium and Aoayl Alcohols Jo Am* Cheaso So© 0<)

80o 4395=4404 C19583

o

0y@oP So, Fal@s 9 Ho Mo 9 Highetj. R» Jo and Wildfflan s Wo Co 9 Qjsohaefflsnthidim®;

A Bicyclic Lactam Possessing a Bridgehead Nitrogen
s,

Jc Amo Chemo Soco 9 80 9

2590 C1958)o
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Part A

.

Project Titles Alkaloids ° Isolation and Structure
Determination

o

Principal Investigators So M^ Goodwin? PhDo

Other Investigators^ A- Ao Velasqueas (Technical in part)

Cooperating Units? None*

Man Years? Patient Days?
Total? „75 None
Professional? *50

Other? „25

Project Descriptions

Progress during the Past Year

CI) In continuing the studies of the alkaloids of Lunasi a amara$
three minor alkaloids were isolated for the first time? they are hydroxy-
lunacridine^ hydroxy lunidine^ and hydroxylunine^ Structures were assigned
to them on the basis of analytical and spectral evidence? including NliJ^

The structure of hydroxylunacridin® was elucidated unequivocally by standard
chemical degradative reactions? this is the first optically active Lunasia
alkaloid to have a complete chemical structure proof

°

(2) The validity of the proposed structure of lunamarine Csee 1<*57

report) was tested by the synthesis of the compound having this structure?
the synthetic compound was identical in all respects with the natural
products An attempt to synthesise the desmethoxy analog of lunacridine
by a six-step synthesis was investigated <>

Direction of Current Research?

Ail of the research under Dr.-. E< Cc Horning has been
discontinued » Future work will be under Dr- Wo Co Wildman*

Part B included.. Yes
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In press

s

Goodwin^ So Mo S Sa!iah 3 Ao F» and Horning,, E. Co Alkaloids off Oehrosia
«ill£ti££i> Labiilo Jo Aoto Cheano So©o 9 8L, 000 (1959)

Goodwin^ So Mo and Horning? Eo Co Alkaloids off Lunasja aaaara Blan©Oc
Tree SteTCttur® off Lwna<srin@o J c Acto Chens ° Soec^ 81, 000 0959)

«
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Project Titles Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Studies on

Alkaloids*.

Principal Investigators S„ M» Goodwin <> Ph. D.

Other Investigators None.

Cooperating Units s Or, J. N. Shoolery and Mr. L, F„ Johnson
9

Varian Associates $ Palo Alto P California

Man Years Patient Days
Totals .50
Professionals .50 None,

Others

Project Descriptions

Progress .during. Past Year

An evaluation has been made concerning the applicability of
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy to the elucidation of the

structures of alkaloids. The compounds selected for study were almost
exclusively those alkaloids which had been isolated and studied chemically
by the investigator. The NMR studies were an enormous success and indi-

cated that nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy is an important new
tool to be added to other physical methods used in obtaining evidence
pertaining to the structures of organic compounds. Some of the results
are summarized as follows"

The question of whether e&lipticine and methoxyellipticine
contain one ethyl or two methyl groups (chemical analysis gave negative
results) was solved by NMR? the answer being two methyl groups,

(2) The alkaloids A and C of Ocotea leacoxylon had been shown
to be aporphine alkaloids having six and five oxygen substituents

s
re-

spectively. These two alkaloids and three others of the aporphine type

having known structures were studied, New insight of important signifi*

cance into the nature of aporphine alkaloids^ in general, was obtained.

The twenty-five possible structures of alkaloid A may be narrowed down
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to very strong evidence for one with a second possibility not completely
ruled out and similarly on the basis of NMR evidence alone, the fifty-five
theoretically possible structures of alkaloid C have been narrowed down to

two. Other considerations may be invoked to make the final choice;
although if the MR studies were extended to a few other known aporphine
alkaloids in order to get more data for frequency assignments 9 the final
choice could be made on the basis of NMR evidence alone, The spectrum of
an unknown aporphine alkaloid sent to me hj chemists at the Squibb Company
of Argentina

9
provided evidence that the structure proposed by the

Argentinians was incorrect; two possibilities were suggested^, one of which
can be selected as agreeing with earlier chemical evidence.

The fourteen alkaloids isolated here from Lunasia amara have
been examined. The outstanding results are the interpretation of the

spectrum of lunacrine which enables its complete structure to be written
9

the application of this knowledge to the minor alkaloid lunine which gives
the total structure determination of this alkaloid from merely the
analytical data and the NMR spectrum^ the structure proofs of hydroxy-
lunacridine and hydroxy lunidine were accomplished by NMR

?
and finally*, the

positions of the hydroxyl groups in hydroxylunacrine and hydroxylunine may
be assigned on the basis of their NMR spectra,

(4) Several structures have been proposed by various investigators
for the alkaloid conessine. Only one of these was in agreement with the
NMR spectrum. (Subsequent ly ?

the partial synthesis of conessine was
achieved by Or. E. J. Cory which proved its structure; it was
indicated by

Direction of Curjreat_Re,seareh

Attention is being given to preparing the NMR studies for
publication; additional data must be obtained on many of the alkaloids.
Other aporphine alkaloids are being collected with the assistance of Dr,

Inubushi and Or. E, Schlittler of Ciba. It is hoped that it will be
possible to use this technique in studying unsolved problems in the
structures of other alkaloids

?
such as questions in stereochemistry of

the quinine alkaloids and in the H -yohimbine series.

Part B included; Yes.
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Goodwin ? Sog Sh©olery g Jo N„ and Johnson $ L„ F„ Significance of the
Nonequivalence of Methylenedioxy Hydrogen Hydrogen Nuclei in the Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance Spectra of Aporphine Alkaloids, Proc, Chem, Soc

9 406
(1958).

Shoolery 9 J. N„
$
Goodwin

?
So and Johnson

f
,
L, F. Nuclear Magnetic

Resonance Spectra of Alkaloids., I* The Complete Structures of Lunacrine
and Luraine. Jo Am, Chem u Soc<>„, 8l B 000 (1959) „
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Project Titles

Principal Investigator:

Other Investigators?

Cooperating Units %

Man Years

s

Total? c40
Professionals „40
Others

Studies on Alkaloids ° To discover new
Alkaloids of potential therapeutic value
and to elucidate their structures

°

Perola Zaltzman (Visiting Scientist)

None

Brc Bernice G. Schubert? Plant Industry
Station 9 Oo So Department of Agriculture-
Beltsville, Md° Plant Identifications,

Patient Days?.

None

Project Descriptions

^Mg@̂ I^Mrinjg
t

jM^Paj
i
,tJfearg

A » Higatandra b®lgraveana (Himatandraceae)

This plant? among others^ was sent to us from New Guinea as part
of a program of investigation regarding the. *"Kuru

n disease that has been
killing hundreds of natives of that island-

The illness was described by Drs> Gajdusek and Zigas In a report
for the New England Journal of Medicine (Nov, 1957) P in which they stated
that the extensive neurologic degeneration found on histologic study strong-
ly suggested some toxic factor

«

A crude, extract of the alkaloids of the bark of Hifflgtand^a showed
a very strong physiological activity in rats (convulsions endingPin death)

«

Fractional crystallization and chromatography on alumina produced two main
alkaloids? one of which was hlmhacine; Aust* j„ Chemo 9, 283 (1956),

^HSS^ fflc^ 136° O] 589 * 62 °5 [0 510% in CHCl3]o~

Himbacin® retained the activity observed in the crude extract
while the other alkaloids mopo 217-223*% not identified? was inactive

The lethal dos© of himbacine hydrochloride was 150 rag /kg
th® drug was injected intraperioneally in ®Ic©=>

when
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Bo Aanona spe (Annoaaeeae)

This project had been interrupted^ pending the arrival of a

new shipment of plant materials

The plant had shown a marked hypotensive action in dogs and
two alkaloids not previously reported had been isolated and characterized
(report of 1957) <>

However;, the new samples of A° dierifolia and Ac reticulata
showed no evidence of the alkaloids named t and ¥» This could be
attributed to the fact that they were collected in a different area c

Chromatography on silicic acid column did not achieve any
separation o One of the major fractions was subjected to counter-current
distribution and the fractions examined by OoVc absorption and paper
chromatography o Some purification was achieved but n© crystalline
material was obtained oo

Direction of Current Research;

Ao Himatajn^djj, bjlc5raveana«» This work has been terminated a

Bo Anjona sj>* Due to the small yield of alkaloidal material
and to the difficulty in obtaining more plant materials the project was
discontinued

°

'Part B included o Yes No £ff
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Project Titles

Principal Investigators

Other Investigators?

Cooperating Units

s

Man Years

s

Totals 1

Professionals 1

Others

Synthesis^, Degradation and Intereonversioas
of the Anaaryllidacea® Alkaloids >

Henry Mo F@les s PhcD*

None.

Non@o

Patient Dayss

Nome

Project Descriptions

Progress Daring the Past Years

Progress has been made in the interconnexions of many of the

Amaryllidasea® alkaloids and certain steri© relationships have evolved

=

Th© structure of haemanthaciiin© (nataiensine) has been found
to be Ic

It was converted to aponatalensine (II) by dilute ac£U The

dihydro derivative of aponatalensine (II) has been prepared from
haemanthidine CIV) which in turn has been converted to tazettine (III)

.

Therefore^ the nucleus of the 3 alkaloids is identical;, and necessarily

a trans BsC ring fusion exists « Further the ntethossyl and phenyl groups
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b©ar the saoj© relationship in all 3 alkaloids

°

The dihydro derivative of haemanthamin© has been converted by

thiorayi chloride and lithium aluminum hydride to the optical antipode of

dihydro buphanisine (V)s which is a mieoiber off another group off alkaloids

which includes buphanidrine ; powelline^ bMphanaminep crinin©s crinamidin©
'and undulat£ne» Therefore fche^steorochemistry of these two large classes
of Amaryllidaeeae alkaloids is "known and one class is related enantiomeri-
cally to the others Since the buphanisine class uniformly possess
analgesic properties while the other does not;, an assymetric ©ode of
analgesic action is indicated

c

Eelationships have been found to exist among the other alkaloids
of the buphanisine class o Bowel line (¥1) has been converted to buphanidrine
(VII) s erinine (VIII) to buphanisine (IX) 9 and criaamidine (X) to undulatine

>-

VI R - 0CH3
VIII R - H

VII S - OCH3

IX R * H

(XI) by the us© of potassium metal and methyl p-toluen® sulfonate^ a ©obb-

X XI

bination designed to methylate alcohols without quaterniasing tertiary
amines * This reagent also preserves the configuration of the hydroxy

1

group involved-, Poweliine (VI) has been converted via its ©po&yoKo-
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derivative (XII) to haemanthine (XIII), the key alkaloid on which the

XII i XIII

©onfiguration of all the groups in ring C is based ° The hydroxy1 groups
in ring C are ©is diaxial sin©® a eyeli© ©arbonate (XIV) was formed on

XIV

treatment ©f XIII with phosgene

=

Finally buphanamine has been found to possess structure XV
since it was converted t© the epoxyox© derivative (XVI) on treatment with

XV XVI XVII

chromic aeid-pyridine followed by alkaline hydrogen peroxidec This
compound afforded dihydroerinamidine (XVII) with lithium aluminum hydride,
This same compound was obtained also by the aetion of lithium aluminum
hydride on erinamidine.. The double bond has been placed in the homoallylic
position because ©f failure of the hydroxy 1 group to oxidize with manganese
dioxide

°

Direction of Current Research;

Final minor points concerning the stereochemistry and abnormal
reactions of several of the above alkaloids will be investigated further

c

The structures of montanine and coccinine are being clarified and their
relationship to haemanthamine is under investigation = Larger quantities of
the optical antipode of buphanisine and other derivatives are being pre-
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pared for testing for analgesic properties by Dr» No Eddy of NIAMD<
Synthetics routes are being sought for the alkaloids <= The alkaloid
tesomasiine is Mnder further investigation

o

Part B included o Yes
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Partjli Publications

Falesj. Ho Mo and Wildman? Wc Co., Interconversions off Araaryllldaceae

Alkaloids by Sodium and Amyl Alcohol , Jo Am* Chemo SoCo &0» 4395-4404
(1958)°

Falesj Ho Mo and Wildman» W Co 9 Structure off Haemanthaminej, Chemistry
and Industry ? 561=562 (1958) -

0ye©s Soj, Pales? Ho Mo S Highet 9 Ho Jo and Wildmanj, Wo Co ? Oxohaecaanthidines
A Bicyclic Lactam Possessing a Bridgehead Nitrogen^ Jo Anjo Cherao SoCc 80 ?

2590-2591 (1958)

o

Fales ? Ho Mo and Wildman9 Wo Co 9 Stereochemistry off the 5 P 10b~Ethanophen-
anthridine Alkaloids off the Amaryllidac©a©o Jo Amo Chemo SoCo (In press) 3

CDeco 1958)

o
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Project Titles

Principal Investigators

Other Investigators?

Cooperating Onitss

The Isolation of Alkaloidsc, Glycosides
and Other Constituents from Plant
Materials

o

David Lc Sogerson ? Jr.

James Do Link (Technical)

Douglas Lo Johnson (Technical)

Dr» John Co Keresstesyj. NIAMDj, Henry Eo

Lutterlough and James Mo Miles c Large
Scale equipment.
Dr° Bernice Go Schubert,, Plant Industry
Station^ Uo So Department of Agriculture^
Beltsvilie» Mdo Plant Identifications
and Procurements

c

Man Years? Patient Days?

Totals 1.95 None
Professionals „5Q
Others i„45

Project Descriptions

Progress During the Past Years

Plant materials weighing in excess of 400 lbs? have been processed
for alkaloids » A total of 39 samples were processed of which 29 were new
observations and 10 repeats of previously extracted varieties o Included in

the processing of new materials were 16 plants resulting from the Mexican
program

o

In addition to the 234 plant materials that have been processed
for alkaloids to dates, 16 materials have been partially or completely
processed for glycosides o Also,? a total of 234 supplementary shipments of
previously procured materials has been received. This is an increase of 13
since January 1? 1958

o

Processing for desired constituents other than alkaloids and
glycosides has been conducted on 9 plant samples

o

Direction of Current Research!

Efforts are being made to obtain Mexican plant materials in bulk
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which have giv@sa favorable initial ©feservatioaas. Bfethods will be developed
for the isolati©Ki ©£ the active components from materials which indicate
steomg physiological activity as observed ira the glycoside testirag prograato

Part B iracludedc N©
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Project Titles

Principal Investigators

Other Investigators

Cooperating Units:

Man Years
Totals =30

Professional
Others

The Isolation of Constituents from
Human Urine and Animal Tissue.

David L» Rogerson^ Jr.

James D„ Link (technical)
Douglas L, Johnson (technical)

None„

o o 10

30

Patient Days

None.,

Project Descriptions

Progress during the Past Year

Organic constituents ? mainly acids and bases
?
have been isolated

from human urine totaling 500 1, 9 which is an increase of 300 1, since
last reported., The urine samples were obtained locally from male donorst

In addition to the previously reported 1200 pounds of fresh
5

frozen veal brains and 20 pounds of frozen pork chitterlings processed
for this section,, 65 pounds of beef hearts have been processed for the
National Heart Institute's Laboratory of Chemical Pharmacology,

Direction of Current Research

Large scale processing of fresh s frozen veal brains will be
resumed upon completion of current researches for improved isolation
techniques. Also* the isolation of substances from human urine recently
collected from employees will be continuedo

Page B included i No,
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Project Titles

Principal Investigators:

Other Investigators?

Cooperating Units

s

The Testing of Plant Materials for
Alkaloids and Glycosides

°

David Lo Bogerson? Jr^.

James Do Link (Technical)

Douglas L° Johnson (Technical}

Be. Go Schubert? Plant Industry Stations
Oo So Department of Agriculture?
Beltsviile? Mdo Plant Identifications
and Procurements

=

Mara Years

s

Patient Days;

Totals AS None
Professionals .30
Others . 15

Project Descriptions

Progress During the Past Year ?

To date? 3355 plant samples P which includes 524 Herbarium

specimens* have been tested for alkaloids and 841 samples (25%) gave
positive results o The total number of plants screened represents en

increase of 260 analyses since December 31? 1957? 228 of which were made
by this investigator in Mexico

°

In addition to the alkaloid determinations » 54 of the above
samples have been screened for glycosides and the results on 5 more samples
are pending <> Physiological activity was observed for 35 of the plants
tested through subcutaneous injection of mice®

Direction of Current Researches

s

Attention will be focused on a more standardized procedure for

the determination of physiologically active? water soluble? non-alkaloidal
components using existing plant supplies

»

Part B inciudedc No
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Part _A_ g

Project Titles

Principal Investigators

Other Investigators

Cooperating Units

s

Man Years
Totals ,15

Professionals „05
Others ,10

Preparations and Special Isolations.

David L. Rogerson^ Jr.

James D„ Link (technical)
Douglas L„ Johnson (technical)

DTo John Co Keresztesy and Staff

$

(NIAMD Serial No. ). Large
scale equipment.

Patient Days

None.

Project Descriptions

Progress during the Past Year

Silicic acid and deactivated charcoal (6% stearic acid) in pound
quantities have been prepared for chromatographic uses and separations
and purifications of relatively large ^ crude,, alkaloidal extracts have
been conducted by chromatographic means,

The 100 gallon fermentation unit has been employed to grow
bacteria on thirteen occasions for eight individuals representing three
Institutes ; Heart, Arthritis and Mental Health

Special isolations include the extraction of 1800 ml. red blood
cells and the extraction of a blood factor from two quantities of whole
blood

Direction of Current Research

Organic compounds and substances will be synthesized and prepared
in all desired quantities as directed by the needs of the Section. Also

s

a standardized operating procedure for the Fermentation Unit will be
developed along with minor changes and additions

»
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New procedures and techniques will be developed and employed
to cope with the increase in requests for special <, large-scale isola-
tions worko

Part B included? No-
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Part A;

Project Titles

Principal Investigator;

Other Investigators

Cooperating Units

s

Man Years
Total s . 15
Professionals .05
Others o i0

The Isolation of Andromedotoxin from
Rhododendron and Related Genera.

David L, Rogorson, Jr»

James D, Link (technical)
Douglas L„ Johnson (technical)

Dr. Johra C c K#resstesy and Henry E*

Lutterlough, NIAMD (Serial No. ),

Large scale isolation equipment and its

operation.

Patient Days

None.

Project Descriptions

Progress during Past Year

The isolation of Andromedotoxin has been discontinued and the
materials received to date for processing in bulk are as follows s 7938
lbs. Rhododendron maximum (an increase of 516 lbs»)§, 705 lbs. Kalmia
latifol ia and 350 lbs. Kalmia am var„ caroliniana. In

addition^, 23 members of the Ericaceae family have been investigated for
Andromedotoxin content on a one pound level or less.

Direction of Current Research

None.

Part B Included: No.
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Ic Chemical Pharmacology
2 c Physiology

' Vv-

3n Bethesda,, Maryland :

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A

Project Title; Serum Transaminase and Alkaline Phosphatase
Levels after Large Doses of Norepinephrine
and Epinephrine in Dogs

Principal Investigators Dr Harriet M« Maiing

Other Investigators: Mrs Martha A, Williams
Mr„ Duffy E„ McBrayer

Cooperating Unit: Dr a Benjamin Righmanj National Institute of
Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases

Man Years (calendar year 1908); Patient Days (calendar year 1958)

s

Totals Qj tp Non©
Professionals n

o X^
Others 0..-25

Project Descriptions

P^£2Mle£"! To determine whether large doses of norepinephrine
and epinephrine in dogs cause elevations in serum glutamic oxalacetic
transaminase (SGO-T) and serum glutamic pyruvic transaminase (SGP-T) r.

Simul&ixenous measurements of SGO-T ad SGP=T have been used in the
differential diagnosis of myocardial and hepatic damage,. Cardiac
damage^ evidenced by ventricular hypersensitivity and widespread
myocardial fatty changes with foci of hemorrhage and necrosis s was
found in this laboratory for several days following an intravenous
infusion of a large dose of norepinephrine or epinephrine in ua-
anesthetized d®gs (Moling and Highman, Am- J, Physiol 19jis590 9 1958)

o

Studies from other laboratories indicate the occurrence of both myo-
cardial and hepatic damage following large doses of catechol amines c

In this project^ serum alkaline phosphatase has also been measured as
another indicator of possible hepatic damage^

Methods Employed? Uraanesthetiged healthy mongrel dogs were given
a large dose of norepinephrine or epinephrine either by continuous
intravenous infusion or by subcutaneous injection of 1 mg/kg epinephrine-
in=oilo SGO-T and SGP-T were measured by the colorimetric method
described by Reitman and Frankel (Am„ J Clin Path 2§;56s 195? )„

Serosa alkalin® phosphatase was measured by the procedure of Bogdanski
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using the colorimetrie method of Fiske and Subbarow to determinethe
phosphate liberatedo Most of the dogs used for pathologic study were
killed with sodium pentobarbital 1=2 days after a large dose of norepine-
phrin© or epinephrine „ Specimens from nearly all organs were fixed in
10 per cent formalin buffered to pH ? o o Routine paraffin sections
wer© stained with hematoxylin and eosin Frosen sections were stained
for neutral fat with Oil red Q„ The microscopic findings were compared
with those seen in dogs given saline infusions

Major Finding® s An intravenous infusion in conscious dogs of a
large dos© of norepinephrine (0 Sl.~Qo85 rag/kg) or epinephrine (On 55=
Oo92 mg/kg is followed by an elevation in SGO-T which reaches a peak
in about. 6 hours and subsides within 2-3 days c SGP-T and serosa alkaline
phosphatase increase more gradually and subside more slowly c PathologJs
studies confirm the myocardial and hepatic damage suggested by the
elevated serum ensyme levels,, Subcutaneous injection of 1 mg/kg
epinephrine-in^oil produces less constant and severe pathologic chaugeSj
but is followed by a gradual increase during the first day in SGO-^'j

SGP~T and serum alkaline phosphatase with peak levels considerably
higher than those following the intravenous infusions a Hie adrenergic
blocking agent Dibenzyline prevents the rise in serum transaminases but

not the rise in serum alkaline phosphatase if injected intravenously
in a dose of 2 mg/kg one hour before administration of epinephrine=/.n=oilo

Significance to the Program of the Institute; These finding;] in
dogs suggest the possibility of similar findings in man c Norepinephrine
is widely used to maintain arterial pressure during coronary shod, and
SGO=T is used diagnostically in myocardial infarctionc If norepinephrine
causes an elevation of SG0-=X in manj, +h© interpretation of elevated
SGO-T levels after coronary occlusion may be confusing?

The?® findings suggest that large doses of norepinephrine and
epinephrin©=in=oil should be used cautiouslys because of the possibility
of causing cardiac and hepatic damage Q

Proposed Course of Project s This project has been completed

„

Part B included! Yes
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applications z

ffiLghraaaj, B 09 H Mc Msling and E„Co Thompson Senora transaminase and
alkaline phosphatase levels after large doses of norepinephrine and
epinephrine in dogs c Am Jo Physiolc, in press

Honors and Awards? Non®
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L Chemical Pharmacology
2o Cell Permeability
3= Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-JJIH

Individual Project Report
Calendar Year 1958

Part A

Project Titles Entrance of Substances into the Central
Nervous System

Principal Investigator; Dr. Lewis So Schanker

Other Investigators Dr. Hermann Kurs

Cooperating Dnitss Dr. Kurz' salary was paid by a fell@wship
from the Max Kade Foundation

Man Years (Calendar Year 1958) s Patient Dayss Hone

Totals 1.00
Professionals 1.00
Others

Project Descriptions

0b.1e@tivsss To determine what factors govern the rates at

which drugs pass from the bloodstream into the central nervous

system.

Methods
,
Employed, ; Bogs were anesthetized with chloralose and

urethan* a polyethylene catheter was placed in the cisterns magna

for the collection of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) S and var'.ous drugs were

administered via the femoral •vein. Concentrations of drug in the

CSF and in plasma water were measured in samples collected at various

times. The relative rates at which various drugs enter the CSF were

compared graphically by plotting the CSF to plasma water concentration

ratios against time.

Ma .lor Findings ; The time required for various drugs to reach
an equilibrium CSFsplasma concentration ratio of about 1.0 ranged
from several minutes to more than 5 hours. Some drugs entered the

CSF so slowly that they were barely detectable even 5 hours after
beginning the intravenous cJministration of the drug.
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The degree of ionization and the lipid-solubility of the
unionized drug molecule appear to be the most important properties
of a drug which determine its rate of passage across the blood-
CSF barriero In general^ weak organiz electrolytes entered the
CSF much more rapidly than the stronger, highly ionized organic
electrolytes. Among th© unionized drugs studied, those having
the highest lipid-solubility penetrated most rapidly and those
which were poorly soluble in lipids penetrated at much slower
rates

o

The results suggest that the blood-CSF barrier is lipoid
in character^ it is preferentially permeable to the unionized,
lipid-soluble form of foreign organic compounds

.

S^gq&f1canoe
n
to the Program of the Institute ; An

understanding of the factors governing the passage of drugs
into the central nervous system should lead to the selection
of therapeutic agents » as well as to the synthesis of new drugs g

which will most readily reach their site of action in suitable
concentration to exert the desired pharmacol@gic effects

Proposed Course of Fro^ect ; (l) Investigations concerning
the locus of the blood-brain barriero (2) Investigations dealing
with the distribute ' on of drugs in the ©entral nervous system,.

(3) Investigations dealing with the formation and fat© of cerebro-
spinal fluid* (4) Study of the barrier between cerebrospinal fluid
and nervous tissue of the central nervous systemo

Part B included:
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1. Chemical Pharmacology
.2° Physiology
3. Bethesda, Meryland

Part A

Project Title? Studies concerning the role of epinephrine and
norepinephrine in lipid mobilization and
deposition.

Principal Investigators Dr. Harriet MQ Maling

Other Investigators: Mr* William M. Butler e Jr.
Mrs. Martha A<> Williams

Cooperating Units: Dr. Benjamin Highman* National Institute of
Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases

Man Years (Calendar Year 1958): Patient Days: foone

Total: 1 B2§
Professionals 0.15
Other s 1.1

Project Description:

Objectives: To elucidate the role of epinephrine and nor-
epinephrine in the mobilizationind deposition of fato The demon-
stration in this laboratory of myocardial fatty changes in dogs
after intravenous nfusions of large doses of epinephrine or nor-
epinephrine and the prevention of marked fatty changes by the
prior administration of the adrenergic blocking agent Dibenzyline
both suggest that epinephrine may be involved in the deposition of
fat. Other investigators have shown that adrenalectomized animals
do not develop fatty livers; under circumstances producing fatty in-
filtration in intact animals (Hamsey and Goldstein* Physiol . Re^

22 : 55» 1957)o If epinephrine is essential to fat deposition in
the liver and other organs 9 adrenergic blocking agents would be
anticipated to be effective in preventing fatty infiltration of
the liver by diverse agents. Wool and co-workers (Am. J. Physiolo
122 s 427, 1954) have shown that ergotamine partially prevents the
fatty livers which can be induced by ofctoionlne in fasting female
rats. We are studying the effectiveness of various adrenergic
blocking agents in inhibiting fatty infiltration of the liver,,

If adrenergic blocking agents, with different chemical structures,
all are effective in inhibiting fatty infiltration of the liver,
it is probable that epinephrine plays an essential role in fat
mobilization and/or deposition.
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Methods Employed, : The triglyceride content of tissue is
measured by a modification of the direct method of van Handel
and Zilversmit (J. Lab. & Clin, Med. 5J3: 152, 1957), Total lipids
are determined gravimetrically. Phospholipid concentrations are
obtained by multiplying lipid phosphorus values by 25 » Total
cholesterol is measured by the method of Abel and co-workers
(J.B.Co 191:357, 1952).

In some of the animals^ tissues obtained at autopsy are
fixed in 10 per cent formalin buffered to pH 7.0, Routine paraffin
sections are stained with hematoxylin and eosin. Frozen sections
are stained for neutral fat with Oil red o

Major Findings, s In dogs killed the day after intravenous
infusion of large doses of epinephrine or norepinephrines frozen
sections of the myocardium stained with Oil red reveal fatty
changes. The triglyceride content of normal dog heart varies con-
siderably from dog to dog ead we are still not sure whether infusions
of epinephrine or norepinephrine increase the triglyceride content
of dog heart significantly. The results of many determinations will
have to be evaluated statistically

Preliminary data indicate that the adrenergic blocking agents
Dibenzylinej, Dibenamine and ergotamine are all effective in prevent-
ing the fatty livers produced in fasting rats by the subcutaneous
ingestion of carbon tetrachloride

«

Significance to the Program of the Institute : This project
should increase our understanding of the processes involved in lipid
mobilization and deposition. Indirectly,, the project may give clues
to the nature of hepatic disease and atherosclerosis

»

Proposed Course of Projeo^ : A study will be made of the ef-
fectiveness of adrenergic blccking agents in preventing fatty infiltra-
tion of the liver and other tissues after various procedures which
are known to produce fatty livers. These procedures include the adminis-
tration of large doses of ethanol (Luzio, Am. J, Physiol* 19A : 453» 1958),
ethionine in fasting female rats (wool and Goldstein, Am. J. Physiol.

1JJ ; 303 » 1953) » and phosphorus.

In addition to the three adrenergic blocking agents already
tested, this study will be extended to include regitine, priscoline^
and dichloropheiyl-2-isopropylaminoethanol (Powell and Slater, J.

Pharmacol. & Exp. Therap* 122: 480-4.88, 1958). Studies will also be
made on adrenalectomized rats whose adrenal glands have been depletui
of catechol amines by prior treatment with reserpineo

Part B included: yes
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PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part B; Honors, Awards* and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

Malingp H. Mo and B. Uighman. Exaggerated ventricular arrhythmias
and nyocerdial fatty changes after large doses of norepinephrine
and epinephrine in unanesthetized dogso Am. J a Physiol <> 19A; 590-596 s

1958o

Honors and Awards s Mone
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1. Chemical Pharmacology
2. Physiology
3» Bethesda s Maryland

PHS-MIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A

Project Titles The Effect of Coronary Artery Occlusion in Reserpinized
Dogs

Principal Investigators Dr. Harriet Mo Maling

Other Investigators: Mr. Victor H. Conn, Jr.
Mrs. Alije Williams
Mr. Duffy E. McBrayer

Cooperating Units: Dr. Benjamin Highman« National Institute of
Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases

Man Years (calendar year 1958); Patient Days: None
Total: 0.2
Professional: 0.1
Other: 0,1

Project Description:

Objectives : To determine whether the presence of norepinephrine in
the myocardium is necessary for the development of spontaneous eetopis
activity and prolonged cardiac hypersensitivity following coronary artery
occlusion in dogs. To determine whether the absence of norepinephrine in
the myocardium after reserpine will modify significantly the histologic
appearance of the Infarct

o

Methods Employed^ Reserpine (0.25 mg/kg) was injected intravenously
in normal dogs. The anterior descending coronary artery was ligated by
the two stage occlusion procedure of Harris ( Circulation 1:1318, 1950)
20~30 hours after administration of reserpine, The dogs were tested for
the presence of spontaneous ectopic activity and for cardiac hypersensitivity
for a number of days after occlusions as in a previous study (Maling and
Moranj, Circulation Research, £: 409, 195?) » At varying times after the
administration of reserpine, the dogs were killed for pathologic examination

.
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Non-infarcted muscle and nyocardium from other reserpinized dogs not subjected

to coronary occlusion were analyzed for norepinephrine content, l^yocardial

infarcts were examined grossly* and fixed in 10 per cent formalin buffered to

pH 7.0, Frozen sections of the myocardium were stained with neutral fat with
Oil red D

Ma
r
ior Findings ; The mortality after coronary artery occlusion is

approximately the same in reserpinized dogs as in normal dogs. Two of 14
reserpinized dogs died from ventricular fibrillation within minutes after
coronary artery occlusion. This may be compared with 10 deaths within 30
minutes after occlusion in 101 operations on aormal dogs.

Although in the reserpinized dogs*, the heart was depleted of nor-
epinephrine}, spontaneous ectopic activity developed as usual the day after
coronary artery occlusion. The duration of the spontaneous ectopic activity
was within the usual limits. Cardiac hypersensitivity could be demonstrated
after the spontaneous ectopic activity had disappeared. These findings indi-
cate that the spontaneous ectopic activity and the prolonged state of cardiaw
hypersensitivity cannot be explained in terms of the release of norepinephrine
from the infarcted muscle during necrosis and its absorption on the neighboring
normal muscle

o

The gross and microscopic appearance of the infarcts was not significantly
different in the reserpinized docs from infarcts produced in non-reseryinized
dogs. Fatty changes were present surrounding the infarcted muscle in reser-
pinized dogs s just as in the control dogs.

Significance to the Program of the Institute s Our findings indicate
that the catechol amines in the myocardium do not contribute significantly to
the spontaneous ectopic activity and the cardiac hypersensitivity foll©wing
coronary artery occlusion..

Proposed Course of Project ; These findings are being prspared for
publication.

Part B included: Yes
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PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part, Bs Honors s Awards and Publications

Publicafons other than abstracts from this project:

Shores P° A.d V. H. Cohn, Jr. s B. Highman and H. M„ Malings
Distribution of norepinephrine in the heart. Mature 181s848, 1958o

Honors and Awards: JNone
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lo Chemical Pharmacology
2. Physiology
3. Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar lear 1958

Part A

Project Titles High Altitude Tolerance of Normal Dogs and
Dogs with Myocardial Infarcts

Principal Investigator: Dr. Harriet M. Maling

Other Investigator: Mrs. Martha A. Williams

Cooperating Units: Dr. Benjamin Highman, National Institute
of Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases

Man Years (calendar year 1958): Patient Days: None

Total: 0,2
Professional: 0.1
Other: 0,1

Project Description:

Objectives,: To determine whether myocardial infarction impairs

appreciably the ability of dogs to withstand a simulated exposure to

a high altitude.

Methods Employed: Normal dogs and dogs with myocardial infarcts

produced by two-stage occlusion of the anterior descending coronary

artery were placed in halters and tied with leashes to the walls of

a large decompression chamber* Lead II electrocardiograms of some of

the dogs were recorded outside the chamber on Sanborn Yiso-Cardiettes»

with all connections made through a box on the wall of the chamber

,

Electrodes were held in place on the dogs 8 legs with elastic bandageBo

The connecting leads were brought out through the halter in such a

way that the dogs were able to stand* sit down, and walk unless restricted

by the leash. The physical activity and respiration of each dog were

observed by frequent intervals through windows in the walls of the de-
@ompression chamber.

Simulated altitudes of 34,000 and 38,000 feet were obtained by

decompression within the chamber in a stepwise mannero
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Electrocardiographic responses to intravenous test doses of
norepinephrine were recorded on some dogs one or more days before
and the day after exposure to a simulated high altitude.,

Autopsies were performed shortly after recompressi@n of the

chamber on dogs which died during exposure. Most of the survivors
were killed with sodium pentobarbital 1-2 days after exposure.

Tissues were fixed in 10 per cent formalin buffered to pH 7.0.

Paraffin sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin. EVozen
sections were stained f©r the presence of neutral fat with Oil
red Oo

Major Findings ! Most unanesthetized normal dogs survive single
exposures for 3 - 3<»5 hours to simulated altitudes of 3<4»000 and
38 fi000 feet. Three or more days after coronary occlusion* dogs
with large myocardial infarcts showed only a slight reduction in
tolerance to simulated high altitudes. Respiratory and heart rates
increased markedly in all dogs at high altitudes. Throughout the
exposures, ectopic ventricular beats were recorded frequently in most
of the dogs with infarcts and rarely in normal dogs. Deaths during
exposure among normal and sham-operated dogs were from respiratory
failure. Two deaths from ventricular fibrillation were recorded
in dogs with infarcts. Exposure to high altitudes did not modify
significantly either the gross or histologic appearance of the
infarcts

.

Significance to the Program of the Institute, ; Our findings in
dogs suggest that, after coronary infarction, persons may show little
or no reduction in tolerance to high altitudes. A reappraisal ©f
flight restrictions on such individuals is desirable.

Proposed Course of Project ; This project has been completed 9

Part B included; Yes
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PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part B g Honors, Awards, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this projects

Maling, H. Mo* and Benjamin Highman. High altitude tolerance of
normal dogs and dogs with myocardial infarcts . Am. J« Physiol.,
in press

o

Honors and Awards relating to this projects None
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2= Biochemistry of Drug Actica
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Part A

Project Titles

PH3-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Tear 1958

Studies on the Identification and Distribution of
Catecholamines in the Body

Principal Investigators s Dr. P. A. Shor©
Dr. Do G, Bogdanski

Other Investigators?

Cooperating Units;

Dr. V. H. Cohn
Mr. Ro Kuntsman

Dr. Ho Highman*, MIAMD

Patient Days; NoneMan Years (Calendar year 1958)
Total s 1=5/8
Professionals
Others 1

Project Descriptions

Objectives s Because of the great interest in possible
functions of catecholamines in the brainy heart and other
organs s a study of the distribution of catecholamines in the
body and within various organs has been carried out.,

Ma jor , Findings . The simple and sensitive chemical method 9

described in the 1957 reports for the estimation of norepinephrine
and epinephrine in tissues s has been adapted to permit the
estimation of small fractions ©f a microgram

In collaboration with Dr. Harriet Maling of this laboratory
and Dr. B. Highman of KIAMD^ a study has been carried out of the
distribution of norepinephrine in dog heart = It was found l^at

while little epinephrine occurred in heart 9 large concentrations
of norepinephrine, about 2 tAg/g, are present. Especially high
concentrati ,.ns s about 2,7 i^g/g» occurred in the atria while the
concentration in the ventricles was only about one~half this figure:
There was some suggestion that the endocardium may be devoid of
norepinephrine

»
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Studies oa the distribution of norepinephrine within the
brain show that it is essentially confined within certain broad
areas of grey matter and is not present in tracts of nerve
fibers or confined to diseret® nucleic There appeared to b@
an association of norepinephrine with the reticular formation,?

This is of interest in view of the hypothesis that a catecholamine
may be a chemical mediator of this system*

Significance to the, ^Qgram_of_the_Ingtitjat^s These
studies are of significance In that they are an aid to a better
understanding of some of- the basic mechanisms underlying the
nervous control of the cardi©vaseularv systemo

Proposed, Course gf_Prj|jeet s Further studies of the dlstri-=

bution of catecholamines In the brain are planned in an effort
to associate these pubstances with a definite function in the
brain

o
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Publications

»

Shore, P.A , Cohns V H 0j,
Highmanj, B as and Malingy H M y

Distribution of Norepinephrine in the Hearto Na+ur© lol Bms 19580

Shorej, P„A„j A simple technique involving solvent extraction of
the estimation of norepinephrine and epinephrine in tissues

Pharmacol o Rev os in press

Shore, P A 0S and 01i% JcSoj, Identification and chemical assay
of norepinephrine in brain and other tissues J.. Pharmacol,,

,

122, 2955 1958o

Honors and Awards? None
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1„ Chemical Pharmacology
2 Drug Metabolism
3o Bethesdas Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Project Titles The Enzymatic Oxidation of Nicotine

Principal Investigators Dr Howard B c Hacker

Other Investigator* Won©

Cooperating Units None

Man ^ears (calendar year 1958)s Patient Days (calendar ye*r 1958)'
Total s 1 Nona
Professionals 1
Others

Project Descriptions

Objectives s To s+udy the enzymatic system(s) by which nicotine
is metabolised in animal organisms

Methods Bnployeds A differential solvent ex+raction method for
the simultaneous determination of microgram quantities of nicotine
and cotinine c

Major Findings s Cotinine was shown to be a major product of
nicotine oxidation by a rabbit liver preparation consisting of
microsomes and soluble fra&tionD Approximately 50 per cent of the
added nicotine is co*£jrerted to cotinine in this system,. We have
previously noted that TPNH and oxygen are required for the reaction^
which is catalyzed by microsomes.

Approximately 10 per cent, of the dose of nicotine administered
to rabbits was shown to be excreted in the urine as cotinine Only
a minor fraction of the dose of cotinine administered was excreted

unchangedo Therefore, it seems likely that cotinine is a major *

intermediate in the metabolism of nicotine in vivoo
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Significance to the Program of the Institute s The present
study is contributing to the better understanding of the metabolic
breakdown of nicotine, a drug of considerable pharmacological
importance,,

Proposed Course of Project; Of immediate interest is the
attempt to identify the metabolic precursor of cotinines which
at present is thought to be an amino-aldehyde,, Investigation
of the further metabolism of cotinine is also plannedo

Part B included? No
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lc Chemical Pharmacology
2 Physiology
3c Bethesda^ Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year

Part A

Project Titles Cardiac Hypersensitivity and Fatty Changes in
the Myocardium

Principal Investigators Dr Harriet M„ Maling

Other Investigators Mrs c Martha A Williams

Cooperating Units Dr„ Benjamin Highmans National Institute of
Arthritis and Metabolic -Diseases

Man Years (calendar year 1958) s Patient Days (calendar year 1958) '

Totals Q ffl 2 None
Professional s 1
Others 0„1

Project Descriptions

Objectives? To determine whether fatty changes in the myocardium
and cardiac hypersensitivity are causually related In this laboratory^
two methods have been studied for producing in conscious dogs an ab=
normal state lasting days during which small test doses of either
epinephrine or norepinephrine induce ventricular tachycardias (l) In
dogs with myocardial infarcts resulting from two=stage coronary ©cclusio%
cardiac arrhythmias induced by test doses of catechol amines are exaggerat
@d for approximately 12 days (Maling and Moran^ Circulation Research^ 5s

li09s 1957 )<> (2) A similar state of exaggerated drug~induced cardiac
arrhythmias lasting 2~5 days occurs in dogs following an intravenous
infusion of a large dose of norepinephrine or epinephrine (Maling and
Highma% Am J, Physiol s 19jis590j, 1958) Myocardial fatty changes ar®
conspicuous in both of these abnormal states of cardiac hypersensitivity c

During the period of hypersensitivity following coronary occlusions*,
marked fatty changes are demonstrable in the region surrounding the
infarcto The myocardial fatty changes after infusion of catechol
amines are widespread and patchy
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In this project, we hope to answer the following questions i

(1) Is cardiac hypersensitivity always present when myocardial
fatty changes are present? (2) Are fatty changes invariably
present when myocardial hypersensitivity is demonstrable?

Methods Employed ; Electrocardiographic responses to test doses
of norepinephrine are recorded before and at varying times after
procedures which might be expected to cause fatty changes in the
myocardium,, She induction of ventricular tachycardias by thes®
test doses indicates cardiac hypei,sensitivity

Dogs are killed for pathologic examination by the intravenous
administration of sodium pentobarbital „ Tissues are fixed in 10$
formalin buffered to pH 7 o Frozen sections of the myocardium are
stained for the presence of neutral fat with Oil red

Ma.jor bindings s The duration of fatty changes in the myocardium
following catechol amine infusions in nornrl dogs and following
coronary artery occlusion corresponds roughly to the duration of
cardiac hypersensitivity

Exposure of normal dogs to a simulated altitude of 38,000 ft
for 3°5 hours does not produce cardiac hypersensitivity of significant
myocardial fatty changes, suggesting th"t hypoxia alone is not sufficient
to produce these phenomena

„

Diphtheria toxin does not cause myocardial fatty changes or cardiac
hypersensitivity in the dog (six animals), even though cardiac arrhythmias
and "fatty changes in the he°rt have been reported in man after diphtheria
Marked jaundice is produced in the dog by diphtheria toxin,,

Intravenous infusions of serotonin (in doses up to lung/kg) over a
period of about 90 minutes either do not affect arterial pressure
significantly or lower the pressure moderately There is no ; cardiac
hypersensitivity the next day The monoamine oxidase inhibitor JB
given daily by subcutaneous injection in a dose of 2 mg^cg, does not
cause cardiac hypersensitivity

Mild cardiac hypersensitivity was demonstrated in one dog after
chloroform inhalation However, liver damage is more marked than
cardiac damage after chloroform, and it is difficult to produce a
prolonged reversible state of cardiac hyperexcitability with this
agent Most dogs either show no after-effects or die within 2<=3

Signficanee to the Program of the Institute s This project may
give insight into the physiological and biochemical mechanisms under=
lying prolonged states of cardiac hypersensitivityo An understanding
of these mechanisms may provide a rational basis for the selection of

™JU*E3''0»T<-»»>ii^m.,Mii*fc*r—SffflBtBKTETC
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po+ential new antiarrhythmic drugs

Proposed Course of Projects The search for additional methods
of producing prolonged states of cardiac hypersensitivity will be
continued,, Pathologic studies will be made on dogs showing marked
cardiac hypersensitivity,,

Part B included s yes
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Publj.options s

Malingy H,M C and B„ Highman,, Exaggerated ventricular arrhythmias
and myocardial fatty changes after large doses of norepinephrine
and epinephrine in unanesthetised dogs Am _J^_Physiol „ Igij-S 590

«

Malings H M and B Highman o High altitude tolerance of normal
dogs and dogs with myocardial infarcts,, Am n J, Physiolo, in press c

Honors and Awards? Won®
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1 Chemical Pharmacology
2„ Physiology
3o Bethesda^ Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A

Project titles Studies on Antiarrhythmic Drugs

Principal Investigators Dr Harriet M„ Mailing

Investigator (other)s Mrs a Martha A Williams

Cooperating Units None

Man Years (calendar year 1958) * Patient Days (calendar year 1958)

s

Totals o2 None
Professionals 0,1
Others ol

Project Descriptions

Objectives s To test drugs for antiarrhythmic activity against
the spontaneous ectopic activity which is conspicuous in unanesthetized
dogs the day after ligation,, of the anterior descending coronary artery
To study other- pharmacological actions of antiarrhythmic drugs Q

Methods J&nployedt The anterior descending coronary artery of dogs

is ligated by the two~stage occlusion procedure of Harris (Circulation Is

13185 1950)o, Electrocardiograms and arterial pressure are recorded th®
day after occlusion when spontaneous ectopic activity is most markedo
The drugs being tested are injected intravenously in appropriate doses
over a period of one minute Observations are continued for a period
of at least one hour after the drug.

Major Findings s The following compounds have been tested for
antiarrhythmic activity during the past years three alkaloids isolated
by Dr Wildman (lycoramine, belladine and crinine)j two Squibb compounds

somewhat related chemically to procaine amide (SQ 9737 and SQ 9738);
and five Abbott compounds which are barbiturate derivatives with an

amide side chain The alkaloids isolated by Dr Wildman does not possess

antiarrhythmic activity,, SQ 9738 may have moderate antiarrhythmic

activity,, All the members of -She Abbott barbiturate series show at

least some antiarrhythmic activity; these compounds are not anesthetics
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Significance to the Progr am of the Institutes Testing selected
drugs for antiarrhythmic activity in dogs may lead to the discovery of
a clinieally^useful antiarrhythmic drugo

Proposed Course of Projects It is planned to test additional
members of the Abbott series of barbiturate derivatives Promising
members of this series will be tested further for toxicity and other
pharmacological actions. Our data will be combined with data obtained
by Dr Schmidt and prepared for publication,,

B included? No
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lo Chemical Pharmacology
2 Physiology
3c Be*hesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A

Project Title: Brag-induced Ventricular Arrhythmias before
and after Coronary Artery Occlusion

Principal Investigator: Dr Harriet Maling

Other Investigator: Mrs Martha A Williams

Cooperating Units Non®

Man Years (calendar year 1958)* Patient Days (calendar year 195B)s
Total: o 2 None
Professionals o l
Other: 0„1

Project Descriptions

Objectives s To compare various sympathomimetic drugs with respect
to their effects upon the spontaneous ectopic activity after coronary
artery occlusion and their electrocardiographic responses during the
period of cardiac hypersensitivity following occlusion (Maling and Moran^,

Circulation Research 5«U09, 1957 )<,

To determine whether the cardiac hypersensitivity after occlusion
is restricted to sympathomimetics or is demonstrable with any cardiac
stimulant drug Arrhythmias induced by ouabain are given special
attention

Methods Employed s Electrocardiographic responses to test doses of
various drugs are recorded before and at varying times after ligation of
the anterior descending coronary artery in dogs, using the two-stage
occlusion procedure of Harris (Circulation,, Is 1318, 195<0)o Usually,
responses are compared on the first and fourth days after occlusion

Major Findings s After coronary artery occlusion, the heart is
hypersensitive to ouabain as well as epinephrine and norepinephrine
Doses of ouabain which do not produce ectopic beats in normal dogs

cause considerable ectopic activity and sometimes ventricular tachy~
cardia after occlusion, even on the fourth day when spontaneous ectopic
activity is absent.
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Sympathomimetic drags vary considerably in their tendency to
produce ectopic activity on the fourth day after coronary artery
occlusion and in their effects on the spontaneous ectopic activity
These effects seem to be correlated with their effects upon contractile
force of the heart

Significance to the Prograa of the Institutes This study may be
helpful in selecting drugs for use after coronary occlusion in man

Proposed Course of Project s She comparisons of arrhythmias
indaeed by sympathomimetics before and after coronary artery occlusion
will be continuedo The study will be extended to include other cardiac
stimulant drugs <= including serotonin and theophylline

Part B included? No
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lo Chemical Pharmacology
2c Physiology
3o Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar 2ear 19$8

Part A

Project Titles Studies on the Pharmacology of JB 516 and
other Inhibitors of Monoamine Oxidase

Principal Investigators? Dr c Harriet M„ Moling
Br Sydney Spector

Other Investigators; Mrs Martha A e Williams
Mr c William M„ Butler, Jr,

Cooperating Units Dr Benjamin Righman, NIAMD

Man Years (calendar year 1958) s Patient Days (calendar year 1958) °

Totals o $ None
Professionals o3
Others o 2

Project Descriptions

Objectives i To study the pharmacological actions of JB 516
and other monoamine oxidase inhibitors,. To correlate pharmacological
actions, levels of serotonin, norepinephrine and dopamine in various
parts of the central nervous system, and pathologic findings, if
possible,, JB 516 merits special study because clinical tests of
this compound seem promisingo

Methods Baployeds Observations are made on unanesthetised animals,.

In some ^ogs and rabbits, electrocardiograms, arterial pressure and the
response to tilt are recorded before and at varying times' during the

sours© of daily subcutaneous doses of the inhibitor „ In some animals^

the responses to test doses of norepinephrine have also been studied,,

Hematocrits, blood hemoglobin values, and serum transaminase and alkalim
phosphatase levels h^ve been measured before and at varying times during
the course of daily doses

„

Animals are killed with sodium pentobarbital The norepinephrine
and serotonin concentrations in the brain stem have been measured in
some dogs and rabbits Tissues for pathologic studies have been fixed

in appropriate solutions

„
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Major Findings; In dogs given daily doses of 2 rag/kg JB Sl6a

the serotonin concentration of the brain s+em increases markedly and
the norepinephrine concentration remains unchanged. In contrast, in
rabbits maintained on the same dose, both the norepinephrine and
epinephrine concentrations in the brain stem increase

Dogs did not show any significant change in arterial pressure
when maintained on 2 or k mg/kg JB 5>16 (in some dogs, 5 days/week) for
periods of U~2Q days. Even when neurological symptoms were marked,
these dogs maintained their resting arterial pressure during tilting.

Rabbits given 2 rag/kg JB 516 for k days (l rabbit) and 10 days
(l rabbit) did not show any change in arterial pressure and did 'not

show postural hypotension during tilting.

Three of six dogs given 2 mg/kg JB 516 daily for U-19 days showed
symptoms of ataxia,, These dogs were uns+eady when standing. The hind
legs tended to sink towards the floor

All of 12 dogs maintained on U mg/kg JB 5l6 daily have developed
marked neurological symptoms involving especially the legs Five of
these dogs have been given pyridoxine (5 mg/kg intramuscularly) daily,
beginning with the first day of treatment with JB Sl6 Since neurological
symptoms are prominent even in dogs given pyridoxin® daily, the toxicity
of JB 516 in dogs is not due primarily to pyridoxine deficiency,,

Neurological findingsinclude general irritability, pupillary
dilution and sluggish light reflex, unsteadiness during standing, sinking
of the hind legs, rigidity of ihe hind legs, extensor spasms especially in
the front legs, tremor which is most marked during rest, nystagmus (2 dogs)
priapism (2 dogs) 5 and changes in the character of the barkingo Despite
a good appetite, some dogs lose weight when given h mg/kg daily,,

Neurological symptoms are evident after the second or third
daily doseof h mg/kg JB 5l6 c One dog died during the night after the
third dose. Hematocrit and hemoglobin values were not changed significant!;
during the first week at this dose, but fell appreciably during the
second week Serum transaminase end alkaline phosphatase values may
rise moderately.

Significance to the Program of the Institute ; The toxicity of JB
516 is especially interesting since this drug has been given a clinical
trial in the Institute a

Proposed Course of Project; Careful histological studies will b®
made of the spinal cord and brain of dogs maintained on JB 5l65 U mg/kg
daily The s"»udy will be extended to other monoamine oxidase inhibitors

„

Part B included* No.
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lo Chemical Pharmacology
2 Biochemistry of Drag Action
3d Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Project Titles A Search for Physiologically Active, Fluorescent
Compounds in Animal Tissues

Principal Investigators Dr J A R n Mead

Other Investigators None

Cooperating Units Nona

Man Years (calendar ye rr 1958) t Patient Days (calendar ye»r 1958) %

Totals 1 None
Professionals 1
Others

Project Descriptions

Objectives s In the past few years relatively high concentrations
of the physiologically active amines, serotonin, norepinephrine and
dopamine, have been found in animal tissues They seem to be concentrated
more especially in ihe central autonomic ner/ous system and their presence
in this system has led to the development of hypotheses involving the

physiological mechanisms of the brain There are, however, areas in the

body where the above-mentioned amines are found in comparatively low
concentrations, e g , in some regions of the brain, and this prompted
us to consider the possibility that in these areas other physiologically
active compounds may be present Although the braia was considered in
the first instance, other tissues were not excluded from consideratioa
especially those which exhibit marked physiological changes under the
influence of drugs or pathological conditions

„

An essential feature of any method adopted was considered to be
its sensitivity as we did not anticipate dealing with amounts of material
in excess of 1 jig/g of tissue. To achieve sensitivities of this order
we relied to a great extent on spectrophotofluororoetry, a technique al=
ready proved of value in this field of investigation
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Methods Employed; Established methods

Major Findings 8 Using a procedure, developed in this laboratory
for the extraction of norepinephrine from tissues, several rabbit
tissues were examined,. In each case +he results were inconclusive,
the only fluorescent compound positively identified being serotonin

At this s+age, a report in the literature on +he presence of an
unidentified vasoactive subs+ance in the nasal mucosa of dogs and
sheep led to an examination of the nasal mucosa of dogs It was
discovered +hat there is present in mucosal extracts a definite .

fluorophoric substance, which behaves as a single compound on paper
chromatograms and counter=current distribution,, Its extraction
properties are those of a neutral compound, and on paper chromatograms
it gives none of the common color reactions,, Also, it has no biological
activity liien tested against the isolated guinea pig ileum, a fact which
distinguishes it from th© substance reported above

„

The fluorophore seems to be concentrated in the nasal mucosa
and up to the present has not been detected elsewhere in the o+her
tissues examined including other mucosal tissues,,

An incidental finding of significance was th t serotonin was
quantitatively ex+racted by the method developed for norepinephrine
and this led to the development of a combined method for the two
amines, using the one extraction procedure instead of the two which
had been developed previously This will facili+ate research programs
which involve the quantitative assay of norepinephrine and serotonin*

Significance to the Program of the Institute s The characterisa=
tion and identification of new physiologically active, organ spaeifie
substances will lead to a clearer understanding of both +he normal
and pathological processes *4iich take place in the animal body c

Proposed Course of Project ; Further investigation into the
properties, distribution and biological activity of the mucosal

lore will be carried out

Part B included!
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1 Chemical Pharmacology
2 C Drug Metabolisa
3o Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NXH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A

Project Titles Studies in Biochemical Evolution
V„ The ontogenetic development

of the microsomal drug enzymes

Principal Investigators: Mr Roger Pc Maickel
Dr Werner Robert Jondorf

Other Investigators None

Cooperating Unit; Non®

Man Years (calendar ye^r 1958)* Patient Days (calendar ye*r 1958);
Total: 0o3 icons'

Professionals Ool
Others o 2

Project Descriptions

Objectives s Studies with the tadpoles of terrestrial amphibia
such as toads and some frogs and the juvenile aquatic stage of
terrestrial salamanders showed th^t thes© immature animals lacked the
liver enzymes for metabolizing foreign compounds, In contrast to this 9

the adult of the species did h^vethe enzymes „ These results suggested
that a parallel course of "appearance" of the enzymes might be found in
the development from aquati® to terrestrfel life which occurs in the
transition from foetal to postnatal life in mammals

Methods .Employed; Standard in vivo and in vitro methods for
studying the metabolism of Hru?s were «sed„

Major Findings s rreliroin?ry results in guinea pigs and mie©
indicate that the microsomal drug enzymes responsible for N=dealkylation s

O-dealkylationj, sidechain oxidation, and glucuronide formation are not
present in the foetus, but r-ther develop at about U to 10 days after
birth This is in agreement with the concept "ontogeny recapitulates
phylogeny" since the fetal animals in its aqu-tic environment has no
need for duplication of the enzymatic mechanisms available to it in th@
maternal livers „ Transfer of lipid soluble substances across the
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placental membrane may thus be likened to similar transfer across
the lipid membrane of the fish gillo

Significance to the Program of the Institute s These studies
suggest that the microsomal enzymes responsible for the oxidative
metabolism of drugs are furth r examples of "ontogeny recapitulating
phylogeny" The practical significance of these studies is in the
field of therapeutics c The lack of these enzymes in the newborn
indicates that drugs should be used in the newborn with extreme
cautiogj^nd may explain the toxic effects to the newborn child of
some/given to the mother prior to delivery

Proposed Course of Project s Further studies are necessary in
order to ascertain more clearly the time of development of all enzymes

s

for the metabolism of foreign compounds including those for 1) sulfur
oxidation^, 2) merc-pturic acidj, 3) ester °nd amide hydrolysis^ and h)
dehalogenation It will also be of interest to study the mechanisms
which control their development and the possible role of hormones in
this control

o

P.^rt B included* N®
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2 Drug Metabolism
3o Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Ye*r 1958

Part A

Project Titles Studies in Biochemical Evolution
IV „ The metabolism of drugs and

foreign organic compounds by
arthropods

Principal Investigators

t

Dr„ Werner Robert Jondorf
Mr Roger P„ Maickel

Patient Days (calendar year 1958)!
None

Other Investigator: Non©

Cooperating Units None

Man Ye-jrs (calendar year 1958):
Totals 0o7
Professionals o o6
Other: 1

Project Description:

Objectives t The development of enzymes responsible for the
metabolism of lipid soluble foreign organic compounds may have
taken place at a specific point in the evolutionary development of
a given phyla „ Mammals and the higher orders of vertebrates possess
ensymes capable of carrying out a variety of oxidative reactions on
lipid soluble foreign compounds „ In connection with this, it is of
interest to study the ensymes in arthropods, which were developed
presumably for the same purpose

„

Methods Employed: Standard in vivo and in vitro methods for
the metabolism of drugs were used

Major Findings: Insects such as house crickets and lubber grass-
hoppers showed a great facility for metabolizing drugs which are oxidised
in mammals by microsomal enzymes A homogenata of the gastrointestinal
tract of the lubber grasshopper showed enzymatic activity when incubated





/
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with aniline ^ monomethyl^U^aminoantipyrine or li=aminoantipyrine D

Evidence was found for an acid labile metabolite of aniline^, involving
the amino group No cofactor requirements have been discovered as jet,

In a study of aqua+ic arthropods such as crayfish and lobsters^
compounds such as aminopyrine and chlorpromazin® were metabolized
in vivo o Attempts to locate the site of enzymatic activity by in
vitro studies using the hepato-pancreas were unsuccessful asth©
preparations did not respond to attempts at activation with a broad
spectnw of mammalian cofactors

Significance to the Program of the Institute s A study of this
typ® is important in the production of data which could produce a
significant biochemical differentiation of species

„

Proposed Course of Project; Attempts will be made to determine
the specific localization of these enzymes in the arthropods,, At the
time +here are indications that the cofactors involved may be very
much different from those utilized by similar enzyme systems in
mammals o The mechanisms of metabolism of foreign compounds in
arthropods will be studiedo

Part E included

2
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Part A

lo Chemical Pharmacology
2 Drag Metabolism
3o Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Project Titles Studies in Biochemical Evolution
IIIo The metabolism of foreign compounds

by toads

Principal Investigators Mr Roger P Maickel

Other Investigators None

Cooperating Units Non®

Man Years (calendar year 1958) s Patient Days (calendar year 1958)s
Totals Co 3 None
Professionals
Others C 3

Project Descriptions

~ Objectives : The +oad is an amphibian which spends its adult life
on dry land, It lacks the damps, semi-permeable skin of the frog and
thus must dispose of non-polar foreign compounds by metabolism to
products vhich can be excreted by the kidney, Preliminary findings
with Bufo marinust, selected because of completely terrestrial life,
suggested that the toad metabolizes many foreign organic compounds
by other mechanisms. Since these systems developed independently of
those in reptiles their study afforted an opportunity to see whether
nature solved the problem by different or the same mechanisms This
is a fundamental question in biochemical evolution.

Methods Employed s Standard in vivo and in vitro techniques for
drug metabolism were usedo

Major Findings s Studies with two other species, Bufo fowleri and
Bufo americanus confirmed the mechanisms of oxidation for drugs and
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foreign compounds in toads was indeed different from those in mammals

n

The enzymes involved were found to be localized in the soluble fraction
rather than in the microsomes, and did not require reduced triphospho=
pyridine nucleotide (TPNH) and oxygen Further, inhibitors of th@
mammalian enzymes, such as SKF 525~A were without effect on the +oad
enzyme systems Properties of enzymes indicates th°t dehydrogenase are
involved = whereas in reptiles, birds and mammals the enzymes activate
oxygen from the air D

A detailed study of the metabolism of MMAP and aminopyrine in 3 _
marinus has shown these drugs to be metabolized along a different
pathway than in mammals MMAP is not demethylated but is rather
converted to U=bydroxyantipyrine On the other handj, aminopyrine ia
demethylated t© MMAPS but by dehydrogenation r°ther than an oxidative
mechanism o Aha enzyme loses activity on dialysis and may be reactivated
by addition of TPN

Signifieance to the Program of the Institutes The importance of
this problem to the evolutionary development of animals lies in the
question of whether a biochemical function which is solved more than
once in evolution will be solved differently in each instance

„

Proposed Course of Project : further studies on the enzymes involved
will be carried outo Particular emphasis will be placed on the mechanisms
involved in these processes, the co-factors involved, and th© products
formedo Attempts will be made to isolate and purify th© enzymes in=
volved

Part Bj None
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2„ Drug Metabolism

3 C Be+hesda, Maryland

PHS-ICH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Project Title: Studies in Biochemical Evolution
II, Glucuronide and ethereal sulfate

conjugating mechanisms

Principal Investigators 8 Mr c Roger P c Maickel
Dr Werner Robert Jondorf

Other Investigators Non®

Cooperating Units A portion of this work is being carried out
in collaboration with Dr Vernon C Amlegate
of the U.S., Fish and Wildlife Service, Rogers
City, Michigan

Man Years (calendar year 1958) s Patient Days (calendar year 1958)

s

Totals 0c3 Non©
Professionals o ol
Others o 2

Project Descriptions

Objectives s A number of foreign phenols are intrinsically toxis
to the anirai organism D If lipid soluble £ phenols are not readily
excreted by the kidney, but higher vertebrates possess mechanisms that
convert these phenols to glucuronides or ethereal sulfates which are

readily excretable These mechanisms are present in mammals, birds,

reptiles and amphibia, but ar® absent in fish which are extremely
sensitive to the effects of foreign phenolic compounds , This project
is a study of fhe evolutionary development of the conjugative reactions c

Methods anploygd s Standard in vivo and in vitro techniques for th€

metabolism of foreign phenols were usedo
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Majlor Findings; Amphibia such as frogs and salamanders wer®
found to have glucuronid® conjugating mechanisms similar to those of
Mgher vertebrates,, however^ all attempts to produce phenyl glucuronides
in fish 9 in yiyoa or in liver slices or homogenates reinforced with
glucoses were unsuccessful,, A study was made of the missing factor in
fisho Surprisingly enough fish microsomes have the glucuronide transferase,
Thus incubation with phenolphthalein and exogenous UDPGA (active .

glucuronic acid) resulted in formation of phenolphalein glucuronideo
However j, the soluble fraction of fish liver (?8?000 x g supernatant)
was found to be lacking in the DPN dependent dehydrogenase enzyme which
is required for the oxidation of uridine diphosphoglucose to UDPGA

„

Significance to the Program of the Institute ; The development
of the mechanisms for glucuronide =*nd sulfate conjugation ar® exceedingly
important in the metabolism of foreign phenols^, aleohol© 9 acids and aaines s

and also in the excretion of normal body constituents such as sterols and
bilirubin The reason for their development in evolution would be a

great help in understanding their function,,

Proposed Course of Project ; Further studies will be carried out
to more specifically describe the enaymatic defect in glucuronid©
formation in the fisho The mechanism of sulfate conjugation will b®
studied in a similar manner An attempt will be made to determine th®
effects of lack of these mechanisms on the metabolism and excretion of
bilirubin and sterols in the fisho Animals forms both aquatic and
terrestrial which are lower than fish in evolutionary scale will be
studied to see how they dispose of phenols and to obtain an answer as
to whether th® enzymes are in intermediary metabolism importanto

Part B includec
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lo Chemical Pharmacology
2 Drug Metabolism

3o Be+hesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Project Titles Studies in Biochemical Evolution
Ic General Concepts

Principal Investigators* Mr Roger P Maickel
Dr Werner Robert Jondorf

Other Investigators None

Cooperating Units None

Man Years (calendar year 1958) t Patient Days (celend-r ye-r 1958) °

Totals Qot Nons
Professionals o 2
Others q o 2

Project Descriptions

Objectives s There are many instances in the evolutionary scale

in which nature was faced with a problem that had to be solved if

development was going to continue* This is illustrated quite well
by the development of lungs in the amphibia when they left -"he aquatie

environment of their predecessors,, The inabili+y of kidney.3 to secrete

lipid soluble compounds suggests th't with the escape from vaters there

also developed special systems for making fat~soluble substsnces ingested

in food (and which are often structural prototypes of drugs) less lipid
soluble These experiments describe how tfaia problem was solved in
various phyla and represent an approach to studying how enzymes re~
sponsible for function may have developed

Methods Employed* Standard in vivo and in vitro techniques for
studying the metabolism of drugs were used

Major findings s (l) Oxidation of Foreign Compounds s A variety

of oxidative enzym-^lc mechanisms for the metabolism of drugs were

studied in various lower phyla „ In general^ they are present in th@

terrestrial vertebrates Thus ? in a study of enzymatic mechanisms for
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the oxidation of barbiturates, N~alkylamines, aromatic ethers, primary
amines and aromatic rings, fish were found to be totally lacking th©
enzymes c Amphibia are the crossroads of the evolutionary pathway from
aquatic to terrestrial existence

It was found that those leading an aquatic life lack the enzymes,

while those amphibia which maintain a terrestrial existence possess
th© oxidative mechanisms The reptiles possess oxidative mechanisms
some of which are localised in liver microsomes, similar to those of
the mammals j, while others are localized in the soluble fraction of the
liverc

A similar study of arthropods showed both insects and crustaceans
to be able to oxidize foreign compounds, the fully terrestrial insects
much more efficiently than partly terrestrial arthropods

(2) Other enzymes for metabolism of foreign compounds! A similar
phylogenetic study of the enzymatic mechanisms for conjugation of
foreign phenols has led to the discovery that these pathways ar®
absent in fish but present in other vertebrates o Other workers "have

shown insects to foim glycosides of foreign phenolso

These' results suggest th*>t the development of engymatic mechanisms
for the metabolism of many foreiga organic compounds in animals parallel
th© change in the animals" environment, i,e from aquatic to terrestrial.-

As aquatic creatures they did not need these mechanisms since they were
able to excrete lipid soluble foreign compounds through lipoidal gills
or skins o With emergence onto land, however, there arose a need for
conservation of waterc This was solved with a less permeable skia9

which necessitated the development of mechanisms to cope with lipid
soluble foreign compounds

*

Significance to the Program of the Institutes This work explores
the way in which~"vsrious animals have solved biochemical problems in=
volved in their evolutionary development^ It thus represents an approach
toward an understanding of the mechanisms involved in the biochemistry
of function,.

Proposed Course of Projects Other pathways for the metabolism of
foreiga compounds will be studied to see if they fit the concept of
"water conservation" or if they are in reality necessary parts of
intermediary metabolism,.

Part B included* Tea
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Part B

Honors Awards and Publications g Annual Lakeside Lecture -

Chicago Anaual Sraith-Reed-Russel Society Lecture - Georg„ Washington
University Medical School

Publications! Termination of drug action by metabolic inactivatior. c

B BoBrodiej R„Po Maickels W Rc Jondorfo Fed^ Proc oi

in press

o
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lo Chemical Pharmacology
2 Biochemistry of Drug Action
3= Bethesda, Maryland.

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 195$

Part A

Project Titles Studies on Mechanism of Action of
Ergotropic Agents

Principal Investigators Dr D F* Bogdanski (6 months)

O+her Investigators? Dr Fridolin Sulser
Mp James Wat+s

?erating Unit ; Dr c Sulser on Fellowshio from the Swiss
Academy of Medical Science

Man Years (calendar year 1958)

i

Total;
3/fc

Professiohal s 2/U
O+her s \/2

Project Description;

Patient Days (calendar year 1958) !

None

: Ergotropic agents produce an excitatory pattern
involving behavior, the somatic system and the sympathetic nervous
systero These agents show structural similarities to norepinephrine
which is postul-ted as the chemical intermediary of th® ergotropic
system of Hess c The purposes of the present investigation are;

To demonstrate a central site of action in relation to autonomic as
well as behavioral effects and fco employ the ergotropic agents as
tools for the study of central autonomic depressants such as cblor-
promasine and reserpine

Methods Employed; Usual procedures used in pharmacology

Major Findings; (l) All lipid soluble congeners of norepinephrines,

as well as cocaine, gives typical ergotropic effects including excitement^,

EEG arousil pattern, increased responsiveness to external stimuli, in=

creased psychomotor activity and increased central sympathetic outflow„

Since DOPA gives the s^m© responses it is probable th"t the ergotropie

system is an adrenergic system and may be synonymous with the teticulo-

activating system, (2) Some ergotropic agents rtimulate peripheral

adrenergic receptors as well as centra! sites, thus an effect of -•

amphetamine on blood pressure is seen even following spinal section,-
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(3) Effects of ergotropic agents are blocked by barbiturate anesthesia,,
ThuSj, ^he hypertension and tachycardia elicited by ergotropic agents
may even be reversed follow. ng anesthesia „ (Many effects of drugs on
central sites hnve been missed by others who have worked with anesthetized
animals),, (U) Results with LSD are now in accord with +h© view that it
acts centrally not by blocking serotonin^ but by mimicking norepinephrine,;

(5) Preliminary results indicate that LSD and cocaine compete in brain
for some receptors as chlorpromassine.

Significance to the Program of the Institutes Norepinephrine and
other amines in brain are involved in control of cardiovascular
integrations

Proposed Course of Research s The central actions of the ergotropic
agent® will be investigated more thoroughly and coupled to the normal
distribution of norepinephrine and its postulated opposite^ serotonin
Neurophysiological techniques will be employed to study central effects
directly The on+agonisms between the ergotropic agents and central
autonomic inhibitors are being investigated to demonstrate differences
in the mechanisms of action of the central depressants

Part B included? No
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L ChemicalPharmacology
2» Biochemistry of Drug Action
3„ Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIri

Individual Project Report
Calendar Year 1958

Part A

Project Title: Pharmacologic Mechanism of Reserpine Action
in Brain

Principal Investigators: Dr. D. Bogdanski (6 months)
Dr. Fridolin Sulser

Cooperating Units Dr„ Sulser on Fellowship from the Swiss
Academy of Medical Science

Man Years (calendar year 1958): Patient Days (calendar year 1958)
Total s 1/2 None
Professional: 1/2
Other; Q

Project Descriptions

Objectives : Reserpine has been postulated to act centrally
by stimulating through serotonin, a neuronal system (trophotropic)
which integrates the parasympathetic system with somatomotor and
psychic functions o This system seems to act in opposition to a

system (ergotropic) which integrates the sjimpathetic system with
somatomotor and psychic functions o This latter system is an
adrenergic system which is antagonized by chlorpromazine*

If this conception is valid s then reserpine» in contrast
to ehl©rpromazine» should increase the parasympathetic output from
the central nervous system*

Methods Employed: Usual methods of classical pharmacology.:,

Major Findings,: (l) The appa.ent decrease in central sym-
pathetic output following reserpine is not central in origin. It
has been satisfactorily explained by the depletion of norepinephrine
at peripheral nerve endings. (2) Pupillary constriction induced by
reserpine in rabbits and cats is entirely due to central parasym-
pathetic stimulation. (3) Lacrimation produced by reserpine in
rabbits and rats is a central parasympathetic response. (4.) The
enhanced light reflex is a parasympathetic action of central origin*
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(5) The signs elicited by chlorpromazine are in accord with the
view that it stimulates a "sleep" center while chlorpromazine
suppresses an arousal mechanism* Thus reserpine produces active
closure of eyelids and extreme miosis ©a in sleep or stimulation
of trophotropic system; chlorpromazine produces relaxation of
eyelids (ptosis) and partial miosis similar to that obtained by
antagonizing the central arousal mechanisffls^

Significance to the Program of the Institute s An under-
standing of action of reserpine will lead to understanding of
function of norepinephrine and serotonin in various brain functions

,

Proposed Course of Project ; To ascertain whether reserpine
stimulates other parasympathetic functions such as gastric secretins
nasal secretion* salivation^ etc*

Part B included? yes
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Calendar Tear 1958

Fart B ; Honors* Awards, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

Brodie, B. B., Spector, S„, and Shore, P. A.s Interaction of Drugs
with Norepinephrine in the Brain. Pharmac©l©gical Reviews, ia press

.

Shore, P. A.s A Simple Technique Involving Solvent Extraction for
the Estimation of Norepinephrine and Epinephrine in Tissues.
Pharmacological Reviews, in press

e

Brodie, B. B.s Interaction of Psychotropic Drugs with Physiologi©
and Biochemical Mechanisms in Brain. Modem Medicine, August 1, 1958 s

pp. 69-80

o

Udenfriend, So Weissbach, H», and Brodies B. B.s Assay of Serotonin
and Related Metabolites, Enzymes and Drugs. Methods of Biochem.
Analysis 6, 96* 1958.

Brodie, B. B., Prockop, D. J., and Shore, P. A.: An Interpretation
of the Action of Psychotropic Drugs. Postgraduate Medicine, 2^, 1958

»

Brodie, B, B.„ and Shore, P. A.: On the Mechanism of Action of
Psychotropic Agents. Book consisting of proceedings on the symposia
on the Pharmacological Treatment of Schizophrenics given at the Second
International Congress of Psychiatry in Zurich, Switzerland, 1957

»

Brodie, B» B„, Bogdanski, D. F., and Shore a P. A.s Biochemical and
Physiological Interpretation of the Action of Psychotropic Drugs

»

In book entitled "Chemical Concepts of Psychosis," McDowell, Obolensky,
Inc., New York, 19'58«

Shore, P. A., and Brodie, B. B.s Influence of Various Drugs on Serotonin
and Norepinephrine in Brain Chapter in book on Psychotropic Drugs,
Elsevier Press, 1958.

Honors and Awards relating to this projects None
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1. Chemical Pharmacology
2° Drug Metabolism
3. Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A

Project Titles The Metabolism of Sulfur Compounds

Principal Investigators Dr. James R. Gillette

Other Investigators Mr. Jerome J. Kamm

Cooperating Units s None

Man Years (Calendar year 1958) t Patient Days; None

Totals 1 1
Professionals i
Others 1

Projeet Descriptions

0b.1eetj,ves : To study the metabolism of sulfur compounds ,

Methods Employed s A method based upon the differential
extraction of 4 $4'-diaminodiphenyl sulfoxide with methyl isobutyl

ketone has been developed.

Major Findings s Guinea pig microsomes are capable of oxidizing
chlorpromazine and 4 s 4-

l™diaminodiphenyl sulfide to chlorpromazine sulfoxide
and 4, ff

4'-diaminodiphenyl sulfoxide respectively. The enzyme system which
carries out this oxidation has been shown to require reduced triphospho-
pyridine nucleotide and oxygen* A number of compounds such as p-chloro-
mercuribenzoatej methylene blue and lodoacetate have been found to inhibit
enzyme activity. On the other hands SKF 525-A {p-diethylaminoethyldiphenyl-
propylaeetate hydrochloride), a potent inhibitor of a number of microsomal
drug enzymes^ did not Inhibit sulfoxidation..
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Gillette ejj §!«> have shown that TPffl is oxidized fey liver
microsomes to yield hydrogen peroxide » It has been possible t©
demonstrate a stoichiometric; decrease in the amount of hydrogen
peroxide formed in the presence of 4s,4.°-diaminodiphenyl sulfide
although there is no associated decrease in the amount of TPNH
oxidized^ Based upon these findings s the following mechanism
is proposed for sulfoxidations

1) TPHH + O2 + enzyme .-»—— »—.—. (active enzyme-oxygen
complex) + TPN

2) So (Active enzyme-oxygen complex) ^^^^ H2O2 + enzyme
or

b (Active enzyme-oxygen complex) + substrate _m
substrate + enzyme

SJgnifloan.ce to the Program of the-IaatjAu&fl? Is a result
of these studies a better understanding of the enzynusfcie oxidation
of sulfur compounds has been obtained

o

Proposed Course of Project ; Studies on sulfur metabolism
will be continued. Emphasis will be placed upon the reduction of
sulfoxides and sulfones*

Part B included?





/
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1. Chemical Pharmacology
2. Drug Metabolism
3» Bethesda^ Maryland

PHS-HIH

Individual Project Report
Calendar Year 1958

Part A

Project Titles The Metabolism of Toluene and Other Alkyl Hydrocarbon

Sidechains by Mammalian Liver Preparations

Principal Investigator; Dr. James R. Gillett©

Other Investigator; Mr. James V. Dingell

Cooperating Units: Hone

Man Years (Calendar Year 1958): Patient Days: Hone

Totals o7

Professional: ,1
Other: 6

Project Description:

pbjggtlyes: It has long been known that animals can oxidize
alkyl hydrocarbon sidechains Hewever* little it, known of this
biotransformation at the enzyme level a Since a number of foreign
compounds can be metabolized "bfj the microsomal fraction of liver s

It is of Interest to determine whether the sMechain of toluene and
other alkyl hydrocarbons sach as p-n»butyl pheml are oxidized by '

the microsomal system,.

Methods Employed: A method has been developed for the deter-
mination of p«-r.»butyl phenol » The procedure involves the differential
extraction of the material into heptane at acid pH» washing of the
organic phase with sodium carbonate and recovery of the phenol into
alkali. Following neutralization, a color Is developed by utilizing
the reaction of the phenolic group with Folin-Ci©<.alteu reagent

»

Major Findings,: It has been previously roported that p-
nitrotoluene is metabolized to p-nitrobenzyl alcohol by a TPHH
dependent enzyme system localized in rabblit liver microsomeso
p-Hltrobenzyl alcohol is converted to p«=nitr©benzoic acid by a
DPH dependent enzyme system in the liver soluble fractiono
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Williams et aJL. (Biochemical J« 64* 50-56, 1956) have postulated

-oxidation to Y»phenyl butyric add as one of the pathways in the

in vivo metabolism of n»butyl benzene. However s the role of such a

pathway remains B as yet* unpyoveno

Recent studies^ in this laboratory^ have demonstrated the

disappearance of p»n-butyl phenol in a system requiring microsomes^

oxygen and a TPM generating system*

Significance, to the Program of the Institute s The continuation

of this program will provide a further understanding of the metabolism

of a number of drugs

o

Proposed Course of Project s The continuation of this project

will necessitate the isolation and identification of metabolites

as well as the characterization of the ensymes involved..

Part B included s yes
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Part Bs Honors s Awax*ds« and Publieatio&s

Publications other than abstracts from this projects

Gillette* J. R„ The Sidechain Oxidation of Alkyl Substituted
Ring Compounds. I. Enzymatic Oxidation of p-fiitr© Toluene <>

J. Bioio Chemo, Jane 19S9°

Honors and Awards Relating to this Projects Son©
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In Chemical Pharmacology
2 Q Drag Metabolism
3= Bethesda 9 Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A

Project Titles Model Enayrae Systems in the Study of
Drug Metabolism

Principal Investigators Dr Q James R«, Gillette

Other Investigators Mr James V D Dingell

Man Years (calendar year 1958) % Patient Days (calendar year 1958);
Total? 7 Kons
Professionals

o 3
Others h

Project Descriptions

Qbjectivess A number of foreign compounds ar® oxidised by
®nzjme systems which are localized in the microsomal fraction of
mammalian liver D However 9 the mechanism involved in these r®~
actions is not clearly understood,, The present studies were
undertaken to utilise model systems to determine possible mechanisms
for the microsomal reactions

„

Method® Employed? Established methods,,

Major Findings

s

Ao ^SSl&iSMH^3 As previously reported;, the dealkylation of th@
methyl derivatives of aniline =nd li^aminoantiDyrine has beea demonstrated
in model systems which function through peroxidase^, ^nd oxidase and
dehydrogenase mechanisms

Bo Sulfoxidation s Chlorpromasin© can be converted to its sulfoxide
by model systems through peroxidase or dehydrogenase mechanisms Both
of these reactions involve the formation of a red colored intermediate





V
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Recently Dusinsky and IdLskova (Chemicke Zvesti XIIj, k, 213-20,
) s haveshown that a red colored compound is formed when chlorpromazine

ia treated with an equivalent amount of eerie sulfate and have suggested
that the red product may be a semi-qwinoidinic free radicals, We have
confirmed this work and have shown that the reaction of chlorproraazin®
with excess eerie sulfate immediately yields a sulfoxide-like product
furtherffiores the red colored intermediate from the eerie sulfate re-
action has an absorption spectrum identical to that from the ferric
stoloride *nd horseradish peroxidase systeaio

Co Replacement of Sulfur by Oxygens Winters et al c (Jo Pharraacol
Exp„ Therapa S 2Jjy 3k3$ 19555 have shown that thiopental is converted
to pentobarbital and inorganic sulfate with rat liver preparations by
an unknown pathway,, In this light, it is interesting that 0*05$ hydrogen
peroxide solutions (pH 7»Il) oxidize thiopental to a compound with ab=>

sorption maxima at 356 and 2£2 (pH 7A) or 356* 282, 2U6 (pH 10 0)
After treatment with catalase to - remove excess perioxide2 this compound
is stable for several days at pH 7«Uj but it rapidly decomposes -to

pentobarbital on acidification,,

Significance to the Program of the Institute s Studies with
model systems may be utilised to determine possible mechanisms for
the microsomal reactions

„

Proposed Course of Project; The identity and chemical properties
of the oxidized derivative of thiopental *nd its possible role in
biological systems will be studiedo Further' studies will be devoted to
determining the capabilities of other model systems, such as the di~
hydroxy furmarat.©horseradish peroxidase system of Mason et alu (Biochim
et Biophyso Acta fj^ 225* 1957 )o

Part B included* les
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Publications g

Gillette,, J R , BingjLl, J.Vo, snd Brodie5 B.Boi Deallqrlation of
N~alkylamines by Model Systems, Nafar© Iglj, 898p 195$

c

Honors and Awards

s
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li Chemical Pharmacology
2» Drug Metabolism
3. Bethesda, Maryland

PHS~2ffH

Individual Froje@t Report
Calendar Year 195B

Partf A

Project Titles The Metabolism of Alcohols and Aldehydes

Principal Investigators Dr. James R. Gillette

Other Investigators Hone

Cooperating Units s None

Man Years (calendar year 1958); Patient Dayss None

Totals $
Professionals 5
Others

Project Descriptions

Objectives s The function of liver alcohol dehydrogenase
and liver aldehyde dehydrogenase in the metabolism of ethanol is

wall known* However $ surprisingly little is known of the role
of these enzymes in the metabolism of the higher alcohols a

Ma for. .Findings; p~Mtrobenzyl alcohol is oxidised to p-nitro
benzoic acid by crystalline liver alcohol dehydrogenase and crude
kidney aldehyde dehydrogenase although at a very slow rate*

Approximate values for the Michaelis constants of crystalline
liver alcohol dehydrogenase were determined with a number of alcohols
at pH 9,3, These results suggest that the affinity of liver alcohol
dehydrogenase for n-propanol s n»butanol and isoamyl is greater than
for ethanol., Furthermore, very small concentrations of p-nitrobensyl
alcohol (3 x IC'm) were found to inhibit the oxidation of ethanol
from 56 per cent to 78 per cento The data were not precise enough
to determine whether this inhibition was competitive or non-competitive

»

s*fflf^£lp9n?® ,fo? ,

toe Program ot the Institutes The results of
this study suggest that liver alcohol dehydrogenase and aldehyde
dehydrogenase may be involved in the metabolism of a number of drugs s

Proposed Course of Project; The metabolism of a number of other

alcohols and aldehydes will be investigated,,

Part B included; yes
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Part Bs Honors, Awards and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this projects

Gillette* James R» Sidecfeaits oxidation of alkylsubsti uuted ring
compounds o L Ensymatie oxidation of p~nitr©toluene, J. Biol*
Cham-* Jan» 1959*

Brodie* B. B»j Gillette* J. R»* and La Du* B» K a Enzymati© metabolism
of drugs and other foreign compounds.. Annual Review of Biochemistry

»

22* 427-454* 1958o

Honors and Awards relating to this projects Hon®
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Calendar Year

•t A

_jeefc Titles Studies on Shorfc-acfing Synthetic Reserpine~lik®
Drugs

Principal Investigators s Dr Gertrude P c. Quinn
Dy Parkhurst A a Shore

Other Investigators Hon®

Cooperating Units Bone

Man Years {calendar year l?5'8)s Patient Days {calendar year
Totals 5/8
Professionals jJ/8

Others o

Project Descriptions

.jectives s The tranquil!sing effects of reserpine have been
associated with the release of serotonin and norepinephrine from br
tissue j an effect attributed by some to the presence of an indole grou]
in the reserpine molecule A new series of synthetic compounds s quinoli
derivatives,, which have no indole groups have b<?en shcm to prodi
pharmacological effects markedly similar to those of reserpin®s including
the release of brain amines The duration of these effects are muc
shorter '

. .hose of reserpine,, her studies with these
Hiay ineres • con the mechp. f action of re

Methods Snployeds A method has been developed for the estim
these compounds in biolofical tissues and gluids c .

Major _K.ndi.ngs s Most of these studies have been carried out wi
Tetrabena .

j
ts c

In a previou ;.."'..', »s reported that the dun
tetrabenaasine action could be related to the duration of its effee
on the brain amines , Also 3 1 was shown -ha t tetrabi

1 e

;:
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The current studies have indicated that tetrabenazine inhibits the

reserpine effects by virtue of blocking its action on serotonin and not

norepinephrine Tetrabenazins does not effect these amines in fh@

peripheral tissues, platelets, intestine or heart but does cause somes

releas® of catechol amines from the adrenal glands The latter effect-

is probably medi-ted centrally The peripheral effects of rerjerpin®

ar<a not blocked by tetrabenazine

The short-term biochemical and pharmacological actions of tetrabenazine
are related to its half-life in the body which is only 30 m?/iutes This

action may be contrasted to the long-term effects of reserptne which persist

even after reserpine can no longer be detected in the body,, Therefore, th©

effects of tetrabenazine are readily reversible whereas tjose of reserpine are

"irreversible

"

Significance to the Program of the Institute : This oroject is an

extension and continuation of a long-term program concerning the role of
serotonin and norepinephrine in brain function,.

Proposed Course of Project ; The current project will be continued in
an attempt to elucidate further the biochemistry of brain function,. Studies

of the biological distribution and metabolism of tetrabens^ine ar© plannedo

Part B included: No
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1. Chemical Pharmacology
2o Biochemistry of Drug Action
3* Bethesda* Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Projeet Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A

Projeet Titles Studies on the Physiol©gic and Biochemical
Effects of Monoamine Oxidase Inhibitors

Principal Investigators! Dr<> Sydney Specter
Dr. Parkhurst A. Shore

Other Investigator: None

Cooperating Units: None

Man Tears (calendar year 1958): Patient Days: None
Total: 1=1/8
Professional: 1=1/8

Other-

Project Description:

Objectives : Drugs such as iproniazid which inhibit the
action of monoamine oxidase are assuming considerable importance
in the treatment of depressed mental states* hypertension and
angina pectoris <, The present work is designed to gain some
understanding of the mechanisms by which these drugs exert
their actions,

Major Findings : As discussed in a previous report^
iproniazid administration causes a marked elevation in the
levels of serotonin and a lesser rise in the levels of nor-
epinephrine in the brains of rabbits and rats» The increase
in the concentration of these amines* especially norepinephrine*
can be related temporally to an excited state observable in
these animals, A marked rise in platelet serotonin and a slight
rise in heart norepinephrine was also observed <> In patients
receiving clinical doses of iproniazid* a rise in platelet
serotonin has been observed* indicating a blockade of monomaine
oxidase In man* even with these small doses

»
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By using a new and very potent amine oxidase inhibitory

phenylisopropylhydrazine, JB 516 9 a very marked and rapid rise in

rabbit brain serotonin occurred, indicating a rapid turnover of

this substance in brain (half-life about 10 minutes). Norepinephrine*

levels rose more slowly* indicating an apparent half-life of about

3 - U hours. Central excitation and sympathomimetic responses again

occurred when brain serotonin and norepinephrine levels reached 2 -

3 times the normal value »

In cats or dogs* however, no central excitation could be

observed after iproniazid or JB 516 treatment.. In these specieSj>

brain serotonin levels rose rapidly, but little or no change in

norepinephrine concentration could be detected. These results

would suggest that the elevation of brain norepinephrine levels

but not serotonin levels is associated with the central effeetso

Significance to the Program of the Institute ; These studies
are of significance in that they are an attempt to learn more of the

mechanism of action of a type of drug demonstrated "to be useful in

the treatment of various cardiovascular diseases. Furthermore 8 they

may help suggest normal roles for serotonin and norepinephrine,
substances implicated in the function of homeoststie mechanisms in

ohe bodyo

Proposed Course of Project ; Further studies will be carried
out in an effort to determine which amine, serotonin or norepinephrines
is of major importance in the action of these drugs. Various new types
of monoamine oxidase inhibitors will be investigated

,

Part B included: Tes
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PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part B: Honors, Awards and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project;

Speetor, S.j) Prockop, D., Shore s P. A., and Brodie, B. B.: The Effect
of Iproniazid on Brain Levels of norepinephrine and Serotonin, Scienee
122, 70A, 1957.

Shore, P. A,: Possible Mechanism of Antidepressant Action of Marsilid,
J. Clin. Exp. Psychopath. lg, Supp. 1, p„ 56, 1958

Biel, J., Drukker, A.» Shorep P. A„, Speetor, S,, and Brodie, B. B :

Effect of l-phenyl-2°hydrazinopropane, a Potent Monoamine Oxidase
Inhibitor, on Brain Levels of Norepinephrine and Serotonin, J Am
Chem. Soc.g 80, 1519* 1958.

Brodie, B. B., Speetor, S., Kuntzman, Ro, and Shore, P. A.s Rapid
Biosynthesis of Brain Serotonin Before and After Reserpine Administra-
tion, toaturwissenschaften £5_, 243» 1958o

Shore, P. A., Gillespie, L 3 , Speetor, S., and Prockop, D.: Increase in
Blood Serotonin Levels Induced by Iproniazid in Man and Rabbits,
Naturuissenschaften ££, 340, 1958.
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1„ Chemical Pharmacology
2. Biochemistry of Drug

3. Bethesda p Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

101

Part A

Project Titles The Metabolism of Amine Uptake and Binding in

Blood Platelets

Principal Investigators: Dr. F. Barbara Hughes
Dr. P. A. Shore

Other Investigator:

Cooperating Units:

None

Dr. Hughes worked under a fellwwship —=

six months with Geigy Pharmaceutical;! and

six months with Ciba Pharmaceuticals

Patient Days: NoneMan Years (calendar year 1958):
Total: 5/8
Professional: $/B
Other :

Project Description:

Objectives : Accumulating evidence points to an rssential

role for serotonin and norepinephrine in brain function "he

amines are said to be "bound" since they are stored in a form

which is protected from enzymatic destruction,. The question

arises as to the nature of the binding and th<3 mecharisms whisht

hold and release these amines „ The finding that the same Rauwolfia

alkaloids that release serotonin from brain els© relsase it from

platelets suggests that the substance is held in both ti-: sues by
similar forces Thus platelets may serve as an in vitrq model

for studying storage and release of serotonin and catecholamines >

Major Findings : Evidence has been obtained which suggests

that serotonin is held within cells by a special mechanism which
maintains the amine against a concentration gradients, iieserpine

appears to act by interfering with this "pump." By tins mechanism^

reserpine can release endogenous serotonin from cells or can bl@ck
the uptake of added serotonino
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Studies with platelets have shown that these cells can also
take up epinephrine and norepinephrine t although to a lesser extent
than serotonin. The uptake of these catecholamines can be also
blocked by reserpine a suggesting that the same mechanism is invol'sed

for the release of ser@t®nin and catecholamines by reserpine.

Significance to the Program of the Institute : These findings
are relevant to studies of the role of serotonin and norepinephrine
in the body*

Proposed Course of Project ; The storage and release mechanisms
of serotonin and catecholamines in the brain and other tissues ar©
beinj investigated

Part B included: Tea
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Calendar Year 1958

Partjj; Honors*, Awards and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project:

Hughes, F B., Shore s P. A,, and Brodie s B. B.s Serotonin Storage
Mechanism and its Interaction with Reserpine, Experientia l^g 178, 1958,

Honors and Awards relating to this projects wm
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lo Chemical Pharmacology
2o Biochemistry of Drug

Action
3o Bethesda, Maryland

PRS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Tear 1958

Part A

Project Titles Mechanism of the Excitatory Action of Mornhine
in Cats

Principal Investigators? Dr Gertrude P, Quina
Dr.-. Parkhurst A, Shora

Other Investigators None

Cooperating Units None

Man Years (calendar year 1958)* Patient Days (calendar 1958)'
Totals 5/8 Nona
Professionals 5/8

Project Descriptions

Objectives « As a part of a ganeral study of the roles of
serotonin and norepinephrine as regulatory agents in the central
autonomic nervous system^ the effects of morphine, which in cats
is excitatory and releases brain norepinephrines is being compared
with reserpine, which causes central depression and releases both
serotonin and norepinephrine in brain

Major Findings s It has been shown that morphine which in cats
produces excitement causes the release of norepinephrine but not
serotonin from the brain. The results of experiments reported
previously would suggest that the excitatory effects of morphine
were possibly due t© the release of norepinephrine „ Further studies,
however , have shown that morphine can still produce excitement in
reserpinized cats whose brains have been depleted of both norepinephrine
and serotonin Furthermore, the pharmacological and biochemical effects
of morphine can be blocked by pretreatment with chlorpromazine It would
appear from the studies with these two tranquilising agents that morphine
is not dependent upon norepinephrine for its effects and that the release

of norepinephrine is the result of the excitation Q
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Significance to the Program of the Institutes This project, is
a part of a larger prograa investigating the actions of various
centrally acting drags and th© possible function of serotonin and
nor©pinephrin©

Proposed Pours® of Projects The studies directed toward the
elucidation of the mechanism of action of morphine will be continued?
Other excitatory agents will be used and their influence on nor=
epinephrine and serotonin will be investigated. Also other biological
systems^ such as cholinesterase and compounds influencing thes© systems
will be studied?

PART E included! N©
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ic Chemical Pharmacology
2, Biochemistry of Drug Act

;, Bethesda,, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar lear 1958

Part A

Project Title i Studies on the Biochemistry and Physiology of
Histamine

Principal Investigators % Dr P A o Shore
Dr., A Burkhalter
Mr, V«H U Coha

Other Investigators Nono

Cooperating Units None

Man Years (calendar year 1908)s Patient Days (calendar jenr i:

Totals 1=5/8 Non®
Professionals 1=1/8
Others 1/2

Project 'Descriptions

Objectives % It has been known for many years that histamine

occurs in the body and that it is a remarkably potent substan.

causing such diverse effects as hypotension, change eapillas

permeability^, increased gastric acid sesretiois and stimulation of

certain parts of the central nervous system n In spits of the large
amount of data collected concerning this substance,, littl© is known
definitely of some fundamental biochemical factors, ©r of possible
functions in the body One reason for the relative paucity of findings

in certain areas is • h4t sensitive and specific method® for its
_

estimation have not been available. We have therefore turned 01

attention to a search for a sensitive analytical technique One®

this has been accomplished, investigations into the biochemistry
and physiology of histamine will be launched.,,

Major Findings g An extremely sensitive '(OoOl yAc ) fluorometri
technique for the estimation of histamine has been discovered..

sensitivity compraes well with the very sensitive, but laborious and

sometimes non-specific bioassay procedures The technique; appears to

be specific for histamine even in the presence of substances such as

serotonin and catecholamines c ,
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Preliminary results indicate that previously developed
chemical techniques for the estimation of tissue histamine may
b© non-specific and include substances other than histamine,,

Significance to the Program of the Institutes Because of
the very marked effects of histamine on the cardiovascular systems
there is a need for more knowledge of the factors involved in its
metabolism and actions

Proposed Course of Projects After perfection of the fluororoetric

method as applied to tissues^, it is planned to launch an investigation
into the biosynthesis and metabolism of histamine and the effect of
various drugs on its metabolism and physiological actions „ It is
expected that this project will be expanded in the near future

Part B included?
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Action
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PHS-NIH
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Calendar Year 1958

Part A

Project Titlss Biochemical Mechanisms of Action of Reserpine
and Related Compounds

Principal Investigators Dr KoF t Finger
Dr= F„B,, Hughes

Other Investigators None

Cooperating Units? Chas, Pfizer and Go 0$, salary for Dr, Finger?
Ciba Pharmaceutical Laboratories^ salary for
Dr, Hughes

Man le^rs (calendar year 1958)s Patient Days (calendar year 1958)

s

Total: 1=3/2 won©
Professionals 1-1/2
Others

Project Descriptions

Objectives ; Interpretation of peripheral and central effects
of Rauwolfia alkaloids in terms of neurohumoral agents<.

Methods Bnployedt Assay of norepinephrine and serotonin; routin©
pharmacological procedures-,

Major Findings s Our findings have made it necessary to modify
the general opinion that the sedative and hypotensive actions of reserpine
have a common centrpl mechanism, Reserpine exerts two distinct »nd
separata actions, one peripheral and the other central,,

Thus reserpine administered intravenously to rabbits in doses of 10

y/kg depletes heart norepinephrine without having much effect on brain
norepinephrine and serotonin, These low doses of drug lower sympathetic
activity without producing sedation.
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A more complete separation of r«ripheral and central effects was
found with SU 31l8 (Ciba) This carbethoxy syringoyl substitutes
methyl reserpat® in daily doses of $0 y/kg, depletes heart norepinephrine
in rabbits and dogs without affecting levels of brain amines «, Animals
ar® not sedated, but exhibit hypotension, bradycardia and a markedly
diminished response to occlusion of the carotid sinus§ Furthermore 9 it
reduces the sympathetic responses to adrenergic stimulation and to
ganglionic stimulation,.

It is concluded from these results reserpine-like compounds do not
lower sympathetic by central action, but by peripheral depletion of
norepinephrine which render sympathetic organs incapable of responding
to stimuli

o

Preliminary studies with reserpine indicate when the drug is given
orally only a small percentage enters the bloodstream It is possible
that the difficulty in adjusting dosage in hypertension so that patients
are not riso depressed, is due to the variability in the degree of
metabolism in the gut c Attempts arebeing made, in collaboration with
Giba, to make a more stable reserpine analog, perhaps not an ester D

Ideally such a compound will b© completely absorbed and will depress
blood pressure in doses that do not elicit sedation

Norepinephrine depletion does not account for sedation and other
central effects of reserpine,, Thus, SU 5l?l (Ciba), a deme+hylamino
benssoylmethyl reserpate, almost completely depletes brain norepinephrine
in rabbits when given in doses of 0o5 aig per kg, but has little effect
of brain ©erotonin The anim Is are not sedated, but 2 mg of drug per kg
causes a 65$ decrease in brain serotonin and a definite sedation is evident.
Recovery from sedition coincides with rise in serotonin levels despite
continued low brain norepinephrine „ Thus SU 5171 is a valuable tool in
showing that changes in brain serotonin rather than ok norepinephrine
may be the important factor in the' central effects of reserpine „ .This*

data supports the thesis th =t reserpine affects a neuronal system for
vhich serotonin is the hormone? in contrast to chlorpromazine which affects
a central adrenergic syst.e»

Significance to the Program of the Institote t The study of these
and other analogs will contribute to the understanding of the hormones
involved in central homeostatic mechanisms and may lead to the develop-
ment of more specific and efficacious therapeutic agents for the control
of cardiovascular diseases

Proposed Course of Project ; To continue theenrrelntion of pharmacological
responses with the observed biochemical changes occurring in the brain and
the neart, and in addition, to follow the metabolism of these analogs by
both in vivo and in vitro methods in an attempt to correlate changes in
the chemical structure with observed responses, In addition, apply
findings to synthesis of compounds which have only peripheral or only
central actions and whose effects ar© more predictable in clinical
hypertension or in mental disease

Part B included; B©
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Pharmacology
Biochemistry of Drug Action

PHS= NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A

Project Titles Studies en the Biosynthesis ©f Catecholamines

in the Brain

Principal Investigator* Dr., PtA., Shore
Dr DeF. Bogdanski
Mro R- Kuntaman

Patient Day© (calendar year 1958)*
Mont

O+her Investigator: Noai©

Cooperating Units Non®

Man lears (calendar year 1958):
Total 7/8
Professionals $/&
Other: 1/2

Project Description:

Objectives s The question as to the function of catecholamines is

th© brain has been assuming airs increasing important®, There is reason

to believe that functional excesses or deficits of these substances in

braia may be reflected in a variety of syndromes and responses to drugs

Major Findings: Studies on the distribution of norepinephrine

have been described in the report entitled "Studies on the Identifica-

tion and Distribution of Catecholamines in th@ Body". Studies hav.g

also been carried out on +ne distributions, within the brains, of th©

enzyme dopa (JjU-dihydroxyphenylalanine) decarboxylases, on© of *h©

enzymes involved in the formation of catecholamines - It has been found
that th® distribution of the enzyme activity parallels roughly the n©r=

epinephrine concentration of the various portions of the brain,. An
exception is the basal ganglion, which shows an extremely high enaym®

activity but a rather low norepinephrine level. This is of in+erest

in view of the recent discovery in Sweden th«t dopamine Ojh-dihydroxy-'

phenylethylamine) occurs in very high concentration in portions of the

basal ganglion..

The distribution of dopa decarboxylase activity also parallels

the activity of 5-hydroxylrypfcophan decarboxylase., This observation
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is consistent with the possibility that these enzymes are identical

Studies h°ve been carried out with compounds j such as thio-
salicylic acids which inhibit in vitro the action of dopa decarboxylase,
It has been found that these substances also inhibit the decarboxylation
of 5-hydroxytryptophano

Significance to the Program of the Institute; These studies are a
part of a general inquiry into the biochemistry and function of catechol-
amines in brain

„

Proposed Course of Projects Attempts will be made to inhibit in
vivo the activity of brain dopa decarboxylase , If this should prove
possible^, it is planned to deplete the stores of catecholamines from
the brain. From the ensuing pharmacologic effects j an understanding
of the role and importance of catecholamines in the brain and in the
action of reserpine might be forthcoming

Part B included* No
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lo Chemical Pharmacology
2o Biochemistry of Drug Action
3o Bethesda5 Maryland

PHS=NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar lear 1958

Part A

Project Titles Relationship betwees Monoamine Oxidas©
Inhibition^ Barbiturate Action and Local
Anesthesia

Principal Investigators Dro Marie-Je-nae Laroch©

Other Investigators None

Cooperating Units Dr Laroche's apiary paid from NIH
Fellowship

Maa Years (calendar year 1958): Patient Days (calendar year
Total; 1 1958 ): Non®
Professionals 1
Others

Project Descriptions

Objectives? This laboratory haa previously show that
Marsilidg a monoamine oxidase inhibitors, prolongs the duration
of bariturate action in mice Q Since inhibitors of monoamine
oxidase all have this property, the question arises as to whether
:lt is related to the blocking of barbiturates

Local anesthetics are characterised by their high lipid
solubility and by their ability to inhibit monoamine oxidase.
It is possible that blocking of this enzyme in certain nerves
may o® associated with blocking of- nerve conduction which may b©
mediated by an amine neurohormone

„

Methods
i

Employed* Methods for measuring monoamine oxidase
activity aad for assaying local anesthetic activity,,

Major Findings; A number of structurally different monoamine
oxidase inhibitors h^v® been fouad to increase the duration of action
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of hexobarbitalo However, this effect ia not du© to blocking of
monoamine oxidase, since it is maximal immediately following
administration of inhibitor at a time when monoamine oxidase is
barley depressed, and has disappeared when the inhibition of
monoamine oxidase, is complete,, This action of monoamine oxidase
appears to be a reversible on© r presumably a result of inhibiting
th® metabolizing enzyme in the microsomes,.

Preliminary investigations have shown that a number of local
anesthetics, e<,g , cocaine, procaine -rad agrlocaine, ar© monoamine
oxidase inhibitors „ Certain compounds that are clinically used
as anti-depressant monoamine oxidase inhibitors, e e g , JB $lh and
Marsilid when administered topically increased the anesthetic
activity of cocaine and in fact when administered under the skin of
a guinea pig exhibited some loeal anesthetic effect

„

Significance to the Program of the Institutes These findings
relevant to the role of monoamine oxidase, norepinephrine and
serotonin in th® mech anisro of action of local anesthetics

o

Proposed Course of Project; To continue studies on the mechanism
of action of local anesthetics

Part B included*
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lo Chemical Pharmacology
2 Biochemistry of Drag Action
3o Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A

Project Titl©; Studies on Anticonvulsant Activity of
Monoamine Oxidase Inhibitor©

Principal Investigators? Dr. Darwin «J Prockop
Dr PcAo Shore

Other Investigators Non©

Cooperating Units life Insurance Medical Research Fund
(supplied fellowship for Dr Prockop)

Man Years (calendar year 195$) s Patient Days (calendar year 1958)

s

Totals 7/8 Non®
Professionals 7/0
Others

Project Descriptions

Objectives^ Reserpineo which lowers the concentration of
serotonin and norepinephrine in the brain^ has been reported to
lower the convulsive threshold to such convulsant stimuli as

electroshock and Metrassol The temporal correlation between
onset and duration of action of this facilitating effect and th®
depletion of terain amines ia quite strikingo

Since it has been observed that monoamine oxidase inhibitors
increase the concentration of these amines in the brain (see report)
entitled "Studies on the Physiologic and Biochemical Effects of
Monoamine Oxidase Inhibitors ") p it was felt that there was a possibility
th^fc these inhibitors mifht act as anticonvulsant agents c

Major Findings; It has been found th?t various inhibitors of

monoamine oxidase protect against maximal electroshock seizures ia
ratep Three inhibitors were tested: iproniassidg JB 516 (phenyliso-
propylhydrazine) and JB 807 (lcbenyl~2~(isoprooylhydraain©)propane
A close correlation was found between the anticonvulsant activity
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and the increase in brain levels of serotonin and norepinephrine!
however^ neither the serotonin precursor^ 5=hydroxytryptophans nor
dihydroxyphenylalaninej a precursor of norepinejiirinej affected the

response to eleetroshock Pretreatraent of rats with the inhibitors
reversed the facilitating action of reserpine The inhibitors als©

blocked Metrasol-induced seizures in miees but not strychnine-induoed
seizures j, indicating that the sit® of the anticonvulsant action is
central

Significance to the Program of the Institute; This project is
designed to further the understanding of possible roles of serotosaa
and nore pinephrine and possible mechanisms involved in the action of
reserpine and monoamine oxidase inhibitors Q

Part B included

s
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L Chemical Pharmacology
2c Cell Permeability
3«, Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Projeot Report.

Calendar Tear 1958

Project Titles Absorption of Natural Products from the
Gastrointestinal Tract

Principal Investigators Dr. Lewis S, Schanker

Other Investigators

Cooperating Units

s

Mr. Dominick J° Toco©

None

Patient Days:Man Years (calendar year 1958)

s

Patient Days: None

Totals 1=1/1*
Professionals
Others 1

Project Descriptions

Ob.leetivea s To broaden our understanding of how a number of
water-soluble substrates* especially the nucleic acid derivatives 9

cross biological membranes

o

Methods Employed s Solutions of various nucleic acid derivatives
in isotonic saline (pH 7 ..2) were continuously recirculated through
the entire small intestine of the anesthetized rat. The degree of
absorption was determined by the decrease in concentrat on after 1

or 2 hours of recirculation <.

Ma.ior Findings s Previous work on this project indicated
that specialized transport mechanisms might be involved in the
intestinal absorption of several purine and pyrimidine bases and
nucleosides.- These preliminary results* however » were complicated
by the observation that some of the compounds under investigation
were not completely stabile in the Intestinal solutions^

In the work now reported, only those compounds that were

shown to be stabile when incubated with intestinal contents were
studied in detail

„
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The intestinal absorption of the pyrimidine base thymine from
solutions of various concentrations indicates that a transport
me@hanlsm is involved.. Thus the degree of absorption at low con-
centrations of thymine deviates from Fick's law of passive diffusion^
and the absorption process becomes saturated at higher concentrations.
Similar kinetics were observed for the nucleoside thymidine <, The
absorption of thymine and thymidine follows the Michaelis=Menten
kinetics and yields straight lines when subjected to the Lineweaver-
Burke pi©to

When thymine (5-methyluracil) absorption was followed in the
presence of varying concentratbns of uracil j> there was a marked
depression of thymine absorption,. A Lineweaver-Burke pl©t of the
results indicates that the Inhibition is competitive in natureo
Preliminary results suggest that a number of purine and pyrimidine
derivatives may als® be competing for the same transport mechanismo
High concentrations of D-glueose or L-histidine do not appear t©
inhibit the transport of thymine^ suggesting that the transport
mechanism for thymine is different from those resn©nsible for the
active intestinal absorption of sugars and L»amino acids

Significance to the Program of the Institute : Knowledge of
the means by which natural substrates required by the cell traverse
cell membranes should broaden our understanding of the functions of
the cell and its components

»

Proposed course of Project^ : To further examine the transport
of nucleic acid derivatives and related synthetic compounds across
the intestinal epithelium as well as other body membranes

o

Part B included: N®
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lo Chemical Pharmacology

2o Cell Permeability

3c Bethesdaj, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 195®

Part A

Project Tjt.lj?: Absorption of Drugs by the Small Intestine

Principal Investigators Dr Lewis S c Schanker

Investigator (Other) s Mr f'anayotis A Nafpliotis

Cooperating Units None

Man Xears (calendar year 1958) t Patient. Days (calendar year 1958) s

Totals 3/k Non©

Professional t l/k
O+hers 1/2

Project Descriptions

Objectivess To determine the factors governing the intestinal

absorption of drugs

Methods s Solutions of drugs in isotonic saline solution were

perfused through the small intestine of the anesthetized rate Tn®

degree of absorption of a drug was determined by measuring the d@=

crease in drug concentration after a single passage through th®

intestine,

'jSa.jor Findings Previous work on this project demonstrated
that drags areliiost rapidly absorbed from the small intestine if thej

are present in their unionised fo£jn ? whereas the ionized form is

absorbed with difficulty,,

These results also suggested that some factor other than th®

degree of ionization of a drug is also important since various un-

ionised compounds are absorbed at different rates c Classical
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experiments on the permeability of cell membranes have suggested "that

membranes in general are lipoidal in nature since fat~soluble sub=
stances penetrated the cell more readily than f at=insoluble substances.

The present study has dealt with the relation between the lipid-
solubility of drugs and their rates of absorption,, To eliminate the
variable of the degree of ionization of various drugs, a large group
of weak organic electrolytes which would be unionised in the intestine
were selected for the stidy, The relative rates of absorption were
compared with the lipidswater partition coefficients of the unionised
drugs using chloroform or heptane as the "lipid" phase,.

The results indicate a rough relation between lipid-solubility
and the degree of absorption of a drugo The compounds th°t were
rapidly absorbed had relatively high lipid-solubilities while slowly
absorbed drugs had very low lipid=solubilities

These results suggest th»t the intestinal mucosa is lipoid in
character o Thus for the irost rapid absorption^ a drug should be
largely unionised in the intestinal lumen, and the unionised drug
should be highly fat-soluble

„

Significance to the Program of the Institute s These studies
should gserve as useful guidelines for the synthesis of new drugs
which will be highly effective when administered by the oral route.

Proposed Course of Projects (1) Investigate the absorption of
quaternary ammonium compounds, (2) Investigate the possible role of
chelation in the absorption of certain drugs <, (3l Investigate the
absorption of certain antibiotic drugs which are only moderately well
absorbed in therapeutics

Part B included? les
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Publications'

:

Schankerj, LoSo^ Toccoj, D J<, S Brodiej, Bo3 oi,
and Hogbesiy C A Mo 9

Absorption of drags from the rat small intestin@ Jo Pharmacol,,

and Exp Therapy 12

3

9 8l9 19$B a

Honors snd Awards s None
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L Chemical Pharmacology
2o Cell Permeability
3. Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Projeet Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part jl

Project Title: Absorption of Drugs from the Colon

Principal Investigators Dr. Lewis S. Schanker

Other Investigator: Mr. Panayotis A. Nafpliotis

Cooperating Units: Hone

Man Years; (calendar year 1958): Patient Days: Mone
Total s 3/k
Professionals l/k
Other: 1/2

Project Description:

Objectives : To describe the characteristics of the colonic
mucosa which govern its permeability to drugs and other substances?

Methods Employed : The colon of the anesthetized rat was
cannulated at the cecal and rectal ends» and perfused with
solutions of various drugs. The degree of absorption of a drug
was determined by measuring the decrease in drug concentration
after a single passage through the colon*

Ma .lor Findings: Earlier work on this project indicated that
the degree of absorption of organic electrolytes from the rat colon
ifl related to the dissociation constant of the compound Thus weak
acids and bases were, in general^ readily absorbed while stronger
acids and bases were very poorly absorbed « These observations suggested
that the colonic mucosa is preferentially permeable to the unionized
form of a drug and that ions penetrate with -difficulty* The present
report describes sttadles which support this working hypothesis and
which suggest that the colonic mucosa is lipoid in character.

The absorption of acidic drugs such as salicylic and benzoic
acids was greatly enhanced when they were perfused through the colon
in an acidic solution (pH 4)„ In contrast* the absorption of basic
drugs like aniline or quinine was decreased at pH 4° Thus a change
in the intralumenal pH which increases the proportion of unionized
drug facilitates absorption; conversely, decreasing the proportion
of unionized drugdiminishes the degree of absorption-,
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Further support for the conception of a membrane selectively
permeable to the unionized form of a drug was obtained by deter-
mining the steady state distribution of quinine in plasma and
colonic lumen o The observed concentration ratio (gut:plasma) of
7»8 is very close to the value predicted for such a membrane when
it separates solutions of the measured pH values of plasma and
gut solution.,

The partitions of a large number of drugs between a lipid
solvent (chloroform or heptane) and water were measured under conditions
where the drugs would be completely unionized o There is a sufficient
parallel between lipid-solubility of drugs and their degree of absorption to

suggest that the mucosa of the colon is lipoid in character.

The conception of a lipoid barrier is consistent with the observe-
tion that the lipid-soluble unionized form of a drug is readily absorbed
while the lipid-insoluble ionized form is absorbed with difficulty.

When drug solutions of widely different concentrations were perfused
through the col®n s the amount of drug absorbed was directly proportional
to the concentration., This suggests that absorption is occurring by
simple diffusion,.

Thus absorption of drugs from the rat colon can be explained as
the passive diffusion of unionized drug moieties across a lipoidal
membrane.

Significance to the Program of the Institute ; The characterization
of cell membranes regarding their permeability to drugs and other substances
allows us to select or synthesize therapeutic agents which will most readily
reach their site of action in a sufficient concentration to exert the
desired pharmacologic effect <>

Proposed Course of Project ; Examine the absorption of sugars and
amino acids from the colons

Part B included: Ho
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l n Chemical Pharmacology
2c Cell Permeability
3o Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-iUH
Individual Project Report

tear 1958

Part A

Project Titles The Secretion of Substances into Bile

Principal Investigator: Dr Levis S„ Schanker

Other Investigators Nona

Cooperating Units In collaboration with Dr„ C D Adrian Mc

Hogben, Dept" of Physiology, The Ceorge

Washington University School of Medicine 8

Washington, D„C

Man Ye=rs (calendar year 1958) s Patient Days (calendar year

Totals 1/8 1958) s Nona

Professionals 1/8
Others

Project Descriptions

Objectives s To describe the means by which substances pass from

the bloodstream into th« bile n

Mgthpdg,? The bile Juct of the anesthetized rat was cannulated

and theTrenal pedicles were ligated. After an intravenous injection

of a G^ labeled saccharide, bile was collected for 3 to 5 hours
9

The radioactivity in bile samples was compared with that in plasma,

Major Findings % Previous wcrk on this project disclosed that

2 large" lipid-insolvible saccharides, inulia and sucrose, are secreted

into bile in significant concentrations c This suggested a significant

porosity at some locus in the hepatobiliary system

In the work now reported, the biliary secretion of inulin, sucrose

and a smaller molecule, roannitol, were examined in more detail and the

distribution of these subst.^nces in liver and muscle tissue was also

determined. The result s are summarised in the following table
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Substance
Bile: Plasma
Concentration
Ratio

Liver
(% of

Space
wet weight)

Muscl® Space
($ of wet weight)

Inulin
Siacros®

Mannitoi

0oG9
21

lol6

2U$
23$
72$

12$

13$

The resul+s suggest the presence of relatively large pores in the

"bloodVbile barrier"^ the very large inulin molecule penetrating
the barrier significantly but relatively slowly and smaller molecules '

penetrating more readily,, Mannitolj, the smallest molecule studied^
appears to be distributed in the total water of the liver; inulin and
sucrose appear to occupy a liver space theater than the extracellular
space determined by other investigators

Significance to the Program of the Institutes These studies may
lead to an understanding of the biliary secretion of drugs
metabolites

o

Proposed Course of Projects (1) Investigate fur+her the
permeability of hepatic cells to lipid-insoluble molecules like
inulin and sucrosec (2) Study the biliary secretion of drugs and
metabolites

c

Part B included:
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1„ Chemical Pharmacology
2o Cell Permeability-

Jo Befhesda^ Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Project Titles Penetration of Drugs into the Pituitary and
Pineal Glands

Principal Investigators Dr\ Cedric W s tf, Wilson
Dr Lewis S :: Schanker

Other Investiga+ors None

Cooperating Units Dr, Wilson's fellowship is from the Medical
Research Council of Gre^t Britain and is

sponsored from Eli Lilly*

Man Years (calendar year 1958) s Patient Days (calendar ye=r 1958)

s

Totals X/k Won®
Professional* l/ij.

Others

Project Descriptions

Objectives s Relationship of the pineal and pituitary glands

to the'~'rest*of "the brain c

>teth,qdg %ip\gye.^ * Drugs are administered intravenously to cats

The animals are sacrificed at various intervals and portions of the

brain removed for measurement of drug con+ent^

lfei2^J?iS^?S§. s When sulfaguanidine was given intravenously
to the"~cat» it passed into the pituitary and pineal glands &Sid

perhaps into the area postrema as readily as into peripheral tissues.-

but penetrated other areas of the bra^ n$ such as the cerebral cortex

and medullar, with difficulty.

Earlier studies by this laboratory demonstrated that the centra a

nervous system is separated from the bloodstream by a lipoid-lika

barrier <, Therefore the finding that the pituitary and pineal bodies art

relatively easily penetrated by a lipid~insoluble s
foreign substance

suggests that th© "blood-brain barrier" may be absent in these areas

which are generally considered to be panb of the central nervous

system,, This suggests th^t these areas are not parts of the brain. Sine
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the pituitary is a secretory organ 9 it is possible that the pineal
body and the area postrema also possess this function,,

Significance to _the_Prograro of the Institutes The finding of
brain structures iidiich appear to have permeability characteristics
quite different from the central nervous system as a whole is highly
important in view that little is known of the control of pituitary
function.,

Proposed Course of Project; (l) Develop suitable roicroanalytieai
techniques for determining the distribution of drugs and other1 sub~
stances in certain small areas of the brain such as the pineal aaid

pituitary bodies^ and the area postrema

(2) Study the permeability ch -racteristies of these braiia structures,,

Investigate the possibility that the pineal glad and the area
postrema may be secretory structures

Part B included? No
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1, Heart
2 Chemical Pharmacology

3* Clinical Pharmacology

ke Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

PART A

Project Title: Intravenous Anesthetics,

Principal Investigator: Dr„ Peter G„ Dayton

Other Investigators: Dr, J««3, Burns
Mrs» Dolores Taller

Cooperating Units: In collaboration with the Department of
Anesthesiology, College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia
University, and New York University, Research Service,
Goldwater Memorial Hospital, New York, New York*

Man Years (calendar year 1958): Patient Days (calendar
Total: Q 28 year 1958): None*
Professional? „28
Other: None

Project Descriptions

Objectives » A study of the physiological disposition and
intermediary metabolism of various barbiturates is intended to
derive fundamental information concerning the pharmacology of
intravenous anesthetics. There is a need for a potent
intravenous anesthetic which may be used in surgical procedures
of long duration,, In this respect, an effort is being made
to find a non«=barbiturate anesthetic, since it has become clear
that barbiturates as a class are slowly metabolized and exert
a hypnotic and not a truly anesthetic action*, In addition,
barbiturates have other drawbacks ( laryngospasm, depressed
respiration, poor muscular relaxation, ganglionic blockade, etc,,)

Patient Material «> None»

Major Findings =» The site and mechanism of formation of the
cerebrospinal fluid and the manner in which foreign substances
enter and leave it are controversial matters The barbiturates
enter and leave the brain at different rates in proportion to
their degree of lipid solubility* It seemed reasonable to look
for differences also in their rates of passage into and out of
the cerebrospinal fluid. So far only barbital has been studied
extensively in this direction,, (Barbital was chosen because it

distributes uniformly in total body water) iixperiments

currently in progress in dogs suggest that barbital passes slowly
from the bloodstream into the brain and thence into the cere-
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brospinal fluid as an extension of the extra cellular water

of the brain This conclusion, if verified, would seem to

negate the importance of the choroid plexus as an active

mechanism for transfer of this foreign substance at least

from blood to cerebrospinal fluids

Significance to the Program of the Institute => Information on

how intravenous anesthetics, such as thiopental, distribute in

body is of imoortance in understanding their action in clinical

anesthesiology

„

>*"
i

Proposed Course of Project - Studies are being carried out on

the effect of changes in pH of the blood on the physiological

disposition of thiopental We have previously demonstrated in

dogs a decline in plasma levels of thiopental with decline in

pH induced by carbon dioxide inhalation,. Since the depressant

effects of thiopental on the brain are the basis for its

clinical use, it seemed important to examine the changes in

drug concentrations in the brain during the same alterations in

pH of the blood „ This study, just begun, should have both

theoretical value and practical usefulness, for ventilatory

errors during barbiturate anesthesia may well be of sufficient

magnitude to produce corresponding changes in raan«

Part B included Yes
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Part B; Honors s Awards, and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this project;

Mark, LoCo$ Burns, J B J e , Brand, L , Campomanes, CI,, Trousof, No,
Papper, E»M„ and Brodie, B B<,: The passage of thiobarbiturates and
their oxygen analogs into brain J„ Phanru and l£xptl Thera OJ 123s
70-73, 1958.

~~~

Honors and Awards relating to this projects None,
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PHS=NIH
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Calesdar Year 1958

1, Heart
2 Q Chemical Phanaacolegy
3.-. Organic Chemistry

4„ Betfeeafilap Maryland

PART A

Project Titles The Metabolism of 6=Chloropttrine (6-C1P).

Principal Investigators t Dra Daniel Duggan
Dr Elwood o Titus

Other Investigatort Non@

Cooperating Units t None,

Man Tears (calendar year 1958) s Patient Days (calendar
Totals jU2S y®&p 1958) s None.
Professional j !„25
Others Neae

Project Descriptions

Objectives - The immediate objective of this project is to
fp^firough a preliminary study of the in vitro and in

vivo metabolism of 6-ClPs the roost oromislng approach 1®
the problem of how this drug and similar purine antimet»
ab©lit®@ ars involved in the ensymie control of cellular
processes a

Methods
a
Employed - To dat@ 9 assays of starting materials

and™ iaala^dites'have been accomplished by conventional
spectrophotometries manometries chromatographic and radio-
isotonic techniques 9 obviating the necessity of developing
asw, specific assay procedures

„

Patient Material • None.

Major Findings «=>

A In Vitro

6«=C1P has been found to be a competitive inhibitor

of purine oxidation by liver - and milk xanthine oxidase (X0) o

The milk 20 slowly oxidised 6«C1P to 6=chlorouric acid (6<=C1U) (

a heretofore unknown compound, which has been obtained in
crystalline form and characterised by indirect chemical evi~
dance (conversion by unambiguous route to known compounds
study of acid dissociation constants) in addition to
ultraviolet and infra°red spectrophotometry evidence 6<=G1U

was found to be an extremely potent inhibitor of uricas@
Appropriate binding and inhibition constants for 6=C1P and
and 6°°G1U have been calculated*,
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6=C1PP unlike 6oroarcaptopurinQ does not catalyze the

enzymie oxidation of inorganic sulfite by milk X0 S and 9 although
an inhibitor of hypoxanthine oxidation by XO, is completely without
effect upon the hypoxanthine • catalysed "sulfite oxidase 81 system^
This is a unique feature of 6=C1P as compared with other known XO
inhibitors

o

Be In Vive

6=C1P»8=C^ was prepared from hypoxanthine»8<=C^ by
known procedures,, Using tracer dosages in adult rats, the following
results have been obtained to dates

(a) In recovery experiments 8 over 90% of total isotope was
accounted for in urine B expired CO2 and tissue

s

P

(b) Chromatography of urine reveals the presence of four major
excretory products, three of which have been identified as starting
drug j, 6-=ClU and uric acid These three products have been estimated
quantitatively by precipitation with unlabeled carrier, and correspond
respectively to 62 B 21 and 6 e$% of total urinary excretion of isotope,,

(c) Tissue distribution of total isotope has revealed no marked
asymetrie distribution when differences in mitotic rate are taken into
account

o

Preliminary experiments have indicated a small extent of
incorporation of isotope into purified nucleic acid fractions •>

Significance to the Program of the Institute » This project extends
tKe studies of drug metabolism9 which have been under way for some
years in this laboratory D to compounds which are structurally very

similar to normal metabolites,, It is hoped that systematic study of
the metabolism of such compounds by s@ called "normal" enzymes will
aid in identifying enzymatic processes which are involved in the

action of the drugs and in the development of drug resistance „

Proposed Course of Project - To refine techniques employed in in vivo
IrEuclies above £0 identify all metabolites of 6»C1P under conditions
where both tracer and therapeutic dosages are adminstered and find

differentiation, if any, in the mode of metabolism in various tissues

«

Investigation of the possible replacement by 6=C1P as such^ or by one

of its unnatural metabolites of the normal purine constituents of

nucleic acids and co»factors will be made, and the effects of these

abnormal substances upon cellular processes studiedo

Part B included N©
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* C«8 position
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Hypoxanthine H OH H -•

Uric acid OH OH OH (keto)

6°Chlopepurim H CI H

6<=Chlorouric acid OH CI OH

&4fereaptonurino H SH H (keto)
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1. Heart
/, Chemical Pharmacology
3 Ciifaical Pharmacology
4. B©thesdaF Maryland

PHS-NIH
individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

PART A:

Project Titles Studies on induced Enzyme Synthesis in Mammals,

Principal investigator: 0r o Allan Conney

Other Investigators: Hone,

Cooperating Unit; None.

Han Years (calendar year 1953): Patient Days (calendar year
Total; .25 1953)? Hone.
Professionals .25

Other g Hone

Project Description:

Objectives - (a) To steady the effect of polycycHc hydrocarbons
on the induced synthesis of various Liver microsomal enzyme©
which metabolize drugs.

To determine whether various drugs can induce the

synthesis of microsomal enzymes which metabolise foreign
compounds

.

Patient Material - None.

Major Findings - Previous work has shows, that the administration
of certain polycyclic hydrocarbons (3-methylcBolanthremej, 3,4-

benspyrene^ and l 92,5,6-dibenzanthreceae> to rats will markedly
increase the activity of liver microsomes fiOj, 1} hydroxylate
3„4-benzpyreae p 2) N-demethylate aminoazo iyes p and 3) to reduce
the aso linkage of amlo&oaso dyes. These enzyme systems are
similar to many drug metabolising enzyme^ for they are localized
in liver microsomes and require TPMH anoi oxygen. The possibility
was investigated that 3^4-benzpyrene may also increase the activity
of microsomal enzyme systems which metabolise drugs. It was found
that this hydrocarbon markedly increased tha activity of the
microsomal enzyme system which hydroxylf.tes acetanillde and Flexin*
Howeverp 3s4-benspyrene has a lesser effect on the enzymes which
hydroxylate qulnoline^ naphthalene^ andl paraflex. Little or no
effect was observed on the enzyme systems which demethylate IB-

methyl aniline and monomethyl-4-aminoasitipyrine or which oxidise
p-nltrotoluene and chlorpromazine , Thase studies point out the
specificity of 3,4-bessspyrene on the induced synthesis of microsomal
enzymes and suggest the presence of families of enzymes carrying

out similar reactions. For example^ with 3j,4-benzpyrene administra-

tion hydroxylation of several substrates are affected to different

extents.
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Further studies on the effect of drags on microsomal enzyme
systems have shown that the administration of Chloretone or
barbital markedly Increases the activity of the rat liver enzyme
which H=demethylates aminoazo dye but has little or no effect on
the enzyme which reduces the azo linkage of aminoazo dyes. The
possibility that polycyclic hydrocarbons and drugs stimulate ascorbic
acid biosynthesis by inducing enzyme synthesis has been discussed
in the project report on the Glucuronic Acid Pathway of Glucose

Significance to the Program of the Institute - Studies on induced
enzyme synthesis will give information on the general problem of
how foreign compounds are metabolized in the body,

Proposed Course of Project - (a) To further study the effect of
hydrocarbons on the induction of synthesis of enzyme© which
metabolize drugs.

To sfcudy the effects of various foreign compounds other
than hydrocarbons on the induced synthesis of various microsomal
enzymes. The interesting possibility9 that a drug may be capable
of inducing the synthesis of enzymes involved in its own metabolism^
will be investigated.

Part S included Ko
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1„ Heart
2„ Chemical Pharmacology

3. Clinical Pharmacology
4. Bethasda, Maryland

phs-nih
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

PART A ,

Project Titles Studies on Antirheumatic Drugs.

Principal Investigators Br. J,J. Basra®

Other investigators i Dr. Peter G. Dayton
Dr. L. Sicam
Miss Dolores Taller
Mr. Miguel ia&drau

Cooperating Units? En collaboration with $ew York University
Research Service at Goldwater Memorial Hospital^ Department

of Medicine^, Mount Sinai Hospital, 18®w York and Geigy
Laboratories j, Basel, Switzerland.

Years (calendar year 1958): Patient Days (calendar year 1958)?

Total: .28 Bone.
Professionals .28

Other s Hone.

Objectives - Pheaylbutasonej a synthetic pyrasoione derivative,

has found considerable as® in the treatment of various arthritic

diseases. We reported previously that this drug has asatirfeeysaatie

effects comparable to that of cortisone. Phenylbutasoae produces

marked retention of sodium, but its action is apparently not

mediated through the pituitary-adrenal axis, since it dees not

affect eosinophiles, urinary 17*ketosteroids, potassium excretion,

or produce signs of hypoadrenaliasa. Although phenylbutasoae is a
very potent antirheumatic agent, its usefulness is limited by such

side effects as edema, gastrointestinal hemorrhage, skin reactions

and occasionally agranulocytosis, A simple non-steroidal molecule

with the antirheumatic effects of phenylbutazone,, but lacking its

undesirable side effects, would be of paramount importance to the

therapy of rheumatoid arthritis, rheumatic fever, gout and related

musculoskeletal disorders. A collaborative search for ouch a drug

has been undertaken with Geigy Pharmaceuticals. Promising com-

pounds which have been screamed for enti- inflammatory effect in

animals will be tested in patients with active arthritis.

Patient Material • Ifone.
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Major Findings - Various compounds have been synthesized and

tested for anti-inflammatory activity and acute toxicity in

animals by the Geigy Laboratory in Basel, Switzerland, These

compounds are first studied at Goldwater Memorial Hospital to

me whether they have a suitable physiological disposition and

to obtain information for establishing a rational regime of

therapy for clinical trials to evaluate anti-inflammatory

activity in rheumatoid arthritis. The effect of these compounds

in acute and chronic gout is studied by Dr, Alexander B Gutman
and Dr. Tsai Fan Yu

1

at Mount Sinai Hospital^, Hew York City, When
compounds look promising* chronic toxicity studies are made ami

extensive clinical trials are conducted by a nusaber of collahoratinf

groups.

Up to the present, 61 analogues of phenylbutazone have been

studie4 in respect to their physiological disposition, their anti-

rheumatic properties in acute gout and rheumatoid arthritis amsl

their effect on urinary excretion of sodium and uric acid, Results

obtained so far gives us an idea of what structural features are

required in the molecule for the various pharmacological actions

of phenylbutazone,

(a) Modifications in phenylbutazone, resulting in increased
acidity of the molecule are associated with enhanced uricosuric
activity, whereas changes which decrease the acidity of the drug

are accompanied by lose of this activity. This structural
activity relationship has been confirmed during the past year by
experiments with two key compounds G- 13838, an isopropyl analogue
which is the weakest acid in the series (pK 5,5);, had no uricosuric
activity. On the other hand* G 3256? „ a p-dimethyl sulfone deriva-

tive CasK 2,8) has potent uricosuric activity.

The potent uricosuric activity of the highly acidic phenyl-
butazone analogue indicates that these drugs act in the ionic

form to block the reabsorption of uric acid by the renal tubule

cells, thus furnishing a possible clue to the still obscure
nature of the transport mechanisms involved. The demonstration
that uricosuric activity in the phenylbutazone series is related
to the pRa, has proved of considerable aid in searching for new
uricosuric drugs. One such drug, a sulfoxide (G-28315}, has
already found to be useful clinically as a potent uricosuric
agent for the treatment of gout and it will be introduced shortly
for this purpose as Anturan,

(b) Previously we reported that Metabolite I formed by intro-
duction of a hydroxyl group into the para-position of a benzene

,

ring of phenylbutazone has potent antirheumatic and sodium
retaining activity. This compound has undergone extensive
clinical trials in various arthritic clinics and appears now
to be a more potent and a less toxic antirheumatic agent thaa
phenylbutazone. This compound will be introduced shortly as a
new drug for the arthritic diseases.
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Further studies have shown that substitution® o£ othe?

gromp® into the para position i.e. ehlor©, methyl or altroj,

also result in dsrug® having the potent eatirhemsaatic and

s©di<as srefeaining effects ©2 phemylbutasone. A possible excep-

tion appeared to be G-32SS7* a p-dissethyl s®l£©me derivative.

However, this eomponsnd disappeared frcsi the body so srapidly

(half- life 1 hoar) that effective plasaa levels ©©aid ©at be

maintained even with frequsaat and large dose©. Substitution

©£ hydroxy! or chloro groups into the mate position ©£ the

benseae ring yielded drug© having little or a© antiffheszBatic ©r

sodium retaining effects These observations point out the

marked difference that casta aad para substitutions in the aj©lecasS,e

nave ©a the phawaaeoiogieal properties of the drug, ffisis point

was further tested with a»32S0i^ which has a hydrosyl group in

the Eats position of oa® b&asen® ring m<& a esethyl group in the

para position of the ©thes,, "Shis analogue was found to have

antirheumatic and sodiusa retaining effects which were about

intermediary between those observed for analogues with para-

BMthyi substitutions md those with Eeta°hydr©3syl substitutions.

to the other feaad„ 6*32962, which ha® a ©eta-saethyi gr@up arad

a para-hydroxyl gsroup, caused each severe gastrointesttoal

disturbance in dogs that farther clinical studies were not

warranted

Studies were also carried oat daring the past yeas- with
several analogies which had changes in the .pyrasolo&s ring

structure of 'pheaylbutasosa. These cosapoaasds all had poSent

aati-inflammatory activity in animals bat they were not abs®rfe©4

sufficiently well for clinical studies,,

(c) Stak difference existsla the renal excretion of various

pheaylbutasoae analogue©. For instance,* phe»ylbufiaEoae
fl

Metabolite X and its p«E6tbyl derivative are not excreted i»

any detectable eisouats* However, Metabolite It sad the sui£©&id@

derivative are excreted in fairly large ssa©usstg„ Renal clears

studies have shown that the sa#id urinary esseretion of these

compounds is 4se to 'their tabular secretion. Kfc appears that

only Shose analogues which are strongly acidic are secreted,

Whether this observation bears any relationship to their' paten*
uricosuric properties regains to be elucidated.

Significance to the fmzrmL of the Esatitate
antirhefsssatle drag weald be of considerable i

- A non~t©K&c potent

©f rheumatic feves.

ggopos.ed €<gurge of Project * (a) % fe© the present we have mainly
studied analogies of pfesaylbutaseae which have substitutions in
the benaeae rings or butyl side chain,, We ase now investigating
a series of drags which have the b$tyi side chain replaced by
various alkyi groups such as propyl, peatyl, and isabstyl. It is
possible that ssch substitutions may yield a mora ideal aafcl-

EfssssBatic dsrug than pheayl^jstasoae la any case; toforsatioa fres
such a study would essentially collate car doeufseatetioa of a
structural-activity gelagioaehip tn tha phsnylfeutasaae aeries,,
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Our studies have resulted in the introduction of two

new drugs for the treatment of chronic tophaceous gout. Owe
is a sulfoxide analogue (Anturan) and the other is Flexla.
Although these compounds have potent uricosuric activity,
they lack an antirheumatic effect,, In addition both drugs
are rapidly metabolised and thus mast he administered to the
patient at frequent intervals, She possibility that potent
antirheumatic and uricosuric activity may be coupled together
in the massB drug was suggested from our observations with p-
nitro phenylbutazone. For this reason several compounds have
been studied. One of thsse^ an a-ket© analogue of Metabolite
E, has been found by Br„ J. Seegm&ller ©£ N,£,A.tt,D. to have
potent uricosuric activity and also appears to possess sosss

antirheumatic activity. Another compound is the para-hydro&yl
analogue of €-25671 which is metabolised at a much slower rate
than 6*25671 „ Preliminary results indicate that a single dose
of this drug exerts an exceptionally prolonged uricosuric effect

(a) Evidence has been obtained for a metabolite of the
sulfoxide which has a para-hydroxyI group is a beaseae rlng
Studies are sow underway to establish this structure by comparison
with reference compounds which have been syntkes&sed for us.

Castrie ulceration is one of the most serious side effects
observed in patients receiving phe&ylfrutasone . Recent studies
now show that it is possible to produce ulceration in animals by
giving large doses of the drug. Various analogues of phenyl-
butazone differ markedly in their ulcerogenic effect^ thus
affording ; a possible screening Cast for this side effect » Intro-
duction of fluorine into the 'para positions of both beasena risigs

appears to enhance this ulcerogenic effect markedly. For instance^,
gastrointestinal bleeding was observed in dogs with this compound
at a dose level where phenylbutosone was without effect » Further
studies are planned to an attempt to relate ulcerogenic activity
with chemical structure; such information would be of tremendous
value in our seareh for a new antirheumatic drug.

(e) Phenyl^tesose has a rather ualqae pattern of distributiea
in the body in tiiat it is mainly localised in plasma* Preliminary
results indicate that analogues which are more acidic than phenyl*
butasene (pK 4.5} are even more concentrated in plasma whereas
those which are less acidic distribute preferentially into the
tissues. It is planned to investigate this point with two analogues
of Matabolite I which have widely different pK values: one is an
sz-ket® derivative with pS of 2.0 and the other a tertiary butyl
derivative with a.pK 7.0.

Part B included Yes
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Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

West B ; Honors* Awards,, and Publications

Publications ©fcfear than abstracts from efeis projects

.*», X,F. P Burns, J.J 4g Pafco% B aGo» ©uteis% A.B. and Br©di@j, BJB»s
Pfesaylfeatasone fBetabolites : antirtapaatie^ ©odiua-retaining amd
uricosuric effects t» loan, J« Ffeasna, asd E^ptl*. fra©r&„ 123 s 63-&9,
JL958.

Burn®;, J.J.p Yu? T„F,, Baytonj, P,, Berger# l„, ©utHsan,, A B„ asid

Brodia, B,B„s Relationship be'assea pKa and uricosuric activity ia
phenylbutazone ss&ai©gues „ Satire, 182 s U6Z, 1958.

*$, T Fo P Bsstasj, J..J. and Gutsaan* A B„s A clinical trial with §<=

2B3155 a sulfoxide analogue of pfegBylbutasroe^ as & uricosuric
ia gouty subjects. Arthritis and B&em®&&@®$ U 5S2»5&3„ 19S@

Honors and Awards relating to this projects
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(b) A^issis£s,

.53,
,££oES of vaff&©'«3© diMgs £© safe® naaffksdly

sfeimsiaa© ab© .Eaaaabolis© of gtecose via £h® gS,BC«©ro£e as£<l

paStersyp as evMaiEa fey <g»fo,s3ae>8si ssffiaasry @Kesf©££©s of S.»aeeoffbic

ac£d„ These fesgs diffst froa csss snso&hgir 4a possessing coe~

pletsly 4if£eg"ssi£ ©bessics! asd g&haraa©©3.og£cal p2r©g>e3ra£es e&a

Sfeey i&s2,®4e basMasssraaes^ sssimpyeiasp saSipysriffiSj, psisayl™

bssfcasoss^ CMogetone, FI@s£©
;,
Ms&palj, E«gjJ?©b@iBaaej <&Zc a

Evidence tes feeea ©b&a£s»©Q seeesitly sdaicfe ssggesas -£&&£ els©

tosgs ©ay ©^esfa £b@£r ©££@ea by te&efeg ate ©ysafefe^sis ©£
ee^aa&a ©asyaes ismj&ve$ £a thm giaesaswi® aeid fatfewsy, 4
clue -a© s©sis a ^gfibsaissa has ©esse fross .£&© ©b©ewaai©a SkaS

vffiffieass f©Iy©yGlic Sayfeoeasfe©®© C3-E8s£&yicfe®lss4fc&E@ae^ lp%pSf
&»

^ibeaiEffiStbsrsaas&e^ aad S^-besagjpyiraa©.]) masterly ©atrasiaS® sfee

ayaatesis ®£ L-ase©gb£s se£c! 6 ffease hy&eocarboas fe&sre beam
share® jpffaviesssiy to iateca j£&© systtesis of speeifie livsE1

s&esrosossal. easysass wMefe Esaasbslis© fosraifga c©^|»to$& staefe as

ssaisssas© <Iy©e am<S polyeysli© hy^frssasboas,, Sesv©»al. tiydsssssEtes®

tskicfe are iaaetive as isfe&es's ©f syaafeasia ©2 ah® easysses <5iM©te

Eae&ab©!l£®@ as© dyes have » ©ffisea ©a aseosbic a©£<$ 8y®ah©sls 3

0a Sit© ©ateg feaaij. Chlo?e&©a@ sssi basfeiaa&j, S^ gwtaaa sKisssslsfeoss

©f .asesirfeie se£d axeseaisa,, ale© fea^s $ist£ssa ©ffecS life© eh©

hydte©sa?h®ss is iafesisg aiae syaatesis ®f the. em&ym& gysaesa ssMdfe

M-dsasahyJiaSes as© ^yes u Ites© ©bses^asioas sssggaea ttsaa a
TClaaiesismi-p ssay eslsa fe©'£^©©a aha ©ffesa ©f £©sre£gp coapotBft&e

©a iafesad eyathasi® ©f ia£©3i©se®al easyaas a®<& tfeis ®ff@efe ®a
t!i© gI«SBS,@aic aaid pa£feway e BasfeieaS. is ©f pas&icsslasr &nfic&est;

feff afeis c@^f«0«sad £p a©s ^tafe©i£ssci tefc ©@s% ess^s eteee ®££©te£s

It -is tCTi|>a£sg t® ®p-3®"«slae© £ts®£ fetes® jresp©asss ©a £te pas's ©f
S&s %©% t© feseiga ©©s^isiaads ®ay actually s@fl@e& a ssess "«!©fe©&«>

ificaeisss ^e&aai®^'

.

Si^aifie&pga e© tfe .ggggg^ ©g f:te.Is8gigag© - S4sd£es ©f f©sS®ss
ffegslafci-Eg Sfea sytitbssie of glttcu^oaic aei«i aa4 ass©sbis eeii ^my
sl£se]L©g@ a s^s dat;©sifieafss,©i'i sssetasaisfa £© f®r©£@a ©eE^ssais las .

She fesMgy,

Pgegsasssa Sciagga^ol^gggJ^S • (I) ffe@ ©ff©e£© ©f va»&©sis eteesgs

sad efefe©!1 f@^®£ga ©ossg«wm«Ss. ©s £h® ssfA©1£sb ©f gtes©a<§ vis
Sfe© glsse©K©©£© asisl pa&tesy as^S ©a hspaSle Bs£©eo©!t»al. ®K&sy»

sy©£ess w£El b© steiiei to fetsnaia® if ©©iap©3ss4s t«£ela sSSssslafe®

age®sb£e asi'i feissyattesi© ©Is© £ess@ss® £&® a©6£"?/£(Sy ®f liv©?

(2> ffes £^ vitro Easftsbffliissa ©f 8-gi^eose-e^ fe© 9-@J©£W©Me
ae&d 'Mil fe® ' ifiwasaigsSafll «iSfe l&ves* fs©m ®©srssal $m4 dstsg agefseed

s?®*£©„ Stales will h® ea^ffiei ©®£ £© 4e£@£Es£&® if d^jgs £®sgesas

sfee afifeivifey ©fi fes®'8fS5 @asy»3ss© ®f tb.% gi©eas,9a£© ac£S fa^feay,

:
(3| Hyij3©ps©f8ae8:sayj, ©b* s©£ aseass

©s" ®©s^l©t&©iy f>&avs-aS0 ifee atts2ilaS£©a ©f asee'sbie ' acid essffasiea

ca®8#fi by «kBS0 o ¥asi©e© pitei^asy &©s®se®@ ??£I.S be a&si®£@£e

S© byf®ffe&@©?,©asise^ srsSs a© 4®S©^Eis@ if s|»e©if£© fiessifcazry

tessssms© as® i®^©l^®4 fe Sfes is32g affs©fe e FasaHei ess|»®s?gases&£s
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1. Heart
"

2. Chesaicai JPharEEacology

3. Clinical Phsraacology
4« Betbesds^, Maryland

PHS-ftXH
Xndividsml ffeojeefc Eeport

Calendar Year 1958

FMT A

Project Title: Studies ©a the Sl^enronic Acid Pathway of
Hlmseose Metabolism,,

Frineipal Investigators s Ba? J J 9 Bams
Br, Alias CosjEey

Br„ Peter Dayfeoia

Other Investigators; Hiss Hatalie T^osssof

Hiss Barth Gastsi
Mrs, Bolores Taller

Cooperating Salt; S&& York University Sese&reh Service,,

©oldster Memorial Hospital, Sew York/ few York*

Mm Years (calendar yaar 1958) \ Patient Days (calendar year
Totals l a 3& 1958) J ISoae.

Professional s ,53
Otter? ,83 -

Project Baeeripfcions

Objectives - To stndy the ©ca&rrene® $n animal© ©f the glwsnres&ie

acid patte&ay of glaseose tsataii©!!©© a$d to steady the ©seha&issa fey

wh£ch variola drugs stimulate this ©embolic pafcte?ay

Methods laagloyed T A method fees been developed for the datersainatioa
of free glscoronie acid is ©sine. It involves i©s-®Eshsage fibroses-

togeaphy. followed by a specific vedactien step with feorofeydr&de „

©Issetsrcaides sad other nrinary coaetitaeats which react witfe the
naphtteresofcinol reagent do sot i&ggrf@ra This pBocedssee has
beea of considerable kelp la follosieg the excretion of free D-
gl®e*sr®ffiie asid after administration of certain d^WS©.

gjadiagg - {•) Studies ©a the biosynthesis of L-xylvloaathues.
and hi-escosfeie acid have pointed otst a new pathway of gl®soae
Betab©iie% the glucuronic @cid pathway,
Msnmalian tissues possess the assyses for the various steps ia
tfeia schesa 9 The occurrence of this pathway |n iikvo has bow
been eonfirssd An ©ugiarteats in ssfcieh labeled B-gl<ae?sr©a4e
acid and L-gslofflie acid ware fi»v»A to he eoaverted to glncose
iaa ascordffiiee «?£gfe &$& fired&s&ioae ©f this echese.
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2 Chemical Pharmacology

3e Organic Chemistry

PART A

Project Title? Isolation of Cardiotonic Substances from Maimalian
Tissues,

Principal Investigator: Dr e Elwood e Titus

Other Investigators? Mr» Herbert Spiegel
Mr« Roland Burroughs*
Dr n Stephen Hajdu»

Cooperating Units? -^Laboratory of Kidney and iileetrelyt© Metabolism^
NHl e

Man Years (calendar year 1958)? Patient Days (calendar
Totals 1,25 year 1358)? Ione

Professional s «25
Others 1

Project Descriptions

Objectives?, Earlier reports have diseussod evidence for the

©SsHnee^inffii^salian tissues of substances that can exert
digitalis like effeets It is the purpose of this project

t© isolate and identify such substances in the eroeetatioh
that a knowledge of th®5y structure may clarify their role 8

if any*, in the functioning of the cardiovascular systsa

In addition to 2ysolecithina which has previously been

r®port®d to account for part of the cardiotonic activity of
isammalian tissue extracts; there appear to be a number of

lipoids! substances as yet unidentified » The immediate

objective of this project is the characterisation of thee®

substances.

3ds Employed;
isayea in the

procedure developed by Dre Stephen Hajdu» This method depends

upon the ability of digitalis like substances to prevent the

decrease is contractile force which normally results from

lengthening the intervals between stimuli,, It offers consider*

able advantages in sensitivity and specificity and may be

ussd for quantitative determinations of cardiac steroids.

fractionation ©f tissue extracts is carried out for
the most part ^ conventional chemical means „ For the separation
of very closely related a very non-polar lipids j,

chromatography
qu silicic acid tests ba@n most usefule
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Serial Mo„ NHI-22,6
Patient Material? Ncne„.

Ifa,

g

of Findings s Cardiotonic factors isolated from beef heart
and°fportt°paDMt heart and bleed have proved to b© acidic lipids

„

From paper chroznatographi© data, the beef heart smbst&nc® appears
t© contain 18 to 20 carbon atoms , Infrared and ultraviolet
spectra indicate an unsaturated,, branched chain atriaetur® which
owes it® acidic properties to some functional group (possibly
a p-diketons) other than th© typical earboxyl of a fatty acid*
Concentration of this .factor is very lowj. ens , kiiogra© of bsef
heart contains an amount equivalent to 8 or 10. micrograms of
strophanthidin, . • ,

Higher concentrations' (equivalent to approximately 60
micrograms of strophanthidin per kilo) of active material ocew
In rabbit serom -and h©artB Preliminary chromatographic
comparisons indicate that the heart and serwm substances ®r®
probably identical,, The serum factor appear® to bs a derivative
.of an Gj>p unsaturated acid containing at least 26 carbon atoss
a&cl on© or m©r© branched .chain sssthyl groepSo Th© substance
can b© obtained from .

freshly clotted blood*, but not from plasma
or feoas serraa mora than one or two hours after coagulationG

Possibl© relationships betaeen coagulation mechanisms and
r©l®as® of this substance remain t© be explored,, la th© frog
heart assay the substance is about as active as digitoxigenin
and ©bout oae=>twentieth as active as strophanthidin,,

la addition to the above , a toxic acid from extracts of
rabbit ©rythrocytes has been encountered* This factor induces
sudden and irreversible contracture of the heart in a martsssr

reminiscent of the action of saponins*

Significance to the pgcgraffi_of^g^3titu.tes Previous studies
^ti^neTrogTiart k^fmSTasrip^iW~tsm. laboratories
studying smooth muscle contraction indicate that minor structural
variations isay convert ordinarily innocuous lipids into sub«»

stances with a variety ©f effects on muscular centraction The

effects on cardiac contractility reported her© very probably
reflect the influence of lipids ©a passage of inorganic ions

through sssmbr&nes to the contractile proteins o

These studies should therefore provide:

1 Data for theoretical studies of the role af lioids in
m@mbran8 function

2 A screening technique for determining which components

of natural fats aay be expected to have important
effects on the cardiovascular system or on membraras

function generally

3o A means for detecting substances of masamalian origin

which ssay have therapeutic possibilities in diseases

©f the cardiovascular syst@mQ
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1, Heart"

2, Chemical Pharmacology

3o Clinical Pharmacology
Uo Batheeda^ Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

PART A

Project Titles Studies on the Metabolism of Sterols.,

Principal Investigators s Dr Elliott Schiffman
Dr Elwood a Titus

G-;har Investigator: None,

exonerating Units: Mone,

Man Tears (calendar year 1958) : Patient Days (calendar
Total: 1 25 year 1958): :ione„

Professional: 1*25
Other: None,

Project Description

Objectives «• Several routes of metabolism of cholesterol
remain relatively unexplored*, Of these the most interesting

is the conversion of this sterol to the cardiac lactones B

marlnobufagin and marinobufotoxins in the toad Bufo marinus .

Cholesterol and stigmasterol are metabolized to

unknown steroids of increased polarity by Tetrahymsna
ayriformiSs a protozoan^, This conversion may" be bfTonsider-
able biochemical significance 9 since the growth inhibiting

effects of careinostatis purine antagonists upon this organism
f&^ bs reversed by the presence of cholesterol or stigmasterol

in the msdiunio

Methods Employed = Multiple chromatographic techniques have

"SSin used in tie isolation and nurification of compounda

Various modifications of radio°autography have been
employed in the assay of the results of tracer experiments «,

Patient Material <=> Hone,

r.ajor Findings «= Research has proceeded in two directions

:

Attempts to find systems which efficiently
synthesize the cardiostonic steroids.

Mevalonic acid C& , a very efficient sterol

precursors, when injected into the toad caused

an incorporation of isotope into the sterols

,

but not into thd cardiac active substanceso
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ACTH was injected together with mevalonic acid The
Sosrraonsj is known to stimulate the hydroxylation of
steroids in the mammalian adrenal certex Since the
conversion of sterols to cardiac lactones involve
hydroxylation reactions,, it was hoped that the hormone
would increase the rates of such processes within the
toad

The results were as follows: an apparent stimula«
tion of sterol synthesis from mevalonic acid was observed],

but no appreciable effect was noted for cardiac lactone
production*

b) In vitro experiments
mmtm n n fflnrram

Fortified toad gland homogenates in the presence of C***

substrates and ACTH showed no different synthetic activity
from controls; nor did incubations of substrates with acetone
powder systems with expressed venom mixtures provide any new
information,,

(2) The search for probable intermediates in tha biosynthesis of
lactones

o

Previous experiments in this laboratory suggest that &
rate limiting step in the overall synthesis of the cardiac
lactones from cholesterol may be hydroxylation to the hitherto
unknown 21-hydroxycholesterolo Since attempts to prepare this
derivative with the aid of the 21~hydroxylating mold Ophiobolus
herpotrichua were unsuccessful^ a chemical synthesis from
hyodesoxycholic acid has bean devised. Several steps in this
synthesis have been completed „

(3) It has recently been observed by Dr Alexander Rich of the
National Institute of Mental Health that desoxycholic acid
can spontaneously form association Comdexes of very high
molecular weight with an o°h©lical structure reminiscent of
that of proteins o In order to complete the definition of
the structure by X»ray diffraction, the hitherto unknown Ju s

12a 9 dihydroxy°20»bromo«20»norcholanic acid is required for
use in the isomorphous replacement procedure „ Since slight
modification of the projected 21»hydroxy cholesterol synthesis

offers a promising route to the latter compound, its synthesis
has been undertaken in collaboration with Dr Rich s Several

steps have been completed,.

Significance to the Program of the Institute - The metabolism of
cholesterol in the systems described is of interest especially in the

case of the cardiac active substances^ the biosynthesis of which is

relatively unexplored It is hoped that information on this process
will eventually contribute to understanding the mode of action of these

substances at an enzymatic levelo
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Proposed Course of Project « The attempt will be continued to synthesize
fch8 hydroxylaied ' sterol', "which could be an intermediate in the biological
formation of the cardiac lactones*

Efforts are in progress to determine the nature of the cholesterol
matabolites in tetrahymsnae

In th© search for systems that synthesize the lactones efficiently,
the fata of isotopic ^-sitosterol injected into the toad will be followed^
This sterol is known to be present in th® parotoid glands which contains
the cardiac lactones,,

Part B included No
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Serial No e
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lo Heart
2„ Chemical Pharmacology
3o Organic Chemistry
Uo Bethesda, Maryland

Project Title; Study of fche Properties of Phospholipase D„

Principal Investigators? r>r«> Herbert Weiss
Lr 9 Klwood 0„ Titus

Other Investigators None D

Cooperating Units; Mone

Patient Days (calendar
year 1958) s None

Man Years (calendar year 1958 )

s

Totals 1 25
Professionals 1„25
Other? None

Project Descriptions

Objectives « Phosp.iolipas a D is an enzyme that removes choline
roni lecithin and ethanolanine from cephalin It has been

found thus far only :!n plants but is presumed to be present in
mammalian tissues^ pfi.pticui.irly since phosphatidic acids s which
are products of its activity havs been recently found in normal
mammalian tissues

The purposes of this project are: purification of the

enaymsg identification of th* cofactors required for its
activity j, a search for its presence in animal tissues, and a
study of its significance in the metabolism of phospholipids

©

Methods JjgPlgygfl • Conventional sasthods of enzyme isolation
were employed o 'Knzyma activity was measured by assay of
liberated choline as the enneaiodide s Phospholipids were
ehromatographed on silicic acid«

Patient Material - None.

Mapor Findings «= Highly purified fractions of phospholipase
Dprepared by ammonium sulfate fractionation require both

calcium and one or more lipid activators found in soybean
phospholipids o An activator isolated by solvent fractionation

and repeated chromatography has been identified as phosphatidyl

inositol

o
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Th® nature of the activating mechanism 3 8 obscure

It does not appear to involve solubilization ,;f the substrate 2

since the lecithin of soluble egg lipoproteii (which is

attacked by other phospholinases) ia not hydioiyzed by this

enzyme in th© absence of activator^

Significance to the Program of the Institute « Uck of

recognition "of"' the peculj^eofaetor' "requirerarbs of phos=>

pholipase D may hav® pr® ,wsnted its identificrtisn in animal

tissue o It is possible that this enzyme may be of imnortance

in the metabolism of mammalian phospholipids;

Proposed Course of Project » Further studies oi the mechanism

oTacHvation by phosphatidyl inositol will >e carried out

A search for the enzyme and a study of its role in mammalian

systems will be undertaken

Part B included H®
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1 8 Heart
2, Chemical Pharmacology
3o Clinical Pharmacology
ko Bsthesda s Maryland

PHS~NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

PART A

Project Titles Studies with D=Aseorbic Acid

Principal Investigators: Dr„ J oJ Burns
Drc Peter G 6 Dayton

Other Investigator: Miss Constance Glascow (summer employee)

Cooperating Unit: Studies carried out in collaboration with Dr D

H9 Fullmer of the National Dental Institute,,

Man Tears (calendar year 1958): Patient Days (calendar
Total: 28 year 1958): Nona<>

Professional : n 28

Other:

Project Description:

Objectives » To study the Vitamin C activity of D=ascorbie
acido to "contrast the physiological disposition of D~aseorbie
acid and L»ascorbic acid in animals,,

Patient Material - None*

Major Findings - Previous studies showed that D=ascorbic acid

'isi excreted' "by scorbutic guinea pigs at a considerably more
rapid rat® than L==ascorbic acid which suggested a possible
explanation for its reported lack of Vitamin C activity„ In

order to test this point8 D=ascorbic acid was administered to

scorbutic guinea pigs in such a way as to achieve concentrations

in the body similar to those required for L=ascorbi© acid.

Under these conditions D«ascorbic acid cured certain but not

all of the symptoms of scurvy© For instance 9 even in small

doses this structural analogue was able to maintain the weight
and survival of severely scorbutic guinea pigs* In addition,,

D=ascorbie acid was able to correct the defective dentine
produced in scurvy much in the same way as L=ascorbic acido
However? despite the normal appearance of the scorbutic guinea

pigs after treatment with D^ascorbic acid, they were found
upon autopsy to hav® severe joint hemorrhages characteristic

of the disease o Thus B the results show that D<=ascorbic acid

is able to replace L^ascorbic acid for s ome of the activities
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of Vitamin G This is of importance since it indicates
& dual role for Vitamin C| on© that is specific which
requires only L»ascorbic aeid 9 and the other that is non«
specific in which D^aseorbic acid and perhaps other compounds
with the same oxidation<=>ra&uetion potential can substitute,,

Significance to the Program of the Institute - Studies with
I^Scorbx© acid nay'fuynisn a" 'clue' 'to " thesetion of L»ascorbic
acid It is well known that L^ascorbic acid is necessary for
maintenance of connective tissue in the cardiovascular system,,

Proposed Course of Project «. (1) Further studies will be
continued on ihe vitamin G activity of D=ascorblc acid
particularly in regard to formation of dentine a It is planned
to compare the localisation of D« and L<=ascorbic acid«=l<*c2i*

by radioautograpbic techniques in this represent.- tive connective
tissue

o

(2) Experiments are olannad to compare the excretion of
D<= and L=>ascorbie acid by the kidney,, Preliminary results
indicate that D<=ascorbic acid is not reabsorbed by the renal
tubule cells like L^ascorbic acid* Studies along these lines
may furnish information on mechanisms involved in the reab»
sorption of L=ascorbic acid«

(3) Little is known concerning the penetration of L=>

ascorbic acid across the blood brain barrier,. This problem
will be studied by contrasting the rate of penetration of
D<= and L«ascorbic acid into brain,, Similar studies will also
be carried out on the aqueous humor plasma barrier

(h) Preliminary results show that D<=ascorbic acid is not
absorbed when given ©rally <> Further experiments will b© carried

out to compare the absorption of D~ and L°ascorbic acido Such

an approach may furnish a clue to the mechanism involved in
the oral absorption of L=ascorbie acid.

Part B included Yes
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Part Bs Honors s Awards* and Publications

Publications ©th@r than abstracts from this projects

Dayton9 P„Go and Bums§ J J s Metabolism of D~&scorbic acid^l-C1** in

guinea pigs and rats a J Biol Chem„ ?31: 85-91, 19!>8o

Burns, J<,J s Vitamin C activity of D-j.scorbic acido 1Toc of the 17

International Congress of Biochemistry., Vienna,, 195>8 9 in t»ress„

Honors and Awards relating to this projects None
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I. Heart
2 Chemical Pharmacology
3, Clinical Pharmacology
4„ Bethesda; Maryland

FART A

Project Titles Sadies with L-Ascorbic Acid,

Dr, Peter G„ Dayton
\

Br„ Alias Conaey I

Other Investigators s Mr„ Julian Eassf^r 1

Miss Carole Evans I

Miss Rath Gastel I

Cooperating Units Bfew York University Research Service,, 1

Goldwater Memorial Hospital* Haw York^ S3sw York, I

Patient Days (calendar year

To

Man Years (calendar year 1958)'

Totals 2 o03
Professional: „53

Other? 1„50

Project Description:

Objectives - To study the ensyaes and intermediates involved
in the biosynthesis and metabolism of L-Rscorbic acid Q

investigate £h@ factors which control the physiological
tion of L-ascorbic acid.

Patient Material

Major Findings - (a) Biosynthesis of 3>ascorbic acid s tpAscorbic

acid is synfcheslsed from glucose in rats as follows: D-Clucos®*^

©-glucuronic acid—f'L-guloaic acid=^> lrascorbic acid n Man,?

monkey and guinea pig lack the ensyme required for the conversion

of L-gulonic acid to L-ascorbic acid. It is this missing step

which explains the need for Vitamin C in their diet to prevent

scurvy.

Daring the past year information has been obtained which

suggests that the mechanism for the synthesis of ©-glucuronic

acid occurs in the liver a» follows: D-glueose=*$ uridinediph©»»

phoglucoee^urldinedephosphoglueuronic acid—» glucuronic acid.

Confirmatory evidence for the importance in vivo of this pathway

in the rat has come from finding that D-galactose- 1-C1^ is a

considerably better precursor of ©"glucuronic acid and L-ascorbic

acid than is D-glucose°°l°»G^.
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The ensyws system in liver microsomes for the conversion of
3L->guloaic acid to L-ascorbic acid has been solubilized and
partially purified,. The lactone of L-guionic acid is required
as the substrate and no evidence was observed for a requirement
of pyridine nucleotides,, Studies with various structural
analogues of L-gulonolactone and with model compounds have
suggested 2-keto-L-gulomslactone as the intermediate. This
system is entirely different than that in kidney which con-
verts L-gulonic acid to L-xyiulos®, Based upon available
evidence the following scheme is proposed for the fortaation

of L-ascorbie acid and L-xyiul©se'

L^guioaolactone-^ 2-keto-L-gal®®®laie£©s5®"=f> L-ascorbic acid

L-gulonic acid=^%3-k®t©-L»gul©nic acid j£~%, L-j^lulose

(b) gate of L-ascorbic acid g Previous studies have ahowa
that the major route of metabolism of L-ascorbic acid in vivc
is by its alKSSt complete oxidation to ejroiz-ed CO2, A clue
to the mechanisms involved has come from finding an active ensyme
system in rat kidney which decarboxylates L-ascorbic acid through
the intermediate formation of its oxidised products^, dehydre-
asc@rbic acid and diketogulonic acid, E&ploying a partially
purified syst®% the formation of a five carbon sugar acid has
been detected^, which has been identified as L-lyaso&ic acid.

Further in vivo studies were carried out to determine whether
L-xylulose was an iatermidiate in the metabolism of the vitamin.
The incorporation of carbon-® labeled L-ascorbic acid^ dehydro-
ascorbic acid and diketogulonic acid into liver glycogen was
measured. The results obtained exclude any appreciable metabolism
via kaown pentoses but strongly suggest trioses as intermediates

„

Significance to the Program of the institute - L-ascorbic acid is

necessary for the maintenance of connective tissue present in the
cardiovascular system.

Proposed Course of Project - (l) Little is knows concerning the

biosynthesis of 2,-ascorbic acid in microorganisms. Preliminary
studies show that D»glucuronic acid end L-gulonic acid„ precursors
of the vitamin in animals* are mot converted to L» ascorbic acid in

yeast. It i® planned to investigate the metabolism of L-ascorbic
acid in various representative microorganisms.

(2) Plants synthesis® L-eacerbic acid from glucose by an
entirely different mechanism than animals, Experiments will be
carried out to determine whether animals lack the ability to

make the vitamin by the plant pathway, St should be noted that

birds and reptiles apparently have a different mechanism for

synthesis of L-ascorbic acid than the rat in that the required
are preset in the kifeay instead of liver.
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(3) L»Ascosbic acid has a rathesr saaiqaa© pattern of distrtbna-
tion its the body. It is coae^a&ffated in much greater aoousate
In such tissues a® adrenals., pituitary and testes. 2ra addition,
it is fotasad is connective tissue® in ©sgentially the sane
concentration as in the lives. Studies will he carried out to
determine the mechanism of bissdiag of the vitamin to tissue
components.

(4) Further studies will he carried out to define the
eaayasatic vmchemisim involved in the metabolism of L°ascorb£c
acid.

Part B included Ye©
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Calendar Year 1958

Pars B g Hoaior®,9 Awards „ and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this projects

Burmsp J aJ„j, &an£ers Julian and Dayton,, P.C,8 Metabolism of L°
ascorbic acid in raft kidney, J, Biol, Ch©a 232 g 107-115,9 1958.

Hellioa% L« and Btsms5 J„J, s Itetaboiista of L-ascorhic acid-l-C 1^ in
mast, J. Biolo Cbsa, 230, 923- 930^ 1958,

Kasafstj, J oi> Bamsj J„J„ and Ashweiij, 6 Q , L-Ascorfeic acid synthesis in
a solvable ensym® systea from rat liver microsomes . BiocMm, et Bi.ophy®,

Acta9 in press

„

Dayton^, W Q oS Biseaberg^ W„ 9 Jr,, and Bam®*, J J § Metabolism of C1^

labeled ascorbic debydroascorbic and diketogolonie acids in gains*
pigs, Arch„ Biochem, Biofhys^ in press.

Bums; JoJo and Astose®il5 6,s Ik-Ascorbic acid, ins EasyaeSj, V©.', S2 ?

in press.

Hossors and awards related to this projects
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1, Heart
2„ Chemical Pharmacology
3. Clinical Pharmacology
4„ Bethesdaj, Maryland

fART A

Fr@ject Title: Studies with Muscular Relaxants.

Br„ Allan Conney

Other Investigators: Miss Natalie Tsrouaof

Dr„ J, J„

Coeperating Waits ]$©w York QIaiveraity Research ServicCj
Geldwater Memorial Hospital^, Mew York, New York„

Fattent Days (calendar year
1958); None,

Mas Years (calendar year 1958) s

Totals .69
Professional: „36
Other : „ 33

Project Description:

Objective® - T© study the metabolism in man of the two
sauacalar relaxant® of the benzoxaxole series,, Flexin and
Pareflex,

Fatient Material •

Major Findings ? Flexin has beesss used for the past several
years as a muscular relaxant drug i;hich is thought to act
centrally like mephenesin. The drag is converted in man to

a metabolite formed by substitution of a hydroxyl group for
the amino group , This metabolite kaa potent muscular relaxant
activity, and it has recently been introduced for this purpose
as a new drugs, Faraflex, Further studies have shown that the
major route of metabolism of both Flexin and Faraflex in man
is by introduction of a hydroxyl group into the benzene ring
of each compound. The overall scheme for the metabolism of
Flexin and Faraflex is as follows:

^
i

Flexin

Hydroxy-Flexin Hydroxy-Faref 1ex
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Neither hydroxy-Flexim tsaor hydroxy-Paraflax has muscular

relaxant activity 4© animals even at high doses* A® pointed

out In another report,, Fiexin posses®®©® potent uricosuric

activity in gouty patient*, but it® two metabolites* Faraflex

and hydroxy-Flexin^ do not possess this activity,,

Flexin &®d Faraflex are enzymafcically hydroxylated in vitro

by liver homogenate fortified with TfT1" and glucose-o-phosphate.

Tte ©nsyme systems catalyzing these reactions are similar to a

greup of microsomal TfiH requiring enzymes which oxidiz* a

variety of foreign compounds,

Significance to the grogram of the Institute - There is

considerable need in clinical medicine for an effective

muscular relaxant for the treatment of multiple sclerosis 8

cerebral palsy* poliomyelitis and other diseases associated

with peripheral muscular ep«

ftommd Course of froject - Mo further work la planned on

this project. Two manuscripts are now in preparation which

will hm submitted shortly to the American Journal of Pharmacology

mmd Experimental Therapeutics a

Fart B included $©
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lo Heart
2 Chemical Pharmacology

3* Clinical Pharmacology'

li Bsthesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

PART A

Project Titles Studies with L<=Xylulose«,

Principal Investigators Dr John Jo Burns

Other Investigators Mr Julian Kanfer

Cooperating Units t Studies earried out in collaboration with Dr e

Gilbert Ashwell of ths National Institute of Arthritis and
Metabolic Diseases

Man Years (calendar year 1958); Patient Days (calendar
Totals 6l year 1958) s None„

Professionals 11
Other; o50

Project Descriptions

Objectives = To study the origin and fate of L^xylulosej, the
s^gar excreted by patients with essential pentosuria,,

Patient Material •= Nons„

Major Findings « Previously we described an active enzyme in

rat kidney which dacarboxylates L»guloni© acid forming L-

ayluloseo The anzymes s L=>guloni© acid (DPN) dehydrogenase has

now been purified about 35«feld from hog kidney and a study of

its properties was undertaken. Evidence has been obtained for

3"»keto~L°=gulonic aeid as the intermediate in the reaction

Significance to the Program of the Institute - L^Xylules® is

an intermediate in a new pathway of "glucose metabolism present

in animal tissues

Proposed Course of Project <=> (1) In the eourse of the isolation

of L<=xylulose another metabolie product was uncovered which has

completely different properties from any known pentose „ The

identification of this compound and its mechanism of formation

will be studiedo

(2) A small amount of L-ascorbie

acid was observed to be formed from L»gulonic acid in the kidney

system* The possibility that this may reflect a different

mechanism of L<=ascorbic biosynthesis than that found in liver

will be investigated

o

Part B Included Yes
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Part B; Honors j, Awards^ and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this projects

Kanfers J„% Formation of L=>xylulose from L-g lonolactone in rat kidney,

Dissertation for the Degree of Master of Scieice 5 George Washington
University, 1958,

Ashwellj, G S9 Kanfer, J and Burns, J„J ! Stucies on the mechanism of
L»xylulos© formation by kidney enzyme« J EJ.ol„ Chem09 in press*,

Honors and Awards relating to this projects Wone<
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1 Heart
2 Chemical Pharmacology
3o Clinical Pharmacology
lio Bethesda, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

PART A

Project Title: Studies with Inositol.

Principal Investigator: Dr„ John J Burns

Other Investigators: Miss Natalie Trousof
Miss Carole ivans
Dr c Nicholas Papadopoulos

Cooperating Units This study was carried out in collaboration with
Dr Bernard W„ Agranoff of the National Institute of Neurological
Diseases and Blindness,

Kan Years (calendar year 1958): Patient Days (calendar
Total: <,9U year 1958) g None
Professional: 11
Other: D 83

Project Description:

Objectives « To investigate the precursor role of inositol for
the biosynthesis of D~glucuronic acid, L=gulonic acid and L=
ascorbic acido

Patient Material - None.

Major Findings - Evidence has been presented by others that
inositol is converted to a racemic mixture of D,L-glucuronic
acid by enzymes in rnt kidney Since D»glucuronic acid can
serve as a precursor of L~gulonic acid and L=°ascorbic acid, the

role of inositol in this bipsynthetic pathway was studied with
inositol-H^ and inositol-C-^ The results obtained indicate
that inositol is converted in the rat to D»glucuroni© acid
and L-gulonic acido Since previous studies have shown that
these sugar acids are degraded in the body via ^xylulose it is

now apparent that oentoses play an important role in the
metabolism of inositol, No conversion of inositol to L^ascorbic
acid or L-=glucuronic acid was detected in the rat

Significance to the Program of the Institute - Inositol i3 a
constituent of various phospholipids which are iir.^ortrnt in the

biochemistry of the brain, heart, liver and other organs

Proposed Course of Project = This project is completed

„

Part B included Yes
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Part B : Honors , Awards , and Publications

Publications other than abstracts from this projects

BurnSj, J Jo 9 Trousof, NCf £vans s C„, Panadopoulos 9 N , and Agranoff,, B„W i

Conversion of ^yo^inositol to D~glucuronic acid and L=gulonic acid in the

rat Biochitn et Biophys Acta, in press.,

Honors and Awards relating to this project; None c
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1„ Heart
2, Chemical Pharmacology
3„ Clinical Pharmacology

4„ Bethesda?
Maryland

PHS-N2H
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

PART A

Project Titles Uricosuric Effect of Flexin a

Principal Investigator; Br„ J, J„ Burns

Other Investigators; None

Cooperating Unites Dr Alexander B„ Gutman and Dr„ T<,F Yup Mount

Sinai Hospital^ New York and New York University Research Service,

Goldwater Memorial Hospital , New Yorkj, New York,

Man Years (calendar year 1958) : Patient Days (calendar year

Totals H 1958); Noae
Professional % „ 11

Others None Q

Project Description;

Objective® - To investigate the effect of Flexin and related

benzoxazole derivative on uric acid excretion,,

Patient Material - N@ne„

Major Finding® - Flexin (soxazolamlne) has been widely used as a

muscle relaxant for several year®-. While studying the biochemical
fate of Flexin in the body it was found that relatively large
amounts of a crystalline compound was excreted in the urine of
patients who had received the drug Although the crystals at

first were thought to be a metabolic product of Flexin^, they
proved t© be uric acidj, and it was this observation that gave
the first clue to the muscle relaxants potent uricosuric properties.
The drug has a considerably greater uricosuric effect than any other
currently available. Our observation has stimulated its clinical
trials by rheumatologists throughout the country,. It is expected
that Flexin will be introduced as a new drug for the treatment of
gout in the near future.

Significance to the Program of the Institute • Studies on how drugs
effect uric acid excretion increase our general knowledge on the

mechanisms by which various naturally occurring compounds are ex-

creted by the kidney,,
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Proposed Course of Project - (1) The clinical evaJuation of
Flexin ass a uricosuric agent in tba treatment of chronic gout

will be continued. In particular the drug will be tested in

gouty patients that are refractory to probenecid

„

Flexin has a chemical structure entirely different from

that of other known uricosuric agents. The drug is a weak base
whereas probenecid^, the various phenylbutazone analogues , and

salicylates are all strongly acidic compounds. The possibility
that Flexin is exerting its uricosuric effect by an entirely
different mechanism will be investigated,

(3) Studies are underway to determine the structural features

in the Flexin molecule required for its uricosuric activity.

Various compounds are being synthesized by McNeil Laboratories s

Philadelphia^, and will be tested for uricosuric activity. So

far it has been found that a metabolite of the drug (Fnraflex)

which is formed by replacement ol: the amino for an hydroxyl
group has no uricosuric activity,, Another metabolite in which
a hydroxyl group is introduced into the. benzene ring is also

inactive. However s a brorao substituted derivative does have

activity but of a lower order than Flexin, It is hoped that

studies in this direction will give a lead towards finding an

even better uricosuric agent than Flexin,. Such a compound would
be one that is metabolized at a slower ra/;e than Flexin;

making unnecessary frequent medication.

Part B included Yes
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Publications other than abstracts from this projects

B'jrnsj, Jo Jo; Yn 9 T„F n? Berger, Lawrence $ and Gutman 9 Alexander B
:

Zoxazolamlaes, Am J Med 25? 401 408, 1958

Honors atsd Awards relating to this project;
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PART A

Project Title: Studies with Anticoagulants.

Principal Investigators Dr„ Peter G Dayton

Other Investigator: None.

Cooperating Unit: Drs„ Murray Reiner and Theodore Chenkin, New Tork
University Research Service, Goldwater Memorial Hospital,

New York.

Man Years (calendar year 1958): Patient Days (calendar

Total: ol? year 1958): None.

Professional: 17
Other: None.

Project Description:

Objectives <= The effect of coumarin anticoagulants on blood
coagulation of normal, scorbutic, starved and Vitamin K
treated guinea pigs will be studied

Methods Employed => Besides prothrombin times and recalcification

times, the plasmas will be studied in the thromboelastograph
(coagulograph), This instrument measures clot firmness„

Patient Material - None c

Major Findings - The project has just been initiated,,

Significance to the Program of the Institute •= Coumarin

anticoagulant drugs are of considerable importance in the

treatment of heart disease associated with the formation of

small clots within the blood vessels „ Information obtained

from this program may aid in an understanding of the mode of

action of these drugs

„

Proposed Course of Project ° It has been observed by Link and

coworkers thai ascorbie acid reduced the effectiveness of a

particular dose of dicumarolj on the other hand, scorbutic

guinea pigs were more sensitive to dicumarol than normal

animals o These experiments were carried out at a time where

dicumarol was the only available coumarin anticoagulant,, This

drug, because of its insolubility is poorly absorbed or when

given parenterally, has to be given in strongly alkaline

solution,, Therefore s it is not surprising that Link (who used
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orally administered dicumarol) obtained variable results „

At present, highly active soluble coumarin anticoagulants
are available „ In the nroposed studies it is planned to
use sodium acenocoumarin (Sintrom), which falls in this
category and can be injected at neutral pHo It is hoped
that by repeating and extending Link's studies under more
reproducible conditions, information will be gained on the

effect of ascorbic acid on the response of guinea pigs to
coumarin anticoagulants

»

The variability in the clinical response to coumarin
anticoagulants appears to be due in part to nutritional
factors » Besides ascorbic acid, Vitamin K is likely to play

a role in such cases Therefore 9 it is planned to study the

effect of exogenous Vitamin K on the response of guinea pigs

to acenocoumarinq It is hoped that from these animal
experiments a lead may be found which will indicate how to

carry out conclusive studies in man on the importance of
nutritional status in coumarin anticoagulant therapy! in other

words s on prothrombin synthesis

Part B included No

«tv»W—*•*
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Part A.

Project Title s Studies on Serotonin Metabolisa.

Principal Investigator ; Sidney Udenfrlend

Other Investigator; Betty Go Redfield

Cooperating Units?
Dr. A. SJoerdsaa, Section of Experimental Tfcerap., BHI
Dr. S. Hess, Laboratory of Chealcal Pharmacology9 S3I

Dr. B. Wltlaop^ Laboratory of Cheaistry, HIAMD

Mr. W. Loveriberg, United Fruit Company

Man lears g Patient Days;

Totals 0.83
Professionals O.83
Others

It was previously shown that inhibitors of the enzyae monoamine

oxidase (MAO) , would not prevent the metabolism of parenterally adain~

istered. serotonin. In animals it is now evident that an alternate

route of aetaboliss leading to serotonin^glueuronide efficiently

Betabolizes parenteral serotonin when MAO is blocked. Serotonin-©-

glucuronide was identified by enzymatic methods.

In man too, MAO inhibitor do not have such of an effect on the

metabolise of ingested serotonin. However^ no serotonin glucuronide

could be detected, in human urine. In preliminary experiments with

Br. SJoerdsaa, (r1 labelled serotonin was administered to patients who

had been receiving <SB»5l6 A major aetabolite appeared which remains

to be identified. In agreeaent with these cheaieal findings Dr. Leon

Goldberg has shown that MAO inhibitors do not appreciably potentiate

parenteral serotonin.

In contrast, it has been shown that the aetabolisa of endogenous

serotonin^ in brain is markedly inhibited. Following administration of

haraaline brain serotonin levels rise very rapidly suggesting a possible

turnover ties of minutes , This compares to turnover tiaes of hours in

peripheral serotonin depots.

It has also been shown conclusively that tryptaalne is not con°

verted to serotonin. This was done with labelled, tryptaaine in living

rabbits.
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Methods were developed for i»aasuring the harmala alkaloids,
potent and reversible MAO Inhibitors, in tissues and urine. The reversible
nature of the inhibition was shown both in vitro and in vivo . Studies with
these inhibitors in Ban (with Dr. A. SjoerdsmaTsuggested that they are not

readily absorbed from the GI tract. Experiments in animals seem to confirm

this poor absorption.

Additional screening for reversible MAO inhibitors has continued
and several unsuspected groups have been uncovered.

procaine amide and analogues (Squibb)

orthoxlne

Both of these are more active than aarsilidg in vitro. However, they
have little in vivo activity.

It was shewn that bananas contain large amovnts of serotonin,

2©<40 7/gras in the pulp, which gives rise to 5-hydrojyindoleacetic acid
on ingestion (see clinical report by Dr. A. Sjoerdsma). Serotonin is also

found in other fruits in smaller amouats (5-10 7/grm); these include

tomatoes, pltsss, avseadoes, and sgg plant. Other anises have also been
found in the banana including dopamine,, noradrenaline and tyrosine.

Further studies on the isolation and enzyaiaticformation of sero«

tonln-O-glucuronide will continue, fae nature of the alternate pathway

in man will also be investigated. Attempts will be iaa.de to develop harmala

alkaloids which will be more readily absorbed from the Gl tract. Purifi-

cation of MAO will be undertaken to pezait studies on cofactors and mech-

anism of action. Other reversible inhibitors of MAO and of 5-hydroxy-

tryptophan decarboxylase will be investigated. Work, including enzymatic

studies, will continue on bananas and other fruits.

Fart B included? Yes
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Part B s Publications

1. Weissbach, H. 5 Redfield, B.G., ana Udenfriend, S. Soluble
Monoamine Oxidase: Its Properties and Actions on Serotonin.

J, Biol. Chea. 22£; 953-963, 1957.

2. Weissbach, H., Bogdanski, D.F., and Udenfriend, S. Binding of
Serotonin and Other Anlnes by Blood Platelets, Arch. Biochest. and
Biophys. J3s ^92-499, 1958.

3. Weissbach, H., Waalkes, T.P., and Udenfriend, S. A Simplified
Method for Measuring Serotonin in tissues; Simultaneous Assay of
Both Serotonin and Histamine. J. Biol. Chea. 230 ? 865-871, 1958.

ko Freter, K., Weissbach, H., Redfield, B.G., Udenfriend, S., and
Witkop, B. Oxyindole Analogues of (5-Hydroxy) Tryptamlne and
fryptop&an, as Inhibitors of the Biosynthesis and Breakdown of
Serotonin. ^. Aaer. Chea. Soc. 80s 983-987* 1958.

5. Bogdanski, D.F., Weissbach, H., and Udenfriend, S. Pharmacoli*gieal

Studies with the Serotonin Precursory 5«^rdr©xytryptophan. /. Phara.

and Exp. ffeerap. 122s 182-1$%, 1958.

6. Udenfriend, S., Weissbach* H., and Brodie, B.B. Assay of Serotonin

and Belated Metabolites, Enzymes, and Drugs. Methods of Biochemical
_£sis Vol. VI, Hew fork, Interscience Publishers InST, pages 95-130^

191

7. Udenfriend. S.^ and Weissbach, H. Tttrsover of 5»Bydroxytryptaaine

(Serotonin) in fissues. Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol, and Mr.0. %]% 7**8-751„

1958.

8. Waalkes, T.P., SJoerdsaa, A., Creveling, C.R., Weir.sbach, H., and

Udenfriend, S. Serotonin, norepinephrine and Relr.ted Compounds in

Bananas. Science 127? 6U8-65O, 1958.

9. Udenfriend, S. Metabolisa of 5-Hydroxytryptamlrie. 5«Bydroxytryptaaine J)

London, Pergaaon Press, pages Jj-3-^9* 1958.

1©. SJoerdsaa, A., Gillespie, L., and Udenfriend, S. A Siaple Method for

the Measureaent of Monoamine Oxidase Inhibition in Man. Lancet 2s

159, 1958.

11 Hess, S., Weissbach, H., Redfield, B.G., and Udenfriend, S. She

Relationship Between Ipronlazld Metabolisa and the Duration of Its

Effect on Monoamine Oxidase, J. Phara. and Exp. Iherap. 12fcs 189-193,

1958.

12. Udenfriend, S., Witkop, B., Redfield, B.G., and Weissbach, H. Studies

with Reversible Inhibitors of Monoamine Oxidase. Haraaline and Related

Ccaspeunds, Biochesso Pharmacol. In Press.
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Part A.

Project Titles Indoleacetic Acid and Tryptamine

Principal Investigator: John B. Jepson

Other Investigators ; Betty G. Redfield and Chozo Mitoaa

Cooperating Units ;

Dr. A. Sjoerdsma, Section of Experimental Therap., HHI

Dr. J. Dates, Section of Experimental '.therap., KHI

Drs. B. Witkop and J. Daly, Laboratory of Chemifitry, HIAMD

Man Years 1

totals 1.33
Professionals 1.33
Other:

This project started as an investigation of the intermediates

involved in the biogenesis of indoleacetic acid (IAA) in animals and

man. It is now apparent that the bulk of IAA. arises through trans-

amination of tryptophan to the keto acid followed by decarboxylation.

However, it has been shown that tryptaaine can arise in animal, plant

and bacterial tissues.

Tryptophan decarboxylase has been demonstrated in mammalian

tissues and tryptamine itself has been demonstrated in urine and tissues.

Procedures for assay of tryptamine have been developed.

It has been shown that tryptamine is not converted to serotonin.

However, it is hydroxylated to 7-hydroxytryptamine, first shown by

Japanese Investigators and now corroborated in this laboratory. When

monoamine oxidase (MAO) inhibitors are administered the tryptamine

levels in tissues are increased (brain from < 0.3 to 1.0 7/ffram, liver

from 0.6 to 2.0 7/gram) . When both tryptophan and MAO inhibitors are

administered the increases in tryptamine are even greater. MAO inhi-

bitors also increase excretion of urinary tryptamine. In studies with

Dr. Sjoerdsma and his colleagues increases in urinary tryptamine were

shown to be the earliest signs of MAO inhibition In man.

Preliminary studies Indicate that reserpine releases tryptamine

from tissues in the same way it releases serotonin, noradrenaline and

dopamine.
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Tryptamine has been found In sany fruits including tomato.

It Is not present in bananas.

S. faecalis can decarboxylate tryptophan and the decarborylase

has been under study.

Both «.nH«a.i and bacterial tryptophan decarboxylase will oe

further purified and characterized.

More sensitive and specific Methods for tryptasiine wil? be

developed.

Tryptaaine metabolism will be studied in vivo and ir> vitro,

including Y-hydrexylationj, and possible conversion to haraala type alka«

lolds.

Relationship of tryptophan nutrition to amine metf.bolism, with

and without MAO inhibitors, will be investigated.

Fart B included! Yes
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Part B ; Publications

1. Weissbaeh, H., King, W., Sjoerdsaa, A. and Udenfrlend, S.

Formation of Indole-3-Aeetic Acid and Tryptamine In Animals,
A Method for Estimation of Indole-3-Acetic Acid in Tissue.' .>

J. Biolo Chem. In Press

„
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Part A.

Pro^tjgtles Biogenesis and Metatolissa of Bydro^jrproline and

Hydroxylysine ;

Principal Investigators Chozo Mitoaaa

Other Investigator ?; fhomas E. Sa&th, Franr-ss DaCosta, and Sven

Lindstedt

Cooperating Units ;

Drs. A. SJoerdsisa and £. Prockop, Section of Experimental Therap,,KHI

Man Years g Patient Daysg

Total? 2.83
Professionals O.83
Others 2

Project Descriptions

Although free proline is a better precursor than free hydroxy-

proline for the bound hydroxyproline, it teas been established that in

rapidly growing chick eabvyos, an appreciable aaount of hydroxyproline

is directly incorporated into collagenous tissues,

Preliainary studies on the conversion of proline to hydroxys

proline in a ceU free syr.tea indicate that the product nay be a con-

jugated for® of hydroxyproline,

Keteproline, an analogue of hydroxyproline, causes a prolonged

elevation of free hydroxy proline in chick eiabryos and in the blood of

rats, The sechanisn for this elevation has been established to be due

to (a) inhibition of hydsoxyproline eatabolisK by ketoproline and (b)

enzyaatic conversion of ietoproline to hydroxyproline , The enzyae for

the latter reaction is found in the supernatant fraction of rat kidney

and liver and recuires reduced pyridine nucleotide „

Aaong the various groups of patients studied, only those with

Harfan' s syndroae consistently excreted a higher aasount of hydroxy

»

proline than did noraals. The total aaino acid excretion by these

patients is, however, within the normal range « This increased excretion

of hydroxyproline is not reduced by putting the patient on a hydroxy-

proline free diet for two weeks.
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1'he mechanism and the catalysts involved in the conversion of

proline to aydroxyproline will "be investigated. Similar studies will be

conducted alth hydroxylysine

Hb.-! effect of prolonged administration of ketoproline. to animals

will be studied. She enzyme involved in the conversion of ketoproline to

hydroxyproliue will be purified and studied.

She possibility of a store rapid turnover of collagen in patients

with Marfan' s syndrome than in normals will be investigated using labeled

proline or hyrtroxyproline.

fhe .Yietabolism of hydreocylysine in animals and particularly In

Hicro-organisBI•. will be studied. A phospatlde containing this amino acid

has been reported to occur in some species of bacteria.

Part B included; tea
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Part Bs Publications

lo Mitosa, C, Saith, T.E., Friedberg, P.* and Rayford, Co Incorpor-
ation of Hydroxyproline into Tissue Proteins by Chick Babryos.
Jo Biol. Cnea. In Press,

2o Mltosaa^ C. 5 Saita, T.E.„ DaCosta, F«M., Udenfriend, S., Patcnett,
A.A. s and Witkop, Bo Studies on 4»B£t©-L-Proline„ Seience„ In
Press

o

3» Mitaaa, C, Saita, I.E., Davidson, J.D., Hfdenfrlead, S., DaCosta,
P.M., and SJoerdsaja, A. Isproveaents in Methods for Measuring
Hydroxyprolines' Application to Hunan Urine. J. Lab. and Clin. Med.
In Press.
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Part Ao

Project title s Studies on Adrenaline, noradrenaline and Related

Catechol Compounds

Principal Investigators Sidney Udenfriend

Other Investigators; Cyrus R. Creveling and Lemuel C. Ieeper

Cooperating Units;
Drs. B. Witkop and M. Ozakl, Laboratory of Chemistry, 3IA1®

Dr. A. SJoerdsma, Section of Experimental fherap.j NHI

Ban Years ; Patient Days;

Totals 1.83
Professional; 0.J3
Other? 1.5

Project Description;

She conversion of 3,4-dihydroxyphenylethylaiBlne (dopamine) to

noradrenaline has been studied intensively. It has been found that this

reaction can be catalyzed by brain hoamgenates. Furthermore the catalyst

is localized in brain stem areas, being very highly concentrated in

hypothalamus and caudate nucleus and absent from cortex and cerebellum.

She activity in the active areas surpasses that fotad in adrenal medulla.

Using brain enzymes it has been possible to elucidate the aechan»

isms of this side chain hydroxylatlon. Studies by Dr. Wittop demonstrated

that an intermediate quinone methine could yield noradrenalines

fhe chemical reaction and the enzymatic reaction were compared using

double labeling procedures with tritium and C1* as follows;
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dopaaine

It was found that only one tritiusa is lost during, the conversion

of dopamine to noradrenaline both chesically and en^yaatically, Xhis and

other considerations indicate that the reaction does not t'J&e place by a

staple dehydrogenation and hydration of ^e side chain as Is true for sost

instances of alcohol foraation.

An interesting finding restating frass these studies was that a

product of dopamine autoxidatlon aay also be forsed when 6opaaiae is admin-

istered to aniaals.

1 B

HE

3gks6-frihydro^pheB7le^la^J2ie

Methods feaire been devised to study noradrenaline setabollsaa

in ylvo without using Isotopes. With this procedure it has been shown that
potent Bonossiae oxidase inhibitors do not influence stetabollsm of paren-
teral aoradreaaline. In agreesent with Axelrod the balk of such aet&hollssa

occurs via O«ffiethylation. Frellaisary studies indicate that compounds
which are sstabolissed by aothyl&tion m& bloch the aetabolism of parenterally
adalnlstered noradrenaline.

Studies will continue on the conversion of dopaaine to noradren-
aline o Methods will be developed for 3A>^*?lhydroxyphenylethylaalne *»*
its in vivo significance will be Investigated.

Further atteapts will be Bade to find inhibitors of O-aethylation.
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Part B g Publications

1„ Rosenfeld, G.„ Leeper, L.C., and Udenfriend^ S. Biosynthesis of
lorepineplarine and Epinephrine by the Isolated Perfused Calf
Adrenal. Area. Blochem. and Biophys. jk% 252-265, 1958.

2. SJeerdsaa, A., Sing, W., Leeper, L.C., and Udenfrlend, S. DeBon-

stration of the 3-Jfethosy Analogue of Norepinephrine in Kan.

Science 12£j 676, 1958.

3. J,eeper, L.C., Weissbach, H., and Udenfriend, S. Studies on the

Metabolism of Norepinephrine; Epinephrine and fheir 04fethyl

Analogues by Partially Purified Eazyse Preparations. Arch. Bioe'/^.,

and Biophys. £& hlf-hZf, 1958.

k„ SJoerdsaa, A., Leeper, L.C., ferry, L.L., and Udenfriend, S.

Studies on the Biogenesis and Ketabolisa of Norepinephrine ii?

Patients with PheochrosBOcytcgaa. <?. Clin. Invest. In Press.
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Part A .

Project Titles Transport of a-Aadna Acids In Vivo

Principal Investigator. Sidney Udenfriend

Other Investigators Bone

Cooperating Units:

orSo M, CMs'.^gos and P. Greengardj, Geigy Pharmaceutical Corp..

Kan Years g Patient Bays;
Totals' 0,33
Professional: 0.33
Others

Project Descriptions

During studies vita the serotonin p?v?eursor, 5~hydroxytrypt©phan
(5ETP)* it becaiae evideat that this amino auid penetrated into the

central nervous systea (CHS) with great rapidity. Studies with other
asino aeids ©-tyrssiae and a-tyroslne indicated that these also peae»

trated with great ease. Following these ©bearvatioss studies vere

extended to other amine acids including many of the naturally occurring
ones. It is now apparent that the L asino aitids can he taken up by the

CBS in a Banner analogous to the uptake by ohae? cells, Thus neutral

L«aaino acids are readily taken upp acidic ©r;®s are not. L-Asln© acids

are taken up better thaa are the corresponding D amino acids.

The term blood-bealn barrier is a p&a&aaeologlcal phrase to
explain differences in"peaetratlon of foreign substances into brain and
other tissues. Although such an apparent barrier Bay exist for drugs

it is obvious that not only is there no barrier to essential nutrients
but that these are actively taken up by the brain. These studies on
aadno acid transport will not only provide valuable fundamental inform*'

ation but say yield practical results t<2». Well known drugs with asino
acid side chains will be investigated to determine the effects of sucfi

substitution on their penetrability into brain and on their pharaaco-
logical actions.

These studies will be extended using a variety of aalno acids
and their congeners. The mechanism of penetration of asino acids into
brain will be carefully investigated, as to cofactorsF competition by
ether aadno acids « etc.
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Methods for determining an L aaino add ii tae presence of its

D isoaer has aade it possible to investigate raee«i*ation in vivo . Such

studies will be carried on.

Part B iac&tadeds f

©
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Part A.

Project Title; Chemical Assay of 3-*fethoxy Adrenaline, 3-*Seth®xy

Noradrenaline and 3-Methoxy^-Hydroxymandelic Acid,

Metabolites of Adrenaline and noradrenaline

Principal Investigator s John J. Pisano

Other Investigators? None

Cooperating Units ?

Br. Ao SJoerGsaa and Mr. E. Marsh, Section ©f Experimental ffcerap,.

Ban Years

s

Patient Bayss

fotals ©.33
Professionals ©«33
Others

Project Descriptions
iwi 1! Jhiii w ! 11 nwiMnw«»^wnriii»awiMi i^

3-Methoxy adrenaline and noradrenaline and 3-methoxy-U-hydroxy-

siandelic acid hare recently been shown to be the major metabolites of

adrenaline and noradrenaline in man. Chemical assay for these metabolites

would yield valuable information on the metabolism of these two important

hormones in health and disease as veil as yield information on the action

of many drugs.

3«Methoxy adrenaline and noradrenaline have been quantitatively

recovered from urine by adsorbing on Bawex 5©-e©Uidine, elutlon from

the column with HS^CK and colorlmetric assay of the eluate with chloro~

laide. Normal urine controls give little or no color and as little as

2 ug/al of the metabolites could be determined. Normal whole mice also

give little or no color indicating the rather high degree of specificity

obtained with the Dowex 50-coHidine column. Urines from 6 patients

with pheochromocytoma were 50 per cent positive.

Recent reports have shown that the excretion of the above two

metabolites occurs mainly as a bound, easily hydrolysable form, fhis

might account in part for the results with the "pheo" urine.

Hydrolysing the urine is essential to complete analysis of 3-

methoxy adrenaline and noradrenaline. Unfortunately both these compounds

are unstable to weak acid hydrolysis and must be protected. Preliminary

results indicate that protection may be afforded by hydrolyzing in the

presence of Dowex 5© (B+) . fhls resin has a high affinity for 3-methoxy
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adrenaline and noradrenaline and Is entirely stable during the hydrolysis.

What happens^, in effect, is that as the bound metabolites afe liberated
daring hydrolysis they isaediately get out ©f solution by ^dsorbing on. the

insoluble resin from which they can be subsequently easily resovedo

Assay for 3-BKthoxy^-hydroxyiaandelic acid could not be «ctt»-

plished with an ion exchange resin because of the widespread occurrence

of sany phenolic acids which would behave as the Ketaboiite on the vesins

and in colorissetric assays. One distinctive part ©f the aolecule 's the

alcoholic group next to the benaene ring. Such an alcoholic grou? can be

easily oxidised to a ketone which would show a high absorbtlon ir the

ultraviolet, SJsiag MnOo as the oxidant a strong peak at 350 W vas obtained

and as little as 1,5 ng/nl of 3-aethoxy-U-hydroxy^mdelic acid could be

determined in pure solution. When applied to urine several pro/less arose

which have not been completely solved.

Present research Is directed (l) t© obtaining iguanvitative

recovery of 3-sagthoxy-U»hydroa^sandelic acid la urine. The approach t®
be talcen is purification of urine by separation of the phenolic acid and

use of larger quantities of Ma02 or ottteT oxidants* (2) tr detesmlne the

efficiency of Dowex 50 (H*) ia protecting 3'=ssth©xy afirer-aline-and ssr~

adrenaline fsm acid hydrolysis^ and (3) to study the e-.cretiea ©f these

ssetabolites in health and disease and in various drug 'A-ea^snts

.

Part B includeds Ho
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Part A.

Project Title ; Biosynthesis and Metabolism of 7-Juanidinobutyric
Acid and 7-Amlnobutyric Acid

Principal Investigators John J. Pisano

Other Investigator: David Abraham

Cooperating Units ;

Dr. Harry Grundfest, Columbia University Medical School, New York

Man Years; Patient Days ;

Totals I.33
Professional' ©.33
Others 1

Project Description;

The biosynthesis of 7-guanidinobutyric acid has been shown to
occur in brain and retina of all species tested and most actively in
dog pancreas in addition to rat kidney, as reported last year. Due to
the eurrent interest in y-amlnobutyric acid as a central synaptic inhi-
bitor,,, collaboration with Dr. H. Grundfest of Columbia University was
initiated with the result that 7-guanidinobutyric acid was found to
also be a potent cortical synaptic inhibitor. It is interesting that
the mechanism of inhibition is different from 7«aainobutyric . The
physiological significance of this reaction is unknown. Assay of
various tissues has revealed the widespread occurrence of 7-guanidino»
butyric acid with brain having h'Jgher than average levels. Injection
of 7-guanidinobutyric acid in rats was not accompanied by any increase
in brain indicating the inability of 7^guanldinobutyric acid to pass
the blood brain barrier.

Transaaidinase is the enzyme which catalyzed the synthesis of
7-guanidinobutyric acid in maanals. The oxidation and decarboxylation
of arginine is the pathway in many invertebrates and turkey liver.
This oxidation pathway could not be demonstrated in the rat. Trans-
amidinase can also catalyse the synthesis of ^-guanidlnovalerjLe acid
from $ -amlnovaleric add. It is interesting that the former compound
has recently been reported to occur in human urine.

A new enzyme has been discovered in rabbit liver and kidney
which hydrolyzes 7>guanldinobutyric acid to form 7-aminobutyrle acid
in urea. This enzyme is not arginase but might be identical to "hetero=
arginase' 1 reported some time ago to occur in rabbit intestinal mucosa.
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Guinea pig liver is also active but distinction from arginase has not yet
been established in this tissue. Heart, kidney and intestines of guinea
pig were negative. Rat liver was also negative.

Current research is directed towards (1) the purification and
significance of the new enzyme of rabbit liver and kidney, (2) the signi*
ficance of transamidinase in brain and retina particularly to determine
if brain and retina can make their own creatine, and (3) the biosynthesis
of JT«=»guanidinovalerlc acid and guanidinotaurine which are normal consti-

tuents of manzalian urine.

Part B included? Bo
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1, Lab. of Clinical Biochemistry
2.

3o Bethesda, Nd»

PH5—HIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 19^

Part A.

Project fitleg Biosynthesis and Metabolism of 7-Guanidinobutyric Acid
and 7~Aminobutyrlc Acid. XX <> Homopantothenic Acid

Principal Investigators Joan J. Pisano

Other Investigators Jean Do Wilson

Kan Years s Patient Days;

Sbtals 0.83
Professionals O.S3
Others

Sosapantothenlc acid is pantoyl«7»aainobutyric acid. Ibis com-

pound is reputed to occur widespread in the plant kingdom and in mam-

malian tissues^, notably brain. Its function is unknown.

She first approach to this problem was to determine if brain

CoA contains seas 7-amlnobutyric acid in place of p~alanine. A simple

technique was developed for the concentration of CoA from brain, the

concentrate is presently being chrCBatographed to determine if It con-

tains 7~aainobutyric acid.

Homopantothenic acid was synthesized and studied for its vitamin

activity. It cannot replace pantothenic acid In the diet of the rat or

in Lactobacillus arabinosus. It inhibits the utilisation of pantothenic

acid in the micro-organism*

development of a chemical assay for 7~am£nobutyric acid has

been undertaken.

Present research Is directed towards (1) the detezmination of

the amino acid content of brain CoA; (2) the vitamin or antagonistic

properties of homopantothenic acid in a variety of species, (3) the

quantitation of the anti-metabolite behavior of homopantothenic acid
in L-arabinosus, (k) the detezmination of homopantothenic acid activity

In ensymatlc systems repairing pantothenic acid, (5) the biosynthesis

of homopantothenic acid, and (6) the chemical assayfor 7-aminobutyric

acid.

Part B included? So
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PART A.

Project Title: Effect of Strophanthidin, adrenal steroids, and
Vasopressin on water and electrolyte excretion
in the chicken.

Principal Investigator: Jack Orloff

Other Investigator: Maurice Burg

Man Years: Patient Days: None
Total: 2/3
Professional: 2/3
Other:

Progress:

The chicken was chosen for these studies for reasons outlined in
detail in the last progress report. The renal°portal circulation makes
it possible to investigate direct tubular effects of various agents by
injecting the test substance into a leg vein and comparing urine obtained
separately from each kidney Changes in composition of urine from the
injected side are always due to tubular effects.

In the previous report it had been noted that the cardiac aglycone,
strophanthidin inhibited the transport system in tubule cells by which
sodium is reabsorbed in exchange for potassium and hydrogen ions. In=
jection of the drug uniformly resulted in an increase in water and sodium
excretion and a fall in urine hydrogen ion concentration. Changes in
potassium excretion varied with the experimental conditions. Strophan<°
thidin decreased potassium excretion if initially high and enhanced or
did not affect it if initially low. The results are consistent with the
hypothesis regarding the site of action of the drug since the slight in°
crease in potassium excretion observed when excretion was low initially
is presumably due to the delivery of more sodium to the exchange site
and resultant increased exchange despite an overall reduction in the
capacity of the system.

Potassium is known to interfere with the action of strophanthidin
on electrolyte transport in red cells. The interpretation of this effect
is unclear. However, similar results have been noted in the chicken in
that strophanthidin induced natriuresis is diminished if large amounts
of potassium are injected simultaneously.

Part B included: Yes.
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More recently the inhibitory effect of strophanthidin on para
amino-hippurate accumulation of rabbit kidney slices has been studied.
This will be reported separately. However it is of interest in the
view of this interference by the drug that the excretion of PAH by the
experimental kidney is markedly diminished if strophanthidin is injected
into the homo-lateral leg vein. That this is not necessarily due to a
decrease in blood flow to the organ is supported by the observations of
a direct effect of the drug on the PAH transport system in intact kidney
slices.

In association with Dr. S. Hajdu the excretion of strophanthidin
was investigated. The drug is secreted by the tubule cells since the
amount of active drug excreted exceeds that filtered at the glomerulus.
However only 20% or thereabouts of the administered dose was recovered
in the urine, more being excreted on the injected side. The presumption
is that the drug may accumulate in tissues or be excreted in part in an
inactive form. The latter would not be estimated using the bioassay
system of Hajdu. Equal concentrations of the active aglycone were found
in urine obtained from the two kidneys during studies in which electrolyte
excretion was affected on one side only. This may be considered presump-
tive evidence that the drug acts on the contraiuminai border of the tubule
cell and need not be filtered to exert its action. It does not rule out
the possibility, however, that it acts on the luminal border as well.

That adrenal steroids with structural similarity to cardiac glyco-
sides may either antagonize or complement the action of the cardiac
active compounds has been suggested in the past. No effect of this
nature was observed with either aldosterone, 9 -Si fluoro~2-methyl hydro-
cortisone, or desoxycorticosterone in the intact chicken. Nor was any
independent effect of the steroids on electrolyte excretion observed.
Studies on electrolyte transport in kidney slices designed to test the
hypothesis that steroids and digitalis-like compounds antagonize one
another are reported separately.

The effect of antidiuretic hormone on urine osmolality has been
reinvestigated in the chicken. Although it had been known that vaso-
pressin decreases urine flow in this species, no evidence that it

promoted the excretion of a hypertonic urine was available. That
hypertonic urine could be produced was to be expected however since
chickens possess the thin JLimb of Henle, an anatomical structure
apparently present only in vertebrates capable of elaborating hypertonic
urine. Spontaneous dehydration in the chicken has been shown to result
in the excretion of moderately hypertonic urine, indirect evidence that
endogenous ADH is secreted in the chicken. The administration of vaso-
pressin into one leg during water diuresis (suppression of endogenous
ADH release) has also been shown to elicit a decrease in urine flow
and an increase in urine osmolality. The effect though frequently
bilateral is greater on the injected side. Data such as these may be
interpreted as indicating that vasopressin also exerts its effect on
the contraiuminai border of the tubule cell and need not be filtered
to do so

.
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Direct!©® of current research:

Strophanthidin and aldosterone effects in renal cortical slices
of rabbits (and dogs) on electrolyte transport are being examined to
provide information on the precise mode of action of these compounds.
See associated progress report

.

Incidental findings:

The effect of KCl on urine concentration was investigated in the
chicken since previous wsrk in the dog in this laboratory indicated
that dilution Eay be interfered with by administration of potassium
salts. This was not confirsaed in the chicken despite injection of KCl
into the renal portal venous circulation.
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Part B.

Publications:

The Mechanism of Potassitaa Excretion in the Chicken. Jack Orloff
and Douglas Davidson. Accepted for publication. Journal of Clinical
Investigation.
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Calendar Year 1958

Part A.

Project Title: Effect of cardiac glycosides and adrenal steroids
on metabolism of slices of renal cortex

Principal Investigator: Jack Orloff

Other Investigator: Maurice Burg

Man Years: Patient Days: None
Total: 1/2
Professional: 1/2
Other:

Project Description ->

Objectives:

To study the effect of cardiac glycoside and adrenal steroids on
electrolyte (Na+&K ) asetaboiism, oxygen consumption, and para-assi»o°

hippurate (PAH) uptake of kidney slices.

Progress during the past year:

Slices of rabbit renal cortex were prepared by the techniques of
Mudge„ The animals were exsanguinated and the excised kidneys were
chilled. 0.3 to 0.5 vm slices of renal cortex were incubated at 25°C
in Esodified Ringer's solution for one to two hours.

The addition of 10"^ gm/sal of the cardiac eglycone, strophanthidin
resulted in a lowering of slice potassium content and a proportional
increase in slice sodium content. PAH uptake at one and two hours was
diminished. Oxygen consumption was unaffected.

The reciprocal changes In cation content are presumably due to

interference with a transport mechanism which takes up K+ in exchange
for extruded Ma*. Studies reported separately confirm that the influx
of K4" is specifically affected.

The decrease in PAH accumulation is either due to a direct effect
of the drug on the transport (PAH) system or is secondary to the associated
loss of potassium from the tissue. At low slice potassium concentrations
less PAH is taken up, even in the absence of the drug. In experiments in

which slice potassium was reduced by incubation in low potassium medium

Part B included:
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there was a reduction of PAH uptake similar to that seen when the same
decrease in slice potassium content occurred with strophanthidin.
Similarly, when the fall in slice potassium following strophanthidin
was prevented by raising the level of medium potassium, Che fall in PAH
uptake was also prevented.

At medium potassium concentrations as low as l«=2 mEq/L, the slices
normally maintain a potassium concentration of about 130-150 mEq/L of
cellwater. At higher medium potassium concentrations the concentration
gradient is {maintained so that at 60 mEq/L in the medium, for instance,
there is about 170=190 mEq/L of potassium in cell water. This probably
indicates that a mechanism for active potassium uptake becomes saturated
at physiological levels of extracellular potassium concentration and
that rises in cell potassium concentration at higher extracellular levels
of potassium are due to passive diffusion into the cells. 10"^ gm/ml of
strophanthidin causes a marked depression of potassium transport at low
levels of medium potassium. With medium potassium of 1-2 mEq/L, slice
potassium is reduced from the normal 130°150 mEq/L cell water to levels
©f 50~6© mEq/L of cell water; at high levels o£ medium potassium, how=
ever, the sasje dose of strophanthidin causes virtually no reduction in
slice potassium content. This indicates that the effect of the drug on
active potassium transport is reduced by adding more potassium to the
medium. On the basis of similar data in the red cell Glynn has post-
ulated that the drug acts by competitively inhibiting the active portion
of potassium influx.

It has been proposed that adrenal steroids and cardiac glycosides
may have antagonistic effects on electrolyte transport. Desoxycorticos-
terone, 9Xfluor© 2 methyl hydrocortisone, and aldosterone were tested both
independently and in combination with strophanthidin. No effect of the
steroids was apparent on either slice content of N&* and EC* or PAH

Direction of Current Research:

The studies with adrenal steroids are being repeated in slices
from adrenalectemized dogs to establish whether the presence of endogei

steroid ©asks the effects of the added drugs.
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Project Title; Kinetics of Sodium and Potassium exchange in
rabbit kidney slices

Principal Investigator: Jack Orloff

Other Investigator: Maurice Burg

Man Years: Patient Days: None
Total: 7/12
Professional: 7/12
Other

:

Project Description -

Objectives:

To develop a method for accurate determination of sodium and
potassium fluxes in kidney slices and apply this to a study of factors
known to affect renal electrolyte transport.

Progress during the past year:

The kinetics of Na* and K+ transport in kidney slice© ha® been
examined in the past by comparing the uptake or loss of the specific

radioactive isotope, using a different set of slices for each of the

conditions studied. Such experiments lack precision since there may
be large differences between individual slices and several analyses are
required for a single determination, multiplying possible variation due
to technical error. Also, interpretation is complicated by the fact

that the isotope concentration of the medium is constantly changing.

In the method used in the present studies a single slice of rabbit
renal cortex is perfused with a medium of constant isotope concentration.
The slice is kept in a fixed volume of this medium within a well
scintillation counter. Since the volume and isotope content of the
medium within the well are constant, changes in counting rate are due
to uptake or loss of isotope from the slice. The same slice can be
used for both control and experimental determinations.

Preliminary studies showed that slices perfused in this manner
with well ©xygeta&ted Krebs°Ringer bicarbonate solution at 25®C maintain
for at least 2 to 3 hours a sodium and potassium content similar to

that of freshly excised tissue.
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To determine potassium efflux, a slice first loaded with K ie

counted during perfusions with an isotope °free medium. The resulting
decrease in radioactivity may he described by a curve consisting of
the sum of two exponential terms. The first component has a halftime
of about one minute and is related to the rapid washout of isotope from
the medium in the veil and from the extracellular spaces. The second
exponential has a half time of about 30 minutes and is presumably re-

lated to the efflux of isotope from the cells. The uptake of isotope
by the slices from a medium containing K^2 may be similarly analysed.

Rate constants for both influx and efflux are determined from
the level of tissue radioactivity and the rate at which it change®

,

These rate constants remain stable over a period of 2»3 hours in a

single slice. Thus, when an initial value for the rate constants in

a slice has been determined an experimental variable may be introduced
and the changes in unidirectional flux due to this variable can be
determined

.

When strophanthidin (ID"** gm/ml) was added to the medium there
was a decrease in K?4% Influx of about 25% without a change in efflux.

This is consistent with findings in the red cell which indicate that
the drug mainly affects the "active" component of potassium influx.

In other experiments the medium concentration of potassium
(k3§+K^2) was varied, while the concentration of isotope (K*2) was
kept constant. The rate constant for potassium efflux decreased, as
medium potassium was lowered. This is consistent with the presence
of "exchange diffusion" accounting for a portion of potassium efflux.
However, proof of this explanation will require analysis of the effect
of diffusion lag in the extracellular spaces on changes in efflux from
the slice as a whole during the unsteady state. Potassium influx in=
creased with increasing medium potassium level. Analysis of these
preliminary results seems to indicate that there Is an "active" portion
of potassium uptake which becomes saturated at a medium potassium level
below SmEo/L. and that at higher levels the increase in influx is due
to simple diffusion. This is consistent with the known relationship
between slice potassium content and medium potassium concentration.

Studies of sodium kinetics have been largely unsatisfactory.
Xsotopic sodium influx into cells cannot be measured by the present
techniques since a major portion of the isotope remains in extracellular
spaces obscuring changes in cell radioactivity. The efflux of Ha^ f^oss

kidney slices was measured by methods similar to those used for K^.
However, the results could not be described in terms of simple exponent
tials, and a variety of agents which might be expected to decrease sodium
efflux had no effect. This suggested that either the cells are not
initially labelled with the Isotope or that they lose it too rapidly for
measurement, and as a result, the measured washout is mostly from the
extracellular spaces.
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Direction of Current Research:

1) The influence of other agents ©o K+ flux is being studied.

2) The relationship between K+ flux and K+ concentration is being worked

out in detail in order to determine the contribution of diffusion lag to

the observations. 3) Further attests are being ©ade to measure trans°

cellular flux of sodium.
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Part A.

Project Title: Regulation of Amsaonia Excretion in the Dog and Rat

Principal Investigator: Jack Orloff

Other Investigator: Floyd Rector

Man Years: Patient Days: None

Total: 1/2
Professional: 1/2

Other:

Project Description -

Progress

:

The regulation of ammonia excretion has been studied in both dog

and rat. In both, systemic acidosis is associated with urinary adspt°

ation , i.e. ammonia excretion at the same pH is increased over that

observed in non~acid©tie animals. In the rat this increase may be

correlated with an increase in glutarainase activity of renal cortical

slices. Because of differences in the pattern ©f ammonia excretion in

dog and rat it was suspected that enzymatic adaptation (increased

glutaminase activity) did not occur in the dog.

Studies designed to test this confirmed the suspicion. Specimens

of renal cortex ©f both acidotic and alkaiotic dogs were assayed for

enzyme activity. There was no increase in activity of any of the

enzymes knossa to be involved directly or indirectly in the conversion

of glutamine to ammonia in dogs in which evidence of urinary adaptation

was present. Thus no significant alteration in the activity of pyruvate*

activated glutaminase, ph©sphate°activated glutaminase, glutamic dehydr©*

genase or glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase was observed in either

acidotic or alkaiotic dogs. Nor was there any increase in the rate ©f

hydrolysis of glutamine by intact cortical slices. This is in contrast

to observations in the rat in which acidosis and urinary adaptation is

associated with increases in the activity of both "glutaminases" and

glutamic dehydrogenase. Furthermore intact kidney slices hydroyze
glutamine more rapidly in acidotic than in normal or alkaiotic rats.

Direction of Current Research:

Acute increases in amonia excretion are observed following

administration of certain aminoacids in both acidotic and normal dogs.

Part B inc.laded: Yes
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The pattern of this response is being studied ©ad compared in analogous

studies in rats. Preliminary data indicate that there are marked dif£«=

ereaces in both species.

Incidental Findings: None
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Fart B.

Publications:

"The Effect of the Administration of Sodium Bicarbonate and
Ammonium Chloride on the Excretion and Production of Assaonia. The
Absence of Alterations in the Activity of Reaal Ammania»Producing
Easyraes in the Dog.", Rector, F. and Orloff, J. s Accepted for
publication. Journal of Cliaieal Investigation,
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Part A.

Project Title: Active K+ flux in reconstituted human erythrocyte
ghosts and its relation to metabolism

Principal Investigator: Joseph F. Hoffman

Other Investigator: Daniel C. Tosteson

Man Years: Patient Days: None
Total: 1/3
Professional: 1/3
Other

:

Project Description •»

General Purpose of Research:

There is a considerable body of evidence that the active transport
of Na+ and K+ across the human red blood cell is coupled to its metabolism.
Attempts aimed at the identification of the particular reaction (s) in~

volved are at best indirect since the complexity of the metabolism presents
many difficulties in the isolation of a single reaction. The approach of
the present research has been to develop a system, using reconstituted red
cell ghosts in which specific reactions can be Isolated and assayed for
their role in cation transport. The advantage of the ghost preparation
results from the fact that known, normally, non°peraes£ing components
can be incorporated into the ghost interior, during the time of hemolysis,
with subsequent restitution of its initial K+ permeability character

°

isfcics. In addition, certain physical and chemical properties of the
plasma membrane have emerged «falch have become helpful in understanding
the relationship of structure to function.

(a) Development of an active and reproducible ghost system. It has
been found that the K+ retention capacity and the K+ flux itself of re=
versed high K+ ghosts is temperature dependent. This is illustrated by
the fact that 30 minutes incubation at 37°C increases the K+ retention
4~fold and reduces the flux some 20°°fold. This recovery from hemolysis
and the resetting of the membrane structure to repossess the passive
cation movements characteristic of the original population applies to
only about 60% of the derived ghosts. It has not been possible to reset
the remaining fraction although this fraction can be diminished in sise
by differential density separation. Reconstituted ghosts can be stim-
ulated to accumulate K+ against an 8-fold gradient by the addition to the
medium of purine nucleosides. The K+ flux of control ghosts (no added
substrate) is not affected by strophanthidin; in the presence of inosine,

Part B included:
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strophanthidin reduces Che K+ influx go the control level thus preventing
K+ aceutBalstiom.

Analysis of metabolic intermediates indicate that inosine stimulates
the production of 1TF as well as the reestabiishment of the various
phosphate pools characteristic of normal intact cells. In addition
lactate is produced. No differential metabolic effect of strophanthidin
has been detected.

(b) Incorporation of ATF into She reconstituted gfe©st». Since the
magnitude of the K4> flux provides an inverse measure of thi; structural
integrity of the plasma raesaferane and the initial K+ contest of ghosts is
also inversely related to this K+ flux, the degree of &+ retention can
be used to assay the effects of compounds added to the hemlysiag mixture.
Cells hemoiysed is NagATP yield ghosts which have lost 90/, of their
original K+ concentration. Cells foessolyged in BSgATP (such that the
divalent binding capacity of ATP is saturated) result in /'hosts which
retain approximately 70% of their original K+, and thus provide a system
for the assay of ATP.

During these experiments it was found that fegEBTA ® J: CaCl^ behaved
similarly to MATP but that hemelysis in the presence of MgCl, or MgEDTA
or CaATP or GaEDTA yielded high K.+ ghosts. It was further found thot
the agents preventing K+ retention act only at the time of hemolysis
since addition after hemolysis does not result in any meaferane das@/je;

aor can the injury once produced be repaired by the addition after
hemolysis of the alternate member ©f the neutrol complex. These
esperiaseats indicate that a divalent cation, probably Mg++, stabilize
the internal molecular arrangement of the membrane and is necessary for

il monovalent cation permeability.

(c) The effect of incorporated ATP on the K-i- flux of reconstituted
ghosts. Ghosts containing ATP possess a 3-fold greater initial reflux
(over the 1st hour) than do control ghosts (no ATP). This increased flux
is strophanthidin sensitive; after the first hour the flux falls to the
control level and no longer shows any strophanthidin sensitivity.
Addition of inosine stimulates the influx of ATP=-coatainisg ghosts to
some. S°fold above the control showing that the active transport mechanism
is sot operating at maximum capacity even though the ghost contain® c©a°
siderable ATF (and ITF) . Addition of a trace of inosine, sufficient to
stimulate the pump for only a few minutes, accelerates the K influx to
4~fold over the first hour (compared to 3»fold without). These result®
are interpreted as indicating that ATP can act as a source of energy
for the active transport mechanism but that ATP is only a link in the
couple and that some other unidentified metabolic product is necessary
for activation.

Direction of Current research: The above observations are being
extended: (1) a more detailed analysis of both the flux and the metabolic
state during the time-course of assay. In addition the effects of various
inhibitors and possible activators are being studied. (2) the role of other
incorporated intermediates is likewise being assayed.

Incidental findings of significance: None
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Project Title: Alkali cation movement in human erythrocytes
after ultraviolet irradiation

Principal Investigators: John S. Cook (Guest Worker)
Joseph F. Hoffman

Other Investigator: None

Man Years: Patient Days: Hone
Total: 1/3
Professional: 1/3
Other :

Project Description -

General Purpose of Research:

Red cells exposed to ultraviolet light undergo a colloid osrao&ie

swelling which leads eventually to hemolysis. Prom previous work it

was found that the rate of this hemolysis was proportional to the
square of the total ultraviolet dose. The purpose of this w©rk is to

characterise the nature of the radiation lesion in terms of membrane
permeabilities as an approach to understanding the dose<»squared
relationship.

Progress from June 1958 to September 1958:

The principle observations on the movements of Ha and K across
the irradiated red cell membrane are as follows: (1) intracellular K
escapes according to first order kinetics and that (2) the rate constant
for K outflux is proportional to the square of the total dose of ultra «=

violet light over the five»f©ld range tested. (3) the K influx is

proportional to the concentration of K in the medium (for all doses),

(4) the ratio of the inward to outward rate constants for K„ at diff-
erent doses, is equal to the chloride ratio i.e. 1.3. (5) For all doses
tested Ha influx was found to be proportional to the concentration of
Ha in the solution of origin and that (6) the ratio of the rate
constants of Ha influx to K outflux is found to be constant and equal
to the ratio for passive permeability of unirradiated cells i.e. 0.8.

Conclusion:

Ultraviolet light greatly increases the flux of both K and Ha
across the membrane of the red blood cell. The cell behaves as

Part B included: No,
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large diffusion shunts have been produced in the membrane by the action
of ultraviolet light. The extent to which these diffusion pathways ere

opened is proportional to the square of the radiation dose. In the

dose range tested, ultraviolet radiation showed no differential effects
on Na and K permeability.

Direction of current research:

(being carried out elsewhere)

Incidental findings of significance:

None
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Project Title: Cation transport in high and low potassium sheep

red cells

Principal Investigators: Joseph F. Hoffman
Daniel C Tosteson

Other Investigator: None

Han Years: Patient Dsys: None
Total: 1/3
Professional: 1/3
Other

Project Description »

General Purpose of Research:

Some individual sheep have red cells with high potassium and low

sodium (HK type) concentrations while other sheep have red cells with
high sodium and low potassium (LK type) concentration. Recent evidence
of Evans suggests that the LK character is inherited as a Mendelian
dominant. The purpose of this research is to determine experimentally
the Ha and K permeabilities of these two types of sheep aad to test
quantitatively a derived formal description of these membrane properties.
The successful application of this theory links together the membrane
characteristics necessary for the maintenances of the differences in

concentrations of Ma and K in each type of red cell and provides an ex-
planation for the mechanism of osmoregulation in individual cells.

Progress during the past year:

A detailed comparison of the K and Ma transport processes in HK
and LK sheep red cells has been made. Measurements designed to separate
active transport, exchange diffusion and passive diffusion components of
K and Na fluxes by techniques involving variations in the composition of
the medium and the use of different substrates and strophanthidin permit
the following conclusions: (1) an active transport component of K influx
occurs in LK as well as HK cells but is four times greater in the latter
type. (2) an active transport component of Ma out flux has been identified
in both cell types. (3) & large fraction of the total Ma flux occurs by
exchange diffusion in both HK and LK cells. (4) the passive permeability
to Ma and K of HK and LK cells differ markedly. LK cells have a greater
passive permeability to K and a ssaaller passive permeability to Ns

Part B included: No.
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d© IK cells. It appears that a single gene controls both the magnitude
of active transport and the resistance to passive diffusion of Na and K
in sheep red cells.

Direction of current research and Incidental findings of
significance:

The ssetabolissa of HE and l& red cells is being studied under various
conditions and ieill be reported in greater detail subsequently. The two
cell types, under normal conditions, appear to consume glucose and produce
lactate at cossp&rabie rates. In addition, there seems to be no difference
in the labelling pattern of phosphate or in the kinds or pool sizes of the
organic interotsdiates found in the two cell types.
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Calendar Year 1958

Part A.

Project Title: Determination of the True Chloride Content of Tissues

Principal Investigator: Ernest Cotlove

Other Investigator: None

Man Years: Patient Days: Morae

Total: I

Professional: 1

Other:

Project Description «

General Purpose of Research:

Chloride is known to he the predominant anion present in ex£ra°
cellular fluid, but its concentration in cell fluid has been very
uncertain. Reliable information on intracellular chloride would be
important in understanding the behavior of electrolytes in the body.

The difficulties in determining intracellular chloride have been two°
fold: (1) the lack of a reliable criterion for evaluating the various
analytic methods for total tissue chloride which have yielded widely
disparate results; and (2) the lack of a reliable method for estimating
extracellular volume „ and thereby the fractions of total tissue chloride
which are extracellular and intracellular.

Progress During the Past Year:

The first of the problems noted above has been solved by application
of the principle of isotope dilution, involving eossplete mixing of tissue
chloride with radioactive chIoride>36, and chemical isolation of chloride
in successive stages of purification to constant specific activity.
procedure has provided an absolute standard of reference for evaluation
of simplified methods.

The stages in the isotope dilution method are: (I) a sample of
fresh or dried tissue is completely digested in hog dilute alkali with
added €hloride°°3S providing complete mixing in solution of stable and
radioactive chloride; (2) a portion of the alkali solution is dried,,

ashed at high temperature, and the organic-free residue redissolved;

(3) a portion of the ash solution is treated with acid permanganate in
a Warburg-type flask, oxidising chloride to chlorine gas which diffuses
into the center=w® 11 solution of very dilute alkaline hydrogen peroxide
and is reduced to chloride (axidation"-reduction of (0°R) solution)

;

Part S included:
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(4) a portion of the (0~R) solution is dried and treated with coacen=>

trated sulfuric acid, liberating gaseous hydrogen chloride which diffuses

into very dilute sodium hydroxide (distillation of (D) solution) . Em=
ploying methods developed in this laboratory ana described in earlier
reports, the solutions at each step Here counted (with the infinite
thickness liquid counting method) and titrated (with the automatic
coulometrie-amperoiaetric method) , and the specific activity obtained as
the ratio of counting rate to titration value. The (0-R) and (D)

solutions of the last two stages contain chloride free of chemical
interferences , as confirmed by the equality of specific activity, which
in these stages represents thecounting rate per microequivaien of true
chloride. The true chloride content of the tissue sample is then cal=
aal&ted as the rati® of the counting rate of the first^stage solution
to the average specific activity of the (0~R) and (D) solutions.

In a variety of tissues of different species, the true chloride
content was found to be near the lower limit of the range of values in

the literature. The results of some of the methods previously reported
by other workers are two to five times higher than true chloride content.

Several simplified non°isotopic analytic procedures have been
tested: extractions of dried tissue with (1) water, or dilute solutions
of (2) potassium nitrate, (3) nitric acid, or (4) alkaline (trisodium)
phosphate, the extracts in each ease being directly titrated, using the
automatic titrator; and (5) an alkali»digest procedure (digestion with
hot dilute sodium hydroxide, followed by protein precipitation with
nitric acid, removal of interfering sulfhydryl groups by oxidation with
perforate, and titration). Compared with the true chloride method,
procedure (5) gave somewhat erratic results which tended to be low by
several percent; extractions (1) through (3) gave results low by 1 to
9%, the lowest being with nitric acid extraction (commonly used in
previous methods). Extraction with alkaline phosphate, (4), gave
results within t 3% of true chloride, and thus far appears to provide a
very simple and reliable method for routine use.

Direction of Current Research:

The method of alkaline phosphate extraction will be further tested
to assure its reliability for routine use. Attempts will be made to
improve the n©a=is©t@pic alkali-digest method, since it would be useful
for some applications. The first problem noted under "General Purpose
of Research" has been solved successfully. The second problem will be
approached by the use of C°14 labeled inulin and sucrose to measure
extracellular spaces in rat tissue, which when combined with measure-"
meats of the total, true chloride of tissues will enable estimation of
intracellular chloride. Thesubsidiary problem noted in the next section
will be explored further.
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Incidental Findings of Significance:

The finding of different degrees of chloride extraction by various
solutions suggests an interesting type of chloride binding. Same of
the binding may be of the usual electrostatic type, as indicated by the
lowest degree of chloride extraction in nitric acid (where the protein
charge is predominantly positive), but there also appears to be another
type of binding, perhaps involving metal chelate bonds in protein. This
is implied by the displacement of chloride by an excess of phosphate ion
but not by an excess of nitrate ion, since the phosphate ion wouiLd compete
best for a position in a metal chelate complex. The binding data obtained
thus far have been on oven°dried tissues with some protein dena£uration,
and similar studies will be done on fresh tissues to evaluate chloride
binding to native tissue protein.
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1.

2.

3.

Kidney & Electrolyte
Metabolism

Bethesda, Md.

PHS - NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A.

Project Title: The effect of potassium on the inotropic action of
cardiac glycosides.

Principal Investigators: Edward Leonard
Stephen Hajdu

Other Investigators: None

Man Years: Patient Days: None
Total

:

1

Professional: 1

Other:

Project Description -

Objectives:

The administration of potassium chloride for the purpose of
abolishing the clinical toxicity of cardiac glycosides is now widely
practised. The present research was undertaken to determine whether
increases of extracellular fluid potassium concentration caused any
detectable inhibition of the positive inotropic action of the
glycosides.

Progress

:

Isolated heart of frog, strips from the right ventricle of guinea
pig and rabbit, and papillary muscle of the cat were used in these
experiments. The general protocol was to determine the normal twitch°
tension frequency curve, and then to obtain the same data in the
presence of strophanthidin both at normal and at elevated extracellular
potassium concentrations. It was found that 50% increases in extras
cellular potassium concentration had no significant effect on the force=
frequency curves of the digitalized tissue. It was concluded that the
action of strophanthidin on the contractility of the heart muscle was not
affected by potassium changes of this magnitude.

Direction of current research: Project concluded

<

Incidental findings: None

Part B included: Yes.
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Part B.

Publications:

Leonard, E. and Hajdu, S., The Effect of potassium on the intropic
action of Cardiac glycosides. Clinical Research Proceedings, in press
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1. Kidney & Electrolyte Metabolism
2.

3. Betbesda, Hd.

PHS - NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A.

Project Title: Investigation of a cardiotonic protein system
found in increased amounts in the serum of
patients with hypertension.

Principal Investigators: Stephen Hajdu
Edward Leonard

Man Year8: Patient Days: 95
Total

:

1

Professional: 1

Other

:

Project Description -

General Purpose:

The investigation reviewed in the last two annual reports showed

that a protein system found in the plasma of various mammalian species

exerts a positive inotropic effect on the isolated frog heart. The
protein system consists of three components. The concentration of one

of them (comp L) determines the activity of the whole system of the

frog heart, and becomes bound strongly to the frog heart. The activity
of the system varies in different species, being rather low in the

normal human for example, and high in dogs, cats, and in many patients
with severe hypertensive disease . The general purpose of this research
is to determine the physiological significance of this system. The
first step, the separation of the three components needed for activity
on the frog heart, was described in the last annual report. Currently
an attempt is being made to determine the effect of the system on
various mammalian tissues and to find out what kinds of interventions
might alter the activity of the system.

Progress:

I. Effects of system on various tissues
a. Peripheral vascular system of the frog. A modified

Trendelenburg preparation was used, which allowed measurement of the
rate of flow of perfusion fluid through the hind limb vasculature. Dog
component L, when combined with the rest of the system, caused marked
vasoconstriction

.

b. Smooth muscle of large arteries. Carotid artery strips of

the rabbit, and aortic strips of rat, guinea pig, and bullfrog were
studied. Addition of the protein system had no significant effect.

Part B included: Yes.
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c. Isolated hearts. Strips of right ventricle from guinea

pig and rat and papillary muscle of cat and rabbit were studied.

Addition of the protein system caused detectable effects in the rat und

guinea pig preparations, but not in the case of rabbit or cat.

d. Infusion experiments. The protein aystem was infused

intravenously into rats and kitten, while continuously recording h/art

rate and blood pressure. In none of these preliminary experiment', did

any significant change in either of these parameters occur, despite the

fact that a large amount of material was administered over a 2°3 hour

period

.

II. Effects on the system of altering blood pressure.

In three patients with essential hypertenoion whose sera regularly
had high activity when tested on the isolated frog heart, activity de°

creased when blood pressure was lowered by administration of a ganglionic

blocking agent. A more detailed analysis of the sera of t?o of these

patient8 showed that the concentration of component L in these sera was
still high, but that activity was depressed by the presence of an in=

hibitor. Preliminary investigations on the nature of this inhibitor

are now in progress. Inhibitor has also been found occasionally in dog
sera and regularly in the sera of a small series of adult cats. An
attempt is now being made to determine whether the concentration of
inhibitor can generally be influenced by hemodynamic changes.

III. Activity of the protein system in patients with aortic stenosis

or coarctation of the aorta. Since the increased activity in patients
with essential hypertension might be a result of the increased pressure
against which the left ventricle is required to work, it was of interest

to test sera of patients in whom the left ventricle via faced with a
similarly increased load for other causes. The number of sera in. this

group tested has been small, and whereas some fell close to the normal

range others have exhibited high activity comparable ho levels found

in patients with severe hypertension.

Direction of current research:

The physiological significance of this prate .a system for the
whole organism is certainly unknown at the present time. That it has
something to do with the cardiovascular system is suggested by the

facts that (1) it acts on both heart and peripheral vasculature of the

frog; (2) it is increased in certain patients wJfch hypertension as well
as with other conditions in which the Isometric tension of the left

ventricle during systole is above normal; and it, has not been found to

be increased in a variety of patients with othjr diseases; (3) it may
become decreased, through the elaboration of en inhibitor, when the
blood pressure is lowered. So far, however, a convincing cardio=
vascular effect when the system is given in large amounts to an intact
mammal has not been demonstrated. Further research will be directed,
therefore, toward determining what function the system has in intact
animals

.

Incidental findings of significance: None
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Part B;

Publications:

(1) Hajdu, S. and Leonard, E. A serum protein system affecting
contractility of the frog heart present in increased amounts in
patients with essential hypertension. Circulation Research, in press.

(2) Hajdu, S. and Leonard, E. The Cellular Basis of Cardiac
Glycoside Action. Pharmacological Reviews, in press.
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1. Kidney & Electrolyte Metabolise

2.

3. Bethesda, Md.

Part A.

Project Title: A study of the concentrating and diluting processes
in the mammalian kidney

Principal Investigator: John R. Jaenike

Other Investigators: George A. Bray, Jr.

R. W. Berliner

Han Years: Patient Days: None
Total: 1

Professional: 1

Other:

Project Description -

Objectives:

An elaboration of the mechanisms operative in the concentration
and dilution of the urine.

Progress During the Past Year: (Started work 7/1/58)

The major emphasis has been on setting up methods for the evaluation

of changes occurring in the distal renal tubular system and in the inte '=

stitial fluid of the kidney in water diuresis and iu antidiuresis. These

have included:

(1) A modification of the conventional stop=flow analysis which
largely eliminates the pelvic dead space and allows collection of

small samples which directly reflect alterations in urine composition
during the period of stopped flow.

(2) The use of sodium sensitive electrodes, developed by Dr. Murray
Eden, to measure directly changes in sodium concentration within the

renal parenchyma during induced changes in free water clearance in

the dog.

(3) The development, by Dr. George Bray in this laboratory, of
techniques for radio^autography in kidney sections

(4) Evaluation of a micro-method for sodium determination, which
has been devised by Dr. Robert Bowman.

Part B included: No,
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Direction of Current Research:

The following studies are underway at the present tine:

(1) The change in osmolality and Na concentration in the distal
collecting tubules during stopped flow, under conditions of (a)

water diuresis, and (b) water diuresis with intravenous pitressin
injection during stopped flow.

(2) The influence of passive urea diffusion from bladder urine to
serum on the clearance ratios of inulin and urea at low urinary flow
rate 8 in the dog.

(3) The effect of K deficiency in the dog on (a) the interstitial
Na concentration in the renal papella during dehydration, and (b)

the effect of pitressin on the osmolality of distal collecting
tubule urine during stopped flow. This study is directed at a
clear definition of the renal concentrating defect in K deficiency.

(4) Radioautographic studies of the rat kidney following admini°
stration of I 1 -*! diodrast, in an attempt to localize areas of
relative urinary concentration and dilution along the course of
the nephron, with particular emphasis on the loop of Henle.

Incidental findings of Significance: None

Part B included: No.
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Part A.

Project Title: Studies on Diuretics

Principal Investigator: T. J. Kennedy, Jr.

Other Investigator: None

Man Years: Patient Days: 279
Total: One-Third (1/3)
Professional: One-Third (1/3)
Other: None

Project -Description:

Objectives:

The general idea of this type of study is to utilize the effect of
diuretics to elucidate the basic mechanisms involved in the renal trans-
port of electrolytes.

Progress during the past year:

Studies undertaken in 1957 on the diuretic effects of
chlorothiazide were completed. Final conclusions were largely those
anticipated in the previous years report. Chlorothiazide is an
effective oral diuretic in those instances of edema in which salt
tolerance is not too badly impaired and in which severe secondary
hyperaldosteronism does not exist. While not as potent as mercurial
diuretics, it has advantages in terms of ease of administration, etc.
that make it a valuable therapeutic agent in clinical situations
characterized by edema. In those more severely ill patients whose
salt tolerance even at bed rest is very low and in whom severe secondary
hyperaldosteronism exists, the drug is usually without significant effect
on sodium excretion even in instances where mercurial diuretics alone
or with amasnium chloride are effective. Often, in such patients,
exhibition of chlorothiazide results in the induction of potassium
depletion with occurrence of hypokalemic alkalosis.

Direction of Current Research:

Studies on chlorothiazide as a diuretic are essentially completed.

Incidental findings of significance:

Studies on one of several patients in this series who presented
with hyponotremia, hyperkalemia and acidosis were also completed. The

Pnrf; B inc. tederf; Ygg.
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basis for this syndrome was thought to stem from the combination of
severe restriction in the rate of formation of glomerular filtrate
and of severe secondary hyperaldosteronism. These limited the amount
of sodium reaching the more distal segments of the nephron, and
thereby precluded the formation of a dilute urine, the excretion of
potassium and the excretion of hydrogen ions, and led to dilution of
body fluids, retentions of potassium and retention of acid. The
efficiency of osmotic diuretics, of HA2SO4, of mercurial diuretics
and of water restriction were studied comparatively in the management
of one of these patients.

A patient presenting as a pussling case of hypokalemic
alkalosis, without evidence of hyperaldosteronism was studied and
discovered to have factitious disease initiated and perpetuated by
consciously or subconsciously self induced vomiting.

Part B included: Yes.
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Publications:

I. Discussion, Part II, Chlorothiazide sad other diuretic Agents,
Ana. M.Y. Acad. Sci., 71, 439, 1958.

2. Hyponatremia. Circulation, (in press)
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1. Kidney & Elecferolyfce Metabolism
2,

3. Bethesda, Hd.

PHS - KIH
Individual Project Repose

Calendar Year 1953

Part A.

Project Title: Studies on the Function of Single nephrons

Principal Investigator: T. J. Kennedy, Jr.

Other Investigator: Hone

Man tears: Patient Days: None
Total: • One-third (1/3)
Professional: One°£hird (1/3)
Other: None

Project Description:
General Purpose of Research:

To attempt to establish quantitatively the rates at which
specific processes occur in different segments of the nephron.

Progress in the past year:

A laicrochloride method has been set up. This method is
capable of measuring from about 1 to 100£10,=12 mols of chloride. The
exact precision is at the eaoraest indeterminate but probably no more
ehan t 7%. The major source of error is probably a pipes£lag error

,

and methods for reduction of this error are being studied.

Direction of current research:

1. To study the composition of urine fro® blood, interstitial
fluid,, loops and collecting ducts of hamster papillae.

2. To study the effects of experimental manipulation on the
SMP's across the nephron of neeturus.

Incidental Findings of Significance:

Part B included: No.
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1. Kidney and Electrolyte Metabolis
2.

3. Bethesda, Md.

PHS - HIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A.

Project Title: Acidification of the Urine

Principal Investigator: T. J. Kennedy, Jr.

Other Investigators: R. W. Berliner
Murray Eden
Norman Levinsky

Man Years: Patient Days: None
Total

:

Professional: 1/3
Other: None

Project Description -

Objectives: The purpose of the present studies was to try to

determine the significance of observed dispairities between the (XL

tension ©£ blood and urine as it pertained to the mechanism of
urinary acidification.

Progress during the past year:

In view of the known kinetics of the HgGO- dehydration in the

presence and absence of buffers, it seemed possible that preurine
containing significant amount of hydrated CO might enter the collecting
ducts when the buffer concentration of the urine was high. As the de-

hydration reaction, yielding C0
?
proceeded in this segment, the concen-

trating mechanism in the medulla,, trapping CO, could raise the inter-
stitial CO, tension. Intravenous administration of carbonic anhydrase
might be expected to accelerate the dehydration reaction sufficiently to

reduce the ILCO* concentration of the preurine to the equilibrium con-

centration tius obviating the formation of extra C©2 in the collecting
ducts and the rise in medullary interstitial CO-tension. It was
postulated that the measurement of the medullary pH, by the insertion of
a microglass electrode into that part of the kidney, should reflect the

GO2 tension in the medullary interstitial fluid, and should furnish a

criterion for the acceptance or rejection of this hypothesis.

Accordingly, experiments of the type alluded to were performed,

during the course of which the CO* tension of urine was elevated by the

intravenous infusion of buffer (phosphate); urine was collected from

Part B Included: No
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ureteral catheters, sad plasma CO tension independently varied, as
required, by control of depth and frequency of respiration (pump) and
of chemical composition of inspired gas.

The microeleetrode when inserted in the kidney or into skeletal
muscle followed the plasma C0« tension rather nicely, and the qualitative
variation in pH was in the direction expected, respiratory acidosis being
associated with a fail in "tissue" pH and respiratory alkalosis by a rise.

The ssedullary pH in most experiments proved to be close to that of

plasma, generally being slightly lower, but obviously difficult to in-

terpret quantitatively. However, it did sot seem to be directly corr°
elated with the CCv tension of the urine, remaining relatively stable

as the urine C€>2 tension varied widely. Finally, and most importantly,
when a large disparity between urine and plasma CO- tension was aboli
by intravenous administration of carbonic anhydrase, the expected sharp
rise in the medullary pH was not observed.

Direction of current research:

It seems quite clear that either the theory proposed is invalid

or that the instrument is inadequate to demonstrate the phenomenon.
The electrode used was rather crude, had a fairly long active surface,
and thus measured a pH integrated over a substantial depth of medulla
(t3E®L). In addition, the area from which measurements were made in-
cluded intra and extracellular fluids, blood and urine. It seems
obvious that technically, there is much to be desired in terms of the
discrete measurement of interstitial fluid pE. On the other hand, the
almost totally negative impact of these experiments do not furnish much
encouragement for eventual validation of the thesis. The project has
been terminated, but may be reinvestigated later with more delicate
electrodes and generally improved technique.

Incidental findings of significance: Hoae

Part B included: No.
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Part A.

Project Title: The Physiology of Congestive Heart Failure

Principal Investigator: James 0. Davis

Other Investigator: Nicholas A. Yankopoulos

Man Years: Patient Days: None
Total: 2

Professional: 2

Other

:

Project Description:

Objectives:

Area I. To determine the mechanism of increased aldosterone
secretion in secondary hyperaldosteronism.

Area II. To define the biochemical defect in the failing

Progress During the Year:

Area I. Mechanism of Aldosterone Secretion in Secondary Hyper-
aldosteronism.

Project I

la. Title : Increased Aldosterone Secretion Following Acute Constriction
of the Inferior Vena Cava.
lb. Investigators : James 0. Davis, Bernard Klimvn, Nicholas A.
Yankopoulos and Ralph E. Peterson with the surgical assistance of Alfred
Casper

.

1c. Progress During the Year : Project is complete and paper has been
accepted for publication in the Journal of Clinical Investigation.

The effects of acute constriction of the thoracic inferior vena cava

(7 dogs) and of the abdominal inferior vena cava above the adrenals (4 dogs)
on aldosterone, corticosterone and Porter»Silber steroid secretion in
adrenal vein plasma were studied. Three of the dogs with thoracic caval
constriction received dextran intravenously to maintain or to increase
plasma volume. After 3 control determinations 30 mln. apart, 6-8 measure-
ments were made at similar intervals during the experimental period.
Following thoracic caval constriction alone, aldosterone secretion in°

creased within 30 min. and reached levels 2°4 fold greater than the
average control rates of .008=.024 esicrograms/min

. 5 corticosterone and
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Porter-Silber steroid output remained unchanged or decreased. Plasma
volume was reduced. However, similar increases in aldosterone secretion
occurred despite increased vascular volume secondary to infused destran
in 3 other entasis with thoracic caval constriction. Two of 4 dogs with
abdominal caval constriction showed increased aldosterone secretion;
this occurred only after marked caval constriction and large sustained
increments in venous pressure. The data demonstrate increased aldos-
terone secretion following acute constriction of the inferior vena cava
above or below the hepatic veins and irrespective of changes in vascular
volume.

Project II

2a. Title: Acute Effects of Hypophysectomy and Subsequent Diencephalic
Lesions on Aldosterone Secretion in Dogs with Chronic Experimental
Ascites.
2b. Investigators; James 0. Davis, Nicholas A. Yankopoulos, Robert C.

Bahn, Bernard Kliman, and Ralph E. Peterson.
2c. Progress During the Year : Project is complete and paper almost
ready for press.

The effects of hypophysectomy and of diencephalic lesions on aldo-
sterone and cortlcosterone secretion in adrenal vein plasma were studied
in 10 dogs with chronic experimental ascites. During preliminary obser-
vations in 3 animals, diencephalic lesions were made by the oral approach
but the pituitary was damaged; in 2 of the dogs aldosterone and cortl-
costerone secretion fell markedly. In the third animal, ACTH was given
following the lesion and aldosterone failed to fall while eort Leosterone
declined slightly. In the definitive study (7 dogs), the pituitary was
removed first before the diencephalic lesion was made. During control
observations „ aldosterone secretion was markedly elevated (.127 ug./min.
compared with the average rate of .024 ug./min. for normal dogs); follow-
ing hypophysectomy, a 76 to 97% decrease in aldosterone output occurred
within I hours. The effects of the diencephalic lesions were variable.
Four types of responses occurred; aldosterone output was 1) unchanged,
2) markedly increased, 3) decreased, and 4) increased during the first
hour but declined thereafter. Control values for cortlcosterone
secretion were within normal limits; a fall of 81-99% occurred after
hypophysectomy. The progressive decline in cortlcosterone secretion
continued after the diencephalic lesions. The data from these acute
observations show a striking dependence of aldosterone and cortlcosterone
secretion on intact pituitary function. The evidence on the relation of
the diencephalon to aldosterone secretion was Inconclusive but an intact
middle and posterior hypothalamus was not essential for normal or elevated
rates of aldosterone secretion.

Project III

3a. Title : Subacute and Chronic Effects of Hypothalamic Lesions on
Aldosterone and Sodium Excretion in Dogs with Chronic Experimental Ascites

„

3b. Investigators : James 0. Davis, Robert C. Bahn and Wilms£ C. Ball, Jr.

3c. Progress During the Year : Project is complete and paper almost ready
for press.
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The effects of hypothalamic lesions were studied in 10 dogs with
chronic ascites produced by constriction of the thoracic inferior vena
cava. During the first 3 postoperative days, the high rate of urinary
aldosterone excretion and the marked Ha retention characteristic of
dogs with chronic experimental ascites were unaltered in all 10 animals.
Every area of the hypothalamus was destroyed bilaterally in at least one
animal. 7 of the 10 dogs survived the subacute 3 day period; 5 animals
lived for 2 weeks or longer but 2 dogs died after 6 days. In the five
chronic animals, aldosterone excretion in urine remained elevated above
normal although in 3 animals a progressive decline occurred; sodium
excretion remained low in all 7 dogs surviving the subacute period. In
the 3 animals in which aldosterone output declined and in these dogs
only, there was bilateral injury of the median eminence and adrenal
atrophy. The data show, therefore 9 that the chronic hypothalamic
lesions were without effect unless the median eminence was injured.

Project IV

4a. Title : Evidence that a Humoral Agent Stimulates the Adrenal Cortex
to Secrete Aldosterone in Experimental Secondary Hyperaldosteronism.
4b. Investigators ; Nicholas A. Yankopoulos, James 0. Davis, Bernard
Kliman and Ralph E. Peterson.
4c. Progress During the Year : Project is almost complete.

To test the possibility of a humoral efferent mechanism in the
regulation of aldosterone secretion, cross circulation experiments were
performed between dogs with thoracic inferior vena cava constriction and
normal recipient animals. Dogs with thoracic caval constriction secrete
large quantities of aldosterone and show almost complete Na retention.
Cross circulation was established through the femoral vessels, or the
isolated adrenals of a normal animal were perfused by the technique of
Hilton, et al. (Amer. J. Physiol. 192:525, 1958) with blood from a
hyperaldosteronemic donor. Control and recovery periods were obtained
with the recipient's blood or by cross circulation of blood from a
normal dog. Repeated determinations of aldosterone and corticosteroae
were made in adrenal vein plasma by the radioisotope derivative method
(Fed. Proc. 17:255, 1958). Aldosterone secretion in the recipient in-
creased 170% (7 dogs) during circulation of blood from dogs with
secondary fcyperaldosteronism and returned to the control level in 3

animals in which a recovery period was obtained. Corticosterone
secretion increased slightly (10-30%) in 4 of 6 dogs. No consistent
alterations in plasma sodium and potassium were detected. Venous
pressure in the recipient dogs was unchanged. During cross circulation
of blood from normal dogs into the isolated adrenals of normal animals,
aldosterone secretion was unchanged or decreased. It is concluded that
a humoral agent stimulates the adrenals to secrete aldosterone in dogs
with secondary hyperaldosteronism.

Project V

5a. Title : Relationship of Adrenocortical and Anterior Pituitary
Function to the Fecal Excretion of Sodium and Potassium.
5b. Investigators : James 0. Davis, Wiliest C. Ball, Robert C. Bahn, and
M. Jay Goodkind with the surgical assistance of Alfred Casper.
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5c. S££SEHi!LJlH£iSII™lMsJl£fi£° Project is eoaplefce and paper accepted for
;ien ia $au J,

e relationship ©f aldosterone excretion ia urine to Ha sod K output
ia fees® was studied, is. dogs with thoracic inferior veraa cava c©ast;ric~
tioa aad ascites 3 a high rata ©£ urinary aldosteroae output was associated
with a very low feeal Ha/K er.creti.oao STollowiag bilateral adrenalectomy
and ia the absence of horawjae therapy, aldosterone was no ioager detect"
able ia urine sad fecal electrolyte exeretioa returned to within normal
limits. Hypcipnysectomy ©f dogs with thoracic caval coastrictioa aad
ascites was followed by s decrease ia urinary aldosterone and a concurrent
rise toward ©r to nonsaal of the fecal Ha/K ratio. The data suggest that
increased circulating aldosterone influences the intestinal saicoesl traas°
port of Ha end K. Ais© 8 the effects of hypophysectomy ©a fecal electrolyte
sad renal Ha excretion were observed ia otherwise normal dogs. Fecal Ha
aad K excretion iaereased following hypophysectomy ia the. saajority of these
animals; the increase ia fecal Ha output was progressive aad raore pronounced
thaa that ia fecal K excretion. Renal Ha excretion was low during the
early posthypophyseetoajy period bat, subsequently, increased sufficiently
for Ha balance to be achieved ia all but ©ae dog.

Project VI

6a. Title; Acute aad Chroaie Stadia© of the Role of the Vagus, Carotid
sinus aad aortic depressor aerves ia the coatrol of aldosterone secretioa
during chroaie ascites format ioa.
6b. lavest igafeors ; Jastes 0. Davis, Mich© las A. xaskopoulos, aad <3fohs

Holmaa.
^c • Progress during the fear: Sttsdies were first conducted ©a the acute
effect of bilateral cervical vagotomy @a aldosterone secretioa ia dogs
with chroaie experimental ascites. The results were negative. Because of
the conflicting reports, the role of the vagus has beea evaluated chronically.
Preliminary observation© were made ©a the effects of chroaie bilateral
cervical vagotomy ia a aorsaal dog to determine if the experiment was
feasible. This animal lived for 3 weeks. The effects of chroaie bilateral
cervical vsgotossy were thea studied ia dogs with chroaie caval coastrictioa
aad ascites. Two of these dogs lived 4 days. Both dogs continued to re=
tain Ha aad for® ascites bat Ha retention was aot as complete after vag©~
tossy. The high rate of urlmary aldosteroae excretion was unaffected ;

©ae of the 2 dogs; measureKgats are aot complete ia the other aaiasal. Tts

possibie importance of the carotid sinus as a peripheral receptor for
hypersecretioa of aldosteroae ia dogs with chroaie caval isoastrictioa has
beea evaluated. Horaal dogs ware subjected to carotid siaus deaervati
There was so effect ©a daily Ha aad K balances aad ©a pissjaa Ha aad K &

aldosteroae escretioa ia urine (©.assured ia 1 dog only) was aonsal. I
thoracic iaferior veaa cava was thea constricted ia 2 dogs; aldosteroae
exeretioa ia urine was increased 10=15 fold aad Ha reteatioa beeasas almost
eoasplete. Ho resaarkable changes ia plasma electrolytes were observed.

The possibility of the aortic depressor serve as the afferent I.

for a tsechaaiea leading to hypersecretion of aldosteroae has been evaluated
ia the rabbit. The rabbit hes s srtic de tt nerv
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rabbles t a© effects ©f bilateral aortic depressor nerve section oa Ka sad

K balaaees sad plasma electrolytes were observed. Ia oae of the aaitsals.,

subsequent carotid sinus denervation was without effect. It is plaaaed
to constrict the thoracic inferior veaa cava to produce ascites aad es°
tend the studies t© evaluate the effects ea aldosteroae output if as

positive results are obtained

.

Because of above negative data, the effects ©f acute aad chronic
carotid sinus denervation ©a aldosteroae secretion have been studied in

4 aorasl dogs. Data are complete on an acute and chronic aaisaai; the
results are negative.

Project VII

7a. Title: Secretioa of Bssoxycortieosteroae (9Q€) by the adrenal

cortes is aorsaal dogs and in dogs with chronic experisaeatal ascites.

7b. Investigators ; Nicholas A. Ysnkopouios and James 0. Davis.

7c. Fro^resg_duriag the year ; The purpose of this study is t© determine
if the secretion BOG as sell as that ©f aldosteroae is increased ia

clinical states with ascites. Studies have been mde ©a adreaal vela
plasma froaa ©ae normal dog sad fros one dog with chroaic cava! c®astric=
tioa aad ascites. The concentrations in adrenal vela plasma were the
same ia the normal aad the experimental aaissals but the rate ©f secret;

was 100% higher ia the dog with ascites.

Area II. The biochemical defect ia the failiag Kssyceardtes.

Project I

la. Title; Ghroaie congestive failure ia dogs with tricuspid insuff-
iciency aad pulssoaic steaosis.
lb. Investigators ; Nicholas A. Yaakopouloe aad Jasies 0. Davis.
1c. Frsg|gg£g^ugJ^g_j3a8t_V3ggr; This study was undertaken because
insufficient knowledge of physiologic changes which occur ia this t

of experimental failure, la particulars a© evideaee was available
extent of N& retention throughout the clinical course aad ©a the

or absence of left ventricular failure ia association with the rigl

veatrlculsr changes. The project is eoasplete.

Chronic coagestive heart failure was produced by the method
Barges? {Asa.J.Fkysiol. 169s384» 1952} except that pulasaic steaoa \

achieved with a ligature ia order to control the degree of s~

3 dogs developed ascites. Ascitic fluid occurre
sufficiency alone (1 aaisal) aad following the slig

by merely placing the ligature (3 dags); 5 dogs i

the ligature before ascites fortued. Seven dogs were studied f@s 2=4

Maths. Ascitic fluid was present ths

©f fluid varied greatly asaDEg the ^eatesis was §

0a a constant la intake 9 daily s

e&creti ' with K
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unchanged ©r increased slightly. Left ventricular end diastolic

pressure remained at the coiVxol level (measured for 4 Bsonths in 2 dogs

only) . The data show 1) a hij«Ji incidence of successful preparations

probably attributable to use of the technique of controlled progressive

pulmonic stenosis, 2) a high RAP cssociated with the oaset of ascites,

3) marked variability ia the renal accretion of Ha ia the presence ©f

chronic ascites, aad 4) a© evideace -jf left ventricular failure

.

Project II

2a» Title ; The electrolyte aad water content of the myocardium aad of

the adreaal cortex from normal dogs, dogs with experimental heart failure

aad dogs with constriction of the thoracic inferior vena cava.

2b. Investigators ; Nicholas A. Yankcpoulos, Jaaes 0. Davis, Mary
Trapass© ©ad Ernest Gotlove.

2c. Progress during past year . The purpose of this study, was to evaluate

a number of factors which might alter the water aad electrolyte composition

of heart muscle during congestive heart failure. These factors include 1)

the chroaicity of the heart failure , 2) chroaie passive congestion with

aad without heart failure, 3) hyperaJdosteroaemia, 4) a combination of

chroaie passive congestion aad myocmdial hypertrophy aad 5) chroaie

passive congestive aad hyperalcJosteroaeraia. To provide situations for

evaluation of these factors, the following animal preparations have been

studied 1) cardiac failure produced by progressive pulmonic stenosis.

2) Congestive failure secondary t© tricuspid insufficiency and pulmonic

stenosis, 3) tricuspid insufficiency with and without ayperaldosteronemi®

aad 4) thoracic inferior vena csva constriction with hyper-'ildosteronessia.

Most of the observations on cardiac muscle have been obtained but

analysis ©f the data is incomplete. A statement ©f the conclusions awaits

this analysis. Likewise, the incidental studies of the adrenal cortex are

Project III.

Studies of the contractile proteins in the failing myocardium,

I. Characterization of ac£omye>;in by measurements of sedimentation
velocity, viscosity and adenosine triphosphatase activity.

3b. Investigators ; James 0. Davis, Mary Trapasso aad Nicholas A. Yaakopoulos.

3c. Progress during past year ; This project is complete aad the paper is

in the process of preparation.

Studies were conducted on IS normal dogs, 7 dogci with cardiac failure

produced by controlled progressive pulmonic stenosis, S animals with
chronic congestive failure of several months duration secondary to tri-

cuspid insufficiency and pulmonic stenosis and 3 dogs with chronic ascites

produced by thoracic caval constriction. The latter preparation provided

control material. Physiological studies were made throughout the course

aad at the time of sacrifice of the animals with chronic heart failure

secondary to tricuspid insufficiency aad pulmonic stenosis. There was ao

evidence of strain, hypertrophy or failure of the left ventricle but

obvious right ventricular strain, hypertrophy aad the right»sided congestive
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failure syndrome were present. These observations are pertinent since
it has been reported by others that acfeemyosia and myosin from the left
ventricle are altered in dogs with congestive failure secondary to tri-
cuspid insufficiency and pulmonic stenosis.

The yield of actomyosin was determined in saasele from both right
and left ventricles; no difference was found in the actomyosin yield from
normal and failing hearts. The actomyosin yield of normal skeletal
muscle was higher than that of normal cardiac muscle.

Sedimentation velocity studies in an ultracentrifuge were conducted
routinely on actomyosin from the right ventricle only. The typical
sedimentation pattern for actossyosin from dogs with heart failure was the
same as for normal dogs and for dogs with caval constriction. However,
an abnormal pattern was present in actomyosin from 2 of 7 dogs with
failure secondary t© progressive pulmonic stenosis and in 2 of 4 dogs
with chronic congestive failure produced by tricuspid insufficiency and
pulmonic stenosis. A small portion of the sedimenting material had an
S20W *ffl®§iag from 6~7. This finding was reproducible on actomyosin
obtained by repeated extraction and ultra~eeatrifugation. In one dog
with heart failure from which actosayosia showed this abnormal sediment"
atien pattern, actomyosin was prepared from the left ventricle. The
same abnormal sedimentation pattern was present.

Studies were conducted to determine the significance of the
abnormal sedimentation pattern. It was found that the slow sedimenting
component could be obtained from normal cardiac ssusele by repeated
precipitation of actomyosin during its preparation. Measurements of pH
of the material showed that the pH fell after a second or third precip-
itation. Similar adjustment of pH in one time precipitated material
also produced this slow component. The data suggests that the abnormal
sedimentation pattern with the slow component is an extraction artifact.

Upon addition o£ ATP to actomyosin, the sedimenting material formed
a single boundary which moved at the rate ©f myosin A. The response to
ATP was the same from all animals including the 4 dogs with the abnormal
sedimentation pattern of the slow component.

Quantitative data on the rates of sedimentation of actomyosin and
aetosyosia+ATP which yielded myosin A showed no differences between normal
and falling material. The SgOW for ssyosin A extropolated to a value of
6.25 for normal material and to similar values for pathological material.
This value of 6.25 Is the same as that reported independently first by
Laki and Carroll and then by VonHippel Associates for skeletal muscle
myosin.

No difference was detected in the viscosity of actomyosin from
normal and failing muscle. The viscosity response to ATP of actomyosin
was the same for normal and for failing material. Studies of the adenosine
triphosphatase activity of actosayosia showed no difference between the
activity of actomyosin from normal and failing hearts.
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Summary and Conclusions : The only difference detected between actoiayoaia

from normal aad failing heart Esssele was the occurrence of an abnormal
sedimentation pattern in actomyosin fro® hearts of 4 dogs with cardiac

failure; a slow boundary which sedimeated at an §20W °^ ^"^ was Preeesit °

Investigation of the abnormal sedimentation pattern suggests that it is

an extraction artifact.

Project IV.

*•• Title ; Studies of the Contractile proteins in the Failing Myocardium.

II. Characterisation of Myosin A by studies of sedimentation
velocity and viscosity with determinations of the molecular
weight.

James 0. Davis „ William R. Carroll, Mary Trapasso and
Nicholas A. Yankopoulos.

4c. Progress during past year ; A highly purified Myosin A has been
prepared and studies made of ssyosisa A from cardiac muscle of normal dogs

and of dogs with chronic cardiac failure secondary to tricuspid iasuff=>

iciency and pulmonic stenosis. Also, viscosity studies have been made
on myosin A from cardiac muscle of dogs with thoracic caval constriction.
All comparisons of viscosity were made on myosin A from the entire heart
of normal dogs and from the failing right ventricle unless otherwise

In g@neral 9 our viscosity data confirm the finding of Olson that

the viscosity of normal and failing myosin is the same for concentrations

above lag. /ml. Below this concentration, the viscosity of myosin A de-

creased (Hsp/C vs. concentration) for normal myosin A and increased for

myosin A from failing heart muscle. There are two exceptions,, however,,

to this general description. Myosin A from one normal dog failed to

show the decrease observed in material from 3 other normal animals.

Secondly , Myosin A from the left ventricle of a dog with heart failure

showed an increase in viscosity at low concentrations. Finally , myosin A
from the right ventricle of dogs with caval constriction h&a also showed

an increase in viscosity at low concentrations.

Extensive measurements of the sedimentation velocity constant for
myosin A have failed to reveal any difference between myosin A from
normal hearts, failing right ventricle, failing left ventricle and the

right ventricle of dogs with thoracic caval constriction. The §2Q^ at

sero concentration ranged from 6.1=6.4.

Recently , Dr. William R. Carroll has made measurements of the
diffusion of two preparations of cardiac myosin A. Myosin A from normal
heart muscle showed a diffusion coefficient, DoOW °* ---XIO'^ afe zero
concentration which ia similar to the value of I.OX 10°? reported by Laki

and Carroll for normal skeletal muscle myosin A. Calculations of the
molecular weight yielded a value of approximately 510,000. Similar
measurements are now being made of myosin A from failing heart muscle

.

Project V.

^a ° Title; The water and electrolyte content and the contractile
proteins of cardiac msscle from hypophysecfcomised dogs.

5b. Investigators; Nicholas A. Yankopoulos, Jasses 0. Davis, William Gay.
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5c. Progress during past year ; Studies have been conducted on cardiac
rasscle from 5 feypophyseetomised dogs which were hypophysecfcomised at the
age of 4-6 weeks. After 6-10 months the animals were sacrificed and the
cardiac Eaascle studied.

data showed no alteration in the contractile proteins. The
,

water and fat content 9 however, was unusually high in some animals. Also,
the concentration of Ha per unit wet weight of miscle was increased. It
is planned to analyze the available data ssore completely and to compare
the findings withthose in cardiac failure. In both cardiac failure and
panhypopituitarism the cardiac output is markedly reduced. By this
comparison it is hoped that boss© light will be thrown on the basic defect
in the failing myocardium.

Project VI.

oa « Title : Isometric tension Developed by Glyeerol-extracted Muscle
from the formal and the Falling Myocardium.

6b. Investigators ; Nicholas A. Tankopoulos and James 0. Davis.
6c. Progress during past year ; The purpose of this study is to examine
the contractility of the myocardial proteins in a system Isolated from
membrane effects, energy-supplying systems, electrolyte effects and pH
effects since the latter are controlled. Glycerol-extracted myocardial
eassele bundles were prepared by the method of Szent-6yorgi „ Isometric
tension was measured following addition of ATP by means of a Statham
force transducer . Studies have been conducted on 10 fiber bundles from
the right ventricle and 10 bundles from the left ventricle from 3 normal
dogs and from 3 dogs with cardiac failure produced by progressive pulmonic
stenosis. K© difference was found in the contractility of fibers from
failing as compared with normal muscle. More recently, muscle fibers
from 2 doge with chronic failure secondary to tricuspid insufficiency and
pulmonic stenosis have been studied. In fibers from one of these dogs,
less tension was developed. More data are needed to settle the question
of whether the chronicity of heart failure is important in producing a
change in the contractility of the myocardial proteins.

Direction of Current Research ;

Area I.

It is planned to continue to study the afferent and efferent limbs
of the aldosterone system. Exploratory studies will be made in an
attempt to locate a peripheral receptor and to define the nature of the
stimulus. Studies will be made to determine the source of the humoral
agent which stimulates the zona glomerulosa to secrete aldosterone.
Finally, a rather extensive program will be launched to isolate and
identify chemically the aldosterone-stimulating hormone .

Area II.

It is hoped that the immediate problems under study will be
complete d soon. This program could be extended to include 1) verification
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of the solecular weight of myosin A by ssother technique, the approach to
sedisaeatation equilibrium, 2) interaction of highly purified normal actio
and failing myosin and vice versa to form artificial actomyosin to deter-
mine if either the actin or myosin molecule is abnormal in the failing
heart p and 3) studies of muscle proteins from human cardiac muscle.

The extent to which studies in Area II Hill be extended will depend
upon available time and facilities and the relative importance of our
findings cellared with those in Area X.

Incidental findings of SjgnjUfacanee : These findings have been presented
under the individual projects.
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Publications :

1. Davis , James 0. and Wilmot C. Ball, Jr.: Effects o£ a body cast
on aldosterone and sodium excretion in dogs with eapffimentQl
ascites. An. J. Physiol., 192:538, 1953.

2. Yaakopoulos, Nicholas A., James 0. Davis, Bernard Klirann and Ralph
S. Peterson: Increased aldosterone secretion following acui.a

constriction of thoracic and of abdominal inferior vemt\ cava.
Fed. Proc. 17:173, 1958.

3. Davis, Jasjas 0., Robert G. Bohn, Nicholas A. Yaahopoutos , Bf.rnard

Klimaa, Ralph E. Peterson and Wllnsot G. Ball, Jr„: Effects of acute
and chronic hypotholomic lesions on aldosterone secretion in dogs
with chronic experimental ascites. The Physiologist 1:15, 1958.

4. Yankopoulos , Nicholas A. and James 0. Davis: Chronic congestive
failure in dogs with tricuspid insufficiency and pulmonic r.^enosis.

The Physiologist 1:88, 1958.

la Press:

5. Davis, James 0., Wilmot C. Boll, Jr., Robert C. Bonn and M. Jay
Goodkind. Relationship of anterior pituitary and adrenocortical
function t& the fecal excretion of sodium and potassium. Am. J.

of Physiol. (Accepted for publication)
6. Davis, James 0., Bernard Kliaam,, Nicholas A. Yaakepoulis and

E. Petersen. Increased aldosterone secretion following acute
constriction ©f the inferior vena cava, Jo Clin. Invest.

(Accepted for publication)

„
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i. Clinic of Surgery
3. Betheada

PES - RIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part Jk,

Project Title: Left Eeart Catheterization

Principal Investigator: Andrew G« »rrow9 M. D,

Investigators: Estelle Cohen
Fred Bullock
William L&ughlin

£§an Tears (calendar year 1958): Patient Days (calendar
total: 1 year 1958)?
Professional: 6/12 1000
Other: 6/12

Fr@ject Description:

Itaeroua previous reports have dealt with the teclsaique

and application of left heart catheterization in the amassment:
of patients with various forms of heart disease. As ©7 this
900 trensbronchlal left heart catheterizations have bet;n performed
without a death or serious sequel , faere has been increasing
application of left heart catheterization in the stud/ ©f patients
with congenital heart disease,, Patients with congenital aortic
stenosis have been of particular interest and their ffasessasat by
this method has proved a valuable adjunct in &&nagemt'a£« Indicator-
dilution curves with left heart injection are also hiing carried
out with increasing frequency.

Other methods of left heart catheterization nze also being
used. Percutaneous puncture of the left ventricle ftas been
carried out in nearly 100 patients, Shis technique is of partie
ular applicability in young children and in those patients with
severe mitral valve disease in whom the catheter cannot be passed
into the left ventricle bronchoscopicaily, In many instances a
combined transbronchial and percutaneous approach has been used*

Proposed course of project: The studies outlined above are
being continued. Selective angiocardiography by means of direct
puncture of the left atrium or left ventricle hive been carried
out in a limited number of patients, This technique showed great
premise in the evaluation of mitral insufficiency, the localization
of aortic stenosisg and the detection of left**, alright shunts.

Part B included Yes
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FHS - NXH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part_B:

Article in Periodical:

Sorrow,, A. G. a Braunw&ldp Eugenee and Sharpe Edward H.

:

She Clinical Features and Surgical Treatment of Congenital
AorKic Stenosis. Progress in Cardiovascular Diseases, Vol. 1

No. ls pp. 80-88j, 1958.

M?rrows A, Go e Br©unwald8 Eugene* and Sharp Edward H.

:

Congenital Aortic Stenosis: Clinical and Hemodynamic Findings8

Surgical Tecfanic and Results of Operation. Circulation* Vol, 18-
;

H».- 6P pp. 1091-11049 1958.
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1. Clinic of Surgery
3. Bethesds

PHS - NIB
Individual Project Report

Calendar Tear 1958

Part A.

Project Title: Development and Clinical Application of a Modified
Ray-Cross Artificial Heart and Lung Machine

Principal Investigator: Andrew 6. Sferr@w8 Mo D

Other Investigators: Joseph W. Gilbert^ M» 0.

John A. Waldhauaen, M. Do

Robert To L. Long, M. D,

Clarence So Weldon9 K» Do

John Ross? Ho D.

Estelle Cohen
Robert Carr
Fred Bullock

Kan Tears (calendar year 1958): Patient Days (calendar
Total: 4 year 1958):

Professional: 2 2500
Other: 2

Project Description:

A previous report has detailed experiences with the

Melrose artificial heart and lung machine evaluated in this unit.

The machine was abandoned for the following reasons: the

occurrence of unexplained massive bleeding in 5 patients; inability
of the device to oxygenate large volumes of blood adequately;
dependence upon chemical sterilization; a high incidence of air
embolism.

In February 1958 a Kay-Cross oxygenator was purchased.

This was integrated into a pump and control unit designed and
built with the cooperation of the HIB Instrument Section, This
maehineB in its present form, provides full oxygenation of bleed
at flows of 4 L./min, and greater,, may be completely sterilized
with heate is not injurious to blood9 and does not produce
sufficient agitation to result in air embolism. The machine has
been applied in 70 patients subjected toepen operations for the
correction of various congenital and acquired cardiovascular
lesions.
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Project fifties Development and Clinical Application of a Modified
Eay-Cross Artificial Heart and Lung Machine

Project Description:

gxopoaed ^cjgurae of
i-

pj^c
i

ct ; The machine ie being farther
improved by the design and installation of an automatic blood
level controls, provision for constant temperature control in
the reservoir and oxygenator and development of disposable
oxygenator plates.

3 included H&.
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1° Clinic of Surgery
3o Befchesda

PES - NIB
Individual Project: Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part Ao

Project Titles The Diagnosis of Pulmonic and Tricuspid
Valvular Regurgitation by a Dye-Dilution
Technique

Principal Investigator: No Perryman Collins,, Ho D,

Other Investigators: Eugene Braunwald9 Mo Do

Andrew Go Sfsrrow8 M. Do

Patient Days (calendar
year 1958):

50

Man Years (calendar year 1958):
fetal: %
Professional: %
Others %

Project Description:

Patients with suspected iacesapetence of the pulmonic and/

or tricuspid valves have been steadied by means of the injection

of the indicator dyes cardiogr«eti8 into the distal chamber

while blood is sampled continuously through a densitometer from
the proximal chamber. In this Banner any dye which regurgitates
across the valve into the proximal chamber can be detected, A
double lumen catheter was constructed in such a manner so that

the lumina of the separate catheters are 5 cm. apart. Eight
normal valves have been studied and it has been found that n®

regurgitation occurs from the catheter's having baen inserted
through the valve. Sfeere£©reB the appearance of dye in the
proximal chamber great enough to produce a definite curve is

diagnostic of valvular regurgitation

.

Proposed course of project: Continued use as a standard

technique for the definite diagnosis of valvular regurgitation

in patients suspected of having this type deformity.

Part B included Ko.
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1. Clinic of Surgery
3. Bethesda

Individual Project Report
Calendar Tear 1958

PartA.

Project Title; A Somparison of the Usefulness of the Plasma
aroffibin Time and the Protamine Titration Test
in the Postoperative Neutralization of Heparin

Principal Investigator: James A. BcFarland,, JL D«

Other Investigators: James C. Peden9 £3. D.

Andrew G. M@rrows Mo D.

Kan Years (calendar year 1958). Patient Says (calendar
Total: % year 1958)

s

Professional: % 30
Other:

Project Description:

A reasonably accurate and simple test is of considerable
value in assessing the adequacy of heparin neutralization by
intravenous protamine sulfate in postoperative patients in whom
extracorporeal circulation has been employed, A simplified
protamine titration teste which has been most frequently used9

has proved to be cumbersome and to afford only a gross estimate
of the neutralisation end=point. She plasma thrombin time is
known to be sensitive to very small amounts of heparin. Accord"
inglys heparin neutralization in 25 consecutive patients was
followed using both the above tests. The thrombin time was found
frequently to demonstrate the presence of circulating heparin
after the protamine titration test had returned to normal and
was also considered simple and less time consuming to perform.

Part B included KOo
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lo Clinic of Surgery
3o Bethesda

PHS - NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A.

Project Title; The Use of Inert Gases in the Detection of
Left°to°Right Circulatory Shunts

Principal Investigator: Andrew G. Morrow, M. Do

Other Investigators: Eugene Braunwald, Mo Do

Richard J Sanders, M. Do
Estelle Ro Cohen
Fred Bullock

Man Years (calendar year 1958): Patient Days (calendar
Total: 5=2/12 year 1958):
Professional : 3 2600
Other: 2-2/12

Project Description:

Previous reports have outlined the usefulness of the inert
gas nitrous oxide in the localization of left-to~right cirucla^ory
shunts and the advantages of this method over the determination
of oxygen differences has been proved « In the past year the
inert gas Krypton05 has also been employed in this manner e The
use of a radioactive gas has the advantage that analysis of the
blood samples can be accomplished very rapidly by simple counting
and the results of the study are immediately available. Kr85

tests were carried out in 150 patients The results were the
same as those of the nitrous oxide test and the advantages over
the oxygen method were similar.

Radiation safety considerations constitute a disadvantage
of the radioactive gas but further refinement in technique will
obviate this drawback

Proposed course of project : The Kr8** tests will be
continued in patients and further studies made of factors
increasing its safety.

Part B included Yes
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Individual Project Report
Calendar ?ear 1958

Fart B;

Agtiele in Periodical;

Sand@r©9 R. J,: She Pse of a Radioactive Gas (Br J
) in Diagnosis

of Cardiac Stones, Proc. S©c» Exper. Bio. & Hsd. e Vol. 979 l-4e

1958.

Sandersj R. J, and SSe>rr©w8 A. 6.: The Localization of Circulatory
Stents with Inhaled Krypton*^, Bulletin of the Johns Hopkins
Hospitals Vol. 103$ Ste. 1 8 pp. 27~31, July 1958.
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1. Clinic of Surgery
2. Section on Cardiology
3. Bethesda

PHS - NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar tear 1958

Part A.

Project Title: A Study of Factors Influencing Digitalis Effect
on the Refractory Period of the Atrioventricular
Node

Principal Investigator: Robert L. Frye, M. D.

Other Investigators: Eugene Braunwald, M. D.

Han Years (calendar year 1958): Patient Days (calendar
Total: 4/12 year 1958):
Professionals 2/12 220
Other: 2/12

Project Description:

Three patients with chronic atrial fibrillation have been
studied to date, after discontinuation of all previous digitalis.
After vagal blockade by atropine, acetyl-strophanthidin was
administered at a constant rate. The acetyl-strophanthidin re-
quirement for slowing the ventricular rate to 60 was determined.
After control data had been obtained, the influence of the In-
fusion of potassium, calcium, and nor-epinephrine on the acetyl-
strophanthidin requirement was determined. Following the in-
fusion of potassium, a slight increase in digitalis requirement
was noted. It was noted that the calcium gluconate solution
alone significantly decreased the ventricular rate. Further
administration of acetyl-strophanthidin did not result in any
noticeable synergism or toxicity. One patient has been studied
during a constant Infusion of nor-epinephrine sufficient to
produce a 20-30 mm.Eg increase in blood pressure, but no signi-
ficant difference from control data could be detected.

Proposed course of project : Additional patients are to
be studied using the constant infusion of acetyl-strophanthidin.
In addition, it is planned to study the effects of fever and
thyroid hormone on digitalis requirement. A patient with thera-
peutic myxedema is being studied at the present time. Deter-
minations in a hypothyroid state have been completed and simi-
lar studies in a euthyroid and hyperthyroid state are planned.

Part B included No





Serial No. NHI-255

1. CIlaic of Surgery
2. Section on Cardiology
3. Bethesda

PES - MSE
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A.

Project Title: The Response of Cardiac Output to Infusion in a
Control State and Following Ganglionic Blockade

Principal Investigator: Robert L. Frye, M. D.

Other Investigators: Eugene Braura/ald, Mo D.

Mrs. Estelle Cohen

Man Years (calendar year 1958): Patient Days (calendar
Total: 10/12 year 1958):
Professional: 6/12 300
Other: 4/12

Project Description:

The applicability of Starling* s law of the heart to the
intact human has not been proven. Studies in humans utilizing
infusion of saline, albumin, and other materials have shown an
inconsistent response of cardiac output to ouch infusion. The
reason for the inconsistent response has never been explained.
For this reason the present study was undertaken to determine
the influence of ganglionic blocking agents on this response.

Three patients have been studied to date following the
rapid infusion of 1500 ml. of the patient s own whole blood.
Measurement of cardiac output before and after infusion in a

control state and following ganglionic blockade with Arfonad
has been made. All patients have exhibited a much greater rise
in stroke volume and stroke work following infusion under the
influence of ganglionic blockade. Two have shown a significant
difference between the control and ganglionic blockade state as
regards cardiac output.

Proposed course of project ; Additional patients are to
be studied in a similar manner.

Part B included No





Serial No. NHI-256

1. Clinic of Surgery
2. Section on Cardiology
3. Bethesda

PES - N3S
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A.

Project Title: An Analysis of Adequacy of Maintenance Doses of
Digltoxin Following Rapid Digitallzation with
Ouabain

Principal Investigator: Robert L. Frye, M. D.

Other Investigators: Eugene Braunwald, M. D.

Man Years (calendar year 1958): Patient Days (calendar
Total: 6/12 year 1958):
Professional: 4/12 100
Other: 2/12

Project Description:

A great deal of controversy has centered about the
problem of what constitutes an adequate maintenance dose follow-
ing full digitalisation with a rapid acting preparation such as
Ouabain. Two patients with atrial fibrillation have been studied
to date following rapid digitalization with Ouabain. Both pa-
tients were then started on 0.15 mgm. of digltoxin every day,
12 to 24 hours after receiving Ouabain. The amount of acetyl

-

strophanthidin necessary to slow the ventricular rate to a level
equal to that achieved with maximum effect of the Ouabain was
determined. One patient required no acetyl-strophanthidin at
any time. The other patient required several injections each
day* This indicated that he had lost his initial status of
complete digitalization.

Proposed course of project : Additional patients are to
be studied utilizing various regimens for administering main-
tenance doses of digltoxin. It is planned to study patients
who have received 0.15 mgm. of digltoxin immediately following
the peak effects of Ouabain and also patients who receive one-
half of a dlgitalizing dose of digltoxin 12 to 24 hours following
the Ouabain.

Part B included No





Serial No. NHI-257

i. Clinic of Surgery
2. Section on Cardiology
3. Settlesda

PHS -

Individual Project Report
Calendar Year 1958

Part A.

Project Title: A Study of Variations in the Pulmonary and Systemic
Artery Pressures During the Respiratory Cycle

Principal Investigator: Eugene R. Kelly, ML D.

Other Investigators: Eugene Braunwald, HL D.

Man Years (calendar year 1958): Patient Days (calendar

Total: 4/12 year 1958):
Professional* 2/12 200
Other: 2/12

Project Description:

The effect of respiration on systemic and pulmonary
artery pressures has been previously described in cardiovascular
normal subjects. This investigation is being carried out in an
attempt to ascertain whether this normal pattern is altered
by the presence of heart disease. An abnormal response was
noted in 10 of 16 patients. In general, patients with pulmona y
hypertension or increased pulmonary blood flow tended to show
an elevation of pulmonary artery pressure during inspiration,

instead of the decline which is normally observed. It is

likely that in these patients the increase in pulmonary artery

pressure is related either to diminished distensibility of the

pulmonary vascular bed or that the patient is operating on a

steep portion of the pressure-volume curve of the pulmonary
vascular bed.

Proposed course of project: Additional patients are to

be studied.

B included Ho





Serial No. NHI-258

IBS - NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

1. Clinic of Surgery
2. Section on Cardiology
3. Bethesda

Part A.

Project Title: Hemodynamic Effects of Rapid Digltallzation in
Cardiovascular Normal Subjects

Principal Investigator: Eugene Kelly, M. D.

Other Investigators: Eugene Brauawald, M. D.

Mrs. Bstelle R. Cohen
Mr. Fred Bullock

Han Years (calendar year 1958): Patient Days (calendar

Total: 3/12 year 1958):

Professional? 2/12 100

Other: 1/12

Project Description:

Relatively little reliable data has been available on
the effects of digitalis on cardiovascular dynamics in subjects

without congestive heart failure. Accordingly, cardiac output

and central blood volume were measured by the indicator-dilution
technic, together with arterial and central venous pressures
before and 45 minutes after the intravenous administration of

0.50 to 0.75 mg. Ouabain. Left ventricular stroke work and

cardiac output declined significantly in two of seven subjects,

and showed no significant change in the remainder. In two

subjects, central blood volume decreased significantly.

Proposed course of project : Additional subjects are to

be studied. Prom the data it appears as if those subjects re-

ceiving only 0.50 mg. Ouabain had no significant hemodynamic
changes, while those receiving 0.75 mg. had more substantial
effects. It is planned to study several other subjects using
0.75 mg. Ouabain.

Part B included No





Serial Ho. NHI°2^
1. Clinic of Surgery
3. Bethesdo

PHS~NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A.

Project Title: Hepatic Blood Flow During Cardiopulmonary
Bypass

Principal Investigator:

Other Investigators:

John Ao Waldhausenp M. Do

Carlos R„ Lombardo9 2£. D„

James A. IfcFarlandB SC Do

William P. Cornells M» D.

Raymond Waters
Robert White

Msn Years (calendar year 1958):
Totals 1-4/12
Professional: 8/12
Other: 8/12

Project Description:

Patient Days (calendar
year 1958).

Mesne

There is clinical evidence that there is some liver
damage during extracorporeal circulation.. It was therefore
felt warranted to investigate hepatic blood flow during cardi©«
pulmonary bypass,.

The latter was established using a nonocclusive roller
pump and a rotating^disc oxygenator. Venoas outflow was
carried out by cannulation of the superior vena cava in the
usual way. The inferior vena cava was drained by cannulation
of the vessel Just above the renal veins but below the hepatic
vessels. Sue segment of cava into whieh the hepatic veins
drained was cannulated separately. Hepatic venous blood was
drained into a calibrated glass cylinder and measured over a
given time period.

In order to study hepatic blood flow at normal cardiac
output venous blood (caval blood and hepatic blood) could be
returned through a flowmeter directly to the pulmonary artery
at a flow of 2.8 L./M. 2/ rain. Hepatic blood flow here constituted
control. This was compared to that flow recorded on bypass, the
total flow on cardiopulmonary bypass was varied. Twenty minute
recordings were made at flows of 2,8 L. /&. 2/min; 2.2 L./M. 2/rain.;

, /rain.; and* 1.0 L./K. 2/min.1.8 L./M. 2/afn.; 1.4 L./M.
;
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Serial No NHI-259
Part A. (continued)

Projact Title: Hepatic Blood Flow During Cardiopulmonary
Bypass

Project Description:

Eight dogs in all were studied <> Hepatic blood flow does
not differ on cardiopulmonary bypass if the total flow is
saaint&ined at the control level. Reduction of the systemic
flow to 2.2 L» /M. 2/min. end 1.8 L, /&, /sain does not reduce
hepatic blood flow significantly. Flows lower than that reduce
the liver flow. Howevers the liver flow expressed as percent
of the total flow increases

„

Proposed^ course of
m
prefects In addition t© hepatic

venous flow hepatic artery flow will be measured. Gsygen
consumption will also be studied*

Ssrt B included No.





Serial No. NM~260
1. Clinic of Surgery
3. Bethesda

Par£ A.

PHS - NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 19S8

Project Titles Hemodynamic and Pharmacologic Observations in
Experimental Mitral Insufficiency

Principal Investigator: John Rossa Jr., M. D,

Other Investigators; Theodore Cooper, M. D.

Carlos R. Lombard©, M» D.

Man Years (calendar year 1958): Patient Days (calendar
Total: 9/12 year 1958):
Professional: 4/12 NOME
Other; 5/12

Project Description:

This investigation was designed to clarify the quantitative
pressure flow relationships occurring during the cardiac cycle in
experimental mitral insufficiency. Clinical studies had aroused
interest in a more exact definition of the quantitative relation**
ship of regurgitation to V-wave changes in the left atrial pulse
contour* In addition^ several patients who were subsequently
shown to have mitral insufficiency failed to demonstrate an
increase in the left atrial V-wave during norepinephrine infusion,
and further experimental evaluation of this technique was planned.

In six dogse mitral insufficiency was produced by apico*
atrial shunt

fi
as described by Braunwald et al. Regurgitant flow

in this loop and total forward output were measured simultaneously
with electromagnetic' flowmeters. She regurgitant loop was rigid,
allowing undamped pressure transmission into the atrium. Little
change in mean pressure and forward flow occurred; howevers

significant alterations in the left atrial pulse contour were
present with regurgitant flows averaging twice forward cardlae
output. Wish smaller amounts of regurgitation* the only change
was an early onset of the V=*»ave<> Maximum regurgitation occurred
an average of 0.14 seconds before the V-wave peak and continued
well into the relaxation phase.

Vasoxyl and Levophed were administered to two of these dogs
and to an additional 10 animala three of which were normal^ the
remaining seven having chronic mitral insufficiency. Levophed
produced an initial tachycardia,, lowering of mean left atrial



•• • .



Part A. (continued)
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Serial No. NHI-260

Project Title: Hemodynamic and Pharmacologic Observations in
Experimental Mitral Insufficiency

Project Description:

pressure and decrease in V-wave height In all animals. Systemic
output increased,* regurgitation diminished, If the infusion was
continued for several minutes^ bradycardia supervened and V-wave
height increased. Shis effect was magnified by prostigmine.
Vasoxyl produced an immediate increase in V-wave height.

Proposed course of project : Further studies in the

detailed analysis of the timing of regurgitation with left atrial
pressure pulse contour are planned.

Part B included Yes





Serial No. NHI-260
Part

n
A. (continued)

Project Title: Hemodynamic and PharmacoLogic Observations In
Experimental Mitral Insufficiency

Project Description:

pressure and decrease in V-wave height in all animals. Systemic
output increased* regurgitation diminished. If the infusion was
continued for several minutes, bradycardia supervened and V=wave
height increased. Bits effect was magnified by prostigmine.
Vasoxyl produced an immediate Increase in V-wave height.

Proposed course^of project: Burther studies in the
detailed analysis of the timing of regurgitation with left atrial
pressure pulse contour are planned.

Part B Included Yes





Serial No. NHI-26Q

PHS » NIB
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 19S8

Part B.

Article in Periodical;

R©889 Jo j, Bra«nwald9 E. B £forrow8 A. G. : Clinical and Hes»-

dynsjaie Observations in Pure Mitral Insufficiency. Ad. J.

Cardiolop Vol. l s No„ 1, ppc ll-23c July
fl

1958.





Serial Mo. HHI-261

1. Clinic of Surgery
2. Bethesda

PHS - NXH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Tear 1958

Part A.

Project Title: An Experimental Investigation of the Use of
Indlcator°Dilution Curves in the Study of
Portacaval Shunts

Principal Investigator:

Other Investigators:

Robert T. L. Long, M. D.

Carlos Rs Lembardoc M. D.

Eugene Breunw&ldp M. 0.

Andrew 6. Marrow,, M. D.

Henry Pelton
Russell Holland

Patient Days (calendar
year 1958):

None

Man Tears (calendar year 1958):
Total: 7/12
Professional: 4/12
Other: 3/12

Project description:

The use of splenic pulp or mesenteric vein injections of
indicators in detecting the patency of portacaval shunts has
been studied in nine dogs with aide-to-side portacaval shunts

Tricarbocyanine dye curves have been recorded from the right

atrium and femoral artery, and Krypton85 curves have been recorded

from the expired air. Injection of a mixed solution of the

indicators was made into the splenic pulp* a mesenteric vein,, or
directly into the portal vein. Shese curves were done with the

shunts open and closed. After an injection with the shunt open
the anastomosis was clamped and injection repeated. These dogs

thus served as controls when the shunts were clamped. A signi-

ficant difference in appearance time 8 peak time8 and height of
the curves was present between the open and closed shunt curves,
further differentiation was made possible by comparing these curves
to those obtained following peripheral intravenous injection.
The intravenous curves correspond closely to those obtained with
the shunt open. Patent portacaval shunts in the normal dog may
be easily detected by this technique.

Proposed coarse of project: These studies are being initiated
in patients with portal hypertension undergoing shunt surgery^ as
well as patients with normal portal systems undergoing laparotomy.
The presence of naturally occurring portacaval anastomoses in
patients with portal hypertension may make this test of value in
the diagnosis of esophageal varices.

Part B included Ko.
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Serial Mo. NHI-262

1. Clinic of Surgery
3. Bethesda

PHS - HXH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A.

Project Title; Elective Cardiac Arrest Studied by Means of
Ventricular Function Curves

Principal Investigator:

Other Investigators:

JOhn A. Waldhausen M. D.

Nina S. Braunwald8 M. 0.

William P. Cornells Mo 0.

Robert Bloodwell* M, D.

Andrew G. Harrow^ K, D.

Raymond Waters
Robert White

Patient Days (calendar
year 1958):

Rone

Han Tears (calendar year 1958):
Total: 1«6/12
Professional: 9/12
Other: 9/12

Project Description:

Elective cardiac arrest is well established clinical ly.
HoweverD it was felt that the procedure warranted an investigation
of the effeets of the two most commonly used arresting solutions8

potassium citrate and acetylcholine on myocardial contractility.
An established method of measuring the latter is by means of
ventricular function curves..

The preparation here was modified from that originally
described by Sarnoff et al in that total venous return to the
heart except coronary blood flow was drained into a reservoir
and then pumped through a Richardson Flowmeter Into the pulmonary
artery. Pressures were recorded in the left atrium and aorta.
Thus cardiac output, left ventricular filling pressure, and
aortic pressure were known. By varying pump output and thus
varying cardiac output stroke work could be correlated with
various left ventricular filling pressures.

Function curves were obtained both before and after arrest.
The arrest was induced while the animal was on cardiopulmonary
bypass. Lengths of time of arrest were varied.
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Serial No NHI-262

Part A (continued)

Project Title: Elective Cardiac Arrest Studied by Means of
Ventricular Function Curves

Project Description:

Eighteen studies of elective cardiac arrest have been done,,

Periods of arrest have varied from 10-30 minutes., Mo significant
difference has been noted in regard to the choice of acetylcholine
and potassium citrate on the post arrest myocardial contractility
and both agents caused severe depression of function with arrest
periods of 20 and 30 minutes.

Proposed course of project: The plan is to add to the
study an Investigation of myocardial contractility following
anoxic arrest and ventricular fibrillation.

Part B included No.





Serial Ho. NHI-26g

1. Clinic of Surgery
3, Bethesda

PHS - NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Tear 1958

Part A.

Project Xitle; An Experimental Investigation of the Use of
Radioactive Gas Solutions in the Diagnosis of
Right°to~Left Cardiac Shunts

Principal Investigator: Robert ?« L» Long, M» 0.

Other Investigators: John Ao Waldhausenp M. 0.

William P. Cornell, M. 0.

Henry Felton
Leander Broun

Han Years (calendar year 1958):
Total: 8/12
Professional: 4/12
Other: 4/12

Patient Days (calendar
year 1958):

None

Project Description:

Eleven dogs with artifically constructed right«to°left
shunts,, as veil as two normal dogs, have been studied experi°
mentally. Sis of these animals were studied from six to ten
days postoperatively, and five were studied acutely, immediately
after construction of the shunt. Patency of the shunt was
proved by sacrificing the animal immediately after study and
examining the anastomosis. Saline solutions of Krypton®5 were
Injected into the chambers of the right side of the heart as
well as the pulmonary artery. Immediately after injection
arterial blood samples were drawn at twenty second intervals for
1.5 minutes* Ihese samples were counted as whole blood using
a continuous gas flow Geiger-Mueller tube. In two animal

s

e the
radioactivity of the expired air was sampled by means of a
Geiger tube inserted into the airway. A marked difference in
arterial blo©d gas content was present between dogs with shunts

and control dogs. Ihls was mast marked in the 0»20 second blood
sample. She maximum count in controls was 206 counts per minute
for this sample. In dogs with shunts the counts ranged from
1400 to 14,000 per minute.

In normal dogs virtually all of the injected Krypton85

is excreted by the lungs in its first transit through the
pulmonary circulation, and virtually none of it enters the
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Parte A. (continued)

Serial No„ NHI-263

Project Title: An Experimental Investigation of the Use of
Radioactive Gas Solutions in the Diagnosis of
Right-So-Left Cardiac Shunts

Project Description:

arterial circulation. In animals with right°to°left shunts,
h@wever 9 the gas bypasses the lungs and enters the left side of
the heart. Appearance time is not critical,, since the diagnosis
is made on the absolute level of Rtypton^S in arterial blood.

Proposed course of project : Preparations are being made
to apply this method of detecting shunts to clinical use in the
cardiac catheterization laboratory

„

Part B included





Serial Bo. N^"2^
1. Clinic of Surgery
3. Bethesda

PHS--HXH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A.

Project fitles An Experimental Evaluation of the Use of a
Decompression Chamber in the Treatment of
Cerebral Air Embolism

Principal Investigator: William P. Cornell*. K, 0.

Other Investigators: Andrew Go l6e>rr©wD Mo 0.

Henry Felton
Raymond Waters

Man years (calendar year 1958): Patient Days (calendar
fetal: 4/12 year 1958):
Professional: 2/12 Bone
Other: 2/12

Project Description:

Under general anesthesia and local anesthesia^ the carotid
arteries of dogs were injected cephalad with varying amounts of
air,. After a series of controls were obtained another group of
dogs was injected with air and then placed in a compression
chamber under a pressure of 4 atmospheres and slowly decompressed

There has been no difference in the mortality in the control
dogs and in the treated dogs« Xhe amount of air a dog can
tolerate varies considerably and it is thought that an animal
must be used that has a more uniform response to a given amount
of air„

Proposed courseof project: Bie use of a different more
thoroughbred animal is being investigated and injection of dogs
through a different artery such as the vertebral is being
investigated.

Part B included Bo





Serial Ho. NHI-265
lo Clinic of Surgery
3. Bethesda

PHS = NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Tear 1958

Part A.

Project Title: Alterations in the Circulation and Oxygen
Consumption of the Liver Following Side«to-Side
Portacaval Shunts and Eels' 8 Fistula in Normal Doge

Principal Investigator: Carlos R„ Lombard®;, M. o.

Other Investigators: Robert T. L. Long, M. D.

Fred Bullock
Henry Felton
Russell Holland

);2an T&ars (calendar year 1958): Patient Days (calendar
Total: 10/12 year 1958):
Professional: 6/12 None
Other: 4/12

Project Description:

Hepatic arterial, portal venous^ shunt and total hepatic
blood flow has been measured in four normal dogs. The results
indicate that both the oxygen consumption and hepatic blood
flow are decreased following a shunting procedure*

In animals with side^to-side portacaval shunts the oxygen
consumption and hepatic flow were lower than in animals wish
Eck's fistula. This is a result of retrograde flow of hepatic
arterial blood via the portal vein - inferior cave shunt. The
relative contributions of hepatie artery and portal vein flow
to total liver blood flow and oxygen consumption will also be
studied.

Proposed course of project : Continuation of the current
project until a satisfactory number of dogs have been studied
and finally to repeat this study in dogs with artificially
induced cirrhosis and portal hypertension.

Part B included No.





Serial Ko. NHI-266

1. Clinic of Surgery
3. Bethesda

PHS - NXH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Tear 1958

Part A.

Project Titles An Experimental Evaluation of the Use of
Radioactive Gas Solutions in the Diagnosis of
Left-to°Right Shunts

Principal Investigator: Robert T. I,. Longa M. D»

Other Investigators: William Cornell M. 0.

Henry Felton
Samuel Fountain
Leander Broun

Man Years (calendar year 1958): Patient Days (calendar

Total: 6/12 year 1958):

Professional: 3/12 None
Other: 3/12

Project Description:

The "left«sided" injection of radioactive gas solution
in detecting and localizing left-to-right shunts was investigated
in nine dogs with subclevian-pulmonary artery anastomosis- She

radioactivity of the expired air was saaspledg or recorded
continuously by means of a direct writer,, Aortic root injection
of a solution of radioactive Krypton produces an expired air
curve with an appearance time of 3 seconds and a short buildup
time of approximately 11 seconds. When no shunt is present
the appearance time is approximately 12 seconds and the buildup
time 22 seconds. Proof that radioactivity has been injected is

obtained by sampling from the femoral artery after injection,

This technique is applicable in many situations where dye
dilution curves have been used.

Proposed course of project: Preparation is being made
to apply this technique in patients in the Cardiac Catheter

-

ization Laboratory.

Part B included Kb.





Serial No. NHI-267

1. Clinic of Surgery
3. Bethesda

PHS - HIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A.

Project Title: Pharmacologic Studies During Cardiopulmonary
Bypass

Principal Investigator:

Other Investigators:

John R0S8O Jr. 9 M. 0.

Eugene Braunwald8 Mo D.

John A. Waldhausens M. D.

James A. McFarland* M» 0.

Robert White
Robert Lewis

Man Years (calendar year 1958): Patient Days (calendar
Total: 11/12 year 1958):
Professional: 2/12 Hone
Other: 9/12

Project Description:

In this investigation the heart°lung apparatus is used
to obtain physiologic and pharmacologic information about
isolated vascular areas while the balance of the circulation
is hemodynamically stable. A rotating disc oxygenator and n@n=
occlusive roller pump are used. Systemic output and femoral
artery flow are recorded with a rotameter or an electromagnetic
flowmeter.

The peripheral action of digitalis has been studied.
The aorta is clamped above the coronaries to completely exclude
any cardiac effects. A pressor effect of Ouabain has been
consistently observed. The average maximum increase in total
peripheral resistance is 60%9 the peak effect occurring within
30 minutes. The pressor effect is not blocked by hexamethonium,
although the average pressure increase is decreased. The above
results have been consistent in the 10 dogs studied.

Proposed course of project: Further investigation is in
progress to demonstrate more clearly the site of the pressor
action of digitalis. A similar study using Cedilanld is planned.
In addition^ the study will be extended to determine the effects
of digitalis glycosides on the pulmonary circulation.

Part B included No.





Serial bo, NM-268
1. Clinic of Surgery
3. Betheada

PHS * NIB
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A.

Project Title: An Experimental Investigation of Myocardial
Metabolism during Cardiac Arrest

Principal Investigator: Joseph W. Gilbert, M. Do

Other Investigators: Robert Y. L. Longs Mo D.

Henry Felton
Russell Holland

Man Years (calendar year 1958): Patient Days (calendar
Total: 6/12 year 1958):

Professional: 3/12 None
Other: 3/12

Project Description:

Experiments have been performed in seven dogs using
potassium citrate as the arresting agent and in three others
using acetylcholine.

Cardiac arrest was induced with the arresting agent after
caval occlusion. The aorta was then opened and the coronary
ostia were cannulated. The heart was then perfused for twenty
minutes with fresh heparinized arterial blood drawn from donor
dogs. Flow rates were based on the flow obtained from the
coronary sinus cannula before arrest. Determinations of oxygen,
carbon dioxide, glucose, lactic acidj> and unesterifled fatty acids
were made on the perfusate collected from the coronary sinus
during arrest as well as on the fresh blood in the reservoir.
Oxygen utilization and carbon dioxide production, as well as
consumption of the substrates glucose, lactate and unesterified
fatty acids were then calculated. Hollowing twenty minutes of
arrest; resuscitation was attempted by perfusion with fresh
arterial blood containing no arresting agent. Results to date
indicate no oxygen or substrate utilization during potassium
arrest, but diminished utilization during acetylcholine arrest.
Consumption during ventricular fibrillation is approximately
that of the beating heart. Resuscitation cannot be accomplished
after continuous perfusion with an arresting agent for twenty
minutes.

Proposed course of project: Plane for future°An extension
«t She present series, with more dogs arrested by acetylcholine
is planned.

Part B included Ho.





Serial No. NHI-26?

lo Clinic of Su.rgexy

3. Bethesda
PHSHHIH

Individual Project: Report
Calendar Year 1958

Part A.

Project Title: Xranseptal Catheterization of the Left Heart

Principal Investigator: John RossB Jr. 9 M> Do

Other Investigators: William Laughlin
Robert Lewis

Patient Days (calendar
year 195B)j

None

Han Years (calendar year 1958):
Total: 6/12
Professional: 3/12
Other 3/12

Project Description:

In the interval since the previous report, additional
dogs have undergone left heart catheterisatlon froa the right
heart using the retractable needle previously described, In
addition^ a somewhat larger needle was constructed* and a
small catheter passed through it into the left ventriclo in
some animals, through this needle9 satisfactory left=sided
angiocardiograms were obtained in nine dogs.

Proposed course of project: Eie experimental study has
been completed. She procedure is being tested in cadavers
and results indicate that its use in humans would be feasible.

Part B included Yes
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Serial BO. NHI°269

PHS - HIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Tear 1958

Part B.
w-ir%r~.. -tt»

Article In Periodical:

Ross, J. Jr.: Sranseptal Catheterization of Che Left Heart:
A Mew Method of Left Atrial Puncture. Annals of Surgery.
So appear In February 1959 issue.





Serial »>. NHI-270

1. Clinic of Surgery
3. Bafchesda

PHS - HIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Year 1958

Fart A.

Project Title; Hemodynamic Studies During Total Body
Perfusion

Principal Investigator:

Other Investigators:

John Roas Jr. e M. 0.

Eugene Braunwald, H. D.

John A. Waldhausen3 M. D.

James A. IfcFarland, M» 0.

Robert White
Robert Lewis

Man Tears (calendar year 1958): Patient Days (calendar
TQtal: 1 year 1958):
Professional: 3/12 None
Other: 9/12

Project Descripfibng

The general purpose of this project is to study the hem@«
dynamic effeets of perfusion under circumstances similar to those
encountered clinically* andB in additions, to investigate the
effects in isolated vascular areas of alterations in O2 and CQ2
tensions. The initial area of study has been the hind limb of
the dog,

A rotating disc oxygenator and a nonocclusive roller pump
have been used. Total pump output is measured with either an
electromagnetic flowmeter or a Potter turbinometer. A rotameter
is used to record blood flow in the femoral artery. Oxygen

{

tension is monitored with a Clark polarographic electrode.

Total systemic flew is maintained constant and alterations
in femoral artery flow are measured during one^half hour
perfusions in dogs. Immediately prior to perfusion® limb
vascular resistance is very high. In general, during perfusions,
there is initially an abrupt fall in liiflb resistance* followed
by a gradual increase in both limb and total resistance during
the remainder of the perfusion.
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Serial No. NHI-270

Part A. (continued)

Project Title: Hemodynamic Studies During Total Body Perfusion

Project Description:

Limb flow has also been recorded during hypoxia. The
circulating blood is desaturated in the oxygenator using a
12% O2 mixture and decreased disc rotation. With total flow
maintained constant, limb and total resistance decrease
markedly after 6 to 10 minutes of hypoxia; however, the initial
response has been variable.

Proposed course of project: Further general perfusion
and hypoxia studies are planned. It may prove more profitable
to measure flow during perfusion in the renal or splanchnic
areas; a separate study on hepatic blood flow during perfusion
is in progress by one member of the group. It is planned to
extend the hypoxia studies to the pulmonary vascular bed.

gfere adequate control of C<>2 levels is necessary,,

particularly in the hypoxia experiments. COfc and 02 tension
electrodes are under construction,, at present;, in connection
with studies on membrane gas exchange being done in Dr. Robest
Bowman's laboratory, ffaeee electrodes should prove useful In
both studies. A joint study of the physiologic aspects of
membrane oxygenator use is planned.

Part B Included Yes
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Part B.

Article in Periodical:

Roas J. Jr. Gilbert, J. W. a Saarp E. H. s Morrow6 A. 6.:

Elective Cardiac Arrest During total Body Perfusion: The
Relationship of Elevated Intracardiac Pressures During
Arrest to Subsequent Myocardial Function and Pathologic
FUliponary Changes. Journal of Thoracic Surgeryp Vol. 36,

Bo. 4* pp. 534-5428 October 1958.
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Calendar Tear 1958

Part A.

Project Title: Elective Cardiac Arrest During Total Body
Perfusion in the Experimental Animal. The
Relationships of Elevated Intracardiac Pressures
to Myocardial Failure and Pathologic Pulmonary
Changes

Principal Investigator: John Ross, Jr., M. 0.

Other Investigators: Joseph W. Gilbert, Mo 0.

Edward H. Sharp, M. D.

Andrew G. Sferrowe H» Do

Russell Holland
Ray Waters
Robert White
William Laughlin

Han Tears (calendar year 1958);

Total: 9/12
Professional: 3/12
Other: 6/12

Patient Days (calendar
year 1958)

None

Project Description:

In a significant percentage of animals and pafiienfeu

subjected to total cardiopulmonary bypass and elective cardiac

arrests pulmonary congestion is seen in the postoperative period.

It was postulated that this was due to elevated pulmonary venous

pressure secondary to the technique of arrest. Utilizing the

Melrose pump oxygenatore 31 dogs were studied by the continuous

measurement of right ventricular, aortic and left atrial

pressures throughout a period of cardiac perfusion, arrest and

recovery. Histologic study of the lungs was performed before

and after perfusion. Control dogs without cardiac arrefit or
cardiotomy showed no pressure elevations in the cardiao chamber.
Cardiac failure and lung damage did not occur in this group.
Similar results were obtained in those animals in which a
continuous atriotony was maintained throughout arrest, and
recovery. However, in dogs subjected to cardiac arrest without
cardiotomy or with cardiotomy late in the period of arrest,,

significant rises in left atrial and right ventricular pressures
were noted*. In addition, these animals showed complications
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Serial No„ NHI-271
Part A. (continued)

Project title: Elective Cardiac Arrest During Total Body
Perfusion in the Experimental Aninal. She
Relationships of Elevated Intracardiac Pressures
to Myocardial Failure and Pathologic Pulmonary
Changes

Project Description:

such as ventricular fibrillation and cardiac failure during
the recovery period., In the lungs of some of these animals
microscopic resections revealed edema and hemorrhage. It was
found that these pressure increases were due to the pulmonary
venous return secondary to bronchial artery flow and that the
pressure elevations and consequent pulmonary pathology could be
prevented by cardiotemy. It was significant that elevation of
pulmonary venous pressure could be prevented by right-sided
cardiotomy as well as by left-sided cardlotomy9 and that intra-
cardiac pressure changes were magnified by simultaneous
occlusion of the pulmonary artery and aorta. It was shown
that occlusion of the pulmonary artery prevents the escape of
bronchial artery flow into the right heart through the collapsed
and incompetent pulmonary valve

„

Part B included Yes.
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Fart B .

Article in Periodical:

Ross,, Jo j Jr., Gilberts J. W. 8 Sharp, E. H. 9 Jferrows A» G.

:

Elective Cardiac Arrest Airing Total Body Perfusion: Ihe
Relationship of Elevated Intracardiac Pressures During Arrest
to Subsequent feftrocardial Function and Pathologic Puls&nary
Changes, Journal of Ihoracic Surgery B V&l. 368 N». 4,

pp„ 534-5428 October 1958.
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Part A.

Project Title: A Study of the Mstensibility of the Canine
Ventricle During Diastole

Principal Investigator: Eugene Braunwald, M. D.

Other Investigators: John Ross, Jr., M. D.

Robert L. Frye, M. D.

Robert Lewis

Han Years (calendar year 1958): Patient Days (calendar
Total: 10/12 year 1958):
Professional: 6/12 None
Other: 4/12

Project Description:

The purpose of this study is 1) to describe the rela-
tionship between end-diastollc pressure and end-diastolic
fiber length of the left ventricle of the dog, i.e., establish
a pressure-volume curve for the relaxed ventricle, 2) to deter-
mine whether the pressure-volume curve can be modified by inter-
ventions such as catechol amine infusion, alterations in aortic
pressure, heart rate, and changes in myocardial contractility,
and 3) to study Starling s law of the heart by observing the
relationship between end-diastolic fiber length and stroke work.

The major effort to date has been devoted to developing
methods for the measurement of end-diastollc fiber length and
volume. This has been accomplished by means of a modified
Cushny lever which is sewn on the surface of the left ventricle
and permits measurement of end-diastolic fiber lengths of a
segment of cardiac muscle. End-diastolic volume is determined
at the end of the experiment after the dog has been sacrificed
by adding known volumes of fluid to a balloon placed within the
left ventricle and by relating the Cushny lever deflection to
the volume within the balloon and left ventricle. Distensibility
is determined by stepwise blood infusions and the recording of
both end-diastolic fiber length and end-diastollc pressure after
each infusion.



.



Part A. (continued)
Serial No, NHI-272

Project Title: A Study of the Distensibility of the Canine
Ventricle During Diastole

Project Description:

There have been five technically satisfactory experi-
ments. The distensibility curve of the ventricle exhibits a

flat portion, in which there is a large volume change asso-
ciated with a small pressure change. This is fallowed by an

Inflection at an end-diastollc pressure in the neighborhood
of 15 cm. H2O and a steep portion of the curve at higher end-

diastollc pressures. This shape has been observed quite con-
sistently. Ventricular distensibility determined during the

infusion of epinephrine or nor-epinephrine has not been signi-

ficantly different from the control state. It is apparent that

the catechol amines also result in greater stroke volume and
stroke work for any given end-diastolic volume. This would
indicate that the inotropic action of these drugs is effected

by more complete systolic emptying.

Immediately after death, distensibility has not been
observed to be significantly different from during life, sug-

gesting that ventricular relaxation is complete during diastole.

Constriction of the pericardium has been noted to

diminish diastolic distensibility. In two experiments, a pro-

gressive increase in diastolic distensibility occurred as the

experiment progressed. In one of these, epinephrine shifted

the pressure-volume curve back to control levels.

Proposed course of project : Additional experiments will

be carried out on the effects of catechol amines. Aortic pres-

sure, heart rate, anoxia and sympathetic stimulation will also

be studied.

Part B included No
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Calendar Year 19^

Project Title: Development of an Ultramicrcanalytic Method
for Sodium and Potassium Determination in
Micropuncture S&mple®

Principal Investigator: Robert L. Bowman

Other Investigators: Edmund S. Hoffmaster
(High School Teacher)
Bruce Livingston (summer)

Cooperating Iftiits:

S. Hoffmaster (High School Teacher)
Br. John R. Jaenike (LKEM)

Man Years (calendar year 1^58) Patient Days - None
Total: .48

Professional .08

Other : .k

Project Description:

Progress During Past Year :

Baring the development of the gas discharge detector for gas
chromatography, it was noted that the central electrode would glow
with a bright yellow color indicating the presence of sodium. It
appeared that the helium was very sensitive in ionizing alkali
metals on the tip of the wire or carried into the gas stream in a
volatile state. Various arrangements were investigated for provid-
ing satisfactory discharge and sample handling. A system utilising
a .006" diameter platinum wire as the sample carrier was chosen.
Methods for loading the wire with a measured quantity of sample
were evaluated utilising fluorescence indicators. No satisfactory
method for picking up a reproducible quantity was found. The sample
was therefore deposited directly on the wire from a capillary observed
microscopically. The background spectrum is a line spectrum with no
continuous radiation as found in flames. The integrated output of
sodium light Is proportional to the quantity of sodium introduced end
essentially all of the sodium contributes to the emission since the
gas flow is so much lower than In flames. The helium yellow line is

,
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Progress Baring Past Year (continued)

vary close to the sodium line, but no difficulty 'was encountered
in separating them with a Bausch and lomb grating monochrcmator.
The apparatus has been turned over to Br. John R. Jaenike for
evaluation of its utility for biological samples,, Preliminary
results indicate 10-12 m0iQS Qf sodium as a working level.

Direction of Current Research :

The rare gas discharge activation of alkali metal emission
will be studied further to establish its ultimate sensitivity and de-
pendability with an ultimate aim of an instrument capable of analys-
ing these materials in a range of quantity available by micro-puncture
techniques

.

Fart B - included » NO
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Part A<

Project Titles The Biochemical Effects of Ultrasonic Waves

Principal Investigator: Alfred V'eissler

Other Investigators: None

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (calendar year 1958): Patient Days(calendar year
Total: a 8 1958) None
Professional: 8

Other None

Project Description:

Progress During Past Year: (Began July, 1957)

The purpose of this research is to elucidate the detailed
processes by which ultrasonic waves affect living tissues and
simpler biochemical systems such as enzyme solutions <> In order
to study the role of free radicals in chemical reactions caused
by ultrasound in aqueous systems, the sonochemical yield of hydrogen
peroxide was measured in water which contained radical scavengers
in various concentrations and was also saturated with either oxygen
or argon The results indicate that hydroxyl radical is an intermediate
produced from water by ultrasound; this radical and perhydroxyl radical
(formed in oxygenated solutions) are considered principally responsible
for such sonochemical effects as oxidation and polymerization,,

In a general way, this resembles the situation in ionizing-
radiation chemistry, but there are notable differences in detailo
Quantitative comparison of ultrasound and gamma-rays, with respect
to the amount of chemical change caused per unit of energy absorbed^
in three different reactions, showed that ultrasound is several
hundred time less efficient „ The three reactions investigated were:
the oxidation of 0„001 M ferrous sulfate in OoU K sulfuric acid
(widely used for dosimetry in radiation chemistry); the reduction
of OoOOOl M eerie sulfate in ot* M sulfuric acid: and the formation
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of hydrogen peroxide in oxygen-saturated distilled water* The
measurements were made in a solution volume of 200 mls contained
in a polythene bag with a wall thickness of o001 inch, Immersed
in 100 mlo of degassed distilled water contained in a focussing baritm
titanate transducer assembly operating at U00 kilocycles. The solution
was exposed to ultrasound for $ o minutes^ at a power level of 6?
acoustic isatts as determined by a colorimetric substitution methodo
The ratio of efficiencies of ferrous ion oxidation to eerie ion
reduction(which is a measure of the Linear Energy Transfer of
ionising radiation) indicates that ultrasound is equivalent in
"quality" to very low energy alpha^particles

Some preliminary work was done on the ultrasonic irradiation
of urease solution., Urease was chosen as a suitable enzyme because
it has both a high molecular weight and a sensitivity to oxidation
due to its many sulfhydryl groups.. The urease available , however^
had low activity? consequentXy8 little destruction was observed
because of the protective action of the large amount of inert
material o Purification attempts did not greatly increase the
specific activityo It will be necessary to obtain a better sample
of urease of other sulfhydryl enzyme

o

Direction of Current Research?

Solutions of enzymes and other proteins will be treated with
ultrasound and the loss of activity will be correlated with spectro=
photometric and molecular weight changes | comparisons will be made
with similar published work in radiation chemistry «, The effect of
washing dissolved air out of the solutions* prior to treatment^ with
gases such as argon or oxygen will be studied? with a view to decreasing
the amount of enzyme destruction encountered during ultrasonic extraction
of enzymes from tissue homogenateso Also \inder consideration is work
on functional damage to protozoa exposed to moderate=intensity ultra~
sound

o

Part B included - Yes
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Part^Bg Honors s Awards^ and Publieatics*©

"Formation of Hydrogen Peroxide by Ultrasonic Waves* Free
Radicals" ?l accepted for publication in Februarys 1959 » by Journal
of the American Chemical Society,
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Part A,

Project Titles Development of Methods for ; Measvsttmsnt of
Blood Flow

Principal investigator? Robert L Bowman

Other Investigators? Vsevolod Kudravcev - CC
(Dr. Murray Brown s section)
Claude M„ Weil Malherbe( summer)

Cooperating Units?

Vsevolod Kudravcev - Clinical Center (Dr<> Murray Brown* s section)
Mr« Kudravcev has been the main engineer designing a id constructing

the improved MR apparatus

o

Man lears (calendar year 1958)? Patient Day? » J*one
Total? 1 15
Professional? eOk
Other? ,4$

Project Descriptions

Progress During Past Year?

The aim of this continuing project is to produce an efficient
method of measuring blood flow with a minimum disturbance of the
system being measuredo The method utilizing nuclear magnetic
resonance is still considered to have the best promise for fulfilling
the requirements o Previous experience had shown the amplitude of the
^sonanca signal to be erratic so that a flow curve could not be pro°

duced within better than 20$ „ It was presumed that the flow also de-
tuned the oscillator so that it was necessary to provide some form of
automatic frequency controlo This thesis was tested by running flow
curves end retuning the system for each reading. These flow curves
showed an excellent smooth curve and were highly reproducible over the

range of interest* On the basis of manual returning experience the
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Progress During Past Year (continued)

apparatus is being rebuilt with automatic frequency control and several
other electronic regulatory systems o It was interesting to note that the
flow curves showed a break in the slope which appears to ?rise at the
time the stream breaks into turbulent flowo The region of the break is
compatible with Reynold's number calculations for the turbulent point8

but a more dependable confirmation will have to be r»ade» The develop-
ment of the apparatus for measurement of flow has so much in common with
the apparatus for broad line NWK pnalysis that the new apparatus is being
designed to allow both of these projects to utilize the same equip aento

Direction of Current Research ;

As soon as it is currently shown that the NMK signal will measure
continuous flow* steps will be tnken to investigate the possibility
of using the induced nuclear precession as a marker to trace and measure
flows attempts will be made to determine whether or not the tissue water
can be distinguished from the water flowing in the vascular beds the
possibility of measuring the alkali metals in entire small animals and
the general problem of broad line measurements evaluated*

Part B included - NO
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Part Ac

Project Titles Aqueous Scintillator Solution for Carbon~Hi
Counting

Principal Investigators Alfred Teissier

Other Investigator: None

Cooperating Units? (Supported by Laboratory of Cellular Physiology
and Metabolism (Pr. Steinberg)

Equipment = Packard Automatic Scintillation Counter
Personnel <=• Walter Lewis (technical)

Han Years (calendar year 1958) s Patient Days(calendar year 1958)
Total: 62 None
Professionals o2

Others None

Project Description:

Progress During Past Years (Began October^ 1958)

The purpose of this research is to develop a method for
scintillation counting of C^ in aqueous solution, in order to

avoid the inconvenience of counting aqueous samples in toluene

solution as at present «, Work by others has shown that fluorescent

materials in aqueous solution do not count be&a-particless, therefore,

the use of chemiluminescence is being studiedo The most familiar
chemilurainescent substance, "luminol" (3=amino»phthalhydra2side)j,

will emit light in alkaline solution when exposed to ultrasound^

presumably as a result of oxidation by hydroxyl radicals or
hydrogen peroxide „ Similarly* the hydroxyl radicals or hydrogen

peroxide produced by beta-particles should cause light emission

in Itminol solutions

o

The amount of light emitted, as a function of luminol

concentration and sodium hydroxide concentration, has been

investigated with the Tri~Carb automatic scintillation counter,. In

some cases, apparent counting efficiencies as high as $Of> have been

found, but the results thus far are not sufficiently reproducible

Unlabeled solutions show a high variable background count, which seems

to be affected by a variety of factors such as age, oxygenations,

temperature, freeaing and previous illumination » Hydroquinone acts

as a quencher, and hemoglobin acts as an intensifies Pulse heig&fc

analysis of blank versus labeled solutions does not reveal striking
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differences o Light emission drops to a low value after a day or
two in the most dilute solutions (0<,000001$ luminol) which indicates
thst the luminol is slowly destroyed,. Washing out the dissolved
air with nitrogen does not greatly reduce the light emission<,

Other chemiluminescent materials are known, such as lucigenin
( dimethylbiacridinium nitrate), triaminosiloxene, and violanthrone
dyeo None of these is both (a) water-soluble and (b) an indicator
of hydroxyl or hydroperoxyl radicals j therefore our studies thus
far have been concentrated on luminol©

Direction of Current Research ;

Attempts are being made to lower the background count and to
increase the reproducibility© Solutions containing both hemoglobin
and hydroquinone are under study, in order to find whether a favorable
balance point exists betxreen the intensifier and quencher effects

o

If satisfactory counting of carbon^lU is achieved, the work will be
extended to tritium and to solutions containing easily oxidized
substances such as sulfhydryl groups

Part B included - No
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Part A.

Project Title: Development of Micro -lass Electrodes for the

Measurement of pH and of Sodium Concentration

Principal Investigator: Murray Eden

Other Investigator: Laura ;uiffrida

Cooperating Units:

Dr. Jack Jaenike Dr. ©orge Bray Dr. Robert W.

Berliner - LKEM

Man Years (calendar year 1^58) Patient Days - None

Total: lo5
Professional: <$
Other : 1

Project Description:

Progress Poring Past Year : 'Project began June 1^55)

Further attempts have been made to coat the electrodes with
an insulating film. So far the best results have been obtained with

a propietary varnish furnished us by Beckman Instrument Company.

With this varnish electrodes may be coated effectively to within
approximately 300 microns of the tip.

Extensive tests have been performed on the alkali metal ion
sensitive glasses described by Eiseman et. al. M cro electrodes of
a suitable glass composition have been made which are sensitive to
sodium and are only 1 >th as sensitive to potassium. The electrodes
are also insensitive to pH in the usual physiological range. These
electrodes exhibit a response very close to theoretical Te. a 58
millivolt potential change is Induced by a tenfold change in sodium
activity.

Direction of Current Research:
fv

:

Preliminary investigations of the changes in sodium con-
centration in doz kidneys during the course of various experimental
procedures have suggested that the electrodes may be useful in de-
termining interstitial electrolyte concentrations in various tissues
in vivo. These researches which have been conducted in collabora-
tion with workers in LKEM will be pushed further as an additional
tool for the explication of the kidney concentrating mechanism.
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Progress During Past Year (continued)

Further development will be attempted to obtain electrodes
preferentially sensitive to potassium and to calcium. Although
the latter will in all likelihood require a somewhat different
approach

.

The efforts to develop true micro electrodes coated to within
about 50 microns of the top will be continued.

Part B - included - NO
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Part A.

Project Title: Development of Freezing Point Depression Methods

Principal Investigator: Robert L. Bowman

Other Investigator: Christopher Eve

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (calendar year 1958): Patient Days - None
Total : loO
Professional : o2

Other : 08

Project Description:

Progress Poring Past Year ;

A system for observing several droplets of standards and unknowns
while undergoing freezing and thawing was set up. The samples con-
sisted of from 2 to 3 micro-milliliters placed separately under oil
in 8 holes in a copper block. The entire circle of holes being placed
within the field of a microscope so that they can be observed under
magnification of cO to 100 times. The copper block is then cycled
over a range of temperature to rapidly freeze and slowly thaw the
samples. On the assumption that all of the droplets experience the
same temperature change and that they are each too small to influence
the temperature. The time of thawing is used as an index of melting
point. Rapid cooling and slow warming have been accomplished effect-
ively and reproducibly by use of a chilled block of metal that is
placed over the sample holder. Warming rates of the order of 2
'milliosmoles per second" have been used and the system evaluated
for standard solutions. Freezing points determined in this way have
exhibited an error of approximately a milliosmoles. The error does
not seem to be any different for low as cssapared to high concentra-
tions. Several methods of reducing this error are yet to be tested
but the existence of an effective method (Ramsey's) makes continued
effort at this level of questionable value. We have demonstrated
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Progress Daring Past Year 'continued)

that there is a finite possibility of using this system to de-

termine freezing points of even smaller quantities, but the

application snould wait until the apparatus can be evaluated

on an actual problem.

Direction of Current Research ;

3to continue to devise and test new methods and instruments

as the occasion arises to apply them to local research programs.

Part B - included - Kb
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Part A,

Project Titles Design and construction of a more sensitive

detection device for vapor phase chrcmatog:-a;-hy

and development of methods Cor the Microanalysis
of fatty acids

Prii cipal Investigators: Arthur Karmen
Robert L He-man

Other Investigators? WillaicWhitehouse
Harold TritehCsummer employee)

Cooperating Units? None

Man Years (calendar year 1958) s Patient Days = Noie
Totals 2oU
Professionals lo6
Others 08

Project Descriptions

Progress During Past Year :

Objectives? To design a j.ore sensitive vapor detector to permit
the use of small saiples of fatty acid esters in gas chromatography <,

samples in the range usually cbjsal&a&ld %©& biologic .nater .-Is, and to

obtain the increase in column^efficieney of separation obtainable by the
use of snaller samples

«

A review of the literature at the onset of this study revealed
that the most sensitive detectors that had been described were b?sed on
measurement of the electric characteristics of the efflueat gases
Ionization of the gas In an ionization gauge using helium as carrier gas
was reported to permit r-uite senritive detection of hydrocrrbon vapors
An apparatus of this type was constructed and it was found that passage
of hydrocarbon vapor through the tube elements conta indued and destroyed
these elements and stability sufficient for use with gao chromatography
was not obtainable o Experiments with corona discharge in helium at
atmospheric pressure and at reduced pressure revealed similar destruction
and change of the tube elements and instability of the discharge. By
using radio frequency voltages to power the di charge „ ^sufficiently
stable discharge could be ofrttfiRedo The properties of radio frequency
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Progress during Past Year (continued)

excited glow discharges n heli\>m at an atmospheric pressure were studied,
and experiments perfomed to determine what apparatus could best be used
to power the discharge and cause it to have sufficient stability to permit
its use as a detector,,

A stable discharge could be excited in helium at atnospheric
pressure by means of using a stabilized source of radio frequency power,.
Sufficient stability of this power source could be obtained by crystal
control of the frequency and using regulated direct current power supplied
to power the UF oscillator,, A direct current potential is measurable
across the plasma of an KF excited discharge o Presence of a vapor other
than helium in the discharge tube causes a diminution in this direct currents
When organic vapors of many ty es are present in the helium, the decrease
in the direct current is directly proportional to the concentration of
the hydrocarbons in the helium « The direct current obtainable and the
signals produced by the passage of hydrocarbons through the discharge
was sufficient to permit recording on a standard recorder without
additional amplification,, The direct current output was found to
increase with increase In temperature making the device more sensitive
at higher tempersture, and permittinf, its use in high temperature gas
chromatography. Sensitivity to changes in temperature pressure and
gas flow rate was not sufficient to require extraordinary care in
stabilizing these factors 6

Determination of the ultimate sensitivity of this device has not
bjen. possible because of the difficulties in presenting the discharge
with a known precisely small enou; h concentration of hydrocarbon in
the helium. Sensitivities have been obtained repeatedly in the order
of 1 molecule of methyl myristate in 10>' molecules of helium sufficient
to obtain complete analysis of long chain fatty acids using a sample
volume of 10 ' ml. Sensitivity is at lerst 1000 times greater than
therma 1 conductivity detectors

«

The detector is simple in construction and has been adapted for
use with two conventional, commercia'.ly available chromatographs, with
increase in their sensitivity, in the resolving power of their columns
caused by using smaller samples, a.id is rugged and stable enough for
several months of continuous use without difficulty.

Description: Ancillary methods for the microanalysis of fats in
preparing samples for gas chromatographic analysis of constituent fatty
acids: l) sample injector - to make possible the introduction of micro-
gram quantities of liquid samples in precisely knwosn amounts into the

chromatographic colaun without contrminating the column and the analysis
with large quantities of carrier liquid, a sample introduction device
was constructed. Microgram quantities were sealed in unall glass
capillaries, their volume determined with a measuring microscope, and
a deviceconstructed for introducing the capillary and crushing it at
the column inlp>+ uithou interruption of the flow of easier gas-
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Progress during Past Year (continued)

2) Techniques for the recovery of small samples from high dilution
with solvents - when methyl esters of fatty acids in quantities less
than several hundred micrograms are prepared in glass vessels, collec-
tion of the esters in form suitable for introduction to the gas
chromatography becomes difficult because of the property of these
esters of forming semisolid films on the walls of the container
when the solvent in which they are dissolved is evaporated <> Techniques
have been devised for their collection in a glass capillary by a micro-
refluxing technique and devices for the introduction of these capill-
aries into the chromatograph have been constructed « 3) Group
separation of lipids by silicic acid paper chromatography <= methods
for the separation of lipid fractions by silicic acid column chro~
matography have been developed* The size of the sample required is
usually more than that available from small samples of biologic
materials, and the analyzed materials are presented in high dilutions
of solvents whose purity by the standards of gas chromatography is not
higho Accordingly, a method was developed for group separations of
lipids on silicic acid coated paper using samples of small size com-
pared to those used in column chromatography and larger than the samples
usually used with paper chromatography.. It was found possible to
separate the cholesterol esters,, glycerides, and phospholipids in

C 5 ml° of plasma determine their location on the paper chromatopram
by a simple, sensitive detection technique esterif^ the fatty acids
present, collect the esters and analyze them by gas chromatography,,

This paper chromatographic technique holds promise of being appli-
cable to other studies in which rapid separation of these lipid groups
is required

Significance to Heart Research « Gas chromatography with the use
of this detector makes possible microanalysis of the fatty acids in
the quantities usually obtainable from small blood samples and thus
makes possible studies of serial changes in small biologic samples
of this type© It is hoped that studies utilizing these methods of
analysis will lead to better understanding of the metabolism of fatty
acids end fats and will delineate the relationship between fat metabolism
and the development of atherosclerosis and other disorders

Direction of Current Research?

The projects described represent design of a complete system for
the microanalysis of fttty acids » It is intended to a->ply these methods
to the determination of the i atty acids in the different lipid fractions
of blood, and to study their metabolism and changes as influenced by
diet in healthy and diseased individuals c

Part B included - Yes
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Publications!

A micro sample introduction system for gas chromato£raphy

Robert Bowman and Arthur Kaimen^ Nature, Volo 182, pp.1233-

123U, Nov 1, 1958.

A Radio Frequency Glow Detector for Gas Chromatography,

Arthur Karmen and Robert L„ Bowman, New York Academy of

Sciences Symposium on Gas Chromatography^ in press,
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PHS-NIH
Individual Project Bsport

Calendar Year 1>58

Part A.

Project Title: Machine Analysis of Absorption Spectra

Principal Investigator: Joseph E. Hayes, Jr.

Cooperating Units:

Spectra are determined in a Gary Model 11 Spectrophotometer
in the Laboratory of Natural Products

g
Rational Heart Institute.

Man Years (calendar year U58): Patient Days - None
Total : „1
Professional: cl
Other:

Project Description:

Progress During Past Year : (Began 195$)

The absorption spectra of organic compounds depend on the
structure of the absorbing molecule. Only in the infra-red region
have extensive correlations of this kind been found. Numerous attempts
have been made to find such correlations in visible and ultraviolet
spectra, which arise from electronic transitions in the absorbing
molecules and which are much more poorly resolved. These attempts

have resulted in several rules of thumb which amount only to a naming

of complexes of absorption bands and to a prediction of whether sub^

stitution of a given group into the molecule will result in the
complexes shifting to longer or to shorter wavelengths.

A ready rationalization of the failure of such attempts
to yield more information is found in the extreme techincal
difficulty of resolving these complexes into the individual
absorption bands. A computer designed in this laboratory(See A
Computer for Determining Wave Number, Intensity and Line Width
of Maxima in the Infra-Bad Spectrum IjJi Annual Iteport) furnishes

a ready method of analyzing such spectral band complexes and it is

expected that this will permit determination of the parameters of
the individual absorption bands so that correlations with structure

can be made. It is hoped that this will yield an independent method
of evaluating the importance of various "contributing forms" in a
resonance sense.
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Progress During Past Year (continued)

To date, analyses have been made of the absorption spectra
of 2, k - dinitrophenol and the three isomeric mononitrophenols
in buffered aqueous solution in the region 20,000 - 50,000 cm" .

These indicate that there is indeed a definite systematicity in
tiie spreetra, but from such a smallnumber of compounds nothing
definitive can be shown. A series of aryl nitro compounds^ a
group selected because of its readyavailability

8
comparatively

simple spectra^, and fairly well understood resonance behavior

^

have been obtained and purified. Farther compounds s such as
the other five position isomers of 2* k - dinitrophenol have
been prepared.

Direction of Current Bssearch ;

The spectra of these compounds 9 some seventeen in all, in
nonaqueous 8 acid aqueous 8 and alkaline aqueous solution t should
permit assessment of whether the correlations found are useful.
If so j they will be extended to compounds of greater intrinsic
interest

.

;• ;
'.'

Part B included - W0





Serial No NHI-281

Laboratory of Technical Development
Bethesda lU, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project ueport

Calendar Year 1958

Part A c

Project Titles Drying and Hydration Studies of Proteins and Tissue

Principal Investigators John L. Stephenson

Other Investigators: Geraldine W. Smith
Artrice Valentine
Marion Sharpless

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (calendar year 1958) * Patient Days - None
Totals 1.2
Professionals .3

Other: .9

Project Description:

Progress During Past Year: Began 195k

The general purpose of this project is to obtain infonnaticn on
the nature of the solid~liquid interface in protoplasm and particularly
its area and hydration structure, also to obtain empirical information
on the drying of various biological materials to aid in the rational
design of drying apparatus

o

This year the compilation of experimental drying data w'.tii previously
described vacuum balance (Stephenson, Smith, Tranthan, Rev. Sci. Inst„ 28:

38l~382) has continued, and at least for the present has been completedo

Materials whose vacuum drying rate from the frozen state has been measured
include 10 percent bovine serum albumen, 2 percent ova-albumin, 10 percent

ova^albumin, blood plasma$ 2 percent gelatin and guinea pig liver. Utiliz-

ing a theory first developed by Derjaguin, (Compt. Rend. Acad. Sci* U.R„S 6S

53:623 (19U6), which we have modified and extended, we have computed surface

area oer gram dry weight for the various materials from these drying data

.

With the exception of gelatin, these area have been much less than those

computed either from supposed molecular dimensions or from gas absorption

datao The reason for this is that during the freezing there is great pre-

cipitation and clwiping of the material (this is obvious on microscopic
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Progress Diring Past Year (continued)

examination) and this method of measuring surface area measures the

surface of the envelope of the clumps rather than the surface en~

veloping individual molecules

=

This work was described in April at the Second International
Conference on freezing and Drying held in London It has also been

written up and submitted for periodical publication

»

Direction of Current Kesearch s

Ho further work during the next year is planned on this projecto

PART B Included - Nu





Serial Noe NHI-282

Laboratory of Technical Development
Bethesda 1U, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project iteport

Calendar Year 1958

Part Ao

Project Titles Physics of Ultra°Rapid Freezing of Water,
Colloidal Solutions and Protoplasm

Principal Investigators John L» Stephenson

Other Investigators? Geraldine W« Smith
Artrice Valentine
Marion Sharpless

Cooperating Units* None

Man Years (calendar year 1958) ' Patient Days - None
Totals 1»5
Professionals »3

Others lo2

Project Description:

Progress During Past Years Began 195U

The general purpose of this project remains! (l) To
investigate the basic physics of the rapid freezing process
in water, colloidal systems and protoplastic (2) To apply
this information to the analysis of hydration phenomena in
protoplasm o (3) To extend the range of application of
freezing and drying as a method of fixation and preservation
of biological material D

Work on electron microscopy has continued and the routine
problems of specimen preparation and operation of the electron
microscope seem to have been largely solved. The satisfactory
embedding of frozen dried material still presents a pr*ft>iem,>

One scheme, developed in collaboration with Dr.. Fritioff Sjostrand
of the Karolinska Institute 8 during a visit to his laboratory
this spring, shows some premise « In this methyl methracrylate
is distilled over, under vacuum, into a cold finger containing
the dried specimens „ These specimens are then transferred to
individual tubes and further prepared for electron microscopy
as described by Sjostrand and Baker (Jo Ultrastructure)* The
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Progress During Past Year (continued)

use of frozen dried material for electron microscopy presents two
fundamental problems! One is that embedding materials do not seem
to completely infiltrate frozen dried tissue, possibly because of
failure to completely wet the tissue which still has some residual
water of hydration no matter how long it is dried. The other is
that frozen dried material without subsidiary fixation does not
stand up under the electron beanie Both of these problems will
obviously limit the use of frozen dried material for critical ultra~
structure studies, but on the other hand rapid freezing offers
possibilities of correlating ultrastructure with momentary physiological
states which no other method does<> One problem in evaluating fixation
procedures is the cutting of sufficiently small specimens and also
knowing whether these represent protoplasm in a more or less the
same physiological state* To try to solve this problem we have
started colonies of both amoeba Chaos Chaos and of paramecia

Further cr^)erimental work has been done evaluating the properties
of various coolants—in particulars the Freons, which have been fouid
to be nearly as c°°d coolants as isopentane or propane and are much
less hazardous to use<> The primary purpose of these and earlier
experiments has been to analyze the conditions of heat transfer at
the surface of the sample being cooled It has been found that to f

good approximation heat transfer per unit area at the surface is gi'en
by H(T

S
•=» ¥g) s where T« is the surface temperature and T» is the

temperature ©f the coolants Theoretically H depends on a large nurber
of factors, such as the velocity of the sample relative to the coriantj,

its size, shape, as well as the intrinsic properties of the coolf ito

Experimentally we have found it to be nearly a constant for a gi en
coolant, e a go H = 0«2 cals/cmz » see dego for propane and o02 cals/
seco dego for liquid nitrogen. If H is known for a coolant it is
possible to develop an exact theory for the cooling of a solif of
regular shape without phase change and an approximate theory for
cooling with phase change « By application of the theory to /aperimental
cooling curves it can be determined whether a phase change -ias occurredo
Such an analysis of cooling curves of 10 percent gelatin blocks has
indicated that for cubes less than 1 mm on edge, cooled ir liquid
propane there is only partial freezing of the water.,

Direction of Current Research ?

The primary problem in the next few months is a correlate size,
number and occurrence of ice crystals as observed by electron microscopy
with the calorimetric studies described above

Part B included - HO

sm
2
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Laboratory of Technical Development
Bethesda 1U, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Report

Calender Year 1958

Part Ac,

Project Titles Development of a Probabilistic Model for Growth

Principal Investigator: Murray Kden

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (calendar year 1958) Patient Days - None
Total: 1
Professional: .1

Others

Project Description:

Progress During Past Year: (Project begun prior to arrival on
duty June, 1955)

Better estimates of the number of possible forms have been
computed o further than this no progress has been made*

Direction of Current Research

Methods are being explored for preparing a more efficient
Monte Carlo process of generating a sample of . . jacentratioas of
large size by machine computation

o

Part B - included - Yes
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Serial No. NHI-283

PHS - NIH
Individual Project Report

Calendar Tear 1958

Part B% Honors, Awards, pnd Publications

Publications:

A Probabilistic Model for Morphogenesis, in Symposium on

Information Theory in Biology, Pergamon Press, Inc D , 1958,

PPo 359-370 o
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Laboratory of Technical Development
Bethesda lii, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual x'roject Report

Calendar Year 1958

Part A

Project Title: Studies on Gas Transfer Through Artificial Membranes

Principal Investigators: John Ross
Eugene Booth

Other Investigators Alexander Aclnnes

Cooperating Units:

lo Dr. Eugene Booth is Professor of Physics at Columbia
University currently on leave of absence doing investigative
work for the Navy Depart: ent„ The initial theory and the plans
for the oxygenator were largely of his design! he is at present
acting in an advisory capacity on the projecto

2„ Oxygen determinations are performed in the Laboratory of
the surgical division, NHI B

iuan Years (calendar year 1958): APatient Days - None

B?ofiisi©Ei&l : alb
I'WSigecfc Descriptions u^ner. 0»2

Progress During Past Years

The general purpose of this investigation is to stud: the factors
affecting the efficiency of the oxygenation of blood through currently
available membranes, with the ultimate aim of designing a practical
oxygenators Theoretical considerations suggested that at a minimum
practical blood film thickness of aOCV to 005w , the plasma layer would
limit diffusion rather than the membrane

,

A small testing unit having a film area of 500 cm2 haB been con-
structed., 3/8 and 1/2 soil Teflon membranes have been studied with blood
films of 005" and o009" o In addition, preliminary studies have been
performed using a 005" blood film between twin membranes, giving an
effective blood film thickness of O0025"o Fresh, positive serology
human blood has been usedc Temperature, pH, and oxygen content by
Van Slyke or Beckman analysis are measured, and from these data oxygen
tension gradients can be calculated* A single layer of 1/2 mil Teflon
with a ,005" blood film has a diffusing capacity of 0„036 (0„032=0 o039)
cc of 02/m2/min/mm oHg,mean gradient <, This is approximately 25 percent
more oxygen transfer than is obtained with the Clowes membrane oxygenator.
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Progress During the Past ^ear (continued)

An additional 18 percent increase results when 3/8 mil Teflon is used,
indicating that at this blood film thickness, the membrane is still a
limiting factor,. Initial studies with the double membrane unit using
1/2 mil Teflon show approximately 100 percent increase in oxygen trans-
fer over that obtained with a single layer of l/2 mil fUmo

Direction of Current Research;

An apparatus for maintaining constant temperature and mixing is under
construction o This will accommodate electrodes for direct measurement of
°2 and co2 tensions o This type of measurement should permit the use of
plasma on another blood substitute during testing*, Refinements in the
technique of using twin membranes are in progress in an attempt to over-
come the difficult problem of maintaining uniform blood channels

o

Other materials, such as silicone rubber films, will be investigated,.
In addition, a joint project with the surgical unit is planned in the
animal laboratory to study the physiologic aspects of membrane oxygenation.

Part B included - NO
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Laboratory of "technical Development
Bethesda lh, Maryland

PHS-NIH
I&dlvldual Project Rssearch

Calendar Tear 1^58

Part A.

Project Title: Ad Analog Computer for the Analysis of Over-
lapping Absorption Spectra

Principal Investigators: Frank W. Noble
Murray Eden
Joseph £0 HaytV: . Jr.

Cooperating Units: None

Man Years (Calendar Year 1958): Patient Days - None
Total: 2ol
Professional: 2<,0

Other: 0.1

Project Description:

Progress Daring Past Year : Began March 19?7

It has been shown that curves from a variety of exper!-
mental procedure©., including absorption spectra, electrophoresis
ultracentrifugatlon and diffusion, are capable of being aimly-sed

into their components by an analog eospiter which generates a set
of the appropriate distribution function, each function in tho

set being Independently variable as to position, height and variance.

The first model has been developed as far as the basic
design permits. The precision of the generating triangle is Eat
as good as desired, and a rather long time delay occurs foliating

width adjustments. The general stability is not as good as would

be desired because the components are not the best obtainable. It

has been found that a five channel instrument is not adequate for

fitting some absorption spectra. It has been decided that a sslnlmum

of ten channels are required In order to fit the majority of curves.

A new model has been designed and a single channel built and tested.

The precision is very much improved, the time delay completely

eliminated, and the stability Improved through the use of superior

components. A ten channel instrument of the new design is currently

under construction in the NIH Instrument Section.
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Progress During Bast Year (continued)

A device has been constructed for projecting the trial
solutions of the computer onto the experimental curve. This
method eliminates many of the problems of calibration and scale
since the solutions may be read off the coordinates of the
experimental presentation.

Collaborative work has been carried on with Dr. Alfred Chanutln
of the University of Virginia on electrophoretlc patterns from lysates

of aged red blood cells and with Mrs. Rsbeeca Barker of Katioaal Bureau

of Standards on diffusion patterns from quaternary ammonium salt systems }

which diffuse in a quite anomalous fashion.

A ten channel analog computer of the second type hai.been con-

structed by the central shop for use by Br. F. Brackett's group in

the Laboratory of Physical Biology of NXAMD.

Direction of Current Reasearch ;

A series of synthetic overlapping distributions has been
prepared and will be analyzed by both the phototype instrument

and the new model in order to evaluate quantitatively the

accuracy of the device under various operating conditions.

It is desired to perfect the fitting by the method of least

squares. TSiis can be done by generating the spectrum as a periodic

function , subtracting from it the sum of distribution functions pro-

duced by the computer g and feeding the difference into a square-law

meter. $te have acquired the meter and are currently developing a

function generator which will have better accuracy and stability

than the Photoformer presently ia use.

53a® possible further use of the device in analysing derivative

curves, e. g., the commonly used form of presentation in nuclear

magnetic resonance experiments, and in integral curves, such as

polarographic determinations or titrations will be explored.

See also "Machine Analysis of Absorption Spectra", J. E. Hayes.

in this annual report.

Part B included - WO





Serial No. NHI-286
Laboratory of Technical Development
Bethesda Ik, Maryland

PHS-NIH
Individual Project Saport

Calendar Year, 1958

Part A.

Project Title: Mathematical Investigation of Biological
Transport Problems

Principal investigator: John L» Stephenson

Other investigators: Marion Saarpless
Arnold Jones

GooEsrating Units:

Dr. Donald Fredrickson - LCPM

Man Yeai's (calendar year 1^58): Patient Day© - Rone
Total: 1.15
Professional: »k

Other

.

.75

Project Description:

Progress During Past Year : Began 1^57

The general purpose of this research has been to develop
a general theory of transport phenomena in linear biological systems*
The prototype of the system being studied is that in which & single
input y (t) is relate! to the output 7. (t) by an integral equation

of the type 7b (t) j y (a>) w(t « o>) da), rahere w(t) is a "transport"
function characteristic of the system. This type of equation occurs
in a variety ©f physical problems, particularly in the theory of
linear electrical filters. It has also cropped up in a variety of

biological problem® including ageing, circulation problems, and

metabolism,,

He have analyzed tha conditieaas under which a biological

system does possess such a transfer or transport function in detail

»

The solution of the equation is more or less routine, and we have

applied it to simple problem in tracer kinetics in which the input

and output are sums of exponentials to derive explicit formulae for

"turnover time" and 'pool" sise which are applicable whether or not

the pool is uniformly mixed.

The theory has been extended to systems in which several

fluxes of particle© are related by a system of such integral
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Progress During Bast Year(Continued)

equations and appropriate matrix methods for analysing such
systems have been developed. This general theory has been
shown to give the well-known solutions for systems which
consist of several uniformly mixed compartments. Utilising

the theory general problems of data analysis and model con-

struction in systems with incomplete information have been
analysed. Ms work has been writtenvtup for publication.

Practically, t&e theory has been applied to the analysis

of tracer data on fatty acid metabolism in collaboration with
Dr. Donald Fredriekson. Hare, the primary problem was to cpnpare
the metabolic pathways of unesterified fatty acid (UFA) and
chylomicron triglyceride fatty acids (TGFA). The approach was
to assume that flux of UFA back into the plasma pool and carbon
dioxide produced by its metabolism would each be related to flux

of UFA out of the plasma pool by an integral equation of the

above type. All of these fluxes are experimentally measurable;
hence the functions w.(t) and wg(t) occurring in the integral

equations can be determined. la subsequent experiments with TGFA,

if these functions remain the same, (which was experimentally
tested) they can be used to compute carbon-dioxide production
from labelled UFA in the plasma and hence by difference from total
excretion of labelled carbon-dioxide, that due to TGFA. Band com-

putations were carried through according to this scheme using the

above theory and estimates of recycling of UFA and the Fraction of
TGFA which passes through the plasma pool as UFA before being
metabolized obtained. Subsequently, in order to make practical
comparison of transport functions in groups of experimental animals

or in clinical studies, the computation was programmed for the IBM

by Mrs. Sharpless.

Bseently, comparison of UFA recycling in fasting and exercising

subjects has raised doubt about one of the fundamental assumptions,

namely, -feat all UFA in the plasma pool has the same turnover time.

Sals is now being checked experimentally.

Direction of Current Research :

The immediate program is to apply the general theory to
particular problems in biological systems, such as the applica-

tion to fatty acid metabolism described above.

Part B included - No
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